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TO THE READER 

The story of transplanting millions of Africans to the new world, 
and of their bondage for four centuries, is a fascinating one. Particu
larly interesting for students of human culture is the sudden freeing of 
these black folk in the Nineteenth Century and the attempt, through 
them, to reconstruct the basis of American democracy from 1860-1880. 

This book seeks to tell and interpret these twenty years of fateful 
history with especial reference to the efforts and experiences of the 
Negroes themselves. 

For the opportunity of making this study, I have to thank the 
Trustees of the Rosenwald Fund, who made me a grant covering two 
years ; the Directors of the National Association for the Advancement 
of C�lored People, who allowed me time for the writing ; the President 
of Atlanta University, who gave me help and asylum during the com
pletion of the work ; and the Trustees of the Carnegie Fund who 
contributed toward the finishing of the manuscript. I need hardly add 
that none of these persons are in any way responsible for the views 
herein expressed. 

It would be only fair to the reader to say frankly in advance that 
the .attitude of any person toward this story will be distinctly influ
enced by his theories of the Negro race. If he believes that the Negro 
in America and in general is an average and ordinary human being, 
who under given environment develops like other human beings, then 
he will read this story and j udge it by the facts adduced. If, however, 
he regards the Negro as a distinctly inferior creation, who can never 
successfully take part in modern civilization and whose emancipation 
and enfranchisement were gestures against nature, then he will need 
something more than the sort of facts that I have set down. But this 
latter person, I am not trying to convince. I am simply pointing out 
these two points of view, so obvious to Americans, and then without 
further ado, I am assuming the truth of the first. In fine, I am going 
to tell this story as though Negroes were ordinary human beings, re
alizing that this attitude will from the first seriously curtail my 
audience. 

W. E. BURGHARDT DU BOIS 

Atlanta, December, 1934 
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BLACK RECONSTRUCTION 

IN AMERICA 





I. T HE B L AC K  W O R K E R  

How black men, coming to America in the sixteenth, seventeenth, 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, became a central thread in 
the history of  the United States, at once a challenge to its democ
racy and always an important part of its economic history and 

social development 

Easily the most dramatic episode in American history was the sud
den move to free four million black slaves in an effort to stop a great 
civil war, to end forty years of bitter controversy, and to appease the 
moral sense of civilization. 

From the day of its birth, the anomaly of slavery plagued a nation 
which asserted the equality of all men, and sought to derive powers 
of government from the consent of the governed. Within sound of 
the voices of those who said this lived more than half a million black 
slaves, forming nearly one-fifth of the population of a new nation. 

The black population at the time of the first census had risen to 
three-quarters of a million, and there were over a million at the begin
ning of the nineteenth century. Before 1830, the blacks had passed the 
two million mark, helped by the increased importations j ust before 
1808, and the illicit smuggling up until 1820. By their own repro
duction, the Negroes reached 3,638,808 in 1850, and before the Civil 
War, stood at 4,441,830. They were rn% of the whole population of 
the nation in 1700, 22% in 1750, 18.9% in 1800 and 11.6% in 1900. 

These workers were not all black and not all Africans and not all 
slaves. In 1860, at least 90% were born in the United States, 13% were 
visibly of white as well as Negro descent and actually more than one
fourth were probably of white, Indian and Negro blood. In 1860, 11% 
of these dark folk were free workers. 

In origin, the slaves represented everything African, although most 
of them originated on or near the West Coast. Yet among them ap
peared the great Bantu tribes from Sierra Leone to South Africa; the 
Sudanese, straight across the center of the continent, from the Atlantic 
to the Valley of the Nile; the Nilotic Negroes and the black and 
brown Hamites, allied with Egypt; the tribes of the great lakes; the 
Pygmies and the Hottentots ; and in addition to these, distinct traces 
of both Berber and Arab blood. There is no doubt of the presence of 
all these various elements in the mass of rn,000,000 or more Negroes 
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transported from Africa to the various Americas, from the fifteenth 
to the nineteenth centuries. 

Most of them that came to the continent went through West Indian 
tutelage, and thus finally appeared in the United States. They brought 
with them their religion and rhythmic song, and some traces of their 
art and tribal customs. And after a lapse of two and one-half centuries, 
the Negroes became a settled working population, speaking English 
or French, professing Christianity, and used principally in agricultural 
toil. Moreover, they so mingled their blood with white and red Amer
ica that today less than 25% of the Negro Americans are of unmixed 
African descent. 

So long as slavery was a matter of race and color, it made the con
science of the nation uneasy and continually affronted its ideals. The 
men who wrote the Consti tution sought by every evasion, and almost 
by subterfuge, to keep recognition of slavery out of the basic form of 
the new government. They founded their hopes on the prohibition of 
the slave trade, being sure that without continual additions from 
abroad, this tropical people would not long survive, and thus the prob
lem of slavery would disappear in death. They miscalculated, or did 
not foresee the changing economic world. I t  might be more profitable 
in the West Indies to kill the slaves by overwork and import cheap 
Africans ; but in America without a slave trade, i t  paid to conserve 
the slave and let him multiply. When, therefore, manifestly the Ne
groes were not dying out, there came quite naturally new excuses and 
explanations. It was a matter of social condition. Gradually these peo
ple would be free ; but freedom could only come to the bulk as the 
freed were transplanted to their own land and country, since the liv
ing together of black and white in America was unthinkable. So again 
the nation waited, and its conscience sank to sleep. 

But in a rich and eager land, wealth and work multiplied. They 
twisted new and intricate patterns around the earth. Slowly but 
mightily these black workers were integrated into modern industry. 
On free and fertile land Americans raised, not simply sugar as a cheap 
sweetening, rice for food and tobacco as a new and tickling luxury ; 
but they began to grow a fiber that clothed the masses of a ragged 
world. Cotton grew so swiftly that the 9,000 bales of cotton which the 
new nation scarcely noticed in 1791 became 79,000 in 1800 ; and with 
this increase, walked economic revolution in a dozen different lines. 
The cotton crop reached one-half million bales in 1 822, a million bales 
in 1 831, two million in 1840, three million in 1852, and in the year of 
secession, stood at the then enormous total of five million bales. 

Such facts and others, coupled with the increase of the slaves to 
which they were related as both cause and effect, meant a new 
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world ; and all the more so because with increase in American cotton 
and Negro slaves, came both by chance and ingenuity new miracles 
for manufacturing, and particularly for the spinning and weaving of 
cloth. 

The giant forces of water and of steam were harnessed to do the 
world's work, and the black workers of America bent at the bottom 
of a growing pyramid of commerce and industry ; and they not only 
could not be spared, if this new economic organization was to expand, 
but rather they became the cause of new political demands and align
ments, of new dreams of power and visions of empire. 

First of all, their work called for widening stretches of new, rich, 
black soil-in Florida, in Louisiana, in Mexico ; even in Kansas. This 
land, added to cheap labor, and labor easily regulated and distributed, 
made profits so high that a whole system of culture arose in the South, 
with a new leisure and social philosophy. Black labor became the 
foundation stone not only of the Southern social structure, but of 
Northern manufacture and commerce, of the English factory system, 
of European commerce, of buying and selling on a world-wide scale; 
new cities were built on the results of black labor, and a new labor 
problem, involving all white labor, arose both in Europe and America. 

Thus, the old difficulties and paradoxes appeared in new dress. It 
became easy to say and easier to prove that these black men were not 
men in the sense that white men were, and could never be, in the 
same sense, free. Their slavery was a matter of both race and social 
condition, but the condition was limited and determined by race. They 
were congenital wards and children, to be well-treated and cared for, 
but far happier and safer here than in their own land. As the Rich
mond, Virginia, Examiner put it in 1854 : 

"Let us not bother our brains about what Providence intends to do 
with our Negroes in the distant future, but glory in and profit to the 
utmost by what He has done for them in transplanting them here, 
and setting them to work on our plantations . . . .  True philanthropy 
to the Negro, begins, like charity, at home; and if Southern men 
would act as if the canopy of heaven were inscribed with a covenant, 
in letters of fire, that the Negro is here, and here forever; is our prop
erty, and ours forever; . . .  they would accomplish more good for the 
race in five years than they boast the institution itself to have accom
plished in two centuries . . . ." 

On the other hand, the growing exploitation of white labor in 
Europe, the rise of the factory system, the increased monopoly of land, 
and the problem of the distribution of political power, began to send 
wave after wave of immigrants to America, looking for new freedom, 
new opportunity and new democracy. 
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The opportunity for real and new democracy in America was broad. 
Political power at first was, as usual, confined to property holders and 
an aristocracy of birth and learning. But it was never securely based 
on land. Land was free and both land and property were possible to 
nearly every thrifty worker. Schools began early to multiply and open 
their doors even to the poor laborer. Birth began to count for less and 
less and America became to the world a land of economic opportu
nity. So the world came to America, even before the Revolution, and 
afterwards during the nineteenth century, nineteen million immi
grants entered the United States. 

When we compare these figures with the cotton crop and the in
crease of black workers, we see how the economic problem increased 
in intricacy. This intricacy is shown by the persons in the drama and 
their differing and opposing interests. There were the native-born 
Americans, largely of English descent, who were the property holders 
and employers ; and even so far as they were poor, they looked for
ward to the time when they would accumulate capital and become, as 
they put it, economically "independent." Then there were the new 
immigrants, torn with a certain violence from their older social and 
economic surroundings ; strangers in a new land, with visions of rising 
in the social and economic world by means of labor. They differed in  
language and social status, varying from the half-starved Irish peasant 
to the educated German and English artisan. There were the free 
Negroes :  those of the North free in some cases for many generations, 
and voters ; and in other cases, fugitives, new come from the South, 
with little skill and small knowledge of life and labor in their new 
environment. There were the free Negroes of the South, an unstable, 
harried class, living on sufferance of the law, and the good will of 
white patrons, and yet rising to be workers and sometimes owners of 
property and even of slaves, and cultured citizens. There was the great 
mass of poor whites, disinherited of their economic portion by com
petition with the slave system, and land monopoly. 

In the earlier history of the South, free Negroes had the right to 
vote. Indeed, so far as the letter of the law was concerned, there was 
not a single Southern colony in which a black man who owned the 
requisite amount of property, and complied with other conditions, did 
not at some period have the legal right to vote. 

Negroes voted in Virginia as late as 1723, when the assembly 
enacted that no free Negro, mulatto or Indian "shall hereafter have 
any vote at the elections of burgesses or any election whatsoever." In 
North Carolina, by the Act of 1734, a former discrimination against 
Negro voters was laid aside and not reenacted until 1 835. 

A complaint in South Carolina, in 1701 ,  said : 
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"Several free Negroes were receiv'd, & taken for as good Electors as  

the best Freeholders in the Province. So that we leave i t  with Your 
Lordships 

"
to j udge whether admitting Aliens, Strangers, Servants, 

Negroes, &c, as good and qualified Voters, can be thought any ways 
agreeable to King Charles' Patent to Your Lordships, or the English 
Constitution of Government." Again in 1716, Jews and Negroes, who 
had been voting, were expressly excluded. In Georgia, there was at 
first no color discrimination, although only owners of fifty acres of 
land could vote. In 176!, voting was expressly confined to white men.1 

In the states carved out of the Southwest, they were disfranchised 
as soon as the state came into the Union, although in Kentucky they 
voted between 1792 and 1799, and Tennessee allowed free Negroes to 
vote in her constitution of 1796. 

In North Carolina, where even disfranchisement, in 1 835, did not 
apply to Negroes who already had the right to vote, it was said that 
the several hundred Negroes who had been voting before then usu
ally voted prudently and j udiciously. 

In Delaware and Maryland they voted in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century. In Louisiana, Negroes who had had the right to 
vote during territorial status were not disfranchised. 

To sum up, in colonial times, the free Negro was excluded from the 
suffrage only in Georgia, South Carolina and Virginia. In the Border 
States, Delaware disfranchised the Negro in 1792 ;  Maryland in 1783 
and 1 810.  

In the Southeast, Florida disfranchised Negroes in  1 845 ; and in the 
Southwest, Louisiana disfranchised them in 1812 ; Mississippi in 1 8 17 ;  
Alabama in  18 19 ; Missouri, 1 821 ; Arkansas in  1 836 ; Texas, 1 845. 
Georgia in her constitution of 1777 confined voters to white males ; 
but this was omitted in the constitutions of 1789 and 1798. 

As slavery grew to a system and the Cotton Kingdom began to 
expand into .imperial white domination, a free Negro was a contra
diction, a threat and a menace. As a thief and a vagabond, he threat
ened society ; but as an educated property holder, a successful mechanic 
or even professional man, he more than threatened slavery. He con
tradicted and undermined it .  He must not be. He must be suppressed, 
enslaved, colonized. And nothing so bad could be said about him that 
did not easily appear as true to slaveholders. 

In the North, Negroes, for the most part, received political en
franchisement with the white laboring classes. In 1778, the Congress 
of the Confederation twice refused to insert the word "white" in the 
Articles of Confederation in asserting that free inhabitants in each 
state should be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of free 
citizens of the several states. In the law of 1783, free Negroes were 
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recognized as a basis of taxation, and in 1784, they were recognized as 
voters in the territories. In the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, "free 
male inhabitants of full age" were recognized as voters. 

The few Negroes that were in Maine, New Hampshire and Ver
mont could vote if they had the property qualifications. In Connecti
cut they were disfranchised in 18 14 ;  in 1865 this restriction was re
tained, and Negroes did not regain the right until after the Civil War. 
In New Jersey, they were disfranchised in 1807, but regained the right 
in 1820 and lost it again in 1847. Negroes voted in New York in the 
eighteenth century, then were disfranchised, but in 1821 were permit
ted to vote with a discriminatory property qualification of $250. No 
property qualification was required of whites. Attempts were made at 
various times to remove this qualification but it was not removed 
until 1870. In Rhode Island they were disfranchised in the constitution 
which followed Dorr's Rebellion, but finally allowed to vote in 
1842. In Pennsylvania, they were allowed to vote until 1838 when the 
"reform" convention restricted the suffrage to whites. 

The Western States as territories did not usually restrict the suffrage, 
but as they were admitted to the Union they disfranchised the Ne
groes : Ohio in 1803 ; Indiana in 1816 ; Illinois in 18 1 8 ;  Michigan in 
1837 ; Iowa in 1846 ; Wisconsin in 1848 ; Minnesota in 1858 ; and Kansas 
in 186I. 

The Northwest Ordinance and even the Louisiana Purchase had 
made no color discrimination in legal and political rights . But the 
states admitted from this territory, specifically and from the first, de
nied free black men the right to vote and passed codes of black laws 
in Ohio, Indiana and elsewhere, instigated largely by the attitude and 
fears of the immigrant poor whites from the South. Thus, at first, in 
Kansas and the West, the problem of the black worker was narrow 
and specific. Neither the North nor the West asked that black labor 
in the United States be free and enfranchised. On the contrary, they 
accepted slave labor as a fact ; but they were determined that it should 
be territorially restricted, and should not compete with free white 
labor. 

What was this industrial system for which the South fought and 
risked life, reputation and wealth and which a growing element in 
the North viewed first with hesitating tolerance, then with distaste 
and finally with economic fear and moral horror ? What did it mean 
to be .a slave ? It is hard to imagine it today. We think of oppression 
beyond all conception : cruelty, degradation, whipping and starvation, 
the absolute negation of human rights ; or on the contrary, we may 
think of the ordinary worker the world over today, slaving ten, 
twelve, or fourteen hours a day, with not enough to eat, compelled by 
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his physical necessities to do this and not to do that, curtailed in his 
movements and his possibilities ; and we say, here, too, is a slave 
called a "free worker," and slavery is merely a matter of name. 

But there was in 1863 a real meaning to slavery different from that 
we may apply to the laborer today. It  was in part psychological, the 
enforced personal feeling of inferiority, the calling of another Master ; 
the standing with hat in hand. It was the helplessness. It was the de
fenselessness of family life. It was the submergence below the arbitrary 
will of any sort of individual. It was without doubt worse in these 
vital respects than that which exists today in Europe or America. Its 
analogue today is the yellow, brown and black laborer in China and 
India, in Africa, in the forests of the Amazon ; and it was this slavery 
that fell in America. 

The slavery of Negroes in the South was not usually a deliberately 
cruel and oppressive system. It did not mean systematic starvation or 
murder. On the other hand, it is j ust as difficult to conceive as quite 
true the idyllic picture of a patriarchal state with cultured and humane 
masters under whom slaves were as children, guided and trained in 
work and play, given even such mental training as was for their good, 
and for the well-being of the surrounding world. 

The victims of Southern slavery were often happy ; had usually ade
quate food for their health, and shelter sufficient for a mild climate. 
The Southerners could say with some j ustification that when the mass 
of their field hands were compared with the worst class of laborers in 
the slums of New York and Philadelphia, and the factory towns of 
New England, the black slaves were as well off and in some particu
lars better off. Slaves lived largely in the country where health condi
tions were better ; they worked in the open air, and their hours were 
about the current hours for peasants throughout Europe. They re
ceived no formal education, and neither did the Irish peasant, the 
English factory-laborer, nor the German Bauer; and in contrast with 
these free white laborers, the Negroes were protected by a certain 
primitive sort of old-age pension, j ob insurance, and sickness insur
ance ; that is, they must be supported in some fashion, when they were 
too old to work ; they must have attention in sickness, for they repre
sented invested capital ; and they could never be among the unem
ployed. 

On the other hand, it is just as true that Negro slaves in America 
represented the worst and lowest conditions among modern laborers . 
One estimate i s  that the maintenance of a slave in the South cost the 
master about $19 a year, which means that they were among the poor
est paid laborers in the modern world. They represented in a very real 
sense the ultimate degradation of man. Indeed, the system was so re-
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actionary, so utterly inconsistent with modern progress, that we simply 
cannot grasp it today. No matter how degraded the factory hand, he 
is not real estate. The tragedy of the black slave's position was pre
cisely this ; his absolute subj ection to the individual will of an owner 
and to "the cruelty and inj ustice which are the invariable consequences 
of the exercise of irresponsible power, especially where authority must 
be sometimes delegated by the planter to agents of inferior education 
and coarser feelings." 

The proof of this lies clearly written in the slave codes. Slaves were 
not considered men. They had no right of petition . They were "de
visable like any other chattel." They could own nothing; they could 
make no contracts ; they could hold no property, nor traffic in prop
erty ; they could not hire out ; they could not legally marry nor con
stitute families ; they could not control their children ; they could not 
appeal from their master ; they could be punished at will. They could 
not testify in court ; they could be imprisoned by their owners, and 
the criminal offense of assault and battery could not be committed on 
the person of a slave. The "willful, malicious and deliberate murder" 
of a slave was punishable by death, but such a crime was practically 
impossible of proof. The slave owed to his master and all his family 
a respect "without bounds, and an absolute obedience." This author
ity could be transmitted to others. A slave could not sue his master ; 
had no right of redemption ; no right to education or religion ; a 
promise made to a slave by his master had no force nor validity . Chil
dren followed the condition of the slave mother. The slave could have 
no access to the j udiciary. A slave might be condemned to death for 
striking any white person. 

Looking at these accounts, "it is safe to say that the law regards a 
Negro slave, so far as his civil status is concerned, purely and abso
lutely property, to be bought and sold and pass and descend as a tract 
of land, a horse, or an ox." 2 

The whole legal status of slavery was enunciated in the extraordi
nary statement of a Chief Justice of the United States that Negroes 
had always been regarded in America "as having no rights which a 
white man was bound to respect." 

I t  may be said with truth that the law was often harsher than the 
practice. Nevertheless, these laws and decisions represent the legally 
permissible possibilities, and the only curb upon the power of the 
master was his sense of humanity and decency, on the one hand, 
and the conserving of his investment on the other . Of the humanity 
of large numbers of Southern masters there can be no doubt. In some 
cases, they gave their s laves a fatherly care. And yet even in such cases 
the strain upon their abil ity to care for large numbers of, people and 
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the necessity of  entrusting the care of the slaves to  other hands than 
their own, led to much suffering and cruelty. 

The matter of his investment in land and slaves greatly curtailed 
the owner's freedom of action. Under the competition of growing in
dustrial organization, the slave system was indeed the source of im
mense profits. But for the slave owner and landlord to keep a 
large or even reasonable share of these profits was increasingly dif
ficult. The price of the slave produce in the open market could be 
hammered down by merchants and traders acting with knowledge 
and collusion. And the slave owner was, therefore, continually forced 
to find his profit not in the high price of cotton and sugar, but in 
beating even further down the cost of his slave labor. This made the 
slave owners in early days kill the slave by overwork and renew their 
working stock ; it led to the widely organized interstate slave trade 
between the Border States and the Cotton Kingdom of the Southern 
South ; it led to neglect and the breaking up of families, and it could 
not protect the slave against the cruelty, lust and neglect of certain 
owners. 

Thus human slavery in the South pointed and led in two singu
larly contradictory and paradoxical directions-toward the deliberate 
commercial breeding and sale of human labor for profit and toward 
the intermingling of black and white blood. The slaveholders shrank 
from acknowledging either set of facts but they were clear and un
deniable. 

In this vital respect, the slave laborer differed from all others of his 
day : he could be sold ; he could, at the will of a single individual, be 
transferred for life a thousand miles or more. His family, wife and 
children could be legally and absolutely taken from him. Free labor
ers today are compelled to wander in search for work and food ; their 
families are deserted for want of wages ; but in all this there is no such 
direct barter in human flesh. It was a sharp accentuation of control 
over men beyond the modern labor reserve or the contract coolie sys
tem. 

Negroes could be sold-actually sold as we sell cattle with no refer
ence to calves or bulls, or recognition of family. It was a nasty busi
ness. The white South was properly ashamed of it and continually 
belittled and almost denied it. But it was a stark and bitter fact. South
ern papers of the Border States were filled with advertisements :-"I 
wish to purchase fifty Negroes of both sexes from 6 to 30 years of age 
for which I will give the highest cash prices." 

"Wanted to purchase-Negroes of every description, age and sex." 
The consequent disruption of families is proven beyond doubt : 
"Fifty Dollars reward.-Ran away from the subscriber, a Negro 
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girl, named Maria. She is of a copper color, between l 3 and 14 years 
of age-bareheaded and barefooted. She is small for her age-very 
sprightly and very likely. She stated she was going to see her mother 
at Maysville. Sanford Tomson." 

"Committed to j ai l  of Madison County, a Negro woman, ·who calls 
her name Fanny, and says she belongs to William Miller, of Mobile. 
She formerly belonged to John Givins, of this county, who now owns 
several of her children. David Shropshire, Jailer ." 

"Fifty Dollar reward.-Ran away from the subscriber, his Negro 
man Pauladore, commonly called Paul. I understand Gen. R. Y. 
Hayne has purchased his wife and children from H. L. Pinckney, 
Esq., and has them on his plantation at Goosecreek, where, no doubt, 
the fellow is frequently lurking. T. Davis." One can see Pauladore 
"lurking" about his wife and children.3 

The system of slavery demanded a special police force and such a 
force was made possible and unusually effective by the presence of 
the poor whites. This explains the difference between the slave revolts 
in the West Indies, and the lack of effective revolt in the Southern 
United States . In the West Indies, the power over the slave was held 
by the whites and carried out by them and such Negroes as they could 
trust. In the South, on the other hand, the great planters formed pro
portionately quite as small a class but they had singularly enough at 
their command some five million poor whites ; that is, there were 
actually more white people to police the slaves than there were slaves. 
Considering the economic rivalry of the black and white worker in 
the North, it would have seemed natural that the poor white would 
have refused to police the slaves. But two considerations led him in 
the opposite direction. First of all, it gave him work and some au
thority as overseer, slave driver, and member of the patrol system. But 
above and beyond this, it fed his vanity because it associated him with 
the masters . Slavery bred in the poor white a dislike of Negro toil of 
all sorts. He never regarded himself as a laborer, or as part of any 
labor movement. If he had any ambition at all it was to become a 
planter and to own "niggers ." To these Negroes he transferred all the 
dislike and hatred which he had for the whole sl ave system. The re
sult was that the system was held stable and intact by the poor white. 
Even with the late ruin of Haiti before their eyes, the planters, stirred 
as they were, were nevertheless able to stamp out slave revolt. The 
dozen revolts of the eighteenth century had dwindled to the plot of 
Gabriel in 1800, Vesey in 1822, of Nat Turner in 1831 and crews of 
the Amistad and Creole in 1 839 and 184i . Gradually the whole white 
South became an armed and commissioned camp to keep Negroes in 
slavery and to kill the black rebel. 
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But even the poor white, led by the planter, would not have kept 
the bla ck slave in nearly so complete control had it not been for what 
may be called the Safety Valve of Slavery ; and that was the chan ce 
which a vigorous and determined slave had to run away to freedom. 

Under the situation as it developed between 1 8 30 and 1860 ther e 
were grave losses to the capital invested in black workers. Encouraged 
by the idealism of those Northern thinkers who insisted that Negroes 
were human, the black worker sought freedom by running away from 
sl avery. The physical geography of America with its paths north, by 
swamp, river and mountain range ; the daring of black revolutionists 
like Henson and Tubman; and the extra-legal efforts of abolitionists 
made this more and more easy. 

One cannot know the real facts concerning the number of fugitives, 
but despite the fear of advertising the losses, the emphasis put upon 
fugitive slaves by the South shows that it was an important economic 
item. It is certain from the bitter effort to increase the efficiency of 
the fugitive slave law that the losses from runaways were widespread 
and continuous ; and the increase in the interstate slave trade from 
Bord er States to the deep South, together with the increase in the price 
of slaves, showed a growing pressure. At th e beginning of the nine
teenth century, one bought an average slave for $200 ; while in 1 86 0  
the price ranged from $1 ,400 t o  $2,ooo. 

Not only was the fugitive slave important because of the actual loss 
involved, but for potentialities in the future. These free Negroes wer e 
furnishing a leadership for the mass of the black workers, and espe
cially they were furnishing a text for the abolition idealists. Fugitive 
slaves, like Frederick Douglass and others humbler and less gifted, 
increased the number of abolitionists by thousands and spelled the 
doom of slavery. 

The true significance of slavery in t he Unit ed States to the whole 
social development of America lay in the ultimate relation of slaves 
to democracy. What were to be the limits of democratic control in 
the United States ? If all labor, black as well as white, became free 
were given schools and the right to vote -what control could or should 
be set to the power and action of these laborers ? Was the rule of the 
mass of Americans to be unlimited, and the right to rule extended to 
all men regardless of race and color, or if not, what power of dictator
ship and control ; and how would property and privilege be protected ? 
This was the gre at and prim ary question which was in the minds of 
t he men who wrote the Constitution of the United States and contin
ued in t he minds of thinkers down through t he slavery controversy. 
It still remains with the world as the problem of democr acy expands 
and touches all races and nations. 
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And of all human development, ancient and modern, not the least 
singular and significant is the philosophy of life and action which 
slavery bred in the souls of black folk. In most respects its expression 
was stilted and confused ; the rolling periods of Hebrew prophecy and 
biblical legend furnished inaccurate but splendid words. The subtle 
folk-lore of Africa, with whimsy and parable, veiled wish and wisdom ; 
and above all fell the anointing chrism of the slave music, the only gift 
of pure art in America. 

Beneath the Veil lay right and wrong, vengeance and love, and 
sometimes throwing aside the veil , a soul of sweet Beauty and Truth 
stood revealed. Nothing else of art or religion did the slave South give 
to the world, except the Negro song and story. And even after slavery, 
down to our day, it has added but little to this gift. One has but to 
remember as symbol of it all, s till unspoiled by petty artisans, the 
legend of John Henry, the mighty black, who broke his heart working 
against the machine, and died "with his Hammer in His Hand." 

Up from this slavery gradually climbed the Free Negro with clearer, 
modern expression and more definite aim long before the emancipa
tion of 1863. His greatest effort lay in his cooperation with the Aboli
tion ·movement. He knew he was not free until all Negroes were free. 
Individual Negroes became exhibits of the possibilities of the Negro 
race, if once it was raised above the status of slavery. Even when, as 
so often, the Negro became Court Jester to the ignorant American 
mob, he made his plea in his songs and antics . 

Thus spoke "the noblest slave that ever God set free," Frederick 
Douglass in 1 852, in his 4th of July oration at Rochester, voicing the 
frank and fearless criticism of the black worker : 

"What, to the American slave, is your 4th of July ? I answer : a day 
that reveals to him, more than all other days in the year, the gross 
inj ustice and cruelty to which he is the cons tant victim. To him your 
celebration is a sham ; your boasted liberty, an unholy license ; your 
national greatness, swelling vanity ; your sounds of rejoicing are empty 
and heartless ;  your denunciation of tyrants, brass-fronted impudence ; 
your shouts of liberty and equality, hollow mockery ; your prayers and 
hymns, your sermons and thanksgivings, with all your religious 
parade and solemnity, are, to him, mere bombast, fraud, deception, 
impiety and hypocrisy-a thin veil to cover up crimes which would 
disgrace a nation of savages . . . .  

" You boast of your love of liberty, your superior civilization, and 
your pure Christianity, while the whole political power of the nation 
(as embodied in the two great political parties) is solemnly pledged 
to support and perpetuate the enslavement of three millions of your 
countr ymen. You hurl your anathemas at the cro wn-headed tyrants 
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of Russia and Austria and pride yourselves on your democratic insti
tutions, while you yourselves consent to be the mere tools and body
guards of the tyrants of V irginia and Carolina. You invite to your 
shores fugitives of oppression from abroad, honor them with banquets, 
greet them with ovations, cheer them, toast them, salute them, protect 
them, and pour out your money to them like water ; but the fugitives 
from your own land you advertise, hunt, arrest, shoot, and kill. You 
glory in your refinement and your universal education ; yet you main
tai n a system as barbarous and dreadful as ever stained the character 
of a nation-a system begun in avarice, supported in pride, and per
petuated in cruelty. You shed tears over fallen Hungary, and make 
the sad story of her wrongs the theme of your poets, statesmen, and 
orators, till your gallant sons are ready to fly to arms to vindicate her 
cause against the oppressor ; but, in regard to the ten thousand wrongs 
of the American slave, you would enforce the strictest silence, and 
would hail h im as an enemy of the nation who dares to make those 
wrongs the subj ect of public discourse ! "  4 

A bove all, we must remember the black worker was the ultimate 
exploited ; that he formed that mass of labor which had neither wish 
nor power to escape from the labor status, in order to directly exploit 
other laborers, or indirectly, by alliance with capital, to share in their 
exploitation. To be sure, the black mass, developed again and again, 
here and there, capitalistic groups in New Orleans, in Charleston and 
in Philadelphia ; groups w illing to j oin white capital in exploiting 
labor ; but they were driven back into the mass by racial prej udice 
before they had reached a permanent foothold ;  and thus became all 
the more bitter against all organization which by means of race prej u
dice, or the monopoly of wealth, sought to exclude men from mak
ing a living. 

It was thus the black worker, as founding stone of a new economic 
system in the nineteenth century and for the modern world, who 
brought civil war in America. He was its underlying cause, in spite 
of every effort to base the strife upon union and national power. 

That dark and vast sea of hu man labor in China and India, the 
South Seas and all Africa ; in the West Indies and Central America 
and in the United States-that great ma jority of mankind, on whose 
bent and broken backs rest today the founding stones of modern 
industry-shares a common destiny ; it is despised and rej ected by 
race and color ; paid a wage below the level of decent living; driven, 
beaten, prisoned an d  enslaved in all but name; spawning the world's 
raw material an d luxury-cotton, wool, coffee, tea, cocoa, palm oil, 
fibers, spices, rubber, silks, lumber, copper, gold, diamonds, leather 
how shall we end the list and where ? All these are gathered up at 
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prices lowest of the low, manufactured, transformed and transported 
at fabulous gain ; and the resultant wealth is distributed and displayed 
and made the basis of world power and universal dominion and 
armed arrogance in London and Paris, Berlin and Rome, New York 
and Rio de Janeiro. 

Here is the real modern labor problem. Here is the kernel of the 
problem of Religion and Democracy, of Humanity. Words and futile 
gestures avail nothin g. Out of the exploitation of the dark proletariat 
comes the Surplus Value filched from human beasts which, in cultured 
lands, the Machine and harnessed Pow er veil and conceal. The eman
cipation of man is the emancipation of labor and the emancipation of 
labor is the freeing of that basic maj ority of workers who are yellow, 
brown and black. 

Dark, shackled knights of labor, clinging still 
Amidst a universal wreck of faith 
To cheerfulness, and foreigners to hate. 
These know ye not, these have ye not received, 
But these shall speak to you Beatitudes. 
Around them surge the tides of all your strife, 
Above them rise the august monuments 
Of all your outward splendor, but they stand 
Unenvious in thought, and bide their time. 

L ESLIE p. H ILL 
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II. THE WHITE W O R K ER 

How America became the laborer's Promised Land; and flocking 
here from all the world the white workers competed with black 
slaves, with new floods of foreigners, and with growing exploita
tion, until they fought slavery to save democracy and then lost 

democracy in a new and vaster slavery 

The opportunity for real and new democracy in America was broad. 
Political power was at first as usual confined to property holders and 
an aristocracy of birth and learning. But it  was never securely based 
on land. Land was free and both land and property were possible to 
nearly every thrifty worker. Schools began early to multiply and open 
their .doors even to the poor laborer. Birth began to count for less and 
less and America became to the world a land of opportunity. So the 
world came to America, even before the Revolution, and afterward 
during the nineteenth century, nineteen million immigrants entered 
the United States. 

The new labor that came to the United States, while it was poor, 
used to oppression and accustomed to a low standard of living, was 
not willing, after it reached America, to regard itself as a permanent 
laboring c lass and it is in the light of this fact that the labor move
ment among white Americans must be studied. The successful, well
paid American laboring class formed, because of its property and 
ideals, a petty bourgeoisie ready always to j oi �  capital in exploiting 
common labor, white and black, foreign and native. The more ener
getic and thrifty among the immigrants caught the prevalent Ameri
can idea that here labor could become emancipated from the necessity 
of continuous toil and that an increasing proportion could join the 
class of exploiters, that is of those who made their income chiefly by 
profit deri ved through the hiring of labor. 

Abraham Lincoln expressed this idea frankly at Hartford, in March, 
1 860. He said : 

"I am not ashamed to confess that twenty-five years ago I was a 
hired laborer, mauling rails, at work on a flat boat-just what might 
happen to any poor man's son." Then followed the characteristic phi
losophy of the time : "I want every man to have his chance-and I be
lieve a black man is entitled to it-in which he can better his condi
tion-when he may look forward and hope to be a hired laborer this 

17 
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year and the next, work for himself afterward, and finally to hire 
men to work for him. That is the true system." 

He was enunciating the widespread American idea of the son rising 
to a higher economic level than the father ; of the chance for the poor 
man to accumulate wealth and power, which made the European 
doctrine of a working class fighting for the elevation of all workers 
seem not only less desirable but even less possible for average workers 
than they had formerly considered it. 

These workers came to oppose slavery not so much from moral as 
from the economic fear of being reduced by competition to the level 
of slaves. They wanted a chance to become capitalists ; and they found 
that chance threatened by the competition of a working class whose 
status at the bottom of the economic structure seemed permanent and 
inescapable. At first, black slavery j arred upon them, and as early as the 
seventeenth century German immigrants to Pennsylvania asked the 
Quakers innocently if slavery was in accord with the Golden Rule. 
Then, gradually, as succeeding immigrants were thrown in difficult 
and exasperating competition with black workers, their attitude 
changed. These were the very years when the white worker was begin
ning to understand the early American doctrine of wealth and prop
erty ; to escape the liability of imprisonment for debt, and even to gain 
the right of universal suffrage. He found pouring into cities like New 
York and Philadelphia emancipated Negroes with low standards of 
living, competing for the j obs which the lower class of unskilled white 
laborers wanted. 

For the immediate available j obs, the Irish particularly competed 
and the employers because of race antipathy and sympathy with the 
South did not wish to increase the number of Negro workers, so long 
as the foreigners worked j ust as cheaply. The foreigners in turn 
blamed blacks for the cheap price of labor. The result was race war ; 
riots took place which were at first simply the flaming hostility of 
groups of laborers fighting for bread and butter ; then they turned 
into race riots . For three days in Cincinnati in 1 829, a mob of whites 
wounded and killed free Negroes and fugitive slaves and destroyed 
property. Most of the black population, numbering over two thousand, 
left the city and trekked to Canada. In Philadelphia, 1 828-1 840, a series 
of riots took place which thereafter extended until after the Civil War. 
The riot of 1 834 took the dimensions of a pitched battle and lasted 
for three days. Thirty-one houses and two churches were destroyed. 
Other riots took place in 1 835 and . 1 838 and a two days ' riot in 18 42 
caused the calling out of the militia with art lllery. 

In the forties came quite a different class, the English and German 
workers, who had tried by organization to fi ght the machine and in 
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the end had to some degree envisaged the Marxian reorganization of 
industry through trade unions and class struggle. The attitude of these 
people toward the Negro was varied and contradictory. At first they 
blurted out their disapprobation of slavery on principle. It was a phase 
of all wage slavery. Then they began to see a way out for the worker 
in America through the free land of the West. Here was a solution 
such as was impossible in Europe : plenty of land, rich land, land com
ing daily nearer its own markets, to which the worker could retreat 
and restore the industrial balance ruined in Europe by the expropria
tion of the worker from the soil. Or in other words, the worker in 
America saw a chance to increase his  wage and regulate his conditions 
of employment much greater than in Europe. The trade unions could 
have a material backing that they could not have in Germany, France 
or England. This thought, curiously enough, instead of increasing the 
sympathy for the slave turned it directly into rivalry and enmity. 

The wisest of the leaders could not clearly envisage j ust how slave 
labor in conjunction and competition with free labor tended to reduce 
all labor toward slavery. For this reason, the union and labor leaders 
gravitated toward the political party which opposed tariff bounties 
and welcomed immigrants, quite forgetting that this same Democratic 
party had as its backbone the planter oligarchy of the South with its 
slave labor. 

The new immigrants in their competition with this group reflected 
not simply the general attitude of America toward colored people, but 
particularly· they felt a threat of slave competition which these Ne
groes foreshadowed. The Negroes worked cheaply, partly from cus
tom, partly as their only defense against competition. The white la
borers realized that Negroes were part of a group of millions of work
ers who were slaves by law, and whose competition kept white labor 
out of the work of the South and threatened its wages and stability 
in the North. When now the labor question moved West, and became 
a part of the land question, the competition of black men became of 
increased importance. Foreign laborers saw more clearly than most 
Americans the tremendous significance of free land in abundance, 
such as America possessed, in open contrast to the land monopoly of 
Europe. But here on this free land, they met not only a few free Ne
gro workers, but the threat of a mass of slaves. The attitude of the 
West toward Negroes, therefore, became sterner than that of the East. 
Here was the possibility of direct competition with slaves, and the 
absorption of Western land into the slave system. This must be re
sisted at all costs, but beyond this, even free Negroes must be discour
aged. On this the Southern poor white immigrants insisted. 

In the meantime, the problem of the black worker had not ceased 
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to trouble the conscience and the economic philosophy of America. 
That the worker should be a bond slave was fundamentally at variance 
with the American doctrine, and the demand for the abolition of 
slavery had been continuous since the Revolution. In the North, it had 
resulted in freeing gradually all of the Negroes. But the comparatively 
small number of those thus freed was being augmented now by 
fugitive slaves from the South, and manifestly the ultimate plight 
of the black worker depended upon the course of Southern slavery. 
There arose, then, in the thirties, and among thinkers and workers, 
a demand that slavery in the United States be immediately abolished. 

This demand became epitomized in the crusade of William Lloyd 
Garrison, himself a poor printer, but a man of education, thought and 
indomitable courage. This movement was not primarily a labor move
ment or a matter of profit and wage. It simply said that under any 
condition of life, the reduction of a human being to real estate was a 
crime against humanity of such enormity that its existence must be. 
immediately ended. After emancipation there would come questions 
of labor, wage and political power. But now, first, must be demanded 
that ordinary human freedom and recognition of essential manhood 
which slavery b lasphemously denied. This philosophy of freedom was 
a logical continuation of the freedom philosophy of the eighteenth 
century which insisted that Freedom was not an End but an indis
pensable means to the beginning of human progress and that democ
racy could function only after the dropping of feudal privileges, 
monopoly and chains. 

The propaganda which made the abolition movement terribly real 
was the Fugitive Slave-the piece of intelligent humanity who could 
say : I have been owned like an ox. I stole my own body and now I 
am hunted by law and lash to be  made an ox again. By no conception 
of j ustice could such logic be answered. Nevertheless, at the same time 
white labor, while it attempted no denial but even expressed faint 
sympathy, saw in this fugitive slave and in the millions of slaves be
hind him, willing and eager to work for less than current wage, com
petition for their own j obs. What they failed to comprehend was that 
the black man enslaved was an even more formidable and fatal com
petitor than the black man free. 

Here, then, were two labor movements: the movement to give the 
black worker a minimum legal status which would enable him to sell 
his own labor, and another movement which proposed to increase 
the wage and better the condition of the working class in America, 
now largely composed of foreign immigrants, and dispute with the 
new American capitalism the basis upon which the new wealth was 
to be divided. Broad philanthropy and a wide knowledge of the ele-
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ments of human progress would have led these two movements to 
unite and in their union to become irresistible. It was difficult, almost 
impossible, for this to be clear to the white labor leaders of the 
thirties. They had their particularistic grievances and one of these 
was the competition of free Negro labor. Beyond this they could easily 
vision a new and tremendous competition of black workers after all 
the slaves became free. What they did not see nor understand was 
that this competition was present and would continue and would be 
emphasized if the Negro continued as a slave worker. On the other 
hand, the Abolitionists did not realize the plight of the white laborer, 
especially the semi-skilled and unskilled worker. 

While the Evans brothers, who came as labor agitators in 1 825, had 
among their twelve demands "the abolition of chattel slavery," never
theless, George was soon convinced that freedom without land was 
of no importance. He wrote to Gerrit Smith, who was giving land to 
Negroes, and said : 

"I was formerly, like yourself, sir, a very warm advocate of the 
abolition of slavery. This was before I saw that there was white slav
ery. Since I saw this, I have materially changed my views as to the 
means of abolishing Negro slavery. I now see, clearly, I think, that 
to give the landless black the privilege of changing masters now pos
sessed by the landless white would hardly be a benefit to him in ex
change for his surety of support in sickness and old age, although he 
is in a favorable climate. If the Southern form of slavery existed at the 
North, I should say the black would be a great loser by such a 
change." 1 

At the convention of the New England anti-slavery society in 1845, 
Robert Owen, the great champion of cooperation, said he was opposed 
to Negro slavery, but that he had seen worse slavery in England than 
among the Negroes. Horace Greeley said the same year : "If I am less 
troubled concerning the slavery prevalent in Charleston or New 
Orleans, it is because I see so much slavery in New York which 
appears to claim my first efforts." 

Thus despite all influences, reform and social uplift veered away 
from the Negro. Brisbane, Channing, Owen and other leaders called 
a National Reform Association to meet in New York in May, 1845. 
In October, Owen's "World Conference" met. But they hardly men
tioned slavery. The Abolitionists did j oin a National Industrial Con
gress which met around 1845-1846. Other labor leaders were openly 
hostile toward the abolitionist movement, while the movement for 
free land increased. 

Thus two movements-Labor-Free Soil, and Abolition, exhibited 
fundamental divergence instead of becoming one great party of free 
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labor and free land. The Free Soilers stressed the difficulties of even 
the free laborer getting hold of the land and getting work in the great 
congestion which immigration had brought ; and the abolitionists 
stressed the moral wrong of slavery. These two movements might 
easily have cooperated and differed only in matters of emphasis ;  but 
the trouble was that black and white laborers were competing for 
the same j obs j ust of course as all laborers always are. The immediate 
competition became open and visible because of racial lines and racial 
philosophy and particularly in Northern states where free Negroes 
and fugitive slaves had established themselves as workers, while the 
ultimate and overshadowing competition of free and slave labor was 
obscured and pushed into the background. This situation, too, made 
extraordinary reaction, led by the ignorant mob and fomented by 
authority and privilege ; abolitionists were attacked and their meeting 
places burned ; women suffragists were hooted ; laws were proposed 
making the kidnaping of Negroes easier and disfranchising Negro 
voters in conventions called for purposes of "reform." 

The humanitarian reform movement reached its height in 1 847-
1 849 amid falling prices, and trade unionism was at a low ebb. The 
strikes from 1849-1 852 won the support of Horace Greeley, and in
creased the labor organizations. Labor in eastern cities refused to touch 
the slavery controversy, and the control which the Democrats had 
over the labor vote in New York and elsewhere increased this tend
ency to ignore the Negro, and increased the division between white 
and colored labor. In 1 850, a Congress of Trade Unions was held 
with l I O  delegates. They stressed land reform but said nothing about 
slavery and the organization eventually was captured by Tammany 
Hall. After 1 850 unions composed of skilled laborers began to separate 
from common laborers and adopt a policy of closed shops and a mini
mum wage and excluded farmers and Negroes. Although this move
ment was killed by the panic of 1857, it eventually became triumphant 
in the eighties and culminated in the American Federation of Labor 
which today allows any local or national union to exclude Negroes 
on any pretext. 

Other labor leaders became more explicit and emphasized race 
rather than class. John Campbell said in 1851 :  "Will the white race 
ever agree that blacks shall stand beside us on election day, upon the 
rostrum, in the ranks of the army, in our places of amusement, in 
places of public worship, ride in the same coaches, railway cars, or 
steamships ? Never ! Never ! or is it natuql, or j ust, that this kind of 
equality should exist ? God never intended it ; had he so willed it, he 
would have made all one color." 2 

New labor leaders arrived in the fifties. Hermann Kriege and Wil-
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helm vVeitling left their work in Germany, and their friends Marx 
and Engels, ancl came to America, and at the same time came tens 
of thousands of revolutionary Germans. The Socialist and Com
munist papers increased. Trade unions increased in power and num
bers and held public meetings. Immediately, the question of slavery 
inj ected itself, and that of abolition. 

Kriege began to preach land reform and free soil in 1846, and by 
1850 six hundred American papers were supporting his program. But 
Kriege went beyond Evans and former leaders and openly repudiated 
abolition. He declared in 1 846 : 

"That we see in the slavery question a property question which 
cannot be settled by itself alone. That we should declare ourselves 
in favor of the abolitionist movement if i t  were our intention to throw 
the Republic into a state of anarchy, to extend the competition of 
'free workingmen' beyond all measure, and to depress labor itself 
to the last extremity. That we could not improve the lot of our 'black 
brothers' by abolition under the conditions prevailing in modern 
society, but make infinitely worse the lot of our 'white brothers.' That 
we believe in the peaceable development of society in the United 
States and do not, therefore, here at least see our only hope in condi
tion of the extremest degradation. That we feel constrained, there
fore, to oppose Abolition with all our might, despite all the impor
tunities of sentimental philistines and despite all the poetical effusions 
of liberty-intoxicated ladies.'' 3 

Wilhelm Weitling, who came to America the following year, 1847, 
started much agitation but gave little attention to slavery. He did 
not openly side with the slaveholder, as Kriege did ; nevertheless, there 
was no condemnation of slavery in his paper. In the first German 
labor conference in Philadelphia, under W eitling in 1850, a series of 
resolutions were passed which did not mention slavery. Both Kriege 
and Weitling joined the Democratic party and numbers of other im
migrant Germans did the same thing, and these workers, therefore, 
became practical defenders of slavery. Doubtless, the "Know-Nothing" 
movement against the foreign-born forced many workers into the 
Democratic party, despite slavery. 

The year 1 853 saw the formation of the Arbeiterbund, under Joseph 
Weydemeyer, a friend of Karl Marx. This organization advocated 
Marxian socialism but never got a clear attitude toward slavery. In 
1 854, it opposed the Kansas-Nebraska bill because "Capitalism and 
land speculation have again been favored at the expense of the mass 
of the people," and "This bill withdraws from or makes unavailable 
in a future homestead bill vast tracts of territory," and "authorizes 
the further extension of slavery ; but we have, do now, and shall con-
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tinue to protest most emphatically against both white and black 
slavery." 

Nevertheless, when the Arbeiterbund was reorganized in December, 
1 857, slavery was not mentioned. When its new organ appeared in 
April, 1 858, it said that the question of the present moment was 
not the abolition of slavery, but the prevention of its further extension 
1and that Negro slavery was firmly rooted in America. One small 
division of this organization in 1 857 called for abolition of the slave 
trade and colonization of Negroes, but defended the Southern slave
holders. 

In 1 859, however, a conference of the A�beiterbund condemned all 
slavery in whatever form it might appear, and demanded the repeal 
of the Fugitive Slave Law. The Democratic and pro-slavery New 
York Staats-Zeitung counseled the people to abstain from agitation 
against the extension of slavery, but all of the German population did 
not agree. 

As the Chartist movement increased in England, the press was filled 
with attacks against the United States and its institutions, and the 
Chartists were clear on the matter of slavery. Their chief organ in 
1 844 said : "That damning stain upon the American escutcheon is one 
that has caused the Republicans of Europe to weep for very shame 
and mortification ; and the people of the United States have much 
to answer for at the bar of humanity for this indecent, cruel, revolting 
and fiendish violation of their boasted principle-that 'All men are 
born free and equal.' " 

The labor movement in England continued to emphasize the 
importance of attacking slavery ; and the agitation, started by the 
work of Frederick Douglass and others, increased in importance and 
activity. In 1 857, George I. Holyoake sent an anti-slavery address to 
America, signed by l ,800 English workingmen, whom Karl Marx 
himself was guiding in England, and this made the black American 
worker a central text. They pointed out the fact that the black worker 
was furnishing the raw material which the English capitalist was ex
ploiting together with the English worker. This same year, the United 
States Supreme Court sent down the Dred Scott decision that Negroes 
were not citizens. 

This English initiative had at first but limited influence in America. 
The trade unions were willing to admit that the Negroes ought to 
be free sometime ; but at the present, self-preservation called for their 
slavery ; and after all, whites were a different grade of workers from 
blacks. Even when the Marxian ideas arrived, there was a spli t ;  the 
earlier representatives of the Marxian philosophy in America agreed 
with the older Union movement in depreca ting any entanglement 
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with the abolition controversy. After all, abolition represented capital . 
The whole movement was based on mawkish sentimentality, and 
not on the demands of the workers, at least of the white workers. 
And so the early American Marxists simply gave up the idea of intrud
ing the black worker into the socialist commonwealth at that time. 

To this logic the abolitionists were increasingly opposed. It seemed 
to them that the crucial point was the matter of freedom ; that a free 
laborer in America had an even chance to make his fortune as a worker 
or a farmer ; but, on the other hand, if the laborer was not free, as 
in the case of the Negro, he had no opportunity, and he inevitably 
degraded white labor. The abolitionist did not sense the new sub
ordination into which the worker was being forced by organized capi
tal, while the laborers did not realize that the exclusion of four million 
workers from the labor program was a fatal omission. Wendell 
Phillips alone suggested a boycott on Southern goods, and said that 
the great cause of labor was paramount and included mill operatives 
in New England, peasants in Ireland, and laborers in South America 
who ought not to be lost sight of in sympathy for the Southern slave. 

In the United States shortly before the outbreak of the Civil War 
there were twenty-six trades with national organizations, including 
the iron and steel workers, machinists, blacksmiths, etc. The employ
ers formed a national league and planned to import more workmen 
from foreign countries. The iron molders started a national strike 
July 5,  1859, and said : "Wealth is power, and practical experience 
teaches us that it is a power but too often used to oppress and degrade 
the daily laborer. Year after year the capital of the country becomes 
more and more concentrated in the hands of a few, and, in proportion 
as the wealth of the country becomes centralized, its power increases, 
and the laboring classes are impoverished. It therefore becomes us, as 
men who have to battle with the stern realities of life, to look this 
matter fair in the face ; there is no dodging the question ; let every 
man give it a fair, full and candid consideration, and then act accord
ing to his honest convictions. What position are we, the mechanics of 
America, to hold in Society?" 

There was not a word in this address about slavery and one would 
not dream that the United States was on the verge of the greatest 
labor revolution it had seen. Other conferences of the molders, machin
ists and blacksmiths and others were held in the sixties, and a labor 
mass meeting at Faneuil Hall in Boston in 1861 said : "The truth is  
that the workingmen care little for the strife of political parties and 
the intrigues of office-seekers. We regard them with the contempt 
they deserve. We are weary of this question of slavery ; it is a matter 
which does not concern us ;  and we wish only to attend to our business, 
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and leave the South to attend to their own affairs, without any inter
ference from the North." 4 

In all this consideration, we have so far ignored the white workers 
of the South and we have done this because the labor movement 
ignored them and the abolitionists ignored them ; and above all, they 
were ignored by Northern capitalists and Southern planters. They 
were in many respects almost a forgotten mass of men. Cairnes de
scribes the slave South, the period j ust before the war : 

"It resolves itself into three classes, broadly distinguished from each 
other, and connected by no common interest-the slaves on whom 
devolves all the regular industry, the slaveholders who reap all its 
fruits, and an idle and lawless rabble who live dispersed over vast 
plains in a condition l ittle removed from absolute barbarism." 

From all that has been written and said about the ante-bellum South, 
one almost loses sight of about 5,000,000 white people in 1860 who lived 
in the South and held no slaves. Even among the two million slave
holders, an oligarchy of 8,ooo really ruled the South, while as an ob
server said : "For twenty years, I do not recollect ever to have seen or 
heard these non-slaveholding whites referred to by the Southern gen
tleman as constituting any part of what they called the South." 5 They 
were largely ignorant and degraded ; only 25% could read and write. 

The condition of the poor whites has been many times described : 
"'A wretched log hut or two are the only habitations in sight. Here 

reside, or rather take shelter, the miserable cultivators of the ground, 
or a still more destitute class who make a precarious living by ped
dling 'lightwood' in the city. . . . 

"These cabins . . . are dens of filth. The bed if there be a bed is a 
layer of something in the corner that defies scenting. If the bed is 
nasty, what of the floor ? What of the whole enclosed space ? What of 
the creatures themselves ? Pough ! Water in use as a purifier is un
known. Their faces are bedaubed with the muddy accumulation of 
weeks. They j ust give them a wipe when they see a stranger to take 
off the blackest dirt. . . .  The poor wretches seem startled when you 
address them, and answer your questions cowering like culprits." 6 

Olmsted said : "I saw as much close packing, filth and squalor, i n  
certain blocks inhabited by  laboring whites in Charleston, a s  I have 
witnessed in any Northern town of its size ; and greater evidences of 
brutality and ruffianly character, than I have ever happened to see, 
among an equal population of this class, before." 7 

Two classes of poor whites have been differentiated : the mountain 
whites and the poor whites of the lowlands . "Below a dirty and ill
favored house, down under the bank on the shingle near the river, sits 
a family of five people, all ill-clothed and unclean ; a blear-eyed old 
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woman, a younger woman with a mass of tangled red hair hanging 
about her shoulders, indubitably suckling a baby ; a little girl with 
the same auburn evidence of Scotch ancestry ; a boy, and a younger 
child all gathered about a fire made among some bricks, surrounding 
a couple of iron saucepans, in which is a dirty mixture looking like 
mud, but probably warmed-up sorghum syrup, which with a few 
pieces of corn pone, makes their breakfast. 

"Most of them are illiterate and more than correspondingly igno
rant. Some of them had Indian ancestors and a few bear evidences 
of Negro blood. The so-called 'mountain boomer,' says an observer, 
'has little self-respect and no self-reliance . . . .  So lcfog as his corn 
pile lasts the "cracker" lives in contentment, feasting on a sort of hoe 
cake made of grated corn meal mixed with salt and water and baked 
before the hot coals, with addition of what game the forest furnishes 
him when he can get up the energy to go out and shoot or trap it . . . .  
The irregularities of their moral lives cause them no sense of 
shame . . . .  But, notwithstanding these low moral conceptions, they 
are of an intense religious excitability.' " 8  

Above this lowest mass rose a middle class of poor whites in the 
making. There were some small farmers who had more than a mere 
sustenance and yet were not large planters. There were overseers. 
There was a growing class of merchants who traded with the slaves 
and free Negroes and became in many cases larger traders, dealing 
with the planters for the staple crops. Some poor whites rose to the 
professional class, so that the rift between the planters and the mass 
of the whites was partially bridged by this smaller intermediate class. 

While revolt against the domination of the planters over the poor 
whites was voiced by men like Helper, who called for a class struggle 
to destroy the planters, this was nullified by deep-rooted antagonism 
to the Negro, whether slave or free. If black labor could be expelled 
from the United States or eventually exterminated, then the fight 
against the planter could take place. But the poor whites and their 
leaders could not for a moment contemplate a fight of united white 
and black labor against the exploiters. Indeed, the natural leaders of 
the poor whites, the small farmer, the merchant, the professional man, 
the white mechanic and slave overseer, were bound to the planters 
and repelled from the slaves and even from the mass of the white 
laborers in two ways : first, they constituted the police patrol who 
could ride with planters and now and then exercise unlimited force 
upon recalcitrant or runaway slaves ; and then, too, there was always 
a chance that they themselves might also become planters by saving 
money, by investment, by the power of good luck ; and the only heaven 
that attracted them was the life of the great Southern planter. 
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There were a few weak associations of white mechanics, such as 
printers and shipwrights and iron molders, in  1 850-1860, but practically 
no labor movement in the South. 

Charles Nordhoff states that he was told by a wealthy Alabaman, 
in 1 860, that the planters in his region were determined to discontinue 
altogether the employment of free mechanics . "On my own place," he 
said, "I have slave carpenters, slave blacksmiths, and slave wheel
wrights, and thus I am independent of free mechanics." And a certain 
Alfred E. Mathews remarks : "I have seen free white mechanics 
obliged to stand aside while their families were suffering for the neces
saries of life, when the slave mechanics, owned by rich and influential 
men, could get plenty of work ; and I have heard these same white 
mechanics breathe the most bitter curses against the institution of 
slavery and the slave aristocracy." 

The resultant revolt of the poor whites, j ust as the revolt of the 
slaves, came through migration. And their migration, instead of being 
restricted, was freely encouraged. As a result, the poor whites left the 
South in large numbers. In 1 860, 399,700 Virginians were living out 
of their native state. From Tennessee, 344,765 emigrated ; from North 
Carolina, 272,606, and from South Carolina, 256,868. The maj ority of 
these had come to the Middle West and it is quite possible that the 
Southern states sent as many settlers to the West as the Northeastern 
states, and while the Northeast demanded free soil, the Southerners 
demanded not only free soil but the exclusion of Negroes from work 
and the franchise. They had a very vivid fear of the Negro as a com
petitor in  labor, whether slave or free. 

It was thus the presence of the poor white Southerner in the West 
that complicated the whole Free Soil movement in its relation to the 
labor movement. While the Western pioneer was an advocate of ex
treme democracy and equalitarianism in his political and economic 
philosophy, his vote and influence did not go to strengthen the aboli
tion-democracy, before, during, or even after the war. On the con
trary, it was stopped and inhibited by the doctrine of race, and the 
West, therefore, long stood against that democracy in industry which 
might have emancipated labor in the United States, because it did not 
admit to that democracy the American citizen of Negro descent. 

Thus Northern workers were organizing and fighting industrial 
integration in order to gain higher wage and shorter hours, and more 
and more they saw economic salvation in the rich land of the West. 
A Western movement of white workers and pioneers began and was 
paralleled by a Western movement of planters and black workers in 
the South. Land and more land became the cry of the Southern politi
cal leader, with finally a growing demand for reopening of the African 
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slave trade. Land, more land, became the cry of the peasant farmer in 
the North. The two forces met in Kansas, and in Kansas civil war 
began. 

The South was fighting for the protection and expansion of its 
agrarian feudalism. For the sheer existence of slavery, there must be a 
continual supply of fertile land, cheaper slaves, and such political 
power as would give the slave status full legal recognition and pro
tection, and annihilate the free Negro. The Louisiana Purchase had 
furnished slaves and land, but most of the land was in the Northwest. 
The foray into Mexico had opened an empire, but the availability of 
this land was partly spoiled by the loss of California to free labor. 
This suggested a proposed expansion of slavery toward Kansas, where 
it involved the South in competition with white labor : a competition 
which endangered the slave status, encouraged slave revolt, and in
creased the possibility of fugitive slaves. 

It was a war to determine how far industry in the United States 
should be carried on under a system where the capitalist owns not 
only the nation's raw material, not only the land, but also the laborer 
himself ;  or whether the laborer was going to maintain his personal 
freedom, and enforce it by growing political and economic inde
pendence based on widespread ownership of land. 

This brings us down to the period of the Civil War. Up to the time 
that the war actually broke out, American labor simply refused, in 
the main, to  envisage black labor as  a part of  its problem. Right up 
to the edge of the war, it was talking about the emancipation of white 
labor and the organization of stronger unions without saying a word, 
or apparently giving a thought, to four million black slaves. During 
the war, labor was resentful. Workers were forced to fight in a 
strife between capitalists in which they had no interest and they 
showed their resentment in the peculiarly human way of beating and 
murdering the innocent victims of it all, the black free Negroes of 
New York and other Northern cities ; while in the South, five million 
non-slaveholding poor white farmers and laborers sent their man
hood by the thousands to fight and die for a system that had degraded 
them equally with the black slave. Could one imagine anything more 
paradoxical than this whole situation ? 

America thus stepped forward in the first blossoming of the modern 
age and added to the Art of Beauty, gift of the Renaissance, and to 
Freedom of Belief, gift of Martin Luther and Leo X, a vision of 
democratic self-government : the domination of political life by the 
intelligent decision of free and self-sustaining men. What an idea 
and what an area for its realization-endless land of richest fertility, 
natural resources such as Earth seldom exhibited before, a population 
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infinite in variety, of universal gift, burned in the fires of poverty 
and caste, yearning toward the Unknown God ; and self-reliant pi
oneers, unafraid of man or devil .  It was the Supreme Adventure, in 
the last Great Battle of the West, for that human freedom which 
would release the human spirit from lower lust for mere meat, and 
set i t  free to dream and sing. 

And then some unjust God leaned, laughing, over the ramparts 
of heaven and dropped a black man in the midst. 

It transformed the world. It turned democracy back to Roman Im
perialism and Fascism ; it restored caste and oligarchy ; it replaced 
freedom with slavery and withdrew the name of humanity from the 
vast majority of human beings. 

But not without struggle. Not without writhing and rending of 
spirit and pitiable wail of lost souls. They said : Slavery was wrong 
but not all wrong; slavery must perish and not simply move ; God 
made black men ; God made slavery ; the will of God be done ; slavery 
to the glory of God and black men as his servants and ours ; slavery 
as a way to freedom-the freedom of blacks, the freedom of whites ; 
white freedom as the goal of the world and black slavery as the 
path thereto. Up with the white world, down with the black ! 

Then came this battle called Civil War, beginning in Kansas in 
1854, and ending in the presidential election of 1 876-twenty awful 
years. The slave went free ; stood a brief moment in the sun ; then 
moved back again toward slavery. The whole weight of America was 
thrown to color caste. The colored world went down before England, 
France, Germany, Russia, Italy and America. A new slavery arose. 
The upward moving of white labor was betrayed into wars for profit 
based on color caste. Democracy died save in the hearts of black folk. 

Indeed, the plight of the white working class throughout the world 
today is directly traceable to Negro slavery in America, on which mod
ern commerce and industry was founded, and which persisted to 
threaten free labor until it was partially overthrown in 1 863. The 
resulting color caste founded and retained by capitalism was adopted, 
forwarded and approved by white labor, and resulted in subordina
tion of colored labor to white profits the world over. Thus the major
ity of the world's laborers, by the insistence of white labor, became the 
basis of a system of industry which ruined democracy and showed its 
perfect fruit in World War and Depression .  And this book seeks to 
tell that story. 

Have ye leisure, comfort, calm, 
Shelter, food, love's gentle balm ? 
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Or what is it ye buy so dear 
With your pain and with your fear ? 

The seed ye sow, another reaps ; 
The wealth ye find, another keeps ; 
The robes ye weave, another wears ; 
The arms ye forge, another bears. 

PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY 
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How seven per cent of a section within a nation ruled five million 
white people and owned four million black people and sought to 
make agriculture equal to industry through the rule of property 

without yielding pol itical power or  education to labor 

Seven per cent of the total population of the South in 1860 owned 
nearly 3 million of the 3,953,696 slaves. There was nearly as great 
a concentration of ownership in the best agricultural land. This meant 
that in a country predominantly agricultural, the ownership of labor, 
land and capital was extraordinarily concentrated. Such peculiar or
ganization of industry would have to be carefully reconciled with the 
new industrial and political democracy of the nineteenth century if 
it were to survive. 

Of the five million whites who owned no slaves some were united 
in interest with the slave owners . These were overseers, drivers and 
dealers in slaves. Others were hirers of white and black labor, and 
still others were merchants and professional men, forming a petty 
bourgeois class, and climbing up to the planter class or falling down 
from it .  The mass of the poor whites, as we have shown, were eco
nomic outcasts. 

Colonial Virginia declared its belief in natural and inalienable 
rights, popular sovereignty, and government for the common good, 
even before the Declaration of Independence. But it soon became the 
belief of doctrinaires, and not a single other Southern state enacted 
these doctrines of equality until after the Civil War. The Recon
struction constitutions incorporated them ; but quite logically, South 
Carolina repudiated its declaration in 1 895. 

The domination of property was shown in the qualifications for 
office and voting in the South. Southerners and others in the Consti
tutional Convention asked for property qualifications for the Presi
dent of the United States, the federal j udges, and Senators. Most 
Southern state governments required a property qualification for the 
Governor, and in South Carolina, he must be worth ten thousand 
pounds. Members of the legislature must usually be landholders . 

Plural voting was allowed as late a s  1 832. The requirement of the 
ownership of freehold land for officeholders operated to the disad
vantage of merchants and mechanics. In North Carolina, a man must 
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own 50 acres to vote for Senator, and in 1 828, out of 250 voters at 
Wilmington, only 48 had the qualifications to vote for Senator. 
Toward the t ime of the Civil War many of these property qualifica
tions disappeared. 

Into the hands of the slaveholders the political power of the South 
was concentrated, by their social prestige, by property ownership and 
also by their extraordinary rule of the counting of all or at least three
fifths of the Negroes as part of the basis of representation in the legis
lature. It is singular how this "three-fifths" compromise was used, 
not only to degrade Negroes in theory, but in practice to disfranchise 
the white South. Nearly all of the Southern states began with recog
nizing the white population as a basis of representation ; they after
ward favored the black belt by direct legislation or by counting three
fifths of the slave population, and then finally by counting the whole 
black population ; or they established, as in Virginia and . South Car
olina, a "mixed" basis of representation, based on white population 
and on property ; that is, on land and slaves. 

In the distribution of seats in the legislature, this manipulation of 
political power appears . In the older states representatives were as
signed arbitrarily to counties, districts and towns, with l ittle regard to 
population. This was for the purpose of putting the control in the 
hands of wealthy planters. Variations from this were the basing of 
representation on the white population in one House, and taxation in 
the other, or the use of the Federal proportion ; that is, free persons and 
three-fifths of the slaves, or Federal proportion and taxation combined. 
These were all manipulated so as to favor the wealthy planters . The 
commercial class secured scant representation as compared with agri
culture. 

"It is a fact that the political working of the· state [of South Car
olina] is in the hands of one hundred and fifty to one hundred and 
eighty men. It has taken me six months to appreciate the entireness 
of the fact, though of course I had heard it stated." 4' 

In all cases, the slaveholder practically voted both for himself and his 
slaves and it was not until 1 850 and particularly after the war that there 
were signs of self-assertion on the part of the poor whites to break this 
monopoly of power. Alabama, for instance, in 1 850, based representa
tion in the general assembly upon the white inhabitants, after thirty 
years of counting the whole white and black population. Thus the 
Southern planters had in their hands from 1 820 to the Civil War politi
cal power equivalent to one or two million freemen in the North. 

They fought bitterly during the early stages of Reconstruction to 
retain this power for the whites, while at the same time granting 
no political power to the blacks. Finally and up to this day, by mak-
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ing good their efforts to disfranchise the blacks, the political heirs 
of the planters still retain for themselves this added political representa
tion as a legacy from slavery, and a power to frustrate all third party 
movements. 

Thus, the planters who owned from fifty to one thousand slaves 
and from one thousand to ten thousand acres of land came to fill the 
whole picture in the South, and literature and the propaganda which 
is usually called history have since exaggerated that picture. The 
planter certainly dominated politics and social life-he boasted of his 
education, but on the whole, these Southern leaders were men singu
larly ignorant of modern conditions and trends and of their historical 
background. All their ideas of gentility and education went back to 
the days of European privilege and caste. They cultivated a surface 
acquaintance with literature and they threw Latin quotations even 
into Congress. Some few had a cultural education at Princeton and 
at Yale, and to this day Princeton refuses to receive Negro students, 
and Yale has admitted a few with reluctance, as a curious legacy from 
slavery. 

Many Southerners traveled abroad and the fashionable European 
world met almost exclusively Americans from the South and were 
favorably impressed by their manners which contrasted with the 
gaucherie of the average Northerner. A Southerner of the upper class 
could enter a drawing room and carry on a light conversation and eat 
.according to the rules, on tables covered with silver and fine linen. 
They were "gentlemen" according to the older and more meager 
connotation of th� word. 

Southern women of the planter class had little formal education ; 
they were trained in dependence, with a smattering of French and 
music ; they affected the latest European styles ; were always described 
as "beautiful" and of course must do no work for a living except in 
the organization of their households. In this latter work, they were 
assisted and even impeded by more servants than they needed. The 
temptations of this sheltered exotic position called the finer possibilities 
of womanhood into exercise only in exceptional cases. It was the 
woman on the edge of the inner circles and those of the struggling 
poor whites who sought to enter the ranks of the privileged who 
showed superior character. 

Most of the planters, like most Americans, were of humble descent, 
two or three generations removed. Jefferson Davis was a grandson of 
a poor Welsh immigrant. Yet the Southerner's assumptions impressed 
the North and although most of them were descended from the 
same social classes as the Yankees, yet the Yankees had more recently 
been reenforced by immigration and were strenuous, hard-working 
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men, ruthlessly pushing themselves into the leadership of the new 
industry. Such folk not only "love a lord," but even the fair imita
tion of one. 

The leaders of the South had leisure for good breeding and high 
living, and before them Northern society abased itself and flattered 
and fawned over them. Perhaps this, more than ethical reasons, or 
even economic advantage, made the way of the abolitionist hard. In 
New York, Saratoga, Philadelphia and Cincinnati, a slave baron, 
with his fine raiment, gorgeous and doll-like women and black 
flunkies, quite turned the heads of Northern society. Their habits of 
extravagance impressed the nation for a long period. Much of the 
waste charged against Reconstruction arose from the attempt of the 
post-war population, white and black, to imitate the manners of a 
slave-nurtured gentility, and this brought furious protest from former 
planters ; because while planters spent money filched from the labor 
of black slaves, the poor white and black leaders of Reconstruction 
spent .taxes drawn from recently impoverished planters . 

From an economic point of view, this planter class had interest in 
consumption rather than production. They exploited labor in order 
that they themselves should live more grandly and not mainly for 
increasing production. Their taste went to elaborate households, well
furnished and hospitable ; they had much to eat and drink ; they 
consumed large quantities of liquor ; they gambled and caroused and 
kept up the habit of dueling well down into the nineteenth century. 
Sexually they were lawless, protecting elaborately and flattering the 
virginity of a small class of women of their social clan, and keeping 
at command millions of poor women of the two laboring groups 
of the South. 

Sexual chaos was always the possibility of · slavery, not always 
realized but always possible :  polygamy through the concubinage of 
black women to white men ; polyandry between black women and 
selected men on plantations in order to improve the human stock of 
strong and able workers. The census of 1 860 counted 588,352 persons 
obviously of mixed blood-a figure admittedly below the truth. 

"Every man who resides on his plantation may have his harem, and 
has every inducement of custom, and of pecuniary gain [The law 
declares that the children of slaves are to follow the fortunes of the 
mother. Hence the practice of planters selling and bequeathing their 
own children. ] ,  to tempt him to the common practice. Those who, 
notwithstanding, keep their homes undefiled may be considered as 
of incorruptible purity." 1 

Mrs. Trollope speaks of the situation of New Orleans' mulattoes : 
"Of all the prej udices I have ever witnessed, this appears to us the 
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most violent, and the most inveterate. Quadroon girls, the acknowl
edged daughters of wealthy American or Creole fathers, educated 
with all the style and accomplishments which money can procure at 
New Orleans, and with all the decorum that care and affection can 
give-exquisitely beautiful, graceful, gentle, and amiable, are not 
admitted, nay, are not on any terms admissible, into the society of 
the Creole families of Louisiana. They cannot marry ; that is to say, 
no ceremony can render any union with them legal or binding." 2 

"It is known by almost everybody who has heard of the man, 
Richard M. Johnson, a Democratic Vice-President of the United States, 
that he had colored daughters of whom he was proud ; and his was 
not an exceptional case." 3 Several Presidents of the United States have 
been accused of racial catholicity in sex. 

And finally, one cannot forget that bitter word attributed to a sister 
of a President of the United States : "We Southern ladies are compli
mented with names of wives ; but we are only mistresses of seraglios." 4 .  

What the planters wanted was income large enough to maintain 
the level of living which was their ideal. Naturally, only a few of them 
had enough for this, and the rest, striving toward it, were perpetually 
in debt and querulously seeking a reason for this indebtedness out
side themselves. Since it was beneath the dignity of a "gentleman" 
to encumber himself with the details of his finances, this lordly 
excuse enabled the planter to place between himself and the black 
slave a series of intermediaries through whom bitter pressure and 
exploitation could be exercised and large crops raised. For the very 
reason that the planters did not give attention to details, there was 
wide tendency to commercialize their growing business of supplying 
raw materials for an expanding modern industry. They were the 
last to comprehend the revolution through which that industry was 
passing and their efforts to increase income succeeded only at the 
cost of raping the land and degrading the laborers. 

Theoretically there were many ways of increasing the income of 
the planter ; practically there was but one. The planter might sell 
his crops at higher prices ; he might increase his crop by intensive 
farming, or he might reduce the cost of handling and transporting 
his crops ; he might increase his crpps by making his laborers work 
harder and giving them smaller wages. In practice, the planter, so 
far as prices were concerned, was at the mercy of the market. Mer
chants and manufacturers by intelligence and close combination set 
the current prices of raw material. Their power thus exercised over 
agriculture was not unlimited but it was so large, so continuous and 
so steadily an<l intelligently exerted that it gradually reduced agri-
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culture to a subsidiary industry whose returns scarcely supported the 
farmer and his labor. 

The Southern planter in the fifties was in a key position to attempt 
to break and arrest the growth of this domination of all industry by 
trade and manufacture. But he was too lazy and self-indulgent to do 
this and he would not apply his intelligence to the problem. His 
capitalistic rivals of the North were hard-working, simple-living zealots 
devoting their whole energy and intelligence to building up an in
dustrial system. They quickly monopolized transport and mines and 
factories and they were more than willing to include the big planta
tions. But the planter wanted results without effort. He wanted large 
income without corresponding investment and he insisted furiously 
upon a system of production which excluded intelligent labor, ma
chinery, and modern methods . He toyed with the idea of local manu
factures and ships and railroads. But this entailed too much work and 
sacrifice. 

The result was that Northern and European industry set prices for 
Southern cotton, tobacco and sugar which left a narrow margin of 
profit for the planter. He could retaliate only by more ruthlessly ex
ploiting his slave labor so as to get the largest crops at the least ex
pense. He was therefore not deliberately cruel to his slaves, but he 
had to raise cotton enough to satisfy his pretensions and self-in
dulgence, even if it brutalized and commercialized his slave labor. 

Thus slavery was the economic lag of the 16th century carried 
over into the 19th century and bringing by contrast and by friction 
moral lapses and political difficulties. It has been estimated that the 
Southern states had in 1 860 three billion dollars invested in slaves, 
which meant that slaves and land represented the mass of their capital. 
Being generally convinced that Negroes could only labor as slaves, 
it was easy for them to become further persuaded that slaves were 
better off than white workers and that the South had a better labor 
system than the North, with extraordinary possibilities in industrial 
and social development. 

The argument went like this : raw material like cotton, tobacco, 
sugar, rice, together with other foodstuffs formed the real wealth of 
the United States, and were produced by the Southern states. These 
crops were sold all over the world and were in such demand that the 
industry of Europe depended upon them. The trade with Europe must 
be kept open so that the South might buy at the lowest prices such 
manufactured goods as she wanted, and she must oppose all Northern 
attempts to exalt industry at the expense of 2griculture. 

The North might argue cogently that industry and manufacture 
could build up in the United States a national economy. Writers on 
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economics began in Germany and America to elaborate and insist 
upon the advantages of such a system ; but the South would have 
none of it. It meant not only giving the North a new industrial pros
perity, but doing this at the expense of England and France ; and the 
Southern planters preferred Europe to Northern America. They not 
only preferred Europe for social reasons and for economic advan
tages, but they sensed that the new power of monopolizing and dis
tributing capital through a national banking system, if permitted in 
the North in an expanding industry, would make the North an even 
greater financial dictator of the South than it was at the time. 

The South voiced for the Southern farmer, in 1 850, words almost 
identical with those of the Wes tern farmer, seventy-five years later. 
"All industry," declared one Southerner, "is getting legislative sup
port against agriculture, and thus the profits are going to manufacture 
and trade, and these concentrated in the North stand against the inter
ests of the South." , 

I t  could not, perhaps, be proven that the Southern planter, had he 
been educated in economics and history, and had he known the essen
tial trends of the modern world, could have kept the Industrial Revo
lution from subordinating agriculture and reducing it to its present 
vasssalage to manufacturing. But it is certain that an enlightened and 
far-seeing agrarianism under the peculiar economic circumstances of 
the United States during the first half of the nineteenth century could 
have essentially modified the economic trend of the world. 

The South with free rich land and cheap labor had the monopoly 
of cotton, a material in universal demand. If the leaders of the South, 
while keeping the consumer in mind, had turned more thoughtfully 
to the problem of the American producer, and had guided the pro
duction of cotton and food so as to take every advantage of new 
machinery and modern methods in agriculture, they might have 
moved forward with manufacture and been able to secure an approxi
mately large amount of profit. But this would have involved yielding 
to the demands of modern labor : opportunity for education, legal 
protection of women and children, regulation of the hours of work, 
steadily increasing wages and the right to some voice in the admin
istration of the state if not in the conduct of industry. 

The South had but one argument 'against following modern civiliza
tion in this yielding to the demand of laboring humanity : it insisted 
on the efficiency of Negro labor for ordinary toil and on its essential 
equality in physical condition with the average labor of Europe and 
America . But in order to maintain its income without sacrifice or 
exertion, the South fell back on a doctrine of racial differences which 
it asserted made higher intelligence and increased efficiency impos-
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sible for Negro labor . Wishing such an excuse for lazy indulgence, 
the planter easily found, invented and proved it. His subservient re
ligious leaders reverted to the "Curse of Canaan" ; his pseudo-scientists 
gathered and supplemented all available doctrines of race inferiority ; 
his scattered schools and pedantic periodicals repeated these legends, 
until for the average planter born after 1 840 it was impossible not to 
believe that all valid laws in psychology, economics and politics stopped 
with the Negro race. 

The espousal of the doctrine of Negro inferiority by the South was 
primarily because of economic motives and the inter-connected politi
cal urge necessary to support slave industry ; but to the watching world 
it  sounded like the carefully thought out result of experience and 
reason ; and because of this i t  was s ingularly disastrous for modern 
civilization in science and religion, in art and government, as well as 
in industry. The South could say that the Negro, even when brought 
into modern civilization, could not be civilized, and that, therefore, 
he and the other colored peoples of the world were so far inferior 
to the ·whites that the white world had a right to rule mankind for 
their own selfish interests. 

Never in modern times has a large section of a nation so used its 
combined energies to the degradation of mankind. The hurt to the 
Negro in this era was not only his treatment in slavery ; it was the 
wound dealt to his reputation as a human being. Nothing was left ; 
nothing was sacred ; and while the best and more cultivated and more 
humane of the planters did not themselves always repeat the calumny, 
they stood by, consenting by silence, while blatherskites said things 
about Negroes too cruelly untrue to be the word of civilized men. 
Not only then in the forties and fifties did the word Negro lose its 
capital letter, but African history became the tale ·of degraded animals 
and sub-human savages, where no vestige of human culture found 
foothold. 

Thus a basis in reason, philanthropy and science was built up for 
Negro slavery. Judges on the bench declared that Negro servitude was 
to last, "if the apocalypse be not in error, until the end of time." The 
Atlanta Daily Intelligencer of January 9, 1 860, said, "We can't see for 
the life of us how anyone understanding fully the great principle 
that underlies our system of involuntary servitude, can discover any 
monstrosity in subj ecting a Negro to slavery of a white man. We 
contend on the contrary that the monstrosity, or, at least, the un
naturalness in  this matter, consists in finding Negroes anywhere in 
white communities not under the control of the whites. Whenever 
we see a Negro, we presuppose a master, and if we see him in what 
is commonly called a 'free state,' we consider him out of his place. 
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This matter of manumission, or emancipation 'now, thank heaven, 
less practiced than formerly,' is a species of false philanthropy, which 
we look upon as a cousin-German to Abolitionism-bad for the 
master, worse for the slave." 

Beneath this educational and social propaganda lay the undoubted 
evidence of the planter's own expenses. He saw ignorant and sullen 
labor deliberately reducing his profits. In fact, he always faced the 
negative attitude of the general strike. Open revolt of slaves-refusal 
to work-could be met by beating and selling to the harsher methods 
of the deep South and Southwest as punishment. Running away could 
be curbed by law and police . But nothing could stop the dogged slave 
from doing just as little and as poor work as possible. All observers 
spoke of the fact that the slaves were slow and churlish ; that they 
wasted material and malingered at their work. Of course, they did. 
This was not racial but economic. It was the answer of any group 
of laborers forced down to the last ditch. They might be made to work 
continuously but no power could make them work well . 

If the European or Northern laborer did not do his work properly 
and fast enough, he would lose the job . The bl ack slave could not lose 
his j ob.  If the Northern laborer got sick or injured, he was discharged, 
usually without compensation;  the black slave could not be discharged 
and had to be given some care in sicknesses, particularly if he repre
sented a valuable investment. The Northern and English employer 
could select workers in the prime of life and did not have to pay chil
dren too young to work or adults too old. The slave owner had to take 
care of children and old folk, and while this did not cost much on a 
farm or entail any great care, i t  did seriously cut down the proportion 
of his effective laborers, which could only be balanced by the systematic 
labor of women and children. The children ran loose with only the 
most general control, getting their food with the other slaves. The old 
folk foraged for themselves. Now and then they were found dead of 
neglect, but usually there was no trouble in their getting at least food 
enough to live and some rude shelter. 

The economic difficulties that thus faced the planter in exploiting 
the black slave were curious . Contrary to the trend of his age, he 
could not use higher wage to induce better work or a larger supply 
of labor. He could not allow his labor to become intelligent, although 
intelligent labor would greatly increase the production of wealth. He 
could not depend on volunta ry immigration unless the immigrants 
be slaves, and he must bear the burden of the old and sick and could 
only balance this by child labor and the labor of women. 

The use of slave women as day workers naturally broke up or made 
impossible the normal Negro home ancl this and the slave code led 
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to a development of  which the South was really ashamed and which 
it often denied, and yet perfectly evident : the raising of slaves in the 
Border slave states for systematic sale on the commercialized cotton 
plantations . 

The ability of the slaveholder and landlord to sequester a large 
share of the profits of slave labor depended upon his exploitation of 
that labor, rather than upon high prices for his product in the market. 
In the world market, the merchants and manufacturers had all the 
advantage of unity, knowledge and purpose, and could hammer 
down the price of raw material .  The slaveholder, therefore, saw North
ern merchants and manufacturers enrich themselves from the results 
of Southern agriculture. He was angry and used all of his great politi
cal power to circumvent it. His only effective economic movement, 
however, could take place against the slave. He was forced, unless 
willing to take lower profits, continually to beat down the cost of his 
slave labor. 

But there was another motive which more and more strongly as 
time went on compelled the planter to cling to slavery. His political 
power was based on slavery. With four million slaves he could balance 
the votes of 2'400,000 Northern voters, while in the inconceivable 
event of their becoming free, their votes would outnumber those of 
his Northern opponents, which was precisely what happened in 1868. 

As the economic power of the planter waned, his political power 
became more and more indispensable to the maintenance of his in
come and profits . Holding his industrial system secure by this political 
domination, the planter turned to the more systematic exploitation 
of his black labor. One method called for more land and the other 
for more slaves. Both meant not only increased crops but increased 
political power. It was a temptation that swept greed, religion, military 
pride and dreams of empire to its defense. There · were two possibili
ties . He might follow the old method of the early West Indian sugar 
plantations : work his slaves without regard to their physical condition, 
until they died of over-work or exposure, and then buy new ones. 
The difficulty of this, however, was that the r rice of slaves, since the 
attempt to abolish the slave trade, was gradually rising. This in the 
deep South led to a strong and gradually increasing demand for 
the reopening of the African slave trade, j ust as modern industry de
mands cheaper and cheaper coolie labor in Asia and half-slave labor in 
African mines. 

The other possibility was to find continual increments of new, rich 
land upon which ordinary slave labor would bring adequate return. 
This bnd the South sought in the Southeast ; then beyond the Mis
sissippi i n  Louisiana and Texas, then in Mexico, and finally, it turned 
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its face in two directions : toward the Northwestern territories of the 
United States and toward the West Indian islands and South America . 
The South was drawn toward the West by two motives : first the 
possibility that slavery in Kansas, Colorado, Utah and Nevada would 
be at least as profitable as in Missouri, and secondly to prevent the 
expansion of free labor there and its threat to slavery. This challenge 
was a counsel of despair in the face of modern industrial development 
and probably the radical South expected defeat in the West and hoped 
the consequent resentment among the slaveholders would set the 
South toward a great slave empire in the Caribbean. Jefferson Davis 
was ready to reopen the African slave trade to any future acquisition 
south of the Rio Grande. 

This brought the South to war with the farmers and laborers in 
the North and West, who wanted free soil but did not want to com
pete with slave labor. The fugitive slave law of 1 850 vastly extended 
Federal power so as to nullify state rights in the North. The Compro
mise of 1 850 permitted the extension of slavery into the territories, and 
the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, 1 854, deprived Congress of the right to 
prohibit slavery anywhere. This opened the entire West to slavery. 
War followed in Kansas. Slaveholders went boldly into Kansas, armed 
and organized : 

"The invaders went in such force that the scattered and unorganized 
citizens could make no resistance and in many places they did not 
attempt to vote, seeing the polls surrounded by crowds of armed 
men who they knew came from Missouri to control the election 
and the leaders of the invaders kept their men under control, being 
anxious to prevent needless violence, as any serious outbreak would 
attract the attention of the country. In some districts the actual citizens 
protested against the election and petitioned the governor to set it 
aside and order another. 

"We can tell the impertinent scoundrels of the Tribune that we 
will continue to lynch and hang, to tar and feather and drown every 
white-livered Aboli tionist who dares to pollute our soil." 5 Shut out 
from the United States territories by the Free Soil movement, the · 
South determined upon secession with the distinct idea of eventually 
expanding into the Caribbean. 

There was, however, the opposition in the Border States. The em
ployers of labor in the Border States had found a new source of 
revenue. They did not like to admit it. They surrounded it with a 
certain secrecy, and it was exceedingly bad taste for any Virginia 
planter to have it indicated that he was deliberately raising slaves 
for sale ; and yet that was a fact. 

In no respect are the peculiar psychological difficulties of the plant-
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ers better illustrated than with regard to the interstate slave trade. 
The theory was clear and lofty ; slaves were a part of the family-"my 
people," George Washington called them. Under ordinary circum
stances they were never to be alienated, but supported during good 
behavior and bad, punished and corrected for crime and misdemeanor, 
rewarded for good conduct. It was the patriarchal clan translated into 
modern life, with social, religious, economic and even blood ties . 

This was the theory ; but as a matter of fact, the cotton planters 
were supplied with laborers by the Border States. A laboring stock 
was deliberately bred for legal sale. A large number of persons fol
lowed the profession of promoting this sale of slaves. There were 
markets and quotations, and the stream of black labor, moving con
tinuously into the South, reached yearly into the thousands. 

Notwithstanding these perfectly clear and authenticated facts, the 
planter persistently denied them. He denied that there was any con
siderable interstate sale of slaves ; he denied that families were broken 
up ; he insisted that slave auctions were due to death or mischance, 
and particularly did he insist that the slave traders were the least 
of human beings and most despised. 

This deliberate contradiction of plain facts constitutes itself a major 
charge against slavery and shows how the system often so affronted 
the moral sense of the planters themselves that they tried to hide from 
it. They could not face the fact of Negro women as brood mares and 
of black children as puppies. 

Indeed, while we speak of the planters as one essentially unvarying 
group, there is evidence that the necessities of their economic organ
ization were continually changing and deteriorating their morale and 
pushing forward ruder, noisier, less cultivated elements than charac
terized the Southern gentleman of earlier days. Certainly, the cursing, 
brawling, whoring gamblers who largely represented the South in the 
late fifties, evidenced the inevitable deterioration that overtakes men 
when their desire for income and extravagance overwhelms their re
spect for human beings. Thus the interstate slave trade grew and flour
ished and the demand for the African slave trade was rapidly becom
ing irresistible in the late fifties. 

From fifty to eighty thousand slaves went from the Border States 
to the lower South in the last decade of slavery. One planter frankly 
said that he "calculated that the moment a colored baby was born, it 
was worth to him $300." So far as possible, the planters in selling off 
their slaves avoided the breaking up of families .  But they were facing 
flat economic facts . The persons who were buying slaves in the cotton 
belt were not buying families, they were buying workers, and thus 
by economic demand families were continually and regularly broken 
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up ; the father was sold away ; the mother and the half-grown children 
separated, and sometimes smaller children were sold . One of the sub
sequent tragedies of the system was the frantic efforts, before and 
after emancipation, of Negroes hunting for their relatives throughout 
the United States. 

A Southerner wrote to Olmsted : "In the states of Maryland, Vir
ginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri, as much 
attention is paid to the breeding and growth of Negroes as to that 
of horses and mules. Further south, we raise them both for use and 
for market. Planters command their girls and women (married or 
unmarried) to have children ; and I have known a great many Negro 
girls to be sold off because they did not have children. A breeding 
woman is worth from one-sixth to one-fourth more than one that does 
not breed." 

Sexual chaos arose from economic motives. The deliberate breeding 
of a strong, big field-hand stock could be carried out by selecting 
proper males, and giving them the run of the likeliest females. This 
in many Border States became a regular policy and fed the slave 
trade. Child-bearing was a profitable occupation, which received every 
possible encouragement, and there was not only no bar to illegitimacy, 
but an actual premium put upon it. Indeed, the word was impossible 
of meaning under the slave system. 

Moncure D. Conway, whose father was a slaveholder near Fred
ericksburg, Virginia, wrote : "As a general thing, the chief pecuniary 
resource in the Border States is the breeding of slaves ; and I grieve 
to say that there is too much ground for the charges that general 
licentiousness among the slaves, for the purpose of a large increase, is 
compelled by some masters and encouraged by many. The period of 
maternity is hastened, the average youth of Negro mothers being 
nearly three years earlier than that of any free race, and an old maid 
is utterly unknown among the women." 

J. E. Cairnes, the English economist, in his passage with Mr. Mc
Henry on this subj ect, computed from reliable data that Virginia . 
had bred and exported to the cotton states between the years of 1 840 
and 1 850 no less than 1 00,000 slaves, which at $soo per head would 
have yielded her $so,ooo,ooo. 

The law sometimes forbade the b�eaking up of slave families but : 
"Not one of these prohibitions, save those of Louisiana, and they but 

slightly, in any way referred to or hampered the owner of unencum
bered slave property : he might sell or pawn or mortgage or give it 
away according to profit or whim, regardless of age or kinship. 

"Elsewhere in the typical South-in Virginia, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas and Texas-there seems to have been 
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no restnct10n of any sort against separating mothers and children 
or husbands and wives or selling children of any age. Slavery was, 
indeed, a 'peculiar institution.' " 6 

The slave-trading Border States, therefore, in their own economic 
interest, frantically defended slavery, yet opposed the reopening of 
the African slave trade to which the Southern South was becoming 
more and more attracted. This slave trade had curious psychological 
effects upon the planter. When George Washington sold a slave to 
the West Indies for one hogshead "of best rum" and molasses and 
sweetmeats, it was because "this fellow is both a rogue and a run
away." 7 

Thus tradition grew up that the sale of a slave from a gentleman's 
plantation was for special cause. As time went on and slavery became 
systematized and commercialized under the Cotton Kingdom, this 
was absolutely untrue. The "buying or selling of slaves was not viewed 
as having any taint of 'hated' slave-trading ; yet it early became a fully 
credited tradition, implicitly accepted generation after generation, that 
'all traders were hated.' " 8  

The sacrifices necessary for economic advance, Southern planters 
were on the whole too selfish and too provincial to make. They 
would not in any degree curtail consumption in order to furnish at 
least part of the necessary increase of capital and make dependence 
upon debt to the North and to Europe less necessary. They did not 
socialize the ownership of the slave on any large scale or educate him 
in technique ; they did not encourage local and auxiliary industry or 
manufacture, and thus make it possible for their own profit to exploit 
white labor and give it an economic foothold. This would have in
volved, to be sure, increased recognition of democracy, and far from 
yielding to any such inevitable development, the South threw itself 
into the arms of a reaction at least two centuries out of date. Governor 
McDuffie of South Carolina called the laboring class, bleached or un
bleached, a "dangerous" element in the population. 

A curious argument appeared in the Charleston Mercury of 1 861 : 
"Within ten years past as many as ten thousand slaves have been 

drawn away from Charleston by the attractive prices of the West, 
and [white] laborers from abroad have come to take their places. 
These laborers have every disposition to work above the slave, and if 
there were opportunity, would be glad to do so ; but without such 
opportunity they come into competition with him ; they are neces
sarily restive to the contact. Already there is disposition to exclude 
him from the trades, from public works, from drays, and the tables 
of the hotels ; he is even now excluded to a great extent, and . . .  
when more laborers . . .  shall come in greater numbers to the South, 
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they will still more increase the tendency to exclusion ; they will ques
tion the right of masters to employ their slaves in any work that they 
may wish for ; they will invoke the aid of legislation ; they will use 
the elective franchise to that end ; they will acquire the power to de
termine municipal elections ; they will inexorably use it ; and thus the 
town of Charleston, at the very heart of slavery, may become a fortress 
of democratic power against it." 

The planters entirely misconceived the extent to which democracy 
was spreading in the North. They thought it meant that the laboring 
class was going to rule the North for labor's own economic in
terests. Even those who saw the seamy side of slavery were con
vinced of the rightness of the system because they believed that there 
were seeds of disaster in the North against which slavery would be 
their protection ; "indications that these are already beginning to be 
felt or anticipated by prophetic minds, they think they see in the 
demands for 'Land Limitation,' in the anti-rent troubles, in strikes 
of workmen, in the distress of emigrants at the eddies of their current, 
in diseased philanthropy, in radical democracy, and in the progress 
of socialistic ideas in general. 'The North,' say they, 'has progressed 
under the high pressure of unlimited competition ; as the population 
grows denser, there will be terrific explosions, disaster, and ruin, while 
they will ride quietly and safely at the anchor of slavery.' " 9 

Thus the planters of the South walked straight into the face of 
modern economic progress. The North had yielded to democracy, 
but only because democracy was curbed by a dictatorship of property 
and investment which left in the hands of the leaders of industry 
such economic power as insured their mastery and their profits. Less 
than this they knew perfectly well they could not yield, and more 
than this they would not. They remained masters of the economic 
destiny of America. 

In the South, on the other hand, the planters walked in quite the 
opposite direction, excluding the poor whites from nearly every eco
nomic foothold with apparently no conception of the danger of these · 
five million workers who, in  time, overthrew the planters and utterly 
submerged them after the Civil War ; and the South was equally 
determined to regard its four ml.llion slaves as a cla.ss of submerged 
workers and to this ideal they and their successors still cling. 

Calhoun once said with perfect truth : There has never yet existed 
"a wealthy and civilized society in which one portion of the com
munity did not, in point of fact, live on the labor of the other." 
Governor McDuffie of South Carolina said : "God forbid that my 
descendants, in the remotest generations, should live in any other than 
a community having the institution of domestic slavery.'' 1 0  
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The South elected to make its fight through the political power 
which it possessed because of slavery and the disfranchisement of the 
poor whites . It had in American history chosen eleven out of sixteen 
Presidents, seventeen out of twenty-eight Judges of the Supreme Court, 
fourteen out of nineteen Attorneys-General, twenty-one out of thirty
three Speakers of the House, eighty out of one hundred thirty-four 
Foreign Ministers. It demanded a fugitive slave law as strong as words 
could make it and it was offered constitutional guarantees which 
would have made it impossible for the North to meddle ·with the 
organization of the slave empire. 

The South was assured of all the territory southwest of Missouri 
and as far as California. It might even have extended its imperialistic 
sway toward the Caribbean without effective opposition from the 
North or Europe. The South had conquered Mexico without help 
and beyond lay the rest of Mexico, the West Indies and South Amer
ica, open to Southern imperialistic enterprise. The South dominated 
the Army and Navy. It argued that a much larger proportion of the 
population could go to war in the South than in the North. There 
might, of course, be danger of slave insurrection in a long war with 
actual invasion, but the possibility of a long war or any war at all 
Southerners discounted, and they looked confidently forward to being 
either an independent section of the United States or an independent 
country with a stable economic foundation which could dictate its 
terms to the modern world on the basis of a monopoly of cotton, 
and a large production of other essential raw materials. 

The South was too ignorant to know that their only chance to 
establish such economic dictatorship and place themselves in a key 
economic position was through a national economy, in a large nation 
where a home market would absorb a large proportion of the pro
duction, and where agriculture, led by men of vision, could demand 
a fair share of profit from industry. 

When, therefore, the planters surrendered this chance and went to 
war with the machine to establish agricultural independence, they 
lost because of their internal weakness. Their whole labor class, black 
and white, went into economic revolt. The breach could only have 
been healed by making the same concessions to labor that France, 
England, Germany and the North had made. There was no time for 
such change in the midst of war. Northern industry must, therefore, 
after the war, make the adj ustment with labor which Southern agricul
ture refused to make. But the loss which agriculture sustained through 
the stubbornness of the planters led to the degradation of agriculture 
throughout the modern world. 

Due to the stubbornness of the South and the capitalism of the 
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West, we have had built up in the world an agriculture with a mini
mum of machines and new methods, conducted by ignorant labor 
and producing raw materials used by industry equipped with ma
chines and intelligent labor, and conducted by shrewd business men. 
The result has been that a disproportionate part of the profit of organ
ized work has gone to industry, while the agricultural laborer has 
descended toward slavery. The West, instead of becoming a country 
of peasant proprietors who might have counteracted this result, sur
rendered itself hand and foot to capitalism and speculation in land. 

The abolition of American slavery started the transportation of 
capital from white to black countries where slavery prevailed, with 
the same tremendous and awful consequences upon the laboring 
classes of the world which we see about us today. When raw material 
could not be raised in a country like the United States, it could be 
raised in the tropics and semi-tropics under a dictatorship of industry, 
commerce and manufacture and with no free farming class. 

The competition of a slave-directed agriculture in the West Indies 
and South America, in Africa and Asia, eventually ruined the eco
nomic efficiency of agriculture in the United States and in Europe 
and precipitated the modern economic degradation of the white 
farmer, while it put into the hands of the owners of the machine 
such a monopoly of raw material that their domination of white labor 
was more and more complete. 

The crisis came in 1860, not so much because Abraham Lincoln 
was elected President on a platform which refused further land for 
the expansion of slavery, but because the cotton crop of 1 859 reached 
the phenomenal height of five million bales as compared with three 
million in 1 850. To this was added the threat of radical abolition as 
represented by John Brown. The South feared these social upheavals 
but it was spurred to immediate action by the great cotton crop. Start
ing with South Carolina, the Southern cotton-raising and slave-consum
ing states were forced out of the Union. 

Their reason for doing this was clearly stated and reiterated. For a 
generation, belief in slavery was the Southern shibboleth : 

"A suspicion of heresy on the subj ect of the 'peculiar institution' 
was sufficient to declare the ineligibility of any candidate for office ; 
nay, more, orthodoxy began to depend upon the correct attitude toward 
the doctrine of 'Squatter Sovereignty' and the extreme view held as to 
Federal protection of slavery in the territories." 1 1  

Jefferson Davis said that the North was "impairing the security of 
property and slaves and reducing those states which held slaves to a 
condition of inferiority." 

Senator Toombs said that property and slaves must be entitled to 
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the same protection from the government as any other property. The 
South Carolina convention arraigned the North for increasing hostil
ity "to the institution of slavery," and declared for secession because 
the North had assumed the right of deciding upon the propriety of 
Southern domestic institutions. 

Governor R. C. Wickliffe in his message at the extra session of the 
legislature of Louisiana expressed his belief that the election was "a 
deliberate design to pervert the powers of the Government to the 
immediate inj ury and ultimate destruction of the peculiar institution 
of the South." 12 

Slidel's farewell speech in the Congressional Globe of February 5, 
186! : 

"We separate," he said, "because of the hostility of Lincoln to our 
institutions . . . .  If he were inaugurated without our consent there 
would be slave insurrections in the South ." 1 3  

The Alabama Commissioner to Maryland arraigned the Lincoln 
government as proposing not "to recognize the right of the Southern 
citizens to property in the labor of African slaves." The Governor of 
Alabama arraigned the Republicans for desiring "the destruction of 
the institution of slavery." 

In the Southern Congress, at Montgomery on the 2d of February, 
186!, Senator Wigfall, from Texas, said that he was fighting for 
slavery, and for nothing else. The patent of nobility is in the color 
of the skin. He wanted to live in no country in which a man who 
blacked his boots and curried his horse was his equal. Give Negroes 
muskets and make them soldiers, and the next subj ect introduced 
for discussion will be miscegenation.14 And finally, Alexander H. 
Stephens, Vice President of the Confederacy, stated fully the philos
ophy of the new Confederate government : "The new Constitution has 
put at rest forever all the agitating questions relating to our peculiar 
institutions-African slavery as it exists among us-the proper status of 
the Negro in our form of civilization. This was the immediate cause 
of the late rupture and present revolution .  /efferson, in his forecast, had 
anticipated this as the 'rock upon which the old union would split.' He 
was right. What was conj ecture with him is now a realized fact. But 
whether he fully comprehended the great truth upon which that rock 
stood and stands may be doubted . The prevailing ideas entertained by 
him and most of the leading statesmen at the time of the formation of 
the old Constitution, were that the enslavement of the African was in 
violation of the laws of nature ; that it was wrong in principle, socially, 
morally and politically. It was an evil they knew not well how to deal 
with, but the general opinion of the men of that day was that, some
how or other, in the order of Providence, the institution would be 
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evanescent and pass away . . . .  Those ideas, however, were funda
mentally wrong. They rested upon the assumption of the equality of 
races. This was an error. It was a sandy foundation, and the idea of a 
government built upon it ;  when the ' storm came and the winds blew, 
it fell.' 

"Our new government is founded upon exactly the opposite idea, 
its foundations are laid, its corner-stone rests upon the great truth 
that the Negro is not equal to the white man. That slavery-sub
ordination to the superior race-is his natural and normal condition. 
This, our new government, is the first in the history of the world, 
based upon this great physical and moral truth. This truth has been 
slow in the process of its development, like all other truths in the 
various departments of science. It has been so even amongst us. Many 
who hear me, perhaps, can recollect well, that this truth was not 
generally admitted, even within their day . . . .  

"Now they are universally acknowledged. May we not, therefore, 
look with confidence to the ultimate universal acknowledgment of 
the truths upon which our system rests. It is the first government ever 
instituted upon principles of s trict conformity to nature, and the 
ordination of Providence, in furnishing the materials of human so
ciety. Many governments have been founded upon the principle of 
certain classes ; but the classes thus enslaved, were of the same race, 
and in violation of the laws of nature. Our system commits no such 
violation of nature's laws. The Negro, by nature, or by the curse 
against Canaan, is fitted for that condition which he occupies in our 
system. The architect, in the construction of buildings, lays the foun
dation with the proper materials, the granite ; then comes the brick 
or the marble. The substratum of our society is made of the material 
fitted by nature for it, and by experience we know that it is best, not 
only for the superior, but for the inferior race that it should be so. 
It is, indeed, in conformity with the ordinance of the Creator. It is not 
for us to inquire into the wisdom of His ordinances, or to question 
them. For His own purposes He has made one race to differ from 
another, as He has had 'one star to differ from another star in 
glory.' " 1 5 

The rift between the Southern South and the Border States was 
bridged by omission of all reference to the reopening of the slave trade 
and stressing the reality of the Northern attack upon the institution 
of slavery itself. 

The movement against the slave trade laws in the Southern South 
was strong and growing. In 1 854, a grand j ury in the Williamsburg 
district of South Carol ina declared : "As our unanimous opinion, that 
the Federal law abolishing the African Slave Trade is a public griev-
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ance. We hold this trade has been and would be, if reestablished, a 
blessing to the American people and a benefit to the African himself." 

Two years later, the Governor of the s tate in his annual message ar
gued for a reopening of the trade and declared : "If we cannot supply 
the demand for slave labor, then we must expect to be supplied with 
a species of labor we do not want" (i.e., free white labor) . The move
ment was forwarded by the commercial conventions. In 1 855, at New 
Orleans, a resolution for the repeal of the slave trade laws was intro
duced but not reported by committee. In 1856, at Savannah, the con
vention refused to debate the matter of the repeal of the slave trade 
laws but appointed a committee. At the convention at Knoxville, in 
1 857, a resolution declaring it inexpedient to reopen the trade was 
voted down. At Montgomery, in 1858, a committee presented an elabo
rate majority report declaring it "expedient and proper that the foreign 
slave trade should be reopened." After debate, it was decided that 
it was inexpedient for any single state to attempt to reopen the African 
slave trade while that state is one of the United States of America. 
Finally, ·at Vicksburg in 1859, it was voted 40-19, "that all laws, state 
or Federal, prohibiting the African slave trade, ought to be repealed." 

Both the provisional and permanent constitutions of the Confederate 
states forbade the importation of Negroes from foreign countries, ex
cept the "slave-holding states or territories of the United States of 
America." Nevertheless, the foreign ministers of the Confederate states 
were assured that while the Confederate government had no power to 
reopen the slave trade, the states could, if they wanted to, and that the 
ministers were not to discuss any treaties to prohibit the trade.16 

Thus the planters led the South into war, carrying the five million 
poor whites blindly with them and standing upon a creed which 
opposed the free distribution of government land ; which asked for 
the expansion of slave territory, for restricted functions of the national 
government, and for the perpetuity of Negro slavery. 

What irritated the planter and made him charge the North and 
liberal Europe with hypocrisy, was the ethical implications of slavery. 
He was kept explaining a system of work which he insisted was no 
different in essence from that in vogue in Europe and the North. 
They and he were all exploiting labor. He did it by individual right ; 
they by state law. They called their labor free, but after all, the laborer 
was only free to starve, if he did not work on their terms. They 
called his laborer a slave when his master was responsible for him from 
birth to death. 

The Southern argument had strong backing in the commercial 
North. Lawyer O'Conner of New York expressed amid applause that 
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calm reasoned estimate of the Negro in  1 859, which pervaded the 
North : 

"Now, Gentlemen, nature itself has assigned his condition of servi
tude to the Negro. He has the strength and is fit to work ; but nature, 
which gave him this strength, denied him both the intelligence to 
rule and the will to work. Both are denied to him. And the same 
nature which denied him the will to work, gave him a master, who 
should enforce this will, and make a useful servant of him in a climate 
to which he is well adapted for his own benefit and that of the master 
who rules him. I assert that it is no inj ustice to leave the Negro in 
the position into which nature placed him ; to put a master over him ; 
and he is not robbed of any right, if he is  compelled to labor in return 
for this, and to supply a j ust compensation for his master in return 
for the labor and the talents devoted to ruling him and to making him 
useful to himself and to society." 

What the planter and his Northern apologist did not readily admit 
was that this exploitation of labor reduced it to a wage so low and a 
standard of living so pitiable that no modern industry in agriculture 
or trade or manufacture could build upon i t ;  that it made ignorance 
compulsory and had to do so in self-defense ; and that it automatically 
was keeping the South from entering the great stream of modern 
industry where growing intelligence among workers, a rising stand
ard of living among the masses, increased personal freedom and 
political power, were recognized as absolutely necessary. 

The ethical problem here presented was less important than the 
political and far less than the economic. The Southerners were as little 
conscious of the hurt they were inflicting on human beings as the 
Northerners were of their treatment of the insane. It is easy for men 
to discount and misunderstand the suffering or harm done others. 
Once accustomed to poverty, to the sight of toil and degradation, it 
easily seems normal and natural ; once it is hidden beneath a different 
color of skin, a different stature or a different habit of action and 
speech, and all consciousness of inflicting ill disappears. 

The Southern planter suffered, not simply for his economic mis
takes-the psychological effect of slavery upon him was fatal. The 
mere fact that a man could be, under the law, the actual master of the 
mind and body of human beings had to have disastrous effects . It 
tended to inflate the ego of most planters beyond all reason ; they 
became arrogant, strutting, quarrelsome kinglets ; they issued com
mands ; they made laws ; they shouted their orders ; they expected def
erence and self-abasement ; they were choleric and easily insulted. 
Their "honor" became a vast and awful thing, requiring wide and 
insistent deference. Such of them as were inherently weak and in-
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efficient were all the more easily angered, j ealous and resentful ; while 
the few who were superior, physically or mentally, conceived no 
bounds to their power and personal prestige. As the world had long 
learned, nothing is so calculated to ruin human nature as absolute 
power over human beings. 

On the other hand, the possession of such power did not and could 
not lead to its continued tyrannical exercise. The tyrant could be kind 
and congenial. He could care for his chattels like a father ; he could 
grant indulgence and largess ; he could play with power and find 
tremendous satisfaction in its benevolent use. 

Thus, economically and morally, the situation of the planter became 
intolerable. What was needed was the force of great public opinion 
to make him see his economic mistakes and the moral debauchery 
that threatened him. But here again in the planter class no room 
was made for the reformer, the recalcitrant. The men who dared 
such thought and act were driven out or suppressed with a virulent 
tyranny reminiscent of the Inquisition and the Reformation. For these 
there was the same peculiar way of escape that lay before the slave. 
The planter who could not stand slavery followed the poor whites 
who could not stand Negroes, they followed the Negro who also 
could not stand slavery, into the North ; and there, removed from 
immediate contact with the evils of slavery, the planter often became 
the "copperhead," and theoretical champion of a system which he 
could not himself endure. 

Frederick Douglass thus summed up the obj ects of the white planter : 
"I understand this policy to comprehend five cardinal obj ects. They 

are these : 1 st, The complete suppression of all anti-slavery discussion. 
2d, The expatriation of the entire free people of color from the United 
States . 3d, The unending perpetuation of slavery in

-
this republic. 4th, 

The nationalization of slavery to the extent of making slavery re
spected in every state of the Union. 5th, The extension of slavery 
over Mexico and the entire South American states." 1 7  

This whole system and plan of development failed, and failed of its 
own weakness. Unending effort has gone into painting the claims of 
the Old South, i ts idyllic beauty and social charm. But the truth is 
inexorable. With all its fine men and sacrificing women, its hospitable 
homes and graceful manners, the South turned the most beautiful 
section of the nation into a center of poverty and suffering, of drink
ing, gambling and brawling ; an abode of ignorance among black 
and white more abysmal than in any modern land ; and a system of 
industry so humanly unjust and economically inefficient that if it 
had not committed suicide in civil war, it wouid have disintegrated 
of its own weight. 
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vVith the Civil \Var, the planters died as a class. vVe still talk as 
though the dominant social class in the South persisted after the war. 
But it did not. It disappeared. Just how quickly and in what manner 
the transformation was made, we do not know. No scientific study 
of the submergence of the remainder of the planter class into the 
ranks of the poor whites, and the corresponding rise of a portion of 
the poor whites into the dominant portion of landholders and capital
ists, has been made. Of the names of prominent Southern families in 
Congress in 1 860, only two appear in 1870, five in 1 880. Of 90 prom
inent names in 1 870, only four survived in 1880. Men talk today as 
though the upper class in the white South is descended from the slave
holders ; yet we know by plain mathematics that the ancestors of most 
of the present Southerners never owned a slave nor had any real eco
nomic part in slavery. The disaster of war decimated the planters ; 
the bitter disappointment and frustration led to a tremendous mor
tality after the war, and from 1 870 on the planter class merged their 
blood so completely with the rising poor whites that they disappeared 
as a separate aristocracy. It is this that explains so many characteristics 
of the post-war South : its lynching and mob law, its murders and 
cruelty, its insensibility to the finer things of civilization. 

Not spring ; from us no agony of birth 
Is asked or needed ; in a crimson tide 
Upon the down-slope of the world 
We, the elect, are hurled 
In fearful power and brief pride 
Burning at last to silence and dark earth. 
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How the Civil War meant emancipation and how the black worker 

won the war by a general strike which transferred his labor from 

the Confederate planter to the Northern i nvader, in whose army 
lines workers began to be organized as a new labor force 

When Edwin Ruffin, white-haired and mad, fired the first gun at 
Fort Sumter, he freed the slaves . It was the last thing he meant to 
do but that was because he was so typically a Southern oligarch. He 
did not know the real world about him. He was provincial and lived 
apart on his plantation with his servants, his books and his thoughts. 
Outside of agriculture, he j umped at conclusions instead of testing 
them by careful research. He knew, for instance, that the North 
would not fight. He knew that Negroes would never revolt. 

And so war came. War is murder, force, anarchy and debt. Its 
end is evil, despite all incidental good. Neither North nor South had 
before 1861 the slightest intention of going to war. The thought was 
in many respects ridiculous . They were not prepared for war. The 
national army was small, poorly equipped and without experience. 
There was no file from which someone might draw plans of sub
j ugation. 

When Northern armies entered the South they became armies of 
emancipation. It was the last thing they planned to be. The North 
did not propose to attack property. It did not propose to free slaves . 
This was to be a white man's war to preserve the Union, and the 
Union must be preserved. 

Nothing that concerned the amelioration of the Negro touched the 
heart of the mass of Americans nor could the common run of men 
realize the political and economic cost of Negro slavery. When, there
fore, the Southern radicals, backed by political oligarchy and economic 
dictatorship in the most extreme form in which the world had seen 
it for five hundred years, precipitated secession, that part of the North 
that opposed the plan had to hunt for a rallying slogan to unite the 
majority in the North and in the West, and if possible, bring the 
Border States into an opposing phaianx. 

Freedom for slaves furnished no such slogan. Not one-tenth of the 
Northern white population would have fought for any such purpose. 
Free soil was a much stronger motive, but it had no cogency in this 
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contest because the Free Soilers did not dream of asking free soil in 
the South, since that involved the competition of slaves, or what 
seemed worse than that, of free Negroes. On the other hand, the tre
mendous economic ideal of keeping this great market for goods, the 
United States, together with all its possibilities of agriculture, manu
facture, trade and profit, appealed to both the West and the North ; 
and what was then much more significant, it appealed to the Border 
States. 

"To the flag we are pledged, all its foes we abhor, 
And we ain't for the nigger, but we are for the war." 

The Border States wanted the cotton belt in the Union so that they 
could sell it their surplus slaves ; but they also wanted to be in the 
same union with the North and West, where the profit of trade was 
large and increasing. The duty then of saving the Union became the 
great rallying cry of a war which for a long time made the Border 
States hesitate and confine secession to the far South. And yet they 
all knew that the only thing that really threatened the Union was 
slavery and the only remedy was Abolition. 

If, now, the far South had had trained and astute leadership, a com
promise could have been made which, so far as slavery was concerned, 
would have held the abnormal political power of the South intact, 
made the slave system impregnable for generations, and even given 
slavery practical rights throughout the nation. 

Both North and South ignored in differing degrees the interests of 
the laboring classes . The North expected patriotism and union to 
make white labor fight ; the South expected all white men to defend 
the slaveholders' property. Both North and South expected at most a 
sharp, quick fight and victory ; more probably the South expected to 
secede peaceably, and then outside the Union, to impose terms which 
would include national recognition of slavery, new slave territory and 
new cheap slaves. The North expected that after a threat and demon
stration to appease its "honor," the South would return with the right 
of slave property recognized and protected but geographically limited. 

Both sections ignored the Negro. To the Northern masses the Negro 
was a curiosity, a sub-human minstrel, willingly and naturally a slave, 
and treated as well as he deserved to be. He had not sense enough to 
revolt and help Northern armies, even if Northern armies were trying 
to emancipate him, which they were not. The North shrank at the 
very thought of encouraging servile insurrection against the whites. 
Above all it did not propose to interfere with property. Negroes on 
the whole were considered cowards and inferior beings whose very 
presence m America was unfortunate. The abolitionists, it was true, 
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expected action on the part of the Negro, but how much, they could 
not say. Only John Brown knew j ust how revolt had come and would 
come and he was dead. 

Thus the Negro himself was not seriously considered by the maj or
ity of men, North or South. And yet from the very beginning, the 
Negro occupied the center of the stage because of very simple physical 
reasons : the war was in the South and in the South were 3,953,740 
black slaves and 261,918  free Negroes. What was to be the relation of 
this mass of workers to the war ? What did the war mean to the Ne
groes, and what did the Negroes mean to the war ? There are two 
theories, both rather over-elaborated :  the one that the Negro did 
nothing but faithfully serve his master until emancipation was thrust 
upon him ; the other that the Negro immediately, j ust as quickly as 
the presence of Northern soldiers made it possible, left serfdom and 
took his stand with the army of freedom. 

It must be borne in mind that nine-tenths of the four million black 
slaves could neither read nor write, and that the overwhelming ma
j ority of them were isolated on country plantations. Any mass move
ment under such circumstances must materialize slowly and painfully. 
What the Negro did was to wait, look and listen and try to see where 
his interest lay. There was no use in seeking refuge in an army which 
was not an army of freedom ; and there was no sense in revolting 
against .armed masters who were conquering the world. As soon, how
ever, as it became clear that the Union armies would not or could not 
return fugitive slaves, and that the masters with all their fume and 
fury were uncertain of victory, the slave entered upon a general strike 
against slavery by the same methods that he had used during the pe
riod of the fugitive slave. He ran away to the first place of safety and 
offered his services to the Federal Army. So that · in this way i t  was 
really true that he served his former master and served the emancipat
ing army ; and it was also true that this withdrawal and bestowal of 
his labor decided the war. 

The South counted on Negroes as laborers to raise food and money 
crops for civilians and for the army, and even in a crisis, to be used 
for military purposes . Slave revolt was an ever-present risk, but there 
was no reason to think that a short war with the North would greatly 
increase this danger. Publicly, the South repudiated the thought of its 
slaves even wanting to be rescued. The New Orleans Crescent showed 
"the absurdity of the assertion of a general stampede of our Negroes." 
The London Dispatch was convinced that Negroes did not want to be 
free. "As for the slaves themselves, crushed with the wrongs of Dred 
Scott and Uncle Tom-most provoking-they cannot be brought to 
'burn with revenge.' They are spies for their masters. They obstinately 
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refuse to run away to liberty, outrage and starvation. They work in 
the fields as  usual when the planter and overseer are away and only 
the white women are left at home." 

Early in the war, the South had made careful calculation of the 
military value of slaves. The Alabama Advertiser in 1 861 discussed 
the slaves as a "Military Element in the South." It said that "The total 
white population of the eleven states now comprising the Confederacy 
is 5,000,000, and, therefore, to fill up the ranks of the proposed army, 
600,000, about ten per cent of the entire white population, will be re
quired. In any other country than our own such a draft could not be 
met, but the Southern states can furnish that number of men, and still 
not leave the material interest of the country in a suffering condition." 

The editor, with fatuous faith, did not for a moment contemplate 
any mass movement against this program on the part of the slaves. 
"Those who are incapacitated for bearing arms can oversee the plan
tations, and the Negroes can go on undisturbed in their usual labors. 
In the North, the case is different ; the men who j oin the army of 
subj ugation are the laborers, the producers and the factory operatives. 
Nearly every man from that section, especially those from the rural 
districts, leaves some branch of industry to suffer during his absence. 
The institution of slavery in the South alone enables her to place in 
the field a force much larger in proportion to her white population 
than the North, or indeed any country which is dependent entirely 
on free labor. The institution is a tower of strength to the South, par
ticularly at the present crisis, and our enemies will be likely to find 
that the 'Moral Cancer' about which their orators are so fond of prat
ing, is really one of the most effective weapons employed against the 
Union by the South." 1 

Soon the South of necessity was moving out beyond this plan. It 
was no longer simply a question of using the Negroes at home on the 
plantation to raise food. They could be of even more immediate use, 
as military labor, to throw up breastworks, transport and prepare food 
and act as servants in camp. In the Charleston Courier of November 
22, able-bodied hands v.rere asked to be sent by their masters to work 
upon the defenses. "They would be fed and properly cared for." 

In 1862, in Charleston, after a proclamation of martial law, the gov
ernor and counsel authorized the procuring of Negro slaves either by 
the planter's consent or by impressment "to work on the fortifications 
and defenses of Charleston harbor." 

In Mississippi in 1 862, permission was granted the Governor to im
press slaves to work in New Iberia for salt, which was becoming the 
Confederacy's most pressing necessity. In Texas, a thousand Negroes 
were offered by planters for work on the public defenses. 
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By 1 864, the matter had passed beyond the demand for slaves as 
military laborers and had come to the place where the South was seri
ously considering and openly demanding the use of Negroes as sol
diers. Distinctly and inevitably, the rigor of the slave system in the 
South softened as war proceeded. Slavery showed in many if not all 
respects its best side. The harshness and the cruelty, in part, had to 
disappear, since there were left on the plantations mainly women and 
children, with only a few men, and there was a certain feeling and 
apprehension in the air on the part of the whites which led them to 
capitalize all the friendship and kindness which had existed between 
them and the s laves. No race could have responded to this so quickly 
and thoroughly as the Negroes. They felt pity and responsibility and 
also a certain new undercurrent of independence. Negroes were still 
being sold rather ostentatiously in Charleston and New Orleans, but 
the long lines of Virginia Negroes were not marching to the South
west. In a certain sense, after the first few months everybody knew 
that slayery was done with ; that no matter who won, the condition of 
the slave could never be the same after this disaster of war. And it 
was, perhaps, these considerations, more than anything else, that held 
the poised arm of the black man ; for no one knew better than the 
South what a Negro crazed with cruelty and oppression and beaten 
back to the l ast stand could do to his oppressor. 

The Southerners, therefore, were careful. Those who had been kind 
to their slaves assured them of the bad character of the Yankee and of 
their own good intentions. 

Thus while the Negroes knew there were Abolitionists in the North, 
they did not know their growth, their  power or their intentions and 
they did hear on every side that the South was overwhelmingly vic
torious on the battlefield. On the other hand, sotne of the Negroes 
sensed what was beginning to happen. The Negroes of the cities, the 
Negroes who were being hired out, the Negroes of intelligence who 
could read and write, all began carefully to watch the unfolding of 
the situation. At the first gun of Sumter, the black mass began not to 
move but to heave with nervous tension and watchful waiting. Even 
before war was declared, a movement began across the border. Just 
before the war large numbers of fugitive slaves and free Negroes 
rushed into the North. It was estimated that two thousand left North 
Carolina alone because of rumors of war. 

When W. T. Sherman occupied Port Royal in October, 1 86r, he 
had no idea that he was beginning emancipation at one of its strategic 
points. On the contrary, he was very polite and said that he had no 
idea of interfering with s laves. In the same way, Major General Dix, 
on seizing two counties of Virginia, was careful to order that slavery 
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was not to be interfered with or slaves to be received into the line. 
Burnside went further, and as he brought his Rhode Island regiment 
through Baltimore in June, he courteously returned two Negroes who 
tried to run away with him. They were "supposed to be slaves," al
though they may have been free Negroes. On the 4th of July, Colonel 
Pryor of Ohio delivered an address to the people of Virginia in which 
he repudiated the accusation that the Northern army were Abolition
ists. 

"I desire to assure you that the relation of master and servant as 
recognized in your state shall be respected. Your .authority over that 
species of property shall not in the least be interfered with. To this 
end, I assure you that those under my command have peremptory 
orders to take up and hold any Negroes found running about the 
camp without passes from their masters." � 

Halleck in Missouri in 1 862 refused to let fugitive slaves enter his 
lines. Burnside, Buell, Hooker, Thomas Williams and McClellan him
self, all warned their soldiers against receiving slaves and most of them 
permitted masters to come and remove slaves found within the lines. 

The constant charge of Southern newspapers, Southern politicians 
and their Northern sympathizers, that the war was an abolition war, 
met with constant and indignant denial. Loyal newspapers, orators 
and preachers, with few exceptions, while advocating stringent meas
ures for putting down the Rebellion, carefully disclaimed any inten
tion of disturbing the "peculiar institution" of the South. The Secre
tary of State informed foreign governments, through our ministers 
abroad, that this was not our purpose. President Lincoln, in his earlier 
messages, substantially reiterated the statement. Leading generals, on 
entering Southern territory, issued proclamations to the same effect . 
One even promised to put down any slave insurrection "with an iron 
hand," while others took vigorous measures to send back the fugitives 
who sought refuge within their lines . 

"In the early years of the war, if accounts do not err, during the 
entire period McClellan commanded the Army of the Potomac, 'John 
Brown's Body' was a forbidden air among the regimental bands . The 
Hutchinsons were driven from Union camps for singing abolition 
songs, and in so far as the Northern army interested itself at all in the 
slavery question, it was by the use of force to return to their Southern 
masters fugitives seeking shelter in the Union lines. While the infor
mation they possessed, especially respecting the roads and means of 
communication, should have been of inestimable service to the Feder
als, they were not to be employed as laborers or armed as soldiers. The 
North avoided the appearance of a desire to raise the Negroes from 
the plane of chattels to the rank of human beings." 3 
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Here was no bid for the cooperation of either slaves or free Negroes. 
In the North, Negroes were not allowed to enlist and often refused 
with indignation. "Thus the weakness of the South temporarily be
came her strength. Her servile population, repulsed by Northern pro
slavery sentiment, remained at home engaged in agriculture, thus 
releasing her entire white population for active service in the field ; 
while, on the other hand, the military resources of the North were 
necessarily diminished by the demands of labor." 4 

It was as Frederick Douglass said in Boston in 1 865, that the Civil 
War was begun "in the interests of slavery on both sides. The South 
was fighting to take slavery out of the Union, and the North fighting 
to keep it in the Union ; the South fighting to get it beyond the limits 
of the United States Constitution, and the North fighting for the old 
guarantees ;-both despising the Negro, both insulting the Negro." 

It was, therefore, at first by no means clear to most of the four mil
lion Negroes in slavery what this war might mean to them. They 
crouche� consciously and moved silently, listening, hoping and hesi
tating. The watchfulness. of the South was redoubled. They spread 
propaganda : the Y ank�es were not only not thinking of setting them 
free, but if they did anything, they would sell them into worse slavery 
in the West Indies. They would drive them from even the scant com
fort of the plantations into the highways and purlieus. Moreover, if 
they tried to emancipate the slaves, they would fail because they could 
not do this without conquest of the South. The South was unconquer
able. 

The South was not slow to spread propaganda and point to the 
wretched condition of fugitive Negroes in order to keep the loyalty 
of its indispensable labor force. The Charleston _Daily Courier said 
February 1 8, 1 863 : "A company of volunteers having left Fayette 
County for the field of action, Mr. Nance sent two Negro boys along 
to aid the company. Their imaginations became dazzled with the 
visions of Elysian fields in Yankeedom and they went to find them. 
But Paradise was nowhere there, and they again sighed for home. 
The Yanks, however, detained them and cut off their ears close to 
their heads. These Negroes finally made their escape and are now at 
home with Mr. Nance in  Pickens. They are violent haters of Yankees 
and their adventures and experiences are a terror to Negroes of the 
region, who learned a lesson from their brethren whose ears are left 
in Lincolndom ! " 

The Charleston Mercury, May 8, 1 862, said : "The Yankees are forti
fying Fernandina (Florida) and have a large number of Negroes 
engaged on their works. Whenever the Negroes have an opportunity, 
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they escape from their oppressors. They report that they are worked 
hard, get little rest and food and no pay." 

The Savannah Daily News reports in 1 862 that many stolen Negroes 
had been recaptured : "The Yankees had married a number of the 
women and were taking them home with them. I have seen some 
who refused to go and others who had been forced off at other times 
who had returned." 

It was a lovely dress parade of Alphonse and Gaston until the Negro 
spoiled it and in a perfectly logical way. So long as the Union stood 
still and talked, the Negro kept quiet and worked. The moment the 
Union army moved into slave territory, the Negro j oined it. Despite 
all argument and calculation and in the face of refusals and com
mands, wherever the Union armies marched, appeared the fugitive 
slaves. It made no difference what the obstacles were, or the attitudes 
of the commanders. It was "like thrusting a walking stick into an ant
hill," says one writer. And yet the army chiefs at first tried to regard 
it as an exceptional and temporary matter, a thing which they could 
control, when as a matter of fact it was the meat and kernel of the 
war. 

Thus as the war went on and the invading armies came on, the way 
suddenly cleared for the onlooking Negro, for his spokesmen in the 
North, and for his silent listeners in the South. Each step, thereafter, 
came with curious, logical and inevitable fate. First there were the 
fugitive slaves. Slaves had always been running away to the North, 
and when the North grew hostile, on to Canada. It was the safety 
valve that kept down · the chance of insurrection in the South to the 
lowest point. Suddenly, now, the chance to run away not only in
creased, but after preliminary repulse and hesitation, there was actual 
encouragement. 

Not that the government planned or foresaw this eventuality ; on the 
contrary, having repeatedly declared the obj ect of the war as the 
preservation of the Union and that it did not propose to fight for 
slaves or touch slavery, it faced a stampede of fugitive slaves . 

Every step the Northern armies took then meant fugitive slaves . 
They crossed the Potomac, and the slaves of northern Virginia began 
to pour into the army and into Washington. They captured Fortress 
Monroe, and slaves from Virginia and even North Carolina poured 
into the army. They captured Port Royal, and the masters ran away, 
leaving droves of black fugitives in the hands of the Northern army. 
They moved down the Mississippi Valley, and if the slaves did not 
rush to the army, the army marched to the slaves .  They captured New 
Orleans, and captured a great black city and a state full of slaves. 

What was to be done ? They tried to send the slaves back, and even 
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used the soldiers for recapturing them. This was all well enough as 
long as the war was a dress parade.  But when i t  became real war, and 
slaves were captured or received, they could be used as much-needed 
laborers and servants by the Northern army. 

This but emphasized and made clearer a truth which ought. to have 
been recognized from the very beginning : The Southern worker, 
black and white, held the key to the war ; and of the two groups, the 
black worker raising food and raw materials held an even more stra
tegic place than the white. This was so clear a fact that both sides 
should have known it . Fremont in Missouri took the logical action of 
freeing slaves of the enemy round about him by proclamation, and 
President Lincoln j ust as promptly repudiated what he had done. 
Even before that, General Butler in Virginia, commander of the 
Union forces at Fortress Monroe, met three slaves walking into his 
camp from the Confederate fortifications where they had been at 
work. Butler immediately declared these men "contraband of war" 
and put them to work in his own camp. More slaves followed, accom
panied by their wives and children. The situation here was not quite 
so logical. Nevertheless, Butler kept  the fugitives and freed them and 
let them do what work they could ; and his action 'was approved by 
the Secretary of War. 

"On May twenty-sixth, only two days after the one slave appeared 
before Butler, eight Negroes appeared ; on the next day, forty-seven, 
of all ages and both sexes. Each day they continued to come by twen
ties, thirties and forties until by July 30th the number had reached nine 
hundred. In a very short while the number ran up into the thousands. 
The renowned Fortress took the name of the 'freedom fort' to which 
the blacks came by means of a 'mysterious spiritual telegraph.' " 5 

In December, 1 861, the Secretary of the Treasury, Simon Cameron, 
had written, printed and put into the mails his first report as Secretary 
of War without consultation with the President. Possibly he knew that 
his recommendations would not be approved, but "he recommended 
the general arming of Negroes, declaring that the Federals had as 
clear a right to employ slaves taken from the enemy as to use captured 
gunpowder." This reeort was recalled by the President by telegraph 
and the statements of the Secreta ry were modified. The incident 
aroused some unpleasantness in the cabinet. 

The published report finally said : 
"Persons held by rebels, under such laws, to service as slaves, may, 

however, be j ustly liberated from their constraint, and made more 
valuable in various employments, through voluntary and compensated 
service, than if confiscated as subj ects of property." 

Transforming itself suddenly from a problem of abandoned plan-
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tations and slaves captured while being used by the enemy for mili
tary purposes, the movement became a general strike against the slave 
system on the part of all who could find opportunity. The trickling 
streams of fugitives swelled to a flood. Once begun, the general strike 
of black and white went madly and relentlessly on like some great 
saga. 

"Imagine, if you will, a slave population, springing from antecedent 
barbarism, rising up and leaving its ancient bondage, forsaking its 
local traditions and all the associations and attractions of the old plan
tation life, coming garbed in rags or in silks, with feet shod or bleed
ing, individually or in families and larger groups,-an army of slaves 
and fugitives, pushing its way irresistibly toward an army of fighting 
men, perpetually on the defensive and perpetually ready to attack. 
The arrival among us of these hordes was like the oncoming of cities. 
There was no plan in this exodus, no Moses to lead it. Unlettered 
reason or the mere inarticulate decision of instinct brought them to us. 
Often the slaves met prej udices against their color more bitter tha

·
n 

any they had left behind. But their own interests were identical, they 
felt, with the obj ects of our armies; a blind terror stung them, an 
equally blind hope allured them, and to us they come." 6 

"Even before the close of 1 862, many thousands of blacks of all ages, 
ragged, with no possessions, except the bundles which they carried, 
had assembled at Norfolk, Hampton, Alexandria and Washington. 
Others, landless, homeless, helpless, in families and in multitudes, in
cluding a considerable number of wretched white people, flocked 
North from Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas and Missouri. All these 
were relieved in part by army rations, irregularly issued, and by volun
teer societies of the North, which gained their money from churches 
and individuals in this country and abroad. In the spring of 1863, there 
were swarming crowds of Negroes and white refugees along the line 
of defense made between the armies of the North and South and 
reaching from Maryland to Virginia, along the coast from Norfolk to 
New Orleans. Soldiers and missionaries told of their virtues and vices, 
their j oy and extreme suffering. The North was moved to an extraor
dinary degree, and endless bodies of workers and missionaries were 
organized and collected funds for materials. 

"Rude barracks were erected at different points for the temporary 
shelter of the freedmen ; but as soon as possible the colonies thus 
formed were broken up and the people encouraged to m,ake individual 
contracts for labor upon neighboring plantations. In connection with 
the colonies, farms were cultivated which aided to meet the expenses. 
Hospitals were established at various points for the sick, of whom 
there were great numbers. The separation of families by the war, and 
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illegitimate birth in consequence of slavery, left a great number of 
children practicaH y in a state of orphanage." 7 

This was the beginning of the swarming of the slaves, of the quiet 
but unswerving determination of increasing numbers no longer to 
work on Confederate plantations, and to seek the freedom of the 
Northern armies . Wherever the army marched and in spite of all ob
stacles came the rising tide of slaves seeking freedom. For a long time, 
their treatment was left largely to the discretion of the department 
managers ; some welcomed them, some drove them away, some organ
ized them for work. Gradually, the fugitives became organized and 
formed a great labor force for the army. Several thousand were em
ployed as laborers, servants, and spies. 

A special war correspondent of the New York Tribune writes : 
" 'God bless the Negroes,' say I, with earnest lips. During our entire 
captivity, and after our escape, they were ever our firm, brave, un
flinching friends. We never made an appeal to them they did not an
swer. They never hesitated to do us a service at the risk even of life, 
and under the most trying circumstances revealed a devotion and a 
spirit of self-sacrifice that was heroic. The magic word 'Yankee' 
opened all their hearts, and elicited the loftiest virtues . They were 
ignorant, oppressed, enslaved ; but they always cherished a simple and 
a beautiful faith in the cause of the Union and its ultimate triumph, 
and never abandoned or turned aside from a man who sought food 
or shelter on his way to Freedom." 8 

This whole move was not dramatic or hysterical, rather it was like 
the great unbroken swell of the ocean before it dashes on the reefs. 
The Negroes showed no disposition to strike the one terrible blow 
which brought black men freedom in Haiti and which in all history 
has been used by all slaves and j ustified. There were some plans for 
insurrection made by Union officers : 

"The plan is to induce the blacks to make a simultaneous move
ment of rising, on the night of the 1 st of August next, over the entire 
States in rebellion, to arm themselves with any and every kind of 
weapon that may come to hand, and commence operations by burn
ing all the railroad and country bridges, and tear up railroad tracks, 
and to destroy telegraph lines, etc., and then take to the woods, 
swamps, or the mountains, where they may emerge as occasion may 
offer for provisions and for further depredations. No blood is to be 
shed except in self-defense. The corn will be ripe about the 1 st of 
August and with this and hogs running in the woods, and by forag
ing upon the plantations by night, they can subsist. This is the plan 
in substance, and if we can obtain a concerted movement at the time 
named it will doubtless be successful." 9 
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Such plans came to naught for the simple reason that there was an 
easier way involving freedom with less risk. 

The South preened itself on the absence of slave violence. Governor 
Walker of Florida said in his inaugural in 1 865 : "Where, in all the 
records of the past, does history present such an instance of steadfast 
devotion, unwavering attachment and constancy as was exhibited by 
the slaves of the South throughout the fearful contest that has j ust 
ended ? The country invaded, homes desolated, the master absent in the 
army or forced to seek safety in flight and leave the mistress and her 
helpless infants unprotected, with every incitement to insubordination 
and instigation, to rapine and murder, no instance of insurrection, and 
scarcely one of voluntary desertion has been recorded." 

The changes upon this theme have been rung by Southern orators 
many times since. The statement, of course, is not quite true. Hun
dreds of thousands of slaves were very evidently leaving their masters' 
homes and plantations. They did not wreak vengeance on unprotecte.d 
women. They found an easier, more effective and more decent way 
to freedom. Men go wild and fight for freedom with bestial ferocity 
when they must-where there is no other way ; but human nature 
does not deliberately choose blood-at least not black human nature. 
On the other hand, for every slave that escaped to the Union army, 
there were ten left on the untouched and inaccessible plantations. 

Another step was logical and inevitable. The men who handled a 
spade for the Northern armies, the men who fed them, and as spies 
brought in information, could also handle a gun and shoot. Without 
legal authority and in spite of it, suddenly the Negro became a soldier. 
Later his services as soldier were not only permitted but were de
manded to replace the tired and rebellious white men of the North. 
But as a soldier, the Negro must be free. 

The North started out with the idea of fighting the war without 
touching slavery. They faced the fact, after severe fighting, that Ne
groes seemed a valuable asset as laborers, and they therefore declared 
them "contraband of war." It was but a step from that to attract and 
induce Negro labor to help the Northern armies. Slaves were urged 
and invited into the Northern armies ; they became military laborers 
and spies ; not simply military laborers, but laborers on the plantations, 
where the crops went to help the Federal army or were sold North. 
Thus wherever Northern armies appeared, Negro laborers came, and 
the North found itself actually freeing slaves before it had the slight
est intention of doing so, indeed when it had every intention not to. 

The experience of the army with the refugees and the rise of the 
departments of Negro affairs were a most interesting, but unfortu
nately little studied, phase of Reconstruction. Yet it contained in a 
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sense the key to the understanding of the whole situation. At first, the 
rush of the Negroes from the plantations came as a surprise and was 
variously interpreted. The easiest thing to say was that Negroes were 
tired of work and wanted to live at the expense of the government ; 
wanted to travel and see things and places . But in contradiction to this 
was the extent of the movement and the terrible suffering of the refu
gees. If they were seeking peace and quiet, they were much better off 
on the plantations than trailing in the footsteps of the army or squat
ting miserably in the camps. They were mistreated by the soldiers ; 
ridiculed ; driven away, and yet they came. They increased with every 
campaign, and as a final gesture, they marched with Sherman from 
Atlanta to the sea, and met the refugees and abandoned human 
property on the Sea Islands and the Carolina Coast. 

This was not merely the desire to stop work. It was a strike on a 
wide basis against the conditions of work. It was a general strike that 
involved directly in the end perhaps a half million people. They 
wanted to stop the economy of the plantation system, and to do that 
they left the plantations. At first, the commanders were disposed to 
drive them away, or to give them quasi-freedom and let them do as 
they pleased with the nothing that they possessed. This did not work. 
Then the commanders organized relief and afterward, work. This 
came to the attention of the country first in Pierce's "Ten Thousand 
Clients." Pierce of Boston had worked with the refugees in Virginia 
under Butler, provided them with food and places to live, and given 
them jobs and land to cultivate. He was successful. He came from there, 
and, in conj unction with the Treasury Department, began the work 
on a vaster scale at Port Royal. Here he found the key to the situation. 
The Negroes were willing to work and did work, but they wanted 
land to work, and they wanted to see and own the results of their toil. 
It was here and in the West and the South that a new vista opened. 
Here was a chance to establish an agrarian democracy in the South : 
peasant holders of small properties, eager to work and raise crops, 
amenable to suggestion and general direction. All they needed was 
honesty in treatment, and education. Wherever these conditions were 
fulfilled, the result was little less than phenomenal. This was testified 
to by Pierce in the Carolinas, by Butler's agents in North Carolina, by 
the experiment of the Sea Islands, by Grant's department of Negro 
affairs under Eaton, and by Banks' direction of Negro labor in Louisi
ana. It is astonishing how this army of striking labor furnished in 
time 200,000 Federal soldiers whose evident ability to fight decided 
the war. 

General Butler went from Virginia to New Orleans to take charge 
of the city newly captured in April, 1 862. Here was a whole city half-
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filled with blacks and mulattoes, some of them wealthy free Negroes 
and soldiers who came over from the Confederate side and j oined the 
Federals. 

Perhaps the greatest and most systematic organizing of fugitives 
took place in New Orleans. At first, Butler had issued orders that no 
slaves would be received in New Orleans. Many planters were unable 
to make slaves work or to support them, and sent them back of the Fed
eral lines, planning to reclaim them ' after the war was over. Butler 
emancipated these slaves in spite of the fact that he knew this was 
against Lincoln's policy. As the flood kept coming, he seized abandoned 
sugar plantations and began to work them with Negro labor for the 
benefit of the government . 

By permission of the War Department, and under the authority of 
the Confiscation Act, Butler organized colonies of fugitives, and regu
lated employment. His brother, Colonel Butler, and others worked 
plantations, hiring the Negro labor. The Negroes stood at Butler's 
right hand during the trying time of his administration, and particu
larly the well-to-do free Negro group were his strongest allies. He was 
entertained at their tables and brought down on himself the wrath 
and contempt, not simply of the South, but even of the North. He 
received the black regiment, and kept their black officers, who never 
forgot him. Whatever else he might have been before the war, or 
proved to be afterwards, " the colored people of Louisiana under the 
proper sense of the good you have done to the African race in the 
United States, beg leave to express to you their gratitude." 

From 1862 to 1865, many different systems of caring for the escaped 
slaves and their families in this area were tried. Butler and his suc
cessor, Banks, each sought to provide for the thousands of destitute 
freedmen with medicine, rations and clothing. When General Banks 
took command, there was suffering, disease and death among the 
1 50,000 Negroes. On January 30, 1 863, he issued a general order mak
ing labor on public works and elsewhere compulsory for Negroes who 
had no means of support. 

Just as soon, however, as Banks tried to drive the freedmen back to 
the plantations and have them work under a half-military slave 
regime, the plan failed. It failed, not because the Negroes did not 
want to work, but because they were striking against these particular 
conditions of work. When, because of wide protest, he began to look 
into the matter, he saw a clear way. He selected Negroes to go out 
and look into conditions and to report on what was needed, and they 
made a faithful survey. He set up a little state with its department of 
education, with its landholding and organized work, and after experi
ment it ran itself. More and more here and up the Mississippi Valley, 
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under other commanders and agents, experiments extended and were 
successful. 

Further up the Mississippi, a different system was begun under 
General Grant. Grant's army in the West occupied Grand Junction, 
Mississippi, by November, 1 862. The usual irregular host of slaves 
then swarmed in from the surrounding country. They begged for pro
tection against recapture, and they, of course, needed food, clothing 
and shelter. They could not now be reenslaved through army aid, yet 
no provision had been made by anybody for their sustenance. A few 
were employed as teamsters, servants, cooks and scouts, yet it seemed 
as though the vast majority must be left to freeze and starve, for when 
the storms came with the winter months, the weather was of great 
severity. 

Grant determined that Negroes should perform many of the camp 
duties ordinarily done by soldiers ; that they should serve as fatigue 
men in the departments of the surgeon general, quartermaster, and 
commis�ary, and that they should help in building roads and earth
works. The women worked in the camp kitchens and as nurses in the 
hospitals. Grant said, "It was at this point where the first idea of the 
Freedmen's Bureau took its origin." 

Grant selected as head of his Department of Negro Affairs, John 
Eaton, chaplain of the Twenty-Seventh Ohio Volunteers, who was 
soon promoted to the colonelcy of a colored regiment, and later for 
many years was a Commissioner of the United States Bureau of Edu
cation. He was then constituted Chief of Negro Affairs for the entire 
district under Grant's j urisdiction. 

"I hope I may never be called on again to witness the horrrible 
scenes I saw in those first days of the history of the freedmen in the 
Mississippi Valley. Assistants were hard to get, especially the kind that 
would do any good in our camps. A detailed soldier in each camp of 
a thousand people was the best that could be done. His duties were so 
onerous that he ended by doing nothing. . . . In reviewing the con
dition of the people at that time, I am not surprised at the marvelous 
stories told by visitors who caught an occasional glimpse of the misery 
and wretchedness in these camps. . . . Our efforts to do anything for 
these people, as they herded together in masses, when founded on any 
expectation that they would help themselves, often failed ; they had 
become so completely broken down in spirit, through suffering, that 
it was almost impossible to arouse them. 

"Their condition was appall ing. There were men, women and chil
dren in every stage of disease or decrepitude, often nearly naked, with 
flesh torn by the terrible experiences of their escapes. Sometimes they 
were inte�ligent and eager to help themselves ;  often they were be-
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wildered or stupid or possessed by the wildest notions of what liberty 
might mean-expecting to exchange labor, and obedience to the will 
of another, for idleness and freedom from restraint. Such ignorance 
and perverted notions produced a veritable moral chaos. Cringing 
deceit, theft, licentiousness-all the vices which slavery inevitably fos
ters-were hideous companions of nakedness, famine, and disease. A 
few had profited by the misfortunes of the master and were j ubilant 
in their unwonted ease and luxury, but these stood in lurid contrast to 
the grimmer aspects of the tragedy-the women in travail, the help
lessness of childhood and of old age, the horrors of sickness and of 
frequent death. Small wonder that men paused in bewilderment and 
panic, foreseeing the demoralization and infection of the Union sol
dier and the downfall of the Union cause." 10 

There were new and strange problems of social contact. The white 
soldiers, for the most part, were opposed to serving Negroes in any 
manner, and were even unwilling to guard the camps where they 
were segregated or protect them against violence. "To undertake any 
form of work for the contrabands, at that time, was to be forsaken by 
one's friends and to pass under a cloud." 1 1  

There was, however, a clear economic basis upon which the whole 
work of relief and order and subsistence could be placed. All around 
Grand Junction were large crops of ungathered corn and cotton. These 
were harvested and sold North and the receipts were placed to the 
credit of the government. The army of fugitives were soon willing to 
go to work ; men, women and children. Wood was needed by the 
river steamers and woodcutters were set at work. Eaton fixed the wages 
for this industry and kept accounts with the workers. He saw to it 
that all of them had sufficient food and clothing, and rough shelter 
was built for them. Citizens round about who had not abandoned 
their plantations were allowed to hire labor on the same terms as the 
government was using it. Very soon the freedmen became self-sustain
ing and gave little trouble. They began to build themselves comfort
able cabins, and the government constructed hospitals for the sick. In 
the case of the sick and dependent, a tax was laid on the wages of 
workers. At first it was thought the laborers would obj ect, but, on the 
contrary, they were perfectly willing and the imposition of the tax 
compelled the government to see that wages were promptly paid. The 
freedmen freely acknowledged that they ought to assist in helping 
bear the burden of the poor, and were flattered by having the govern
ment ask their help . It was the reaction of a new labor group, who, 
for the first time in their lives, were receiving money in payment for 
their work. Five thousand dollars was raised by this tax for hospitals, 
and with this money tools and property were bought. By wholesale 
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purchase, clothes, household goods and other articles were secured by 
the freedmen at a cost of one-third of what they might have paid the 
stores . There was a rigid system of accounts and monthly reports 
through army officials. 

In 1 864, July 5, Eaton reports : "These freedmen are now disposed 
of as follows : In military service as soldiers, laundresses, cooks, offi
cers' servants, and laborers in the various staff departments, 4 1 , 150 ;  
in cities on plantations and i n  freedmen's villages and cared for, 
72,500. Of these 62,300 are entirely self-supporting-the same as any 
industrial class anywhere else-as planters, mechanics, barbers, hack
men, draymen, etc., conducting enterprises on their own responsibility 
or working as hired laborers. The remaining 10,200 receive subsistence 
from the government. 3,000 of them are members of families whose 
heads are carrying on plantations and have under cultivation 4,000 
acres of cotton. They. are to pay the government for their sustenance 
from the first income of the crop. The other 7,200 include the pau
pers-that is to say, all Negroes over and under the self-supporting 
age, the crippled and sick in hospital, of the 1 13,650 and those engaged 
in their care. Instead of being unproductive, this class has now under 
cultivation 500 acres of corn, 790 acres of vegetables and 1 ,500 acres of 
cotton, besides working at wood-chopping and other industries . There 
are reported in the aggregate over 100,000 acres of cotton under cul
tivation. Of these about 7,000 acres are leased and cultivated by blacks. 
Some Negroes are managing as high as 300 or 400 acres." 

The experiment at Davis Bend, Mississippi, was of especial interest. 
The place was occupied in November and December, 1 864, and pri
vate interests were displaced and an interesting socialistic effort made 
with all the property under the control of the government. The Bend 
was divided into districts with Negro sheriffs and j udges who were 
allowed to exercise authority under the general control of the military 
officers . Petty theft and idleness were soon reduced to a minimum and 
"the community distinctly demonstrated the capacity of the Negro to 
take care of himself and exercise under honest and competent direc
tion the functions of self-government." 12 

When General Butler returned from Louisiana and resumed com
mand in Virginia and North Carolina, he established there a Depart
ment of Negro Affairs, with the territory divided into districts under 
superintendents and assistants . Negroes were encouraged to buy land, 
build cabins and form settlements, and a system of education was 
established. In North Carolina, under Chaplain Horace James, the 
poor, both black and white, were helped ; the refugees were grouped 
in small villages and their work systematized, and enlisted men taught 
in the schools, followed by women teachers from the North. Outside 
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of New Bern, North Carolina, about two thousand freedmen were 
settled and 800 houses erected . The department at Port Royal con
tinued. The Negroes showed their capaci ty to organize labor and even 
to save and employ a little capital. The government built 2 1  houses 
for the people on Edisto Island. The carpenters were Negroes under 
a Negro foreman. There was another village of improved houses near 
Hilton Head. 

"Next as to the development of manhood : this has been shown in 
the first place in the prevalent disposition to acquire land. It did not 
appear upon our first introduction to these people, and they did not 
seem to understand us when we used to tell them that we wanted 
them to own land. But it is now an active desire. At the recent tax 
sales, six out of forty-seven plantations sold were bought by them, 
comprising two thousand five hundred and ninety-five acres, sold for 
twenty-one hundred and forty-five dollars. In other cases, the Negroes 
had authorized the superintendent to bid for them, but the land was 
reserved by the United States. One of the purchases was that made by 
Harry, noted above. The other five were made by the Negroes on the 
plantations, combining the funds they had saved from the sale of their 
pigs, chickens and eggs, and from the payments made to them for 
work,-they then dividing off the tract peaceably among themselves. 
On one of these, where Kit, before mentioned, is the leading spirit, 
there are twenty-three fieldhands. They have planted and are culti
vating sixty-three acres of cotton, fifty of corn, six of potatoes, with as 
many more to be planted, four and a half of cowpeas, three of pea
nuts, and one and a half of rice. These facts are most significant." 1 3  

Under General Saxton in South Carolina, the Negroes began to buy 
land which was sold for non-payment of taxes . Saxton established 
regulations for the cultivation of several abandoned Sea Islands and 
appointed local superintendents . 

"By the payment of moderate wages, and j ust and fair dealing with 
them, I produced for the government over a half million dollars' worth 
of cotton, besides a large amount of food beyond the needs of the 
laborers. These island lands were cultivated in this way for two years, 
1 862 and 1863, under my supervision, and during that time I had 
about 15,000 colored freedmen of all ages in my charge . About 9,000 
of these were engaged on productive labor which relieved the govern
ment of the support of all except newly-arrived refugees from the 
enemy's lines and the old and infirm who had no relations to depend 
upon. The increase of industry and thrift of the freedmen was i llus
trated by their conduct in South Carolina before the organization of 
the Freedmen's Bureau by the decreasing government expenditure for 
their support. The expense in the department of the South in 1 863 was 
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$41 ,544, but the monthly expense of that year was steadily reduced, 
until in December it was less than $1 ,000." 1 1  

Into this fairly successful land and labor control was precipitated a 
vast and unexpected flood of refugees from previously untouched 
strongholds of slavery. Sherman made his march to the sea from At
lanta, cutting the cotton kingdom in two as Grant had invaded i t  
along the Mississippi. 

"The first intimation given me that many of the freedmen would 
be brought hither from Savannah came in the form of a request from 
the General that I would 'call at once to plan the reception of seven 
hundred who would be at the wharf in an hour.' This was Christmas 
day, and at 4 P.u., we

, 
had seven hundred- mainly women, old men 

and children before us. A canvass since made shows that half of them 
had traveled from Macon, Atlanta and even Chattanooga. They were 
all utterly destitute of blankets, stockings or shoes ; and among the 
seven hundred there were not fifty articles in the shape of pots or ket
tles, or other utensils for cooking, no axes, very few coverings for many 
heads, and children wrapped in the only article not worn in some 
form by the parents." Frantic appeals went out for the mass of Negro 
refugees who followed him. 

A few days after Sherman entered Savannah, Secretary of War 
Stanton came in person from Washington. He examined the condition 
of the liberated Negroes found in that city. He assembled twenty of 
those who were deemed their leaders. Among them were barbers, 
pilots and sailors, some ministers, and others who had been overseers 
on cotton and rice plantations. Mr. Stanton and General Sherman 
gave them a hearing. 

As a result of this investigation into the perplexing problems as to 
what to do with the growing masses of unemployed Negroes and 
their families, General Sherman issued his epoch-making Sea Island 
Circular, January 1 8, 1 865. In this paper, the islands from Charleston 
south, the abandoned rice fields along the rivers for thirty miles back 
from the sea and the country bordering the St. John's River, Florida, 
were reserved for the settlement of the Negroes made free by the acts 
of war and the proclamation of the President. 

General Rufus Saxton was appointed Inspector of Settlements and 
Plantations and was required to make proper allotments and give 
possessory titles and defend them until Congress should confirm his 
actions. I t  was a bold move. Thousands of Negro families were dis
tributed under this circular, and the freed people regarded themselves 
for more than six months as in permanent possession of these aban
doned lands. Taxes on the freedmen furnished most of the funds to 
run these first experiments. On all plantations, whether owned or 
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leased, where freedmen were employed, a tax of one cent per pound 
on cotton and a proportional amount on all other products was to be 
collected as a contribution in support of the helpless among the freed 
people. A similar tax, varying with the value of the property, was 
levied by the government upon all leased plantations in lieu of rent. 

Saxton testified : "General Sherman's Special Field Order No. 15  
ordered their colonization on forty-acre tracts, and in accordance with 
which it is estimated some forty thousand were provided with homes. 
Public meetings were held, and every exertion used by those whose 
duty it was to execute this order to encourage emigration to the Sea 
Islands, and the faith of the government was solemnly pledged to 
maintain them in possession. The greatest success attended the experi
ment, and although the planting season was very far advanced before 
the transportation to carry the colonists to the Sea Islands could be 
obtained, and the people were destitute of animals and had but few 
agricultural implements and the greatest difficulty in procuring seeds, 
yet they went out, worked with energy and diligence to clear up the 
ground run to waste by three years' neglect ; and thousands of acres 
were planted and provisions enough were raised for those who were 
located in season to plant, besides a large amount of sea island cotton 
for market. The seizure of some 549,000 acres of abandoned land, in 
accordance with the act of Congress and orders from the head of the 
bureau for the freedman and refugees, still further strengthened these 
ignorant people in the conviction that they were_ to have the lands of 
their late masters ; and, with the other reasons before stated, caused 
a great unwillingness on the part of the freedmen to make any con
tracts whatever. But this refusal arises from no desire on their part to 
avoid labor, but from the causes above stated . . . .  

"To test the question of their forethought and prove that some of 
the race at least thought of the future, I established in October, 1 864, 
a savings bank for the freedmen of Beaufort district and vicinity. More 
than $240,000 had been deposited in this bank by freedmen since its 
establishment. I consider that the industrial problem has been satis
factorily solved at Port Royal, and that, in common with other races, 
the Negro has industry, prudence, forethought, and ability to calculate 
results. Many of them have managed plantations for themselves, and 
show an industry and sagacity that will compare favorably in their 
results-making due allowances-with those of white men." 

Eventually, General Saxton settled nearly 30,000 Negroes on the Sea 
Islands and adj acent plantations and 17,000 were self-supporting 
within a year. While 12,000 or 13,000 were still receiving rations, it 
was distinctly understood that they and their farms would be held 
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responsible for the payment. In other such cases, the government had 
found that such a debt was a "safe and short one." 

Negroes worked fewer hours and had more time for self-expression. 
Exports were less than during slavery. At that time the Negroes were 
mere machines run with as little loss as possible to the s ingle end of 
making money for their masters. Now, as it was in the West Indies, 
emancipation had enlarged the Negro's purchasing power, but instead 
of producing solely for export, he was producing to consume. His 
standard of living was rising. 

Along with this work of the army, the Treasury Department of 
the United States Government was bestirring itself. The Secretary of 
the Treasury, Salmon P. Chase, early in 1862, had his attention called 
to the accumulation of cotton on the abandoned Sea Islands and plan
tations, and was sure there was an opportunity to raise more. He, 
therefore, began the organization of freedmen for cotton raising, and 
his successor, William Pitt Fessenden, inaugurated more extensive 
plans for the freedmen in all parts of the South, appointing agents and 
organizing freedmen's home colonies. 

On June 7, 1 862, Congress held portions of the states in rebellion 
responsible for a direct tax upon the lands of the nation, and in addi
tion Congress passed an act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury 
to appoint special agents to take charge of captured and abandoned 
property. Military officers turned over to the Treasury Department 
such property, and the plantations around Port Royal and Beaufort 
were disposed of at tax sales. Some were purchased by Negroes, but the 
greater number went to Northerners .  In the same way in North Caro
lina, some turpentine farms were let to Negroes, who managed them, 
or to whites who employed Negroes. In 1863, September I I, the whole 
Southern region was divided by the Treasury Department into five 
special agencies, each with a supervising agent for the supervision of 
abandoned property and labor. 

Early in 1 863, General Lorenzo Thomas, the adj utant general of the 
army, was organizing colored troops along the Mississippi River. After 
consulting various treasury agents and department commanders, in
cluding General Grant, and having also the approval of Mr. Lincoln, 
he issued from Milliken's Bend, Louisiana, April 15th, a lengthy series 
of instruction covering the territory bordering the Mississippi and in
cluding all the inhabitants. 

He appointed three commissioners, Me5srs. Field, Shickle and Liver
more, to lease plantations and care for the employees. He sought to 
encourage private enterprises instead of government colonies ; but he 
fixed the wages of able-bodied men over fifteen years of age at $7 per 
month, for able-bodied women $s per month, for children twelve to 
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fifteen years, half price. He laid a tax for revenue of $2 per 400 pounds 
of cotton, and five cents per bushel on corn and potatoes . 

This plan naturally did not work well, for the lessees of plantations 
proved to be for the most part adventurers and speculators . Of course 
such men took advantage of the ignorant people. The commissioners 
themselves seem to have done more for the lessees than for the labor
ers ; and, in fact, the wages were from the beginning so fixed as to 
benefit and enrich the employer. Two dollars per month was charged 
against each of the employed, ostensibly for medical attendance, but 
to most plantations thus leased no physician or medicine ever came, 
and there were other attendant cruelties which avarice contrived. 

On fifteen plantations leased by the Negroes themselves in this re
gion there was notable success, and also a few other instances in 
which humanity and good sense reigned ; the contracts were generally 
carried out. Here the Negroes were contented and grateful, and were 
able to lay by small gains. This plantation arrangement along the 
Mississippi under the commissioners as well as the management of 
numerous infirmary camps passed, about the close of 1 863, from the 
War to the Treasury Department. A new commission or agency with 
Mr. W. P. Mellon of the treasury at the head established more careful 
and complete regulations than those of General Thomas. This time it 
was done decidedly in the interest of the laborers. 

July 2, 1864, an Act of Congress authorized the treasury agents to 
seize and lease for one year all captured and abandoned estates and 
to provide for the welfare of former slaves. Property was declared 
abandoned when the lawful owner was opposed to paying the reve
nue. The Secretary of the Treasury, Fessenden, therefore issued a new 
series of regulations relating to freedmen and abandoned property. 
The rebellious States were divided into seven districts, with a general 
agent and special agents. Certain tracts of land in each district were 
set apart for the exclusive use and working of the freedmen. These 
reservations were called Freedmen Labor Colonies, and were under 
the direction of the superintendents. Schools were established, both in 
the Home Colonies and in the labor colonies. This new system went 
into operation the winter of 1864-1865, and worked well along the 
Atlantic Coast and Mississippi Valley. In the Department of the Gulf, 
however, there was discord between the treasury agents and the mili
tary authorities, and among the treasury officials themselves. The treas
ury agents, in many cases, became corrupt, but these regulations 
remained in force until the Freedmen's Bureau was organized in 1 865. 

By 1 865, there was strong testimony as to the efficiency of the Negro 
worker. "The question of the freedmen being self-supporting no longer 
agitated the minds of careful observers ." 
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Carl Schurz felt warranted in  1865 in  asserting :  "Many freedmen
not single individuals, but whole 'plantation gangs'-are working 
well ; others are not. The difference i n  their efficiency coincides in  a 
great measure with a certain difference in  the conditions under which 
they live. The conclusion lies near, that if the conditions under which 
they work well become general, their efficiency as free laborers will 
become general also, aside from individual exceptions. Certain it is, 
that by for the larger portion of the work done in the South is done 
by freedmen ! "  

Whitelaw Reid said in  1865 : "Whoever has read what I have writ
ten about the cotton fields of St. Helena will need no assurance that 
another cardinal sin of the slave, his laziness-'inborn and ineradica
ble,' as we were always told by his masters-is likewise disappearing 
under the stimulus of freedom and necessity. Dishonesty and indo
lence, then, were the creation of slavery, not the necessary and constitu
tional faults of the Negro character." 

"Returning from St. Helena in 1865, Doctor Richard Fuller was 
asked what he thought of the experiment of free labor, as exhibited 
among his former slaves, and how it  contrasted with the old order 
of things. 'I never saw St. Helena look so well,' was his instant reply ; 
'never saw as much land there under cultivation-never saw the same 
general evidences of prosperity, and never saw Negroes themselves 
appearing so well or so contented.' Others noticed, however, that the 
islands about Beaufort were in  a better condition than those nearer the 
encampments of the United States soldiers. Wherever poultry could be 
profitably peddled in the camps, cotton had not been grown, nor 
had the Negroes developed, so readily, i nto industrious and orderly 
communities." 1 5  Similar testimony came from the. Mississippi Valley 
and the West, and from Border States like Virginia and North Caro
lina. 

To the aid of the government, and even before the government 
took definite organized hold, came religious and benevolent organiza
tions. The first was the American Missionary Association, which grew 
out of the organization for the defense of the Negroes who rebelled 
and captured the slave ship Amistad and brought it into Connecticut 
in 1837. Vvhen this association heard from Butler and Pierce, it 
responded promptly and had several representatives at Hampton and 
South Carolina before the end of the year 1 861 .  They extended their 
work in 1 862-1 863, establishing missions down the Atlantic Coast, and 
in Missouri, and along the Mississippi. By 1 864, they had r eached 
the Negroes in nearly all the Southern States. The reports of Pierce, 
Dupont and Sherman aroused the whole North. Churches and mis
sionary societies responded. The Friends contributed. The work .of 
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the Northern benevolent societies began to be felt, and money, cloth
ing and, finally, men and women as helpers and teachers came to the 
various centers. 

"The scope of our work was greatly enlarged by the arrival of white 
refugees-a movement which later assumed very large proportions. 
As time went on Cairo (Illinois) became the center of our activities 
in this direction. It was the most northerly of any of our camps, and 
served as the portal through which thousands of poor whites and 
Negroes were sent into the loyal states as fast as opportunities offered 
for providing them with homes and employment. Many of these be
came permanent residents ; some were sent home by Union soldiers 
to carry on the work in the shop or on the farm which the war had 
interrupted. It became necessary to have a superintendent at Cairo 
and facilities for organizing the bands of refugees who were sent 
North by the army. There was an increasing demand for work." 1 6  

New organizations arose, and an educational commission was or
ganized in Boston, suggested by the reports of Pierce, and worked 
chiefly in  South Carolina. Afterward, it became the New England 
Freedmen's Aid Society and worked in all the Southern States . Febru
ary 22, 1 862, the National Freedmen's Relief Association was formed 
in New York City. During the first year, it worked on the Atlantic 
Coast, and then broadened to the whole South. The Port Royal Relief 
Committee of Philadelphia, later known as the Pennsylvania Freed
men's Relief Association, the National Freedmen's Relief Association 
of the District of Columbia, the Contraband Relief Association of 
Cincinnati, afterward called the Western Freedmen's Commission, the 
Women's Aid Association of Philadelphia and the Friends' Associa
tions, all arose and worked. The number increased and extended into 
the Northwest. The Christian Commission, organized for the benefit 
of soldiers, turned its attention to Negroes. In England, at Manchester 
and London, were Freedmen's Aid Societies which raised funds ; and 
funds were received from France and Ireland. 

Naturally, there was much rivalry and duplication of work. A 
union of effort was suggested in  1862 by the Secretary of the Treas
ury and accomplished March 22, 1 865, when the American Freed
men's Union Commission was incorporated, with branches in the 
chief cities. Among its officers were Chief Justice Chase and William 
Lloyd Garrison. In 1 86!,  two large voluntary organizations to reduce 
suffering and mortality among the freedmen were formed. The 
Western Sanitary Commission at St. Louis, and the United States 
Sanitary Commission at Washington, with branches in leading cities, 
then began to relieve the distress of the freedmen. Hospitals were 
improved, supplies distributed, and Yeatman's plan for labor devised. 
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Destitute white refugees were helped to a large extent. But even then, 
all of these efforts reached but a small portion of the mass of people 
freed from slavery. 

Late in 1 863, President Yeatman of the Western Sanitary Commis
sion visited the freedmen in the Mississippi Valley. He saw the 
abuses of the leasing system and suggested a plan for organizing free 
labor and leasing plantations. It provided for a bureau established 
by the government to take charge of leasing land, to secure j ustice 
and freedom to the freedmen ; hospital farms and homes for the young 
and aged were to be established ; schools with compulsory attendance 
were to be opened. Yeatman accompanied Mellon, the agent of the 
department, to Vicksburg in order to inaugurate the plan and carry 
it into effect. His plan was adopted by Mellon, and was, on the whole, 
the most satisfactory. 

Thus, confusion and lack of system were the natural result of the 
general strike. Yet, the Negroes had accomplished their first aim in 
those parts of the South dominated by the Federal army. They had 
largely escaped from the plantation discipline, were receiving wages 
as free laborers, and had protection from violence and j ustice in some 
sort of court. 

About 20,000 of them were in the District of Columbia ; 100,000 in  
Virginia; 50,000 in North Carolina ; 50,000 in South Carolina, and 
as many more each in Georgia and Louisiana. The Valley of the 
Mississippi was filled with settlers under the Treasury Department 
and the army. Here were nearly 500,000 former slaves. But there were 
3,500,000 more. These Negroes needed only the assurance that they 
would be freed and the opportunity of j oining the Northern army. 
In larger and larger numbers, they filtered into - the armies of the 
North. And in j ust the proportion that the Northern armies became 
in earnest, and proposed actually to force the South to stay in the 
Union, and not to make simply a demonstration, in j ust such propor
tion the Negroes became valuable as laborers, and doubly valuable 
as withdrawing labor from the South. After the first foolish year 
when the South woke up to the fact that there was going to be a real, 
long war, and the North realized j ust what war meant in blood and 
money, the whole relation of the North to the Negro and the Negro 
to the North changed. 

The position of the Negro was strategic. His was the only appeal 
which would bring sympathy from Europe, despite strong economic 
bonds with the South, and prevent recognition of a Southern nation 
built on slavery. The free Negroes in the North, together with the 
Abolitionists, were clamoring. To them a war against the South 
simply had to be a war against slavery. Gradually, Abolitionists no 
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longer need fear the mob. Disgruntled leaders of church and state 
began to talk of freedom. Slowly but surely an economic dispute and 
a political test of strength took on the aspects of a great moral crusade. 

The Negro became in the first year contraband of war ; that i s, 
property belonging to the enemy and valuable to the invader. And 
in addition to that, he became, as the South quickly saw, the key 
to Southern resistance. Either these four million laborers remained 
quietly at w9rk to raise food for the fighters, or the fighter starved. 
Simultaneously, when the dream of the North for man-power pro
duced riots, the only additional troops that the North could depend 
on were 200,000 Negroes, for without them, as Lincoln said, the North 
could not have won the war. 

But this slow, stubborn mutiny of the Negro slave was not merely 
a matter of 200,000 black soldiers and perhaps 300,000 other black 
laborers, servants, spies and helpers. Back of this half million stood 
3Yz million more. Without their labor the South would starve. With 
arms in their hands, Negroes would form a fighting force which could 
replace every single Northern white soldier fighting listlessly and 
against his will with a black man fighting for freedom. 

This action of the slaves was followed by the disaffection of the 
poor whites . So long as the planters' war seemed successful, "there was 
little active opposition by the poorer whites ; but the conscription and 
other burdens to support a slaveowners' war became very severe ; the 
whites not interested in that cause became recalcitrant, some went 
into active opposition ; and at last it was more desertion and disunion 
than anything else that brought about the final overthrow." 1 7  

Phillips says that white mechanics in 1 861 demanded that the per
manent Confederate Consti tution exclude Negroes from employ
ment "except agricultural domestic service, so as to reserve the trades 
for white artisans." Beyond this, of course, was a more subtle reason 
that, as the years went on, very carefully developed and encouraged 
for a time the racial aspect of slavery. Before the war, there had been 
intermingling of white and black blood and some white pbnters 
openly recognized their colored sons, daughters and cousins and took 
them under their special protection. As slavery hardened, the racial 
basis was emphasized ; but it was not until war time that it became the 
fashion to pat the disfranchised poor white man on the back and tell 
him after all he was white and that he and the planters had a common 
obj ect in keeping the white man superior. This virus increased bitter
ness and relentless hatred, and after the war it became a chief in
gredient in the division of the working class in the Southern States. 

At the same time during the war even the race argument did not 
keep the Southern fighters from noticing with anger that the big 
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slaveholders were escaping military service ; that it was a "rich man's 
war and the poor man's fight." The exemption of owners of twenty 
Negroes from military service especially rankled ;  and the wholesale 
withdrawal of the slaveholding class from actual fighting which this 
rule made possible, gave rise to intense and growing dissatisfaction. 

It was necessary during these critical times to insist more than usual 
that slavery was a fine thing for the poor white. Except for slavery, 
it was said : " 'The poor would occupy the position in society that the 
slaves do-as the poor in the North and in Europe do,' for there 
must be a menial class in society and in 'every civilized country on 
the globe, besides the Confederate states, the poor are the inferiors 
and menials of the rich.' Slavery was a greater blessing to the non
slaveholding poor than to the owners of slaves, and since it gave the 
poor a start in society that it would take them generations to work 
out, they should thank God for it and fight and die for it as they 
would for their 'own liberty and the dearest birthright of freemen.' " 18 

But the poor whites were losing faith. They saw that poverty was 
fighting the war, not wealth. 

"Those who could stay out of the army under color of the law were 
likely to be advocates of a more numerous and powerful army . . . .  
Not so with many of those who were not favored with position and 
wealth. They grudgingly took up arms and condemned the law which 
had snatched them from their homes . . . .  The only difference was 
the circumstance of position and wealth, and perhaps these were j ust 
the things that had caused heartburnings in more peaceful times. 

"The sentiments of thousands in the upland countries, who had 
little interest in the war and who were not accustomed to rigid 
centralized control, was probably well expressed _ in the following 
epistle  addressed to President Davis by a conscript . . . •  

" . . .  'It is with intense and multifariously proud satisfaction that 
he [ the conscript] gazes for the last time upon our holy flag-that 
symbol and sign of an adored trinity, cotton, niggers and chivalry.' " 19 

This attitude of the poor whites had in it as much fear and j ealousy 
of Negroes as disaffection with slave barons. Economic rivalry with 
blacks became a new and living threat as the blacks became laborers 
and soldiers in a conquering Northern army. If the Negro was to be 
free where would the poor white be ? Why should he fight against 
the blacks and his victorious friends ? The poor white not only began 
to desert and run away ; but thousands followed the Negro into the 
Northern camps. 

Meantime, with perplexed and laggard steps, the United States Gov
ernment followed the footsteps of the black slave. It made no differ
ence how much Abraham Lincoln might protest that this was not a 
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war against slavery, or ask General McDowell "if it would not be 
well to allow the armies to bring back those fugitive slaves which 
have crossed the Potomac with our troops" ( a  communication 
which was marked "secret") .  It was in vain that Lincoln rushed 
entreaties and then commands to Fremont in Missouri, not to emanci
pate the slaves of rebels, and then had to hasten similar orders to 
Hunter in South Carolina. The slave, despite every effort, was becom
ing the center of war. Lincoln, with his uncanny insight, began to see 
it. He began to talk about compensation for emancipated slaves, and 
Congress, following almost too quickly, passed the Confiscation Act 
in August, 1 86! ,  freeing slaves which were actually used in war by 
the enemy. Lincoln then suggested that provision be made for colo
nization of such slaves. He simply could not envisage free Negroes in 
the United States. What would become of them ? What would they 
do ? Meantime, the slave kept looming. New Orleans was captured 
and the whole black population of Louisiana began streaming toward 
it. When Vicksburg fell, the center of perhaps the vastest Negro popu
lation in North America was tapped. They rushed into the Union 
lines . Still Lincoln held off and watched symptoms. Greeley's "Prayer 
of Twenty Millions" received the curt answer, less than a year before 
Emancipation, that the war was not to abolish slavery, and if Lincoln 
could hold the country together and keep slavery, he would do it. 

But he could not, and he had no sooner said this than he began 
to realize that he could not. In June, 1 862, slavery was abolished in 
the territories. Compensation with possible colonization was planned 
for the District of Columbia. Representatives and Senators from the 
Border States were brought together to talk about extending this 
plan to their states, but they hesitated. 

In August, Lincoln faced the truth, front forward ; and that truth 
was not simply that Negroes ought to be free ; it was that thousands 
of them were already free, and that either the power which slaves 
put into the hands of the South was to be taken from it, or the North 
could not win the war. Either the Negro was to be allowed to fight, 
or the draft itself would not bring enough white men into the army 
to keep up the war. 

More than that, unless the North faced the world with the moral 
strength of declaring openly that they were fighting for the emancipa
tion of slaves, they would probably find that the world would recog
nize the South as a separate nation ; that ports would be opened ; that 
trade would begin, and that despite all the military advantage of the 
North, the war would be lost. 

In August, 1 862, Lincoln discussed Emancipation as a military 
measure ; in September, he issued his preliminary proclamation ; on 
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January 1 ,  1 863, he declared that the slaves of all persons in rebellion 
were "henceforward and forever free." 

The guns at Sumter, the marching armies, the fugitive slaves, the 
fugitives as "contrabands," spies, servants and laborers ; the Negro as 
soldier, as citizen, as voter-these steps came from 1 861 to 1 868 with 
regular beat that was almost rhythmic. It was the price of the dis
aster of war, and it was a price that few Americans at first dreamed 
of paying or wanted to pay. The North was not Abolitionist. It was 
overwhelmingly in favor of Negro slavery, so long as this did not inter
fere with Northern moneymaking. But, on the other hand, there 
was a minority of the North who hated slavery with perfect hatred ; 
who wanted no union with slaveholders ; who fought for freedom 
and treated Negroes as men. As the Abolition-democracy gained in 
prestige and in power, they appeared as prophets, and led by states
men, they began to guide the nation out of the morass into which 
it had fallen. They and their black friends and the new freedmen 
became gradually the leaders of a Reconstruction of Democracy in 
the United States, while marching millions sang the noblest war-song 
of the ages to the tune of "John Brown's Body" : 

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord, 
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored, 
He hath loosed the fateful l ightning of his terrible swift sword, 
His Truth is marching on ! 
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How the Negro became free because the North could not win 
the Civil War if he remained in slavery. And how arms in his 
hands, and the prospect of arms in  a million more black hands, 

brought peace and emancipation to America 

Three movements, partly simultaneous and partly successive, are 
treated in different chapters. In the last chapter, we chronicled the 
swarming of the slaves to meet the approaching Union armies ; in 
this we consider how these slaves were transformed in part from 
laborers to soldiers fighting for their own freedom ; and in succeed
ing chapters, we shall treat the organization of free labor after the war. 

In the ears of the world, Abraham Lincoln on the first of January, 
1 863, declared four million slaves "thenceforward and forever free." 
The truth was less than this. The Emancipation Proclamation applied 
only to the slaves of those states or parts of states still in rebellion 
against the United States government. Hundreds of thousands of such 
slaves were already free by their own action and that of the invading 
armies, and in their cases, Lincoln's proclamation only added possible 
legal sanction to an accomplished fact. 

To the maj ority of slaves still within the Confederate lines, the 
proclamation would apply only if they followed the fugitives. And 
this Abraham Lincoln determined to induce them to do, and thus 
to break the back of the rebellion by depriving the South of its princi
pal labor force. 

Emancipation had thus two ulterior obj ects . It was designed to 
make easier the replacement of unwilling Northern white soldiers 
with black soldiers ; and it sought to put behind the war a new push 
toward Northern victory by the mighty impact of a great moral ideal, 
both in the North and in Europe. 

This national right-about-face had been gradually and carefully ac
complished only by the consummate tact of a leader of men who went 
no faster than his nation marched but j ust as fast ; and also by the 
unwearying will of the Abolitionists, who forced the nation onward. 

Wendell Phillips said in Washington in 1862 : 
"Gentlemen of Washington ! You have spent for us two million 

Jollars per day. You bury two regiments a month, two thousand men 
by disease without battle. You rob every laboring man of one-half of 
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his pay for the next thirty years by your taxes. You place the curse 
of intolerable taxation on every cradle for the next generation. What 
do you give us in return ? What is the other si de of the balance sheet ? 
The North has poured out its blood and money like water ;  it has 
leveled every fence of constitutional privilege, and Abraham Lincoln 
sits today a more unlimited despot than the world knows this side of 
China. What does he render the North for this unbounded confi
dence ? Show us something; or I tell you that within two years the 
indignant reaction of the people will hurl the cabinet in contempt 
from their seats, and the devils that went out from yonder capital, for 
there has been no sweeping or garnishing, will come back seven times 
stronger ; for I do not bel ieve that Jefferson Davis, driven down to 
the Gulf, will go down to the waters and perish as certain brutes men
tioned in the Gospel did." 

Horace Greeley was at Lincoln's heels . He wrote in August, 1 862, 
his editorial, "Prayer of Twenty Millions," which drew Lincoln's 
well-known reply : "If there be those who would not save the Union 
unless they could at the same time save slavery, I do not agree with 
them. If there be those who would not save the Union unless they 
could at the same time destroy slavery, I do not agree with them. 
My paramount obj ect in this struggle is to save the Union and is not 
either to save or to destroy slavery. If I could save the Union without 
freeing any slaves, I would do i t ;  and if I could save it by freeing 
all the slaves, I would also do that. What I do about slavery and the 
colored race, I do because I believe it would help to save the 
Union . . . .  " 

"Suppose I do that," said Lincoln to Greeley, discussing general 
emancipation. "There are now 20,000 of our muskets on the shoulders 
of Kentuckians who are bravely fighting our battles . Every one of them 
will be thrown down or carried over to the rebels." 

"Let them do it," said Greeley. "The cause of the Union will be 
stronger if Kentucky should secede with the rest, than i t  is now." 

In September, 1 862, Lincoln said to representatives of the Chicago 
Protestants : 

"I admit that slavery is at the root of the rebellion, or at least its 
sine qua non . . . .  I will also concede that Emancipation would help 
us in Europe . . . .  I grant, further, that it would help somewhat at 
the North, though not so much, I fear, as you and those you represent 
imagine . . . .  And then, unquestionably, i t  would weaken the Rebels 
by drawing off their laborers, which is of great importance ; but I 
am not so sure we could do much with the Blacks. If we were to 
arm them, I fear that in a few weeks the arms would be in the hands 
of the Rebels. . . , 
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"What good would a proclamation of Emancipation from me do, 
especially as we are now situated ? I do not want to issue a docu
ment that the whole world will see must necessarily be inoperative, 
like the Pope's bull against the comet. . . ." 1 

Nevertheless, j ust nine days later, Lincoln issued his preliminary 
Emancipation Proclamation. What caused the sudden change ? Was 
it the mounting mass of Negroes rushing into Union lines ? Was it the 
fighting of Negro soldiers which showed that weapons given to them 
were never found in the hands of Confederates, or was it the curious 
international situation ? 

The failure or success of the war hung by a thread. If England and 
France should recognize the Confederacy, there was little doubt 
that the Union cause would be beaten ; and they were disposed 
to recognize it. Or did Lincoln realize that since a draft law was 
needed to make unwilling Northern soldiers fight, black soldiers were 
the last refuge of the Union ? The preliminary proclamation came 
in September, and in  October and November mass meetings in New 
York and Brooklyn denounced the proposal as inexpedient and 
adopted resolutions against it with j eers. Ministers, like the Reverend 
Albert Barnes of Philadelphia, preached against emancipation, declar
ing that the control of slavery ought to be left absolutely and ex
clusively to the states. The New York Herald pointed out that even 
if the proclamation was effective, slave property would have to be 
restored or paid for eventually by the United States government. "The 
Herald i s  correct. The slaves taken from our citizens during the war 
have to be accounted for at its end, either by restoration or indem
nity." 2 The New Orleans Picayune pointed out in November that 
abolition would flood the North with Negroes, and that this would 
"tend to degrade white labor and to cheapen it." 

· The final proclamation was issued January 1, 1 863, and carried a 
special admonition to the colored people : 

"And I hereby enjoin upon the people so declared to be free to 
abstain from all violence, unless in necessary self-defense ;  and I 
recommend to them that, in all cases when allowed, they labor faith
fully for reasonable wages. 

"And I further declare and make known that such persons, of suit
able condition, will be received into the armed service of the U1·1ited 
States to garrison forts, positions, stations, and other places, and to 
man vessels of all sorts in said service. 

"And upon this act, sincerely believed to be a n  act of j ustice, war
ranted by the Constitution upon military necessi ty, I invoke the con
siderate judgment of mankind, and the gracious favor of Alm ighty 
God." 
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The Charleston Courier j eered : 
"The Pope's bull against the comet has been issued, and I sup

pose Mr. Lincoln now breathes more freely. The wonderful man by 
a dash of his wonderful pen has set free (on paper) all the slaves of 
the South, and henceforth this is to be in all its length and breadth 
the land of liberty ! . . . 

"Meanwhile, I would invite his own and the attention of all his 
deluded followers to a paragraph in the late number of the New 
Orleans Picayune, wherein it is stated that inquests had been held 
upon the bodies of 21 contrabands in one house alone in that city. These 
poor Negroes had been stolen or enticed away from the comfortable 
homes of their masters, and left to starve and rot by these philan
thropic ( ? )  advocates of liberty for the slave." 3 

The Savannah Republican in March declared : 
"In our j udgment, so far as the Border States are concerned, his 

proposition will have exactly the opposite effect to that for which it 
was designed. Those states, who have held on to the Union with the 
belief that their Southern sisters were hasty and wrong in the belief 
that they were about to be brought under an abolition government, 
will now see that they were right and that all their worst apprehen
sions have been j ustified by the acts of that government ." 

Beauregard sent an impudent telegram to Miles at Richmond : 
"Has the bill for the execution of abolition prisoners, after January 

next, been passed ? Do it, and England will be stirred into action. 
It is high time to proclaim the black flag after that period ;  let the 
execution be with the garrote." 

The reaction to emancipation in the North was unfavorable so far 
as political results indicated, although many motives influenced the 
voters. The elections of 1 862 in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois went Democratic, and in  other parts of the 
West, Lincoln lost support. In the Congress of 1860, there were seventy
eight Republicans and thirty-seven Democrats, and in  1862, the ad
ministration had only fifty-seven supporters, with sixty-seven in the 
opposition. 

Only among Negroes and in England was the reaction favorable, 
and both counted. The Proclamation made four and a half million 
laborers willing almost in mass to sacrifice their last drop of blood for 
their new-found country. It sent them into transports of joy and sacri
fice. It changed all their pessimism and despair into boundless faith. 
It was the Coming of the Lord. 

The Proclamation had an undoubted and immediate effect upon 
England. The upper classes were strongly in favor of the Confederacy, 
and sure that the Yankees were fighting only for a high tariff and 
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hurt vanity. Free-trade England was repelled by this program, and 
attracted by the free trade which the Confederacy offered. There was 
strong demand among manufacturers to have the government inter
fere and recognize the Southern States as an independent nation. The 
church and universities were in favor of the Confederacy, and all the 
great periodicals. Even the philanthropists, like Lord Shaftesbury, Car
lyle, Buxton and Gladstone, threw their sympathies to the South. 
Carlyle sneered at people "cutting each other's throats because one
half of them prefer hiring their servants for life, and the other by the 
hour." 4 

As Henry Adams assures us : 
"London was altogether beside itself on one point, in especial ; it 

created a nightmare of its own, and gave it the shape of Abraham 
Lincoln. Behind this it placed another demon, if possible more devil
ish, and called it Mr. Seward. In regard to these two men, English 
society seemed demented. Defense was useless ; explanation was vain ; 
one could oniy let the passion exhaust itself. One's best friends were 
as unreasonabie as enemies, for the belief in poor Mr. Lincoln's bru
tality and Seward's ferocity became a dogma of popular faith." 5 

Confederate warships were being built and harbored in English 
ports and in September, 1 862, Palmerston, believing that the Confed
erates were about to capture Washington, suggested intervention to 
members of his cabinet. Lord John Russell wanted to act immediately, 
but the rebels were driven back at Antietam the same month, and 
the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation appeared. Gladstone and 
Russell still tried to force intervention, but Palmerston hesitated. 

There was similar demand in France, but not as strong, because 
cotton did not play so large a part. Nevertheless, the textile workers 
in both France and England were hard-pressed by the cotton famine. 
Napoleon III was in favor of the South, but the mass of the French 
nation was not. Napoleon was assured by the Confederate govern
ment that a Southern alliance with French Mexico and a guaranty 
of Cuba could be had for the asking, if France would recognize the 
Confederacy. No danger from the North was anticipated, for Seward 
was certain to accept Napoleon's assurances of France's neutrality. 

Public opinion stood back of the English government and was, on 
the whole, in favor of the South ; but Garrison and Douglass by their 
visits, and later Harriet Beecher Stowe, had influenced the opinion of 
the middle and laboring classes. Nevertheless, it was reported in 1 862 : 
"We find only here and there among the Englishmen one who does 
not fanatically side with the slave states." Various meetings in favor 
of the South were arranged by the workingmen and the General 
Council of Workingmen's Associations opposed the pro-Southern 
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movement. The war had created a great scarcity of cotton, and in addi
tion to this, there had already been an over-production of the cotton 
industry in England in 1860, so that the effect of the blockade was 
not felt until later, so far as the sale of goods was concerned. But the 
factories closed, and more than half the looms and spindles lay idle. 
Especially in Lancashire there was great distress among laborers. Fever 
and prostitution were prevalent in 1 865. 

Notwithstanding this, the English workers stood up for the abolition 
of Negro slavery, and protested against the intervention of the Eng
lish. Up until 1863, it was argued with some show of right that the 
North was not fighting to free the slaves ; but on the contrary, accord
ing to Lincoln's own words, "was perfectly willing to settle the war 
and leave the Negroes in slavery." But as soon as Lincoln issued the 
Emancipation Proclamation, the workingmen of England held hun
dreds of meetings all over the country and in all industrial sections, 
and hailed his action. 

Ernest Jones, the leader of the Chartist movement, raised his elo
quent voice against slavery. During the winter of 1862-1863, meeting 
after meeting in favor of emancipation was held. The reaction in Eng
land to the Emancipation Proclamation was too enthusiastic for the 
government to dare take any radical step. Great meetings in London 
and Manchester stirred the nation, and gave notice to Palmerston that 
he could not yet take the chance of recognizing the South. In spite of 
Russell and Gladstone, he began to withdraw, and the imminent dan
ger of recognition of the South by England and France passed. 

In the monster meeting of English workingmen at St. James' Hall, 
London, March 26, 1 863, John Bright spoke ; and John Stuart Mill 
declared that : "Higher political and social freedom has been estab
lished in the United States." Karl Marx testified that this meeting 
held in 1863 kept Lord Palmerston from declaring war against the 
United States. On December 31 ,  1863, at meetings held simultaneously 
in London and Manchester, addresses were sent to Lincoln, drafted 
by Karl Marx. The London address said : 

"Sir : We who offer this address are Englishmen and workingmen. 
We prize as our dearest inheritance, bought for us by the blood of our 
fathers, the liberty we enjoy-the liberty of free labor on a free soil. 
We have, therefore, been accustomed to regard with veneration and 
gratitude the founders of the great republic in which the liberties of 
the Anglo-Saxon race have been widened beyond all the precedents 
of the old world, and in which there was nothing to condemn or to 
lament but the slavery and degradation of men guilty only of a colored 
skin or an African parentage. We have looked with admiration and 
sympathy upon the brave, generous and untiring efforts of a large 
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party in the Northern States to deliver the Union from this curse 
and shame. We rej oiced, s ir, in your election to the Presidency, as a 
splendid proof that the principles of universal freedom and equality 
were rising to the ascendant. We regarded with abhorrence the con
spiracy and rebellion by which it was sought at once to overthrow 
the supremacy of a government based upon the most popular suffrage 
in the world, and to perpetuate the hateful inequalities of race." 6 

The Manchester address, adopted by six thousand people, said 
among other things : 

"One thing alone has, in the past, lessened our sympathy with 
your country and our confidence in it ; we mean the ascendancy of 
politicians who not merely maintained Negro slavery, but desired to 
extend and root it more deeply. Since we have discerned, however, 
that the victory of the free North in the war which has so sorely 
distressed us as well as affiicted you, will shake off the fetters of the 
slave, you have attracted our warm and earnest sympathy. 

"We j oyfully honor you, as the President, and the Congress with 
you, for the many decisive steps towards practically exemplifying your 
belief in the words of your great founders : 'All men are created free 
and equal .' . . .  

"We assume that you cannot now stop short of a complete uproot
ing of slavery. It would not become us to dictate any details, but 
there are broad principles of humanity which must guide you. If com
plete emancipation in some states be deferred, though only to a pre
determined day, still, in the interval, human beings should not be 
counted chattels . Woman must have rights of chastity and maternity, 
men the rights of husbands ; masters the liberty of manumission. Jus
tice demands for the black, no less than for the white, the protection 
of the law-that his voice may be heard in your courts. Nor must 
any such abomination be tolerated as slave-breeding States and a 
slave market-if you are to earn the high reward of all your sacrifices 
in the approval of the universal brotherhood and of the Divine Father. 
It is for your free country to decide whether anything but immediate 
and total emancipation can secure the most indispensable rights of 
humanity, against the inveterate wickedness of local laws and local 
executives. 

"We implore you, for your own honor and welfare, not to faint 
in your providential mission. While your enthusiasm is aflame, and 
the tide of events runs high, let the work be finished effectually. Leave 
no root of b itterness to spring up and work fresh misery to your 
children. It is a mighty task, indeed, to reorganize the industry, not 
only of four millions of the colored race, but of five millions of whites. 
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Nevertheless, the vast progress you have made in the short space of 
twenty months fills us with hope that every stain on your freedom 
will shortly be removed, and that the erasure of that foul blot upon 
civilization and Christianity-chattel slavery-during your Presidency, 
will cause the name of Abraham Lincoln to be honored and revered 
by posterity." 7 

Lincoln in reply said that he knew the suffering of the working
men in Manchester and Europe in this crisis, and appreciated the 
action of the English workingmen as an example of "sublime Chris
tian heroism," which "has not been surpassed in any age or in any 
country." He declared that the Civil War was "the attempt to over
throw this government, which was built upon a foundation of human 
rights, and to substitute one which should rest exclusively on the basis 
of human slavery." 

In the North, the Emancipation Proclamation meant the Negro 
soldier, and the Negro soldier meant the end of the war. 

"We .have come to set you free ! "  cried the b lack cavalrymen who 
rode at the head of the Union Army as i t  entered Richmond in 1864. 
These soldiers were in the division of Godfrey Weitzel ; when Ben 
Butler first assigned Negro troops to Weitzel's command in Louisiana, 
Weitzel resigned. It was a good thing for him that he recalled this 
resignation, for his black soldiers at Port Hudson wrote his name in 
history. 

Here was indeed revolution. At first, this was to be a white man's 
war. First, because the North did not want to affront the South, and 
the war was going to be short, very short ; and secondly, if Negroes 
fought in the war, how could it help being a war for their emancipa
tion ? And for this the North would not fight. Yet scarcely a year 
after hostilities started, the Negroes were fighting, although unrecog
nized as soldiers ; in two years they were free and enrolling in the 
army. 

Private Miles O'Reilly expressed in the newspapers a growing pub
lic opinion : 

"Some say it is a burnin' shame 
To make the naygurs fight, 

An' that the thrade o' bein' kilt 
Belongs but to the white ; 

"B f ' l' ut as or me upon me sow 
So liberal are we here, 

I'll let Sambo be murthered in place o' meself 
On every day in the year." 
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In December, 1 861, Union officers were ordered not to return fugi
tive slaves on pain of court-martial. In 1862 came Hunter's black 
regiment in South Carolina. 

In the spring of 1862, General Hunter had less than eleven thou
sand men under his command, and had to hold the whole broken 
seacoast of Georgia, South Carolina and Florida. He applied often 
and in vain to the authorities at Washington for reenforcements. All 
the troops available in the North were less than sufficient for General 
McClellan's great operations against Richmond, and the reiterated 
answer of the War Department was : "You must get along as best you 
can. Not a man from the North can be spared." 

"No reenforcements to be had from the North ; vast fatigue duties 
in throwing up earthworks imposed on our insufficient garrison ; the 
enemy continually increasing, both in insolence and numbers ; our 
only success the capture of Fort Pulaski, sealing up Savannah ; and 
this victory offset, if not fully counterbalanced, by many minor gains 
of the enemy; this was about the condition of affairs as seen from the 
headquarters fronting Port Royal bay, when General Hunter one 
morning, 'with twirling glasses, puckered lips and dilated nostrils ' 
[he had j ust received another "don't-bother-us-for-reenforcements" dis
patch from Washington] announced his intention of 'forming a Negro 
regiment, and compelling every able-bodied black man in the depart
ment to fight for the freedom which could not but be the issue of 
our war.' " 8 

Hunter caused all the necessary orders to be issued, and took upon 
himself the responsibility for the irregular issue of arms, clothing, 
equipments and rations involved in collecting and organizing the 
first experimental Negro regiments. 

Reports of the organization of the First South Carolina Infantry 
were forwarded to headquarters in Washington, and the War Depart
ment took no notice. Nothing was said, nor was any authority given 
to pay the men or furnish them subsistence. But at last a special dis
patch steamer plowed her way over the bar with word from the vVar 
Department, "requiring immediate answer." 

It was a demand for information in regard to the Negro regiment, 
based on a resolution introduced by Wickliffe of Kentucky. These 
resolutions had been adopted by Congress. Hunter laughed, but as 
he was without authority for any of his actions in this case, it seemed 
to his worried Adj utant-General that the documents in his hands were 
no laughing matter. But Hunter declared : 

"That old fool has j ust given me the very chance I was growing sick 
for ! The War Department has refused to notice my black regiment ; 
but now, in reply to this resolution, I can lay the matter before the 
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country, and force the authorities either to adopt my Negroes, or to 
disband them." 9 

So Hunter wrote : "No regiment of 'fugitive slaves' has been, or is 
being, organized in this department. There is, however, a fine regi
ment of loyal persons whose late masters are fugitive rebels." He 
said that he did this under instructions given by the late Secretary 
of War, and his general authority to employ "all loyal persons offering 
their service in defense of the Union." He added : 

"Neither have I had any specific authority for supplying these per
sons with shovels, spades, and pickaxes, when employing them as 
laborers ; nor with boats and oars, when using them as lighter-men ; 
but these are not points included in Mr. Wickliffe's resolutions. To 
me it  seemed that liberty to employ men in any particular capacity 
implied and carried with it liberty, also, to supply them with the 
necessary tools ; and, acting upon this faith, I have clothed, equipped 
and armed the only loyal regiment yet raised in South Carolina, 
Georgia or Florida. . . . 

"The experiment of arming the blacks, so far as I have made it, 
has been a complete and even marvelous success. They are sober, 
docile, attentive, and enthusiastic ; displaying great natural capacities 
in acquiring the duties of the soldier. They are now eager beyond all 
things to take the field and be led into action ; and it is the unanimous 
opinion of the officers who have had charge of them that, in the 
peculiarities of this climate and country, they will prove invaluable 
auxiliaries, fully equal to the similar regiments so long and successfully 
used by the British authorities in the West India Islands. 

"In conclusion, I would say, it is  my hope-there appearing no pos
sibility of other reenforcements, owing to the exigencies of the cam
paign in the Peninsula-to have organized by the end of next fall, 
and be able to present to the government, from forty-eight to fifty 
thousand of these hardy and devoted soldiers." 

When the reply was read in the House of Representatives : "Its 
effects were magical. The clerk could scarcely read it with decorum ; 
nor could half his words be heard amidst the universal peals of 
laughter in which both Democrats and Republicans appeared to vie 
as to which should be the more noisy . . . .  It was the great j oke of 
the day, and coming at a moment of universal gloom in the public 
mind, was seized upon by the whole loyal press of the country as a 
kind of politico-military champagne cocktail." 

When the Confederate Government heard of this, it issued an order 
reciting that "as the government of the United States had refused to 
answer whether it authorized the raising of a black regiment by Gen
eral Hunter or not,'' said general, his staff, and all officers under his 
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command who had directly or indirectly participated in the unclean 
thing, should hereafter be outlaws not covered by the laws of war ; but 
to be executed as felons for the crime of "inciting Negro insurrection 
wherever caught." 

In Louisiana, the colored creoles in  many cases hesitated. Some 
of them had been owners of slaves, and some actually fought in the 
Confederate Army, but were not registered as Negroes . On Novem
ber 23, 1 861, the Confederate grand parade took place in New Or
leans, and one feature of the review was a regiment of free men of 
color, 1 ,400 in number. The Picayune speaks of a later review on 
February 9, 1 862 :  

"We must pay deserved compliment to the companies of free men 
of color, all well-dressed, well-drilled, and comfortably uniformed. 
Most of these companies have provided themselves with arms unaided 
by the administration." 

When Butler entered the city in 1862, the Confederates fled tu
multuously or laid aside their uniforms and stayed. The free Negro 
regiment did neither, but offered i ts services to the Federal army. 
Butler at first was in a quandary. 

"The instructions given by General McClellan to General Butler 
were silent on this most perplexing problem. On leaving Washington, 
Butler was verbally informed by the President, that the government 
was not yet prepared to announce a Negro policy. They were anxiously 
considering the subj ect, and hoped, ere long, to arrive at conclu
sions." 10 

Butler found the Negroes of great help to him, but he could not, 
as in Virginia, call them "contraband,'' because he had no work for 
them. He wanted to free them, but on May 9, the news came that 
Hunter's proclamation in South Carolina had been revoked. Butler, 
however, abolished the whipping houses, and encouraged the Negroes 
who called on him. "One consequence was that the general had a 
spy in every house, behind each rebel's chair, as he sat at table." 

General Butler asked for reenforcements all summer on account of 
the growing strength of Vicksburg and Port Hudson, the condition 
of Mobile and camps near New Orleans. The answer from Washing
ton was : "We cannot spare you one man ; we will send you men 
when we have them to send. You must hold New Orleans by all 
means and at all hazards." 

Earlier, General Phelps, who commanded the Federal forces about 
seven miles from New Orleans, had received a number of refugees, 
some of them in chains and some of them bleeding from wounds. 
Butler ordered him May 23, 1 862, to exclude these from his lines. 
He replied at length : 
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"Added to the four millions of the colored race whose disaffection 
is increasing even more rapidly than their number, there are at least 
four millions more of the white race whose growing miseries will 
naturally seek companionship with those of the blacks." 

He demanded that the President should abolish slavery, and that 
the Negroes be armed. Butler forwarded Phelps' reply to Washington. 
Phelps again demanded the right to arm Negro troops. He was 
ordered July r, 1 862, to use the Negroes to cut wood. He immediately 
handed in his resignation, saying : 

"I am willing to prepare African regiments for the defense of the 
government against its assailants. I am not will ing to become the 
mere slave-driver which you propose, having no qualifications in that 
way." 1 1  

The use of  Negro troops was precipitated by  the attack which Breck
inridge made August 5, r862, on Baton Rouge. Butler had to have 
troops to defend New Orleans, and had applied to Washington, but 
none could be sent. Therefore, by proclamation, August 22, r 862, 
Butler '. 'called on Africa," accepted the free Negro regiment which 
had offered its services, and proceeded to organize other Negro troops. 
He recited at length the previous action of the Confederate Governor 
in organizing the Negro regiment, April 23, r 86r, and quoted directly 
from the Confederate Governor's proclamation : 

"Now, therefore, the Commanding General, believing that a large 
portion of this militia force of the State of Louisiana are willing to 
take service in the volunteer forces of the United States, and be en
rolled and organized to 'defend their homes' from 'ruthless invaders' ; 
to protect their wives and children and kindred from wrong and 
outrage ; to shield their property from being seized by bad men ; and 
to defend the flag of their native country, as their fathers did under 
Jackson at Chalmette against Packenham and his myrmidons, carry
ing the black flag of 'beauty and booty' : 

"Appreciating their motives, relying upon their 'well-known loyalty 
and patriotism,' and with 'praise and respect' for these brave men
it is ordered that all the members of the 'Native Guards' aforesaid, 
and all other free colored c itizens recognized by the first and late 
governor and authorities of the State of Louisiana, as a portion of the 
militia of the State, who shall enlist in the volunteer service of the 
United States, shall be duly organized by the appointment of proper 
officers, and accepted, paid, equipped, armed and rationed as are other 
volunteer troops of the United States, subj ect to the approval of the 
President of the United States." 1 2  

Thousands of volunteers under Butler's appeal appeared. In four
teen days, a regiment was organized with colored line officers and 
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white field officers. More than half of the privates were not really 
free Negroes but fugitive slaves. A second regiment with colored 
line officers was enlisted, and a third, with colored mess officers. 

In the Kansas Home Guard were two regiments of Indians, and 
among them over four hundred Negroes ; and 2,500 Negroes served 
in the contingent that came from the Indian nations. Many of them 
enlisted early in 1 862. 

In the meantime, the war was evidently more than a dress parade 
or a quick attack upon Richmond. One hundred thousand "three 
months" soldiers were but a "drop in the bucket." More and more 
troops must be had. The time of enlistment for many of the white 
troops was already expiring, and at least Negro troops could be used 
on fatigue duty in the large stretches of territory held by the Federal 
armies down the Atlantic Coast, and in the Mississippi Valley, and in 
the Border States. 

Senator Henry Wilson of Massachusetts, Chairman of the Senate 
Committee on Military Affairs, introduced a bill in July, 1 862, which 
empowered the President to accept Negroes for constructing entrench
ments, or any other war service for which they might be found com
petent. If owned by rebels, such Negroes were to be freed, but noth
ing was said of their families. Thaddeus Stevens championed the bill 
in the House, and it was signed by Lincoln, July 17, 1 862. 

The debate was bitter. Senator Sherman of Ohio said : 
"The question rises, whether the people of the United States, strug

gling for national existence, should not employ these blacks for the 
maintenance of the Government. The policy heretofore pursued by the 
officers of the United States has been to repel this class of people 
from our lines, to refuse their services. They would have made the 
best spies ; and yet they have been driven from our lines." 

Fessenden of Maine added : "I tell the generals of our army, they 
must reverse their practices and their course of proceeding on this 
subj ect . . . .  I advise it here from my place-treat your enemies as 
enemies, as the worst of enemies, and avail yourselves like men, of 
every power which God has placed in your hands, to accomplish 
your purpose within the rules of civilized warfare." Race, of Min
nesota, declared that "not many days can pass before the people 
of the United States North must decide upon one or two questions : 
we have either to acknowledge the Southern Confederacy as a free 
and independent nation, and that speedily ; or we have as speedily 
to resolve to use all the means given us by the Almighty to prosecute 
this war to a successful termination. The necessity for action has 
arisen. To hesitate is worse than criminal." The Border States de
murred, and Davis of Kentucky was especially bitter with threats. 
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The bill finally was amended so as to pay the black soldier's bounty 
to his owner, if he happened to be a slave ! 

All that was simply permiss ive legislation, and for a time the War 
Department did nothing. Some of the commanders in the field, how
ever, began to move. On the other hand, Senator Davis of Kentucky 
tried in January, 1863, to stop the use of any national appropriations 
to pay Negro soldiers . This attempt was defeated, and on January 6, 
1863, five days after the Emancipation Proclamation, the Secretary of 
War authorized the Governor of Massachusetts to raise two Negro 
regiments for three years' service. These were the celebrated 54th 
and 55th Negro regiments-the first regularly authorized Negro regi
ments of the war. 

The recruiting of the 54th Massachusetts Regiment of colored men 
was completed by the 13th of May. It had been planned to have the 
regiment pass through New York, but the Chief of Police warned 
that it would be subj ect to insult, so that it went by sea to South 
Carolina. 

In October, the Adjutant-General of the United States issued a 
general order permitting the military employment of Negroes. The 
Union League Club of New York appointed a committee to raise 
Negro troops, and after some difficulty with Governor Seymour, they 
received from Washington authority to raise a regiment. One thou
sand Negroes responded within two weeks, and by January 27, 1864, 
a second regiment was raised. No bounty was offered them, and no 
protection promised their families. One of the regiments marched 
through the city. 

"The scene of yesterday," says a New York paper, "was one which 
marks an era of progress in the political and soc;ial history of New 
York. A thousand men with black skins and clad and equipped with 
the uniforms and arms of the United States Government, marched 
from their camp through che most aristocratic and busy streets, 
received a grand ovation at the hands of the wealthiest and most re
spectable ladies and gentlemen of New York, and then moved down 
Broadway to the steamer which bears them to their destination-all 
amid the enthusiastic cheers, the encouraging plaudits, the waving 
handkerchiefs, the showering bouquets and other approving manifesta
tions of a hundred thousand of the most loyal of our people." 13 

Pennsylvania was especially prominent in recruiting Negro troops. 
A committee was appointed, which raised $33,388, with which they 
proposed to raise three regiments. The committee founded Camp Wil
liam Penn at Shelton Hill, and the first squad went into camp June 
26, 1 863. The first regiment, known as the Third United States, was 
full July 24, 1863. The third regiment, known as the Eighth United 
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States, was full December 4, 1 863. Two more regiments were full 
January 6 and February 3. The regiments went South, August 13, 
October 14, 1 863, and January 16, 1 864. 

In the Department of the Cumberland, the Secretary of War author
ized George L. Stearns of Massachusetts to recruit Negroes. Stearns 
was a friend of John Brown, and a prominent Abolitionist. He took up 
headquarters at Nashville, and raised a number of regiments. In the 
Department of the Gulf, General BaD.ks, May 1, 1 863, proposed an 
army corps to be known as the Corps d'Afrique. It was to consist of 
eighteen regiments, infantry, artillery and calvary, and to be organized 
in three divisions of three brigades each, with engineers and hospitals, 
etc .  He said in his order : 

"The Government makes use of mules, horses, uneducated and edu
cated white men, in the defense of its institutions. Why should not 
the Negro contribute whatever is in his power for the cause in which 
he is as deeply interested as other men ? We may properly demand 
from him whatever service he can render." 

In March, 1 863, the Secretary of War sent the Adj utant-General, 
Lorenzo Thomas, into the South on a tour of inspection. Stanton's 
orders said : 

"The President desires that you should confer freely with Maj or
General Grant, and the officers with whom you may have communi
cation, and explain to them the importance attached by the Govern
ment to the use of the colored population emancipated by the Presi
dent's Proclamation, and particularly for the organization of their 
labor and military strength . . . .  

"You are authorized in this connection, to i ssue in  the name of this 
department, letters of appointment for field and company officers, 
and to organize such troops for military service to the utmost extent 
to which they can be obtained in accordance with the rules and regu
lations of the service." 14 

Thomas spoke to the army officers in Louisiana, and expressed 
himself clearly. 

"You know full well-for you have been over this country-that 
the Rebels have sent into the fields all their available fighting men
every man capable of bearing arms ; and you know they have kept 
at home all their slaves for the raising of subsistence for their armies 
in the field. In this way they can bring to bear against us all the 
strength of their so-called Confederate States ; while we at the North 
can only send a portion of our fighting force, being compelled to leave 
behind another portion to cultivate our fields and supply the wants 
of an immense army. THE ADMIN ISTRATI ON HAS DETERJ\IINED TO TAKE 

FROM THE REBELS THIS S OURCE OF SUPPLY-TO TAKE THEIR NEGROES AND 
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COMPEL THEM TO SEND BACK A P ORTI ON OF THEIR WH ITES TO CULTIVATE 

THEIR DESERTED PLANTATI ONS-AND VERY P OOR PERS ONS THEY WOULD BE 

TO FILL THE PLACE O F  THE DARK-HUED LABORER. THEY MUST DO THIS, O R  

THEIR ARMIES WI LL STARVE • • • •  

"All of you will some day be on picket duty ; and I charge you all, 
if any of this unfortunate race come within your lines, that you do 
not turn them away, but receive them kindly and cordially. They 
are to be encouraged to come to us ; they are to be received with 
open arms ; they are to be fed and clothed ; they are to be armed." 15 

It would not have been American, however, not to have maintained 
some color discrimination, however petty. First, there was the matter 
of pay. The pay of soldiers at the beginning of the war was $13 a 
month. Negro soldiers enlisted under the same law. In the instructions 
to General Saxton, August 25, 1 862, it was stated that the pay should 
be the same as that of the other troops. Soon, however, this was 
changed, and Negro soldiers were allowed but $10 a month, and $3 
of this -was deducted for clothing. Many of the regiments refused 
to receive the reduced pay. The 54th Massachusetts Infantry refused 
pay for a whole year until the regiment was treated as other regiments. 
The State of Massachusetts made up the difference to disabled and 
discharged soldiers until June 15, 1 864, when the law was changed. In 
the Department of the Gulf, white troops who did provost duties 
about the city were paid $16 a month, while the Negro regiments were 
paid $7. At one time, this came near causing a mutiny. 

But the Negroes did not waver. John M. Langston in a speech in  
Ohio in  August, 1 862, said : 

"Pay or no pay, let us volunteer. The good results of such a course 
are manifold. But this one alone is all that needs to be mentioned in 
this connection. I refer to thorough organization. This is the great 
need of the colored Americans ." 

With regard to officers, the people of Pennsylvania secured from the 
Secretary of War permission to establish a free military school for 
the education of candidates for commissioned officers among the 
colored troops. The school was established, and within less than six 
months, examined over 1 ,000 applicants and passed 560. In the De
partment of the Gulf, Butler was in favor of colored officers, because 
in the First Colored Regiment there were a number of well-trained 
and intel ligent Negro officers . But Banks was very much against 
colored officers, and would not use them. There was at first a very 
great distaste on the part of white men for serving in colored regi
ments. Hunter found this difficulty with his first regiment, but he 
quickly cured it by offering commissions to competent non-commis-
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sioned officers. Later, when the black troops made their reputation 
in battle, the chance to command them was eagerly sought. 

Congress finally freed the wives and children of enlisted soldiers ; a 
measure which Davis of Kentucky quickly opposed on the ground 
that "The government had no power to take private property except 
for public use, and without j ust compensation to the owner." 

Abraham Lincoln, under a fire of criticism, warmly defended the 
enlistment of Negro troops. "The slightest knowledge of arithmetic 
will prove to any man that the rebel armies cannot be destroyed with 
Democratic strategy. It would sacrifice all the white men of the North 
to do it. There are now in the service of the United States near two 
hundred thousand able-bodied colored men, most of them under 
arms, defending and acquiring Union territory . . . .  

" ABANDON ALL THE POSTS NOW GARRISONED BY BLACK MEN ; TAKE TWO 

HUNDRED THOUSAND l\1EN FROM OUR S I DE AND PUT THEM IN THE BATTLE

FIELD OR CORNFIELD AGAINST US, AND WE WO ULD BE COMPELLED TO ABANDON 

THE WAR IN THREE WEEKS . • • • 

"My enemies pretend I am now carrying on this war for the sole 
purpose of abolition. So long as I am President, it shall be carried 
on for the sole purpose of restoring the Union. But no human power 
can subdue this rebellion without the use of the emancipation policy, 
and every other policy calculated to weaken the moral and physical 
forces of the rebellion. Freedom has given us two hundred thousand 
men raised on Southern soil. It will give us more yet. Just so much it 
has subtracted from the enemy." 1 6 

The question as to whether Negroes should enlist in the Federal 
army was not nearly as clear in 1 863 as it seems today. The South 
still refused to believe that the Civil War would end in the emanci
pation of slaves. There not only were strong declarations to the con
trary in the North, but there was still the determined opposition of 
the Border States. The Confederates industriously spread propaganda 
among slaves, alleging that Northerners mistreated the Negroes, and 
were sell ing them to the West Indies into harsher slavery. Even in 
the North, among the more intelligent free Negroes, there was some 
hesitancy. 

Frederick Douglass spoke for the free and educated black man, 
clear-headed and undeceived : "Now, what is the attitude of the 
Washington government towards the colored race ? What reasons 
have we to desire its triumph in the present contest ? Mind, I do not 
ask what was its attitude towards us before this bloody rebellion broke 
out. I do not ask what was its disposition, when i t  was controlled by 
the very men who are now fighting to destroy it, when they could 
no longer control it. I do not even ask what it was two years ago, 
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when McClellan shamelessly gave out that in a war between loyal 
slaves and disloyal masters, he would take the side of the masters 
against the slaves-when he openly proclaimed his purpose to put 
down slave insurrections with an iron hand-when glorious Ben 
Butler, now stunned into a conversion to anti-slavery principles (which 
I have every reason to believe sincere) ,  proffered his services to the 
Governor of Maryland, to suppress a slave insurrection, while treason 
ran riot in that State, and the warm, red blood of Massachusetts 
soldiers still stained the pavements of Baltimore. 

"I do not ask what was the attitude of this government when many 
of the officers and men who had undertaken to defend it openly 
threatened to throw down their arms and leave the service if men 
of color should step forward to defend it, and be invested with the 
dignity of soldiers. Moreover, I do not ask what was the position of 
this government when our loyal camps were made slave-hunting 
grounds, and United States officers performed the disgusting duty of 
slave dogs to hunt down slaves for rebel masters. These were all the 
dark and terrible days for the republic. I do not ask you about the 
dead past. I bring you to the living present. 

"Events more mighty than men, eternal Providence, all-wise and 
all-controlling, have placed us in new relations to the government and 
the government to us. What that government is to us today, and what 
it will be tomorrow, is made evident by a very few facts. Look at 
them, colored men. Slavery in the District of Columbia is abolished 
forever ; slavery in all the territories of the United States is abolished 
forever ; the foreign slave trade, with its ten thousand revolting abom
inations, is rendered impossible ; slavery in ten States of the Union i s  
abolished forever ; slavery in the five remaining _States is as  certain 
to follow the same fate as the night is to follow the day. The inde
pendence of Haiti i s  recognized ; her Minister sits beside our Prime 
Minister, Mr. Seward, and dines at his table in Washington, while 
colored men are excluded from the cars in Philadelphia ;  showing 
that a black man's complexion in Washington, in the presence of the 
Federal Government, is less offensive than in the city of brotherly 
love. Citizenship is no longer denied us under this government. 

"Under the interpretation of our rights by Attorney General Bates, 
we are American citizens. We can import goods, own and sail ships 
and travel in foreign countries, with American passports in our 
pockets ; and now, so far from there being any opposition, so far 
from excluding us from the army as soldiers, the President at Wash
ington, the Cabinet and the Congress, the generals commanding and 
the whole army of the nation unite in giving us one thunderous wel
come to share with them in the honor and glory of suppressing trea-
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son and upholding the star-spangled banner. The revolution is tre
mendous, and it becomes us as wise men to recognize the change, 
and to shape our action accordingly. 

"I hold that the Federal Government was never, in its essence, any
thing but an antislavery government. Abolish slavery tomorrow, and 
not a sentence or syllable of the Constitution need be altered. It was 
purposely so framed as to give no claim, no sanction to the claim of 
property in man. If in its origin slavery had any relation to the gov
ernment, it was only as the scaffolding to the magnificent structure, 
to be removed as soon as the building was completed. There is in the 
Constitution no East, no West, no North, no South, no black, no 
white, no slave, no slaveholder, but all are citizens who are of Amer
ican birth. 

"Such is the government, fellow-citizens, you are now called upon 
to uphold with your arms. Such is the government, that you are called 
upon to cooperate with in burying rebellion and slavery in a common 
grave. Never since the world began was a better chance offered to a 
long enslaved and oppressed people. The opportunity is  given us to 
be men. With one courageous resolution we may blot out the hand
writing of ages against us. Once let the black man get upon his per
son the brass letters U. S . ; let him get an eagle on his button, and a 
musket on his shoulder, and bullets in his pocket, and there is no 
power on the earth or under the earth which can deny that he has 
earned the right of c itizenship in the United States." 17 

In the meantime, two fateful occurrences took place. First, the white 
workers of New York declared in effect that the Negroes were the 
cause of the war, and that they were tired of the discrimination that 
made workers fighters for the rich. They, therefore, killed all the 
Negroes that they could lay their hands on. On the other hand, in  
Louisiana and South Carolina, Negro soldiers were successfully used 
in pitched battle. 

The opposition to the war in the North took various forms. There 
was the open sedition, led by Vallandingham and ending in the mass 
opposition of the working classes . This Copperhead movement was 
pro-slavery and pro-Southern, and was met in part by closer under
standing and alliance between the Abolitionists and the Republican 
administration. But the working class movement was deeper and 
more difficult. It was the protest of the poor against being compelled 
to fight the battles of the rich in which they could conceive no inter
est of theirs. If the workers had been inspired by the sentiment against 
slavery which animated the English workers, results might have been 
different. But the Copperheads of the North, and the commercial 
interests of New York, in particular, were enabled to turn the j ust 
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indignation of the workers against the Negro laborers, rather than 
against the capitalists ; and against any war, even for emancipation. 

When the draft law was passed in 1 863, it meant that the war could 
no longer be carried on with volunteers ; that soldiers were going 
to be compelled to fight, and these soldiers were going to be poor 
men who could not buy exemption. The result throughout the coun
try was widespread disaffection that went often as far as rioting. 
More than 2,500 deserters from the Union army were returned to the 
ranks from Indianapolis alone during a single month in 1 862 ;  the total 
desertions in the North must have been several hundred thousands. 

It was easy to transfer class hatred so that i t  fell upon the black 
worker. The end of war seemed far off, and the attempt to enforce 
the draft led particularly to disturbances in New York City, where a 
powerful part of the city press was not only against the draft, but 
against the war, and in favor of the South and Negro slavery. 

The establishment of the draft undertaken July 13 in New York 
City met everywhere with resistance. Workingmen engaged in tear
ing down buildings were requested to give their names for the draft ; 
they refused, and drove away the officers. The movement spread over 
the whole city. Mobs visited workshops and compelled the men to 
stop work. Firemen were prevented from putting out fires, telegraph 
wires were cut, and then at last the whole force of the riot turned 
against the Negroes. They were the cause of the war, and hence the 
cause of the draft. They were bidding for the same j obs as white men. 
They were underbidding white workers in order to keep themselves 
from starving. They were disliked especially by the Irish because of 
direct economic competition and difference in religion. 

The Democratic press had advised the people that they were to be 
called upon to fight the battles of "niggers and Abolitionists" ; Gov
ernor Seymour politely "requested" the rioters to await the return 
of his Adj utant-General, whom he had dispatched to Washington 
to ask the President to suspend the draft. 

The report of the Merchants' Committee on the Draft Riot says 
of the Negroes : "Driven by the fear of death at the hands of the mob, 
who the week previous had, as you remember, brutally murdered 
by hanging on trees and lamp posts, several of their number, and 
cruelly beaten and robbed many others, burning and sacking their 
houses, and driving nearly all from the streets, alleys and docks upon 
which they had previously obtained an honest though humble living 
-these people had been forced to take refuge on Blackwell's Island, 
at police stations, on the outskirts of the city, in the swamps and 
woods back of Bergen, New Jersey, at Weeksville, and in the barns 
and out-houses of the farmers of Long Island and Morrisania. At 
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these places were scattered some 5,000 homeless men, women and 
children." 18 

The whole demonstration became anti-Union and pro-slavery. At
tacks were made on the residence of Horace Greeley, and cheers were 
heard for Jefferson Davis. The police fought it at first only half
heartedly and with sympathy, and finally, with brutality. Soldiers were 
summoned from Fort Hamilton, West Point and elsewhere. 

The property loss was put at $1 ,200,000, and it was estimated that 
between four hundred and a thousand people were killed. When a 
thousand troops under General Wool took charge of the city, thirteen 
rioters were killed, eighteen wounded, and twenty-four made prison� 
ers. Four days the riot lasted, and the city appropriated $2,500,000 to 
indemnify the victims. 

In many other places, riots took place, although they did not become 
so specifically race riots. They did, however, show the North that 
unless they could replace unwilling white soldiers with black soldiers, 
who had a vital stake in the outcome of the war, the war could not 
be won. 

It had been a commonplace thing in the North to declare that 
Negroes would not fight. Even the black man's friends were skeptical 
about the possibility of using him as a soldier, and far from its being 
to the credit of black men, or any men, that they did not want to kill, 
the ability and will ingness to . take human life has always been, 
even in the minds of liberal men, a proof of manhood. It took in 
many respects a finer type of courage for the Negro to work quietly 
and faithfully .as a slave while the world was fighting over his destiny, 
than it did to seize a bayonet and rush mad with fury or inflamed 
with drink, and plunge it into the bowels of a stranger. Yet this was 
the proof of manhood required of the Negro. He might plead his 
cause with the tongue of Frederick Douglass, and the nation listened 
almost unmoved. He might labor for the nation's wealth, and the 
nation took the results without thanks, and handed him as near 
nothing in return as would keep him alive. He was called a coward 
and a fool when he protected the women and children of his master. 
But when he rose and fought and killed, the whole nation with one 
voice proclaimed him a man and brother. Nothing else made emanci
pation possible in the United States. Nothing dse made Negro citizen
ship conceivable, but the record of the Negro soldier as a fighter. 

The military aid of the Negroes began as laborers and as spies. A 
soldier said : "This war has been full of records of Nearo aaency in b b 
our behalf. Negro guides have piloted our forces ; Negro sympathy 
cared for our prisoners escaping from the enemy ; Negro hands have 
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made for us naval captures ; Negro spies brought us valuable infor
mation. The Negroes of the South have been in sympathy with us 
from the beginning, and have always hailed the approach of our Bag 
with the wildest demonstrations of j oy." 1 9  

All through the war and after, Negroes were indispensable as in
formers, as is well known. The Southern papers had repeated notices 
of the work of Negro spies. In Richmond, a white woman with dis
patches for the Confederate army was arrested in  1 863 on information 
given by a Negro. At the Battle of Manassas, the house of a free Negro 
was used as a refuge for the dead and wounded Union men. Negro 
pilots repeatedly guided Federal boats in Southern waters, and there 
were several celebrated cases of whole boats being seized by Negro 
pilots. A typical instance of this type was the action of William F. 
Tillman, a colored steward on board the brig S.  / .  Waring, which car
ried a cargo valued at $100,000. He had succeeded, by leading a revolt, 
in freeing the vessel from the Confederates who had seized it, and 
with the aid of a German and a Canadian had brought the vessel i nto 
port at New York. This action brought up the question of whether a 
Negro could be master of a vessel. In the Official Opinions of the 
Attorney-General for 1862, i t  was declared that a free colored man if 
born in the United States was a citizen of the United States and that 
he was competent to be master of a vessel engaged in the coasting 
trade. 

The case of Smalls and the Planter at Charleston, South Carolina, 
became almost classic. "While at the wheel of the Planter as Pilot in 
the rebel service, it occurred to me that I could not only secure my 
own freedom, but that of numbers of my comrades in bonds, and 
moreover, I thought the Planter might be of some use to Uncle 
Abe . . . .  

"I reported my plans for rescuing the Planter from the rebel cap
tain to the crew (all colored) , and secured their secrecy and coopera
tion. 

"On May 13, 1 862, we took on board several large guns at the At
lantic Dock. At evening of that day, the Captain went home, leaving 
the boat in my care, with instruction to send for him in case he should 
be wanted . . . .  At half-past three o'clock on the morning of the 14th 
of May, I left the Atlantic Dock with the Planter, went to the Et
taoue; took on board my family ; and several other families, then pro
ceeded down Charleston River slowly. When opposite . . .  Fort Sum
ter at 4 A.:M., I gave the signal, which was answered from the Fort, 
thereby giving permission to pass. I then made speed for the Blockad-

. ing Fleet. When entirely out of range of Sumter's guns, I hoisted a 
white Bag, and at 5 A .M., reached a U. S. blockading vessel, com-
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manded by Capt. Nicholas, to whom I turned over the Planter." 2 0  

After Lincoln was assassinated, General Hancock appealed to Ne
groes for help in capturing his murderers : 

"Your President has been murdered ! He has fallen by the assassin 
and without a moment's warning, simply and solely because he was 
your friend and the friend of our country. Had he been unfaithful 
to you and to the great cause of human freedom he might have lived. 
The pistol from which he met his death, though held by Booth, was 
held by the hands of treason and slavery. Think of this and remember 
how long and how anxiously this good man labored to break your 
chains and make you happy. I now appeal to you, by every considera
tion which can move loyal and grateful hearts, to aid in discovering 
and arresting his murderer ." 2 1  

This was issued on the 24th of April. On the next day, the cava1ry 
and police force, having crossed the Potomac, received information 
from a colored woman that the fugitives had been seen there. They 
were followed toward Bowling Green, and then toward Port Royal. 
There an old colored man reported that four individuals, in company 
with a rebel Captain, had crossed the river to Bowling Green. This 
information brought the police to Garrett's house, where Booth was 
found. 

Negro military labor had been indispensable to the Union armies. 
"Negroes built most of the fortifications and earth-works for Gen
eral Grant in front of Vicksburg. The works in and about Nashville 
were cast up by the strong arm and willing hand of the loyal Blacks. 
Dutch Gap was dug by Negroes, and miles of earth-works, fortifica
tions, and corduroy-roads were made by Negroes. They did fatigue 
duty in every department of the Union army. Wherever a Negro ap
peared with a shovel in his hand, a white soldier took his gun and 
returned to the ranks. There were 200,000 Negroes in the camps and 
employ of the Union armies, as servants, teamsters, cooks, and labor
ers." 2 2  

The South was for a long time convinced that the Negro could not 
and would not fight. "The idea of their doing any serious fighting 
against white men is simply ridiculous," said an editorial in the Sa
vannah Republican, March 25, 1 863. 

Of the actual fighting of Negroes, a Union general, Morgan, after
ward interested in Negro education, says : 

"History has not yet done j ustice to the share borne by colored sol
diers in the war for the Union. Their conduct during that eventful 
period, has been a silent, but most potent factor in influencing public 
sentiment, shaping legislation, and fixing the status of colored people 
in America. If the records of their achievements could be put into 
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shape that they could be accessible to the thousands of colored youth 
in the South, they would kindle in their young minds an enthusiastic 
devotion to manhood and liberty." 2 3 

Black men were repeatedly and deliberately used as shock troops, 
when there was 'little or no hope of success. In February, 1 863, Colonel 
Thomas Wentworth Higginson led black troops into Florida, and 
declared : "It would have been madness to attempt with the bravest 
white troops what successfully accomplished with black ones." 24 

In April, there were three white companies from Maine and seven 
Negro companies on Ship Island, the key to New Orleans. The black 
troops with black officers were attacked by Confederates who out
numbered them five to one. The Negroes retreated so as to give the 
Federal gunboat Jackson a chance to shell their pursuers. But the 
white crew disliked the Negro soldiers, and opened fire directly upon 
the black troops while they were fighting the Confederates. Maj or 
Dumas, the Negro officer in command, rescued the black men ; re
pulsed the Confederates, and brought the men out safely. The com
mander called attention to these colored officers : "they were constantly 
in the thickest of the fight, and by their unflinching bravery, and 
admirable handling of their commands, contributed to the success of 
the attack, and reflected great honor upon the flag." 2 5 

The first battle with numbers of Negro troops followed soon after. 
Banks laid siege to Port Hudson with all his forces, including two 
black regiments. On May 23, 1863, the assault was ordered, but the 
various cooperating organizations did not advance simultaneously. 
The Negro regiments, on the North, made three desperate charges, 
losing heavily, but maintained the advance over a field covered with 
recently felled trees. Confederate batteries opened· fire upon them. 
Michigan, New York and Massachusetts white troops were hurled 
back, but the works had to be taken. Two Negro regiments were 
ordered to go forward, through a direct and cross fire. 

"The deeds of heroism performed by these colored men were such 
as the proudest white men might emulate. Their colors are torn to 
pieces by shot, and literally bespattered by blood and brains. The 
color-sergeant of the lst Louisiana, on being mortally wounded, 
hugged the colors to his breast, when a struggle ensued between the 
two color-corporals on each side of him, as to who should have the 
honor of bearing the sacred standard, and during this generous con
tention, one was seriously wounded. One black lieutenant actually 
mounted the enemy's works three or four times, and in one charge 
the assaulting party came within fifty paces of them. Indeed, if only 
ordinarily supported by artillery and reserve, no one can convince us 
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that they would not have opened a passage through the enemy's 
works. 

"Captain Callioux of the 1 st Louisiana, a man so black that he actu
ally prided himself upon his blackness, died the death of a hero, lead
ing on his men in the thickest of the fight." 2 6 

"Colonel Bassett being driven back, Colonel Finnegas took his 
place, and his men being similarly cut to pieces, Lieutenant-Colonel 
Bassett reformed and recommenced ; and thus these brave people went 
on, from morning until 3 :30 P .M., under the most hideous carnage that 
men ever had to withstand, and that very few white ones would have 
had nerve to encounter, even if ordered to. During this time, they 
rallied, and were ordered to make six distinct charges, losing thirty
seven killed, and one hundred and fifty-five wounded, and one hun
dred and sixteen missing,-the majority, if not all, of these being in 
all probability, now lying dead on the gory field, and without the 
rites of sepulture ; for when, by flag of truce, our forces in other direc
tion were permitted to reclaim their dead, the benefit, through some 
neglect, was not extended to these black regiments ! "  2 7 

In June, came the battle of Milliken's Bend. Grant, in order to cap
ture Vicksburg, had drawn nearly all his troops from Milliken's Bend, 
except three Negro regiments, and a small force of white cavalry. This 
force was surprised by the Confederates, who drove the white cavalry 
to the very breastworks of the fort. Here the Confederates rested, ex
pecting to take the fortifications in the morning. At three o'clock, they 
rushed over with drawn bayonets, but the Negroes drove them out 
of the forts and held them until the gunboats came up. One officer 
describes the fight : 

"Before the colonel was ready, the men were in line, ready for ac
tion. As before stated, the rebels drove our force toward the gunboats, 
taking colored men prisoners and murdering them. This so enraged 
them that they rallied, and charged the enemy more heroically and 
desperately than has been recorded during the war. I t  was a genuine 
bayonet charge, a hand-to-hand fight, that has never occurred to any 
extent during this prolonged conflict. Upon both sides men were killed 
with the butts of muskets . White and black men were lying side by 
side, pierced by bayonets, and in some instances transfixed to the earth. 
In one instance, two men, one white and the other black, were found 
dead, side by side, each having the other's bayonet through his body. 
If facts prove to be what they are now represented, this engagement 
of Sunday morning will be recorded as the most desperate of this 
war. Broken limbs, broken heads, the mangling of bodies, all prove 
that it was a contest between enraged men : on the one side from 
hatred to a race ; and on the other, desire for self-preservation, revenge 
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for past grievances and the inhuman murder of their comrades." 2 8  

The month of July, 1 863, was memorable. General Meade had 
driven Lee from Gettysburg, Grant had captured Vicksburg, Banks 
had captured Port Hudson, and Gilmore had begun his operations on 
Morris Island. On the 13th of July, the draft riot broke out in New 
York City, and before it was over, a Negro regiment in South Caro
lina, the 54th Massachusetts, was preparing to lead the assault on Fort 
Wagner. It was a desperate, impossible venture, which failed, but can 
never be forgotten. 

The black Fifty-Fourth Massachusetts regiment was to lead the 
assault. "Wagner loomed, black, grim and silent. There was no glim
mer of light. Nevertheless, in the fort, down below the level of the 
tide, and under roofs made by huge trunks of trees, lay two thousand 
Confederate soldiers hidden. Our troops advanced toward the fort, 
·while our mortars in the rear tossed bombs over their heads. Behind 
the 54th came five regiments from Connecticut, New York, New 
Hampshire, Pennsylvania and Maine. The mass went quickly and 
silently in the night. Then, suddenly, the walls of the fort burst with 
a blinding sheet of vivid light. Shot, shells of iron and bullets crushed 
through the dense masses of the attacking force. I shall never forget 
the terrible sound of that awful blast of death which swept down, 
battered or dead, a thousand of our men. Not a shot had missed its 
aim. Every bolt of i ron and lead tasted of human blood. 

"The column wavered and recovered itself. They reached the ditch 
before the fort. They climbed on the ramparts and swarmed over the 
walls. It looked as though the fort was captured. Then there came 
another blinding blaze from concealed guns in the rear of the fort, and 
the men went down by scores. The rebels rallied, and were reenforced 
by thousands of others, who had landed on the beach in the darkness 
unseen by the fleet. They hurled themselves upon the attacking force. 
The struggle was terrific. The supporting units hurried up to aid their 
comrades, but as they raised the ramparts, they fired a volley which 
struck down many of their own men. Our men rallied again, but were 
forced back to the edge of the ditch. Colonel Shaw, with scores of his 
black fighters, went down struggling desperately. Resistance was vain. 
The assailants were forced back to the beach, and the rebels drilled 
their recovered cannons anew on the remaining survivors." 

When a request was made for Colonel Shaw's body, a Confederate 
Major said : "Vf e have buried him with his niggers." 29 

In December, 1863, Morgan led Negro troops in the battle of Nash
ville. He declared a new chapter in the history of liberty had been 
written. "It had been shown that marching under a flag of freedom, 
animated by a love of l iberty, even the slave becomes a man and a 
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hero." Between eight and ten thousand Negro troops took part in the 
battles around Nashville, all of them from slave states . 

When General Thomas rode over the battlefield, and saw the bodies 
of colored men side by side with the foremost on the very works of 
the enemy, he turned to his staff, saying : "Gentlemen, the question is 
settled : Negroes will fight." 

How extraordinary, and what a tribute to ignorance and religious 
hypocrisy, i s  the fact that in the minds of most people, even those of 
liberals, only murder makes men. The slave pleaded ; he was humble ; 
he protected the women of the South, and the world ignored him. 
The slave killed white men ; and behold, he was a man ! 

The New York Times said conservatively, in 1 863 : 
"Negro soldiers have now been in battle at Port Hudson and at 

Milliken's Bend in Louisiana, at Helena in Arkansas, at Morris Island 
in South Carolina, and at or near Fort Gibson in the Indian territory. 
In two of these instances they assaulted fortified positions, and led the 
assault ; in two, they fought on the defensive, and in one, they attacked 
rebel infantry. In all of them, they acted in conj unction with white 
troops, and under command of white officers. In some instances, they 
acted with distinguished bravery, and in all, they acted as well as could 
be expected of raw troops." 

Even the New York Herald wrote in May, 1 864 : 
"The conduct of the colored troops, by the way, in the actions of 

the last few days, is described as superb. An Ohio soldier said to me 
today, 'I never saw men fight with such desperate gallantry as those 
Negroes did. They advanced as grim and stern as death, and when 
within reach of the enemy struck about them with pitiless vigor, that 
was almost fearful.' Another soldier said to me : 'These Negroes never 
shrink, nor hold back, no matter what the order. Through scorching 
heat and pelting s torms, if the order comes, they march with prompt, 
ready feet.' Such praise is great praise, and it is deserved." 

And there was a significant dispatch in the New York Tribune 
July 26th : 

"In speaking of the soldierly qualities of our colored troops, I do 
not refer especially to their noble action in the perilous edge of the 
battle ; that is settled, but to their docility and their patience of labor 
and suffering in the camp and on the march." 

Grant was made Lieutenant-General in 1864, and began to reor
ganize the armies . When he came East, he found that few Negro 
troops had been used in Virginia . He therefore transferred nearly 
twenty thousand Negroes from the Southern and Western armies to 
the army of Virginia.  They fought in nearly all the battles around 
Petersburg and Richmond, and officers on the field reported : 
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"The problem i s  solved. The Negro i s  a man, a soldier, a hero . 
Knowing of your laudable interest in  the colored troops, but particu
larly those raised under the immediate auspices of the Supervisory 
Committee, I have thought it proper that I should let you know how 
they acquitted themselves in the late actions in front of Petersburg, of 
which you have already received newspaper accounts. If you remem
ber, in my conversations upon the character of these troops, I care
fully avoided saying anything about their .fighting qualities till I could 
have an opportunity of trying them." 3 0  

When the s iege of Petersburg began, there were desperate battles 
the 16th, _17th and 18th of June. The presence of Negro soldiers ren
dered the enemy especially spiteful, and there were continual scrim
mages and sharp shooting. Burnside's 9th Corps had a brigade of black 
troops, who advanced within fifty yards of the enemy works. There 
was a small proj ecting fort which it was decided to mine and destroy . 
The colored troops were to charge after the mine was set off. An in
specting officer reported that the "black corps \Vas .fittest for the peril
ous seryices," but Meade obj ected to colored troops leading the as
sault. Burnside insisted. The matter was referred to Grant, and he 
agreed with Meade. A white division led the assault and failed. The 
battle of the Crater followed. Captain McCabe says : "It was now 
eight o'clock in the morning. The rest of Potter's (Federal) division 
moved out slowly, when Ferrero's Negro division, the men beyond 
question, inflamed with drink [There are many officers and men, 
myself among the number, who will testify to this ] ,  burst from the 
advanced lines, cheering vehemently, passed at a double quick over a 
crest under a heavy fire, and rushed with scarcely a check over the 
heads of the white troops in the crater, spread to their right, and cap
tured more than two hundred prisoners and one stand of colors." 

General Grant afterward said : "General Burnside wanted to put his 
colored troops in front. I believe if he had done so, it would have been 
a success." 3 1  

The following spring, April 3rd, the Federal troops entered Rich
mond. Weitzel was leading, with a black regiment in his command 
-a long blue line with gun-barrels gleaming, and bands playing : 
"John Brown's body lies a-moldering in the grave but his soul goes 
marching on." 

President Lincoln visited the city after the surrender, and the Con
necticut colored troops, known as the 29th Colored Regiment, wit
nessed his entry. One member of this unit said : 

"When the President landed, there was no carriage near, neither did 
he wait for one, but leading his son, they walked over a mile to Gen-
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eral Weitzel's headquarters at Jeff Davis' mansion, a colored man 
acting as guide . . . .  What a spectacle !  I never witnessed such rej oic
ing in all my life. As the President passed along the street, the colored 
people waved their handkerchiefs, hats and bonnets, and expressed 
their gratitude by shouting repeatedly, 'Thank God for His goodness ; 
we have seen His salvation.' . . .  

"No wonder tears came to his eyes, when he looked on the poor 
colored people who were once slaves, and heard the blessings uttered 
from thankful hearts and thanksgiving to God and Jesus . . . .  After 
visiting Jefferson Davis' mansion, he proceeded to the rebel capitol, 
and from the steps delivered a short speech, and spoke to the colored 
people, as follows : 

" 'In reference to you, colored people, let me say God has made you 
free. Although you have been deprived of your God-given rights by 
your so-called masters, you are now as free as I am, and if those that 
claim to be your superiors do not know that you are free, take the 
sword arid bayonet and teach them that you are-for God created all 
men free, giving to each the same rights of life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness.' " 32 

The recruiting of Negro soldiers was hastened after the battle of Fort 
Wagner, until finally no less than 154 regiments, designated as United 
States Negro troops, were enlisted. They included 140 infantry regi
ments, seven cavalry regiments, 13  artillery regiments, and I I  separate 
companies and batteries.33 The whole number enlisted will never be 
accurately known, since in the Department of the Gulf and elsewhere, 
there was a practice of putting a living Negro soldier in a dead one's 
place under the same name. 

Official figures say that there were in all 186,017 Negro troops, of 
whom 123,156 were still in service, July 1 6, 1 865 ; and that the losses 
during the war were 68,178. They took part in 198 battles and skir
mishes . Without doubt, including s�rvants, laborers and spies, between 
three and four hundred thousand Negroes helped as regular soldiers 
or laborers in winning the Civil War. 

The world knows that noble inscription on St. Gaudens' Shaw 
Monument in Boston Common written by President Eliot : 

THE WHITE OFFICERS 

Taking Life and Honor in their Hands-Cast their lot with Men 
of a Despised Race Unproved in War-and Risked Death as Inciters 
of a Servile Insurrection if Taken Prisoners, Besides Encountering all 
the Common Perils of Camp, March, and Battle. 
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THE BLACK RAN K AND FILE 

Volunteered when Disaster Clouded the Union Cause-Served 
without Pay for Eighteen Months till Given th:it of White Troops
Faced Threatened Enslavement if Captured-Were Dr:ive in Action 
-Patient under Dangerous and Heavy Labors and Cheerful amid 
Hardships and Privations. 

TOGETHER 

They Gave to the Nation Undying Proof that Americans of African 
Descent Possess the Pride, Courage, and Devotion of the Patriot Sol
dier-One Hundred and Eighty Thousand Such Americans Enlisted 
under the Union Flag in MDCCCLXIII-MDCCCLXV. 

Not only did Negroes fight in the ranks, but also about 75 served 
as commissioned officers, and a large number as subalterns. Maj or 
F. E. Dumas of Louisiana was a free Negro, and a gentleman of edu
cation, ability and property. He organized a whole company of his 
own slaves, and was promoted to the rank of Maj or. Many of the 
other Louisiana officers were well-educated. Among these officers were 
1 Major, 27 Captains and 38 Lieutenants, and nearly 100 non-com
missioned officers. In the other colored regiments, most of the officers 
were whites ; but Massachusetts commissioned IO Negro officers, and 
Kansas 3. There were, outside Louisiana, 1 Lieutenant-Colonel, 1 
Major, 2 Captains, 2 Surgeons, and 4 Lieutenants, whose records are 
known. There were a number ot mulattoes who served as officers in 
white regiments ; one was on the staff of a Maj or-General of Volun
teers.34 Medals of honor were bestowed by the United States govern
ment for heroic conduct on the field of battle upon 14 Negroes. 

The Confederates furiously denounced the arming of Negroes. The 
Savannah Republican called Hunter "the cold-blooded Abolition mis
creant, who from his headquarters at Hilton Head, i s  engaged in 
executing the bloody and savage behests of the imperial gorilla, who 
from his throne of human bones at Washington, rules, reigns and riots 
over the destinies of the brutish and degraded North." The officers in 
command of black troops were branded as outlaws. If captured, they 
were to be treated as common felons. To be killed by a Negro was a 
shameful death. To be shot by the Irish and Germans from Northern 
city slums was humiliating, but for masters to face armed bodies of 
their former slaves was inconceivable. When, therefore, black men 
were enrolled in Northern armies, the Confederates tried to pillory 
the government internationally on the ground that this was armmg 
barbarians for servile war. 
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In a message to the Confederate Congress, Jefferson Davis asked 
"our fellowmen of all countries to pass j udgment on a measure by 
which several millions of human beings of ::m inferior race-peaceful 
and contented laborers in their sphere-are doomed to extermination, 
while at the same time they are encouraged to a general assassination 
of their masters by the insidious recommendation to abstain from 
violence unless in necessary defense. Our own detestation of those 
who have attempted the most execrable measures recorded in the his
tory of guilty men is tempered by profound contempt for the impo
tent rage which it discloses. So far as regards the action of this govern
ment on such criminals as may attempt its execution, I confine myself 
to informing you that I shall-unless in your wisdom you deem some 
other course expedient-deliver to the several State authorities all 
commissioned officers of the United States that may hereafter be cap
tured by our forces in any of the States embraced in the Proclamation, 
that they may be dealt with in accordance with the laws of those 
States providing for the punishment of criminals engaged in exciting 
servile insurrection." 3 5  

· 

In December, 1 862, he issued a proclamation, "that all Negro slaves 
captured in arms be at once delivered over to the executive authorities, 
of the respective States to which they belonged and to be dealt with 
according to the law of the said States," which, of course, meant death. 
The same month, the Confederate Congress passed resolutions con
firming in the main the President's Proclamation ordering that com
missioned officers commanding Negro troops be put to death by the 
Confederate government, while the Negroes be turned over to the 
states. 

The fire of the Confederates was always concentrated upon the 
black troops, and Negroes captured suffered indignities and cruelties. 
Frederick Douglass, who visited the White House in the President's 
carriage "to take tea," appealed in behalf of his fellow blacks. If they 
served in Federal uniform, he said that they should receive the treat
ment of prisoners of war. This treatment of Negro soldiers brought 
rebuke from Abraham Lincoln ;  but worse than that, i t  brought fearful 
retaliation upon the field of battle. 

The most terrible case of Confederate cruelty was the massacre at 
Fort Pillow. When Major Booth refused to surrender the fort the 
Confederate General Forrest gave a signal, and his troops made a 
fierce charge. In ten minutes, they had swept in. Federal troops sur
rendered ; but an indiscriminate massacre followed . The black troops 
were shot down in their tracks ; pinioned to the ground with bayonets 
and saber. Some were clubbed to death while dying of wounds ; others 
were made to get down upon their knees, in which condition they 
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were shot to death. Some were burned alive, having been fastened in
side the buildings, while still others were nailed against the houses, 
tortured, and then burned to a crisp. 

The dilemma of the South in the matter of Negro troops grew more 
perplexing. Negroes made good soldiers ; that, the Northern experi
ment had proven beyond peradventure. The prospect of freedom was 
leading an increasing stream of black troops into the Federal army. 
This stream could be diverted into the Southern army, if the lure of 
freedom were offered by the Confederacy. But this would be an as
tonishing ending for a war in defense of slavery ! 

In the first year of the war large numbers of Negroes were in the 
service of the Confederates as laborers. In January, at Mobile, num
bers of Negroes from the plantations of Alabama were at work on 
the redoubts. These were very substantially made, and strengthened 
by sand-bags and sheet-iron. Elsewhere in the South Negroes were 
employed in building fortifications, as teamsters and helpers in army 
service. In 1862, the Florida Legislature conferred authority upon the 
Governor to impress slaves for military purposes, if so authorized by 
the Confederate Government. The Confederate Congress provided by 
law in February, 1 864, for the impressment of 20,000 slaves for menial 
service in the Confederate army. President Davis was so satisfied with 
their labor that he suggested, in his annual message, November, 1864, 
that this number should be increased to 40,000, with the promise of 
emancipation at the end of their service.36 

In Louisiana, the Adj utant-General's Office of the Militia stated that 
"the Governor and the Commander-in-Chief relying implicitly upon 
the loyalty of the free colored population of the city and state, for the 
protection of their homes, their property and for Southern rights, from 
the pollution of a ruthless invader, and believing that the military 
organization which existed prior to February 1 5; 1 862, and elici ted 
praise and respect for the patriotic motives which prompted it, should 
exist for and during the war, calls upon them to maintain their organ
ization and hold themselves prepared for such orders as may be trans
mitted to them." 

These "Native Guards" j oined the Confederate forces but they did 
not leave the city with these troops. When General Butler learned of 
this organization, he sent for several of the prominent colored men 
and asked why they had accepted service under the Confederate gov
ernment. They replied that they dared not refuse, and hoped by 
serving the Confederates to advance nearer to equality with the whites. 

In Charleston on January 2, 150 free colored men offered their 
services to hasten the work of throwing up redoubts along the coast. 
At Nashville, Tennessee, April, 1861, a company of free Negroes 
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offered their services to the Confederates, and at Memphis a recruit
ing office was opened. The Legislature of Tennessee authorized Gov
ernor Harris, on June 28, 1 861 ,  to receive into military service all male 
persons of color between the ages of fifteen and fifty. A procession of 
several hundred colored men marched under the command of Con
federate officers and carried shovels, axes, and blankets. The observer 
adds, "they were brimful of patriotism, shouting for Jeff Davis and 
singing war songs." A paper in Lynchburg, Virginia, commenting on 
the enlistment of 70 free Negroes to fight for the defense of the State, 
concluded with "three cheers for the patriotic Negroes of Lynchburg." 

After the firing on Fort Sumter, several companies of Negro volun
teers passed through Augusta on their way to Virginia. They con
sisted of sixteen companies of volunteers and one Negro company 
from Nashville. In November of the same year, twenty-eight thousand 
troops passed before Governor Moore, General Lowell and General 
Ruggles at New Orleans. The line of march was over seven miles, 
and one regiment comprised l ,400 free colored men. The Baltimore 
Traveler commenting on arming Negroes at Richmond, said : "Con
trabands who have recently come within the Federal lines at Williams
port, report that all the able-bodied men in that vicinity are being 
taken to Richmond, formed into regiments, and armed for the defense 
of that city." 

In February, 1 862, the Confederate Legislature of Virginia consid
ered a bill to enroll all free Negroes in the State for service with the 
Confederate forces. 

While then the Negroes helped the Confederates as forced laborers 
and in a few instances as soldiers, the Confederates feared to trust 
them far, and hated the idea of depending for victory and defense on 
these very persons for whose slavery they were fighting. But in the 
last days of the struggle, no straw could be overlooked. In December, 
1 863, Major-General Patrick R. Cleburne, who commanded a division 
in Hardee's Corps of the Confederate Army of the Tennessee, sent in 
a paper in which the employment of the slaves as soldiers of the South 
was vigorously advocated. Cleburne urged that "freedom within a 
reasonable time" be granted to every slave remaining true to the Con
federacy, and was moved to this action by the valor of the Fifty
Fourth Massachusetts, saying : "If they [the Negroes ] can be made to 
face and fight bravely against their former masters, how much more 
probable is it that with the allurement of a higher reward, and led by 
those masters, they would submit to discipline and face dangers ? "  

President Davis was not convinced, and endorsed Cleburne's plea 
with the statement : "I deem it inexpedient at this time to give pub
licity to this paper, and request that it be suppressed." 
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In September, 1864, Governor Allen of Louisiana wrote to J . A. 

Seddon, Secretary of vVar in the Confederate government : "The time 
has come to put into the army every able-bodied Negro as a soldier. 
The Negro knows he cannot escape conscription if he goes to the 
enemy. He must play an important part in the war. He caused the 
fight, and he will have his portion of the burden to bear. . . .  I would 
free all able to bear arms, and put them in the field at once." In that 
year, 1 864, 1 00,000 poor whites deserted the Confederate armies . In 
November, 1864, Jefferson Davis in his message to the Confederate 
Congress recognized that slaves might be needed in the Confederate 
army. He said : "The subj ect is to be viewed by us, therefore, solely in 
the light of policy and our social economy. When so regarded, I must 
dissent from those who advise a general levy and arming of slaves 
for the duty of soldiers. Until our white population shall prove insuf
ficient for the armies we require and can afford to keep the field, to 
employ as a soldier the Negro, who has merely been trained to labor, 
and as a laborer under the white man accustomed from his youth to 
the use of firearms, would scarcely be deemed wise or advantageous 
by any ; and this is the question before us. But should the alternative 
ever be presented of subj ugation or of the employment of the slave 
as a soldier, there seems no reason to doubt what should be our deci-

. " SlOn. 
In response to an inquiry from the Confederate Secretary of War, as 

to arming slaves, Howell Cobb of Georgia opposed the measure to 
arm the Negroes. "I think that the proposition to make soldiers of our 
slaves is the most pernicious idea that has been suggested since the 
war began . . .  you cannot make soldiers of slaves or slaves of sol
diers. The moment you resort to Negro soldiers, your white soldiers 
will be lost to you, and one secret of the favor with which the proposi
tion is received in portions of the army is the hope when Negroes go 
into the army, they [ the whites ] will be permitted to retire. It i s  sim
ply a proposition to fight the balance of the war with Negro troops. 
You can't keep white and black troops together and you can't trust 
Negroes by themselves . . . .  Use all the Negroes you can get for all 
purposes for which you need them but don't arm them. The day you 
make soldiers of them is  the beginning of the end of the revolution." 

J. P. Benj amin, Secretary of State, on the other hand, declared that 
the slaves would be made to fight against the South, if Southerners 
failed to arm them for their own defense. He advocated emancipation 
for such black soldiers at a large meeting at Richmond : "We have 
680,000 blacks capable of bearing arms, and who ought now to be in 
the field. Let us now say to every Negro who wishes to go into the 
ranks on condition of being free, go and fight-you are free." 37 
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In a letter to President Davis, another correspondent added : "I 
would not make a soldier of the Negro if it could be helped, but we 
are reduced to this last resort." Sam Clayton of Georgia wrote : "The 
recruits should come from our Negroes, nowhere else. We should 
away with pride of opinion, away with false pride, and promptly take 
hold of all the means God has' placed without our reach to help us 
through this struggle-a war for the right of self-government. Some 
people say that Negroes will not fight. I say they will fight. They 
fought at Ocean Pond [Olustee, Florida ] ,  Honey Hill and other places. 
The enemy fights us with Negroes, and they will do very well to fight 
the Yankees." 

In January, 1 865, General Lee sent his celebrated statement to An
drew Hunter : 

"We should not expect sfaves to fight for prospective freedom when 
they can secure it at once by going to the enemy, in whose service they 
will incur no greater risk than in ours. The reasons that induce me 
to recommend the employment of Negro troops at all render the effect 
of the measures I have suggested upon slavery immaterial, and in my 
opinion the best means of securing the efficiency and fidelity of this 
auxiliary force would be to accompany the measure with a well
digested plan of gradual and general emancipation. As that will be 
the result of the continuance of the war, and will certainly occur if the 
enemy succeeds, it seems to me most advisable to do it at once, and 
thereby obtain all the benefits that will accrue to our cause. 38 

This letter was discussed by the Confederates, and February 8, Sen
ator Brown of Mississippi, introduced into the Confederate Congress 
a resolution which would have freed 200,000 Negroes and enrolled 
them in the army. This was voted down. 

Jefferson Davis in a letter to John Forsythe, February, 1865, said 
that "all arguments as to the positive advantage or disadvantage of 
employing them are beside the question, which is simply one of rela
tive advantage between having their fighting element in our ranks or 
in those of the enemy." 

On February r r , another bill to enroll 200,000 Negro soldiers was 
introduced, and for a while it looked as though it  would pass. General 
Lee again wrote, declaring the measure not only expedient but neces
sary, and that "under proper circumstances, the Negroes will make 
efficient soldiers." 

The Richmond W liig of February 20, 1 865, declared "that the 
proposition to put Negroes in the army has gained rapidly of late, and 
promises in some form or other to be adopted . . . .  The enemy has 
taught us a lesson to which we ought not to shut our eyes. He has 
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caused him to fight as well, if not better, than have his white troops 
of the same length of service." 

Jefferson Davis discussed the matter with the Governor of Virginia, 
and said that he had been in conference with the Secretary of War 
and the Adj utant-General. He declared that the aid of recruiting offi
cers for the purpose of enlisting Negroes would be freely accepted. 
March 17, it was said : "We shall have a Negro army. Letters are pour
ing into the departments from men of military skill and character 
asking authority to raise companies, battalions, and regiments of 
Negro troops." su 

Thus on recommendation from General Lee and Governor Smith 
of Virginia, and with the approval of President Davis, an act was 
passed by the Confederate Congress, March 13, 1 865, enrolling slaves 
in the Confederate army. Each State was to furnish a quota of the 
total 300,000. The preamble of the act reads as follows : 

"An Act to increase the Military Force of the Confederate States : 
The Congress of the Confederate States of America so enact, that, in 
order to provide additional forces to repel invasion, maintain the right· 
ful pos.session of the Confederate States, secure their independence and 
preserve their institutions, the President be, and he is hereby author· 
ized to ask for and accept from the owners of slaves, the services of 
such number of able-bodied Negro men as he may deem expedient, 
for and during the war, to perform military service in whatever ca· 
pacity he may direct . . . .  " The language used implied that volun· 
teering was to be rewarded by freedom. 

General Lee cooperated with the War Department in hastening the 
recruiting of Negro troops. Recruiting officers were appointed in 
nearly all Southern States . Lieutenant John L. Cowardin, Adjutant, 
19th Battalion, Virginia Artillery, was ordered April l ,  1865, to recruit 
Negro troops according to the act. On March 30, 1 865, Captain Ed· 
ward Bostick was ordered to raise four companie.s in South Carolina. 
Other officers were ordered to raise companies in Alabama, Florida, 
and Virginia. "It was the opinion of President Davis, on learning of 
the passage of the act, that not so much was accomplished as would 
have been, if the act had been passed earlier so that during the winter 
the slaves could have been drilled and made ready for the spring cam
paign of 1 865." 

It was too late now, and on April 9, 1865, Lee surrendered. 
Negroes well within the Confederate lines were not insensible of 

what was going on. A colored newspaper said : 
"Secret associations were at once organized in Richmond, which 

rapidly spread throughout Virginia, where the venerable patriarchs of 
the oppressed people prayerfully assembled together to deliberate upon 
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the proposition of taking up arms in  defense of the South. There was 
but one opinion as to the rebellion and its obj ect ; but the question 
which puzzled them most was, how were they to act the part about 
to be assigned to them in this martial drama ? After a cordial inter
change of opinions, it was decided with great unanimity, and finally 
ratified by all the auxiliary associations everywhere, that black men 
should promptly respond to the call of the Rebel chiefs, whenever it 
should be made, for them to take up arms. 

"A question arose as to what position they would likely occupy in 
an engagement, which occasioned no little solicitude ; from which 
all minds were relieved by agreeing that if they were placed in front 
as soon as the battle began the Negroes were to raise a shout about 
Abraham Lincoln and the Union, and, sati sfied there would be plenty 
of supports from the Federal force, they were to turn like uncaged 
tigers upon the rebel hordes. Should they be placed in the rear, it was 
also understood, that as soon as firing began, they were to charge 
furiously upon the chivalry, which would place them between two 
.fires ; which would disastrously defeat the army of Lee, if not accom
plish its entire annihilation." 40 

Of the effect of Negro soldiers in the Northern army, there can be 
no doubt. John .c. Underwood, resident of Virginia for twenty years, 
said before the Committee on Reconstruction : 

"I had a conversation with one of the leading men in that city, and 
he said to me that the enlistment of Negro troops by the United States 
was the turning-point of the rebellion ; that it was the heaviest blow 
they ever received. He remarked that when the Negroes deserted their 
masters, and showed a general disposition to do so and join the forces 
of the United States, intelligent men everywhere saw that the matter 
was ended. I have often heard a similar expression of opinion from 
others, and I am satisfied that the origin of this bitterness towards the 
Negro is this belief among the leading men that their weight thrown 
into the scale decided the contest against them. However the fact may 
be, I think that such is a pretty well settled conclusion among leading 
Rebels in Virginia." 41 

A Unidn general said : "The American Civil War of 1 861-1 865 marks 
an epoch not only in the history of the United States, but in that of 
democracy, and of civilization. Its issue has vitally affected the course 
of human progress. To the student of history it ranks along with the 
conquests of Alexander ; the incursions of the Barbarians ; the Cru
sades ; the discovery of America, and the American Revolution. It 
settled the question of our National unity with all the consequences 
attaching thereto. It exhibited in a very striking manner the power 
of a free people to preserve thei r form of government against its most 
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dangerous foe, Civil War. It not only enfranchised four millions of 
American slaves of African descent, but made slavery forever impos
sible in the great Republic, and gave a new impulse to the cause of 
human freedom." 42 

It was not the Abolitionist alone who freed the slaves. The Aboli
tionists never had a real maj ority of the people of the United States 
back of them. Freedom for the slave was the logical result of a crazy 
attempt to wage war in the midst of four million black slaves, and try
ing the while sublimely to ignore the interests of those slaves in the 
outcome of the fighting. Yet, these slaves had enormous power in 
their hands. Simply by stopping work, they could threaten the Con
federacy with starvation. By walking into the Federal camps, they 
showed to doubting Northerners the easy possibility of using them 
as workers and as servants, as farmers, and as spies, and finally, as 
fighting soldiers. And not only using them thus, but by the same ges
ture, depriving their enemies of their use in j ust these fields. It was 
the fugitive slave who made the slaveholders face the alternative of 
surrendering to the North, or to the Negroes. 

It was this plain alternative that brought Lee's sudden surrender. 
Either the South must make terms with its slaves, free them, use them 
to fight the North, and thereafter no longer treat them as bondsmen ; 
or they could surrender to the North with the assumption that the 
North, after the war, must help them to defend slavery, as it had be
fore. It was then that Abolition came in as a determining factor, and 
itself was transformed to a new democratic movement. 

So in blood and servile war, freedom came to America. What did 
it mean to men ? The paradox of a democracy founded on slavery 
had at last been done away with. But it became more and more cus
tomary as time went on, to linger on and emphasize the freedom 
which emancipation brought to the masters, and later to the poor 
whites. On the other hand, strangely enough, not as much has been 
said of what freedom meant to the freed ; of the sudden wave of glory 
that rose and burst above four million people, and of the echoing 
shout that brought joy to four hundred thousand fellows of African 
blood in the North. Can we imagine this spectacular revolution ? Not, 
of course, unless we think of these people as human beings like our
selves. Not unless, assuming this common humanity, we conceive 
ourselves in a position where we are chattels and real estate, and 
then suddenly in a night become "thenceforward and forever free." 
Unless we can do this, there is, of course, no point in thinking of this 
central figure in emancipation. But assuming the common humanity of 
these people, conceive of what happened : before the war, the slave was 
curiously isolated ; this was the policy, and the effective policy of the 
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slave system, which made the plantation the center of a black group 
with a network of white folk around and about, who kept the slaves 
from contact with each other. Of course, clandestine contact there 
always was ; the passing of Negroes to and fro on errands ; particu
larly the semi-freedom and mingling in cities ; and yet, the mass of 
slaves were curiously provincial and kept out of the currents of in
formation. 

There came the slow looming of emancipation. Crowds and armies 
of the unknown, inscrutable, unfathomable Yankees ; cruelty behind 
and before ;  rumors of a new slave trade ; but slowly, continuously, the 
wild truth, the bitter truth, the magic truth, came surging through. 

There was to be a new freedom ! And a black nation went tramping 
after the armies no matter what it suffered ; no matter how it was 
treated, no matter how it died. First, without masters, without food, 
without shelter ; then with new masters, food that was free, and 
improvised shelters, cabins, homes ; and at last, land. They prayed ; 
they worked ; they danced and sang; they studied to learn ; they 
wanted to wander. Some for the first t ime in their lives saw Town ; 
some left the plantation and walked out into the world ; some handled 
actual money, and some with arms in their hands, actually fought for 
freedom. An unlettered leader of fugitive slaves pictured it : "And 
then we saw the lightning-that was the guns ! and then we heard 
the thunder-that was the big guns ; and then we heard the rain fall
ing, and that was the drops of blood falling ; and when we came to 
git in the craps i t  was dead men that we reaped." 

The mass of slaves, even the more intelligent ones, and certainly 
the great group of field hands, were in religious and hysterical fervor. 
This was the coming of the Lord. This was the fulfillment of proph
ecy and legend. It was the Golden Dawn, after chains of a thousand 
years. I t  was everything miraculous and perfect and promising. For 
the first time in their life, they could travel ; they could see ; they could 
change the dead level of their labor ; they could talk to friends and 
sit at sundown and in moonlight, listening and imparting wonder
tales. They could hunt in the swamps, and fish in the rivers. And 
above all, they could stand up and assert themselves. They need not 
fear the patrol ; they need not even cringe before a white face, and 
touch their hats. 

To the small group of literate and intelligent black folk, North and 
South, this was a sudden beginning of an entirely new era. They were 
at last to be recognized as men ; and if they were given the proper 
social and political power, their future as American citizens was as
sured. They had, therefore, to talk and agitate for their civil and 
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political rights. With these, in thought and obj ect, stood some of the 
intelligent slaves of the South. 

On the other hand, the house servants and mechanics among the 
freed slaves faced difficulties. The bonds which held them to their 
former masters were not merely sentiment. The masters had stood 
between them and a world in which they had no legal protection ex
cept the master . The masters were their source of information. The 
question, then, was how far they could forsake the power of the mas
ters, even when it wa� partially overthrown ? For whom would the 
slave mechanic work, and how could he collect his wages ? What 
would be his statu9 in court ? What protection would he have against 
the competing mechanic ? 

Back of this, through it all, combining their own intuitive sense 
with what friends and leaders taught them, these black folk wanted 
two things-first, land which they could own and work for their own 
crops. This was the natural outcome of slavery. Some of them had 
been given by their masters little plots to work on, and raise their own 
food. Sometimes they raised hogs and chickens, in addition. This faint 
begimiing of industrial freedom now pictured to them economic free
dom. They wanted little farms which would make them independent. 

Then, in addition to that, they wanted to know; they wanted to be 
able to interpret the cabalistic letters and figures which were the key 
to more. They were consumed with curiosity at the meaning of the 
world. First and foremost, j ust what was this that had recently hap
pened about them-this upturning of the universe and revolution of 
the whole social fabric ? And what was its relation to their own dimly 
remembered past of the West Indies and Africa, Virginia and Ken
tucky ? 

They were consumed with desire for schools. The uprising of the 
black man, and the pouring of himself into organized effort for edu
cation, in those years between 1 861 and 1 871 ,  was one of the marvelous 
occurrences of the modern world ; almost without parallel in the his
tory of civilization. The movement that was started was irresistible. 
It planted the free common school in a part of the nation, and in a 
part of the world, where it had never been known, and never been 
recognized before. Free, then, with a desire for land and a frenzy for 
schools, the Negro lurched into the new day. 

Suppose on some gray day, as you plod down Wall Street, you 
should see God sitting on the Treasury steps, in His Glory, with the 
thunders curved about him ? Suppose on Michigan Avenue, between 
the lakes and hills of stone, and in the midst of hastening automobiles 
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and jostling crowds, suddenly you see living and walking toward you, 
the Christ, with sorrow and sunshine in his face ? 

Foolish talk, all of this, you say, of course ; and that is because no 
American now believes in his religion. Its facts are mere symbolism ; 
its revelation vague generalities ;  its ethics a matter of carefully bal
anced gain. But to most of the four million black folk emancipated 
by civil war, God was real. They knew Him. They had met Him 
personally in many a wild orgy of religious frenzy, or in the black 
stillness of the night. His plan for them was clear ; they were to suffer 
and be degraded, and then afterwards by Divine edict, raised to man
hood and power ; and so on January 1, 1 863, He made them free. 

It was all foolish, bizarre, and tawdry. Gangs of dirty Negroes howl� 
ing and dancing ; poverty-stricken ignorant laborers mistaking war, 
destruction and revolution for the mystery of the free human soul ; 
and yet to these black folk it was the Apocalypse. The magnificent 
trumpet tones of Hebrew Scripture, transmuted and oddly changed, 
became a strange new gospel. All that was Beauty, all that was Love, 
all that was Truth, stood on the top of these mad mornings and sang 
with the stars. A great human sob shrieked in the wind, and tossed its 
tears upon the sea,-free, free, free. 

There was joy in the South. It rose like perfume-like a prayer. 
Men stood quivering. Slim dark girls, wild and beautiful with wrin
kled hair, wept silently ; young women, black, tawny, white and 
golden, lifted shivering hands, and old and broken mothers, black 
and gray, raised great voices and shouted to God across the fields, and 
up to the rocks and the mountains. 

A great song arose, the loveliest thing born this side the seas. It was 
a new song. It did not come from Africa, though the dark throb and 
beat of that Ancient of Days was in it and through it. It did not come 
from white America-never from so pale and hard and thin a thing, 
however deep these vulgar and surrounding tones had driven. Not 
the Indies nor the hot South, the cold East or heavy West made that 
music. It was a new song and its deep and plaintive beauty, its great 
cadences and wild appeal wailed, throbbed and thundered on the 
world's ears with a message seldom voiced by man. It swelled and 
blossomed like incense, improvised and born anew out of an age long 
past, and weaving into its texture the old and new melodies in word 
and in thought. 

They sneered at it-those white Southerners who heard it and never 
understood. They raped and defiled it-those white Northerners who 
listened without ears. Yet it lived and grew; always it grew and 
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swelled and lived, and it sits today at the right hand of God, as Amer
ica's one real gift to beauty ; as slavery's one redemption, distilled 
from the dross of its dung. 

The world at first neither saw nor understood. Of all that most 
Americans wanted, this freeing of slaves was the last. Everything 
black was hideous. Everything Negroes did was wrong. If they fought 
for freedom, they were beasts ; if they did not fight, they were born 
slaves. If they cowered on the plantations, they loved slavery ; if they 
ran away, they were lazy loafers. If they sang, they were silly ; if they 
scowled, they were impudent. 

The bites and blows of a nation fell on them. All hatred that the 
whites after the Civil War had for each other gradually concentrated 
itself on them. They caused the war-they, its victims. They were 
guilty of all the thefts of those who stole. They were the cause of 
wasted property and small crops. They had impoverished the South, 
and plunged the North into endless debt. And they were funny, funny 
-ridiculous baboons, aping man. 

Southerners who had suckled food from black breasts vied with 
each other in fornication with black women, and even in beastly incest. 
They took the name of their fathers in vain to seduce their own sisters. 
Nothing-nothing that black folk did or said or thought or sang was 
sacred. For seventy years few Americans had dared say a fair word 
about a Negro. 

There was no one kind of Negro who was freed from slavery. The 
freedmen were not an undifferentiated group ; there were those among 
them who were cowed and altogether bitter. There were the cowed 
who were humble ; there were those openly bitter and defiant, but 
whipped into submission, or ready to run away. There were the de
bauched and the furtive, petty thieves and licentious scoundrels. There 
were the few who could read and write, and some even educated be
yond that. There were the children and grandchildren of white mas
ters ; there were the house servants, trained in manners, and in servile 
respect for the upper classes. There were the ambitious, who sought 
by means of slavery to gain favor or even freedom ; there were the 
artisans, who had a certain modicum of freedom in their work, were 
often hired out, and worked practically as free laborers. The impact 
of legal freedom upon these various classes differed in all sorts of ways. 

And yet emancipation came not simply to black folk in 1863 ; to 
white Americans came slowly a new vision and a new uplift, a sudden 
freeing of hateful mental shadows. At last democracy was to be j usti
fied of its own children. The nation was to be purged of continual sin 
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not indeed all of its own doing-due partly to its inheritance ; and yet 
a sin, a negation that gave the world the right to sneer at the preten
s ions of this republic . At last there could really be a free common
wealth of freemen. 

Thus, amid enthusiasm and philanthropy, and religious fervor that 
surged over the whole country, the black man became in word "hence
forward and forever free." 

"Fondly do we hope and fervently do we pray, that this mighty 
scourge of war may speedily pass away. Yet, if God wills that it con
tinue until all the wealth piled up by the bondman's two hundred and 
fifty years of unrequited toi l  shall be sunk, and until every drop of 
blood drawn by the lash shall be paid by another drawn with the 
sword, as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be said, 
' the j udgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether.' " 
Thus spake Father Abraham, "the Imperial Gorilla of Washington," 
Lord of armies vaster than any the Caesars ever saw, over a barnyard 
reeking with offal, and a land dripping with tears and blood. Sud
denly, there was Reason in all this mad orgy. Suddenly the world 
knew why this blundering horror of civil war had to be. God had 
come to America, and the land, fire-drunk, howled the hymn of j oy :  

Freude, schoner Gotterfunken, 
T ochter a us Elysium, 
Wir betreten feuertrunken, 
Himmlische, dein Heiligtum. 
Deine Zauber binden wieder, 
Was die Mode streng geteilt, 
Alle Menschen werden Bruder, 
Wo dein sanfter Flugel weilt. 

Seid umschlungen, Millionen l 

Alle Menschen 
Alle Menschen . . . 
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How the planters, having lost the war for slavery, sought to begin 
again where they left off in 1 860, merely substituting for the indi

vidual ownership of slaves, a new state serfdom of black folk 

The young Southern fanatic who murdered Abraham Lincoln said, 
according to the New York Times, April 21 ,  1 865 : 

" . . .  This country was formed for the white, not the black man ; 
and looking upon African slavery from the same standpoint held by 
the noble framers of our Constitution, I, for one, have ever considered 
it of the greatest blessings (both for themselves and us) that God ever 
bestowed upon a favored nation. Witness heretofore our wealth and 
power ; witness their elevation and enlightenment above their race else
where. I have lived among it most of my life and have seen less harsh 
treatment from master to man than I have beheld in the North from 
father to son. Yet Heaven knows, n o  o n e  would be willing to do m ore 
for the Negro race than I, could I but see a way to still better their 
condition. But Lincoln's policy is only preparing the way for their 
total annihilation." 

The South had risked war to protect this system of labor and to 
expand it into a triumphant empire ; and even if all of the Southern
ers did not agree with this broader program, even these had risked war 
in order to ward off the disaster of a free labor class, either white or 
black. 

Yet, they had failed. After a whirlwind of battles, in which the 
South had put energy, courage and skill, and most of their money ; in 
the face of inner bickerings and divided councils, j ealousy of leaders, 
indifference of poor whites and the general strike of black labor, 
they had failed in their supreme effort, and now found themselves 
with much of their wealth gone, their land widely devastated, and 
some of it confiscated, their slaves declared free, and their country 
occupied by a hostile army. "The South faced all sorts of difficulties. 
The hostilities, military and naval, had practically destroyed the whole 
commercial system of the South, and reduced the people to a pitiable 
primitive, almost barbaric level. . . .  

"It has been said that the ruining of the planting class in the South 
through war was more complete than the destruction of the nobility 
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and clergy in the French Revolution. The very foundations of the 
system were shattered." 1 

There was at the end of the war no civil authority with power in 
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississ ippi 
and Texas ; and in the other states, authority was only functioning in 
part under Congress or the President. "The Northern soldiers were 
transported home with provisions for their comfort, and often with 
royal welcomes, while the Southern soldiers walked home in poverty 
and disillusioned." 

Lands had deteriorated because of the failure to use fertilizers. The 
marketing of the crops was difficult and the titles to land and crops 
disputed. Government officials seized much of the produce and the 
cotton tax of 3 cents a pound bore hard upon the planters. The mortal
ity of the whites was so great in the decade following 1865, as to be "a 
matter of common remark." 2 

When a right and j ust cause loses, men suffer. But men also suffer 
when a wrong cause loses. Suffering thus in itself does not prove the 
j ustice or inj ustice of a cause. It  always, however, points a grave moral. 
Certainly after the war, no one could restrain his sorrow at the de
struction and havoc brought upon the whites ; least of all were the 
Negroes unsympathetic. Perhaps never in the history of the world have 
victims given so much of help and sympathy to their former oppressors. 
Yet the most pitiable victims of the war were not the rich planters, 
but the poor workers ; not the white race, but the black. 

Naturally, the mass of the planters were bitterly opposed to the 
abolition of slavery. First, they based their opposition upon a life-long 
conviction that free Negro labor could not be made profitable. The 
New Orleans Picayune said, July 8, 1 862 : 

"In sober earnest, we say, and we believe all who know anything 
from observation or experience will corroborate our assertion, that this 
is an absolute impossibility. There could be no full crop produced 
under that system. The earlier processes might be performed in a 
manner and to some extent;  but the later and more arduous, those 
upon the prompt performance of which depends the production of 
any crop at all, would be slighted, if not indeed entirely lost. The 
thriftless, thoughtless Negro would j ingle his last month's wages in 
the planter's face and tell him to do the rest of the work himself. Look 
at Jamaica, Barbadoes, Antigua, and the other British West Indies 
where this experiment is having a most suggestive trial." 

The Texas Republican, a weekly newspaper, said : "The ruinous 
effects of freeing four millions of ignorant and helpless blacks would 
not be confined to the South, but the blight would be communicated 
to the North, and the time would come when the people of that sec-
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tion would be glad to witness a return to a system attended with more 
philanthropy and happiness to the black race than the one they seem 
determined to establish ; for they will find that compulsory labor af
fords larger crops and a richer market for Yankee manufacturers." 
The masters were advised, therefore, not to turn their slaves loose to 
become demoralized, but to maintain a kind and protecting care over 
them. 

In addition to this, it was said that even if free Negro labor miracu
lously proved profitable, Negroes themselves were impossible as free
men, neighbors and citizens. They could not be educated and really 
civilized. And beyond that if a free, educated black citizen and voter 
could be brought upon the stage this would in itself be the worst con
ceivable thing on earth ; worse than shiftless, unprofitable labor ; worse 
than ignorance, worse than crime. It  would lead inevitably to a mu
latto South and the eventual ruin of all c iviliza�ion. 

This was a natural reaction for a country educated as the South had 
been ; and that the mass of the planters passionately believed it is be
yond question, despite difficulties of internal logic. Even the fact that 
some thought free Negro labor practicable, and many knew perfectly 
well that at least some Negroes were capable of education and even 
of culture, these stood like a rock wall against anything further : 
against Negro citizens, against Negro voters, against any social recog
nition in politics, religion or culture. 

The poor whites, on the other hand, were absolutely at sea. The 
Negro was to become apparently their fellow laborer. But were the 
whites to be bound to the black laborer by economic condition and 
destiny, or rather to the white planter by community of blood ? Al
most unanimously, following the reaction of such leaders as Andrew 
Johnson and Hinton Helper, the poor white clung frantically to the 
planter and his ideals ; and although ignorant and impoverished, 
maimed and discouraged, victims of a war fought largely by the poor 
white for the benefit of the rich planter, they sought redress by de
manding unity of white against black, and not unity of poor against 
rich, or of worker against exploiter. 

This brought singular schism in the South. The white planter en
deavored to keep the Negro at work for his own profit on terms that 
amounted to slavery and which were hardly distinguishable from it. 
This was the plain voice of the slave codes. On the other hand, the 
only conceivable ambition of a poor white was to become a planter. 
Meantime the poor white did not want the Negro put to profitable 
work. He wanted the Negro beneath the feet of the white worker. 

Right here had lain the seat of the trouble before the war. All the 
regular and profitable jobs went to Negroes, and the poor whites were 
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excluded. It seemed after the war immaterial to the poor white that 
profit from the exploitation of black labor continued to go to the 
planter. He regarded the process as the exploitation of black folk by 
white, not of labor by capital. vVhen, then, he faced the possibility of 
being himself compelled to compete with a Negro wage worker, while 
both were the hirelings of a white planter, his whole soul revolted. 
He turned, therefore, from war service to guerrilla warfare, particu
larly against Negroes. He j oined eagerly secret organizations, like the 
Ku Klux Klan, which fed his vanity by making him co-worker with 
the white planter, and gave him a chance to maintain his race superi
ority by killing and intimidating "niggers" ; and even in secret forays 
of his own, he could drive away the planter's black help, leaving the 
land open to white labor. Or he could murder too successful freed
men. 

It  was only when they saw the Negro with a vote in his hand, 
backed by the power and money of the nation, that the poor whites 
who followed some of the planters into the ranks of the "scalawags" 
began to conceive of an economic solidarity between white and black 
workers. In this interval they received at the hands of the black voter 
and his allies a more general right to vote, to hold office and to re
ceive education, privileges which the planter had always denied them. 
But before all this was so established as to be intelligently recognized, 
armed revolt in the South became organized by the planters with the 
cooperation of the mass of poor whites . Taking advantage of an in
dustrial crisis which throttled both democracy and industry in the 
North, this combination drove the Negro back toward slavery. Finally 
the poor whites j oined the sons of the planters and disfranchised the 
black laborer, thus nullifying the labor movement in the South for a 
half century and more. 

As the Civil War staggered toward its end, the country began to 
realize that it was not only at the end of an era, but it was facing 
the beginning of a vaster and more important cycle. The emancipa
tion of four million slaves might end slavery, but would it  not also 
be the end of its four million victims ? To be sure there were many 
prophets, South and North, who foretold this fate of Negro extinc
tion, but they were wrong. It was the beginning of Negro develop
ment, and what was this development going to be ? 

Back of all the enthusiasm and fervor of victory in the North came 
a wave of reflection that represented the sober after-thought of the 
nation. It harked back to a time when not one person in ten believed 
in Negroes, or in emancipation, or in any attempt to conquer the 
South. This feeling began to arise before the war closed, and after it 
ended it rose higher and higher into something like dismay. From 
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before the time of Washington and Jefferson down to the Civil War, 
the nation had asked if it were possible for free Negroes to become 
American citizens in the full sense of the word. 

The answers to this problem, historically, had taken these forms : 
I .  Negroes, after conversion to Christianity, were in the same posi

tion as other colonial subj ects of the British King. This attitude dis
appeared early in colonial history. 

2. When the slave trade was s topped, Negroes would die out. There
fore, the attack upon slavery must begin with the abolition of the 
slave trade and after that the race problem would settle itself. This 
attitude was back of the slave trade laws, 1 808-20. 

3. l£ Negroes did not die out, and if gradually by emancipation and 
the economic failure of slavery they became free, they must be sys
tematically deported out of the country, back to Africa or elsewhere, 
where they would develop into an independent people or die from 
laziness or disease. This represented the attitude of liberal America 
from the end of the War of 1 8J2. down to the beginning of the Cotton 
Kingdom. 

4. Negroes were destined to be perpetual slaves in a new economy 
which recognized a caste of slave workers. And this caste system might 
eventually displace the white worker. At any rate, it was destined to 
wider expansion toward the tropics. This was the attitude of the Con
federacy. 

It is clear that from the time of Washington and Jefferson down to 
the Civil War, when the nation was asked if it was possible for free 
Negroes to become American ci tizens in the full sense of the word, it 
answered by a stern and determined "No ! "  The persons who con
ceived of the Negroes as free and remaining in the United States were 
a small minority before 1 861, and confined to educated free Negroes 
and some of the Abolitionists. 

This basic thought of the American nation now began gradually to 
be changed. It bore the face of fear. It showed a certain dismay at the 
thought of what the nation was facing after the war and under hyp
notism of a philanthropic idea. The very j oy in the sh,:mt of emanci
pated Negroes was a threat. Who were these people ? Were we not 
loosing a sort of gorilla into American freedom ? Negroes were lazy, 
poor and ignorant. Moreover their ignorance was more than the igno
rance of whites. It was a biological, fundamental and ineradicable 
ignorance based on pronounced and eternal racial differences . The 
democracy and freedom open and possible to whi te men of English 
stock, and even to Continental Europeans, were unthinkable in the 
case of Africans. We were moving slowly in an absolutely impossible 
direction. 
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Meantime, there was anarchy in  the South an<l the triumph of brute 

physical force over large areas. The classic report on conditions in 
the South directly after the war is that of Carl Schurz. Carl Schurz 
was of the finest type of immigrant Americans. A German of educa
tion and training, he had fought for liberal thought and government 
in his country, and when driven out by the failure of the revolution 
of 1848, had come to the United States, where he fought for freedom. 
No man was better prepared dispassionately to j udge conditions in  
the South than Schurz. He was to  be sure an idealist and doctrinaire, 
but surely the hard-headed and the practical had made mess enough 
with America. This was a time for thought and plan. Schurz's re
ports on his j ourney remain today with every internal evidence of 
truth and reliability. 

His mission came about in this way : he had written Johnson on his 
North Carolina effort at Reconstruction and Johnson invited him to 
call. 

"President Johnson received me with the assurance that he had read 
my letters with great interest and appreciation, and that he was ear
nestly . considering the views I had presented in them. But in one 
respect, he said, I had entirely mistaken his intentions. His North 
Carolina proclamation was not to be understood as laying down a 
general rule for the reconstruction of all 'the states lately in rebellion.' 
It was to be regarded as  merely experimental, and he thought that the 
condition of things in North Carolina was especially favorable for the 
making of such an experiment. As to the Gulf States, he was very 
doubtful and even anxious. He wished to see those states restored to 
their constitutional relations with the general government as quickly 
as possible, but he did not know whether it could be done with safety 
to the Union men and to the emanicipated slaves. He therefore re
quested me to visit those states for the purpose - of reporting to him 
whatever information I could gather as to the existing condition of 
things, and of suggesting to him such measures as my observations 
might lead me to believe advisable." 3 

In his report, Schurz differentiated four classes in  the South : "1 .  Those who, although having yielded submission to the national 
government only when obliged to do so, have a clear perception of the 
irreversible changes produced by the war, and honestly endeavor to 
accommodate themselves to the new order of things. 

"2. Those whose principal obj ect is to have the states without delay 
restored to their position and influence in the Union and the people of 
the states to the absolute control of their home concerns. They are 
ready in order to attain that obj ect to make any ostensible concession 
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that will not prevent them from arranging things to suit their taste as 
soon as that obj ect is attained. "3· The incorrigibles, who still indulge in the swagger which was 
so customary before and during the war, and still hope for a time 
when the Southern confederacy will achieve i ts independence. "+ The multitude of people who have no definite ideas about the 
circumstances under which they live and about the ccurse they have 
to follow ; whose intellects are weak, but whose prej udices and im
pulses are strong, and who are apt to be carried along by those who 
know how to appeal to the latter." 4 

He thus describes the movements immediately following the war : 
"When the war came to a close, the labor system of the South was 

already much disturbed. During the progress of military operations 
large numbers of slaves had left their masters and followed the col
umns of our armies ; others had taken refuge in our camps ; many 
thousands had enlisted in the service of the national government. Ex
tensive settlements of Negroes had been formed along the seaboard 
and the banks of the Mississippi, under the supervision of army officers 
and treasury agents, and the government was feeding the colored 
refugees who could not be advantageously employed in the so-called 
contraband camps. 

"Many slaves had also been removed by their masters, as our armies 
penetrated the country, either to Texas or to the interior of Georgia 
and Alabama. Thus a considerable portion of the laboring force had 
been withdrawn from its former employments. But a maj ority of the 
slaves remained on the plantations to which they belonged, especially 
in those parts of the country which were not touched by the war, and 
where, consequently, the emancipation proclamation was not enforced 
by the military power. Although not ignorant of the stake they had in  
the result o f  the contest, the patient bondmen waited quietly for the 
development of things . 

"But as soon as the struggle was finally decided, and our forces 
were scattered about in detachments to occupy the country, the so fa r 
unmoved masses began to stir. The report went among them that their 
liberation was no longer a mere contingency, but a fixed fact. Large 
numbers of colored people left the plantations ; many flocked to our 
military posts and camps to obtain the certainty of their freedom, and 
others walked away merely for the purpose of leaving the places on 
which they had been held in slavery, and because they could now go 
with impunity. Still others, and their number was by no means in
considerable, remained with their former masters and continued their 
work on the field, but under new and as yet unsettled conditions, and 
under the agitating influence of a feeling of restlessness. 
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"In some localities, however, where our troops had not yet penetrated 

and where no military post was within reach, planters endeavored 
and partially succeeded in maintaining between themselves and the 
Negroes the relation of master and slave partly by concealing from 
them the great changes that had taken place, and partly by terroriz ing 
them into submission to their behests. But aside from these exceptions, 
the country found itself thrown into that confusion which i s  naturally 
inseparable from a change so great and so sudden. The white people 
were afraid of the Negroes, and the Negroes did not trust the white 
people ; the military power of the national government stood there, 
and was looked up to, as the protector of both. . . . 

"Some of the planters with whom I had occasion to converse ex
pressed their determination to adopt the course which best accords 
with the spirit of free labor, to make the Negro work by offering him 
fair inducements, to stimulate his ambition, and to extend to him 
those means of intellectual and moral improvement which are best 
calculated to make him an intelligent, reliable and efficient free laborer 
and a good and useful citizen . . . .  

"I regret to say that views and intentions so reasonable I found con
fined to a small minority. Aside from the assumption that the Negro 
will not work without physical compulsion, there appears to be an
other popular notion prevalent in the South which stands as no less 
serious an obstacle in the way of a successful solution of the prob
lem. It is that the Negro exists for the special obj ect of raising cotton, 
rice and sugar for the whites, and that i t  is illegitimate for him to 
indulge, like other people, in the pursuit of his own happiness in his 
own way . . . .  

"I made i t  a special point in most of the conversations I had with 
Southern men to inquire into their views with regard to this subj ect. 
I found, indeed, some gentlemen of thought and liberal ideas who 
readily acknowledged the necessity of providing for the education 
of the colored people, and who declared themselves willing to co
operate to that end to the extent of their influence. Some planters 
thought of establishing schools on their estates, and others would 
have been glad to see measures taken to that effect by the people 
of the neighborhoods in which they lived. But whenever I asked the 
question whether it might be hoped that the legislatures of their 
states or their county authorities would make provisions for Negro 
education, I never received an affirmative, and only in two or three 
instances feebly encouraging answers. At last I was forced to the con
clusion that, aside from a small number of honorable exceptions, the 
popular prej udice is almost as bitterly set against the Negro's having 
the advantage of education as it was when the Negro was a slave. 
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There may be an improvement in that respect, but it would prove 
only how universal the prej udice was in former days. Hundreds of 
times I heard the old assertion repeated, that 'learning will spoil the 
nigger for work,' and that 'Negro education will be the ruin of the 
South.' Another most singular notion still holds .a potent sway over 
the minds of the masses-it is, that the elevation of the blacks will be 
the degradation of the whites . . . .  

"The emancipation of the slaves is submitted to only in so far as 
chattel slavery in the old form could not be kept up . But although the 
freedman is no longer considered the property of the individual mas
ter, he is considered the slave of society, and all independent state 
legislation will share the tendency to make him such. The ordinances 
abolishing slavery passed by the conventions under the pressure of 
circumstances will not be looked upon as barring the establishment 
of a new form of servitude." 

Carl Schurz summed the matter up : 
"Wherever I go-the street, the shop, the house, the hotel, or the 

steamboat-I hear the people t
·
alk in such a way as to indicate that 

they are yet unable to conceive of the Negro as possessing any rights 
at all. Men who are honorable in their dealings with their white 
neighbors, will cheat a Negro without feeling a single twinge of 
their honor. To kill a Negro, they do not deem murder ; to debauch 
a Negro woman, they do not think fornication ; to take the property 
away from a Negro, they do not consider robbery. The people boast 
that when they get freedmen's affairs in their own hands, to use their 
own expression, ' the niggers will catch hell.' 

"The reason of all this is simple and manifest. The whites esteem 
the blacks their property by natural right, and however much they 
admit that the individual relations of masters and slaves have been 
destroyed by the war and by the President's emancipation proclama
tion, they still have an ingrained feeling that the blacks at large belong 
to the whites at large." 

Corroboration of the main points in the thesis of Schurz came from 
many sources.5 From Virginia : 

"Before the abolition of slaver.y, and before the war, it was the 
policy of slaveholders to make a free Negro as despicable a creature 
and as uncomfortable as possible. They did not want a free Negro 
about at all. They considered it an inj ury to the slave, as i t  undoubt
edly was, creating discontent among the slaves. The consequences 
were that there was always an intense prej udice against the free Negro. 
Now, very suddenly, all have become free Negroes ; and that was not 
calculated to allay that prej udice." 

A colored man testified : 
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"There was a distinct tendency toward compulsion, toward re
established slavery under another name. Negroes coming into York
town from regions of Virginia and thereabout, said that they had 
worked all year and received no pay and were driven off the first 
of January. The owners sold their crops and told them they had no 
further use for them and that they might go to the Yankees, or the 
slaveholders offered to take them back but refused to pay any wages. 
A few offered a dollar a month and clothing and food. They were 
not willing to pay anything for work." 

The courts aided the subj ection of Negroes. George S. Smith of 
Virginia, resident since 1848, said that he had been in the Provost 
Marshal's department and "have had great opportunities of seeing 
the cases that are brought before him. Although I am prej udiced 
against the Negro myself, still I must tell the truth, and must acknowl
edge that he has rights . In more than nine cases out of ten that have 
come up in General Patrick's office, the Negro has been right and 
the white man has been wrong, and I think that that will be found 
to be the case if you examine the different provost marshals." 

It was common for Virginians in 1865 and 1866 to advocate whole
sale expulsion of the Negroes. This attitude arose from the slave trade : 

"The slave system in Virginia has been such as to exhaust very 
largely the able-bodied laborers ; I have been informed that twenty
thousand of that class were annually sold from Virginia ; consequently, 
a very large portion of the colored population there is composed of 
the aged, infirm, women and children, and the being freed from the 
necessity of supporting them is really a great relief in the present pov
erty of the people-a relief to their former owners." 

Of course, those who wanted Negro labor immediately and were 
pushed on by the current high prices for products, were willing to 
compromise in some respects. . 

"The more intelligent people there, those who have landed estates, 
need their labor. Being dependent upon them for labor, they see the 
necessity of employing them, and are disposed to get along with them. 
All of the people, however, are extremely reluctant to grant the Negro 
his civil rights-those privileges that pertain to freedom, the protection 
of life, liberty and property before the laws, the right to testify in the 
courts, etc. They are all very reluctant to concede that ; and if it is 
ever done, it will be because they are forced to do it. They are re
luctant even to consider and treat the Negro as a free man." 

Lieutenant Sanderson, who was in North Carolina for three years, 
said that as soon as the Southerners came in in full control, they in
tended to put in force laws "not allowing a contraband to stay in 
any section over such a length of time without work ; if he does, to 
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seize him and sell him. In fact, that i s  done now in  the county of 
Gates, North Carolina. The county police, organized under orders 
from headquarters, did enforce that. 

"Mr. Parker told me that he had hired his people for the season : 
that directly after the surrender of General Lee, he: called them up 
and told them they were free ; that he was better used to them than 
to others, and would prefer hiring them ; that he would give them 
board and two suits of clothing to stay with him till the 1 st day 
of January, 1 866, and one Sunday suit at the end of that time ; that 
they consented willingly-in fact, preferred to remain with him, etc. 
But from his people I learned that though he did call them up, as 
stated, yet when one of them demurred at the offer, his son James 
flew at him and cuffed and kicked him ; that after that they were 
all 'perfectly willing to stay' ; they were watched night and day ; that 
Bob, one of the men, had been kept chained nights ; that they were 
actually afraid to try to get away." 

Sometimes the resentment at the new state of affairs was funny. 
A county j udge near Goldsboro, who had never been addressed by 
a Negro unbidden, came to the quarters of Lieutenant Sanderson : 

" 'Lieutenant, what am I to stand from these freed people ? I suppose 
you call them free. What insults am I obliged to suffer ? I am in a 
perfect fever .' I told him I saw he was, and a�J<:ed him what he com
plained of ? If there was anything wrong I would right it. 'Well,' said 
he, 'one of these infernal niggers came along as I sat on my piazza 
this morning and bowed to me, and said good morning ;-one of your 

ld
. 

I ' ,, so iers . 
From Alabama it was reported : 
"The planters hate the Negro, and the latter class distrust the former, 

and while this state of things continues, there cannot be harmonious 
action in developing the resources of the country. Besides, a good 
many men are unwilling yet to believe that the 'peculiar institution' 
of the South has been actually abolished, and still have the l ingering 
hope that slavery, though not in name, will yet in some form prac
tically exist. And hence the great anxiety to get back into the Union, 
which being accomplished, they will then, as I have heard it expressed, 
'fix the Negro ! '  . . .  

"It is  the simple fact, capable of indefinite proof, that the black man 
does not receive the faintest shadow of j ustice. I aver that in nine 
cases out of ten within my own observation, where a white man has 
provoked an affray with a black and savagely misused him, the black 
man has been fined for insolent language because he did not receive 
the chast isement in submissive s ilence, while the white man has gone 
free." 6 
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The New York Herald says of Georgia : 
"Springing naturally out of this disordered state of affairs is an 

organization of 'regulators,' so called. Their numbers include many 
ex-Confederate cavaliers of the country, and their mission i s  to visit 
summary j ustice upon any off enders against the public peace. It is 
needless to say that their attention is largely directed to maintaining 
quiet and submission among the blacks. The shooting or stringing up 
of some obstreperous 'nigger' by the 'regulators' is so common an 
occurrence as to excite little remarl(. Nor is the work of proscription 
confined to the freedmen only. The 'regulators' go to the bottom of 
the matter, and strive to make it uncomfortably warm for any new 
settler with demoralizing innovations of wages for 'niggers.' " 7 

A committee of the Florida legislature reported in 1 865 that it was 
true that one of the results of the war was the abolition of African 
slavery. 

"But it will hardly be seriously argued that the simple act of emanci
pation of itself worked any change in the social, legal or political 
status of such of the African race as were already free. Nor will it be 
insisted, we presume, that the emancipated slave technically denomi
nated a 'freedman' occupied any higher position in the scale of rights 
and privileges than did the 'free Negro.' If these inferences be correct, 
then it results as a logical conclusion, that all the arguments going 
to sustain the authority of the General Assembly to discriminate in 
the case of 'free Negroes' equally apply to that of 'freedmen,' or eman
cipated slaves. 

"But it is insisted by a certain class of radical theorists that the act 
of emancipation did not stop in its effect in merely severing the rela
tion of master and slave, but that it extended further, and so operated 
as to exalt the entire race and placed them upon terms of perfect 
equality with the white man. These fanatics may be very sincere and 
honest in their convictions, but the result of the recent elections in 
Connecticut and Wisconsin shows very conclusively that such is not 
the sentiment of the majority of the so-called Free States." 

Some Southerners saw in emancipation nothing but extermination 
for the Negro race. The Provisional Governor of Florida became 
almost tearful over the impending fate of the Negroes and the guilt 
of the North. 

"This unfortunate class of our population, but recently constituting 
the happiest and best provided for laboring population in the world, 
by no act of theirs or voluntary concurrence of ours ; with no prior 
training to prepare them for their new responsibilities, have been 
suddenly deprived of the fostering care and protection of their old 
masters and are now to become, like so many children gamboling 
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upon the brink of the yawning precipice, careless of the future and 
intent only on revelling in the present unrestrained enj oyment of the 
newly found bauble of freedom . . . .  " 8 

Judge Humphrey of Alabama said : 
"I believe in case of a return to the Union, we would receive politi

cal cooperation so as to secure the management of that labor by those 
who were slaves. There is really no difference, in my opinion, whether 
we hold them as absolute slaves or obtain their labor by some other 
method. Of course, we prefer the old method. But that question is 
not now before us ! "  

A twelve-year resident of Alabama said : 
"There is a kind of innate feeling, a lingering hope among many 

in the South that slavery will be regalvanized in some shape or other. 
They tried by their laws to make a worse slavery than there was be
fore, for the freedman has not now · the protection which the master 
from interest gave him before." 9 

"Every day, the press of the South testifies to the outrages that are 
being perpetrated upon unoffending colored people by the state militia. 
These outrages are particularly flagrant in the states of Alabama and 
Mississippi, and are of such character as to demand most imperatively 
the interposition of the national Executive. These men are rapidly 
inaugurating a condition of things-a feeling-among the freedmen 
that will, if not checked, ultimate in insurrection. The freedmen are 
peaceable and inoffensive ; yet if the whites continue to make it all 
their lives are worth to go through the country, as free people have 
a right to do, they will goad them to that point at which submission 
and patience cease to be a virtue. 

"I call your attention to this matter after reading and hearing from 
the most authentic sources-officers and others-for weeks, of the 
continuance of the militia robbing the colored people of their property 
-arms-shooting them in the public highways if they refuse to halt 
when so commanded, and lodging them in j ai l  if found from home 
without passes, and ask, as a matter of s imple j ustice to an unoffend
ing and downtrodden people that you use your influence to induce 
the President to issue an order or proclamation forbidding the organ
ization of state militia." 1 0  

In Mississippi : 
"In respectful earnestness I must say that if at the end of all the 

blood that has been shed and the treasure expended, the unfortunate 
Negro is to be left in the hands of his infuriated and disappointed 
former owners to legislate and fix his status, God help him, for his 
cup of bitterness will overflow indeed. Was ever such a policy con
ceived in the brain of men before ? "  
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Sumner quotes "an authority of peculiar value"-a gentleman writ
ing from Mississippi : 

"I regret to state that under the civil power deemed by all the in
habitants of Mississippi to be paramount, the condition of the freed
men in many portions of the country has become deplorable and pain
ful in the extreme. I must give it as my deliberate opinion that the 
freedmen are today, in the vicinity where I am now writing, worse off 
in most respects than when they were held slaves. If matters are per
mitted to continue on as they now seem likely to be, it needs no 
prophet to predict a rising on the part of the colored population, and 
a terrible scene of bloodshed and desolation. Nor can anyone blame 
the Negroes if this proves to be the result. I have heard since my ar
rival here, of numberless atrocities that have been perpetrated upon the 
freedmen . It is sufficient to state that the old overseers are in power 
again . . . .  The obj ect of the Southerners appears to be to make good 
their often-repeated assertions, to the effect that the Negroes would 
die if they were freed. To make it so, they seem determined to goad 
them to desperation, in order to have an excuse to turn upon and 
annihilate them." 

General Fisk early in 1 866 said : 
"I have today received the statement of two very respectable colored 

men who went into northern Mississippi from Nashville and rented 
plantations. Both of them were men of means, and one a reputed son 
of Isham G. Harris, a former Governor of Tennessee. Both were very 
intelligent colored men. They have been driven out and warned not 
to put their feet within the state again .  Their written statements and 
affidavits I have, and will cheerfully place them in the hands of the 
committee if they desire it. They are reliable men ; I know them both." 

A former Mississippi slaveholder wrote : 
"As a man who has been deprived of a large nl!mber of persons he 

once claimed as slaves, I protest against such a course. If it i s  intended 
to follow up the abolition of slavery by a liberal and enlightened 
policy, by which I mean bestowing upon them the full rights of other 
citizens, then I can give this movement my heart and hand. But if the 
Negro is to be left in a helpless condition, far more miserable than 
that of slavery, I would ask what was the obj ect of taking him from 
those who claimed his services. 

"General Chetlain tells us that while he was in command, for two 
months, of the Jackson District, containing nine counties, there was 
an average of one black man killed every day, and that in moving 
out forty miles on an expedition he found seven Negroes wantonly 
butchered. Colonel Thomas, assistant commissioner of the [Freed
men's] bureau for this state, tells us that there is now a daily average 
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of two or three black men killed in Mississippi ; the sable patriots in 
blue as they return, are the obj ects of especial spite." 

Governor Sharkey of Mississippi said : 
"My expectation concerning them is that they are destined to ex

tinction, beyond all doubt. vV e must j udge of the future by the past. 
I could tell you a great many circumstances to that effect ; I am sorry 
I did not come prepared with means to state the percentage of deaths 
among them. It is alarming, appalling, I think they will gradually die 
out." 

General Fisk received a letter from a rich planter living in DeSoto 
County, Mississippi. "He had on his plantation a li ttle girl, and wrote 
me a long letter in relation to it, which closed up by saying : 'As to 
recognizing the rights of freedmen to their children, I will say there 
is not one man or woman in all the South who believes they are free, 
but we consider them as stolen property-stolen by the bayonets of 
the damnable United States government. Yours truly, T. Yancey.' 

"There is one thing that must be taken into account, and that is 
there will exist a very strong disposition among the masters to control 
these people and keep them as a subordinate and subj ected class. Un
doubtedly they intend to do that. I think the tendency to establish a 
system of serfdom is  the great danger to be guarded against. I talked 
with a planter in the La Fourche district, near Tebadouville ; he said 
he was not in favor of secession ; he avowed his hope and expectation 
that slavery would be restored there in some form. I said : 'If we went 
away and left these people now, do you suppose you could reduce them 
to slavery ? '  He laughed to scorn the idea that they could not. 'What ! '  
said I .  'These men who have had arms in their hands ? '  'Yes,' he said ; 
'we should take the arms away from them, of course.' " 

There was no inconsiderable number of Southerners who stoutly 
maintained that Negroes were not free. The Planters' Party of Louisi
ana in 1864 proposed to revive the Constitution of 1852 with all its 
slavery features. They believed that Lincoln had emancipated the 
slaves in the rebellious parts of the country as a war measure . Slavery 
remained intact within the Federal lines except as to the return of 
fugitives, and might be reinstated everywhere at the close of hostili ties ; 
or, in any case, compensation might be obtained by loyal citizens 
through the decision of the Supreme Court. 

The situation in Texas was peculiar. During the war, Texan produce 
had been sent to Europe by the way of Mexico, and a steady stream 
of cash came in which made slavery all the more valuable. At the end 
of the war slavery was essentially unimpaired. When the Federal sol
diers approached, some of the planters set their Negroes free and some 
Negroes ran away, but most of the Negroes were kept on the planta-
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tions to await  Federal action, and there was widespread belief that 
sLwery was an institution and would continue in some form. 

The Houston, Texas, Telegraph was of the opinion that emancipa
tion was certain to take place but that compulsory labor would replace 
slavery. Since the Negro was to be freed by the Federal Government 
solely with a view to the safety of the Union, his condition would be 
modified only so for as to insure this, but not so for as materially to 
weaken the agricultural resources of the country. Therefore, the Ne
groes would be compelled to work under police regulations of a 
stringent character. 

Mr. Sumner reported in 1 866 a special slave trade from the South 
to the West Indies and South America. 

"Another big trade is going on ; that of running Negroes to Cuba 
and Brazil. They are running through the country dressed in Yankee 
clothes, hiring men, giving them any price they ask, to make turpen
tine on the bay, sometimes on the rivers, sometimes to make sugar. 
They get them on the cars. Of course the Negro don't know where 
he i s  going. They get him to the bay and tell him to go on the steamer 
to go �round the coast, and away goes poor Cuffee to slavery again.  
They are j ust cleaning out this section of the country of the likeliest 
rrfen and women in it . Federal officers are mixed up in it, too." 

So much for the attitude of the owning class, the former slave
owners. But the great mass of the Southerners were not slaveholders ; 
they were white peasant-farmers, artisans, with a few merchants and 
professional men. Large numbers of these were fed by the Federal 
government and formed a considerable proportion of the fugitives 
after the war. 

General Hatch reported in 1 866 : "The poorer classes of the white 
people have an intense dislike" toward Negroes in Mississippi. Five
sixths of the soldiers in the Confederate Army were not slave-owners, 
and had fought against the competition of Negroes, and for their con
tinued s lavery. 

"The most discouraging feature was the utter helplessness of the 
white community in the face of the terrible problem. Almost any 
thoughtful traveler could see that the majority of the whites were para
sites, idlers and semi-vagabonds. According to S idney Andrews, 'The 
Negro, as bad as his condition is,' said he, ' seems to me, on the whole, 
to accommodate himself more easily than the whites to the changed 
s ituation. I should say that the question at issue in the South is not 
'What shall be done with the Negro ? '  but 'What shall be done with 
the whites ? '  The blacks manage to live comfortably for the most part 
and help each other ; but the whites, accustomed to having all their 
affairs managed by an aristocracy which was then ruined, seemed 
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powerless . They chose committees and reported cases of suffering, but 
any organized action on a large scale could not be expected. I t  was 
hoped that aid for the whites would come from the North, for fearful 
distress from hunger was inevitable." 

General Turner said of the conditions in Virginia : 
"Among the lower classes of the whites there is a spirit of aggres

sion against the Negro . . . .  And a great many of the Negroes are 
inclined to take the thing in their own hands ; they are not disposed 
to be imposed upon by those people, if they can have half a show to 
defend themselves. . . . 

"With the lower classes-I speak now more particularly of the city 
of Richmond-probably the feeling does not exist to such an extent 
in the rural districts-there is an impulsive feeling of aggression-a 
desire to get the Negro out of the way. They do not think of his 
rights ; they do not appear to know what it means ; only they feel that 
the Negro has something." 

General Fisk spoke of Tennessee : 
"It is a melancholy fact that among the bitterest opponents of the 

Negro in Tennessee are the intensely radical loyalists of the mountain 
district-the men who have been in our armies . . . .  " 

"The poorer classes of the white people have an intense dislike to
ward them," said General Hatch. He especially emphasized the situa
tion in Tennessee and spoke of the aid that was being given the white 
fugitives. He said that the Negro knew that without legal rights he 
was not safe from the poor whites, and that they had not i ssued to 
the Negroes one-tenth of the rations that they had given the poor 
whites. 

"The hatred toward the Negro as a freeman is intense among the 
low and brutal, who are the vast majority. Murders, shootings, whip
pings, robbing and brutal treatment of every kind are daily inflicted 
upon them, and I am sorry to say in most cases they can get no redress. 
They don't know where to complain or how to seek j ustice after they 
have been abused and cheated. The habitual deference toward the 
white man makes them fearful of his anger and revenge." 

The Union members of the Tennessee legislature said : 
"That long before the war common laborers had learned to curse 

the Yankees and Abolitionists and to talk about Negro equality and 
his rights in the territories. With all this went a great degree of per
sonal violence. Leaving out for the moment the group violence, the 
organized fight against the Negro which was continuous, the personal 
physical opposition was continually in existence." 

A candidate for Congress in Virginia in  1865 said : 
"I am opposed to the Southern states being taxed at all for the re-
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cl emption of this national debt, either d irectly or i ndirectly ; and I will 
vote to repeal all laws that have lz eretof ore been passed for that pur
pose; and, in doing so, I clo not consider that I violate any obl igations 
to which the South was a party. We have never plighted our faith for 
the redemption of the war debt. The people will be borne down with 
taxes for years to come ; even if the war debt is repudiated, it will be 
the duty of the government to support the maimed and disabled 
soldiers, and this will be a great expense ; and if the United States 
Government requires the South to be taxed for the support of Union 
soldiers, we should insist that all disabled soldiers should be main
tained by the United States Government without regard to the side 
they had tal\en in the war. 

"The national debt doubtless seems to you beyond the reach of any 
hand. Yet I regard it as very probable that one or two or all of three 
things will be attempted within three years after the Southern mem
bers of Congress are admitted to seats-the repudiation of the national 
debt, the assumption of the Confederate debt, or the payment of sev
eral hundred million dollars to the South for property destroyed and 
slaves emancipated." 

A leader from South Carolina, James H. Campbell, said : 
"I believe that when our votes are admitted into that Congress, if 

we are tolerably wise, governed by a moderate share of common 
sense, we will have our own way. I am speaking now not to be re
ported. We will have our own way yet, if we are true to ourselves. 
We know the past, we know not what is to be our future. Are we not 
in a condition to accept what we cannot help ? Are we not in a con
dition where it is the part of wisdom to wait and give what we can
not avoid giving ? I believe as surely as we are a people, so surely, if 
we are guided by wisdom, we will by the beginning of the next presi
dential election which is all that is known of the Constitution-for 
when you talk of the Constitution of the United States it means the 
presidential election and the share of the spoils-I believe then we 
may hold the balance of power." 

Thus gradually, the South conceived a picture. It deliberately looked 
backward towards slavery in a day when two Southern poor whites 
were Presidents of the United States. 

Although he was the Emancipator, Abraham Lincoln, too, in many 
respects, was looking backward toward the past. Lincoln's solution 
for the Negro problem was colonization. In this respect he went back 
to the early nineteenth century when the American Colonization 
Society was formed, with what proved to be two antagonistic obj ects : 
The first was the philanthropic object of removing the Negro to 
Africa and starting him on the road to an independent culture in  his 
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own fatherland. The second and more influential obj ect was to get 
rid of the free Negro in the United States so as to make color caste 
the permanent foundation of American Negro slavery. The contra
diction of these two obj ects was the real cause of the failure of colo
nization, since it early incurred the bitter opposition of both Abolition
ists and Negro leaders. The result of the movement was the establish
ment of Liberia in an inhospitable land and without adequate capital 
and leadership. The survival of that little country to our day is one 
of the miracles of Negro effort, despite all of the propaganda of criti
cism that has been leveled against that country. 

When the Negro question became prominent before the war, the 
proj ect of colonization was revived, and Abraham Lincoln believed in 
it "as one means of solving the great race problem involved in the 
existence of slavery in the United States . . . .  Without being an en
thusiast, Lincoln was a firm believer in colonization." 11 

In the Lincoln-Douglas debates, Lincoln said at Peoria, Illinois : 
"If all earthly power were given me, I should not know what to do 

as to the existing institution. My first impulse would be to free all 
the slaves and send them to Liberia-to their own native land. But a 
moment's reflection would convince me that, whatever of high hope 
(as I think there is) there may be in this, in the long run its sudden 
execution is impossible. If they were all landed there in a day, they 
would all perish in the next ten days ; and there are not surplus ship
ping and surplus money enough in the world to carry them there in 
many times ten days. What then ? Free them all and keep them among 
us as underlings ? Is it quite certain that this betters their condition ? 
I think that I would not hold one in slavery at any rate, yet the point 
is not clear enough for me to denounce people upon. What next ? 
Free them and make them politically and socially our equals ? My 
own feelings will not admit of this, and if mine would, we well know 
that those of the great mass of whites will not." 1 2  

Later, speaking at Springfield, Illinois, Lincoln declared : "That the 
separation of races is the only perfect preventive of amalgamation." 

Several prominent Republicans espoused deportation in 1 859. F. B. 
Blair of Missouri wrote to Senator Doolittle of Minnesota : 

"I am delighted that you are pressing the colonization scheme in 
your campaign speeches. I touched upon it three or four times in my 
addresses in Minnesota and if I am any j udge of effect it is the finest 
theme with which to get at the hearts of the people and [ it ]  can be 
defended with success at all points . . . .  I made it the culminating 
point and inevitable result of Republican doctrine." 1 3  

When the general strike of slaves began during the war, and the 
black fugitives began to pour into the Federal lines, Lincoln again 
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brought forward his proposal of colonization, not s imply for the 
freedmen, but for such free Negroes as should wish to emigrate. He 
suggested an appropriation for acquiring suitable territory and for 
other expenses. 

By an act of April 16, 1 862, which abolished slavery in the District 
of Columbia, Congress made an appropriation of $100,000 for volun
tary Negro emigrants at an expense of $ 100 each ; and later, July 1 6, 
an additional appropriation of $soo,ooo was made at Lincoln's request. 
The President was authorized "to make provision for transportation, 
colonization, and settlement, in some tropical country beyond the 
limits of the United States, of such persons of the African race, made 
free by the provisions of this act, as may be will ing to emigrate, hav
ing first obtained the consent of the government of said country to 
their protection and settlement within the same, with all the rights 
and privi leges of freemen." 14 

By an act of July 17, 1 862, the President was authorized to colonize 
Negroes made free by the confiscation acts. Proceeds from confiscated 
property were to replace monies appropriated for colonization. 

Charles Sumner vigorously attacked these plans. He said coloniza
tion was unwise : "Because, besides it� intrinsic and fatal inj ustice, you 
will deprive the country of what it most needs, which is labor. Those 
freedmen on the spot are better than mineral wealth. Each is a mine, 
out of which riches can be drawn, provided you let him share the 
product, and through him that general industry will be established 
which is better than anything but virtue, and is, indeed, a form of 
virtue." 15 

In several cases, President Lincoln interviewed delegations on the 
subj ect. He believed that a good colonization scheme would greatly 
encourage voluntary emancipation in the Border States. He spoke to 
the Border State representatives and said that room in South America 
for Negro colonization could be obtained cheaply. He received in 
August, 1862, a committee of colored men, headed by E.  M. Thomas, 
and urged colonization on account of the difference of race. 

"Should the people of your race be colonized and where ? Why 
should they leave this country ? You and we are different races. We 
have between us a broader difference than exists between almost any 
other two races. Whether it is right or wrong I need not discuss, but 
this physical difference is a great disadvantage to us both, as I think. 
Your race suffers very greatly, many of them, by living among us, 
while ours suffers from your presence. In a word, we suffer on each 
side. If this is admitted it affords a reason why we should be sepa
rated. If we deal with those who are not free at the beginning and 
whose intellects are clouded by slavery, we have very poor material to 
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start with. If intelligent colored men, such as are before me, would 
move in this matter much might be accomplished." 1 6  

A bill was introduced into the House in 1862 appropriating $200,-
000,ooo-$20,ooo,ooo to colonize and the rest to purchase 600,000 slaves 
of Unionist owners in Border States. The bill was not passed but the 
committee made an elaborate report on colonization July 16, 1862, 
declaring : 

"The most formidable difficulty which lies in the way of emancipa
tion in most if not in �11 the slave states is the belief which obtains 
especially among those who own no slaves that if the Negroes shall 
become free they must still continue in our midst, and . . .  in some 
measure be made equal to the Anglo-Saxon race. . . . The belief [in 
the inferiority of the Negro race] . . .  is indelibly fixed upon the 
public mind. The differences of the races separate them as with a wall 
of fire ; there is no instance in history where liberated slaves have lived 
in harmony with their former masters when denied equal rights-but 
the Anglo-Saxon will never give his consent to Negro equality, and 
the recollections of the former relation of master and slave will 
be perpetuated by the changeless color of the Ethiop's skin. Emanci
pation therefore without coloni�ation could offer little to the Negro 
race. A revolution of the blacks might result, but only to their un
doing. To appreciate and understand this difficulty it i s  only neces
sary for one to observe that in proportion as the legal barriers estab
lished by slavery have been removed by emancipation the prej udice 
of caste becomes stronger and public opinion more intolerant to the 
Negro race." 1 7  

In his second annual message, December l ,  1 862, the President re
ferred to communications from colored men who favored emigration, 
and to protests from several South American countries against receiv
ing Negroes. He requested further appropriations for colonizing free 
Negroes with their own consent, but showed a deviation from his 
former philosophy : 

"I cannot make it better known than it already is, that I strongly 
favor colonization ; and yet I wish to say there is an obj ection urged 
against free colored persons remaining in the country, which is largely 
imaginary, if not sometimes malicious. It is insisted that their pres
ence would inj ure and displace white labor more by being free than by 
remaining slaves. If they stay in their old places they j ostle no white 
laborers ; if they leave their old places, they leave them open to white 
laborers. Logically then there is neither more nor less of it. Emancipa
tion, even without deportation, would probably enhance the wages of 
white labor and very surely would not reduce them. Reduce the sup
ply of black labor by colonizing the black laborer out of the country 
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and by precisely so much you increase the demand for and wages of 
white labor." 

Several negotiations were begun with foreign countries that owned 
colonies in the West Indies, and with South American countries. The 
Cabinet discussed the matter. Bates wanted compulsory deportation, 
but the President obj ected to this. Finally, he settled on two proj ects : 
one, in Panama, and the other in the West Indies, where an island was 
ceded by Haiti. An adventurer, named Kock, undertook to carry five 
thousand colored emigrants to the island, but the result was a fiasco 
and a large number of the four hundred actually sent died of disease 
and neglect, and were finally brought back to the United States on a 
war vessel. 

As late as April, 1865, President Lincoln said to General Butler : 
" 'But what shall we do with the Negroes after they are free ? '  in

quired Lincoln. 'I can hardly believe that the South and North can 
live in peace unless we get rid of the Negroes. Certainly they cannot, 
if we don't get rid of the Negroes whom we have armed and disci
plined and who have fought with us, to the amount, I believe, of some 
150,000 ·men. I believe that it would be better to export them all to 
some fertile country with a good climate, which they could have to 
themselves. You have been a staunch friend of the race from the time 
you first advised me to enlist them at New Orleans. You have had a 
great deal of experience in moving bodies of men by water-your 
movement up the James was a magnificent one. Now we shall have 
no use for our very large navy. What then are our difficulties in send
ing the blacks away ? . . .  

" 'I wish you would examine the question and give me your views 
upon i t  and go into the figures as you did before in some degree so as 
to show whether the Negroes can be exported.' Butler replied : 'I will 
go over this matter with all diligence and tell you my conclusions as 
soon as I can.' The second day after that Butler called early in the 
morning and said : 'Mr. President, I have gone very carefully over my 
calculations as to the power of the country to export the Negroes of 
the South and I assure you that, using all your naval vessels and all 
the merchant marine fit to cross the seas with safety, it will be impos
sible for you to transport to the nearest place that can be found fit for 
them-and that is the Island of San Domingo, half as fast as Negro 
children will be born here.' " 18 

The Secretary of the Interior in December, 1 863, reported that the 
Negroes were no longer willing to leave the United States and that 
they were needed in the army. For these reasons, he thought that they 
should not be forcibly deported. On July 2, 1864, all laws relating to 
Negro colonization were repealed. 
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Lincoln was impressed by the loss of capital invested in slaves, but 
curiously never seemed seriously to consider the correlative loss of 
wage and opportunity of s lave workers, the tangible results of whose 
exploitation had gone into the planters' pockets for two centuries. 

A. K. McClure says : "Some time in August, 1 864, I spent an hour 
or more with him alone at the White House, and I, then, for the first 
time spoke with frankness on the subj ect of restoring the Insurgent 
States . . . .  He startled me by his proposition that he had carefully 
written out in his own hand on a sheet of note paper, proposing to 
pay the South $400,000,000 for the loss of their slaves. He was then a 
candidate for reelection, and grave doubts were entertained, until after 
Sherman's capture of Atlanta and Sheridan's victories in the valley, 
as to the result of the contest between Lincoln and McClellan ; and he 
well knew that if public announcement had been made of his willing
ness to pay the South $400,000,000 for emancipation it would have de
feated him overwhelmingly." 1 9 

This proj ect of compensation for lost capital invested in slaves was 
permanently dropped and Lincoln had to turn to the question of the 
relation of the seceded states to the Union once the war was ended . 
The situation was absolutely unique. I t  was impossible to appeal to 
constitutional precedence, for the Consti tution never contemplated 
anything like the things that had happened between 1 861 and 1865. 

The grave question of the future relation of the seceded states to 
the Union could not be settled by Lincoln's pragmatic procedure. I t  
must be visioned as a whole and put into law and logic. Toward this, 
Lincoln was moving slowly and tentatively seeking a formula that 
would work and yet be j ust to all men of all colors, and consistent 
with the legal fabric of the nation. 

Charles Sumner first laid down a comprehensive formula February 
1 1 , 1 862 : 

" 1 .  RESOLVED, That any vote of secession, or other act, by a state 
hostile to the supremacy of the Constitution within its territory, is in
operative and void against the Constitutio n,  and, when sustained by 
force, becomes a practical abdication by the State of all rights under 
the Constitution, while the treason it involves works instant forfeiture 
of all functions and powers essential to the continued existence of the 
State as a body politic ; so that from such time forward the territory 
falls under the exclusive j urisdiction of Congress, as other terri tory, and 
the State becomes, according to the language of the law, felo-de-se." � 0 

This plan was too radical for Lincoln, but that spring he proceeded 
to appoint mili tary governors in Tennessee, North Carolina, Arkansas 
and Louisiana, where the Union Army held parts of the states. During 
the summer, he corresponded with Southern friends in Louisiana, and 
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in December, due to his pressure, two members of Congress were 
elected in Louisiana from New Orleans an<l its suburbs, which was 
the only part under the control of the Union Army. 

The Confederate legislature which was meeting simultaneously at 
Shreveport declared : 

" ( 1 )  Every citizen [Negroes were not citizens ] should vote who 
had not forfeited his citizenship by electing to adhere to the govern
ment of the United States. 

" (2) Five hundred thousand dollars were voted to pay for slaves 
lost by death or otherwise, while impressed on the public works. 

" (3) Any slave bearing arms against the inhabitants of the state 
or the Confederate States, or who should engage in any revolt or 
rebellion or insurrection should suffer death." 2 1  

The two Louisiana Congressmen were admitted to Congress with 
some hesitation, and Lincoln was encouraged to make further experi
ment along this line. In his message of December 8, 1863, therefore, 
he outlined a general plan of Reconstruction. 

He regarded the states as still existing, even during the war, and that 
the rebellion was a combination of disloyal persons in the states. Re
construction was an executive problem which consisted in creating a 
loyal class in the states and supporting that class by military power 
until it organized and operated the state government. The loyal class 
was to swear allegiance to the United States and to the Acts of Con
gress unless they were held void or changed, and all persons could 
take this oath unless they were civil officials of the Confederate Gov
ernment, or military officers above the rank of Colonel or Lieutenant 
in the navy ; or unless they had resigned from Congress or the United 
States Courts, or from army and navy, in order to aid the rebellion ; 
or unless they had not treated colored soldiers or the leaders of col
ored soldiers as prisoners of war. 

Such a loyal class he was prepared to recognize iri Arkansas, Texas, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, South 
Carolina and North Carolina, when they formed not less than one
tenth of the votes cast in their state a t  the presidential election of 1 860. 
Lincoln was careful to say that whether members who went to Con
gress from any of these states should be admitted or not rested exclu
sively with the Houses of Congress and not with the President. 

Virginia was not included because Lincoln had already recognized 
the government at Alexandria as the true government of Virginia 
during the war, and, therefore, assumed that Virginia needed no Re
construction, but was to be treated like Kentucky and Missouri. Of 
course, the support of a government consisting of only one-tenth of 
its voters had to come from the outside ; that i s, from the Federal 
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army. In his accompanying proclamation of the same date, the Presi
dent also engaged by this proclamation not to obj ect to any provision 
which might be adopted by such state governments in relation to the 
freed people of the states which should recognize and declare their 
permanent freedom and provide for present condition "as a laboring, 
landless, and homeless class." 

Here emerged a clear feature of the Lincoln plan which has not 
been emphasized. On this matter of the freedom of the Negroes, and 
a real, not a nominal freedom, Abraham Lincoln was adamant. In 
December, 1 863, his "message contained an unusually forcible and 
luminous expression of the principles embraced in the proclamation. 
The President referred to the dark and doubtful days which followed 
the announcement of the policy of emancipation and of the employ
ment of black soldiers ; the gradual j ustification of those acts by the 
successes which the national arms had since achieved ; of the change 
of the public spirit of the Border States in favor of emancipation ; the 
enlistment of black soldiers, and their efficient and c reditable behavior 
in arms ; the absence of any tendency to servile insurrection or to vio
lence and cruelty among the Negroes ; the sensible improvement in  
the public opinion of  Europe and of America. 

"In j ustification of his requiring, in the oath of amnesty, a submis
sion to and support of the anti-slavery laws and proclamations, he 
said : 'Those laws and proclamations were enacted and put forth for 
the purpose of aiding in the suppression of the rebellion. To give them 
their fullest effect, there had to be a pledge for their maintenance. In 
my j udgment they have aided and will further aid the cause for which 
they were intended. To now abandon them would be not only to re
linquish a lever of power, but would also be a cruel and an astound
ing breach of faith.' " 

The reception of Lincoln's message to Congress in December, 1 863, 
was enthusiastic : 

"Men acted as though the millennium had come. Chandler was de
lighted, Sumner was j oyous, apparently forgetting for the moment his 
doctrine of state suicide ; while at the other political pole, Dixon and 
Reverdy Johnson said the message was 'highly satisfactory.' Henry Wil
son said to the President's secretary : 'He has struck another great blow. 
Tell him for me, God bless him.' The effect was similar in the House 
of Representatives. George S. Boutwell, who represented the extreme 
anti-slavery element of New England, said : 'It is a very able and 
shrewd paper. It  has great points of popularity, and it is right.' Owen 
Lovej oy, the leading abolitionist of the West, seemed to see on the 
mountain the feet of one bringing good tidings . 'I shal l live,' he said, 
'to see slavery ended in America.' . . .  Francis W. Kellogg of Michi-
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gan went shouting about the lobby : 'The President is the only man. 
There is none like him in the world. He sees more widely and more 
clearly than any of us.' Henry T. Blow, the radical member from St. 
Louis (who was six months later denouncing Mr. Lincoln as a traitor 
to freedom) said : 'God bless old Abe ! I am one of the Radicals who 
have always believed in him.' Horace Greeley, who was on the floor 
of the House, went so far as to say the message was 'devilish good.' " 2 2  

The causes of this j ubilation were, however, dangerously diverse ; 
the Abolitionists saw mainly the determination of Lincoln utterly to 
abolish slavery. This had not been clear before. Lincoln had never 
been an Abolitionist ; he had never believed in full Negro citizenship ; 
he had tried desperately to win the war without Negro soldiers, and 
he had emancipated the slaves only on account of military necessity. 
On the other hand, Lincoln learned ; he stood now for abolishing slav
ery forever ; he gave full credit and praise to Negro soldiers ; and he 
was soon to face the problem of Negro citizenship. 

Northern capital and Southern sympathizers in the North hailed 
the message because it carried no note of revenge or punishment, and 
contemplated speedy restoration of political independence in the South 
and normal industry. 

Now came the very pertinent question as to j ust how this freedom 
of Negroes was to be enforced and maintained. Lincoln, working at 
this problem in Louisiana, in his correspondence with Banks, who was 
now in command, and Shepley, Military Governor, encouraged prepa-· 
rations for a reconstructed state government. Banks arranged to elect 
state officials and accepted as the basis of voting the provisions of the 
Louisiana Constitution of 1852 which, of course, allowed no Negroes 
to vote. 

Accordingly, he declared the electors to be : 
"Every free white male, 2 1  years of age, who had been resident in 

the state 12 months, and in the parish 6 months, who shall be a citizen 
of the United States and shall have taken the oath prescribed by the 
President in December, 1 863." The total vote on February 22, 1864, 
was n,355, of which Hahn received 6,171,  Fellows, 2,959, and Flanders, 
2,225, giving a majority to Hahn for Governor.23 

If this experiment in Reconstruction had been attempted anywhere 
but in Louisiana, it is possible that the whole question of Negro suf
frage would not have been raised then or perhaps for many years 
after. But by peculiar fate, it happened that a problem of Negro vot
ing was immediately raised in Louisiana by the election of 1864, which 
simply could not be ignored. Usually, the argument concerning Negro 
suffrage after the war was met by an expression of astonishment that 
anybody could for a moment consider the admission of ignorant, brut-
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ish field hands to the ballot-box in the South. But that was not the 
problem which faced General Banks and Abraham Lincoln in 1 864. 

In Louisiana, where the question of Negro suffrage first arose as a 
problem, there existed a group of free Negroes. Their fathers had been 
free when Louisiana was annexed to the United States. Their numbers 
had increased from 7,585 in 1 8 10 to 25,505 in 1 840, and then declined 
to 1 8,647 in 1 860, by emigration and by passing over into the white 
race on the part of their octoroon and lighter members. 

Negroes in Louisiana in 1 860 owned fifteen million dollars' worth of 
property. The Ricaud family alone in 1 859 owned 4,000 acres of 
land and 350 slaves, at a total value of $250,000. The development 
of this mulatto group was extraordinary. Beginning under the French 
and Spanish, they played a remarkable part in the history of the state . 
The Spanish government while in  possession of Louisiana had raised 
among them two companies of militia, "composed of all the mechan
ics which the city possessed." 

This group of Negroes took part in the Battle of New Orleans in 
1 8 15, and was extravagantly praised by Andrew Jackson. They were 
the cause of an extraordinary blossoming of artistic life, which made 
New Orleans in the early part of the nineteenth century the most 
picturesque city of America. Negro musicians and artists arose. Eugene 
Warburg, a colored man, went from New Orleans to become a sculp
tor in France. Dubuclet became a musician in France, and the Seven 
'Lamberts taught and composed in North and South America and 
Europe. Sidney was decorated for his work by the King of Portugal, 
and Edmund Dede became a director of a leading orchestra in France. 

Alexandre Pickhil was a painter, who died between 1 840 and 1 850. 
Joseph Abeillard was an architect and planned many New Orleans 
buildings before the war. Norbert Rillieux invented the vacuum-pan 
used in producing sugar ; as an engineer and contractor Rillieux had 
no rivals in Louisiana. The general periodicals in  New Orleans praised 
him but seldom alluded to his Negro descent. 

In 1 843-1 845, New Orleans colored folk issued a magazine and seven
teen of the young mulatto poets collected an anthology called Les 
Cenelles, which they published as a small volume. They were all men 
educated either in France, or in private schools in Louisiana, and were 
in contact with some of the best writers and literature of the day. It is 
doubtful if anywhere else in the United States a literary group of equal 
culture could have been found at the time. In  1850, four-fifths of the 
free Negroes living in New Orleans could read and write, and they 
had over a thousand children in school. Among them were carpenters, 
tailors, shoemakers and printers, besides teachers, planters and profes
sional men. 
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James Derham, a colored man in New Orleans in 1 800, had a medi

cal practice of $3,ooo a year. He was especi ally commended by Dr. 
Benj amin R ush. Below the professional level were numbers of Ne
groes of  ability. There was the celebrated sorcer ess, Marie Laveau, 
who, about 1 835, exercised an extraordinary influence throughout the 
city. In 1 850, Louisiana had a colored archi tect, 6 physicians, 4 en
gineers, and over 20 teachers in  schools and in music. As early as 1 803, 
free colored men were admitted to the police force to patrol outside 
the city limits, to catch runaway slaves and stop looting and crime. 

There was systematic common law marriage between whites and 
mulattoes . The connections formed with the quadroons and octoroons 
were often permanent enough for the rearing of large families, some 
of whom obtained their freedom through the affection of their father
master, and received the education he would have bestowed upon 
legitimate offspring. 

When Butler came to New Orleans, it was one of these colored cre
oles who entertained him at a banquet of seven courses served on 
silver. 

"The secret, darling desire of this class is to rank as human beings 
in their· native city ; or, as the giver of the grand banquet expressed 
it, 'No matter where I fight ; I only wish to spend what I have, and 
fight as long as I can, if only my boy may s tand in the street equal 
to a white boy when the war is over.' " 24 

"The best blood of the South flowed in their veins, and a great deal 
of it ; for 'the darkest of them,' said General Butler, 'were about of the 
complexion of the late Mr. Webster.' " 25 

This was the history of the free Negroes of New Orleans, and to 
this must be added their labor, cooperation and enlistment as soldiers. 
Could the government of the United States allow Confederate soldiers 
to vote simply because they were white, and exclude Union soldiers 
simply because they were yellow or black ? Even - i f  the Negroes had 
been quiescent and willing to be ignored at this critical time, their 
rights were indisputable. But they were not quiet. 

The Negroes themselves made strong statements . In November, 
1 863, the free men of color held a meeting in New Orleans and drew 
up an appeal to Governor Shepley "asking to be allowed to register 
and vote.' ' They reviewed their services under Jackson, who called 
them "my fellow citizens" j ust after the battle of New Orleans, and 
they declared their present loyalty to the Union. "For forty-nine years," 
the petition ran, "they have never ceased to be peaceable citizens, pay
ing their taxes on assessments of more than nine million dollars." 

But, however strongly this petition appealed to Shepley, it was 
manifestly impossible to grant it at this time. The decisive reason was 
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that if Negroes had been allowed to vote in this election they would 
have formed the maj ority of the voting population of Union Louisi
ana ! 

So far as i s  known, Shepley returned no answer to the appeal ; for 
in the following January, the colored Union Radical Association sent 
a committee to call on Shepley requesting him to recognize the 
"rights" of the free colored population to the franchise. Shepley, un
willing and unable to assume such responsibility, referred the com
mittee to General Banks, but the latter gave them no definite reply. 
He explained later : 

"I thought it unwise to give them the suffrage, as it would have 
created a Negro constituency. The whites might give suffrage to the 
Negroes, but if the Negroes gave suffrage to the whites, it would re
sult in the Negro losing it .  My idea was to get a decision from Judge 
Durell declaring a man with a major part of white blood should pos
sess all the rights of a white man ; but I had a great deal to do, and a 
few men who wanted to break the bundle of sticks without loosening 
the band defeated it." 2 6  

Accordingly, the colored committee sent P.  M. Tourne to Washing
ton to advocate their claims before the President. The President sent a 
man named McKee to New Orleans to study conditions among the 
colored people. Lincoln was impressed but characteristically reticent 
and slow in action. 

General Banks next issued a call for a constitutional convention to 
be held March 28, 1 864, to amend the Constitution of 1852. Contrary 
to this Constitution, he based representation in the new government 
on the white population alone, so as to reduce the power of the great 
landholders ; and Negroes were not allowed to vote. The total vote for 
this convention was only 6'400. 

When asked to direct the Louisiana Constitutional Convention of 
1 864, Lincoln refused and wrote : "While I very well know what I 
would be  glad for Louisiana to do, it is quite a difficult thing for me 
to assume direction in the matter. I would be glad for her to make a 
new Constitution recognizing the Emancipation Proclamation, and 
adopting emancipation in those parts of the state to which the Procla
mation does not apply. And while she is' at it, I think it would not 
be obj ectionable for her to adopt some practical system by which the 
two races could gradually lift themselves out of their old relation to 
each other, and both come out better prepared for the new. Education 
for young blacks should be included in the plan. After all, the power 
or element of 'contract' may be sufficient for this probationary period, 
and by its simplicity and flexibility be better. 

"As an anti-slavery man, I have a motive to desire emancipation 
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which pro-slavery men do not have ; but even they have strong enough 
reasons to thus place themselves again under the shield of the Union, 
and to thus perpetually hedge against the recurrence of the scenes 
through which we are now passing. . . . 

"For my own part, I think I shall not, in any event, retract the 
Emancipation Proclamation ; nor, as executive, ever return to slavery 
any person who is free by the terms of that Proclamation, or by any 
of the acts of Congress. If Louisiana shall send members to Congress, 
their admission will depend, as you know, upon the respective Houses 
and not upon the President." 2 7 

Here again was the same insistence that Negro freedom must be 
real and guaranteed and again the puzzling question, how could this 
be accomplished ? Abraham Lincoln took a forward step and by his 
letter of March 13 to the newly elected Governor Hahn, he made the 
.first tentative suggestion for a Negro suffrage in  the South. Evidently, 
the persistent agitation of colored New Orleans inspired this : 

"HoN. MICHAEL HAHN : 
"Executive Mansion, 
"Washington, March 13, 1 864. 

"My dear Sir : In congratulating you on having fixed your name in 
history as the first Free State Governor of Louisiana, now you are 
about to have a convention, which, among other things, will probably 
de.fine the elective franchise, I barely suggest, for your private con
sideration, whether some of the colored people may not be let in, as, 
for instance, the very intelligent, and especially those who have fought 
gallantly in our ranks. They would probably help in some trying time 
in the future to keep the j ewel of Liberty in the family of freedom. 
But this is only suggestion, npt to the public, but to you alone. 

"Truly yours, 
"A. LINCOLN." 2 8 

This was a characteristic Lincoln gesture. He did not demand or 
order ; he suggested, and incidentally adduced logical arguments of 
tremendous strength. This letter of Lincoln's, says Blaine, was "of 
deep and almost prophetic significance. I t  was perhaps the earliest 
proposition from any authentic source to endow the Negro with the 
right of suffrage." 2 9  

Thus, with his unflinching honesty of logic, Lincoln faced the prob
lem of Negro voters. It was unthinkable that Negroes who had fought 
to preserve the Union or that Negroes of education and property 
should be excluded from the right to vote by the very nation whose 
life they had saved. On the other hand, unless a state saw this clearly, 
he did not see how it could be forced to see it. He made the sugges-
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tion, therefore, quietly and secretly, and he knew that he had a slowly 
growing public opinion in the North behind him. 

"To keep the j ewel of Liberty in the family of freedom," was a 
splendid and pregnant phrase and it had back of it unassailable facts . 

The delegates met April 6, 1 864, and sat for 78 days . The conven
tion was divided on the question of compensation for loyal slave
holders, the education of the freedmen at the expense of the state, and 
Negro suffrage. Slavery was abolished by a vote of 72-13 .  An appeal 
was made to Congress for compensation for slaves ; and on May 10, 
the convention adopted a resolution declaring that the legislature 
should never pass any act authorizing free Negroes to vote. Banks and 
Hahn, however, brought pressure to bear and some forty votes were 
changed, so that June 23, Gorlinsky moved that "The legislature shall 
have power to pass laws extending the right of suffrage to such per
sons, citizens of the United States, as by military service, by taxation 
to support the government, or by intellectual fitness, may be deemed 
entitled thereto." Many members did not understand this, but Sullivan 
of New Orleans denounced it as "A nigger resolution," and moved to 
lay i t  on the table. Without discussion, it was adopted 48-32. 

Before the assembling of the convention, Banks on his own respon
sibility had appointed a Board of Education, of three members, for 
the freedmen's schools and given it power to establish schools in every 
school district, and to levy a tax to support the system. This order was 
discussed in the convention, and finally approved by a vote of 72-9. 
Also, by a vote of 53-27, general taxation for the support of free public 
schools for all was approved. The convention discussed a proposition 
of recognizing all persons as white who had less than one-fourth of 
Negro blood. But this involved too intricate inquiries into ancestry, a 
matter which often in Louisiana led to duels and murder. It was, 
therefore, voted down. . 

The expense of this white convention amounted to more than 
$1 ,000 a day and included liquor, cigars, carriage hire, s tationery and 
furniture. It illustrated the extravagant habits of the time, and was 
quite as bad as any similar waste in South Carolina when Negroes 
were part of the legislature. The New Orleans Times described some 
of the proceedings of the convention as "sickening and disgusting" 
and said that the president was "drunk and a damned fool," and that 
"pandemonium" had reigned.30 

The Constitution was finally adopted, 67-16, and the convention ad
j ourned in August with a provision that i t  could be reconvoked by 
the president for further amending the Constitution .  The Constitution 
was adopted by a vote of 6,836 to l ,566. 

On September 5, 1 864, a legislature was elected according to the 
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new Constitution. There were 9,838 votes cast, an<l it was alleged that 
many colored persons were allowed to register an<l vote. The new 
legislature met October 3, 1864. This legislature i s  said by some au
thorities to have refused by a large maj ority to grant the suffrage to 
the Negro. Ficklin, on the other hand, says that no final vote was 
actually taken. Certainly the legislature was against Negro suffrage. 
And when a petition was introduced from five thousand Negroes, 
"many if not the maj ority" of whom had been in the Federal army, 
asking for the suffrage, no action was taken. One member, apparently 
expressing the general sentiment, said : "It will be time enough to 
grant this petition when all the other free states grant it and set us 
the example. When this  state grants i t ,  I shall go to China." 3 1  

Governor Hahn made no suggestion, and when he resigned from 
office, said that universal suffrage would be granted "whenever it is 
deemed wise and timely. Louisiana has already done more than three
fourths of the Northern states." 

The Legislature refused to permit marriages between blacks and 
whites, and there was one attempt to refer the question of Negro 
suffrage to the people. The Thirteenth Amendment was adopted and 
United · States Senators were elected, including Governor Hahn for the 
term beginning in 1 865. 

Meantime, the whole problem of Reconstruction in Louisiana came 
up in Congress and met the opposition represented by the Wade
Davis Bill. 

In Arkansas, in a similar way, by white suffrage, an anti-slavery 
Constitution was adopted, and Senators and Representatives elected 
in the spring of 1 864. 

Yet, after all, this was general and preliminary, and certain detai ls 
must be settled before Representatives and Senators from these states 
could be received in Congress ; especially the question loomed as to 
how far Reconstruction was going to be an automatic executive func
tion and how far a matter of Congressional supervision. 

Congress, thereupon, decided to lay down a fundamental plan. The 
part of the President's message on Reconstruction was referred in the 
House to a select committee, of which Henry Winter Davis was 
chairman. The result was a congressional scheme of Reconstruction. 

The Wade-Davis Bill, passed July 4, 1 864, provided that the eleven 
states which had seceded were to be treated as rebellious communi
ties, over each of which the President would appoint a Provisional 
Governor. This Governor should exercise all powers of government 
until the state was recognized by Congress as restored. Whenever the 
Governor regarded the rebellion in his state as suppressed, he was to 
direct the United States Marshal to enroll all resident white male 
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c1t1zens, and give them an opportunity to swear allegiance to the 
United States. When a maj ority of these citizens had taken the oath, 
they could elect delegates to a convention an<l the convention would 
establish a state government. Persons who had held any office under 
the Confederate government could not vote for delegates, or be elected 
as delegates to the convention. The Convention was to adopt a state 
constitution which must abolish slavery, repudiate · Confederate and 
state debts incurred by the Confederates, and disqualify Confederate 
officials from voting, or being elected Governor or a member of the 
Legislature. When this Constitution was ratified by a maj ority of the 
voters, the President, with the consent of Congress, would proclaim 
the state government as established. After that, Representatives, Sen
ators, and presidential electors could be chosen .  The bill also abol
ished slavery in the rebellious states during the process of Reconstruc
tion. 

Thus Congress followed Charles Sumner's "State Suicide" theory 
and formulated Reconstruction measures which regarded the seceding 
states as territories and administered them as such by civil government 
until they were re-admitted. 

This bill did not differ rJ.dically from the President's plan. It was 
quite as liberal to the Confederates and wiser in requir ing a majority 
of voters, instead of only one-tenth, for Reconstruction. It was more 
methodical and complete because Lincoln had been leaving the matter 
vague until he could sense more clearly the possibilities. 

Both the Wade-Davis plan and the Lincoln plan excluded the Negro 
from the right of suffrage. In the House there was a motion to strike 
out the word "white," but this was cut off by the previous question. 
Boutwell regretted, May 4, that this limitation of the right to vote 
seemed required by the present j udgment of the House and of the 
country. When the bill came to the Senate July l, Wade, as Chairman, 
reported it to the Committee with an amendment striking out the 
word "white." This amendment received only five votes, including 
that of Charles Sumner. Sumner, however, finally voted for the bill 
because of its provisions against slavery. He had already introduced, 
May 27, 1 864, another resolution anticipating the Committee of Fifteen 
in the 39th Congress, and declaring that no representat ives from Con
federate states should be admitted without a vote of both Houses. Lin
coln, however, became more and more obdurate. He wrote : "Some 
s ingle mind must be master," and he wished strongly to carry through 
Reconstruction without too much interference. 

When the Wade-Davis Bill came to the President July 4, 1 864, 
he laid it aside and refused to sign it, expla in ing his position 
July 8, 1 864, in a proclamation : "While I am-as I was in December 
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last, when by proclamation I propounded a plan of restora t ion-un
prepared by formal approval of this bi l l  to be inflexibly commi tted to 
any single plan of restoration ; and while  I am also unprepared to de
clare that the free State constitutions an<l governments, already 
adopted an<l installed in Arkansas and Louisiana, shall be set aside 
and held for naught, thereby repealing and d iscouragi ng the loyal 
citizens who have set up the same as to further effort, or to declare a 
constitutional competency in Congress to abolish slavery in states ; but 
am at the same time si ncerely hoping and expecting that a constitu
tional amendment abolishing slavery throughout the nation may be 
adopted, nevertheless, I am fully satisfied with the system for restora
tion contained in the bill as one very proper plan for the loyal people 
of any state choosing to adopt it ; and I am, and at all times shall 
be, prepared to give the executive aid and assistance to any such peo
ple, so soon as military resistance to the United States shall have been 
suppressed in any such state, and the people thereof shall have suffi
ciently returned to their obedience to the Constitution and the laws 
of the United States, in which cases military governors will be ap
pointed, with directions to proceed according to the bill." 

Senator Wade and Representative Davis took their contentions to 
the co{intry in the summer of 1 864. 

"We have read without surprise, but not without indignation, the 
proclamation of the President of the 8th of July, 1864. The supporters 
of the Administration are responsible to the country for its conduct ; 
and it is their right and duty to check the encroachments of the Execu
tive on the authority of Congress, and to require it to confine itself to 
its proper sphere." 

They denounced Lincoln's Reconstruction plan and emphasized the 
distinction between Executive and Legislative power in Reconstruction. 
Despite the manifesto and opposition on other grounds, Lincoln was 
reelected ; but the issue remained to be fought out between Congress 
and Johnson. 

. 

Again in his message of December, 1 864, Lincoln returned even 
more emphatically to the matter of the freedom of the slaves. One 
cannot be in much doubt as to what Abraham Lincoln's reaction 
would have been to the black codes of South Carolina and Mississippi. 
Certainly no state with such laws concerning the black laborer would 
have been admitted to the Union with Abraham Lincoln's consent : 

"While I remain in my present position I shall not " attempt to re
tract or modify the Emancipation Proclamation. Nor shall I return to 
slavery any person who is free by the terms of that Proclamation, or 
by any of the Acts of Congress. If the people should, by whatever mode 
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or m eans, mal(e it an Executive duty to reenslave such persons, an oth er, 
an d not /, m ust be tl1eir instrument to perform it." 3 2  

The Trumbull Resolution of February 1 8, 1 865, recognizi ng the 
restored Louisiana government, revealed a disposition in the Senate to 
yield to Lincoln. But the rising Abolition-democracy protested. Wen
<lell Phillips spoke in Faneuil Hall. 

"Gentlemen, you know very well that this nation called 4,000,000 
of Negroes into citizenship to save itself. (Applause.) It never called 
them for their own sakes. It called them to save itself. (Cries of 'Hear, 
Hear.') And today this resolution offered in Faneuil Hall would take 
from the President of such a nation the power to protect the millions 
you have j ust lifted into danger. (Cries of 'Played out,' 'Sit down,' etc.) 
You won't let him protect them. (Cries of 'No.') What more con
temptible obj ect than a nation which for i ts own selfish purpose sum
mons four millions of Negroes to such a position of peril, and then 
leaves them defenseless.' '  

In the Senate, Sumner was adamant in his demand that all men, 
irrespective of color, should be equal as citizens in the reconstructed 
states. He believed that a first false step in this matter would be fatal. 
The debate began February 23, 1 865, and Sumner fought every s tep. 
He moved a substitute which received only eight votes. He tried to 
displace the resolution, and filibustered. When asked to give up, he 
replied, "That is not my habit." 

Sumner sent in a second substitute declaring that the cause of human 
rights and of the Union needed the ballots as well as the muskets of 
colored men. He offered another amendment imposing equal suffrage 
as the fundamental condition for the admission of the seceded states. 
A night session was called which lasted until nearly Sunday morning. 
Sumner was rebuked for his arrogance and assumed superiority and 
the Senate finally adjourned, half an hour before midnight . 

Only five days of the session remained. Wade now entered the de
bate and denounced the Louisiana government as a mockery and 
compared it to the Lecompton Constitution of Kansas. Sumner again 
bitterly arraigned the proposed Louisiana state government as "a mere 
seven months' abortion, begotten by the bayonet, in crimi nal conj unc
tion with the spirit of caste, and born before its time, rickety, un
formed, unfinished, whose cont inued existence will be a burden, a 
reproach, and a wrong." 3 3  

The bill finally failed . It  was Sumner's greatest parliamentary con
test and with his triumph, the cause of Negro suffrage was won . 
Wendell Phillips, Frederick Douglass, Parker Pi llsbury and others 
wrote to congratulate Sumner. Douglass said : 

"The friends of freedom all over the country have looked to you 
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and confided in  you, of all men in the United States Senate, duri ng 
all this terrible war. They wi ll look to you all the m o r e  now that  
peace dawns, and the final settlement of o ur  nat ional t roubles i s  a t  
hand. God grant you s trength equal to your  day and your  d ut ies, is 
my prayer and that of millions ! "  

Ashley's Reconstruction bill came before the House o f  Representa
tives January 16, February 2 1 ,  and February 22, 1 865 . Each draft con
fined su!Irage to white male citizens, except one, in which colored sol
diers were admitted to the suffrage. Ashley opposed this discrimina
tion, but his committee overruled him. 

In his last public speech, April I I , 1865, Lincoln returned to the 
subj ect of Reconstruction. "The new Constitution of Louisiana, de
claring Emancipation for the whole State, practically applies the proc
lamation to the part previously excepted. It does not adopt apprentice
ship for freed people, and it is silent, as it could not well be otherwise, 
about the admission of members to Congress. So that, as i t  applies to 
Louisiana, every member of the Cabinet fully approved the plan. The 
message went to Congress, and I received many commendations of the 
plan, written and verbal, and not a single obj ection to it from any 
professed emancipationist came to my knowledge until after the news 
reached Washington that the people of Louisiana had begun to move 
in accordance with it. From about July, 1 862, I had corresponded with 
different persons supposed to be interested [in ] seeking a reconstruc
tion of a State government for Louisiana. When the message of 1863, 
with the plan before mentioned, reached New Orleans, General Banks 
wrote me that he was confident that the people, with his military co
operation, would reconstruct substantially on that plan. I wrote to him 
and some of them to try it. They t ried it, and the result is known. 
Such only has been my agency in setting up the Louisiana govern
ment . . . .  

"We all agree that the seceded States, so-called, are out of their 
proper practical relation with the Union, and that the sole obj ect of 
the Government, civil and military, in regard to those States, is to 
again get them into that proper practical relation. I believe that it is 
not only possible, but in fact easier, to do this without deciding or 
even considering whether these States have ever been out of the Union, 
than with it . Finding themselves safely at home, it would be utterly 
immaterial whether they had ever been abroad. Let us all j oin in 
doing the acts necessary to restoring the proper practical relations be
tween these States and the Union, and each forever after innocently 
indulge his own opinion whether in doing the acts he brought the 
States from without into the Union, or only gave them proper assist
ance, they never having been out of it . The amount of constituency, so 
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to speak, on which the new Louisiana government rests, would be 
more satisfactory to all if it contained 50,000, or 30,000, or even 20,000, 
instead of only about 12,000, as it does. It is also unsatisfactory to some 
that the elective franchise is not given to the colored man. I would 
myself prefer that it were now conferred on the very intelligent, and 
on those who serve our cause as soldiers . 

"Still, the question is not whether the Louisiana government, as it 
stands, is quite all that i s  desirable . The question i s, will it be wiser 
to take it  as it is  and help to improve it, or to rej ect and disperse it ? 
Can Louisiana be brought into proper practical relation with the 
Union sooner by sustaining or by discarding her new State govern
ment ? Some twelve thousand voters in the heretofore slave State of 
Louisiana have sworn allegiance to the Union, assumed the rightful 
political power of the state, held elections, organized a State govern
ment, adopted a free State constitution, giving the benefit of public 
schools equally to black and white, and empowered the Legislature 
to confer the elective franchise upon the colored man. Their Legisla
ture has already voted to ratify the constitutional amendment, recently 
passed by Congress, abolishing slavery throughout the nation . These 
twelve thousand persons are thus fully committed to the Union and to 
perpetual freedom in the State-committed to the very things, and 
nearly all the things, the nation wants-and they ask the nation's 
recognition and its assi stance to make good their committal. 

"Now, if we rej ect and spurn them, we do our utmost to disorganize 
and disperse them. We, in effect, say to the white man : You are worth
less or worse ; we will neither help you, nor be helped by you. To the 
blacks we say :  This cup of liberty which these, your old masters, hold 
to your lips, we will dash from you, and leave you to the chances of 
gathering the spilled and scattered contents in some vague and un
defined when, where, and how. If this course, discouraging and para
lyzing both white and black, has any tendency to bring Louisiana into 
proper practical r elations with the Union, I have so far been unable 
to perceive it. If, on the contrary, we recognize and sustain the new 
government of Louisiana, the converse of all this is made true. We 
encourage the hearts and nerve the arms of the twelve thousand to 
adhere to their work, and argue for i t, and proselyte for it, and fight 
for it, and feed i t, and grow it, and ripen it to a complete success.  The 
colored man, too, in seeing all united for him, is inspired with vigi
lance and energy and daring to the same end. Grant that he desires 
the elective fr::mchise, will he not attain i t  sooner by saving the already 
advanced steps towards it  than by running backward over them ? 
Concede that the new government of Louisiana is only to what it 
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should be as the egg is to the fowl, we shall sooner have the fowl by 
hatching the egg than by smashing i t ." 34 

The tragic death of Lincoln has given currency to the theory that 
the Lincoln policy of Reconstruction would have been far better and 
more successful than the policy afterward pursued. If i t  i s  meant by 
this that Lincoln would have more carefully followed public opinion 
and worked to adj ust differences, this i s  true. But Abraham Lincoln 
himself could not have settled the question of Emancipation, Negro 
citizenship and the vote, without tremendous difficulty. 

First of all he was bitterly hated by the overwhelming mass of  
Southerners. Mark Pomeroy, a Northern Copperhead, voiced the ex
treme Southern opinion when he wrote : 

"It i s  you Republicans who set up at the head of the nation a hide
ous clown . . .  who became a shameless tyrant, a tyrant j ustly felled 
by an avenging hand, and who now rots in his tomb while his poison
ous soul is consumed by the eternal flames of hell." 3 5 

Even conservative Southern papers continually referred to Lincoln 
as a "gorilla" or a "clown." And when we consider the fact that Lin
coln was determined upon real freedom for the Negro, upon his edu
cation, - and at least a restricted right to vote, it i s  difficult to see how 
the South could have been brought to agreement with him. 

In the South there was absence of any leadership corresponding in  
breadth and courage to  that of  Abraham Lincoln. Here comes the 
penalty which a land pays when it stifles free speech and free discus
sion and turns itself over entirely to propaganda. It does not make any 
difference if  at the time the things advocated are absolutely right, the 
nation, nevertheless, becomes morally emasculated and mentally hog
tied, and cannot evolve that healthy difference of opinion which leads 
to the discovery of truth under ch�nging conditions. 

Suppose, for instance, there had been in the South in 1 863 a small 
but determined and clear-thinking group of men who said : "The 
Negro is free and to make his freedom real, he must have land and 
education. He must be guided in his work and development but 
guided toward freedom and the right to vote. Such complete freedom 
and the bestowal of suffrage must be a matter of some years, but at 
present we do not propose to take advantage of this and retain politi
cal power based on the non-voting parts of our population. We, there
fore, accept the constitutional amendment against slavery ; we accept 
any other amendment which will base representation on voting, or 
other proposals which will equalize the voting power of North and 
South. We admit the right of the government to exercise a j udicious 
guardianship over the slaves so long as we have reasonable voice in 
this guardianship, and that the interests of the employer as well as 
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the employee shall be kept in  mind. And in  anticipation of this de
velopment, we propose to pass a reasonable code of laws recognizing 
the new status of the Negro." 

If there had been in the white South at this time far-seeing lead
ership or even some common sense, the subsequent history of Re
construction and of the Negro in  the United States would have 
been profoundly changed. Suppose a single state like Louisiana had 
allowed the Negro to vote, with a high property qualification, or the 
ability to read and write, or service in the army, or all these ? Charles 
Sumner .and Thaddeus Stevens would not have been wholly satisfied, 
but certainly their demands would have been greatly modified. Both 
of them were perfectly willing to wait for Negro suffrage until the 
Negro had education and had begun his economic advance. But they 
did insist that he must have the chance to advance. 

There cannot be the slightest doubt that such a program would 
have gathered enough support in the North to have made the history 
of Reconstruction not easy and without difficulty, but far less difficult 
than it proved to be. There were in the South in 1 865 men who saw 
this truth plainly and said so. But true effective leadership was denied 
them ; j ust as before the war public opinion in the South was ham
mered into idolatrous worship of slavery, so after the war, even more 
bitterly and cruelly, public opinion demanded a new unyielding con
formity. 

Here was a land of poignant beauty, streaked with hate and blood 
and shame, where God was worshiped wildly, where human beings 
were bought and sold, and where even in the twentieth century men 
are burned alive. The situation here in  1 865 was fatal, and fatal be
cause of the attitude of men's minds rather than because of material 
loss and disorganization. The huIT).an mind, its will and emotions, 
congealed to one set pattern, until here were people who knew they 
knew one thing above all others, j ust as certainly as they knew that 
the sun rose and set ; and that was, that a Negro would not work with
out compulsion, and that slavery was his natural condition. If by force 
and law the Negro was free, his only chance to remain free was trans
portation immediately to Africa or some outlying district of the world, 
where he would soon die of starvation or disease. Such colonization 
was impracticable, and Southern slavery, as it existed before the war, 
was the best possible system for the Negro ; and this the vast majority 
of Southerners were forced to believe as firmly in 1 865 as they did in 
1 860. 

The whole proof of what the South proposed to do to the emanci
pated Negro, unless restrained by the nation, was shown i n  the Black 
Codes passed after Johnson's access ion, but representing the logical 
result of attitudes of mind existing when Lincoln still lived. Some of 
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these were passed and enforced. Some were passed and afterward re
pealed or modified when the reaction of the North was reali zed. In 
other cases, as for instance, in Louisiana, i t  is not clear j ust which laws 
were retained and which were repealed. In Alabama, the Governor 
induced the legislature not to enact some parts of the proposed code 
which they overwhelmingly favored. 

The original codes favored by the Southern legislatures were an 
astonishing affront to emancipation and dealt with vagrancy, appren
ticeship, labor contracts, migration, civil and legal rights. In all cases, 
there was plain and indisputable attempt on the part of the Southern 
states to make Negroes slaves in everything but name. They were 
given certain civil rights : the right to hold property, to sue and be 
sued. The family relations for the first time were legally recognized. 
Negroes were no longer real estate. 

Yet, in the face of this, the Black Codes were deliberately designed 
to take advantage of every misfortune of the Negro. Negroes were 
liable to a slave trade under the guise of vagrancy and apprenticeship 
laws ; to make the best labor contracts, Negroes must leave the old 
plantations and seek better terms ; but if caught wandering in search 
of work, and thus unemployed and without a home, this was vagrancy, 
and the victim could be whipped and sold into slavery. In the turmoil 
of war, children were separated from parents, or parents unable to 
support them properly. These children could be sold into slavery, and 
"the former owner of said minors shall have the preference." Negroes 
could come into court as witnesses only in cases in which Negroes 
were involved. And even then, they must make their appeal to a j ury 
and j udge who would believe the word of any white man in prefer
ence to that of any Negro on pain of losing office and caste. 

The Negro's access to the land was hindered and limited ; his right 
to work was curtailed ; his right of self-defense was taken away, when 
his right to bear arms was stopped ;  and his employment was virtually 
reduced to contract labor with penal servitude as a punishment for 
leaving his job .  And in all cases, the j udges of the Negro's guilt or 
innocence, rights and obligations were men who believed firmly, for 
the most part, that he had "no rights which a white man was bound to 
respect." 

Making every allowance for the excitement and turmoil of war, and 
the mentality of a defeated people, the Black Codes were infamous_ 
pieces of legislation. 

Let us examine these codes in detail.36 They covered, naturally, a 
wide range of subj ects. First, there was the question of allowing Ne
groes to come into the state . In South Carolina the constitution of 
1865 permitted the Legislature to regulate immigration, and the con-
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sequent law declared "that no person of color shall migrate into and 
reside in this State, unless, within twenty days after his arrival within 
the same, he shall enter into a bond, with two freeholders as sureties 
. . .  in a penalty of one thousand dollars, conditioned for his good 
behavior, and for his support." 

Especially in the matter of work was the Negro narrovdy restricted. 
In South Carolina, he must be especially licensed if he was to follow 
on his own account any employment, except that of farmer or servant. 
Those licensed must not only prove their fitness, but pay an annual 
tax ranging from $10-$100. Under no circumstances could they manu
facture or sell liquor. Licenses for work were to be granted by a j udge 
and were revokable on complaint. The penalty was a fine double the 
amount of the license, one-half of which went to the informer. 

Missi ssippi provided that "every freedman, free Negro, and mulatto 
shall on the second Monday of January, one thousand eight hundred 
and sixty-six, and annually thereafter, have a lawful home or employ-
ment, and shall have written evidence thereof . . .  from the Mayor 
. . .  or from a member of the board of police . . .  which licenses 
may be revoked for cause at any time by the authority granting the 
same. , ,  

Detailed regulation of labor was provided for in nearly all these 
states. 

Louisiana passed an elaborate law in 1 865, to "regulate labor con
tracts for agricultural pursuits." Later, i t  was denied that this legis
lation was actually enacted ; but the law was published at the time 
and the constitutional convention of 1 868 certainly regarded this statute 
as law, for they formally repealed it. The law required all agricultural 
laborers to make labor contracts for the next year within the first ten 
days of January, the contracts to be in writing, to be with heads of 
families, to embrace the labor of all the members, and to be "binding 
on all minors thereof." Each laborer, after choosing his employer, 
"shall not be allowed to leave his place of employment until the fulfill
ment of his contract, unless by consent of his employer, or on account 
of harsh treatment, or breach of contract on the part of the employer ;  
and i f  they d o  s o  leave, \Vithout cause o r  permission, they shall forfeit 
all wages earned to the time of abandonment. . . . 

"In case of sickness of the laborer, wages for the t ime lost shall be 
deducted, and where the sickness is feigned for purposes of idleness, 
. . .  and also should refusal to work be continued beyond three days, 
the offender shall be reported to a j ustice of the peace, and shall be 
forced to labor on roads, levees, and other public works, without pay, 
until the offender consents to return to his labor. . . . 

"When in health, the laborer shall work ten hours during the day 
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i n  summer, and nine hours during the day in  winter, unless otherwise 
st ipulated in the labor contract ; he shall obey all proper orders of his 
employer or his agent ; take proper care of his work mules, horses, 
oxen, stock ; also of all agricultural im pl em en ts ; and em players shall 
have the right to make a reasonable deduction from the laborer's wages 
for inj uries done to animals or agricultural implements committed to 
his care, or for bad or negligent work. Bad work shall not be al lowed. 
Failing to obey reasonable orders, neglect of duty and leaving home 
without permission, will be deemed disobedience . . . .  For any dis
obedience a fine of one dollar shall be imposed on the offender. For 
all lost time from work hours, unless in case of sickness, the laborer 
shall be fined twenty-five cents per hour .  For all absence from home 
without leave, the laborer will be fined at the rate of two dollars per 
day. Laborers will not be required to labor on the Sabbath except to 
take the necessary care of stock and other property on plantations and 
do the necessary cooking and household duties, unless by special con
tract. For all thefts of the laborers from the employer of agricultural 
products, hogs, sheep, poultry or any other property of the employer, 
or willful destruction of property or inj ury, the laborer shall pay the 
employer double the amount of the value of the property stolen, de
stroyed or inj ured, one half to be paid to the employer, and the other 
half to be placed in the general fund provided for in this section. No 
live stock shall be allowed to laborers without the permission of the 
employer. Laborers shall not receive visitors during work hours. All 
difficulties arising between the employers and laborers, under this sec
tion, shall be settled, and all fines be imposed, by the former ; if not 
satisfactory to the laborers, an appeal may be had to the nearest j ustice 
of the peace and two freeholders, citizens, one of said citizens to be 
selected by the employer and the other by the laborer ; and all fines 
imposed and collected under thi s  section shall be deducted from the 
wages due, and shall be placed in a common fund, to be divided 
among the other laborers employed on the plantation at the time when 
their full wages · fall due, except as provided for above." 

Similar detailed regulations of work were in the South Carolina 
law. Elaborate provision was made for contracting colored "servants" 
to white "masters." Their masters were given the right to whip "mod
erately" servants under eighteen. Others were to be whipped on au
thority of j udicial officers . These officers were given authority to return 
runaway servants to their masters. The servants, on the other hand, 
were given certain rights. Their wages and period of service must be 
specified in writing, and they were protected against "unreasonable" 
tasks, Sunday and night work, unauthorized attacks on their persons, 
and inadequate food. 
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Contracting Negroes were to be known as "servants" and contractors 
as "masters." Wages were to be fixed by the j udge, unless stipulated. 
Negroes of ten years of age or more without a parent living in the 
district might make a valid contract for a year or less. Failure to make 
written contracts was a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of $s to $30 ; 
farm labor to be from sunrise to sunset, with intervals for meals ; 
servants to rise at dawn, to be careful of master's property and answer
able for property lost or inj ured. Lost time was to be deducted from 
wages. Food and clothes might be deducted . Servants were to be quiet 
and orderly and to go to bed at reasonable hours. No night work or 
outdoor work in bad weather was to be asked, except in cases of neces
sity, visitors not allowed without the master's consent. Servants 
leaving employment without good reason must forfeit wages. Masters 
might discharge servants for disobedience, drunkenness, disease, ab
sence, etc. Enticing away the services of a servant was punishable by a 
fine of $20 to $100. A master could command a servant to aid him in 
defense of his own person, family or property. House servants at all 
hours of the day and night, and at all days of the week, "must answer 
promptly all calls and execute all lawful orders." 

The right to sell farm products "without written evidence from 
employer" was forbidden in  South Carolina, and some other states. 
"A person of color who is in the employment of a master, engaged in 
husbandry, shall not  have the right to sell any corn, rice, peas, wheat, 
or other grain, any flour, cotton, fodder, hay, bacon, fresh meat of any 
kind, poultry of any kind, animals of any kind, or any other product 
of a farm, without having written evidence from such master, or some 
person authorized by him, or from the district j udge or a magistrate, 
that he has the right to sell such product." 

There were elaborate laws covering the matter of contracts for work. 
A contract must be in  writing and usually, as in South Carolina, white 
witnesses must attest i t  and a j udge approve it. In Florida, contracts 
were to be in writing and failure to keep the contracts by disobedience 
or impudence was to be treated as vagrancy. In Kentucky, contracts 
were to be in writing and attested by a white person. In Mississippi, 
contracts were to be in writing attested by a white person, and if the 
laborer stopped work, his wages were to be forfeited for a year. He 
could be arrested, and the fee for his arrest must be paid by the em
ployer and taken out of his wages. 

There were careful provisions to protect the contracting employer 
from losing his labor. In Alabama, "When any laborer or servant, hav
ing contracted as provided in the first section of this act, shall after
ward be found, before the termination of said contract, in the service 
or employment of another, that fact shall be prima facie evidence that 
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such person is  guilty of violation of this act, if he fail and refuse to 
forthwith discharge the said laborer or servant, after being notified and 
informed of such former contract and employment." 

Mississippi provided "that every civil officer shall, and every person 
may, arrest and carry back to his or her legal employer any freedman, 
free Negro, or mulatto who shall have quit the service of his or her 
employer before the expiration of his or her term of service without 
good cause ; and said officer and person shall be enti tled to receive for 
arresting and carrying back every deserting employee aforesaid the 
sum of five dollars, and ten cents per mile from the place of arrest to 
the place of delivery, and the same shall be paid by the employer and 
held as a set-off for s6 much against the wages of said deserting em
ployee." 

It was provided in  some states, like South Carolina, that any white 
man, whether an officer or not, could arrest a Negro. "Upon view of 
a misdemeanor committed by a person of color, any person present 
may arrest the offender and take him before a magistrate, to be dealt 
with as the case may require. In case of a misdemeanor committed 
by a w�ite person toward a person of color, any person may complain 
to a magistrate, who shall cause the offender to be arrested, and, ac
cording to the nature of the case, to be brought before himself, or be 
taken for trial in the district court." 

On the other hand, in Mississippi, it was dangerous for a Negro to 
try to bring a white person to court on any charge. "In every case 
where any white person has been arrested and brought to trial, by 
virtue of the provisions of the tenth section of the above recited act, 
in any court in this State, upon sufficient proof being made to the 
court or j ury, upon the trial before said court, that any freedman, free 
Negro or mulatto has falsely and maliciously caused the arrest and 
trial of said white person or persons, the court shall render up a j udg
ment against said freedman, free Negro or mulatto for all costs of the 
case, and impose a fine not to exceed fifty dollars, and imprisonment 
in the county j ail not to exceed twenty days ; and for a failure of said 
freedman, free Negro or mulatto to pay, or cause to be paid, all costs, 
fines and j ail fees, the sheriff of the county is hereby authorized and 
required, after giving ten days' public notice, to proceed to hire out 
at public outcry, at the court-house of the county, said freedman, free 
Negro or mulatto, for the shortest time to raise the amount necessary 
to discharge said freedman, free Negro or mulatto from all costs, fines, 
and j ail fees aforesaid." 

Mississippi declared that : "Any freedman, free Negro, or mulatto, 
committing riots, routs, affrays, trespasses, malicious mischief and 
cruel treatment to animals, seditious speeches, insulting gestures, lan-
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guage or acts, or assaults on any person, disturbance of the peace, 
exercising the functions of a minister of the gospel without a license 
from some regularly organized church, vending spirituous or intoxi· 
eating liquors, or committing any other misdemeanor, the punishment 
of which is not specifically provided for by law, shall, upon conviction 
thereof, in the county court, be fined not less than ten dollars, and not 
more than one hundred dollars, and may be imprisoned, at the discre· 
tion of the court, not exceeding thirty days." 

As to other civil rights, the marriage of Negroes was for the first 
time recognized in the Southern states and slave marriages legalized. 
South Carolina said in general : "That the statutes and regulations con· 
cerning slaves are now inapplicable to persons of color ; and although 
such persons are not entitled to social or political equality with white 
persons, they shall have the right to acquire, own, and dispose of prop· 
erty, to make contracts, to enj oy the fruits of their labor, to sue and be 
sued, and to receive protection under the law in their persons and 
property." 

Florida forbade "colored and white persons respectively from in· 
truding upon each other's public assemblies, religious or other, or 
public vehicle set apart for their exclusive use, under punishment of 
pillory or stripes, or both." 

Very generally Negroes were prohibited or limited in their owner· 
ship of firearms. In Florida, for instance, it was "unlawful for any 
Negro, mulatto, or person of color to own, use, or keep in possession 
or under control any bowie.knife, dirk, sword, firearms, or ammuni· 
tion of any kind, unless by license of the county j udge of probate, 
under a penalty of forfeiting them to the informer, and of standing in 
the pillory one hour, or be whipped not exceeding thirty·nine stripes, 
or both, at the discretion of the j ury." 

Alabama had a similar law making it illegal to sell, give or rent 
firearms or ammunition of any description "to any freedman, free 
Negro or mulatto." 

Mississippi refused arms to Negroes. "No freedman, free Negro, or 
mulatto, not in the military service of the United States Government, 
and not licensed to do so by the board of police of his or her county, 
shall keep or carry firearms of any kind, or any ammunition, dirk, or 
bowie-knife ; and on conviction thereof, in the county court, shall be 
punished by fine, not exceeding ten dollars, and pay the costs of such 
proceedings, and all such arms or ammunition shall be forfeited to 
the informer." 

A South Carolina Negro could only keep firearms on permission in 
writing from the District Judge. "Persons of color constitute no part 
of t�e militia of the State, and no one of them shall, without permis· 
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sion in writing from the district j udge or magistrate, be allowed to 
keep a firearm, sword, or other military weapon, except that one of 
them, who is the owner of a farm, may keep a shot-gun or rifle, such 
as is ordinarily used in hunting, but not a p istol, musket, or other 
firearm or weapon appropriate for purposes of war . . .  and in case 
of conviction, shall be punished by a fine equal to twice the value of 
the weapon so unlawfully kept, and if that be not immediately paid, 
by corporal punishment." 

The right of buying and selling property was usually granted but 
sometimes limited as to land. Mississippi declared : "That all freedmen, 
free Negroes and mulattoes may sue and be sued, implead and be im
pleaded in all the courts of law and equity of this State, and may ac
quire personal property and choses in action by descent or purchase, 
and may dispose of the same in the same manner and to the same 
extent that white persons may : Provided, that the provisions of this 
section shall not be so construed as to allow any freedman, free Negro 
or mulatto to rent or lease any lands or tenements, except in incorpor
ated towns or cities, in which places the corporate authorities shall 
control the same." 

The most important and oppressive laws were those with regard to 
vagrancy and apprenticeship. Sometimes they especially applied to 
Negroes ; in other cases, they were drawn in general terms but evi
dently designed to fit the Negro's condition and to be enforced par
ticularly with regard to Negroes. 

The Virginia Vagrant Act enacted that "any j ustice of the peace, 
upon the complaint of any one of certain officers therein named, may 
issue his warrant for the apprehension of any person alleged to be a 
vagrant and cause such person to be apprehended and brought before 
him ; and that if upon due examination said j ustice of the peace shall 
find that such person is a vagrant within the definition of vagrancy 
contained in said statute, he shall issue his warrant, directing such 
person to be employed for a term not exceeding three months, and by 
any constable of the county wherein the proceedings are had, be hired 
out for the best wages which can be procured, his wages to be applied 
to the support of himself and his family. The said statute further pro
vides, that in case any vagrant so hired shall, during his term of serv
ice, run away from his employer without sufficient cause, he shall be 
apprehended on the warrant of a j ustice of the peace and returned to 
the custody of his employer, who shall then have, free from any other 
hire, the services of such vagrant for one month in addition to the 
original term of hiring, and that the employer shall then have power, 
if authorized by a j ustice of the peace, to work such vagrant with ball 
and chain. The said statute specified the persons who shall be con-
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sidered vagrants and liable to the penalties imposed by it. Among those 
declared to be vagrants are all persons who, not having the wherewith 
to support their families, live idly and without employment, and re
fuse to work for the usual and common wages given to other laborers 
in the like work in the place where they are." 

In Florida, January 12, 1 866 : "It  is provided that when any person 
of color shall enter into a contract as aforesaid, to serve as a laborer for 
a year, or any other specified term, on any farm or plantation in this 
State, if he shall refuse or neglect to perform the stipulations of his 
contract by willful disobedience of orders, wanton impudence or dis
respect to his employer, or his authorized agent, failure or refusal to 
perform the work assigned to him, idleness, or abandonment of the 
premises or the employment of the party with whom the contract was 
made, he or she shall be liable, upon the complaint of his employer 
or his agent, made under oath before any j ustice of the peace of the 
county, to be arrested and tried before the criminal court of the county, 
and upon conviction shall be subj ect to all the pains and penalties pre
scribed for the punishment of vagrancy." 

In Georgia, it was ruled that "All persons wandering or strolling 
about in idleness, who are able to work, and who have no property 
to support them; all persons leading an idle, immoral, or profligate 
life, who have no property to support them and are able to work and 
do not work ; all persons able to work having no visible and known 
means of a fair, honest, and respectable livelihood ; all persons having 
a fixed abode, who have no visible property to support them, and who 
live by stealing or by trading in, bartering for, or buying stolen prop
erty ; and all professional gamblers living in idleness, shall be deemed 
and considered vagrants, and shall be indicted as such, and it shall be 
lawful for any person to arrest said vagrants and have them bound 
over for trial to the next term of the county court, and upon convic
tion, they shall be fined and imprisoned or sentenced to work on the 
public works, for not longer than a year, or shall, in the discretion of 
the court, be bound over for trial to the next term of the county court, 
and upon conviction, they shall be fined an<l imprisoned or sentenced 
to work on the public works, for not longer than a year, or shall, in 
the discretion of the court, be bound out to some person for a time 
not longer than one year, upon such valuable consideration as the 
court may prescribe." 

Mississippi provided "That all freedmen, free Negroes, and mulat
toes in this state over the age of eighteen years, found on the second 
Monday in January, 1 866, or thereafter, with no lawful employment or 
business, or found unlawfully assembling themselves together, either 
in the day or night time, and all white persons so assembling with 
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freedmen, free Negroes or mulattoes, or usually associating with 
freedmen, free Negroes or mulattoes on terms of equality, or living in 
adultery or fornication with a freedwoman, free Negro or mulatto, 
shall be deemed vagrants, and on conviction thereof shall be fined in 
the sum of not exceeding, in the case of a freedman, free Negro or 
mulatto, fifty dollars, and a white man two hundred dollars and im
prisoned, at the discretion of the court, the free Negro not exceeding 
ten days, and the white men not exceeding six months." 

Sec. 5 provides that "all fines and forfeitures collected under the 
provisions of this act shall be paid into the county treasury for general 
county purposes, and in case any freedman, free Negro or mulatto, 
shall fail for five days after the imposition of any fine or forfeiture 
upon him or her, for violation of any of the provisions of this act to 
pay the same, that it shall be, and is hereby made, the duty of the 
Sheriff of the proper county to hire out said freedman, free Negro or 
mulatto, to any person who will, for the shortest period of service, pay 
said fine or forfeiture and all costs ; Provided, a preference shall be 
given to the employer, if there be one, in which case the employer 
shall b.e entitled to deduct and retain the amount so paid from the 
wages of such freedman, free Negro or mulatto, then due or to become 
due ; and in case such freedman, free Negro or mulatto cannot be 
hired out, he or she may be dealt with as a pauper." 

South Carolina declared to be vagrants all persons without fixed 
and known places of .abode and lawful employment, all prostitutes 
and all persons wandering from place to place and selling without a 
license ; all gamblers ;  idle and disobedient persons ; persons without 
sufficient means of support ; persons giving plays or entertainments 
without license ; fortune-tellers, beggars, drunkards and hunters . If a 
person of color is unable to earn his support, his near relatives must 
contribute. Pauper funds were composed of fines paid by Negroes 
and taxes on Negroes. On the other hand, former slaves who were 
helpless and had been on plantations six months previous to Novem
ber I O, 1865, could not be evicted before January l ,  1867. 

In Alabama, the "former owner" was to have preference in the 
apprenticing of a child. This was true in Kentucky and Mississippi . 

Mississippi "provides that i t  shall be the duty of all sheriffs, j ustices 
of the peace, and other civil officers of the several counties in this 
state to report to the probate courts of their respective counties semi
annually, at the January and July terms of said courts, all freedmen, 
free Negroes and mulattoes, under the age of eighteen, within their 
respective counties, beats, or districts, who are orphans, or whose 
parent or parents have not the means, or who refuse to provide for 
and support said minors, and thereupon it shall be the duty of said 
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probate court to order the clerk of said court to apprentice said minors 
to some competent and suitable person, on such terms as the court 
may direct, having a particular care to the interest of said minors ; 
Provided, that the former owner of said minors shall have the prefer
ence when, in the opinion of the court, he or she shall be a suitable 
person for that purpose." 

South Carolina established special courts for colored people, to be 
created in each district to administer the law in respect to persons of 
color. The petit j uries of these courts were to consist of only six men. 
The local magistrate "shall be specially charged with the supervision 
of persons of color in his neighborhood, their protection, and the pre
vention of their misconduct." Public order was to be secured by the 
organization of forty-five or more militia regiments . 

"Capital punishment was provided for colored persons guilty of 
willful homicide, .assault upon a white woman, impersonating her hus
band for carnal purposes, raising an insurrection, stealing a horse, a 
mule, or baled cotton, and house-breaking. For crimes not demanding 
death Negroes might be confined at hard labor, whipped, or trans
ported ; 'but punishments more degrading than imprisonment shall 
not be imposed upon a white person for a crime not infamous.' " 3 7  

In most states Negroes were allowed to testify in courts but  the 
testimony was usually confined to cases where colored persons were 
involved, although in some states, by consent of the parties, they could 
testify in cases where only white people were involved. In Alabama 
"all freedmen, free Negroes and mulattoes, shall have the right to sue 
and be sued, plead and be impleaded in all the different and various 
courts of this State, to the same extent that white persons now have 
by law. And they shall be competent to testify only in open court, and 
only in cases in which freedmen, free Negroes, and mulattoes are 
parties, either plaintiff or defendant, and in civil or criminal cases, for 
inj uries in the persons and property of freedmen, free Negroes and 
mulattoes, and in all cases, civil or criminal, in which a freedman, free 
Negro, or mulatto, is a witness against a white person, or a white per
son against a freedman, free Negro or mulatto, the parties shall be 
competent witnesses." 

North Carolina, March 1 0, 1 866, "gives them all the privileges of 
white persons before the courts in the mode of prosecuting, defending, 
continuing, removing, and transferring their suits at law in equity," 
and makes them eligible as witnesses, when not otherwise incompe
tent, in "all controvers ies at law and in equity where the rights of per
sons or property of persons of color shall be put in issue, and would be 
concluded by the j udgment or decree of courts ; and also in pleas of 
the State, where the violence, fraud, or inj ury alleged shall be charged 
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to have been done by or to persons of color. In all other civil an<l crim
inal cases such evidence shall be deemed inadmissible, unless by con
sent of the parties of record." 

Mississippi simply reenacted her slave code and made it operative 
so far as punishments were concerned. "That all the penal and crim
inal laws now in force in this State, defining offenses, and prescribing 
the mode of punishment for crimes and misdemeanors committed by 
s laves, free Negroes or mulattoes, be and the same are hereby re
enacted, and declared to be in full force and effect, against freedmen, 
free Negroes, and mulattoes, except so far as the mode and manner of 
trial and punishment have been changed or altered by law." 

North Carolina, on the other hand, abolished her slave code, making 
difference of punishment only in the case of Negroes convicted of rape. 
Georgia placed the fines and costs of a servant upon the master. 
"Where such cases shall go against the servant, the j udgment for costs 
upon written notice to the master shall operate as a garnishment 
against him, and he shall retain a sufficient amount for the payment 
thereof, out of any wages due to said servant, or to become due dur
ing the period of service, and may be cited at any time by the collect
ing officer to make answer thereto." 

The celebrated ordinance of Opelousas, Louisiana, shows the local 
ordinances regulating Negroes. "No Negro or freedman shall be al
lowed to come within the l imits of the town of Opelousas without 
special permission from his employer, specifying the obj ect of his visit 
and the time necessary for the accomplishment of the same. 

"Every Negro freedman who shall be found on the streets of 
Opelousas after ten o'clock at night without a written pass or permit 
from his employer, shall be imprisoned and compelled to work five 
days on the public streets, or pay a fine of five dollars. 

"No Negro or freedman shall be permitted to rent or keep a house 
within the limits of the town under any circumstances, and anyone 
thus offending shall be ej ected, and compelled to find an employer or 
leave the town within twenty-four hours. 

"No Negro or freedman shall reside within the l imits of the town 
of Opelousas who is not in the regular service of some white person 
or former owner, who shall be held responsible for the conduct of said 
freedman. 

"No Negro or freedman shall be permitted to preach, exhort, or 
otherwise declaim to congregations of colored people without a special 
permission from the Mayor or President of the Board of Police, under 
the penalty of a fine of ten dollars or twenty days' work on the public 
streets. 

"No freedman who is not in the military service shall be allowed to 
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carry firearms, or any kind of weapons within the limits of the town 
of Opelousas without the special permission of his employer, in writ
ing, and approved by the Mayor or President of the Board. 

"Any freedman not residing in Opelousas, who shall be found 
within its corporate limits after the hour of 3 o'clock, on Sunday, with
out a special permission from his employer or the Mayor, shall be 
arrested and imprisoned and made to work two days on the public 
streets, or pay two dollars in lieu of said work." 38 

Of Louisiana, Thomas Conway testified February 22, 1 866 : "Some 
of the leading officers of the state down there-men who do much to 
form and control the opinions of the masses-instead of doing as they 
promised, and quietly submitting to the authority of the government, 
engaged in issuing slave codes and in promulgating them to their 
subordinates, ordering them to carry them into execution, and this to 
the knowledge of state officials of a higher character, the governor and 
others. And the men who issued them were not punished except as 
the military authorities punished them. The governor inflicted no pun
ishment on them while I was there, and I don't know that, up to this 
day, he has ever punished one of them. These codes were simply the 
old black code of the state, with the word 'slave' expunged, and 
'Negro' substituted. The most odious features of slavery were preserved 
in them. They were issued in three or four localities in the state, not 
a hundred miles from New Orleans, months after the surrender of 
the Confederate forces, and years after the issuance of the Emancipa
tion Proclamation. 

"I have had delegations to frequently come and see me-delegations 
composed of men who, to my face, denied that the proclamation issued 
by President Lincoln was a valid instrument, declaring that the Su
preme Court would pronounce it invalid. Consequently they have 
claimed that their Negroes were slaves and would again be restored to 
them. In the city of New Orleans last summer, under the orders of the 
acting mayor of the city, Hugh Kennedy, the police of that city con
ducted themselves towards the freedmen, in respect to violence and 
ill usage, in every way equal to the old days of slavery ; arresting them 
on the streets as vagrants, without any form of law whatever, and 
simply because they did not have in their pockets certificates of em

ployment from their former owners or other white citizens . 
"I have gone to the j ails and released large numbers of them, men 

who were industrious and who had regular employment ;  yet because 
they had not the certificates of white men in  their pockets they were 
locked up in j ail to be sent out to plantations ; locked up, too, without 
my knowledge, and done speedily and secretly before I had informa

tion of it . Some members of the Seventy-Fourth United States Colored 
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Infantry, a regiment which was mustered out but one clay, were ar
rested the next because they did not have these certificates of employ
ment. This was done to these men after having served in  the United 
States army three years. They were arrested by the police under the 
order of the acting mayor, Mr. Hugh Kennedy . . . .  " 3 9  

The aim and obj ect of these laws cannot be mistaken. "In many 
cases the restraints imposed went to the length of a veritable ' involun
tary servitude.' " 4 0 

Professor Burgess says : "Almost every act, word or gesture of the 
Negro, not consonant with good taste and good manners as well as 
good morals, was made a crime or misdemeanor, for which he could 
first be fined by the magistrates and then consigned to a condition of 
almost slavery for an indefinite time, if he could not pay the bill." 4 1  

Dunning admits that "The legislation of the reorganized govern
ments, under cover of police regulations and vagrancy laws, had 
enacted severe discriminations against the freedmen in all the common 
civil rights." 42 

A recent study says of South Carolina : 
"The interests of both races would have been better served had there 

never been a 'black code.' This would be true even if  there had been 
no Northern sentiment to take into account. Economically, the laws 
were impracticable, since they tried to place the Negro in a position 
inferior to that which competition or his labor would have given hi " 4 3 m. 

"But it  is monotonous i teration to review the early legislation of 
the reconstructed governments established under the proclamation of 
the President. In most of the states the laws established a condition 
but little better than that of slavery, and in one important respect far 
worse ; for in place of the property interest, which would induce the 
owner to preserve and care for his slave, there was substituted the 
guardianship of penal statutes ; and the ignorant black man, innocent 
of any intention to commit a wrong, could be bandied about from 
one temporary owner to another who would have no other interest 
than to wring out of him, without regard to his ultimate condition, 
all that was possible during the limited term of his thraldom." 4 4  

These slave laws have been defended in various ways . They were 
passed in the midst of bitterness and fear and with great haste ; they 
were worded somewhat like similar vagrancy laws in Northern 
States ; they would have been modified in time ; they said more than 
they really meant. All of this may be partly true, but it remains per
fectly evident that the black codes looked backward toward slavery. 

This legislation profoundly stirred the North. Not the North of in
dustry and the new manufactures, but the ordinary everyday people 
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of the North, who, uplifted by the tremendous afflatus of war, had 
seen a vision of something fine and j ust, and who, without any per
sonal affection for the Negro or real knowledge of him, nevertheless 
were convinced that Negroes were human, and that Negro slavery 
was wrong; and that whatever freedom might mean, it certainly did 
not mean reenslavement under another name. 

Here, then, was the dominant thought of that South with which 
Reconstruction must deal. Arising with aching head and palsied hands 
it deliberately looked backward. There came to the presidential chair, 
with vast power, a man who was Southern born ; with him came 
inconceivable fears that the North proposed to make these Negroes 
really free ; to give them a sufficient status even for voting, to give 
them the right to hold office ; that there was even a possibility that 
these slaves might out-vote their former masters ; that they might ac
cumulate wealth, achieve education, and finally, they might even 
aspire to marry white women and mingle their blood with the blood 
of their masters. 

It was fantastic. It called for revolt. It called in extremity for the 
renewal of war. The Negro must be kept in his place by hunger, whip
ping and murder. As W. P. Calhoun of Greenville, South Carolina, 
said as late as i901 : "Character, wealth, learning, good behavior, and 
all that makes up or constitutes good citizenship in the black man is 
positively of no avail whatever. Merit cannot win in this case." 45 

The cry of the bewildered freeman rose, but it was drowned by the 
Rebel yell. 

I am a Southerner ; 
I love the South ; I dared for her 
To .fight from Lookout to the sea, 
With her proud banner over me. 
But from my lips thanksgiving broke, 
As God in battle-thunder spoke, 
And that Black Idol, breeding drouth 
And dearth of human sympathy 
Throughout the sweet and sensuous South, 

Was, with its chains and human yoke, 
Blown hellward from the cannon's mouth, 

While Freedom cheered behind the smoke! 
MAURICE TH01'1PSON 
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How two theories of the future of America clashed and blended 
j ust after the Civil War : the one was abol ition-democracy based 
on freedom, intell igence and power for all men ; the other was 

industry for private profit directed by an autocracy determined 

at any price to amass wealth and power. The uncomprehending 
resistance of the South, and the pressure of black folk, made these 

two thoughts uneasy and temporary allies 

A printer and a carpenter, a rail-splitter and a tailor-Garrison, 
Christ, Lincoln and Johnson, were the tools of the greatest moral 
awakening America ever knew, chosen to challenge cap�tal invested 
in the bodies of men and annul the private profit of slavery. 

This done, two quite distinct but persistently undifferentiated vi
sions of the future dominated the triumphant North after the war. One 
was the prolongation of Puritan idealism, transformed by the frontier 
into a theory of universal democracy, and now expressed by Abolition
ists like Wendell Phi llips, students of civilization like Charles Sumner, 
and leaders of the common people like Thaddeus Stephens, together 
with some of the leaders of the new labor movement. The other trend 
was entirely different and is confused with the democratic ideal be
cause the two ideals lay confused in so many individual minds. This 
was the development of industry in America and of a new industrial 
philosophy. 

The new industry had a vision not of work but of wealth ; not of 
planned accomplishment, but of power. It became the most conscience
less, unmoral system of industry which the world has experienced. 
It went with ruthless indifference towards waste, death, ugliness and 
disaster, and yet reared the most stupendous machine for the efficient 
organization of work which the world has ever seen. 

Thus the end of the Civil War was the beginning of vast economic 
development in the industrial expansion of the East, in the agricul
tural growth of the Middle West, in the new cattle i ndustry of the 
plains, in the mining enterprises of the Rockies, in the development 
of the Pacific Coast, and in the reconstruction of the Southern market. 

Behind this extraordinary industrial development, as j ustification in 
the minds of men, lay what we may call the great American Assump
tion, which up to the time of the Civil War, was held more or less 
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explicitiy by practically all Americans. The American Assumption was 
that wealth is mainly the result of i ts owner's effort an<l that any aver
age worker can by thrift become a capitalist . The curious thing about 
this assumption was that while it was not true, it was un<loubte<l ly 
more nearly true in America from 1 820 to 1 860 than in any other con
temporary lan<l. It was not true an<l not recognized as true <luring 
Colonial times ; but with the opening of the West and the expanding 
industry of the twenties, and coincident with the rise of the Cotton 
Kingdom, it was a fact that often a poor white man in America by 
thrift and saving could obtain land and capital ; and by intelligence 
and good luck he could become a small capitalist and even a rich man ; 
and conversely a careless spendthrift though rich might become a 
pauper, since heredi tary safeguards for property had little legal sanc
tion. 

Thus arose the philosophy of "shirt-sleeves to shirt-sleeves," on 
which the American theory of compensated democracy was built. It 
asked simply, in eighteenth century accents, freedom from government 
interference with individual ventures, and a voice in the selection of 
government officials. The continued freedom of economic opportunity 
and ever possible increase of industrial income, it took for granted. 
This attitude was back of the adoption of universal suffrage, the dis
appearance of compulsory military service and imprisonment for debt, 
which characterized Jacksonian democracy. The American Assump
tion was contemporary with the Cotton Kingdom, which was its most 
sinister contradiction. The new captains of industry in the North were 
largely risen from the laboring class and thus living proof of the ease 
of capitalistic accumulation. The validity of the American Assumption 
ceased with the Civil War, but its tradition lasted down to the day of 
the Great Depression, when it died with a great wail of despair, not 
so much from bread lines and soup kitchens, as from poor and thrifty 
bank depositors and small investors. . 

The American labor movement, founded in the spirit that regarded 
America as a refuge from oppression and free for individual develop
ment according to conscience and ability, grew and expanded in 
America, basing itself frankly upon the American Assumption. Its 
obj ect was rule by the people, the wide education of people so that 
they could rule intelligently, and economic opportunity of wealth free 
for thrift. It found itself hindered by slavery in the South : directly, 
because of the growing belief of the influential planter class in  
oligarchy and the degradation of  labor ; and indirectly by the compe
tition of slave labor and the spread of the slave psychology. It became, 
therefore, at first more and more opposed to slavery as ethically wrong, 
politically dangerous, and economically unprofitable. 
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Capital, on the other hand, accepted widespread suffrage as a fact 
forced on the world by revolution and the growing intelligence of the 
working class. But since the new industry called for intelligence in 
its workers, capitalists not only accepted universal suffrage but early 
discovered that high wages in America made even higher profits pos
sible ; and that this high standard of living was itself a protection for 
capital in that it made the more intelligent and best paid of workers 
allies of capital and left its ultimate dictatorship undisturbed. Never
theless, industry took pains to protect itself wherever possible. It ex
cluded illiterate foreign voters from the ballot and advocated a reser
voir of non-voting common labor ; and it stood ready at any time by 
direct bribery or the use of its power to hire and discharge labor, to 
manipulate the labor vote. 

The true significance of slavery in the United States to the whole 
social development of America, lay in the ultimate relation of slaves 
to democracy. What were to be the limits of democratic control in the 
United States ? If all labor, black as well as white, became free, were 
given schools and the right to vote, what control could or should be 
set to the power and action of these laborers ? Was the rule of the mass 
of Americans to be unlimited, and the right to rule extended to all 
men, regardless of race and color, or if not, what power of dictatorship 
would rule, and how would property and privilege be protected ? This 
was the great and primary question which was in the minds of the 
men who wrote the Constitution of the United States and continued 
in the minds of thinkers down through the slavery controversy. It still 
remains with the world as the problem of democracy expands and 
touches all races and nations. 

The abolition-democracy was the liberal movement among both 
laborers and small capitalists, who united in the American Assumption, 
but saw the danger of slavery to both capital and labor. It began its 
moral fight against slavery in the thirties and forties and, gradually 
transformed by economic elements, concluded it during the war. The 
obj ect and only real obj ect of the Civil War in its eyes was the aboli
tion of slavery, and it was convinced that this could be thoroughly 
accomplished only if the emancipated Negroes became free citizens 
and voters. 

The abolition-democracy saw clearly the difficulties of this step, due 
to the ignorance and poverty of the freedmen. For the first time in 
the classic democracy in the United States, it was made aware that 
the American Assumption was not and could not be universally true. 
Some of the leaders of the labor movement even came to see that it 
was not true in the case of the mass of white labor. But that 
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thought came to the Abolitionists afterwards and in the minds of only 
a few clear-sighted men like Wendell Phillips. 

At the time of the Civil War, it was, however, perfectly clear to 
Sumner and Stevens that freedom in order to be free required a 
minimum of capital in addition to political rights and that thi ... could 
be insured against the natural resentment of the planters only by some 
sort of dictatorship. Thus abolition-democracy was pushed towards 
the conception of a dictatorship of labor, although few of its advocates 
wholly grasped the fact that this necessarily involved dictatorship by 
labor over capital and industry. 

On the other hand, industrialists after the war expected the South 
to seize upon the opportunity to make increased profit by a more in
telligent exploitation of labor than was possible under the slave sys
tem. They looked upon free Negro labor as a source of profit, and 
considered freedom, that is, a legal doing away with individual physi
cal control, all that the Negroes or their friends could ask. They did 
not want for Negro labor any special protection or political power or 
capital, any more than they wanted this for Irish, German or Scan
dinavian labor in the North. They expected some popular education 
and a gradual granting of the right to vote, which would be straitly 
curtailed in its power for mischief by the far larger power of capital. 

The South, however, persisted in its pre-war conception of these 
two tendencies in the North. It sought to reestablish slavery by force, 
because it had no comprehension of the means by which modern 
industry could secure the advantages of slave labor without its respon
sibilities. The South, therefore, opposed Negro education, opposed 
land and capital for Negroes, and violently and bitterly opposed any 
political power. It fought every conception inch by inch : no real 
emancipation, limited civil rights, no Negro schools, no votes for 
Negroes. 

In the face of such intransigence, Northern industry was, on the 
whole, willing to yield, since none of these concessions really obstructed 
the expansion of industry and capital in the nation. When, however, 
the South went beyond reason and truculently demanded not simply 
i ts old political power but increased political power based on disfran
chised Negroes, which it openly threatened to use for the revision of 
the tariff, for the repudiation of the national debt, for disestablishing 
the national banks, and for putting the new corporate form of industry 
under strict state regulation and rule, Northern industry was fright
ened and began to move towards the stand which abolition-democracy 
had already taken ; namely, temporary dictatorship, endowed Negro 
education, legal civil rights, and eventually even votes for Negroes to 
offset the Southern threat of economic attack. 
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The abolition-democracy was not deceived . I t  at once feared and 
dared. It wanted no revenge on the South and held no hatred. It did 
want to train Negroes in intelligence, experience and labor, the own
ership of land and capital, and the exercise of civil rights and the use 
of political power. In the advocacy of these things it reached the 
highest level of self-sacrificing statesmanship ever attained in Amer
ica ; and two of the greatest leaders of the ideal, Stevens and Sumner, 
voluntarily laid down their lives on the altar of democracy and were 
eventually paid, as they must have anticipated they would be paid, by 
the widespread contempt of America. 

Even to this day, the grandsons of Abolitionists, ashamed of their 
fathers' faith in black men, are salving their conscience with a theory 
that democratic government by intelligent men of character is impos
sible, when, in fact, nothing else is possible ; and the grandsons of the 
planters and of the poor whites who displaced them are excusing their 
apostasy to civilization by charging the Negro with all the evil caused 
by war, destruction and greed, and by the deeds of white men, North
ern and Southern. 

The abolition-democracy advocated Federal control to guide and 
direct the rise of the Negro, but they desired this control to be civil 
rather than military, like the strict government of territories until new 
states should develop. They had to help them in the furtherance of this 
plan a degree of enthusiasm, humility and hard work on the part of 
the depressed Negro which is not paralleled in modern history. \Vhen 
now they were offered alliance with Northern industry, temporary 
military control instead of civil government, and then immediate citi
zenship and the right to vote for Negroes, instead of a period of 
guardianship, they accepted because they could not refuse ; because 
they knew that this was their only chance and that nothing else would 
be offered. Their theory of democracy led them to risk all, even in the 
absence of that economic and educational minimum which they knew 
was next to indispensable. When Sumner saw his failure here, he went 
home and wept. But the belief in the self-resurrection of democracy 
was strong in  these men and lent unconscious power to the American 
Assumption. They expected that both Northern industry and the 
South, in sheer self-defense, would have to educate Negro intelligence 
and depend on Negro political power. 

The South was too astonished for belief, when it saw industry 
and democracy in the North united for a policy of coercion. In the 
past, the South had always been able by mere gesture of concession 
to bring Northern industry to its knees begging. I t  did not realize 
how strong Industry had grown and how conscious its power ; and 
how boundless i ts  plans. I t  did not realize that the basis of the 
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South's own power had literally' been swept away. Even the West, on 
which the South had long counted in theory, although sympathy had 
seldom led to effective action, while it fought industrial monopoly, the 
national debt and the money power, yet when it had to choose be
tween a continuation of Southern oligarchy and a great democratic 
movement, swung inevitably towards democracy. Northern capital 
went South and vied with the planters for the direction of the Negro 
vote. The poor whites scurried to cover, now here, now there, and a 
dictatorship of labor ensued, with a new democratic Constitution, new 
social legislation, public schools and public improvements. But of that 
we shall speak more in detail in later chapters . 

On the other hand, Northern industry seemed at last free and un
trammeled. It began in 1 876 an exploitation which was built on much 
the same sort of slavery which it helped to overthrow in 1863 . It mur
dered democracy in the United States so completely that the world 
does not recognize its corpse. It established as dominant in industry a 
monarchical system which killed the idea of democracy. 

The basis of the argument for Negro suffrage has usually been in
terpreted as a gesture of veng�ance. But it was much deeper than this. 
It was phrased, first by Abraham Lincoln himself, as a method of re
taining "the Jewel of Liberty in the Family of Freedom" ; this was 
echoed, however unwillingly, by Andrew Johnson as a sop to the 
Radicals ; but it gradually came in the thought of the nation to be an 
inescapable thing. Votes for Negroes were in truth a final compromise 
between business and abolition and were forced on abolition by busi
ness as the only method of realizing the basic principles of abolition
democracy. 

All of the selfishness, cunning and power that were back of the new 
industry of the North have been looked upon as simply the other side 
of abolition-democracy ; and the reason for this was that in several 
cases, the two ideas were mingled in individuals' - minds. One can see 
that in the sermons of Henry Ward Beecher, who was a great advocate 
of votes for Negroes, but nevertheless instinctively capitalistic ; stand
ing on the side of the exploiter, he had scant sympathy for the ex
ploited. There was something of this, although not nearly as much, in 
the case of Thaddeus Stevens, who was at heart the greatest and most 
uncompromising of abolitionist-democrats, but who advocated not 
only universal suffrage and free schools, but protection for Pennsyl
vania iron ; yet in that protection he had j ust as distinctly in mind the 
welfare of the laborer as the profit of the employer. 

What, then, was the strength of the democratic movement which 
succeeded the war ? In many respects it was emotional. It swept the 
land with its music and poetry. A war, which to the intense dissatisfac-
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tion of the Abolitionists had begun with the distinct obj ect, even on 
the part of the great Emancipator, to save and protect slavery, and in 
no way to disturb it, except to keep it out of competition with the free 
peasant of the West, had resulted in Emancipation. Men like William 
Lloyd Garrison, who had no sympathy with the platform of the Re
publicans in 1860, became suddenly the center of the stage of the new 
dispensation. Thus, a legal-metaphysical dispute, involving the right 
of slave states to expand into the territories, was rapidly changed, first 
to a question of freedom for slaves, and then to a struggle for inau
gurating a new form of national government in the United States. 

When the physical war ended, then the real practical problems pre
sented themselves. How was slavery to be effectively abolished ? And 
what was to be the status of the Negroes ? What was the condition and 
power of the states which had rebelled ? The legal solution of these 
questions was easy. The states that had attempted to rebel had failed. 
They must now resume their relations to the government. Slavery had 
been abolished as a war measure . This should be confirmed and ex
tended by a constitutional amendment. Some control of the Negro 
population must be devised in the place of slavery, so as to introduce 
the Negro into his new freedom. The power of the national govern
ment had been greatly expanded by war. This expansion must be 
consolidated so that in the future secession would be impossible and 
slavery never reestablished. 

The difficulty with this legalistic formula was that it did not cling 
to facts. Slavery was not abolished even after the Thirteenth Amend
ment. There were four million freedmen and most of them on the 
same plantation, doing the same work that they did before emanci
pation, except as their work had been interrupted and changed by the 
upheaval of war. Moreover, they were getting about the same wages 
and apparently were going to be subj ect to slave codes modified only 
in name. There were among them thousands of fugitives in the camps 
of the soldiers or on the streets of the cities, homeless, sick and im
poverished. They had been freed practically with no land nor money, 
and, save in exceptional cases, without legal status, and without pro
tection. 

Negroes deserved not only the pity of the world but the gratitude 
of both South and North. Under extraordinary provocation they had 
acted like decent human beings ; they had protected their masters ' fami
lies, when their masters were away fighting for black slavery. They 
<lid this naturally because they were not sure that the North was fight
ing for freedom, and because they did not know which side would 
win. But, at any rate, they did it. And even when they understood that 
the North, willing or unwilling, was bound towards freedom, and 
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that they could fight for their own freedom, they were neither vindic
tive nor cruel towards their former masters, although they were quite 
naturally widely accused of "laziness" and "impudence," which arc 
the only weapons of offense which a rising social class can easily use. 

These black men wanted freedom; they wanted education ; they 
wanted protection. They had been of great help to the Union armies 
and that help had been given under great stress. Black soldiers had 
been outlawed, and in many cases ruthlessly murdered by the enemy 
who refused to regard them as soldiers or as human. They took 
chances every time they put on a uniform. Yet after the war they were 
still not free ; they were still practically slaves, and how was their free
dom to be made a fact ? It could be done in only one way. They must 
have the protection of law; and back of law must stand physical force. 
They must have land ; they must have education. How was all this to 
be done ? 

Lincoln tried hard in the Border States, long before the end of the 
war, to get voluntary emancipation and pay for the slaves, so that a 
new system of labor under favorable circumstances could be arranged. 
The Border States would have none of it . The war ended in anarchy 
as war always ends. The cost had been so great that there could be no 
thought of pay for the slaves, even on the part of the South, after the 
first flush of Reconstruction. There was no possibility of paying for 
capital destroyed in other ways, or of quickly restoring the neglected 
land and tools. 

Thus by the sheer logic of facts, there arose in the United States a 
clear and definite program for the freedom and uplift of the Negro, 
and for the extension of the realization of democracy. Some of the 
men who had this vision were identified with the new industry, but 
saw no incongruity or opposition between their ideas or between the 
rise and expansion of tariff-protected corporations and their equally 
sincere beliefs in democratic methods. Others were not identified with 
industry at all. They were, some of them, rich men, supported by in
comes derived from industry ; most of them were poor men earning a 
salary. Some of them were laborers. These men started from the 
Abolitionist's point of view. Slavery was wrong because it reduced 
human beings to the level of animals. The abolition of slavery meant 
not simply abolition of legal ownership of the slave ; it meant the up
lift of slaves and their eventual incorporation into the body civil, 
politic, and social, of the United States. There was, of course, much 
difference as to the exact extent of this incorporation, but less and less 
desire to limit it in any way by law. 

The Negro must have civil rights as a citizen ; he must eventually 
have political rights like every other citizen of the United States. And 
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while social rights could not be a matter of legislation, they, on the 
other hand, must not be denied through legislation, but remain a mat
ter of free individual choice. This outlook and theory of the Abolition
ists received tremendous impetus from the war. Those who had been 
classed as fanatics, who had been left out of the society of the re
spected, and mobbed, North, East and West, suddenly became the 
moral j ustification by which the North marched on to victory. 

All of the great literature of the Civil War was based mainly upon 
human freedom, and in so far as it stressed union, it had to make it 
"liberty" and union. The war songs, the war stories, the war afflatus, 
were based on the freedom of the slaves, j ust as in the World War 
we mobilized the mass of mankind in a war to end war and to pro
mote the freedom and union of nations. 

Moreover, the new abolition-democracy that came after the war 
had a tremendous and unexpected source and method of propaganda, 
and that lay in the crusade of the New England schoolmarm. "The 
annals of this Ninth Crusade are yet to be written-the tale of a mis
sion that seemed to our age far more quixotic than the quest of St. 
Louis seemed to his. Behind the mist of ruin and rapine waved the 
calico dresses of women who dared, and after the hoarse mouthings 
of the field guns rang the rhythm of the alphabet. Rich and poor they 
were, serious and curious. Bereaved now of a father, now of a brother, 
now of more than these, they came seeking a life work in planting 
the New England schoolhouse among the white and black of the 
South. They did their work well. In that first year they taught one 
hundred thousand souls, and more." 1 

Here for the first time there was established between the white and 
black of this country a contact on terms of essential social equality 
and mutual respect. There had been contact between Negroes and 
white people in the old South ; and in some cases contact of beautiful 
friendship, and even warm love and affection. But this was spasmodic 
and exceptional and had to be partially concealed ; and always it was 
spoiled by the sense of inferiority on the part of the Negro, and the 
will to rule on the part of the whites. 

But in a thousand schools of the South after the war were brought 
together the most eager of the emancipated blacks and that part of 
the North which believed in democracy ; and this social contact of 
human beings became a matter of course. The results were of all sorts. 
Sometimes the teachers became disgusted ; sometimes the students be
came sullen and impudent ; but, on the whole, the result was one of 
the most astonishing successes in new and sudden human contacts . 
We must also remember that the population of the sixties was divided 
into church congregations, and the great maj ority of these Methodist, 
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Baptist, Congregational, Presbyterian and Quaker congregations in the 
North were represented directly or indirectly in the South, after the 
war, by one of their members who reported the work that she (and it 
was usually size) was doing with colored people. This work, to an 
unusual degree, was so successful and so helpful that her words car
ried widespread conviction. 

At the beginning of the war probably not one white American in 
a hundred believed that Negroes could become an integral part of 
American democracy. They were slaves and cowards, ignorant by 
nature and not by lack of teaching. Even if they were going to be 
freed, they must be got rid of or rid the land of themselves. During 
the war came the first real revulsion of feeling when it was found 
that Negroes could and would fight ; were apt subj ects for military 
discipline, and indispensable in the conduct of the war. Beyond that 
came the change in feeling when the rise of schools over all the South 
showed that the Negro would and could learn. There might be con
tinued doubt as to the extent of the learning and the height to which 
the race could rise ; but nobody in that day of widespread immigration 
from E.urope could doubt that the Negro was capable of at least as 
much education as the ordinary Northern laborer. 

Present America has no conception of the cogency of this argument. 
In 1 865, the right of all free Americans to be voters was unquestioned, 
and had not been questioned since the time of Andrew Jackson, except 
in the case of women, where it interfered with sex-ownership. The 
burden of the proof lay on the man who said there could be in the 
United States four or five million Americans without the right to 
vote. What would they be ? What status would they hold ? Would 
they not inevitably be slaves, in spite of the fact that they were called 
free ? There were, to be sure, Northern states which would not allow 
Negroes to vote ; but many of the Northern states did ; and most of 
those that did not had comparatively few Negroes. The whole argu
ment against Negro suffrage, even in those states, had been based on 
the status of the slave in the South. When the slave became free, a 
new problem was staged for such Northern states. 

Two men stand in the forefront of this new attempt to expand and 
implement democracy : Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens. 

Sumner had been fighting steadily not simply against slavery, but 
for the manhood rights of the free Negro, ever since he entered Con
gress. By amending the Act of March 3, 1 863, he stopped discrimina
tion on street cars between Washington and Alexandria and by the 
Act of March 3, 1 865, extended this to all the railways of the District. 
June 25, 1 864, by amending an appropriation bill, he stopped discrim
ination in the United States courts, a result which he called "The most 
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important of all in establishing the manhood and citizenship of the 
colored people . . . .  For this result, I have labored two years." 

He fought for equal pay to Negro soldiers and finally secured a 
favorable decision of the Attorney-General. In 1 863-1864, he fought 
unsuccessfully against "white" suffrage in the new territory of Mon
tana ; he tried to include colored citizens among the voters of the city 
of Washington, but lost again. 

"At this moment of revolution, when our country needs the bless
ing of Almighty God and the strong arms of all her children, this is 
not the time for us solemnly to enact inj ustice. In duty to our country 
and in duty to God, I plead against any such thing. We must be 
against slavery in its original shape, and in all its brood of prej udice 
and error." 2 

Four years later, Senator Doolittle said that Sumner had "always 
been in favor of pushing Negro suffrage ; he was the originator of that 
notion ; he is the master of that new school of Reconstruction." 

In December, 1 864, Sumner sketched an anti-slavery amendment. 
This was adopted by the American Anti-Slavery Society and early in 
the session was moved by Ashley of Ohio and Wilson of Iowa in the 
House, and Henderson of Missouri in the Senate. Sumner yielded to 
Trumbull, who adopted the formula of the Ordinance of 1787, which 
finally became the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865. Sumner secured a 
special committee on slavery and freedmen in the Senate in January, 
1 864, and became the Chairman. He introduced a bill to repeal all 
fugitive slave laws and the Committee reported it. It was opposed by 
both Democratic and Republican Senators. It was amended so as to 
save the law of 1793, and the Committee dropped it . Two months 
later, a House bill reached the Senate, and Sumner reported it. Sauls
bury of Delaware wanted "one day without the nigger." The bill was 
finally passed, 27-12, and Lincoln signed it June 28, 1 864. 

Sumner indeed assumed a mighty task, and one realized it as he 
stood February 5, 1 866, before the Senate of the United States, before 
all the Representatives that could crowd into the hall, before an audi
ence including the whole nation and in some degree the whole world. 
He spoke four hours on two successive days. Public interest was in
tense ; the galleries of the Senate were crowded, and there were a num
ber of colored people, including Frederick Douglass and Henry High
land Garnett. 

The voice of the speaker was solemn and earnest. His style and pres
ence held the audience to every word.3 "Rarely, if ever did he make a 
deeper impression in the Senate or awaken wider interest in the coun
try." Thomas Wentworth Higginson found nothing in contemporary 
statesmanship, here or abroad, to equal the speech, and when Sumner 
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sat down, the audience broke into applause. Charles Sumner was at 
the time fifty-five years of age, handsome, but heavy of carriage, a 
scholar and gentleman, no leader of men but a leader of thought, and 
one of the finest examples of New England culture and American 
courage. His speech laid down a Magna Charta of democracy in  
America. 

"I begin by expressing a heart-felt aspiration that the day may soon 
come when the states lately in rebellion may be received again into 
the copartnership of political power and the full fellowship of the 
Union. But I see too well that it is vain to expect this day, which is 
so much longed for, until we have obtained that security for the fu
ture, which is found only in the Equal Rights of All, whether in the 
court-room or at the ballot-box. This is the Great Guarantee, without 
which all other guarantees will fail . This is the sole solution of our 
present troubles and anxieties. This is the only sufficient assurance of 
peace and reconciliation. . . . 

"Our fathers solemnly announced the Equal Rights of all men, and 
that Government had no j ust foundation except in the consent of the 
governed ; and to the support of the Declaration, heralding these self
evident truths, they pledged their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred 
honor . . . .  And now the moment has come when these vows must be 
fulfilled to the letter. In securing the Equal Rights of the freedman, 
and his participation in the Government, which he is taxed to support, 
we shall perform those early promises of the Fathers, and at the same 
time the supplementary promises only recently made to the freedman 
as the condition of alliance and aid against the Rebellion. A failure to 
perform these promises is moral and political bankruptcy . . . .  

"Twice already, since rebel slavery rose . . .  [necessity] has spoken 
to us, insisting : first, that the slaves should be declared free ; and 
secondly, that muskets should be put into their hands for the com
mon defense. Yielding to necessity, these two things were done. Rea
son, humanity, j ustice were powerless in this behalf ; but necessity 
was irresistible. And the result testifies how wisely the Republic acted. 
Without emancipation, followed by the arming of the slaves, rebel 
slavery would not have been overcome. With these the victory was 
easy. 

"At last the same necessity which insisted first upon emancipation 
and then upon the arming of the slaves, insists with the same unan
swerable force upon the admission of the freedman to complete Equal
ity before the law, so that there shall be no ban of color in court-room 
or at the ballot-box, and government shall be fixed on its only rightful 
foundation-the consent of the governed. Reason, humanity, and j us
tice, all of which are clear for this admission of the freedman, may fail 
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to move you ; but you must yield to necessity, which now requires that 
these promises shall be performed. . . . 

"The freedman must be protected. To this you are specially pledged 
by the Proclamation of President Lincoln, which, after declaring him 
'free,' promises to maintain this freedom, not for any limited period, 
but for all time. But this cannot be done so long as you deny him the 
shield of impartial laws. Let him be heard in court and let him vote. 
Let these rights be guarded sacredly. Beyond even the shield of impar
tial laws, he will then have that protection which comes from the con
sciousness of manhood. Clad in the full panoply of citizenship he will 
feel at last that he is a man. At present he is only a recent chattel, 
awaiting your j ustice to be transmuted into manhood. If you would 
have him respected in his rights, you must begin by respecting him in 
your laws. If you would maintain him in his freedom, you must begin 
by maintaining him in the equal rights of citizenship. 
.. "Foremost is the equality of all men. Of course, in a declaration of 
rights, no such supreme folly was intended as that all men are created 
equal in form or capacity, bodily or mental ; but simply that they are 
created equal in rights. This is the first of the self-evident truths that 
are announced, leading and governing all the rest. Life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness are among inalienable rights ; but they are all 
held in subordination to that primal truth. Here is the starting-point 
of the whole, and the end is like the starting-point. In announcing 
that governments derive their j ust powers from the consent of the gov
erned, the Declaration repeats again the same proclamation of Equal 
Rights. Thus is Equality the Alpha and the Omega, in which all other 
rights are embraced. Men may not have a natural right to certain 
things, but most clearly they have a natural right to impartial laws, 
by which they shall be secured in Equal Rights. Equality in rights is 
the first of rights. . . . 

"Taking the sum total of the population in the eleven states, we 
find 5,447,222 whites to 3,666,no colored persons ; and you are now to 
decide, whether in  the discharge of your duties under the Constitution, 
and bound to guaranty a republican form of government, you will 
disfranchi se this mighty mass, shutting them out from those Equal 
Rights promised by our fathers, and from all voice in the government 
of their country. They surpass in numbers by at least a million the 
whole population of the colonies at the time our fathers raised the 
cry, 'Taxation without Representation is Tyranny' ; and now you are 
to decide whether you will strip them of representation while you sub
j ect them to a grinding taxation by tariff and excise, acting directly 
and indirectly, which dwarfs into insignificance everything attempted 
by the British Parliament . . . • 
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"Let me be understood. What I especially ask is impartial suffrage, 
which is, of course, embraced in universal suffrage. What is universal 
is necessarily impartial. For the present, I simply insi st that all shall 
be equal before the law, so that, in the enjoyment of this right, there 
shall be no restriction which is not equally applicable to all. Any fur
ther question, in the nature of 'qualification,' belongs to another stage 
of debate. And yet I have no hesitation in saying that universal suf
frage is a universal right, subj ect only to such regulations as the safety 
of society may require. These may concern ( 1 )  age, (2 ) character, 
(3) registration, (4) residence. Nobody doubts that minors may be 
excluded, and so, also, persons of infamous life. Registration and resi
dence are both prudential requirements for the safeguard of the ballot
box against the Nomads and Bohemians of politics, and to compel the 
exercise of this franchise where a person is known among his neigh
bors and friends. Education also may, under certain circumstances, be 
a requirement of prudence, especially valuable in a Republic where 
so much depends on the intelligence of the people. These temporary 
restrictions do not in any way interfere with the rights of suffrage, for 
they leave it absolutely accessible to all . . . .  

"The
. 

ballot is  a schoolmaster. Reading and writing are of inesti
mable value, but the ballot teaches what these cannot teach. It teaches 
manhood. Especially is it important to a race whose manhood has been 
denied. The work of redemption cannot be complete if the ballot is  left 
in doubt. The freedman already knows his friends by the unerring in
stinct of the heart. Give him the ballot, and he will be educated into 
the principles of the government. Deny him the ballot, and he will 
continue an alien in knowledge as in rights. His claim is exceptional, 
as your inj ustice is exceptional. For generations you have shut him out 
from all education, making it a crime to teach him to read for himself 
the Book of Life. Let not the tyranny of the past be an apology for any 
further exclusion. . . . · 

"Having pleaded for the freedman, I now plead for the Republic ; 
for to each alike the ballot is  a necessity. It is  idle to expect any true 
peace while the freedman is robbed of this transcendent light and left 
a prey to that vengeance which is ready to wreak upon him the dis
appointment of defeat . The country, sympathetic with him, will be in 
a position of perpetual unrest. With him it will suffer and with him 
alone can it cease to suffer. Only through him can you redress the 
balance of our political system and assure the safety of patriot citizens. 
Only through him can you save the national debt from the inevitable 
repudiation which awaits it when recent rebels in conj unction with 
Northern allies once more bear sway. His is our best guarantee . Use 
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him. He was once your fellow-soldier ; he has always been your fellow-
man . . . .  

"I speak today hoping to do something for my country, and espe
cially for that unhappy portion which has been arrayed in arms against 
us. The people there are my fellow-citizens, and gladly would I hail 
them, if they would permit it, as no longer a 'section,' no longer 'the 
South,' but an integral part of the Republic-·under a Constitution 
which knows no North and no South and cannot tolerate any 'sec
tional' pretensions. Gladly do I offer my best efforts in all sincerity for 
their welfare. But I see clearly that there is nothing in the compass of 
mortal power so important to them in every respect, morally, politi
cally, and economically-that there is nothing with such certain prom
ise to them of beneficent results-there is nothing so sure to make 
their land smile with industry and fertility as the decree of Equal 
Rights which I now invoke. Let the decree go forth to cover them 
with blessings, sure to descend upon their children in successive gen
erations. They have given us war ; we give them peace. They have 
raged against us in the name of Slavery. We send them back the bene
diction of Justice for all. They menace hate ; we offer in return all the 
sacred charities of country together with oblivion of the past. This is 
our 'Measure for Measure.' This is our retaliation. This is our only 
revenge . . . .  

"In the fearful tragedy now drawing to a close there is a destiny, 
stern and irresistible as that of the Greek Drama, which seems to 
master all that is done, hurrying on the death of Slavery and its whole 
brood of sin. There is also a Christian Providence which watches this 
battle for right, caring especially for the poor and downtrodden who 
have no helper. The freedman still writhing under cruel oppression 
now lifts his voice to God the avenger. It is for us to save ourselves 
from righteous judgment. Never with impunity can you outrage 
human nature. Our country which is guilty still, is paying still the 
grievous penalty. Therefore by every motive of self-preservation we 
are summoned to be j ust. And thus is the cause associated indissolubly 
with the national life . . . .  

"Strike at the Black Code, as you have already struck at the Slave 
Code. There is nothing to choose between them. Strike at once ; strike 
hard. You have already proclaimed Emancipation ; proclaim Enfran
chisement also. And do not stultify yourselves by setting at naught the 
practical principle of the Fathers, that all j ust government stands only 
on the consent of the governed, and its inseparable corollary, that 
taxation without representation is tyranny. What was once true is true 
forever, although we may for a time lose sight of it, and this is the 
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case with those imperishable truths to which you have been, abs ! so 
indifferent. Thus far the work is only half done . . . .  

"According to the best testimony now, the population of the earth
embracing Caucasians, Mongolians, Malays, Africans, and Americans 
-is about thirteen hundred millions, of whom only three hundred and 
seventy-five millions are 'white men,' or little less than one-fourth, so 
that, in claiming exclusive rights for 'white men,' you degrade nearly 
three-quarters of the Human Family, made in the 'image of God' and 
declared to be of 'one blood,' while you sanction a Caste offensive to 
religion, an Oligarchy inconsistent with Republican Government, and 
a Monopoly which has the whole world as its footstool. 

"Against this assumption I protest with mind, soul, and heart. It is 
false in religion, false in statesmanship, and false in economy. It  i s  an 
extravagance, which, if enforced, is foolish tyranny. Show me a crea
ture with erect countenance looking to heaven, made in the image of 
God, and I show you a MAN who, of whatever country or race, 
whether darkened by equatorial sun or blanched by northern cold, 
is with you a child of the heavenly father, and equal with you in title 
to all the rights of human nature." 

The ·second seer of democracy was Thaddeus Stevens. He was a 
man different entirely in method, education and thought from Charles 
Sumner. We know Stevens best when he was old and sick, and when 
with grim and awful courage he made the American Congress take 
the last step which it has ever taken towards democracy. Yet in one 
respect Stevens in his thought was even more realistic than Charles 
Sumner, although Sumner later followed him ; from the first, Stevens 
knew that beneath all theoretical freedom and political right must lie 
the economic foundation. He said at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Septem
ber 7, 1865 : 

"The whole fabric of Southern society must be changed, and it never 
can be done if this opportunity is lost. . . . How can republican in
stitutions, free schools, free churches, free social intercourse, exist in a 
mingled community of nabobs and serfs ; of the owners of twenty 
thousand acre manors with lordly palaces and the occupants of nar
row huts inhabited by 'low white trash' ? If the South is ever to be 
made a safe republic let her lands be cultivated by the toil of the own
ers or the free labor of intelligent citizens. This must be done even 
though it drives her nobility into exile ! If they go, all the better. It 
will be hard to persuade the owner of ten thousand acres of land, who 
drives a coach and four, that he is not degraded by sitting at the same 
table or in the same pew, with the embrowned and hard-handed 
farmer who has himself cultivated his own thriving homestead of 150 
acres. The country would be well rid of the proud, bloated and defiant 
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rebels . . . •  The foundations of their institutions . . .  must be broken 
up and relaid, or all our blood and treasure have been spent in vain." 4 

"He figured that there were in the rebel states four hundred sixty
five million acres of land. Of this three hundred ninety-four million 
acres were owned by 70,000 persons, each of whom possessed more 
than two hundred acres. He argued that these three hundred ninety 
four million acres ought to be confiscated by the government. To each 
adult freedman should be given forty acres which approximately would 
dispose of about forty million acres. The remaining three hundred 
fifty-four million acres, he would divide into suitable farms and sell to 
the highest bidder. Including city property it should bring an average 
pi-ice of ten dollars an acre, making a total of three billion five hun
dred forty million in six per cent bonds, the income of which should 
go towards the payment of pensions to the deserving veterans, and the 
widows and orphans of soldiers and sailors who had been killed in 
the war. Two hundred million dollars should be appropriated to re
imburse loyal men in both North and South whose property had been 
destroyed or damaged during the war. With the remaining three bil
lion, forty million dollars he would pay the national debt. Stevens 
argued that since all this property which has to be confiscated was 
owned by 70,000 persons, the vast majority of the people in the South 
would not be affected by this policy. These 70,000 were the arch
trai tors and since they had caused an unj ust war they should be made 
to suffer the consequences." 5 

Sumner, thinking along these lines, had hesitated. He said in June, 
i 862, when confiscation first was broached : 

"I confess frankly that I look with more hope and confidence to 
liberation than to confiscation. To give freedom is nobler than to take 
property . . . .  There is in confiscation, unless when directed against 
the criminal authors of the rebellion, a harshness inconsistent with 
that mercy which it is always a sacred duty to cultivate . . . .  But lib
eration is not harsh ; and it  is certain, if properly conducted, to carry 
with it the smiles of a benignant Providence." 6 

Later, however, he began to see the economic demands of emancipa
tion and he wrote to John Bright, March i3, i865 : "Can emancipation 
be carried out without using the lands of the slave-masters ? We must 
see that the freedmen are established on the soil, and that they may 
become proprietors . From the beginning I have regarded confiscation 
only as ancillary to emancipation. The great plantations, which have 
been so many nurseries of the rebellion, must be broken up, and the 
freedmen must have the pieces. It looks as if we were on the eve of 
another agitation. I insist that the rebel states shall not come back 
except on the footing of the Declaration of Independence, with all 
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persons equal before the law, and government founded on the con
sent of the governed. In other words, there shall be no discrimination 
on account of color. If all whites vote, then must all blacks ; but there 
shall be no limitation of suffrage for one more than for the other. It 

is sometimes said 'What ! let the freedman, yesterday a slave, vote ? '  I 
am inclined to think that there is more harm in refusing than in con
ceding the franchise. It is said that they are as intelligent as the Irish 
j ust arrived ; but the question has become immensely practical in this 
respect : Without their votes we cannot establish stable governments 
in the Rebel States. Their votes are as necessary as their muskets ; of 
this I am satisfied. Without them, the old enemy will reappear, and 
under the forms of law take possession of the governments, choose 
magistrates and officers, and in alliance with the Northern Democracy, 
put us all in peril again, postpone the day of tranquillity, and menace 
the national credit by assailing the national debt. To my mind, the 
nation is now bound by self-interest-ay, self-defense-to be thoroughly 
j ust. The Declaration of Independence has pledges which have never 
been redeemed. We must redeem them, at least as regards the rebel 
states which have fallen under our j urisdiction. Mr. Lincoln is slow 
in accepting truths. I have reminded him that if he would say the 
word we might settle this question promptly and rightly. He hesitates. 
Meanwhile I feel it my duty to oppose his scheme of government in 
Louisiana, which for the present is defeated in Congress." 7 

Stevens' declaration found few echoes. Senator Wade of Ohio was 
the only one who blazed a further path toward industrial democracy. 
He "declared in public meetings that after the abolition of slavery, a 
radical change in the relations of capital and of property in land is 
next upon the order of the day." And Wade added frankly that this 
democratic movement of freedom and power for men was easily con
fused in men's minds with the older slogans of freedom for trade and 
industry. 

"There is no doubt," he also remarked, "that if by an insurrection 
[ the colored people ] could contrive to slay one half their oppressors, 
the other half would hold them in the highest respect and no doubt 
treat them with j ustice." 

All of this simply increased Industry's fear of Western radicalism 
and was regarded as advocacy of industrial revolution. These were the 
demands of the extreme leaders of abolition-democracy ; leaders like 
Phillips and Douglass agreed with the demand for the ballot. Wendell 
Phillips said at the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery 
Society in 1865 : 

"Our philosophy of government since the Fourth day of July, 1776, 
is that no class is safe, no freedom is  real, no emancipation is effectual 
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which does not place in the hands of the man himself the power to 
protect his own rights. That is the genius of American Institutions. 

"The Negro must be given the franchise because we have no other 
timber to build states with, and unless we build with him, we must 
postpone reconstruction for so many years, that the very patronage of 
territorial government would swamp republican institutions . Keep 
them territories, let the democracy come in eight years or four, with 
the money power of this bank system in one hand and terri torial 
government in the other, and republican government will be almost 

f · 1  " a a1 ure. 
At a Tremont Temple meeting in Boston, it was "Resolved, That 

since the denial of rights to black men was the cause of the disruption 
of the Union, their enfranchisement and free equali ty before the law 
must be the cornerstone of the Reconstruction." 

Douglass said, "I am for the 'immediate, unconditional and uni
versal' enfranchisement of the black man, in every state in the Union. 
Without this his liberty is a mockery ; without this, you might as well 
almost retain the old name of slavery for his condition ; for, in fact, if 
he is not the slave of the industrial master, he is the slave of society, 
and holds his liberty as a privilege, not as a right. He is at the mercy 
of the mob, and has no means of protecting himself." 

Not all Abolitionists agreed, however ; Garrison in the Liberator re
fused to demand immediate enfranchisement. He said, in 1864, in reply 
to an English critic, "When was it ever known that liberation from 
bondage was accompanied by a recognition of political equality ? Chat
tels personal may be instantly translated from the auction-block into 
freemen ; but when were they ever taken at the same time to the ballot
box, and invested with all political r ights and immunities ? According 
to the laws of development and progress, it is  not practicable. To de
nounce or complain of President Lincoln for not disregarding public 
sentiment, and not flying in the face of these laws, is hardly j ust. Be
sides, I doubt whether he has the constitutional right to decide this 
matter. Ever since this government was organized, the right of suf
frage has been determined by each state in the Union for itself, so that 
there is no uniformity in regard to it. In some free states, colored citi
zens are allowed to vote ; in others, they are not. It is always a state, 
never a national matter. 

"Nor, if the freed blacks were admitted to the polls by Presidential 
fiat, do I see any permanent advantage likely to be secured by it ; for, 
submitted to as a necessity at the outset, as soon as the state was or
ganized and left to manage its own affairs, the white population, with 
their superior intelligence, wealth, and power, would unquestionably 
alter the franch ise in accordance with their prej udices, and exclude 
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those thus summarily brought to the polls . Coercion would gain noth
ing. In other words-as in your own country-universal suffrage will 
be hard to win and to hold without general preparation of feeling and 
sentiment. But it will come, both at the South and with you ; yet only 
by a struggle on the part of the disfranchised, and a growing convic
tion of its j ustice, 'in the good time coming.' With the abolition of 
slavery in the South, prej udice or 'colorphobia,' the natural product of 
the system, will gradually disappear-as in the case of your West In
dian colonies-and black men will win their way to wealth, distinc
tion, eminence, and official station. I ask only a charitable j udgment of 
President Lincoln respecting this matter, whether in Louisiana or any 
other state." 8 

Here was sound political argument but unsound economics based 
on the American Assumption of wealth through thrift, applied to 
slaves, where Thaddeus Stevens alone knew it could not be applied. 
Nevertheless the demand for Negro suffrage grew, chiefly because of 
the necessity of implementing emancipation and making Negro free
dom real. The New York Times said in April, 1 865 : 

"Nobody, we believe, wishes to keep any Southern state under dis
abilities simply as punishment. Mr. Sumner, himself, probably does 
not want to transform the Southern states into terri tories for any such 
obj ect. The real concern herein is whether the Southern states, if re
stored at once to their full state rights, would not abuse them by an 
oppression of the black race. This race has rendered an assistance to 
the government in times of danger that entitles them to its benign care. 
The government cannot, without the worst dishonor, permit the bond
age of the black man to be continued in any form. It is bound by every 
moral principle, as well as every prudential consideration, not to remit 
him to the tender mercies of an enemy. But it is to be hoped that the 
Southern people will understand that the interests of both races re
quire a j ust relation between them and that they ·will secure this by a 
prompt change of their state constitution and laws." 

The New York Tribune laid down seven points in May, 1865 : 
"1 .  Everyone must realize that the blacks will not emigrate but stay 

in America. 
"2. The blacks may not be spared, for their labor makes land valu-

able, and the land may not be spared. "3. Fair pay for fair work is a sine qua non. "4. Education for freedmen. "5. With education comes self-elevation, and the desire to deny him 
the vote will disappear. 

"6. However, white men who are ignorant and vicious, vote. Suf
frage for blacks regardless of this ignorance. 
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"7. Fidelity to the political creed of the nation to secure the happi

ness of all." 
Later, Horace Greeley said : "We would consent to submit to the 

suffrage only those who could read and write or those who pay taxes 
or are engaged in some trade. Any standard which could limit the 
voting privilege to the competent and deserving would be agreeable 
to us." He adds, "The Abolitionists are most anxious that political 
rights, and especially the right of self-protection by suffrage, shall be 
accorded to the freedmen of the South ; and waiving all questions of 
power, they would gladly prefer that such extension of suffrage be 
accorded by, rather than imposed on, Southern whites. They cannot 
realize that hanging some of the late insurgents as rebels and traitors 
will dispose the survivors toward according the elective franchise even 
to the most capable of emancipated blacks. In fact the obstacles to such 
extension of suffrage are many and formidable-they are not to be 
surmounted (though many act as though they could) by a mere order 
from the War Department, nor even by an act of Congress." 9 

The most popular argument for Negro suffrage was that of Carl 
Schurz : 

"It would seem that the interference of the national authority in the 
home concerns of the Southern states would be rendered less neces
sary, and the whole problem of political and social reconstruction be 
made simplified, if, while the masses lately arrayed against the govern
ment are permitted to vote, the large majority of those who were al
ways loyal, and are naturally anxious to see the free labor problem 
successfully solved, were not excluded from all influence upon legis
lation. In  all questions concerning the Union, the national debt, and 
the future social organization of the South, the feelings of the colored 
man are naturally in sympathy with the views and aims of the na
tional government. And while the Southern whites fought against the 
Union, the Negro did all he could to aid it ; while the Southern white 
sees in the national government his conqueror, the Negro sees in it 
his protector ; while the white owes to the national debt his defeat, the 
Negro owes to it his deliverance ; while the white considers himself 
robbed and ruined by the emancipation of the slaves, the Negro finds 
in it the assurance of future prosperity and happiness . In all the im
portant issues the Negro would be led by natural impulse to forward 
the ends of the government, and by making his influence, as part of 
the voting body, tell upon the legi slation of the states, render the in
terference of the national authority less necessary. 

"As the most difficult of the pending questions are intimately con
nected with the status of the Negro in Southern society, it is obvious 
that a correct solution can be more easily obtained if he has a voice in 
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the matter. In the right to vote, he would find the best permanent 
protection against oppressive class-legislation, as well as against indi
vidual persecution. The relations between the white and black races 
even if improved by the gradual wearing off of the present animosi
ties, are likely to remain long under the troubling influence of prej u
dice. 

"It is a notorious fact that the rights of a man of some political 
power are far less exposed to violations than those of one who is, in 
matters of public interest, completely subj ect to the will of others. A 
voter is  a man of influence ; small as that influence may be in the 
single individual, it becomes larger when that individual belongs to a 
numerous class of voters who are ready to make common cause with 
him for the protection of his rights. Such an individual is an obj ect 
of interest to the political parties that desire to have the benefits of his 
ballot. It is true, the bringing face to face at the ballot box of the white 
ancl the black races may here and there lead to an outbreak of feeling, 
and the first trials ought certainly to be made while the national power 
is still there to prevent or repress disturbances ; but the practice once 
success�ully inaugurated under the protection of that power, i t  would 
probably be more apt than anything else to obliterate old antagonisms, 
especially i f  the colored people-which is probable, as soon as their 
own rights are sufficiently secured-divide their votes between the 
different political parties. 

"The effect of the extension of the franchise to the colored people 
upon the development of free labor and upon the security of human 
rights in the South being the principal obj ect in view, the obj ections 
raised on the ground of the ignorance of the freedman become unim
portant. Practical liberty is  a good school, and, besides, i f  any qualifi
cation can be found, applicable to both races, which does not interfere 
with the attainment of the main obj ect, such qualification would in 
that respect be unobj ectionable. But it is idle to say that it will be time 
to speak of Negro suffrage when the whole colored race will be edu
cated, for the ballot may be necessary to him to secure his education. 
It is also idle to say that ignorance is the principal ground upon which 
Southern men obj ect to Negro suffrage, for if it were, that numerous 
class of colored people in Louisiana who are as highly educated, as 
intelligent and as wealthy as any corresponding class of whites, would 
have been enfranchised long ago. 

"It has been asserted that the Negro would be but a voting machine 
in the hand of his employer. On this point opinions seem to differ. I 
have heard i t  said in the South that the freedmen are more likely to 
be influenced by their schoolmasters and preachers . But even if we 
suppose the employer to control to a certain extent the Negro laborer's 
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vote, two things are to be taken into consideration : I .  The class of 
employers or landed proprietors will in a few years be very different 
from what it was heretofore ;  in consequence of the general breaking 
up, a great many of the old slaveholders will be obliged to give up 
their lands and new men will step into their places ; and 2.  The em
ployer will hardly control the vote of the Negro laborer so far as to 
make him vote against his own liberty. The beneficial effect of an 
extension of suffrage does not always depend upon the intelligence 
with which the newly admitted voters exercise their right, but some
times upon the circumstances in which they are placed ; and the cir
cumstances in which the freedmen of the South are placed are such 
that when they only vote for their own liberty and rights, they vote 
for the rights of free labor, for the success of an immediate important 
reform, for the prosperity of the country, and for the general interests 
of mankind. If, therefore, in order to control the colored voter, the 
employer or whoever he may be, is first obliged to concede to the 
freedman the great point of his own rights as a man and a free la
borer, the great social reform is completed, the most difficult problem 
is solved, and all other questions it will be comparatively easy to settle. 

"In discussing the matter of Negro suffrage, I deemed it my duty 
to confine myself strictly to the practical aspects of the subj ect. I have, 
therefore, not touched its moral merits nor discussed the question 
whether the national government is competent to enlarge the elective 
franchise in the states lately in rebellion by its own act. 

"I deem it proper, however, to offer a few remarks on the assertion 
frequently put forth that the franchise is likely to be extended to the 
colored man by the voluntary action of the Southern whites them
selves. My observation leads me to a contrary opinion. Aside from a 
very few enlightened men, I found but one class of people in favor of 
the enfranchisement of the blacks : i t  was the class of Unionists who 
found themselves politically ostracized and looked upon the enfran
chisement of the loyal Negroes as the salvation of the whole loyal 
element. But their numbers and influence are sadly insufficient to se
cure such a result. The masses are strongly opposed to colored suf
frage ; anybody that dares to advocate it is stigmatized as a dangerous 
fanatic ; nor do I deem it probable that in the ordinary course of 
things, prej udices will wear off to such an extent as to make it a 
popular measure. Outside of Louisiana, only one gentleman who oc
cupied a prominent political position in the South expressed to me a n  
opinion favorable to i t .  He declared himself ready to vote for an 
amendment to the constitution of his state bestowing the right of 
suffrage upon all male citizens without distinction of color, who could 
furnish evidence of their ability to read and write, without, however, 
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disfranchising those who are now voters and arc not able to fulfill 
that condition. This gentleman is now a member of one of the state 
conventions, but I presume he will not risk his pol itical standing in 
the South by moving such an amendment in that body. 

"Th.e only manner in which, in my opinion, the Southern people 
can be induced to grant to the freedman some measure of self-protect
ing power in the form of suffrage is to make it a condition precedent 
to 'readmission.' 

"Practical attempts on the part of the Southern people to deprive the 
Negro of his rights as a freeman may result in bloody collisions, and 
will certainly plunge Southern society into restless fluctuations and 
anarchical confusion. Such evils can be prevented only by continuing 
the control of the national government in the states lately in rebellion, 
until free labor is fully developed and firmly established, and the ad
vantages and blessings of the new order of things have disclosed them
selves . This desirable result will be hastened by a firm declaration on 
the part of the government that national control in the South will not 
cease until such results are secured. Only in this way can that security 
be established in the South which will render numerous immigration 
possible, and such immigration would materially aid a favorable de
velopment of things. 

"The solution of the problem would be very much facilitated by 
enabling all the loyal and free-labor elements in the South to exercise 
a healthy influence upon legislation. It  will hardly be possible to se
cure the freedman against oppressive class legislation and private per
secution unless he be endowed with a certain measure of political 
power. 

"As to the future peace and harmony of the Union, it is of the 
highest importance that the people lately in rebellion be not permit
ted to build up another 'peculiar institution' whose spirit is in conflict 
with the fundamental principles of our political system ; for as long 
as they cherish interests peculiar to them in preference to those they 
have in common with the rest of the American people, their loyalty to 
the Union will always be uncertain. 

"I desire not to be understood as saying that there are no well
meaning men among those who were comprised in the rebellion. 
There are many, but none of these in number nor in influence are 
strong enough to control the manifest tendency of the popular spirit. 
There are great reasons for hope that a determined policy on the part 
of the national government will produce innumerable and valuable 
conversions. This consideration counsels leniency as to persons, such 
as is demanded by the human and enlightened spirit of our times, and 
vigor and firmness in the carrying out of principles such as are de-
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manclecl by the national sense of j ustice and the exigencies of our situ
ation." 10 

The inevitable result of the Civil War eventually had to be the en
franchisement of the laboring class, black and white, in the South. It 
could not, as the South clamored to make it, result in the mere legal
i stic freeing of the slaves. Qn the other hand, it would not go as far 
as economic emancipation for which Stevens and the freedmen clam
ored, because the industrial North instinctively recoiled from this and 
the Northern white working man himself had not achieved such eco
nomic emancipation. The politically enfranchised slave was accused, 
as every laboring class has been, of ignorance and bad manners, of 
poverty and crime. And when he tried to go to school and tried to 
imitate the manners of his brothers, and demanded real economic 
emancipation through ownership of land and right to use capital, 
there arose the bitter shriek of property, and the charge of corruption 
and theft was added to that of ignorance and poverty, just as we have 
seen in our day in the case of Russia. 

Democracy, that inevitable end of all government, faces eternal 
paradox. In all ages, the vast maj ority of men have been ignorant and 
poor, and any attempt to arm such classes with political power brings 
the question : Can Ignorance and Poverty rule ? If they try to rule, 
their success in the nature of things must be halting and spasmodic, 
if not absolutely nil ;  and it  must incur the criticism and raillery of the 
wise and the well-to-do. On the other hand, if the poor, unlettered 
toilers are given no political power, and are kept by exploitation in 
poverty, they will remain submerged unless rescued by revolution ; and 
a philosophy will prevail, teaching that the submergence of the mass 
is inevitable and is on the whole best, not only for them, but for the 
ruling classes. 

In all this argument there is seldom a consideration of the possibility 
that the great mass of people may become intelligent, with incomes 
that insure a decent standard of living. In such case, no one could 
deny the right and inevitableness of democracy. And in the meantime, 
in bridging the road from ignorance and poverty to intelligence and 
an income sufficient for civil ization, the real power must be in some
one's hands . Shall this power be a dictatorship for the benefit of the 
rich, the cultured and the fortunate ? This is the basic problem of 
democracy and it was discussed before the people of the United States 
in unusual form directly after the Civil War. It was a test of the na
tion's real belief in democratic institutions. And the fact that the ideal 
of abolition-democracy carried the nation as far as it did in the mat
ter of Negro suffrage must always be a source of intense gratification 
for those who believe in humanity and j ustice. 
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"In a republic the people precede their government. Throughou t 

the war the people demanded more stringent and more energetic meas
ures than the administration was prepared to adopt. They called for 
emancipation before it was proclaimed ; for a Freedmen's Bureau be
fore it was organized ; for a Civil Rights bill before it was passed ; and 
for impartial suffrage before it was finally, by act of Congress, secured. 
In  the history of emancipation the voluntary activities of a portion of 
the people in benevolent, philanthropic and Christian effort preceded , 

prepared for, and helped to produce that governmental action which 
has largely contributed to the present condition and well-grounded 
hopes of the colored people." 11 

The reports on conditions in the South gained wide currency and 
had great influence. Salmon P. Chase, Whitelaw Reid, Carl Schurz, 
all supported with views and logic the prevailing trend of abolition
democracy. In the South i tself, long before there was any unanimity 
in the North on the subj ect of Negro suffrage or signs of pressure, the 
question of votes for Negroes came to the front. It was first precipi
tated by the proposed Thirteenth Amendment abolishing slavery. De
cember . 14, 1863, Ashley of Ohio had introduced into the House an 
amendment prohibiting slavery, and Wilson of Iowa introduced a 
similar amendment. Both were referred, but not discussed until five 
months after their introduction. Four other similar amendments were 
introduced in the House during the season. 

In the Senate, January n, 1 864, Henderson of Missouri introduced 
an amendment to abolish slavery, which was referred. A few days 
later, Charles Sumner submitted a j oint resolution against slavery. 
The committee preferred Henderson's resolution. The Border State 
men were especially opposed and Garrett Davis of Kentucky made 
long and fiery speeches and offered eight amendments. Senator Powell 
of Kentucky also offered various amendments. 

A proposed Thirteenth Amendment finally passed the Senate April 
8, 1863, by a vote of 36-6. It was considered in the House the last day 
of May. On June 15, it was approved by a vote of 95-66, but this was 
less than the necessary two-thirds majority. 

Meantime, Lincoln had been reelected, receiving 2,2 16,067 out of 
4,on,413 votes ; Maryland had abolished slavery, and there was a move
ment for abolition throughout the Border States. At the second session 
of the 38th Congress, the President urged the passage of the Thir
teenth Amendment. On January 31 ,  1865, Ashley called the proposed 
Thirteenth Amendment for reconsideration . Eleven Democrats de
serted their leader and enabled the resolution to pass, on January 
31, 1 865. 

Blaine said : "When the announcement was made, the Speaker be-
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came powerless to preserve order. The members upon the Republican 
side sprang upon their seats cheering, shouting, and waving hands, 
hats, and canes, while the spectators upon the floor and in the galleries 
joined heartily in the demonstrations. Upon the restoration of order, 
Mr. Ingersoll of Illinois rose and said, 'Mr. Speaker, in honor of this 
immortal and sublime event, I move that this House do now ad
j ourn.' " 1 2  This amendment was signed by the President and sub
mitted to the states. On December 1 8, 1 865, it was declared adopted 
by the Secretary of State. 

The Amendment carried an unusual provision in Section II which 
asserted : "Congress shall have power to enforce this article by ap
propriate legislation." Charles Sumner and others declared that this 
gave Congress power to enfranchise Negroes if such a step was neces
sary to their freedom. The South took cognizance of this argument. Of 
the states which seceded, Virginia and Louisiana ratified the Thir
teenth Amendment in February, 1 865, and Arkansas in April . All of 
these states were at the time in the control of minorities supported by 
the Union armies, and strong pressure was exerted on them by the 
administration in Washington. 

In November, 1865, South Carolina ratified with this proviso : 
"That any attempt by Congress towards legislating upon the politi

cal status of former slaves, or their civil relations, would be contrary 
to the Constitution of the United States as it now is, or as it would be 
altered by the proposed amendment ; is in conflict with the policy of 
the President, declared in his amnesty proclamation, and with the 
restoration of that harmony upon which depend the vital interests of 
the American Union." 13 

Alabama ratified the Amendment the same month with this pro
viso : 

"That this amendment to the Constitution of the United States is 
adopted by the Legislature of Alabama with the understanding that 
it does not confer upon Congress the power to legislate upon the 
political status of freedmen in this State." 1 4  

North Carolina and Georgia ratified in December j ust before the 
amendment was proclaimed. Mississippi refused ratification until after 
the Amendment was in force. Florida ratified it with the Alabama 
reservations. Texas did not ratify until 1 870. It is difficult to see in these 
proceedings any indication that the South was willing to abolish slav
ery and certainly there was not the slightest indication of granting any 
Negro poli tical rights. 

In South Carolina, "the assembly shunned all suggestions that suf
frage be given the Negro in any form.' ' When a number of Charles-
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ton Negroes prepared a memorial on this, the convention refused 
to hear it. "It cannot but be the earnest desire of all members," said the 
Charleston Daily Courier, "that the matter be ignored in toto during 
the session . . . .  The white democracy, especially that of the up
country, felt that a restricted suffrage which took no account of racial 
discriminations would disfranchise a large portion of the white vote 
and give the large landowners an unfair influence through their con
trol of Negro votes . . . .  " "It may safely be said," wrote the Columbia 
correspondent of the Charleston Daily Courier, "that the views and 
opinions of Sumner, Thad Stevens, Wilson, and some other Northern 
Radicals have been considered too unworthy to be seriously com
mented upon by the members of the convention. It  is well known 
that the sentiments of those gentlemen are extremely unpopular in 
the North." 1 5 

Universally, the South was reported as adamant on the subj ect of 
Negroes voting. "That is not a question they even allow themselves 
to debate. They consider it too monstrous a proposition even to de
bate. That is one of the things they imagine they will never submit 
to. They will suffer confiscation and everything before they will en
dure the degradation." 1 6 

Governor Walker of Florida said in his inaugural speech : "Each 
one of us knows that we could not give either an honest or conscien
tious assent to Negro suffrage. There is not one of us that would not 
feel that he was doing wrong, and bartering his self-respect, his con
science and his duty to his country and to the Union itself, for the ben
efits he might hope to obtain by getting back into the Union. Much as 
I worship the Union, and much as I would rej oice to see my State 
once more recognized as a member thereof, yet it is better, a thousand 
times better, that she should remain out of the Union, even as one of 
her subj ugated provinces, than go back, 'eviscerated of her manhood,' 
despoiled of her honor, recreant of her duty, without her self-respect, 
and of course without the respect of the balance of mankind-a miser
able thing, with seeds of moral and political death in herself, soon to 
be communicated to all her associates." 1 7 

Judge Underwood of Virginia reports a candid gentleman of Alex
andria talking to him in friendly conversation : 

" 'Sooner than see the colored people raised to a legal and political 
equality, the Southern people would prefer their total annihilation.' 
I had regarded him as well informed and almost as candid a man as 
we have among the Rebels." 18 Grattan, a native of Virginia, said Feb
bruary 10, 1 866 : 

"I believe that if the blacks are left to themselves, if all foreign in
fluence were taken away, the whites would control their votes. It i s  
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not in  that the difficulty lies, but it i s  in  the repugnance which the 
white race would feel to that sort of political equality. It is the same 
sort of repugnance which a man feel s  toward a snake. He does not 
feel any animosity to the snake, but there is a natural shrinking from 
it." 19 He thought that any attempt to give the Negroes a vote would 
lead to their extermination. 

In all this reported opposition to Negro suffrage, the grounds given 
were racial and social animosity, and never the determination of land 
and capital to restrict the political power of labor. Yet this last reason 
was the fundamental one. 

While the South was in suspense, and the abolition-democracy was 
slowly debating and crystallizing opinion, industry in the North was 
forging forward with furious intensity ; and this movement was fore
most and predominant in the mind and vision of living persons in 
that day. During the war, business prospered. There were few failures 
and the inflated currency increased prices and favored business profits ; 
while, on the other hand, it decreased real wages and the income of 
farmers. Wealth became concentrated among the manufacturers, mer
chants, the financiers and the speculators. There was, consequently, a 
large accumulation of capital for investment in new business enter
prises ; industrial development was hastened. Inventions and technical 
improvements increased. Plants became larger and more efficient ; steel 
manufacture became the basis of modern industry and developed rap
idly because of the demands of war. The metal industry, thus ex
panded, turned to the production of peace goods. The war i tself called 
for more efficiency and larger plants and consolidation of plants . 

The freeing of the nation from the strangling hands of oligarchy in 
the South freed not only black men but white men, not only human 
spirit, but business enterprise all over the land. This happened in sur
prising ways. Quite naturally, and logically, under the stress of war, 
national and local taxes rose and rose and rose yet again, forcing the 
whole community and nation to pay for things formerly paid for by 
individuals. First, necessary money was provided by taxing imports ; 
then, to encourage local manufacturers of goods that must be had for 
war ; thus by imperceptible transi tion, the nation was taxed to support 
manufacturers . The South had forced down the tariff until in 1 857 
there was practically free trade. Northern manufacturers during the 
war pressed for higher tariff rates. Taxes on imported goods were the 
easiest method of raising money. The tariff acts of 1 862- 1 864 raised the 
average rates of taxation to 37.2% and 47%. And since then the tariff 
rates have been raised higher and higher so as to foster industrial 
monopoly. 

The industrialists were not without scientific support. Henry Carey, 
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the American economist, published his "Principles of Social Science" 
in 1 858-1859. He attacked free trade and j oined the German Liszt in 
a demand for a self-contained national economy. Carey sought to show 
the beneficial effects that the proximity of protected industry would 
have upon agriculture. Thus in the name of the new national spirit, 
came "America for Americans" as a great and self-sufficing farming 
and manufacturing country. 

We emerged, therefore, from the war with a tremendous industry, 
over-organized, but efficient in many directions through the exigencies 
and demands of war. Two things beckoned further ; first, the discov
ery and realization of the extraordinary natural resources of America, 
its iron, coal and oil, its forests, and of course raw materials like wool, 
sugar and cotton ; secondly, a unified and wonderful system of trans
portation. The nation borrowed three billion dollars for war and paid 
heavy interest because of the price of gold. The money borrowed by 
the government had to be spent and spent quickly without delibera
tion, without careful decision. Contractors and managers, therefore, 
who furnished goods to the government could make, legally and il
legally, fabulous sums. The prosperity which thus came to them had to 
be passed on in part to the workers, who received higher wages, and 
who, despite the increased cost of living, had money to spend freely. 
Boom times were on. There was plenty of money for investment and 
plenty of chances for investment. Speculation ran riot. The whole 
moral fabric of the country was changed, not simply by the blood and 
cruelty, hate and destruction, of war, but by the prospects of a golden 
future. We are told that when the Secretary of the Treasury visited 
New York early in 1864, he found business men interested not in the 
blood of battle but in the stock market. Workers and foreigners caught 
the fever and naturally enough held the South to blame for the past. 
Had not the South held up the distribution of the Western lands since 
1 845 against the protest of Northern farmers and new immigrants ; 
against Southern poor whites led by Andrew Johnson, and with sym
pathy on the part of the managers and hirers of labor of the North ? 
Early in the war, the Homestead Law was passed and threw open the 
Western lands to settlers on easy terms. The new farmers and the new 
immigrant laborers were scarcely aware when this land was given 
mostly to railroads to help finance them, and then sold to farmers at 
prices which made profitable farming increasingly difficult. They saw 
agricultural prices rising; they expected them, of course, to continue 
to rise. 

Railways in the United States increased from three miles in 1 828 to 
23,476 miles in 1 860, 30,283 miles in 1 870, and over 50,000 miles in 
1 880. The railroads had been financed by selling bonds abroad before 
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the war and after the war by large increases in domestic capital in
vested. Gifts of public lands were showered upon the railway builders, 
amounting to half the farm area opened by the Homestead Act. Great 
railway systems began to be consolidated, and through them popula
tion drifted to the cities. 

Especially did industry begin to fear the unrest in the West after 
the war. The West was uneasy. It became more uneasy on account of 
the land distribution to the railroads, the high and discriminatory rail
road rates, the whole money situation, and the taxation. Finance and 
industry, therefore, after the war, while it looked forward confidently 
to tremendous industrial development, was wary. It proposed to pro
tect itself. There was going to be no new free trade, no agricultural 
bloc, no drives for cheap money, no state intervention in industry. 
The new national development, protected from foreign competition, 
must be protected from state intervention. Otherwise state control of 
railroads and industries, state taxation and regulation, would reduce 
the United States to a series of small exclusive industrial territories 
instead of one vast market. 

All this thought and development went on with little attention to 
the social or political results of the war. But soon attention had to be 
given to these matters. Although industry was now in control of the 
national government, the Republican party which represented it was 
a minority party ; and Northern and Southern Democrats, especially 
Southern Democrats with increased power by counting the full Negro 
population, together with Western malcontents, could easily oust the 
Republicans. It was because of this thought that Northern industry 
made its great alliance with abolition-democracy. The consummation 
of this alliance came slowly and reluctantly and after vain effort to
ward understanding with the South which was unsuccessful until 
1 876. 

When Lincoln first laid down his general proclamation concerning 
Reconstruction, industry paid little attention to it : let the South come 
back ; let it come back quickly, and let us go to work and make money 
and repair the losses of the war by increased business ; and then let 
the nation go far beyond this through domination of the American 
market, and perhaps even of the markets of the world. 

However, right here the dreams of the industrialists were quickly 
shadowed by unwelcome reflections. In  the harsh voices of certain 
leading citizens of the South, who were about to return to Congress, 
there was something of that same arrogance that had cowed the North 
in days gone by. What these voices said concerning Negroes and, in
deed, concerning slavery, was of little importance to industry ; but if 
they proposed to come back with increased political power, would this 
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mean a drive for free trade ? Would i t  mean a drive against the na
tional banks ? Would it mean an attempt to readj ust and tax the im
mense profit made in the rise of the national debt ? Beyond this, could 
it be that the new South was set upon some move to make the whole 
country assume all or part of the Confederate debt and pay for eman
cipated slaves ? Perhaps not, but this was something to watch. State 
economic rights must be curbed. Southern opposition to finance and 
the tariff must be kept in bounds. Very soon, then, the party which 
represented sound money-that is, the payment of interest on depre
ciated currency at the same rate as though it had been gold-and who 
wanted Federal control of industry, began to see the necessity of con
solidating their political power. 

This point of view of industry began to be expressed frankly. 
Brewer of Newport wrote Sumner : "In a selfish point of view free 
suffrage to the blacks is desirable. Without their support, Southerners 
will certainly again unite, and there is too much reason to fear success
fully, with the Democrats of the North, and the long train of evils sure 
to follow their rule is fearful to contemplate . . .  a great reduction of 
the tariff doing away with its protective feature-perhaps free trade to 
culminate with repudiation . . .  and how sweet and complete will be 
the revenge of the former if they can ruin the North by free trade and 
repudiation." 

The most selfish argument was made by Elizur Wright of Boston 
in 1865. He said that it would take years of military subj ugation to 
educate the white South out of its rebel propensities so that a majority 
of it could be relied on for loyal state government. In the meantime two 
things would happen : "1st. The public debt would accumulate, for a 
military occupation never pays as it  goes. 2nd. The blacks are largely 
trained to arms, for they are the cheapest and best troops we can have 
under the circumstances. Hence, when we arrive at the period when 
loyal state governments-that will go alone-can be set up, the blacks 
must be enfranchised or they will be ready and willing to fight for a 
government of their own ; and here is more war, and more public debt, 
and more taxation. 

"If the Southern states are brought back in too soon the North 
would either have to pay the rebel debt or borrow the rebel theory and 
secede from the very Union that had been restored by conquering the 
rebels. 

"There is only one way to avoid this and make our victory imme
diately fruitful. In two states, a decided majority of the population is 
black, and, by necessity, loyal. In five others, the black element is more 
than one-third ; and it is strong enough to make an effective balance of 
power in every state where the rebellious element is of any serious 
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magnitude. Again, the particular chivalry which got up and engineered 
the rebellion has such an honor of sharing political power with its 
former chattels that when the enfranchisement of the blacks is deter
mined on as the sine qua non of Reconstruction, and its own military 
power is overthrown, it will emigrate to a more congenial political 
atmosphere. We have then nothing to do but convert whites enough 
to make a majority when added to the enfranchised blacks, to have 
state governments that can be trusted to stand alone. I think I could 
easily convince any man, who does not allow his prej udices to stand in 
the way of his interests, that it will probably make a difference of at 
least $ 1 ,000,000,000 in the development of the national debt, whether we 
reconstruct on the basis of loyal white and black votes, or on white 
votes exclusively, and that he can better afford to give the government 
at least one-quarter of his estate than have it try the latter experiment. 

"I am not disputing about tastes. A Negro's ballot may be more 
vulgar than his bullet. Being already in for it, the question with me is, 
how the one or the other can be made to protect my property from 
taxation ; and I am sure I would rather give away half the little I 
have, than to have the victories of 1 865 thrown away, as I am sure they 
will be, if, endeavoring to keep the South in subj ugation by black 
armies, the government allows 4,000,000 of black population to con
tinue disfranchised." 

Thus industry between 1 860-1 870 was in control of the government 
but was insecure. The Republican party which represented it was a 
minority party, and if Northern and Southern Democrats had been 
able to unite with the disaffected West, the Republicans would have 
been: swept out of power. But the Republican party, united with 
abolition-democracy and using their tremendous moral power and 
popularity, their appeal to freedom, democracy and the uplift of man
kind, might buttress the threatened fortress of the new industry. And 
finally in extremity, votes for Negroes would save the day. Thus a 
movement, which began primarily and sincerely to abolish slavery and 
insure the Negroes' rights, became coupled with a struggle of capitalism 
to retain control of the government as  against Northern labor and 
Southern and Western agriculture. 

The union of these two points of view is seen in an Ohio pamphlet 
then current. "What is to be done with six millions of rebels ? What 
shall be done with four million blacks ? 

" i .  Loyal white men only shall vote. "2. Loyal white men and rebels, except certa in classes, shall vote. "3. Loyal men, white and black, shall vote. "4. Loyal men, white and black, and as many of the rebels as can be 
controlled by loyal voters, shall vote. 
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"5· Educational standards. 
"6. Segregation of whites an<l blacks. The blacks to be in one terri

tory with full rights to vote. "7· Rebel states to be held by military power until the rebels have 
purged themselves. 

"In the first plan, 1 ,200,000 voters in the rebel states will have as 
much voting power as two million voters in the North. Under the 
second plan before the Rebellion, the South, with six million whites, 
boasted as much political power as 8,400,000 of the North. By this 
second plan, 6,000,000 would possess the power of 10,000,000 of the 
North. By the third plan, one voter in the South would have more 
voting power than two voters in the North. Under the fourth plan, 
the uneducated blacks are almost the only friends of the government, 
while the educated whites are all wrong. This i llustrates the folly of 
an educational standard. Under the sixth plan, the whites forced the 
mixing of the races of the country, and those men who have been 
raised on Negro milk, and some of them who have children by Negro 
mothers, should not talk about separation." 

Slowly the rank and file of the nation began to respond to the com
bined argument of industrialists and Abolitionists, especially as their 
seeming unity of purpose increased. A correspondent of the New York 
Tribune writes in 1 865 from the South : 

"The freed people are truly and unreservedly our friends, and they 
are almost the only ones. They are more intelligent as a class, and 
more available as a trustworthy material for citizenship, than I ex
pected to find them. The poor whites whom I saw are decidedly in
ferior to the average of the slave population. If there is to be for the 
future a stable basis for loyal states in the South, i t  must be made up 
largely of the freed people. It will not do at present to trust the ballot 
in  the hands of the white men who have been rebels, and still are such 
under the guise of Union men. I believe this to - be true whether the 
blacks be allowed to vote or not. There should be a long intermediate 
probationary state prescribed before they are again allowed to ap
proach the ballot-box." 2 0  

The abolition-democracy found support in the West. The German 
and Scandinavians, who had settled in the Northwest, were naturally 
democratic. Before the war, they had stood against Southern preten
sions, and in their midst, the Republican party was born. They dis
liked aristocracy and they disliked the South because the South was 
against foreigners and immigration. Among the Germans were many 
labor leaders and doctrinaires, so that the Northwest could be counted 
on for democracy. But at the same time, it could be counted on for 
opposition to the new industrial organization with which the North-
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eastern Abolitionists were making alliance. However, the union of in
dustrialists and the Abolitionists became closer, and since it was un
answered by any move towards democracy in the South or any sym
pathy for democracy by Johnson, the West followed the Abolitionists, 
until later they were seduced by the kulak psychology of land owner
ship. 

In the displacement of Southern feudal agriculture by Northern 
industry, where did the proletariat, the worker, stand ? The proletariat 
is usually envisaged as united, but their real interests were represented 
in America by four sets of people : the freed Negro, the Southern poor 
white, and the Northern skilled and common laborer. These groups 
never came to see their common interests, and the financiers and capi
talists easily kept the upper hand. On the other hand, the West and 
South bore peculiar relations to the new industry. The South clung to 
the ideal of aristocracy and had no thought of the real democratic 
movement. Even the poor whites thought of emancipation as giving 
them a better chance to become rich planters, landowners and em
ployers of Negro labor, and never until the twentieth century en
visaged themselves as a labor class. The Western farmers in the same 
way vacillated between the ideal of speculative landholders and peas
ant farmers. They harked back to the opportunism of the frontier 
and wanted freedom to exploit as well as to vote. In New York, Ne
groes had replaced workers who were on strike, and the two parties 
fought on the docks of the Morgan Line. In Ohio there were various 
outbreaks ; in Cincinnati and in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Chicago, 
Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo and Albany, race riots occurred during the 
war. In 1862, Negro longshoremen were assaulted, and colored work
ing men employed in a Brooklyn tobacco factory were mobbed in 
August. In July, 1862, there were disturbances in New York City, and 
finally, in 1863, July 13, came the terrible draft riot. As Abraham Lin
coln said, March 21 ,  1 864, "None are so deeply interested to resist the 
present rebellion as the working people. Let them beware of prej udice, 
working division and hostility among themselves. The most notable 
feature of a disturbance in your city last summer was the hanging of 
some working people by other working people. It should never be so. 
The strongest bond of human sympathy, outside of the family relation, 
should be one uniting all working people, of all nations, and tongues, 
and kindreds." 

When Lincoln died a year later, Irish organizations refused to march 
with Negroes, and the common council of New York City refused to 
allow Negroes in the Lincoln funeral procession ; but the New York 
Tribune announced that through the intervention of the Police Com
missioner, "a place in the procession had been assigned to the colored 
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societies and other personages, and the police will see that they occupy 
it  without hindrance from any quarter." Meantime, the common coun
cil declined to revoke their order. 

When the war closed, a million men were returning to the labor 
market. Gold was at its height, prices were high, and unemployment 
spread. Strikes took place, soldiers were used to put them down, and 
laws were introduced to prevent strikes. 

The labor movement comprehended, therefore, chiefly Northern 
skilled laborers. Among them organization was growing. Recovering 
from the oppressions of war, there were 79 craft unions at the end of 
1863, and they had grown to 270 in 1 864. Ten national unions were 
formed between 1 863 and 1866, and by 1870 there were 32 national 
unions. But almost none of these unions mentioned the Negro, or con
sidered him or welcomed him. A "National Assembly of North Amer
ica" was held at Louisville, Kentucky, in 1864, and passed resolutions 
concerning working men and labor conditions ; but it said nothing of 
the greatest revolution in labor that had happened in America for a 
hundred years-the emancipation of slaves. 

Meantime, a new flood of cheap immigrant labor was brought into 
the country to work on the railroads and in the new industries. North
ern mill owners who had feared free farms because they might de
crease the number of laborers and raise their wages, were appeased by 
the promotion of alien immigration. It was interesting to hear the 
Union Party, as the Republicans called themselves in 1 864, say, in their 
platform : "Foreign immigration which in the past had added so much 
to the wealth and development of resources and the increase of power 
to this nation-the aspirations of the oppressed of all nations-should 
be fostered and encouraged by a liberal and j ust policy." That year the 
Bureau of Immigration was created, and it was authorized to import 
workers bound for a term of service. The letter . of the law was after
wards changed, but the practice continued for a long time. 

In 1 860, immigrants were coming in at the rate of l 30,000 a year. 
The outbreak of the war brought the number down, but the new 
homestead laws began to attract them so that after the war immigra
tion quickly rose from 200,000 to 350,000 a year, and in 1873, had 
reached 460,000 annually. 

It was all too true, as Senator Wilson of Massachusetts said in the 
38th Congress, but it was a truth that white laborers did not yet real
ize : "We have advocated the rights of the black man, because the 
black man was the most oppressed type of toiling man of this coun
try. I tell you, sir, that the man who is the enemy of the black laboring 
man is the enemy of the white laboring man the world over. The same 
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influences that go to keep down and crush the rights of the poor black 
man bear down and oppress the poor white laboring man." 

The First International Workingmen's Association formed by Karl 
Marx in London in 1864 wrote Lincoln after his second election and 
said : "From the commencement of the titanic American strife, the 
workingmen of Europe felt distinctly that the Star-Spangled Banner 
carried the destiny of their class. The contest for the territories which 
opened the epoch, was it not to decide whether the virgin soil 
of immense tracts should be wedded to the labor of the immigrant or 
be prostituted by the tramp of the slave driver ? 

"When an oligarchy of 300,000 slaveholders dared to inscribe for 
the first time in the annals of the world 'Slavery' on the banner of 
armed revolt, when on the very spots where hardly a century ago the 
idea of one great Democratic Republic had first sprung up, whence 
the first declaration of the rights of man was issued, and the first im
pulse given to the European Revolution of the eighteenth century, 
when on those very spots counter-revolution, with systematic thorough
ness, gloried in rescinding 'the ideas entertained at the time of the 
formation of the old Constitution' and maintained 'slavery to be a 
beneficial institution,' indeed, the only solution of the great problem 
of the 'relation of capital to labor,' and cynically proclaimed property 
in man 'the cornerstone of the new edifice'-then the working classes 
of Europe understood at once, even before the fanatic partisanship of 
the upper classes, for the Confederate gentry had given its dismal 
warnings, that the slaveholders' rebellion was to sound the tocsin for 
a general holy war of property against labor, and that for the men of 
labor, with their hopes for the future, even their past conquests were 
at stake in that tremendous conflict on the other side of the Atlantic. 
Everywhere they bore therefore patiently the hardships imposed upon 
them by the cotton crisis, opposed enthusiastically the pro-slavery in
tervention importunities of their betters, and from most parts of 
Europe contributed their quota of blood to the good of the cause. 

"While the workingmen, the true political power of the North, 
allowed slavery to defile their own republic, while before the Negro, 
mastered and sold without his concurrence, they boasted it the highest 
prerogative of the white-skinned laborer to sell himself and choose his 
own master, they were unable to attain the true freedom of labor, or 
to support their European brethren in their struggle for emancipation ; 
but this barrier to progress has been swept off by the red sea of civil 
war. 

"The workingmen of Europe felt sure that as the American vVar of 
Independence initiated a new era of ascendency for the Middle Class, 
so the American Anti-Slavery war will do for the working classes. 
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They consider it an earnest sign of the epoch to come that i t  fell to 
the lot of Abraham Lincoln, the single-minded son of the working 
class, to lead his country through the matchless struggles for the rescue 
of the enchained race · and the Reconstruction of a social world." 21 

The first fruit of the growing understanding between industrial ex
pansion and abolition-democracy was the Freedmen's Bureau. While 
industry in the North was dividing the labor movement and establish 
ing a far more effective dictatorship of capital over labor than it had 
ever had before, it was compelled in the South to institute another 
dictatorship, designedly and expressly for the protection of emanci
pated Negro labor. In the Freedmen's Bureau, the United States 
started upon a dictatorship by which the landowner and the capitalist 
were to be openly and deliberately curbed and which directed its 
efforts in the interest of a black and white labor class. If and when 
universal suffrage came to reenforce this point of view, an entirely 
different development of American industry and American civiliza
tion must ensue. The Freedmen's Bureau was the most extraordinary 
and far-reaching institution of social uplift that America has ever 
attempted. It had to do, not simply with emancipated slaves and poor 
whites, but also with the property of Southern planters. It was a gov
ernment guardianship for the relief and guidance of white and black 
labor from a feudal agrarianism to modern farming and industry. For 
this work there was and had to be a full-fledged government of men. 
"It made laws, executed them and interpreted them; it laid and col
lected taxes, defined and punished crimes, maintained and used mili
tary force, and dictated such measures as it thought necessary and 
proper for the accomplishment of its varied ends. Naturally, all these 
powers were not exercised continuously nor to their fullest extent ; 
and yet, a s  General Howard has said, 'scarcely any subj ect that has to 
be legislated upon in  civil society failed, at one time or another, to 
demand the action of this singular Bureau.' " 2 2 · Thus the Freedmen's 
Bureau, which rose automatically as a result of the slaves' general 
strike during the war, and came directly out of the consolidation of the 
various army departments of Negro affairs, now loomed as the great
est plan of reasoned emancipation yet proposed. For this reason, the 
bill for its establishment met covert and open opposition. It was op
posed by all advocates of slavery, and all persons North and South 
who did not propose that emancipation should really free the slaves ; 
it was advocated by every element that wanted to achieve this vast 
social revolution by reasoned leadership, money and sacrifice. It was 
finally emasculated and abolished by those in the North who grudged 
its inevitable cost, and by that Southern sentiment which passed the 
black codes. 
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A bill to establish a Bureau in the War Department for the care of 
refugees and freedmen was passed March 3, 1 865. It had been pro
posed as early as 1 863, when a number of petitions for a bureau of 
emancipation were presented to Congress. In January, 1 863, less than 
a month after the Emancipation Proclamation, T. D. Eliot introduced 
into the House the first bill. But the committee did not report it, and 
the Freedmen's Aid Societies renewed their petitions. 

At the opening of the new session in December, 1863, Eliot intro
duced another bill. This bill was obj ected to in the House because of 
its cost, its charitable features, and the possible corruption of its em
ployees. Eliot defended the bill vigorously. The Negroes had been 
freed by proclamation, law, and force, and their freedom must be main
tained. They were freed through selfish motives, to weaken the enemy. 
It would be the depth of meanness to let them now grope their way 
without guidance or protection. The President, by proclamation, had 
pledged the maintenance of Negro freedom, and Congress had recog
nized its obligation to secure employment and support of Negroes on 
abandoned lands. Negroes were now oppressed by Southerners and 
Northern harpies. Further legislation was imperatively demanded. In 
the ensuing debates, the bill was defended as encouraging the enlist
ment of colored soldiers, and as calculated to bring order out of the 
present chaos. It would form a new class of consumers for Northern 
products. On the other hand, opponents insisted that the Bureau 
would open a vast field for corruption, and that it was a revolutionary 
effort on the part of a government of limited powers. Brooks of New 
York denounced it because it would put black labor under Northern 
taskmasters in competition with white labor and capitalists in the 
North. It was passed March 1 ,  1 864, by the close vote of 69-67. 

In the Senate it was referred to the Committee on Slavery and Free
dom, of which Charles Sumner was chairman. Here it was trans
formed from .a temporary makeshift and war expedient and began to 
take the form of a great measure of social uplift and reform. The 
Bureau was attached to the Treasury Department. Sumner pressed the 
bill, arguing that private benevolence could not cope with the problem 
and that a bureau was necessary ; that the Treasury was already in 
charge of abandoned property and had special agents in the field. The 
bill passed the Senate, June 28, by a vote of 21-9· The House refused 
to concur and the whole subj ect went over to the next session. Re
newed arguments and petitions came in favor of the bill. In July, seven 
Freedmen's Aid associations of the West met in Indianapolis. They 
drew up a memorial complaining of the current methods of dealing 
with the freedmen and asking for a supervising agent, because of the 
failure of Congress to establish a bureau. 
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December 20, 1 864, the matter was taken up again in the House and 

a conference committee appointed with Sumner and Eliot. This com
mittee reported February 2, 1865, and recommended an independent 
Department of Freedmen and Abandoned Lands. In the debates, 
there was great diversity of opinion. Some feared that the freedman 
would be too strictly controlled and that this would curtail his "initia
tive" and "self-reliance." Others urged the necessity of the bill to res
cue these wards from ignorance and pauperism, and guide them into 
confidence and self-control. The bill passed that House by another 
close vote of 64-62. 

However, there appeared at the same time another bill for the relief 
of both white refugees and freedmen and the temporary use of aban
doned property. It was a short and temporary measure. Both these 
bills went to the Senate. Sumner stoutly defended the comprehensive 
measure agreed upon in conference. But the opposition of both Demo· 
crats and Republicans was too strong and the conference report was 
rej ected. A second conference was held and a new bill presented, cre
ating a Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands in the 
War Department. 

All these proposals meant th3.t there was a question as to whether 
this bureau was to be a temporary war measure, or a permanent insti
tution for abolishing slavery and inducting Negroes gradually into 
economic and political freedom. If it were attached to the War Depart
ment, it would end with the war. In the Treasury, it would serve to 
settle problems of taxation, crops and finance, but presumably end 
when war finance yielded to peace. In the Interior Department or as 
a separate department, the Freedmen's Bureau would be permanent, 
with regular revenues and a wide and comprehensive program of work. 

The debate on the final bill was limited, and without a vote the 
report of the Conference Committee was accepted March 3rd. Abraham 
Lincoln immediately signed the bill. This bill provided for a Bureau 
to last "during the present War of Rebellion, and for one year there
after." It had at its head a commissioner appointed by the President 
with the consent of the Senate, and assistant commissioners might be 
appointed for each of the ten states in rebellion. Army officers could 
be used as assistant commissioners. The Secretary of War was to 
issue necessary provisions, clothing, and fuel, and under the direction 
of the President, the Commissioner could set aside for freedmen and 
refugees tracts of land of not more than forty acres to be leased to 
tenants ; the lessees were to be protected in the use of the land for three 
years at a low rent. At the end of the term, the tenant could purchase 
the land at an appraised value. 

Some Congressmen, like Conness, could not conceive of a Freed-
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men's Bureau conducted for the benefit of labor. "Where will the 
freedman get the capital to buy his horse or his oxen and other agri
cultural implements, to put his crop of cotton or coril in the ground ? 
All these require capital far beyond the ability of the freedman to 
command, and renders the scheme impractical so far as it professed 
to be of benefit to the freedman. 

"The inevitable result will be that the freedman will lease no land. 
He will not be able to lease and cultivate land. He will not be able to 
purchase equipment of horse and agricultural implements that will be 
necessary for its cultivation. Then he must fall into general line and 
become simply a laborer to be hired to some man with whom they are 
secretly in partnership, with whom they share the profits and the 
produce of the freedman's labor from these abandoned lands." 2 3  The 
inevitable corollary that under the especial circumstances of emanci
pated slave labor, the state must furnish capital, was inconceivable to 
men like Conness . He, like Lane of Indiana, made the old American 
Assumption of economic independence open to all. "I am opposed to 
the whole theory of the Freedmen's Bureau. I would make them free 
under the law. I would protect them in the courts of j ustice ; if neces
sary, I would give them the r ight of suffrage, and let loyal slaves vote 
their rebel masters down and reconstruct the seceded states ; but I wish 
to have no system of guardianship and pupilage and overseership over 
these Negroes." 

There was in the debate, inside and outside of Congress, distinct 
evidence that industry, rather than pay the cost of social uplift on the 
scale which an efficient Freedmen's Bureau evidently demanded, 
would accept immediate Negro suffrage as a preferable panacea. Just as 
the refuge of those who opposed the right to vote was work for the 
freedman and regular habits of labor ; so on the other hand, those who 
opposed systematic organization of such work, found refuge in the 
ballot. Pomeroy had seen thousands of colored and white refugees 
"coming into my state and I say here distinctly that the colored people 
are able to take care of themselves and find their places and adapt 
themselves to their new conditions easier and quicker than the poor 
white refugees who are driven out of the Border States. 

"I desire that those who advocate this bill will stop here and spend 
their time and talent in demanding for the Negro race all the rights 
and privileges of freedom. Do this and no Freedmen's Bureau at a ll 
is necessary. 

"Sir, I am for all races of men. I do not believe that it is necessary 
to secure the property of one race that another shall be destroyed . . . 

"Let us refuse admittance to every rebel state unless the privilege 
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of the elective franchise is granted to the colored man .  I bel ieve the 
future permanency of this government depends upon this, and I be
lieve those who have fought this war have no safety or security with
out it." 

Here was a logical resting place ; no funds or permanency for a 
Freedmen's Bureau, and Negro suffrage to defend Northern industry ; 
and no element fought harder and more determinedly to make this 
possible than the white South. With the possibility of a government 
guardianship to conduct the Negro in freedom by industry, land, and 
education at the expense of the nation, the South deliberately and bit
terly fought and maligned the Bureau at every turn, and in the end 
it received the Reconstruction bills as its j ust reward. 

For the stupendous work which the Freedmen's Bureau must at
tempt, it had every disadvantage except one. I t  was so limited in time 
that it had small chance for efficient and comprehensive planning. It 

had at first no appropriated funds, but was supposed to depend on 
the chance accumulations of war time, unclaimed bounties of Negro 
soldiers, confiscated land and property formerly belonging to the Con
federate Government, and rations. Further than this it had to use a 
rough ·military machine for administrating delicate social reform. The 
qualities which make a good soldier do not necessarily make a good 
social reformer. And while in many instances the Bureau was fortu
nate in its personnel, in others it was j ust as unfortunate, and had to 
put in administrative positions military martinets, men disillusioned 
and cynical after a terrible war, or careless and greedy and in no way 
suited for farsighted social building. 

The most fortunate thing that Lincoln gave the Bureau was its 
head, Oliver Howard. Howard was neither a great administrator nor 
a great man, but he was a good man. He was sympathetic and hu
mane, and tried with endless application and desperate sacrifice to do 
a hard, thankless duty. "His high reputation as a - Christian gentleman 
gave him the esteem of the humane and benevolent portion of the 
public, upon whose confidence and cooperation his success was largely 
to depend." 24 

The task that Howard had was of the gravest, because there were 
three things that the conquered South fought with bitter determina
tion : 

1 .  Any Federal interference with labor. 
2. Arms in the hands of Negroes. 
3.  Votes for Negroes. 
This opposition did not arise primarily from any failure of the Bu

reau in  the performance of its duty, or because its work functioned 
imperfectly. Even if it had been a perfect and well-planned ma-
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chine for its mission, the planters in the main were determined to try to 
coerce both black labor and white, without outside interference of any 
sort. They proposed to enact and enforce the black codes. They were 
going to replace legal slavery by customary serfdom and caste. And they 
were going to do all this because they could not conceive of civiliza
tion in the South with free Negro workers, or Negro soldiers or voters. 

Howard, therefore, had a battle on his hands from the start. His 
bureau was limited by temporarily extended and incomplete laws until 
its main work was practically done in 1869, although some of its func
tions extended until June 30, 1 872. Under these circumstances, the 
astonishing thing is that the Bureau was able to accomplish any defi
nite and worth-while results ; yet it did and the testimony in support 
of this comes from its friends and enemies. 

Howard says : "The law establishing the Bureau committed to it 
the control of all subj ects relating to refugees and freedmen under 
such regulations as might be prescribed by the head of the Bureau and 
approved by the President. This almost unlimited authority gave me 
great scope and liberty of action, but at the same time it imposed upon 
me very perplexing and responsible duties. Legislative, j udicial and 
executive powers were combined in my commission, reaching all the 
interests of four millions of people, scattered over a vast territory, liv
ing in  the midst of another people claiming to be superior, and known 
to be not altogether friendly . . . .  " The conditions facing the Bureau 
were chaotic. "In every state many thousands were found without em
ployment, without homes, without means of subsistence, crowding 
into towns and about military posts, where they hoped to find protec
tion and supplies. The sudden collapse of the rebellion, making eman
cipation an actual, universal fact, was like an earthquake. It shook 
and shattered the whole previously existing social system. It broke up 
the old industries and threatened a reign of anarchy. Even well-dis
posed and humane landowners were at a loss what to do, or how to 
begin the work of reorganizing society and of rebuilding their 
ruined fortunes. Very few had any knowledge of free labor, or any 
hope that their former slaves would serve them faithfully for wages. 
On the other hand, the freed people were in a state of great excitement 
and uncertainty. They could hardly believe that the liberty proclaimed 
was real and permanent. Many were afraid to remain on the same soil 
that they had tilled as slaves lest by some trick they might find them
selves again in bondage. Others supposed that the Government would 
either take the entire supervision of their labor and support, or divide 
among them the lands of the conquered owners, and furnish them 
with all that might be necessary to begin life as an independent 
farmer." 2 5 
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Twelve labors of Hercules faced the Freedmen's Bureau : to make 
as rapidly as possible a general survey of conditions and needs in every 
state and locality ; to relieve immediate hunger and distress ; to ap
point state commissioners and upwards of 900 bureau officials ; to put 
the laborers to work at regular wage ; to transport laborers, teachers 
and officials ; to furnish land for the peasant ; to open schools ; to pay 
bounties to black soldiers and their families ; to establish hospitals and 
guard health ; to administer j ustice between man and former master ; 
to answer continuous and persistent criticism, North and South, black 
and white ; to find funds to pay for all this. 

In four years the Bureau issued over twenty-one million rations to 
the hungry and unemployed-fifteen and a half million to blacks and 
five and a half million to whites. The number rose to five million 
in 1 866, and then fell from three and one-half to two and one-half mil
lion in 1 867-1868. The total cost of food and clothing, 1 865-1871,  was 
set down at $3,168,325. 

In the eyes of a nation dedicated to profitable industry, as well as in 
the eyes of bureau officials, the first major problem was to set the 
Negroes to work under a wage contract. "To secure fairness and to 
inspire confidence on both sides, the system of written contracts was 
adopted. No compulsion was used, but all were advised to enter into 
written agreements and submit them to an officer of the Bureau for 
approval. The nature and obligations of these contracts were carefully 
explained to the freedmen, and a copy filed in the office of the agent 
approving it ; this was for their use in case any difficulty arose between 
them and their employers. The labor imposed upon my officers and 
agents by this system was very great, as evinced by the fact that in a 
single state not less than fifty thousand (50,000) such contracts were 
drawn in duplicate and filled up with the names of all the parties." 

The purely economic results of this effort were unusually satisfac
tory. There was cheating by employers, and malingering by laborers, 
and widespread disorder ; yet "in spite of all disorders that have pre
vailed and the misfortunes that have fallen upon many parts of the 
South, a good degree of prosperity and success has already been at
tained. To the oft-repeated slander that the Negroes will not work, 
and are incapable of taking care of themselves, it is a sufficient answer 
that their voluntary labor has produced nearly all the food that sup
ported the whole people, besides a large amount of rice, sugar and 
tobacco for export, and two millions of bales of cotton each year, on 
which was paid into the United States treasury during the years 1866 
and 1867 a tax of more than forty millions of dollars ($40,000,000) . It 
is not claimed that this result is wholly due to the care and oversight 
of this Bureau, but it is safe to say, as it has been said repeatedly by 
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intelligent Southern white men, that without the bureau or some sim
ilar agency, the material interests of the country would have greatly 
suffered, and the government would have lost a far greater amount 
than has been expended in its maintenance . . . .  " Three-quarters of a 
million of dollars was spent in transporting laborers to homes and to 
work, and teachers and agents to their fields of duty. 

The insistent demand of the Negro, aided by army officers and 
Northern churches and philanthropic organizations, began the sys
tematic teaching of Negroes and poor whites. This beginning the 
Freedmen's Bureau raised to a widespread system of Negro public 
schools. The Bureau furnished day and night schools, industrial 
schools, Sunday schools and colleges. Between June 1 ,  1865, and Sep
tember 1 , 1 871 ,  $5,262,5n .26 was spent on schools from Bureau funds, 
and in 1 870 there were in day and night schools 3,300 teachers and 
149,58 1  pupils. Nearly all the present Negro universities and colleges 
like Howard, Fisk, and Atlanta, were founded or substantially aided 
in their earliest days by the Freedmen's Bureau. 

There were systematic plans to care for the sick. In the summer of 
1 865 there were detailed in the several states fourteen surgeons and 
three assistant surgeons, who took care of white and black people in 
distress, and engaged local surgeons to help them. By September, 1 867, 
there were forty-six hospitals with 5,292 beds. The hospitals were dis
tributed in fourteen different states, and the annual appropriation for 
medical purposes was nearly $500,000 in 1 866 and 1 867 ; the total ex
penditure for the Medical Department has been estimated to have been 
$2,000,000. With this money, 452,419 cases were treated, and perhaps 
an equal number unrecorded. In all, nearly a million persons were 
given medical aid. The death rate among the freedmen was reduced 
from 30% to 13% in 1865, and to 2 .03% in 1 869. Something was done 
in providing physicians in large towns, inspecting sanitation, and 
treating lame, blind, deaf and dumb and aged persons and orphans. 
Temporary care was given the insane. 

The judicial work of the Bureau consisted in · protecting the Negro 
from violence and outrage, from serfdom, and in defending his right 
to hold property and enforce his contracts. It was to see that Negroes 
had fair trials and that their testimony was received, and their family 
relations respected. The Commissioner laid down general rules for the 
administration of j ustice by bureau officials. Freedmen's courts and 
boards of arbitration were organized when needed, and while an at
tempt was made to secure uniformity in these courts, they presented 
much variety in composition and procedure. Sometimes the Assistant 
Commissioner constituted the court ; sometimes it consisted of an 
agent appointed by him, and a representative of the freedmen and one 
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of the whites. They acted only in cases where one or both parties 
were Negroes, and they imposed fines and enforced their j uclgmcnts. 

The .financial support of the Bureau was haphazard. No appropria
tions were made under the original Freedmen's Bureau Bill, but 
funds were supplied from many departments of Negro affairs and 
from the handling of abandoned property and from taxes and fees. 
Nearly eight hundred thousand acres of farming land and about five 
thousand pieces of town property were transferred to the bureau by 
military and treasury officers, or taken up by assistant commissioners. 
Of this enough was leased to produce a revenue of nearly four hun
dred thousand dollars. Some farms were set aside as homes for the 
destitute and helpless, and a portion was cultivated by freedmen prior 
to its restoration. The necessary task of settling the Negroes on their 
own homesteads was begun by the bureau but soon rendered impos
sible by lack of land and funds and deliberately hostile executive ac
tion. Through the agency of the bureau, the government paid out 
eight thousand dollars in bounties to over five thousand Negro soldiers 
and their heirs, and thus helped furnish some capital to the new 
laborers. 

Under the second Freedmen's Bureau Bill, passed in 1 866, these 
sources were being exhausted so that the Army Appropriation bill in
cluded $594,450 for the Bureau. Succeeding appropriations brought the 
total to $ 12,961 ,395. Adding the cost of various army supplies used, 
Howard estimated "the total expenses of our Government for refugees 
and freedmen to August 31 ,  1 869, have been $13,579,8 16.82." 26 If we 
add to this the increase in the army payroll caused by the Bureau, and 
other items, Pierce estimates that the total expenditure for the Bureau 
was between $17,000,000 and $18,000,000. 

This does not prove that the Freedmen's Bureau was a complete 
success, for it was not ; from the nature of the organization and i ts 
l imitati'ons i t  could not be. The white South made it  the obj ect of its 
bitterest attacks. It accused the agents of every crime and mistake and 
planned for its removal. This was natural ; for, in its essence, the bu
reau was a dictatorship of the army over property for the benefit of 
labor. It  was aimed at the worst methods of exploitation ;  it sought to 
give the Negro some standing at law ; i t  compelled the keeping of con
tracts ; and while the testimony as to the net results varies it seems 
true, as Pierce says : 27 "Notwithstanding abuses and extravagances, 
the bureau did a great, an indispensable work of mercy and relief, at 
a time when no other organization or body was in a position to do 
that work. 

"To the Negro was imparted a conception-inadequate and dis
torted though it may have been-of his civil r ights as a freeman. In a 
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land long dominated by slavery, when freedom had j ust been decreed, 
when neither black nor white well understood the value of free labor, 
and before the law of supply and demand could readj ust labor rela
tions, the bureau set up a tentative scale of wages . . . .  When under 
the direction of broad, temperate, capable agents, the labor division 
unquestionably accomplished much of the larger purpose for which 
it was ordained and which its friends maintain that it fulfilled. All 
things considered in this branch of the work, more marked success 
was achieved than a calm study of the perplexing situation would lead 
the thoughtful man of today to think that such an abnormal and short
lived institution could have attained." 

A white citizen of Louisiana adds : "The best influence in settling 
the state of things in Louisiana, would be to maintain there for some 
years a rigid administration of the Freedmen's Bureau to protect the 
blacks and their rights, as well as to see that they complied with rea
sonable and proper contracts they might make. I consider that such 
an establishment would stand as a barrier to the encroachments of one 
class upon the rights of the other." 28 

Other critics are worth hearing. A Virginian, J .  M. Botts, said : "I 
have heard of a great many difficulties and outrages which have pro
ceeded, in some instances, if the truth has been represented to me, 
from the ignorance and fanaticism of persons connected with the 
Freedmen's Bureau . . . •  On the other hand, there are many of the 
persons connected with the Freedmen's Bureau who have conducted 
themselves with great propriety ; and where that has been so, there 
has been no difficulty between the whites and blacks." 29 Judge Hill 
writes, "Like all other efforts of humanity, the results of the Freed
men's Bureau depended very much upon those appointed to carry it 
out and give it the aid intended. Where the agent was a man of good 
sense and free from prej udice to either party or race, good results 
were attained ; but, in many instances, the agents were deficient in 
these necessary qualifications, and the results were, not only a failure 
to accomplish the purpose of the bureau, but a decided evil." 3 0  

Wallace bitted y arraigns the bureau officials in Florida : 
"The Freedmen's Bureau, an institution devised by Congress under 

the influence of the very best people of the Northern States, and in
tended as a means of protection of the freedmen, and preparing them 
for the new responsibilities and privileges conferred, in the hands of 
bad men proved, instead of a blessing, to be the worst curse of the 
race, as under it he was misled, debased and betrayed." 3 1  

The various investigations of the bureau brought out damaging facts 
as to the handling of funds and careless administration and yet "the 
peculiar difficulties of the bureau's financial problems must not be 
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lost sight of. The amount involved was large. It was impossible to 
avoid errors in identifying the hordes of nameless, irresponsible claim
ants to public money entrusted to the bureau. The thousands of agents 
scattered over a vast area were beyond the close personal supervision 
of higher officials, and much of the irregularity and fraud was clearly 
traceable to unscrupulous local agents. There is no reason to believe 
that the commissioner was guilty of embezzlement, fraud, or personal 
dishonesty ; but he certainly was not a strict constructionist. Doubtless 
his liberal interpretation of statutes was designed to benefit the freed
men and refugees to whose protection and welfare his efforts were 
directed. Often such interpretation was due to the delay of Congress 
in making appropriations demanded by the exigencies of the hour." 3 2 

Grant brought forward some hearsay criticism during the first year. 
President Johnson sent two generals South who uncovered cases of 
fraud and maladministration, but commended Howard and believed 
the Bureau had done much to preserve order and to organize free 
labor. A final court of inquiry was commenced by act of Congress in 
1 874, and sat for forty days. 

The . committee gave in its majority report its j udgment of this ex
traordinary experiment. "The general effect of the policy pursued by 
this people towards the freedmen and the general results of the ad
ministration of the Freedmen's Bureau by General Howard are mat
ters of history. Without civil convulsion, without any manifestation 
of violence or hate towards those who had subj ected him and his 
ancestors to the accumulated wrongs of generations of servitude, the 
enfranchised Negro at once and quietly entered upon new relations of 
freeman and citizen. During the five years since the bureau has been 
established, General Howard has directed the expenditure of twelve 
million nine hundred and sixty-five thousand, three hundred and 
ninety-five dollars and forty cents ;  has exercised oversight and care for 
the freedmen and refugees in seventeen States arid the District of Co
lumbia, a territory of 350,000 square miles, and cooperated with benev
olent societies, aiding in the education of hundreds of thousands of 
pupils, and in the relief of vast numbers of destitute and homeless 
persons of all ages and both sexes. . , . 

"The world can point to nothing like i t  in all the history of eman
cipation. No thirteen millions of dollars were ever more wisely spent ; 
yet, from the beginning this scheme has encountered the bitterest op
position and the most unrelenting hate. Scoffed at like a thing of 
shame, often struck and wounded, sometimes in the house of its 
friends, apologized for rather than defended ; yet, with God on its 
side, the Freedmen's Bureau has triumphed ; civilization has received 
a new impulse, and the friends of humanity may well rejoice. The 
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Bureau work is being rapidly brought to a close, and its accomplish
ments will enter into history, while the unfounded accusations brought 
against it will be forgotten." 3 3  

This is perhaps an overstatement. The Freedmen's Bureau did an 
extraordinary piece of work but it was but a small and imperfect part 
of what it might have done if it had been made a permanent institu
tion, given ample funds for operating schools and purchasing land, and 
if it had been gradually manned by trained civi lian administrators. All 
this was clear when Andrew Johnson vetoed the Freedmen's Bureau 
bill in 1 866. 

For the first time in history the people of the United States listened 
not only to the voices of the Negroes' friends, but to the Negro him
self. He was becoming more and more articulate, in the South as well 
as in the North. 

Also the actions of the Negroes were telling on public opinion, and 
were given for the first time intelligent and sympathetic publicity. 
Black soldiers paraded ; black petitions, some i lli terate, some like that 
from the District of Columbia, in excellent and logical form, were 
published. Black men began to enter public movements and there was 
a subsidence of ridicule and caricature. The meetings and petitions of 
Southern Negroes were significant and cannot be discounted. Many 
were doubtless instigated by white friends, but not all ; and even these 
had significant internal evidence of genuine thought and action. 

In May, 1 864, the Negroes at Port Royal, South Carolina, partici
pated in a meeting which elected delegates to the National Conven
tion at Baltimore in June. Robert Smalls and three other Negroes were 
among the sixteen delegates, but were denied seats. "On the seventh 
of August last [ 1 865] a convention of colored men was held in this 
city [Nashville ] . . . .  It was resolved that the colored people of the 
State of Tennessee respectfully and solemnly protest against the con
gressional delegation from this State being admitted to seats in  your 
honorable bodies until the Legislature of this State enact such laws as 
shall secure to us our rights as freemen. 

"We cannot believe that the General Government will allow us to 
be left without such protection after knowing, as you do, what services 
we have rendered to the cause of the preservation of the Union and 
the maintenance of the laws. We have respectfully petitioned our 
Legislature upon the subj ect, and have failed to get them to do any
thing for us, saying that it was premature to legislate for the protec
tion of our rights." 3 4  September 3, 1 865, a Negro convention was held 
in Raleigh, North Carolina, and adopted resolutions for proper wages, 
education, protection for their families, and repeal of unj ust discrim
ination. October 7, 1 865, the colored citizens of Mississippi protested 
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against the reactionary policy of the state an<l expressed the fear that 
they were to be reenslaved. "They set forth that, owing to the prej u
dice existing there, they have not been able to assemble in convention, 
but that they have done as well as they could, through a few of their 
number to set forth their grievances. They represent four hundred an<l 
thirty-seven thousand four hundred and four citizens of the U nite<l 
States, being a majority of nearly one hundred thousand in that State. 
These people, in a very brief petition, asked Congress to grant them 
the right of suffrage, that 'we may,' they say, 'the more effectually prove 
our fidelity to the United States ; as we have fought in favor of liberty, 
j ustice, and humanity, we wish to vote in favor of it and give our 
influence to the permanent establishment of pure republican institu
tions in these United States ; and also that we may be in a position in 
a legal and peaceable way to  protect ourselves in the enjoyment of 
those sacred rights which were pledged to us by the emancipation 

1 . ' " 35  proc amation. 
A colored people's convention met in Zion Church, Charleston, 

S. C., in November, 1 865, to protest against the work of the convention 
and legislature. This began concerted political action by the Negroes 
of the state. Robert C. DeLarge, A. J. Ransier, J .  J. Wright, Beverly 
Nash, Francis L. Cardozo, M. R. Delany, and Richard H. Cain, were 
there. They declared that this was "an extraordinary meeting, un
known in the history of South Carolina, when it is considered who 
composed i t  and for what purposes i t  was allowed to assemble." Com
plaint was lodged against the state authorities in depriving Negroes 
"of the rights of the meanest profligate in the country" ; Congress was 
asked to throw "the strong arm of the law over the entire population 
of the state," and grant "equal suffrage," and abolish the "black 
code." 3 6 

The petition of this meeting, signed by people of South Carolina, 
was presented to the Senate in December. "They respectfully asked 
Congress, in consideration of their unquestioned loyalty, exhibited by 
them alike as bond or free, as soldier or laborer, in the Union lines 
under the protection of the Government, or within the rebel lines 
under the domination of the rebellion, that in the exercise of our high 
authority over the reestablishment of civil government in South Caro
lina their equal right before the law may be respected ; that in the 
formation and adoption of the fundamental law of the State, they may 
have an equal voice with all loyal citizens, and that Congress will not 
sanction any State constitution which does not secure the exercise of 
the right of the elective franchise to all loyal citizens otherwise quali
fied in the common course of American law, without distinction of 
color." 3 7  
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The colored people of Alabama, in convention at Mobile, in 1866, 
called upon Congress to provide some means of making their freedom 
secure. "They say that in the city where they were assembled in con
vention several of their churches had been already burned to the 
ground by the torch of the incendiary, and threats are frequently made 
to continue the destruction of their property ; the means of education 
for their children are secured to them only by the strong arm of the 
United States Government against the marked opposition of their 
white fellow-ci tizens, while throughout the whole State the right to 
participate in the franchises of freemen is denied as insulting to white 
men ; and a respectful appeal addressed by some of their people to the 
late State convention was scornfully laid upon the table, some of the 
members even refusing to hear its reading. They also state that many 
of their people daily suffer almost every form of outrage and violence 
at the hands of whites ;  that in many parts of the state their people can
not safely leave the vicinity of their homes ; they are knocked down and 
beaten by their white fellow-citizens without having offered any in
j ury or insult as a cause ; they are arrested and imprisoned upon false 
accusations ; their money is extorted for their release, or they are con
demned to imprisonment at hard labor ; that many of their people are 
now in a condition of practical slavery, being compelled to serve their 
former owners without pay and to call them 'master.' They express 
a hope that Congress may be led to give them an opportunity to verify 
these statements by suitable testimony, and also further hope that 
Congress will grant them the protection they need." 3 8 

In 1 866, January 10, a Negro convention at Augusta, Georgia, ap
pealed to the Georgia legislature. The freedmen declared that dur
ing the period df the war the majority of them had remained silently 
at their homes, although they had known their power to rise, and 
to "fire your houses, burn your homes and railroads, and discommode 
you in a thousand ways." During the war, they had been forced into 
war service by the South. They had been compelled to throw up 
breastwork forts and fortifications and do the work of prisoners under 
the guns of the enemy, where, said they, "many of us in common wi th 
yourselves were killed." But now, they declared that they could no 
longer remain indifferent when the state was passing laws which 
would bind them in future years . Against these laws, they would pro
test firmly and openly. Another address in the same year called atten
tion to the treatment which the Negroes were receiving in all wJ.lks 
of life throughout the state. On the railroJ.ds they p3.id equal fare with 
others, but they did not "get hJ.lf the accommodation." They were 
"cursed and kicked by the conductors"-their wives and sisters were 
"blackguarded and insulted by the scrapings of the earth"-and if 
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they spoke of their treatment they were "frowned upon with contempt 
and replied to in bitter epithets." 3 9 

Major Martin R. Delaney, the most distinguished Northern Negro 
in South Carolina, declared in a letter to Pres ident Johnson, "What 
becomes necessary to secure and perpetuate the Union is simply the 
enfranchisement and recognition of political equality of the power that 
saved the nation from destruction-a recognition of the political 
equality of the blacks with the whites in all their relations as American 

• • , , 40 cmzens . . . .  
"A correspondent of the Charleston Daily Courier writing from 

Sumter, South Carolina, reported November 4, 1 866, an organized 
movement among Negroes to better their condition. They held a large 
assembly to deal with the problems of the hour, this being a meeting 
on a larger scale than that of many other such which had been held 
for that purpose in that section. During the four hours of this meeting 
the correspondent reported that there was not uttered a word about 
Negro suffrage and other political questions. The keynote of the 
meeting was to secure 'a fair and remunerative reward for labor.' The 
contract system had proved to be unequal and unj ust and they were 
advised to resort to the share system." 

The black vVest protested to the admission of Colorado with white 
suffrage. On January 24, 1 866, Senator Brown of Missouri said : "I 
present a petition of certain citizens of Denver, in the Territory of 
Colorado, showing that the State Constitution, framed by a citizens' 
convention, and adopted by an almost insignificant majority of the 
legal voters of Colorado, preparatory to admission as a State, excludes 
all colored citizens of the Territory of Colorado from the right of suf
frage by the incorporation in that instrument of the words 'all white 
male citizens.' The petitioners, therefore, beseech your honorable 
body not to admit the Territory as a State until the word 'all white' 
be erased from her constitution." 4 1 

The most significant meeting took place in the North where a Na
tional Convention met in Syracuse, New York, in October, 186+ Be.; 
sides Frederick Douglass, it was attended by George L. Ruffin, who 
afterwards became the first Negro to sit on the bench of Massachu
setts, George T. Downing of Rhode Island, Robert Hamilton of New 
York, vVill iam Howard Day of New Jersey, Jonathan C. Gibbs, who 
later became Secretary of State and Superintendent of Education in  
Florida ; Peter H. Clark of  Ohio, Henry Highland Garnet, the Negro 
preacher, Dr. Peter W. Ray of Brooklyn, and many other leaders 
of the free Negroes. The resolution said : "The weakness of our friends 
is strength to our foes. When the Anti-Slavery Standard, representing 
the American Anti-Slavery Society, denies that the society asks for the 
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enfranchisement of colored men, and the Liberator apologizes for ex
cluding the colored men of Louis iana from the ballot-box, they inj ure 
us more vitally than all the ribald j ests of the whole pro-slavery 
press . . .  

"In the ranks of the Democratic party, all the worst elements of 
American society fraternize ; and we need not expect a s ingle voice 
from that quarter for j ustice, mercy, or even decency. To it we are 
nothing; the slave-holders everything . . . .  

"How stands the case with the great Republican party in question ? 
We have already alluded to i t  as being largely under the influence of 
the prevailing contempt for the character and rights of the colored 
race. This is seen by the slowness of our Government to employ the 
strong arm of the black man in the work of putting down the rebel
lion ; and in its unwillingness, after thus employing him, to invest him 
with the same incitements to deeds of daring, as white soldiers ; neither 
giving him the same pay, rations, and protection, nor any hope of ris
ing in the service by meritorious conduct. I t  is also seen in the fact, 
that in neither of the plans emanating from this party for reconstruct
ing the institutions of the Southern States, are colored men, not even 
those who had fought for the country, recognized as having any po
litical existence or rights whatever . . . .  

"Do you, then, ask us to s tate, in plain terms, j ust what we want of 
you, and j ust what we think we ought to receive at your hands ? \Ve 
answer : First of all, the complete abolition of the slavery of our race 
in the United States. We shall not s top to argue. We feel the terrible 
sting of this stupendous wrong, and that we cannot be free while our 
brothers are slaves. . . . 

"We want the elective franchise in all the states now in the Union, 
and the same in all such states as may come into the Union hereafter. 
We believe that the highest welfare of this great country will be found 
in erasing from its statute-books all enactments discriminating in 
favor or against any class of its people, and by establishing one law for 
the white and colored people alike. Whatever prej udice and taste may 
be innocently allowed to do or to dictate in social and domestic rela
tions, it is plain, that in the matter of government, the obj ect of which 
is the protection and security of human rights, prej udice should be 
allowed no voice whatever . . . .  

"Your fathers laid down the principle, long ago, that universal suf
frage is the best foundation of Government. We believe as your 
fathers believed, and as they practiced ; for, in eleven States out of the 
original thirteen, colored men exercised the right to vote at the time 
of the adoption of the Federal Constitution . . . .  

"Fellow-citizens, let us entreat you, have faith in your own prin-
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ciples. I f  freedom is good for any, it i s  goocl for all . I f you need the 
elective franchise, we need i t  even more. You are strong, we are weak ;  
you are many, we are few ; you are protected, we are exposed. Clothe 
us with this safeguard of our liberty, and give us an interest in the 
country to which, in common with you, we have given our lives and 
poured out our best blood . You cannot need special protection. Our 
degradation is not essential to your elevation, nor our peril essential 
to your safety. You are not likely to be outstripped in the race of im
provement by persons of African descent ; and hence you have no need 
of superior advantage, nor to burden them with disabilities of any 
kind . . . .  

"vVe may conquer Southern armies by the sword ; but it is another 
thing to conquer Southern hate. Now what is the natural counterpoise 
against this Southern malign hostility ? This i t  i s : give the elective 
franchise to every colored man of the South who is of sane mind, and 
has arrived at the age of twenty-one years, and you have at once four 
millions of friends who will guard with their vigilance, and if need 
be, defend with their arms, the ark of Federal Liberty from the treason 
and pollution of her enemies. You are sure of enmity of the masters,
make sure of the friendship of the slaves ; for, depend upon it, your 
Government cannot afford to encounter the enmity of both." 42 

And so at first Abraham Lincoln looked back towards some stable 
place in the relation of blacks and whites in the South on which men 
could begin to build a new edifice for freedom, and he gave only one 
word that had in it a ring of harshness. He was willing to accept 
almost any overture on the part of the South except that he would not 
return the Negroes to slavery, and if any law compelled the executive 
to do this, that executive would not be Abraham Lincoln. There can 
be no doubt that Abraham Lincoln never would have accepted the 
Black Codes. He began by looking backward and then turned with 
this forward-looking word. 

On the other hand, Andrew Johnson started looking forward, to
wards free land, and the interests of the suppressed laborers in the 
South ; and then realizing that one-half this laboring class was black, 
he turned his face towards reaction. He accepted the Black Codes, and 
thus he faced in the winter of 1 865 the representatives of the people of 
the United States in the 39th Congress assembled. 

Symbolic mother, we thy myriad sons, 
Pounding our stubborn hearts on Freedom's bars, 

Clutching our birthright, fight with faces set, 
Still visioning the stars ! 

JESSIE FAUSET. 
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V I I I .  T R A N S U B S T A N T I A T I O N  O F  A 
P O O R  W H I T E  

How Andrew Johnson, unexpectedly raised to the Presidency, was 
suddenly set between a democracy which included poor whites and 
black men, and an autocracy that incl uded Big B usiness and slave 
barons ; and how torn between impossible allegiances, he ended in 
forcing a hesitant nation to choose between the increased pol itical 

power of a restored Southern ol igarchy and votes for Negroes 

Like Nemesis of Greek tragedy, the central problem of America 
after the Civil War, as before, was the black man : those four million 
souls whom the nation had used and degraded, and on whom the 
South had built an oligarchy similar to the colonial imperialism of 
today, erected on cheap colored labor and raising raw material for 
manufacture. If Northern industry before the war had secured a 
monopoly of the raw material raised in the South for its new manu
factures ; and if Northern and Western labor could have maintained 
their wage scale against slave competition, the North would not have 
touched the slave system. But this the South had frustrated. It had 
threatened labor with nation-wide slave competition and had sent its 
cotton abroad to buy cheap manufactures, and had resisted the pro
tective tariff demanded by the North. 

It was this specific situation that had given the voice of freedom a 
chance to be heard : freedom for new-come peasants who feared the 
competition of slave labor ; peasants from Europe, New England and 
the poor white South ; freedom for all men black · and white through 
that dream of democracy in which the best of the nation still believed . 

The result was war because of the moral wrong, the economic 
disaster and the democratic contradiction of making human labor real 
estate ; war, because the South was determined to make free white 
labor compete with black slaves, monopolize land and raw material 
in the hands of a political aristocracy, and extend the scope of that 
power ; war, because the industrial North refused to surrender its raw 
material and one of its chief markets to Europe ; war, because white 
American labor, while it refused to recognize black labor as equal and 
human, had to fight to maintain its own humanity and ideal of equal
ity. 

237 
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The result of the war left four million human beings j ust as valuable 
for the production of cotton and sugar as they had been before the 
war-but during the war, as laborers and soldiers, these Negroes had 
made it possible for the North to win, and without their actual and 
possible aid, the South would never have surrendered ; and not least, 
these four million free men formed in the end the only possible moral 
j ustification for an otherwise sordid and selfish orgy of murder, arson 
and theft. 

Now, early in 1865, the war is over. The North does not especially 
want free Negroes ; it wants trade and wealth. The South does not 
want a particular interpretation of the Constitution. It wants cheap 
Negro labor and the political and social power based on it . Had there 
been no Negroes, there would have been no war. Had no Negroes sur
vived the war, peace would have been difficult because of hatred, loss 
and bitter grief. But its logical path would have been straight. 

The South would have returned to its place in Congress with less 
than its former representation because of the growing North and West. 
These areas of growing manufacture and agriculture, railroad build
ing and corporations, would have held the political power over the 
South until the South united with the new insurgency of the West or 
the old Eastern democratic ideals. Industrialization might even have 
brought a third party representing labor and raised the proletariat to 
dominance. 

Of this, in 1 865 there were only vague signs, and in any case, the 
former Southern aristocracy would not easily have allied itself with 
immigrant labor, while the Southern poor whites would have needed 
long experience and teaching. Thus, the North in the absence of the 
Negro would have had a vast debt, a problem of charity, distress and 
relief, such reasonable amnesty as would prevent the old Southern 
leaders from returning immediately to power, the recognition of the 
reorganized states, and then work and forgetting. 

"Let us have peace." But there was the black man looming like a 
dark ghost on the horizon. He was the child of force and greed, and 
the father of wealth and war. His labor was indispensable, and the 
loss of it would have cost many times the cost of the war . If the Negro 
had been silent, his very presence would have announced his plight. 
He was not silent. He was in unusual evidence. He was writing peti
t ions, making speeches, parading with returned soldiers, reciting his 
adventures as slave and freeman. Even dumb and still, he must be 
noticed. His poverty had to be relieved, and emancipation in his case 
had to mean poverty. If he had to work, he had to have land and 
tools. If his labor was in reality to be free labor, he had to have legal 
freedom and civil rights. His ignorance could only be removed by 
that very education which the law of the South had long denied him 
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and the custom of the North had made exceedingly difficult . Thus 
civil status and legal freedom, food, clothes and tools, access to land 
and help to education, were the minimum demands of four million 
laborers, and these demands no man could ignore, Northerner or 
Southerner, Abolitionist or Copperhead, laborer or captain of industry. 
How did the nation face this paradox and dilemma ? 

Led bv Abraham Lincoln, the nation had looked back to the status 
before the war in order to find a path to which the new nation and 
the new condition of the freedmen could be guided. Only one forward 
step President Lincoln insisted upon and that was the real continued 
freedom of the emancipated slave ; but the abolition-democracy went 
beyond this because it was convinced that here was no logical stopping 
place ; and it looked forward to civil and political rights, education and 
land, as the only complete guarantee of freedom, in the face of a 
dominant South which hoped from the first, to abolish slavery only 
m name. 

In the North, a new and tremendous dictatorship of capital was 
arising. There was only one way to curb and direct what promised to 
become the greatest plutocratic government which the world had ever 
known. This way was first to implement public opinion by the weapon 
of universal suffrage-a weapon which the nation already had in part, 
but which had been virtually impotent in the South because of slavery, 
and which was at least weakened in the North by the disfranchisement 
of an unending mass of foreign-born laborers. Once universal suffrage 
was achieved, the next step was to use it with such intelligence and 
power that it would function in the interest of the mass of working 
men. 

To accomplish this end there should have been in the country and 
represented in Congress a union between the champions of universal 
suffrage and the rights of the freedmen, together with the leaders of 
labor, the small landholders of the West, and logically, the poor whites 
of the South. Against these would have been arrayed the Northern 
industrial oligarchy, and eventually, when they were re-admitted to 
Congress, the representatives of the former Southern oligarchy. 

This union of democratic forces never took place. On the contrary, 
they were torn apart by artificial lines of division. The old anti-Negro 
labor rivalry between white and black workers kept the labor ele· 
ments after the war from ever really uniting in a demand to increase 
labor power by Negro suffrage and Negro economic stability. The 
West was seduced from a vision of peasant-proprietors, recruited from 
a laboring class, into a vision of labor-exploi ting farmers and land 
speculation which tended to transform the Western farmers into a petty 
bourgeoisie fighting not to overcome but to share spoils with the large 
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land speculators, the monopolists of transportation, and the financiers . 
Wherever a liberal and democratic party started to differentiate i tself 
from this group, the only alliance offered was the broken oligarchy of 
the South, with its determination to reenslave Negro labor. 

The effective combination which ensued was both curious and con
tradictory. The masters of industry, the financiers and monopolists, 
had in self-defense to j oin with abolition-democracy in forcing uni
versal suffrage on the South, or submit to the reassertion of the old 
land-slave feudal ism with increased political power. 

Such a situation demanded an economic guardianship of freedmen, 
and the first step to this meant at least the beginning of a dictatorship 
by labor. This, however, had to be but temporary union and was bound 
to break up before long. The break was begun by the extraordinary 
corruption, graft and theft that became more and more evident in the 
country from 1 868 on, as a result of the wild idea that industry and 
progress for the people of the United States were compatible with 
the selfish sequestration of profit for private individuals and powerful 
corporations. 

But those who revolted from the party of exploitation and high 
finance did not see allies in  the dictatorship of labor in the South. 
Rather they were entirely misled by the complaint of property from 
the Southern oligarchy. They failed to become a real party of eco
nomic reform and became a reaction of small property-holders against 
corporations ; of a petty bourgeoisie against a new economic monarchy. 
They immediately j oined Big Business in coming to an understanding 
with the South in 1 876, so that by force and fraud the South overthrew 
the dictatorship of the workers. 

But this was only the immediate cause. If there had been no wide
spread political corruption, North and South, there would still have 
arisen an absolute difference between those who were trying to con
duct the new Southern state governments in the interest of the mass 
of laborers, black and white, and those North and South who were 
determined to exploit labor, both in agriculture and industry, for the 
benefit of an oligarchy. Such an oligarchy was in effect back of the 
military dictatorship which supported these very Southern labor gov
ernments, and which had to support them either as laborers or 
by developing among them a capitalist class. But as soon as there was 
understanding between the Southern exploiter of labor and the North
ern exploiter, this military support would be withdrawn ; and the labor 
governments, in spite of what they had accomplished for the educa
tion of the masses, and in spite of the movements against waste an<l 
graft which they had inaugurated, would fail .  Under such circum-
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stances, they had to fail, and in a large sense the immediate hope of 
American democracy failed with them. 

Let us now follow this development more in detail. In 1863 and 
1 864, Abraham Lincoln had made his tentative proposals for recon
structing the South. He had left many things unsaid. The loyal
minded, consisting of as few as one-tenth of the voters whom Lincoln 
proposed to regard as a state, must naturally, to survive, be supported 
by the United States Army, until a maj ority of the inhabitants acqui
esced in the new arrangements. It was Lincoln's fond hope that this 
acquiescence might be swift and clear, but no one knew better than he 
that it might not. 

He was careful to say that Congress would certainly have voice as 
to the terms on which they would recognize the newly elected Sena
tors and Representatives. This proposal met the general approval of 
the country, but Congress saw danger and enacted the Wade-Davis 
Bill. This did not recognize Negro suffrage, and was not radically 
different from the Lincoln plan, except that the final power and assent 
of Congress were more prominently set forth. 

Lincofo did not oppose it. He simply did not want his hands per
manently tied. The bill failed, leaving Lincoln making a careful study 
of the situation, and promising another statement. He was going for
ward carefully, hoping for some liberal movement to show itself in 
the South, and delicately urging it. In the election of 1 864, the country 
stood squarely back of him. The Northern democracy carried only 
New Jersey, Delaware and Kentucky. But he died, and Andrew John
son took his place. 

Thus, suddenly, April 15, 1 865, Andrew Johnson found himself 
President of the United States, six days after Lee's surrender, and a 
month and a half after the 38th Congress had adjourned, March 3. 

It was the drear destiny of the Poor White South that, deserting its 
economic class and itself, it became the instrument by which democ
racy in the nation was done to death, race provincialism deified, and 
the world delivered to plutocracy. The man who led the way with 
unconscious paradox and contradiction was Andrew Johnson. 

Lately the early life and character of Andrew Johnson have been 
abundantly studied. He was a fanatical hater of aristocracy. "Through 
every public act of his runs one consistent, unifying thread of pur
pose-the advancement of the power, prosperity and liberty of the 
masses at the expense of intrenched privilege. The slaveholding aris
tocracy he hated with a bitter, enduring hatred born of envy and ambi
tion. 'If Johnson were a snake,' said his rival, the well-born Isham G. 
Harris, 'he would lie in the grass to bite the heels of the rich men's 
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children.' The very thought of an aristocrat caused him to emit venom 
and lash about him in fury." 1 

His political methods were those of the barn-storming demagogue. 
"Johnson's speeches were tissues of misstatement, misrepresentation, 

and insulting personalities, directed to the passions and unreasoning 
impulses of the ignorant voters ; assaults upon aristocrats combined 
with vaunting of his own low origin and the dignity of manual 
labor." 2 Yet a biographer says that Johnson was "the only President 
who practiced what he preached, drawing no distinction between rich 
and poor, or high and low . . . .  

"Do not these facts furnish an explanation of Johnson's life ? Do 
they not show why he had the courage to go up against caste and 
cheap aristocracy, why he dared to stand for the under-dog, whether 
Catholic, Hebrew, foreigner, mechanic, or child ; and to cling like 
death to the old flag and the Union ? . . .  

" 'Gladly I would lay down my life,' he wrote, 'if I could so engraft 
democracy into our general government that it would be perma-
nent.' " 3 

, 

To all this there is one great qualification. Andrew Johnson could 
not include Negroes in any conceivable democracy. He tried to, but 
as a poor white, steeped in the limitations, prej udices, and ambitions 
of his social class, he could not ; and this is the key to his career . 

Johnson sat in Congress from 1843 to 1 853, and was Senator from 
1857 to 1 862. He favored the annexation of Texas as a gateway for 
Negro emigration. He was against a high tariff, championed free 
Western lands for white labor, and favored the annexation of Cuba 
for black slave labor. 

McConnell introduced a homestead bill into Congress in January, 
1 846. Johnson's bill came in March. He returned to Tennessee as Gov
ernor, but induced the legislature to instruct members of Congress to 
vote for his bill. The bill finally passed the House but was defeated in 
the Senate, and this was repeated for several sessions. Meantime, John
son found himself in curious company. He was linked on the one hand 
to the Free Soilers, and in 1 85 1 went to New York to address a Land 
Reform Association. On the other hand, the South called him social
istic and Wigfall of Texas dubbed him : "The vilest of Republicans, 
the reddest of Reds, a sans-culotte, for four years past he has been 
trying to please the North with his Homestead and other bills." 4 

The Abolitionists meanwhile looked askance because Johnson favored 
the bill for annexing Cuba. 

He voted against the Pacific railroad, owned eight slaves and said 
at one time : "You won't get rid of the Negro except by holding him 
in slavery." r; In the midst of such vacillation and contradiction� small 
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wonder that Lane referred to Johnson's "triumphant ignorance and 
exulting stupidity." Yet Johnson hewed doggedly to certain lines .  In 
1 860, he was advocating his homestead bill again. It finally passed both 
House and Senate, but Buchanan vetoed it as unconstitutional. John
son called the message "monstrous and absurd." At last, in June, 1 862, 
after the South had withdrawn from Congress, Johnson's bill was 
passed and Lincoln signed it .  

Yet it was this same Johnson who said in the 36th Congress that if 
the Abolitionists freed the slaves and let them loose on the South, "the 
non-slaveholder would j oin with the slave-owner and extirpate them," 
and "if one should be more ready to j oin than another it would be 
myself." 

Johnson early became a follower of Hinton Helper and used his 
figures. The Impending Crisis was "Andrew Johnson's vade mecum 
-his arsenal of facts." 6 

Johnson made two violent speeches against secession in 1 860-61 ,  with 
bitter personalities against Jefferson Davis, Judah Benj amin and their 
fellows. He called them rebels and traitors ; the galleries yelled and 
the presiding officers threatened to clear them. Johnson shouted : 
"I would have them arrested, and if convicted, within the meaning 
and scope of the Constitution, by the Eternal God, I would execute 
them; Sir, treason must be punished ; its enormity and the extent and 
depth of the offense must be made known! " 

Clingman of North Carolina said that Johnson's speech brought 
on the .Civil War. Alexander Stephens said that it solidified the North. 
Letters came in to congratulate and to encourage "the only Union 
Senator from the South." Labor rallied to him. A Baltimore laborer 
wrote that "the poor working man will no doubt be called on to fight 
the battles of the rich." From Memphis another wrote : "It was labor 
that achieved our independence and the laborers are ready to main
tain it." The New York Working Man's Association passed a resolu
tion of thanks.1 

Lincoln set about winning Tennessee, and as a step toward it, asked 
Andrew Johnson to go and .act as Military Governor, and restore the 
state. Johnson resigned from the Senate and went to Tennessee early 
in March, 1 862. He arrived in Nashville March 12, and took possession 
of the State House. His courage and sacrifice eventually redeemed the 
state and restored it to the Union. 

Several times Johnson spoke on slavery and the Negro. When he 
asked that plantations be divided in the South and lands opened in 
the West, he had in mind white men, who would thus become rich 
or at least richer. But for Negroes, he had nothing of the sort in mind, 
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except the bare possibility that, if given freedom, they might continue 
to exist and not die out. 

Johnson said in January, 1864, at Nashville in reply to a question as 
to whether he was in favor of emancipation : 

"As for the Negro I am for setting him free but at the same time 
I assert that this is a white man's government . . . .  If whites and 
blacks can't get along together arrangements must be made to colonize 
the blacks . . . .  In 1843, when I was candidate for Governor, it was 
said, 'That fellow Johnson is a demagogue, is an Abolitionist.' . . .  
Because I advocated a white basis for representation-apportioning 
members of Congress according to the number of qualified voters, 
instead of embracing Negroes, they called me an Abolitionist . . . . 
What do we find today ? Right goes forward ; truth triumphs ; j ustice 
is supreme ; and slavery goes down. 

"In fact, the Negroes are emancipated in Tennessee today, and the 
only remaining question for us to settle, as prudent and wise men, is 
in assigning the Negro his new relation. Now, what will that be ? The 
Negro will be thrown upon society, governed by the same laws that 
govern communities, and be compelled to fall back upon his own 
resources, as all other human beings are . . . .  Political freedom means 
liberty to work, and at the same time enj oy the products of one's labor. 
. . . If he can rise by his own energies, in the name of God, let him 
rise. In saying this, I do not argue that the Negro race is equal to the 
Anglo-Saxon . . . .  If the Negro is better fitted for the inferior condi
tion of society, the laws of nature will assign him there ! " 8 

As a reward for Johnson's services and to unite the sections Lincoln 
chose Johnson as his running mate in 1 86+ Before the campaign June 
10, from the St. Cloud Hotel, Johnson gave his philosophy of Recon
struction : 

"One of the chief elements of this rebellion is the opposition of the 
slave aristocracy to being ruled by men who have risen from the ranks 
of the people. This aristocracy hated Mr. Lincoln because he was of 
humble origin, a rail-splitter in early life. One of them, the private 
secretary of Howell Cobb, said to me one day, after a long conversa
tion, 'We people of the South will not submit to be governed by a man 
who has come up from the ranks of the common people, as Abe Lin
coln has.' He uttered the essential feeling and spirit of this Southern 
rebellion. Now it has j ust occurred to me, if this aristocracy is so vio
lently opposed to being governed by Mr. Lincoln, what in the name 
of conscience will it do with Lincoln and Johnson ? . . .  

"I am for emancipation for two reasons : First, because it is right in 
itself ; and second, because in the emancipation of the slaves, we break 
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down an odious and dangerous aristocracy ; I think that we are free
ing more whites than blacks in Tennessee. 

"I want to see slavery broken up, and when its barriers are torn 
down, I want to see industrious, thrifty immigrants pouring in from 
all parts of the country. Come on !  we need your labor, your skill, your 
capital. . . .  

"Ah, these Rebel leaders have a strong personal reason for holding 
out-to save their necks from the halter. And these leaders must feel 
the power of the government. Treason must be made odious, and the 
traitor must be punished and impoverished. Their great plantations 
must be seized and divided into small farms, and sold to honest, in
dustrious men. The day for protecting the lands and Negroes of these 
authors of rebellion is past . It is high time it was.'' 9 

During the campaign he addressed a torchlight procession of thou
sands of Negroes and whites. He said, October, 1 864 : 

"Who has not heard of the great estates of Mack Cockrill, situated 
near this city, estates whose acres are numbered by the thousand, whose 
slaves were once counted by tht score ? And of Mack Cockrill, 
their possessor, the great slave-owner and, of course, the leading rebel, 
who lives in the very wantonness of wealth, wrung from the sweat 
and toil and stolen wages of others, and who gave fabulous sums to 
aid Jeff Davis in overturning this Government ? . . .  

"Who has not heard of the princely estates of General W. D. Hard
ing, who, by means of his property alone, outweighed in influence any 
other man in Tennessee, no matter what were that other's worth, or 
wisdom, or ability. Harding, too, early espoused the cause of treason 
and made it his boast that he had contributed, and directly induced 
others to contribute, millions of dollars in aid of that unholy cause . 
. . . It is wrong that Mack Cockrill and W. D. Harding, by means 
of forced and unpaid labor, should have monopolize.cl so large a share 
of the lands and wealth of Tennessee ; and I say if their immense 
plantations were divided up and parceled out amongst a number of 
free, industrious, and honest farmers, it would give more good citizens 
to the Commonwealth, increase the wages of our mechanics, enrich 
the markets of our city, enliven all the arteries of trade, improve soci
ety, and conduce to the greatness and glory of the State. 

"The representatives of this corrupt, and if you will permit me 
almost to swear a little, this damnable aristocracy, taunt us with our 
desire to see j ustice done, and charge us with favoring Negro equality. 
Of all living men they should be the last to mouth that phrase ; and, 
even when uttered in their hearing, it should cause their cheeks to 
tinge and burn with shame. Negro equality, indeed ! Why, pass any 
day along the sidewalks of High Street where these aristocrats more 
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particularly dwell-these aristocrats, whose sons are now in the bands 
of guerillas and cut-throats who prowl and rob and murder around 
our city-pass by their dwellings, I say, and you will see as many 
mulatto as Negro children, the former bearing an unmistakable re
semblance to their aristocratic owners . . . .  Thank God, the war has 
ended all this . . .  a war that has freed more whites than blacks . . . .  
Suppose the Negro is set free and we have less cotton, we will raise 
more wool, hemp, flax and silk. . . . I t  is all an idea that the world 
can't get along without cotton. And, as is suggested by my friend be
hind me, whether we attain perfection in the raising of cotton or not, 
I think we ought to stimulate the cultivation of hemp (great and re
newed laughter) ; for we ought to have more of it and a far better 
material, a stronger fiber, with which to make a stronger rope. For, 
not to be malicious or malignant, I am free to say that I believe many 
who were driven into this Rebellion, are repentant ; but I say of the 
leaders, the instigators, the conscious, intelligent traitors, they ought 
to be hung." 1 0 

" 'Looking at this vast crowd of colored people, ' continued the Gov
ernor, 'and reflecting through what a storm of persecution and 
obloquy they are compelled to pass, I am almost induced to wish that, 
as in the days of old, a Moses might arise who should lead them safely 
to their promised land of freedom and happiness.' 

" 'You are our Moses, ' shouted several voices, and the exclamation 
was caught up and cheered until the Capitol rung again . . . .  

" 'Well, then,' replied the speaker, 'humble and unworthy as I am, 
if no other better shall be found, I will indeed be your Moses, and lead 
you through the Red Sea of war and bondage to a fairer future of 
liberty and peace. I speak now as one who feels the world his country, 
and all who love equal rights his friends. I speak, too, as a citizen of 
Tennessee. I am here on my own soil ; and here I mean to stay and 
fight this great battle of truth and j ustice to a triumphant end. Rebel
lion and slavery shall, by God's good help, no longer pollute our State. 
Loyal men, whether white or black, shall alone control her destinies ; 
and when this strife in which we are all engaged is past, I trust, 1 
know, we shall have a better state of things, and shall all rej oice that 
honest labor reaps the fruit of its own industry, and that every man 
has a fair chance in the race of life.' " 11 

Winston interpreted the latter part of this speech as directed to the 
whites, when clearly he was speaking directly to the colored people ; 
but he was afterward unwilling to live up to its promises. As a matte1 
of fact, he favored emancipation "in order to save the Union and tc 
free the white man and no further. 'Damn the Negroes,' he once saic 
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when charged with race equality. 'I am fighting those traitorous aris
tocrats, their masters .' " 1 2 

Johnson appeared to take the oath of office as Vice-President so 
drunk he was taken into prolonged seclusion after a maudlin speech ; 
his resignation was discussed. He was not a habitual drunkard, al
though he drank "three or four glasses of Robertson's Canada Whis
key" some days. In 1 848 Johnson writes that he had been "on a kind 
of bust-not a big drunk." 13 Both of Johnson's sons became drunk
ards and were cut off before they reached middle life. Yet Lincoln was 
right : 

"Oh, well, don't you bother about Andy Johnson's drinking. He 
made a bad slip the other day, but I have known Andy a great many 
years, and he ain't no drunkard." Johnson was deeply humiliated by 
the inauguration episode and perhaps here began his alienation from 
those who might have influenced him best. 

Charles A. Dana, Assistant Secretary of War, says that he met Vice
President Johnson in Richmond. "He took me aside and spoke with 
great ea!nestness about the necessity of not taking the Confederates 
back without some conditions or without some punishment. He in
sisted that their sins had been enormous, and that if they were let 
back into the Union without any punishment the effect would be 
very bad. He said they might be very dangerous in the future. The 
Vice-President talked to me in this strain for fully twenty minutes, I 
should think-an impassioned, earnest speech on the subj ect of pun
ishing rebels ." 14 

His sudden induction as President was marked by modesty and 
genuine feeling. Carl Schurz says that the inaugural speech of Andrew 
Johnson, in 1 865, was very pleasing to the liberals of the North, and 
made them believe that he was going to allow the Negro to have some 
part in the reconstruction of the states. 

For a month after coming to the Presidency, Johnson indulged in 
speech-making, and his words were still so severe that the anti-slavery 
people became uneasy, feeling that Johnson would give his attention 
primarily to punishing the whites rather than protecting the Negroes. 
April 21 ,  1 865, he said in an interview with some citizens of Indiana : 

"They [ the Rebel leaders ] must not only be punished, but their social 
power must be destroyed . . . .  And I say that, after making treason 
odious, every Union man and the government should be remunerated 
out of the pockets of those who have inflicted this great suffering upon 
the country.' ' This was exactly the thesis of Thaddeus Stevens enunci
ated in September of the same year. 

A number of Virginians visited Johnson in July and complained 
that they were seeking credits in the North and West, but could get 
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no consideration while they remained under the ban of the govern
ment. The President replied : " 'It was the wealthy men who dragooned 
the people into secession ; I know how this thing was done. You rich 
men used the press and bullied your little men to force the state into 
secession.' He spoke as a poor white for poor whites and the planters 
left in gloom.'' 

He kept on insisting upon punishment for the South, and not only 
personal punishment but economic punishment, so that many con
servatives were afraid that they had elected to the Presidency a radical 
who would seriously attack the South. 

This would have been true but for one thing : the Southern poor 
white had his attitude toward property and income seriously modified 
by the presence of the Negro. Even Abraham Lincoln was unable for 
a long time to conceive of free, poor, black citizens as voters in the 
United States. The problem of the Negroes, as he faced it, worried 
him, and he made repeated efforts to see if in some way they could 
not be sent off to Afri ca or to foreign lands. Johnson had no such 
broad outlook. Negroes to him were j ust Negroes, and even as he ex
pressed his radical ideas of helping the poor Southerners, he seldom 
envisaged Negroes as a part of the poor. 

Lincoln came to know Negroes personally. He came to recognize 
their manhood. He praised them generously as soldiers, and suggested 
that they be admitted to the ballot. Johnson, on the contrary, could 
never regard Negroes as men. "He has all the narrowness and igno
rance of a certain class of whites who have always looked upon the 
colored race as out of the pale of humanity.'' 15 

The Northern press had been quite satisfied with Lincoln's attitude. 
He had served liberty and America well. "Lincoln," said Senator 
Doolittle, representing industry in the West, "would have dealt with 
the Rebels as an indulgent father deals with his erring children. 
Johnson would deal with them more like a stern and incorruptible 
j udge. Thus in a moment has the scepter of power passed from the 
hand of flesh to the hand of iron.'' 

At a cabinet meeting with Mr. Lincoln on the last day of his life, 
Friday, April 14, Stanton submitted the draft of a plan for the restora
tion of governments in the South. The draft applied expressly to two 
states, but was intended as a model for others. The President sug
gested a revision, and the subj ect was postponed until Tuesday the 
1 8th. 

Andrew Johnson became President, and on Sunday, April 16, Stan
ton read his draft to Sumner and other gentlemen. Sumner interrupted 
the reading with the inquiry : " 'Whether any provision was made for 
enfranchising the colored men,' saying, also, that 'unless the black man 
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is given the right to vote his freedom is a mockery.' Stanton depre
cated the agitation of the subj ect . . .  but Sumner insisted that the 
black man's right to vote was 'the essence-the great essential. ' Stan
ton's draft, now confined to North Carol ina, was considered in the 
Cabinet May 9, when it appeared with a provision for suffrage in the 
election of members of a constitutional convention for the State . I t  
included 'the loyal citizens of the United States.' This paragraph, i t  
appears, Stanton had accepted April 16, as an amendment from Sum
ner and Colfax . . . .  He admitted that it was intended to include 
Negroes as well as white men.'' 11.i 

Stanton invited an expression of opinion ; several members of the 
Cabinet were absent. Stanton, Dennison and Speed favored the inclu
sion ; McCulloch, Welles and Usher were against it. The President 
expressed no opinion, but Sumner was certain of the President's deci
sion in favor of Negro suffrage. 

Sumner sought to keep close to Johnson. He and Chase had an in
terview with him a week after he had taken the oath of office. Johnson 
was reserved but sympathetic and they left light-hearted. A few days 
later, when the President and Senator Sumner were alone together, 
the President said : " 'On this question [that of suffrage] there is no 
difference between us ; you and I are al ike.' Sumner expressed his j oy 
and gratitude that the President had taken this position, and that as a 
consequence there would thus be no division in the Union party ; and 
the President replied, 'I mean to keep you all together.' As he walked 
away that evening, Sumner felt that the battle of his own life was 
ended.'' 17  

He wrote to Bright, May 1, 1865, encouragingly : "Last evening, I 
had a long conversation with him (Johnson ] ,  mainly on the rebel 
states and how they shall be tranquillized. Of course my theme is 
j ustice to the colored race. He accepted this idea. completely, and in
deed went so far as to say 'that there is no difference between us.' You 
understand that the question whether rebel states shall be treated as 
military provinces or territories is  simply one of form, with a view to 
the great result. It is the result that I aim at ! and I shall never stickle 
on any intermediate question if that is secured. He deprecates haste ; 
is unwilling that states should be precipitated back ; thinks there must 
be a period of probation, but that meanwhile all loyal people, without 
distinction of color, must be treated as citizens, and must take part in 
any proceedings for reorganization. He doubts at present the expedi
ency of announcing this from Washington lest it should give a handle 
to party, but is willing it should be made known to the people in the 
rebel states . The Chief Justice started yesterday on a visit to North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Florida and New Orleans, and will on his 
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way touch the necessary strings, so far as he can. I anticipate much 
from this j ourney. His opinions are fixed, and he is well informed with 
regard to those of the President. I would not be too sanguine, but I 
should not be surprised if we had this great question settled before the 
next meeting of Congress-I mean by this that we had such expres
sion of opinion and acts as will forever conclude it. My confidence is 
founded in part upon the essential j ustice of our aims and the neces
sity of the case. With the President as well disposed as he shows him
self, and the Chief Justice as positive, we must prevail . Will not all 
this sanctify our war beyond any in history ? "  

The next day writing to Lieber, Sumner quoted Johnson a s  saying 
that "colored persons are to have the right to suffrage ; that no state 
can be precipitated into the Union ; that rebel states must go through 
a term of probation. All this he had said to me before. Ten days ago, 
the Chief Justice and myself visited him in the evening to speak of 
these things . I was charmed by his sympathy, which was entirely dif
ferent from his predecessor's. The Chief Justice is authorized to say 
wherever he is what the President desires, and to do everything he can 
to promote organization without distinction of color. The President 
desires that the movement should appear to proceed from the people. 
This is in conformity with his general ideas ; but he thinks it will dis
arm the party at home. I told him that while I doubted if the work 
could be effectively done without federal authority, I regarded the 
m odus operandi as an inferior question ; and that I should be content, 
provided equality before the law was secured for all without distinc
tion of color. I said during this winter that the rebel states could not 
come back, except on the footing of the Declaration of Independence, 
and the complete recognition of human rights. I feel more than ever 
confident that all this will be fulfilled. And then what a regenerated 
land ! I had looked for a bitter contest on this question ; but with the 
President on our side, it will be carried by simple avoirdupois." 

Chase wrote Johnson from South Carolina the same month : "Suf
frage to loyal blacks ; I find that readiness and even desire for it is in 
proportion to the loyalty of those who express opinions. Nobody dis
sents, vehemently ; while those who have suffered from rebellion and 
rejoice with their whole hearts in the restoration of the National Au
thority, are fast coming to the conclusion they will find their own 
surest safety in the proposed extension . . . .  

"All seem embarrassed about first steps. I do not entertain the slight
est doubt that they would all welcome some simple recommendation 
from yourself, and would adopt read ily any plan which you would 
suggest . . . .  

"I am anxious that you should have the lead in this work. It is my 
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deliberate j udgment that nothing will so strengthen you with the 
people or bring so much honor to your name throughout the world as 
some such short address as I suggested before leaving Washington. 
Just say to the people : 'Reorganize your state governments. I will aid 
you in the enrollment of the loyal citizens ; you will not expect me to 
discriminate among men equally loyal ; once enrolled, vote for dele
gates to the Convention to reform your State Constitution. I will aid 
you in collecting and declaring their suffrages. Your convention and 
yourselves must do the rest ; but you may count on the support of the 
National Government in all things constitutionally expedient.' " 1 8  

In April and May of 1 866, Tennessee had confined the right to 
vote to whites. The Tennessee Senate refused a suffrage bill which 
allowed all blacks and whites of legal age to vote, but excluded after 
1 875 all who could not read. Sumner wanted Johnson to insist on 
Negro suffrage in Tennessee, but Johnson explained that if he were in 
Tennessee he would take a stand, but that he could not in Washington. 

Sumner remained in Washington half through May and saw the 
Presidept almost daily, always seizing opportunity to present his views 
on Reconstruction, and insisting on suffrage for Negroes. 

Just before leaving Washington, Sumner had a final interview with 
the President. He found him cordial and apparently unchanged. Sum
ner apologized for repeating his views expressed before. Johnson said, 
with a smile, "Have I not always listened to you ? "  Sumner, as he left, 
"assured his friends and correspondents that the cause he had at heart 
was safe" with Andrew Johnson.19 

Disturbing signs, however, began to occur. Carl Schurz wrote in 
May concerning the plans of Southern leaders in Mississippi, Georgia 
and North Carolina. Thaddeus Stevens was alarmed at the President's 
recognition of the Pierpont government of Virginia. A caucus was, 
therefore, called at the National Hotel at Washington, May 12, to pre
vent the administration from going completely astray. Wade and Sum
ner said the President was in no danger, and that he was in favor of 
Negro suffrage. 

Sumner may have been over-sanguine and read into Johnson's words 
more than Johnson intended, but it is certain that Sumner received a 
definite understanding that President Johnson stood for real emanci
pation and Negro suffrage. 

Here then was Andrew Johnson in 1865, born at the bottom of soci
ety, and during his early life a radical defender of the poor, the land
less and the exploited. In the heyday of his early political career, he 
railed against land monopoly in the South, and after the Civil War, 
wanted the land of the monopolists divided among peasant proprie
tors. 
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Suddenly, by the weird magic of history, he becomes military dic
tator of a nation. He becomes the man by whom the greatest moral 
and economic revolution that ever took place in the United States, and 
perhaps in modern times, was to be put into effect. He becomes the 
real emancipator of four millions of black slaves, who have suffered 
more than anything that he had experienced in his earlier days. They 
not only have no lands ; they have not owned even their bodies, nor 
their clothes, nor their tools. They have been exploited down to the 
ownership of their own families ; they have been poor by law, and 
ignorant by force. What more splendid opportunity could the cham
pion of labor and the exploited have had to start a nation towards 
freedom ? 

Johnson took over Lincoln's cabinet with an Anti-Abolitionist Whig, 
a Pro-Slavery Democrat, and a liberal student of industry, among 
others. This cabinet lasted a little over a year when early in July, 1 866, 
three members, Dennison, Harlan and Speed, resigned, being unwill-
ing to oppose Congress. . 

In all their logical sequence, the Reconstruction policies now associ
ated with Johnson's name were laid down by Seward, and his logic 
overwhelmed Johnson. As Stevens explained : "Seward entered into 
him, and ever since they have been running down steep places into the 
sea. " 

The Cabinet met at Seward's house May 9, and on May 29, John
son issued a Proclamation of Amnesty which showed the Seward in
fluence. Indeed, nothing was left, apparently, of Johnson's liberalism, 
except the exclusion from amnesty, not simply of the leaders of the 
Confederacy, but of the rich-those worth $20,000 or more. Seward 
opposed this, but it was the only thing that he yielded to Johnson's 
liberalism. He early convinced Johnson that Reconstruction was a mat
ter for the President to settle and especially he opened the door to his 
thorough conversion when the power of further pardons was put into 
Johnson's hand. 

"Seward, who had remained secretary after Lincoln's death, had used 
all the powers of his persuasive eloquence to satisfy President Johnson 
that all now to be done was simply to restore the Union by at once re
admitting the 'States lately in rebellion' to their full constitutional 
functions as regular States of the Union, and that then, being encour
aged by this mark of confidence, the late master class in the South 
could be trusted with the recognition and protection of the emanci
pated slaves. That Mr. Seward urged such advice upon the President, 
there is good reason for believing. Not only was it common report, 
but it accorded also strikingly with Mr. Seward's singular turn of 
mind concerning the slavery question. As after the outbreak of the 
secession movement he peremptorily relegated the slavery question to 
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the background in  spite of its evident importance in  the Civil War 
and of the influence it would inevitably exercise upon the opinion and 
attitude of foreign nations, so he may have been forgetful of the na
tional duty of honor to secure the rights of the freedmen and the safety 
of the Southern Union men in his impatient desire to 'restore the 
Union' in point of form." 2 0  

Johnson was transformed. From the champion of peasant labor, 
he saw himself as the restorer of national unity, and the benefactor 
and almsgiver to those very elements in the South which had formerly 
despised him. Of his real role as emancipator, and the one who was to 
give effective freedom to Negroes, he still had not the slightest idea. 
He could not conceive of Negroes as men. And equally, he had no 
adequate idea of the industrial transformation that was going on in  
the North. There were, of  course, the inevitable scars of the war : the 
loss of a million men and twelve billion dollars in property ; eventual 
pensions and indirect losses ; the revolution in Southern agriculture ; the 
universal lowering of ethical standards which always follows war. The 
West was uneasy on account of taxes, debt and the money situation. 
In New York and Boston, men engaged in foreign commerce wanted 
speedy restoration of the South and a reduction in the tariff to in
crease their business. These complicated threads varied and changed 
as time went on. But when the 39th Congress met, the war business 
boom was sti ll on ; failures had disappeared ; prices had increased. 
Wealth was being concentrated among the manufacturers, merchants, 
financiers and speculators. There were great amounts of waiting capi
tal and all of these interests wanted the war stopped, and the South 
restored. 

Sumner had not left Washington ten days before his hopes for a 
j ust reconstruction on the basis of Negro suffrage were killed by the 
President's proclamation. 

-

Johnson's plan of reconstruction included the abolition of slavery, 
the repudiation of war debts, the nullification of secession ordinances, 
and the appointment of provisional governors to help in the recon
struction of civil government. Only those white folks who could take 
the loyal oath would take part in this reconstruction. In other words, 
this was practically Lincoln's plan and it was also the Wade-Davis 
plan, save that there was no open or expressed recognitior.. of any power 
or function of Congress except as j udging the legality of elections. 
Johnson did not eventually even admit, as Lincoln apparently had 
agreed, that Congress was final j udge as to whether these states could 
hold legal elections. 

Congress had adjourned before Lee's surrender, and it was widely 
believed that had Lincoln lived, a special session would have been 
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summoned. The Seward-Johnson compromise proposed not to c1ll 
Congress. In one way, the decision was shrewd. It gave the adminis
tration nine months to carry out its policy, and if the policy was suc
cessful, Congress would, when it met, be faced by a fait accompli, a 
nation at peace, a South restored with slavery abolished. What more 
could the nation want ? 

On the other hand, the attempt was full of risk . Already the power 
of the Executive had gone far beyond the dreams of living men. I t  
must be curbed sooner or later. The military dictatorship which had 
carried on the war must, as soon as possible after the war, be tempered 
by democracy. The attempt to do even what the nation wanted with
out this was foolish. An attempt to override the will of the nation was 
suicidal, and yet that was precisely what Seward and Johnson eventu
ally attempted. May 29, the Declaration of Amnesty was i ssued ; and 
that same month, Provisional Governors were appointed for North 
C:1rolina and Mississippi. In June, Georgia, Texas, Alabama and South 
Carolina were given Governors, and in July, Florida. Thus, three 
months after the assassination of Lincoln, Reconstruction was in opera
tion ;  the Union party divided in opinion ; the Northern Democrats 
encouraged, and the South particularly encouraged. 

The South thereupon turned its attention on Johnson and brought 
to bear a second influence next in power to Seward's and in the end 
exceeding it. Southern leaders descended upon the President ;  not sim
ply the former slave barons but new representatives of the poor 
whites . In less than nine months after the Proclamation of Amnesty, 
14,000 prominent persons are said to have received pardons from the 
President. 

No wonder the attitude of Johnson towards the South and the lead
ers of the rebellion was transformed. The very inferiority complex 
which made him hate the white planter concealed a secret admiration 
for his arrogance and address. Carl Schurz was coldly received when 
he returned from the Southern trip which Johnson had urged upon 
him. 

"Arrived at Washington, I reported myself at once at the \Vhite 
House. The President's private secretary, who seemed surprised to sec 
me, announced me to the President, who sent out word that he was 
busy. When would it please the President to receive me ? The private 
secretary could not tell, as the President's time was much occupied by 
urgent business . I left the ante-room, but called again the next morn
ing. The President was still busy. I asked the private secretary to sub
mit to the President that I had returned from a three months' j ourney 
made at the President's personal request, that I thought it my duty 
respectfully to report myself back, and that I should be obliged to the 
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President if he would let me know whether, and, if so, when, he would 
receive me to that end. The private secretary went in aga in  and 
brought out the answer that the President would see me in an hour 
or so. At the appointed time, I was admitted. 

"The President received me without a smile of welcome. His mien 
was sullen. I said that I had returned from the j ourney which I had 
made in obedience to his demand and was ready to give him, in acldi
tion to the communications I had already sent him, such further in
formation as was in my possession. A moment's silence followed. Then 
he inquired about my health. I thanked him for the inquiry and hoped 
the President's health was good. He said it was. Another pause, which 
I brought to an end by saying that I wished to supplement the letters 
I had written to him from the South with an elaborate report giving 
my experiences and conclusions in a connected shape. The President 
looked up and said that I need not go to the trouble of writing out 
such a general report on his account. I replied that it would be no 
trouble at all, but I considered it a duty. The President did not answer. 
The silence became awkward and I bowed myself out. 

"Pre�ident Johnson evidently wished to suppress my testimony as to 
the condition of things in the South. I resolved not to let him do so. 
I had conscientiously endeavored to see Southern conditions as they 
were. I had not permitted any political considerations or any precon
ceived opinions on my part, to obscure my perception and discernment 
in the slightest degree. I had told the truth as I learned it and under
stood it, with the severest accuracy, and I thought it due to the coun
try that the truth be known. 

"Among my friends in Washington there were different opinions as 
to how the striking change in President Johnson's attitude had been 
brought about. Some told me that during the summer the White 
House had been fairly besieged by Southern men and women of high 
social standing who had told the President that - the only element of 
trouble in the South consisted in a lot of fanatical abolitionists who 
excited the Negroes with all sorts of dangerous notions, and that all 
would be well if he would only restore the Southern State govern
ments as quickly as possible, according to his own plan as laid down 
in his North Carolina proclamation, and that he was a great man to 
whom they looked up as their savior. Now it was thought that Mr. 
Johnson, the plebeian who before the war had been treated with 
undisguised contempt by the slave-holding aristocracy, could not with
stand the subtle flattery of the same aristocracy when they flocked 
around him as humble suppliants caj oling his vanity." 2 1  

In fact, personally, Johnson liked the slave-holders. He admired their 
manners ; he enj oyed their carriage and clothes. They were quite nat-
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urally his ideal of what a gentleman should be. He could not help 
being tremendously flattered when they noticed him and actually 
sued for his favor. As compared with Northerners, he found them 
free, natural and expansive, rather than cold, formal and hypocritical. 

Johnson's change of mind during the last ten days of May, 1 865, 
was probably due to the flatteries of Southern leaders ; to the notice 
taken of his intoxication in the Senate by Sumner and others ; to the 
counsels of Preston King and the Blairs who sheltered him after that 
unfortunate exhibition ; and above all to Seward. Johnson's program 
swung swiftly into its stride. 

Already May 9, the laws of the United States had been put in oper
ation in Virginia and the Alexandria government thus recognized. 
Johnson recognized the reconstruction already accomplished in Louisi
ana, Arkansas and Tennessee. So that by mid-summer all the seceded 
states had been reconstructed under the Johnson plan except Texas. 
During the autumn, summer and winter of 1865, elections for dele
gates to constitutional conventions were ordered in Mississippi, Ala
bama, South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia and Florida, on the 
basis of white suffrage. Before Congress met, these conventions had 
all passed ordinances repealing the secession ordinances, or pronounc
ing them null and void. All except Mississippi and South Carolina 
had repudiated the Confederate debt. All had amended their consti
tutions abolishing slavery or recognizing its disappearance. State of
ficers and representatives in Congress had been elected. Senators had 
also been chosen, except in Florida. All the states had adopted the 
Thirteenth Amendment, except Florida and Mississippi ; North Caro
lina had adopted the amendment with reservations ; Florida adopted 
the amendment with reservations December 18, and elected Senators. 

Against this suddenly marshaled and quickly executed plan of 
Johnson and his advisers, there was at the time no organized opposi
tion. Congress was unquestionably determined to have the last word 
in the matter but not decided as to what the word would be. The 
Abolitionists wanted the freedom of the slaves guaranteed, and some 
of them saw Negro suffrage as the only method of accomplishing it, 
while still fewer recognized that a minimum of land and capital 
was .absolutely necessary even to make the ballot effective. The ma
j ority of Northerners simply wanted to get rid of the question as 
quickly as possible. They were disposed to agree in the main with 
Johnson, but they were afraid that he was moving too fast, and that 
the South was returning to the Union without guarantees, either so 
far as the freedmen were concerned, or with regard to the problem 
of debt, the tariff, and national finance. 

Charles Sumner, representing the abolition-democracy, agitated the 
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question all summer. He brought up the matter on the streets, at 
dinner, and in society. He wrote his views for the Atlantic Monthly 
and had it and his speeches distributed widely. On June 2 1 ,  1 865, 
there was a public meeting in Philadelphia, on Negro suffrage, at 
which reports were read of reaction in the South. Sumner wrote to 
the members of Johnson's cabinet and urged them to change their 
course of action and not to follow the advice of Seward. But, al
though four members of the cabinet were sympathetic, they took no 
action, and Sumner wrote to Lieber on August I I : "They were all 
courtiers, as if they were councilors of the King." 

Stevens, Davis and Wade were in despair against an executive who 
had both military power and the power of patronage and was as yet 
unmoved by any unity of opinion in the North. Moreover, it did 
not seem wise to make as yet a fight on the basi s  of Negro suffrage. 
Too few Northern people agreed with it. Most public men and jour
nalists gave no support to Sumner's demand for Negro suffrage. The 
Governor of Indiana denounced it ; the Governor of Massachusetts 
was sure of the President's honesty of purpose ; the editor of the New 
York Evening Post advised against any coercive action by Congress 
in the matter of suffrc:.ge, and the New York Times stood absolutely 
against it. 

"Is there no way to arrest the insane course of the President in re
organization ? "  asked Stevens, in the summer of 1 865. "If something 
is not done," wrote Sumner, "the President will be crowned King 
before Congress meets." 

The abolitionists opened a campaign to convert the North to Negro 
suffrage, carrying on a propaganda with the money of industry and 
the logic of abolition-democracy. The speeches of Sumner, Kelley, 
Phillips and Douglass on Negro suffrage were printed and sent broad
cast. Stearns wrote : "I am distributing r o ,ooo copies to anti-slavery 
men in all the free states ; but desiring to increase the number to 
100,000 or more, invite you to aid in its circulation." 22 He raised $50,-
000 in the fall of 1 865 to send out r oo,ooo newspapers and 50,000 pam
phlets a week, and himself printed between 20,000 and 40,000 copies of 
Sumner's Worcester speech, October 12, 1865. Later the Schurz report 
and his newspaper articles formed strong documents. 

Yet the conversion of public opinion in the United States to Negro 
citizenship and suffrage was long and difficult. There were harassing 
questions that presented themselves to the maj ority of people in the 
North : Could a government, by united and determined effort, raise 
the Negroes to full American citizenship ? Of course it could, if they 
were men ; but were they men ? Even if they were men, was it good 
policy thus to raise a great new working, voting class ? On this point 
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there was less open argument; but it lay in the minds of business men, 
and influenced their outlook and action. 

Johnson sensed the trend toward Negro suffrage and taking a leaf 
from Lincoln's book, sought to stem it. But Johnson's mind was not 
like Lincoln's . Lincoln moved forward to Negro suffrage ; Johnson, 
alarmed, retreated to it. August 15,  he had wired to his nominee, 
Sharkey, Provisional Governor of Mississippi : 

"If you could extend the elective franchise to all persons of color 
who can read the Constitution of the United States in English and 
write their names, and to all persons of color who own real estate 
valued at not less than two hundred and fifty dollars, and pay taxes 
thereon, you would completely disarm the adversary and set an ex
ample the other states will follow. This you can do with perfect 
safety, and you thus place the Southern States, in reference to free 
persons of color, upon the same basis with the free States . I hope and 
trust your convention will do this, and, as a consequence, the Radicals, 
who are wild upon Negro franchise, will be completely foiled in their 
attempt to keep the Southern States from renewing their relations 
to the Union by not accepting their senators and representatives." 23 

Blaine says that this advice was sent to other provisional governors, 
but nothing came of it, chiefly because Johnson did not insist and his 
heart was not in the suggestion. 

Sumner's words showed that union between Northern industrialists 
and abolition-democracy had been growing during the summer. After 
the autumn elections, Sumner sent a long telegram to President John
son. On the Saturday evening before Congress met, he was with him 
two hours. He found him "changed in temper and purpose . . .  no 
longer sympathetic, or even kindly," but "harsh, petulant and unreason
able." Near the end of the interview, there was a colloquy, in which the 
President reminded the Senator of murders in Massachusetts and 
assaults in Boston as an offset to outrages in the South visited on 
Negroes and white Union men, under the inspiration of political or 
race animosity. The two parted that evening not to meet again-the 
senator leaving "with the painful conviction that the President's whole 
soul was set as a flint against the good cause, and that by assassination 
of Abraham Lincoln, the rebellion had vaulted into the Presidential 
chair." 2 4 

Meantime, the Massachusetts Republican convention approved 
Negro suffrage as a condition of Reconstruction, and they were fol
lowed by Vermont, Iowa, and Minnesota. The other Republican con
ventions were not explicit, but the conviction grew in the North 
that state governments in the South, which would curb the political 
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power of ex-Confederates and insure the freedom of Negroes, could 
not be established without Negro suffrage. 

Sumner led in spreading this opinion, stressing naturally the rights 
of Negroes. He wrote to Mr. Bright, November 14 : 

"The President's 'experiment' appears to be breaking down ; but 
at what fearful cost ! The Rebels have once more been put on their 
legs ; the freedmen and the Unionists are down. This is very sad. 
I cannot be otherwise than unhappy as I think of it. Our session is 
uncertain. Nobody can tell certainly what pressure the President will 
bring to bear on Congress, and how Congress can stand it. I think 
that Congress will insist upon time-this will be our first demand, 
and then generally upon adequate guarantees. There are unpleasant 
stories from Washington ; but we must persevere to the end." 2 5 

In October, Johnson began openly to argue against Negro suffrage. 
In an interview with George L. Stearns of Massachusetts, he reminded 
him that Negro suffrage could not have been argued in the North 
seven years before and that the South must have time to understand 
its ne� position. 

"If I interfered with the vote in the rebel states, to dictate that no 
Negro shall vote, I might do the same for my own purpose in Penn
sylvania. Our only safety lies in allowing each state to control the 
right of voting by its own laws, and we have the power to control the 
rebel states if they go wrong. • • • 

"My position here is different from what it would be if I were in 
Tennessee. There I should try to introduce Negro suffrage gradually ; 
first, those who had served in  the army ; those who could read and 
write ; .and perhaps a property qualification for others, say $200 or 
$250. It would not do to let the Negro have universal suffrage now ; 
it would breed a war of races ." 2 6 

He went on to develop this thesis which was· a favorite one with 
him : that Negroes and poor whites naturally hated each other ; and 
that the outrages in the South were chiefly of poor whites on Negroes, 
and Negroes on poor whites ; and if suffrage was given the Negro, 
he would vote with the master and thus precipitate a race war in the 
South. That there was truth in this fear, the subsequent history of 
Reconstruction proved ; but it did not turn out as Andrew Johnson 
anticipated. 

Johnson had little knowledge of Negroes ; although he had owned a 
few slaves, he accepted most of the current Southern patterns. He 
believed that the Negro was lazy and could not survive freedom. 
He was afraid he might be tempted to lawlessness and insurrection. 
He spoke to certain colored folk May 1 1 , 1 865, according to the 
Philadelphia  Press of May 20, and stated that he had to "deplore the 
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existence of an idea among them that they have nothing to do but to 
fall back upon the government for support in order that they may be 
taken care of in idleness and debauchery." October r n, 1 865, he talked 
to the First Colored Regiment of the District of Columbia troops who 
had recently returned from the South. He congratulated them on serv
ing with patience and endurance and exhorted them to be tranquil and 
peaceful now that the war was ended : 

"Freedom is  not a mere idea . . . .  Freedom is not simply the princi
ple to live in idleness. Liberty does not mean merely to resort to the 
low saloons and other places of disreputable character. Freedom and 
liberty does not mean that people ought to live in licentiousness ; but 
liberty means simply to be industrious and to be virtuous, to be up
right in all our deals and relations with men . . . .  You must give 
evidence that you are competent for the rights that the government 
has guaranteed you. . . . 

"The institution of slavery is overthrown. But another part remains 
to be solved, and that is, can four millions of people, reared as they 
have been, with all the prej udices of the whites-can they take their 
places in the community, and be made to work harmoniously and 
congruously in our system ? This is a problem to be considered. Are 
the digestive powers of the American government sufficient to receive 
this element in a new shape, and digest it and make it work health
fully upon the system that has incorporated it ? "  

He then hinted a t  colonization o f  the Negro population : 
"If it should be so that the two races cannot agree and live in peace 

and prosperity, and the laws of Providence require that they should 
be separated-in that event, looking to the far distant future, and trust
ing in God that it may never come-if it should come, Providence, 
that works mysteriously, but unerringly and certainly, will point out 
the way, and the mode, and the manner by which these people are 
to be separated, and they are to be taken to their land of inheritance 
and promise, for such a one is before them. Hence we are making the 
experiment." 2 7  

Congress met in December, 1 865, with the determination to control 
the reconstruction of the Union. And in this there is no question but 
that Congress was right. If the nation was going backward to the 
same status in which it was before the war, it was conceivable that this 
might be done by executive action. But there were two tremendous 
changes that made this unthinkable : one was the abolition of slavery, 
and the other was the new political power which the emancipation 
of these slaves would confer upon the South. Moreover, there appeared 
from the South, demanding seats at the opening of Congress, the Vice
President of the Confederacy, four Confederate generals, five Con-
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federate colonels, six Confederate cabinet officers, and fifty-eight Con
federate Congressmen, none of whom was able to take the oath of 
allegiance. "The case of Alex H. Stephens, late Vice-president of the 
Confederacy, was especially aggravating. Four months before he had 
been a prisoner at Fort Warren. Pardoned by the President, he waited 
not a moment to repent and returned to Georgia, was elected to the 
United States Senate, and was now asking admission-asking to gov
ern the country he had been trying to destroy." 28 Moreover one of the 
worst of the new black codes was passed in Mississippi in November. 

Thaddeus Stevens took immediate lead. He called in caucus twenty 
or thirty of his followers, December 1 ;  on December 2, the Republican 
caucus met, and Stevens submitted his plan : 

1 .  To claim the whole question of Reconstruction as the exclusive 
business of Congress. 

2. To regard the steps taken by the President as only provisional. 
3. Each House to postpone consideration of the admission of mem

bers from Southern states. 
4. And that a Joint Committee of Fifteen be appointed to inquire 

into the condition of the former Confederate states. 
Without waiting even for the reception of the President's message, 

Stevens proposed in the House a resolution for a Joint Committee 
of Fifteen members of the House and Senate to "inquire into the con
dition of the states which formed the so-called Confederate States of 
America, and report whether they or any of them are entitled to be 
represented in either House of Congress, with leave to report at any 
time by bill or otherwise ;  and until such report shall have been made 
and finally acted upon by Congress, no member shall be received 
into either House from any of the said so-called Confederate States ; 
and all papers relating to the representation of the said states shall 
be referred to the said committee without debate." 29 

By vote of 129-35 with 1 8  not voting, the rules were suspended and 
this resolution passed. This was the first test of political strength in 
the new Congress. 

The Senate did not take up the matter until December 12. The j oint 
resolution was changed to a concurrent resolution in order to make 
the approval of the President unnecessary. The section of the resolu
tion concerning the reception of members and reference of all papers 
was obj ected to and the resolution was amended so as to direct the 
committee "to inquire into the condition of the States which formed 
the so-called Confederate States of America, and report whether they, 
or any of them, are entitled to be represented in either House of 
Congress, with leave to report at any time by bill or otherwise." 3 0 

This amended form the House concurred in, but passed another 
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House resolution to admit no Southern members, and to refer all mo
tions and papers. Eventually, Stevens had his way, and after Johnson's 
speech of February 22, the Senate assented to excluding representatives 
from the South until both Houses agreed. 

Industry was uneasy at the Stevens plan. The New York Herald 
claimed it created lack of business confidence North and South. Such 
a lack of confidence, of course, would hinder economic development 
in the South, and to that extent limit New York's commercial pros
perity. Commerce was especially alarmed lest Thaddeus Stevens should 
use his machine for carrying out his scheme of confiscation of South
ern lands. Such wholesale confiscation, capital could not contemplate. 
Local harmony, law and order, the development of the vast industrial 
resources of the South, seemed wisest in New York. 

Johnson, in his message of December 4, began an extraordinary 
series of state papers which he could never have written all by him
self. 

"Johnson's state papers, including vetoes, were uniformly in good 
temper, conservative, historical and well considered. In the preparation 
of them he made use of every person on whom he could lay his hands. 
Bancroft wrote the first message to Congress ; Jerre Black, the hero 
of Ex Parte Milligan, wrote the Reconstruction veto ; Seward, the 
precise scholar, supervised much that the President wrote; Stanton, 
the practical lawyer, wrote the bill to admit North Carolina and 
other states into the Union in 1865 ;  the Attorney-General, Well es, Sec
retary of the Navy, and other members of the cabinet he frequently 
used." 31 

In his first message, he forecast the adoption of the Thirteenth 
Amendment, which, in fact, occurred December 18th. He explained 
that because of this anticipated abolition of slavery, he had proceeded 
to begin reorganization of the states and admission to their full rights 
in the Union. He knew that this policy was attended with some risk 
but the risk must be taken : 

"The relations of the General Government towards the four millions 
of inhabitants whom the war has called into freedom has engaged my 
most serious consideration. On the propriety of attempting to make 
the freedmen electors by the proclamation of the Executive, I took 
for my counsel the Constitution itself, the interpretation of that in
strument by its authors and their contemporaries, and recent legisla
tion by Congress. When, at the first movement towards independence, 
the Congress of the United States instructed the several States to insti
tute governments of their own, they left each State to decide for 
itself the conditions for the enj oyment of the elective franchise . . . .  
Moreover, a concession· of the elective franchise to the freedmen, by 
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act of the President of the United States, must have been extended 
to all colored men, wherever found, and so must have established a 
change of suffrage in the Northern, Middle, and Western States, not 
less than in the Southern and Southwestern. Such an act would have 
created a new class of voters, and would have been an assumption of 
power by the President which nothing in the Constitution or laws of 
the United States would have warranted. 

"On the other hand, every danger of conflict is  avoided when the 
settlement of the question is referred to the several States. They can, 
each for itself, decide on the measure, and whether it is to be adopted 
at once and absolutely, or introduced gradually and with conditions. 
In my j udgment, the freedmen, if they show patience and manly vir
tues, will sooner obtain a participation in the elective franchise through 
the States than through the General Government, even if it had power 
to intervene. When the tumult of emotions that have been raised 
by the suddenness of the social change shall have subsided, it may 
prove that they will receive the kindliest usage from some of those on 
whom they have heretofore most closely depended. 

"But ' while I have no doubt that now, after the close of the war, 
it is not competent for the General Government to extend the elective 
franchise in the several States, it is equally clear that good faith re
quires the security of the freedmen in their liberty and in their prop
erty, their right to labor, and their right to claim the j ust return of their 
labor. I cannot too strongly urge a dispassionate treatment of this sub
ject, which should be carefully kept aloof from all party strife. We 
must equally avoid hasty assumptions of any natural impossibility for 
the two races to live side by side, in a state of mutual benefit and good 
will. The experiment involves us in no inconsistency ; let us, then, go 
on and make that experiment in good faith, and not be too easily 
disheartened. The country is in need of labor, and the freedmen are 
in need of work, culture, and protection." 

And then came a characteristic turn of thought : "While their right 
of voluntary migration and expatriation is not to be questioned, I 

would not advise their forced removal and colonization." 
Here President Johnson was clearly envisaging the extinction or vol

untary removal of four million laborers in the South, and the settle
ment of the problem of their presence in the United States by replac
ing them with white labor. On the other hand, he seemed anxious to 
have them protected in their present new status and it was understood, 
both from the message and from other sources, that the President was 
in favor of continuing the Freedmen's Bureau. 

The temper of Congress was firm. What should be done in Re
construction was a matter for deliberation, thought and care. It could 
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not be settled by the Southern leaders who brought on the cns1s, 
working alone in conj unction with the President and his cabinet. On 
the other hand, what the nation wanted was by no means clear. 
There was among its millions no one mind. There was among its 
various groups no unanimity. 

The mind of Thaddeus Stevens evolved a course of action. This 
plan was to set up at least temporarily a cabinet form of responsible 
government in the United States : to put in power .a camarilla of repre
sentatives of the various sections, groups and parties, who, by delibera
tion and inquiry, would find out what action could command a ma
jority in the House and in the Senate. This in itself was the beginning 
of a momentous change in our government, a change unfortunately, 
never carried completely through ; and the failure to carry it through 
has hampered the United States government ever since. 

The original idea of the Congress was a small, deliberative assembly 
in two Houses which should think and .argue matters through, and 
then have their decisions enforced by the Executive, and coordinated 
and clarified by a Supreme Court. But Congress grew to unwieldy 
size ; the Executive grew in prestige and power, until during the Civil 
War, he became a dictator, while the Supreme Court was destined 
to assume powers which would at times threaten to stop the progress 
of the nation, almost without appeal. 

Moreover, the contingency of an Executive, who far from being 
the servant of a congressional maj ority was antagonistic and even a 
contradictory source of authority and action, never occurred to the 
fathers. They did not intend to have the President a mere mouth
piece of Congress, and, for this reason, they gave him the message 
and the veto; but on the other hand, they never conceived that he 
should be in himself both executive and lawgiver and yet this he 
practically was during and after the Civil War ; he exemplified at the 
time of Andrew Johnson a new .and extraordinary situation in which 
the President of the United States in vital particulars was opposed 
to the overwhelming majority of the party in Congress which had 
elected him, and refused in effect to do their will. 

This had to be remedied, and for this, the Committee of Fifteen, 
on the motion of Thaddeus Stevens, came into being in the 39th 
Congress. It was government on the English parliamentary model 
with two modifications : it was responsible to two Houses instead of to 
one, which enormously delayed and complicated its functioning ;  and 
it contained representatives of the opposition party-although this 
representation was often nullified through caucuses and sub-committees. 

It was the business of the Committee of Fifteen to see how the gov
ernment of the United States was to be changed after the war, from its 
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form before the war ; and this involved, first, some change in the basis 
of popular representation ; secondly, a clarification of the status of 
the Negro ; and finally it brought a modification of the relation of the 
national government to state government, not simply in civil rights 
but even more in industry and labor. It was through the first and 
second that the majority, which eventually dominated the 39th Con
gress, gained its moral power. It was through the third that the moral 
power was implemented. 

Stevens was too astute a politician to stress first the moral founda
tion of his argument. In his first speech, as leader of the 39th Congress, 
he placed his main argument on representation, because he knew that 
that would appeal to the men sitting in front of him, and represent
ing national wealth and industry. 

In December, 1 865, when the Thirteenth Amendment was adopted, 
a curious result followed : twenty-nine Representatives were added to 
the South. Since the adoption of the Constitution, the basis of con
gressional representation had been the free population, including free 
Negroes and three-fifths of the slaves. Stevens said that with this basis 
of representation unchanged, "The eighty-three Southern members, 
with the Democrats, that will in the best times be elected from the 
North, will always give them a majority in Congress and in the 
Electoral College. They will at the very first election take possession of 
the White House and the halls of Congress. I need not depict the ruin 
that would fol low. Assumption of the rebel debt or repudiation of the 
Federal debt would be sure to follow. The oppression of the freedmen ; 
the reamendment of their State constitutions, and the reestablishment 
of slavery would be the inevitable result. That they would scorn and 
disregard their present constitutions, forced upon them in the midst of 
martial law, would be both natural and j ust. No one who has any re
gard for freedom of elections can look upon those -governments, forced 
upon them in duress, with any favor." 

This was the cogent, clear argument of Thaddeus Stevens, the poli
tician. But Thaddeus Stevens was never a mere politician. He cared 
nothing for constitutional subtleties nor even for political power. He 
was a stern believer in democracy, both in politics and in industry, 
and he made his second argument turn on the economic freedom 
of the slave. 

"We have turned, or are about to turn, loose four million slaves 
without a hut to shelter them or a cent in their pockets . The infernal 
laws of slavery have prevented them from acquiring an education, 
understanding the commonest laws of contract, or of managing the 
ordinary business life. This Congress is bound to provide for them 
until they can take care of themselves. If we do not furnish them with 
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homesteads, and hedge them around with protective laws ; if we leave 
them to the legislation of their late masters, we had better have left 
them in bondage." 

He then resolutely went further in a defense of pure democracy, al
though he knew that in this argument he was venturing for beyond the 
practical beliefs of his auditors : 

"Governor Perry of South Carolina and other provisional gov
ernors and orators proclaim that 'this is the white man's govern
ment.' . . .  Demagogues of all parties, even some high in authority, 
gravely shout, 'this is the white man's government.' What is implied 
by this ? That one race of men are to have the exclusive rights forever 
to rule this  nation, and to exercise all acts of sovereignty, while all 
other races and nations and colors are to be their subj ects, and have 
no voice in making the laws and choosing the rulers by whom they 
.are to be governed. . . . 

"Our fathers repudiated the whole doctrine of the legal superiority 
of families or races, and proclaimed the equality of men before the 
law. Upon that they created a revolution and built the Republic. They 
were prevented by slavery from perfecting the superstructure whose 
foundation they had thus broadly laid. For the sake of the Union they 
consented to wait, but never relinquished the idea of its final comple
tion. 

"The time to which they looked forward with anxiety has come. 
It is our duty to complete their work. If this Republic is not now 
made to stand on their great principles, it has no honest foundation, 
and the Father of all men will still shake it to its center. If we have 
not yet been sufficiently scourged for our national sin to teach us to 
do j ustice to all God's creatures, without distinction of race or color, 
we must expect the still more heavy vengeance of an offended 
Father. . . . 

"This is  not a white man's Government, in the exclusive sense in 
which it is used. To say so is political blasphemy, for it violates the 
fundamental principles of our gospel of liberty. This is Man's Gov
ernment, the Government of all men alike; not that all men will have 
equal power and sway within it. Accidental circumstances, natural 
and · acquired endowment and ability, will vary their fortunes. But 
equal rights to all the privileges of the Government is innate in every 
immortal being, no matter what the shape or color of the tabernacle 
which it inhabits . . . .  

"Sir, this doctrine of a white man's Government is as atrocious as 
the infamous sentiment that damned the late Chief Justice to ever
lasting fame ; and, I fear, to everlasting fire." 3 2 

The ensuing debate in the House and Senate flamed over all crea-
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tion, but it started with a note of moral triumph. The newly elected 
Speaker declared : "The fires of civil war have broken every fetter 
in the land and proved the funeral pyre of slavery." The chaplain of 
the Senate increased this moral affiatus with religious fervor, thankful 
that "the statue of Freedom now looks down from our capital upon 
an entire nation of free men, and that we are permitted by the dis
pensation of Thy Providence, and the way being prepared, to give 
liberty to the captive, the opening of the prison to them that are bound, 
and to proclaim the acceptable year of our God." 

The chaplain of the House said : "O God, we stand today on the 
soil of a nation which is, not alone by inference or report, but by the 
solemn announcement of the constituted authorities, declared free in 
every part and parcel of its territory. Blessed be Thy name, 0 God, 
for Thy wonderful ending of this terrible conflict ! "  

Congressional amendments of every sort poured into Congress con
cerning the national and Confederate debt, the civil rights of freedmen, 
the establishment of republican government, the basis of representa
tion, payment for slaves and the future powers of Federal government 
and the states . Argument swirled in a maelstrom of logic. No matter 
where it started, and how far afield in legal metaphysics it strayed, 
always it returned and had to return to two focal points : Shall the 
South be rewarded for unsuccessful secession by increased political 
power ; and : Can the freed Negro be a part of American democracy ? 

Thither all argument again and again returned ; but i t  tried desper
ately to crowd out these real points by appealing to higher constitu
tional metaphysics. This constitutional argument was astonishing. 
Around and around it went in dizzy, silly dialectics. Here were grown, 
sensible men arguing about a written form of government adopted 
ninety years before, when men did not believe that slavery could out
live their generation in this country, or that civil war could possibly 
be its result ; when no man foresaw the Industrial Revolution or the 
rise of the Cotton Kingdom ; and yet now, with incantation and 
abracadabra, the leaders of a nation tried to peer back into the magic 
crystal, and out of a bit of paper called the Constitution, find eternal 
and immutable law laid down for their guidance forever and ever, 
Amen ! 

They knew perfectly well that no such omniscient law existed or 
ever had existed. Yet, in order to conceal the fact, they twisted and 
distorted and argued : these states are dead ; but states can never die. 
These states have gone out of the Union ; but states can never go out 
of the Union, and to prevent this we fought and won a war ; but 
while we were fighting, these states were certainly not in the Union, 
else why did we fight ? And how now may they come back ? They 
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are already back because they were never really out. Then what were 
we fighting for ? For union. But we had union and we have got 
union, only these constituent states are dead and we must bring them 
to life. But states never die. Then they have forfeited statehood and 
become territories. But statehood cannot be forfeited ; conspirators 
within the states interfered, and now the interference has stopped. 
But as long as the interference lasted, there was surely no union. Oh, 
yes, only it did not function ; we need not now provide for i ts func
tioning again, for the Constitution already provides for that. 

Where was the Constitution during the war ? But the war is ended ; 
and now the Constitution prevails ; unless the Constitution prevails, 
this is no nation, there is no President ; we have no real Congress, 
since it does not represent the nation. But who represented the nation 
during the war ? And by that token, who saved the nation and killed 
slavery ? Shall the nation that saved the nation now surrender its 
power to rebels who fought to preserve slavery ? There are no rebels ! 
The South is loyal and slavery is dead. How can the loyalty of th� 
South be guaranteed, and has the black slave been made really free ? 
Freedom is a matter of state right. So was secession. Must we fight 
that battle over again ? Yes, if you try to make monkeys equal to men. 
What caused the war but your own insistence that men were at once 
monkeys and real estate ? Gentlemen, gentlemen, and fellow Amer
icans, let us have peace ! But what is peace ? Is it slavery of all poor 
men, and increased political power for the slaveholders ? Do you want 
to wreak vengeance on the conquered and the unfortunate ? Do you 
want to reward rebellion by increased power to rebels ? 

And so on, around and around, and up and down, day after day, 
week after week, with only here and there a keen, straight mind to 
cut the cobwebs and to say in effect with Seward through Johnson : 
Damn the Nigger ; let us settle down to work and trade ! Or to declare 
with Stevens and Sumner : Make the slaves free with land, education 
and the ballot, and then let the South return to its place. Or to say 
with Blaine and Conkling and Bingham, not in words but in action : 
Guard property and industry ; when their position is impregnable, let 
the South return ; we will then hold it with black votes, until we cap-
ture it with white capital. 

· 

After all this blather, the nation and its Congress found itself back 
to the two plain problems : The basis of representation in Congress 
and the status of the Negro. When it came to the Negro, the old dog
matism leaped to the fore and would not down. Chandler of New 
York regarded Farnsworth's demand for Negro equality as not only 
an attack on foreigners but "an insult to white citizens." When the 
Constitution said "people," it meant "white people." And he stood 
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for "the purity of the white race." Fink declared that Ohio would 
never let Negroes vote with his consent. This is "and of right ought to 
be a white man's government," said Boyer of Pennsylvania, and he 
declared that eighteen of the twenty-five states now represented in 
Congress would not let the Negro vote. 

Yet the argument for freedom and democracy loomed high and 
clear. "Slavery, but a short time ago received as a God-given condition 
of men, has fallen under the banner of a purer morality, and come 
down with the curses of a Christian world. With the fall of slavery 
must also fall the things pertaining thereto. The master who yester
day had his heel upon the neck of his slave, today meets that slave 
upon the level of common equality . . . .  The Negro should be care
fully considered in this question of Reconstruction, for after all we 
are our brother's keeper and we must see that even-handed j ustice 
is meted out to the black man if possible." 

Woodbridge of Vermont declared : "New social and political rela
tions have been established. Four million people have been born in a 
day. The shackles have been stricken from four million chattels, and 
they have become in an hour living, thinking, moving, responsible 
beings, and citizens of these United States. And if Congress does not 
do something to provide for these people, if they do not prove equal 
to their duty, and come up to their work like men, the condition of 
the people will be worse than before." 

The South represented by the Border States had to confine itself to 
constitutional metaphysics, or else blurt out, as some of its spokesmen 
did, a new defense of the old slavery. The West, on the other hand, 
had a real and disturbing argument and it was voiced by Voorhees 
in his dramatic attempt to drive a wedge between Johnson and the 
Republicans. He said, January 6, 1 866 :  

"How long can the inequalities of our present revenue system be 
borne ? How long will the poor and laborious pay tribute to the rich 
and the idle ? We have two great interests in this country, one of 
which has prostrated the other. The past four years of suffering and 
war has been the opportune harvest of the manufacturer. The looms 
and machine shops of New England and the iron furnaces of Penn
sylvania have been more prolific of wealth to their owners than the 
most dazzling gold mines of the earth. . . . 

"They are the results of class legislation, of a monopoly of trade 
established by law. It may be said that they indicate prosperity. Most 
certainly they do ; but it is the prosperity of one who obtains the 
property of his neighbor without any equivalent in return. The present 
law of tariff is being rapidly understood. It is no longer a deception, 
but rather a well-defined and clearly-recognized outrage. The agricul-
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tural labor of the land is driven to the counters of the most gigantic 
monopoly ever before sanctioned by law. From its exorbitant demands 
there is no escape. The European manufacturer is forbidden our ports 
of trade for fear he might sell his goods at cheaper rates and thus re
lieve the burden of the consumer. We have declared by law that there 
is but one market in which our citizens shall go to make their pur
chases, and we ha�e left it to the owners of the markets to fix their 
own prices." 33 

This was another unanswerable argument. But, having made it, 
what was Voorhees' remedy ? His logical remedy would have been to 
unite the industrial democracy of the West with the abolition-democ
racy of the East in order to fight oligarchy in Northern industry and 
the attempt to reestablish agricultural oligarchy in the South. Yet this 
was farthest from his intention. His immediate effort was to embarrass 
and split the Republicans by forcing them to endorse or repudiate 
their own President and leader ; his ultimate program, if he had one, 
was to seek with Andrew Johnson to restore oligarchy in the South 
with a dominant planter class and serfdom for the emancipated 
Negroes. This was unthinkable, and it deprived the radical West of 
all moral sympathy and voting power which its economic revolt de
served. 

What was it the nation wanted ? Charles Sumner told the nation 
what it ought to want, but there was no doubt but that it did not 
yet want this. Thaddeus Stevens knew what the nation ought to want, 
but as a practical politician his business was to see how much of this 
he could get enacted into actual law. 

There came before the 39th Congress some 140 different proposals 
to change the Constitution of the United States, including 45 on appor
tionment, 31 on civil and political rights, and 13 forbidding payment 
for slaves. Over half of these affected the status of the freedmen. 
Before the Committee of Fifteen could sift these and settle to its 
larger task of fixing the future basis of representation and the degree 
of national guardianship which Negro freedmen called for, there 
seemed to be two measures upon which public opinion in the North 
was so far crystallized that legislation might safely be attempted. These 
were : a permanent Freedmen's Bureau, and a bill to protect the civil 
rights of Negroes. On the first day of business of the 39th Congress, 
there were introduced into the Senate two bills on these subj ects. 

The Civil Rights Bill was taken up December 13, but Sherman 
of Ohio reminded the Senate that there was scarcely a state in the 
Union that did not make distinctions on account of color, and wished, 
therefore, to postpone action until the Thirteenth Amendment had been 
adopted. Saulsbury of Maryland called it "an insane effort to elevate 
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the African race to the dignity of the white race," and claimed that 
the Thirteenth Amendment would carry no such power as Sherman 
assumed. 

. 

Trumbull of Illinois, on the contrary, declared that the second sec
tion of the Thirteenth Amendment as reported by his committee 
was drawn "for the very purpose of conferring upon Congress author
ity to see that the first section was carried out in good fai th, and for 
none other ;  and I hold that under that second section Congress will 
have the authority, when the constitutional amendment is adopted, 
not only to pass the bill of the Senator from Massachusetts, but a bill 
that will be much more efficient to protect the freedman in his rights. 
vVe may, if deemed advisable, continue the Freedmen's Bureau, clothe 
it with additional powers, and if necessary back it  up with a military 
force, to see that the rights of the men made free by the first clause of 
the constitutional amendment are protected. And, sir, when the con
stitutional amendment shall have been adopted, if the information 
from the South be that the men whose liberties are secured by it are 
deprived of the privilege to go and come when they please, to buy 
and sell when they please, to make contracts and enforce contracts, I 
give notice that, if no one else does, I shall introduce a bill and urge 
its passage through Congress that will secure to those men every one 
of these rights : they would not be freemen without them." 34 

Congress asked the President for the specific facts concerning the 
situation in the South. The President replied with the report of Gen
eral Grant, containing the superficial results of a hasty, five-day trip, 
and disingenuously tried to suppress the report of Carl Schurz, un
doubtedly the most thorough-going and careful inquiry into the situa
tion j ust after the war that had been made. Sumner expressed his in
dignation and the evident need of a civil rights bill. 

"When I think of what occurred yesterday in this Chamber ; when 
I call to mind the attempt to whitewash the unhappy condition of the 
rebel States, and to throw the mantle of official oblivion over sicken
ing and heart-rending outrages, where Human Rights are sacrificed 
and rebel Barbarism receives a new letter of license, I feel that I ought 
to speak of nothing else. I stood here years ago, in the days of Kansas, 
when a small community was surrendered to the machinations of slave
masters . I now stand here again, when, alas ! an immense region, with 
millions of people, has been surrendered to the machinations of slave
masters. Sir, it is the duty of Congress to stress this fatal fury. Con
gress must dare to be brave ; it must dare to be j ust." 35 

He claimed that the Civil Rights Bill aimed "simply to carry out 
and maintain the Proclamation of Emancipation, by which this repub
lic is solemnly pledged to maintain the emancipated slave in his free-
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dom. Such is our pledge : 'and the Executive Government of the United 
States, including the military and naval authority thereof, will recog
nize and maintain the freedom of such persons.' This pledge is with
out any limitation in space or time. It is as extended and as immortal 
as the Republic itself. Does anybody call it vain words ? I trust not. 
To that pledge we are solemnly bound. Wherever our flag floats as 
long as time endures we must see that it is sacredly observed. 

"But the performance of that pledge cannot be entrusted to another ;  
least of all, can i t  b e  entrusted t o  the old slave-masters, embittered 
against their slaves. It must be performed by the National Govern
ment. The power that gave freedom must see that this freedom is 
maintained. This is according to reason. It is also according to the 
examples of history. In the British West Indies we find this teaching. 
Three of England's greatest orators and statesmen, Burke, Canning, 
and Brougham, at successive periods, united in declaring, from the 
experience in the British West Indies, that whatever the slave-masters 
undertook to do for their slaves was always 'arrant trifling,' and that, 
whatever might be its plausible form, it always wanted 'the executive 
principle.' More recently the Emperor of Russia, when ordering Eman
cipation, declared that all efforts of his predecessors in this direction 
had failed because they had been left to 'the spontaneous initiative of 
the proprietors.' I might say much more on this head but this is 
enough. I assume that no such blunder will be made on our part ; that 
we shall not leave to the old proprietors the maintenance of that free
dom to which we are pledged, and thus break our own promises and 
sacrifice a race.'' 

But Congress was not yet ready for this high ground and Sumner's 
scheme was widely criticized. Whitelaw Reid, in a letter to the Cin
cinnati Gazette, March 3, 1 868, recalled the profound surprise and bit
terness of feeling with which Sumner's remarks were received by Sen
ators. Republican j ournals and leaders within the inner circles of the 
party were hostile.36 

The Republicans were, especially, afraid of any split with the Presi
dent lest this bring the Democrats into power ; Forney of the Phila
delphia Press begged Sumner to yield for the sake of harmony within 
the great political army in which he had been "a conscientious and 
courageous leader." 

Protests against President Johnson's policy were therefore slow in 
expression. The nation was weary of war and obj ected to military 
administration in the South. Capitalists wanted pacification of the 
Southern territory to open a market closed for four years. They wanted 
any method which would bring the quickest results . Moreover, Re
publicans held some of the largest states of the North by narrow ma-
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jorities. Any unpopular step might put the Democrats in power. Office
holders did not want to break with Johnson and candidates for office 
were timid. 

Congress made in effect the first overture to the South and instead 
of forcing civil and possibly political rights, turned to take up the bill 
which proposed government guardianship and tutelage for the blacks. 
The Civil Rights Bill was postponed and the Freedmen's Bureau Bill, 
which Johnson's message seemed to accept, was substituted. This was 
introduced as an amendment to the act of March 3, 1 865, and con
tained the following propositions : ( l ) That the bureau should con
tinue in force until abolished by law ; (2) That it should embrace the 
whole country wherever there were freedmen and refugees ; (3) That 
bureau officials should have annual salaries of $500 to $1 ,200 ; (4) That 
the President should set apart for the use of freedmen and loyal 
refugees unoccupied lands in the South, to be allotted in parcels not 
exceeding forty acres each ; (5) That the titles granted in pursuance 
of General Sherman's orders of January 16, 1 865, be made valid ; (6) 
That the commissioner procure land and erect suitable buildings as 
asylums and schools for dependent freedmen and refugees ; (7) That 
it be the duty of the President to extend military protection and j uris
diction over all cases where any of the civil rights or immunities be
longing to white persons, including the rights to make and enforce 
contracts, to give evidence, to inherit, buy, sell and hold property, etc., 
are refused or denied by local law, prejudice on account of race, color 
or previous condition of servitude ; or where different punishments or 
penalties are inflicted than are prescribed for white persons com
mitting like offenses ; (8) That it be made a misdemeanor, punishable 
by a fine of $1 ,000 or imprisonment for one year or both, for anyone 
depriving another of the above rights on account of race, color or 
previous condition of servitude. These last sections were to apply to 
those states or districts where ordinary j udicial proceedings had been 
interfered with by war.37 

The bill was opposed as establishing a permanent bureau instead of 
a war-time emergency institution. Its great power was criticized and 
it was declared that its expense would be enormous. There were spe
cial obj ections to the validation of land titles under Sherman's orders 
and to the section on civil rights. It was defended as being not neces
sarily permanent ; as in accordance with our Indian policy ; and as 
not being expensive, since it was manned by army officers. It passed 
the Senate in January, 1 866, by a vote of 37-10. 

In the House, Thaddeus Stevens tried to strengthen the bill by the 
most thorough-going provisions for government guardianship yet 
proposed. These provisions directed that food, clothes, medical atten-
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tion and transportation be furnished white refugees and black freed
men and their families ; that public land be set aside in Florida, Missis
sippi, Alabama, Louisiana and Arkansas, and also from forfeited 
estates, to the extent of three million acres of good land ; and that 
this should be parceled out to loyal white refugees and black freed
men at a rental not to exceed ten cents an acre ; and that at the end 
of a certain period this land be sold to the applicants at a price not 
to exceed two dollars an acre. The occupants of land, under Sherman's 
order, were confirmed in their possession, unless the former owner 
proved his title, and in that case, other land at the rate of forty acres 
a farm should be given to the applicant. The bureau was to erect build
ings for asylums and schools, and provide a common school education 
for all white refugees and freedmen who applied. This thorough
going substitute unhappily was lost. 

The bill which finally passed the House, February 6, extended the 
power of the Freedmen's Bureau to freedmen throughout the whole 
United States and provided for food and clothing for the destitute, a 
distribution of public lands among freedmen and white refugees in 
parcels not exceeding forty acres each at a nominal rent and with an 
eventual chance of purchasing. The land assigned by Sherman was 
to be held for three years and then, if restored, other lands secured 
by rent or purchase. School buildings and asylums were to be erected 
when Congress appropriated the money. Full civil rights were to be 
enforced, and punishment was provided for those thwarting the civil 
rights of Negroes. 

This bill encountered strong opposition, especially from the Border 
States. Saulsbury of Delaware deliberately reiterated his contention 
that Congress had no right to abolish slavery, even if three-fourths 
of the states assented ! With minor changes the bill was accepted by 
the Senate, February 9, and thus the first great measure of Recon
·struction went to the President. Southern slavery had now been defi
nitely abolished by constitutional amendment, and government guard
ianship of the Negro with land and court protection was assured by a 
permanent Freedmen's Bureau. 

Vvhat was the answer of the South to this ? Where were Southern 
brains and leadership ? Why did so many hide, like Toombs ? Why 
did the South have to trust its guidance to a half-educated, poor white 
President and a New York corporation lawyer ? Suppose a Southern 
leader had appeared at that time and had said frankly : "We propose 
to make the Negro actually free in his right to work, his legal status, 
and his personal safety. We are going to allow him to get, on easy 
terms, homesteads, so as gradually to replace the plantation system 
with peasant proprietors ; and we are going to provide him and our 
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poor whites with elementary schools. And when in time, he is able 
to read and write and accumulate a minimum of property, then, and 
not until then, he can cast a vote and be represented in Congress." 

What was there so wild and revolutionary, so unthinkable, about a 
manly declaration of this sort ? But a native of Alabama knew that 
this attitude was entirely lacking : "I do not think that Congress should 
wait for the people of the South to make regulations by which, at 
some future time, the Negroes will be  provided with homes, have 
their rights as freemen acknowledged, be given a participation in civil 
rights, and be made a part of the framework of the country. They 
will not do that ; you need not wait for it. If Congress can constitu
tionally commence a system of educating and elevating the Negroes, 
let them do it, and not wait for the people of the South to do it." 38 

It is nonsense to say that the South knew nothing about the capa
bilities of the Negro race. Southerners knew Negroes far better than 
Northerners. There was not a single Negro slave owner who did not 
know dozens of Negroes j ust as capable of learning and efficiency as 
the ma.ss of poor white people around and about, and some quite 
as capable as the average slaveholder. They had continually in the 
course of the history of slavery recognized such men. Here and there 
teachers and preachers to white folks as well as colored folks had arisen. 
Artisans and even artists had been recognized. Some of these colored 
folks were blood relatives of the white slaveholders : brothers and 
sisters, sons and daughters. They had sometimes been given land, 
transported to the North or to Europe, freed and encouraged. 

Of course, the Southerners believed such persons to be exceptional, 
but all that was asked of them at this time was to recognize the possi
bility of exceptions. To such a reasonable offer the nation could and 
would have responded. It could have paid for the Negro's land and 
education. It could have contributed to relief and restoration of the 
South. Instead of that came a determination to reestablish slavery, 
murder, arson and flogging; a dogmatic opposition to Negro educa
tion and decent legal status ; determination to have political power 
based on voteless Negroes, and no vote to any Negro under any cir
cumstances. 

This showed the utter absence of common sense in the leadership 
of the South. Their attitude was expressed best, however, not by a 
Southerner but by William H. Seward, and it came in the shape of a 
veto to the Freedmen's Bureau Bill. If this veto had applied to a civil 
rights bill or to a bill providing for Negro suffrage, it would have 
been much more logical ; but to veto a bill for the guardianship of 
Negroes, even though that bill carried and had to carry a defense 
of civil r ights, was reactionary to the last degree. The veto was a 
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shrewd document, as was every argument written by that master of 
subtle logic. The President was made to say : 

"I share with Congress the strongest desire to secure to the freed
men the full enj oyment of their freedom and property and their entire 
independence and equality in making contracts for their labor." But 
he obj ected to the bill because it was "unconstitutional" ;  because the 
bureau was permanent ; because it did for the colored people what 
had never been done for white people ; because it confiscated land, 
.and because its cost would be prodigious. It was unconstitutional, be
cause it extended j urisdiction all over the United States, and gave 
the Bureau j udicial power in that jurisdiction. It was made permanent 
in spite of the fact that slavery had been abolished. Conceive a Presi
dent, born a poor white laborer, saying : 

"Congress has never felt itself authorized to spend public money for 
renting homes for white people honestly toiling day and night, and 
it was never intended that freedmen should be fed, clothed, educated 
and sheltered by the United States . The idea upon which slaves were 
assisted to freedom was that they become a self-sustaining population." 

The bureau, he said, would be costly. During war times, we had 
already spent $s,876,272 for the relief of Negroes, and $2,047,297 for 
the relief of whites. For 1866, the present bureau needed $n,745,ooo. 
Now we are planning to spend money for land and education which 
will double this sum. The bill proposes to take away land from former 
owners without due process of law. Finally, comes this extraordinary 
economic philosophy for serfs : 

"Undoubtedly, the freed"man should be protected, but he should be 
protected by the civil authorities, especially by the exercise of all con
stitutional powers of the courts of the United States and of the states." 
His condition· is not so bad. His labor is in demand, and he can change 
his dwelling place if one community or state does not please him. The 
laws that regulate supply and demand will regulate his wages. The 
freedmen can protect themselves, and being free, they could be self
sustaining, capable of selecting their own employment, insisting on 
proper wages, and establishing and maintaining their own asylums 
and schools. 

"It is earnestly hoped that, instead of wasting away, they will, by 
their own efforts, establish for themselves a condition of responsibility 
and" prosperity. It is certain that they can attain that condition only 
through their own merits and exertions." 

This was the answer of Andrew Johnson and William H. Seward 
to the Freedmen's Bureau Bill. Practically, it said that the Negroes do 
not need protection. They are free. Let them go to work, earn wages, 
and support their own schools. Their civil rights and political rights 
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must depend entirely upon their former masters, and the United 
States has no constitutional authority to interfere to help them. As 
Stevens said later, the President himself favored confiscation of South
ern land for the poor when he was "clothed and in his right mind." 3 0 

It was an astonishing pronouncement. I t  was the American Assump
tion, of the possibil ity of labor's achieving wealth, applied with a venge
ance to landless slaves under caste conditions. The very strength of its 
logic was the weakness of its common sense. 

Yet, Andrew Johnson was the President of the United States. He 
was the leader of the Republican party which had just won the war. 
He declared in the face of an astounding array of testimony to the 
contrary, that the South was peaceful and loyal, and the slaves really 
free. Congress did not believe the President or agree with him, but 
some were not yet prepared to break with him. Six Republicans de
serted their party and voted to uphold the veto. The result was that 
by a vote of 30-18, the attempt to over-ride the President's veto failed. 
The rift made in the Republican party was wide. On the one side 
stood a�olition-democracy in curious alliance with triumphant North
ern industry, both united in self-defense against Johnson and the South. 
This Northern unity, Johnson and Seward intended to disrupt, and 
did so in part when the veto of the Freedmen's Bureau Bill was 
sustained. Seward followed this by an appeal for the quick resump
tion of peace and industry, and Johnson made an appeal to labor un
rest and Western radicals. But here again, there was no natural union 
and this Seward knew. His defense, therefore, of Johnson's plan was 
intended to soothe both industry and abolition without stressing radi-
calism. 

· 

Washington's Birthday had been fixed upon by the President's 
friends for a grand demonstration. The New York Aldermen endorsed 
the President's "conservative, liberal, enlightened, · and Christian pol
icy," with "one hundred guns salute on February 21 and one hundred 
on February 22." Johnson was declared "greater than 'Old Hickory.' " 
"He was on the highest pinnacle of the mount of fame" ; "his feet 
were planted on the Constitution of his country" ; "he was a modern 
edition of Andrew Jackson bound in calf." "Indeed, it was said by 
the Radicals in reply to the Democratic fireworks that 'more powder 
was burned in honor of the veto by the Copperheads than they con
sumed during the four years of war.' " 40 

Seward said at Cooper Union : 
"This, I think, i s  the difference between the President, who is a man 

of nerve, in the Executive chair at Washington, and the nervous men 
who are in the House of Representatives. Both have got the Union 
restored not with slavery, but without i t ;  not with secession, flagrant 
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or latent, but without it ; not with compromise, but without it ; not 
with disloyal states, or representatives, but with loyal states and repre
sentatives ; not with Rebel debts, but without them ; not with exemption 
from our own debts for suppressing the rebellion, but with equal 
liabilities upon the Rebels and the loyal men ; not with freedmen and 
refugees abandoned to suffering and persecution, but with freedmen 
employed in productive, self-sustaining industry, with refugees under 
the protection of law and order. The man of nerve sees that it has 
come out right at last, and he accepts the situation. 

"He does not forget that in this troublesome world of ours, the most 
to be secured by anybody is to have things come out right. Nobody 
can ever expect to have them brought out altogether in his own way. 
The nervous men, on the other hand, hesitate, delay, debate and 
agonize-not because it has not come out right, but because they 
have not individually had their own way in bringing it to a happy 
termination." 

As to the Freedmen's Bureau Bill, he said : "I have not given prom
inence in these remarks to the conflict of opinion between the Presi
dent and Congress in reference to the bureau for the Relief of Freed
men and Refugees . That conflict is, in its consequences, comparatively 
unimportant ;  it would excite little interest and produce little division 
if it stood alone. It  is because it has become the occasion for revealing 
the difference that I have already described that it  has attained the 
importance which seems to surround it." 

He proceeded to point out that the present Freedmen's Bureau Bill 
had not expired and might not expire for another year and that, there
fore, during the next year Congress might still prolong its existence . 
"Ought the President of the United States to be denounced in the 
house of his friends, for refusing in the absence of any necessity, to 
occupy or retain, and to exercise power greater than those which are 
exercised by any imperial magistrate in the world ? Judge ye ! I trust 
that this fault of declining imperial powers, too hastily tendered by a 
too confiding Congress, may be forgiven by a generous people." 4 1  

This was an adroit defense, but Johnson could not let well enough 
alone. He was deprived of his mentor and assuming his vivid role 
of stump speaker, possibly with a few stimulants, he felt called upon 
this same Washington's Birthday to reply to a committee which had 
waited upon him with resolutions . He was speaking after the Four
teenth Amendment in its first form had been reported to the House 
of Representatives and sent back to the Committee of Fifteen. With 
that as well as the vetoed Freedmen's Bureau Bill and the pending 
Civil Rights Bill in mind, he recited again his services to the Union 
during the war ;  he reminded his auditors that when rebellion mani-
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fested itself in the South, he stood by the government. He was for 
the Union with slavery ; he was for the Union without slavery. I n  

either alternative, he  was for the government and the Constitution. 
Then he went on with the classic argument : 

"You have been struggling for four years to put down a rebellion. 
You contended at the beginning of that struggle that a state had not 
a right to go out . . . .  And when you determine by the executive, 
by the military and by the public j udgment, that these States cannot 
have any right to go out, this committee turns around and assumes 
that they are out, and that they shall not come in . . . .  I say that when 
the states that attempted to secede comply with the Constitution, and 
give sufficient evidence of loyalty, I shall extend to them the right 
hand of fellowship, and let peace and union be restored. I am opposed 
to the Davises, and Toombses, the Slidells, and the long list of such. 
But when I perceive, on the other hand, men . . .  still opposed to the 
Union, I am free to say to you that I am still with the people . . . .  
Suppose I should name to you those whom I look upon as being 
opposed to the fundamental principles of this Government, and now 
laboring to destroy them. I say Thaddeus Stevens of Pennsylvania ; 
I say Charles Sumner of Massachusetts ; I say Wendell Phillips of 
Massachusetts." 

Finally, Johnson became melodramatic : "Are they not satisfied with 
one martyr ? Does not the blood of Lincoln appease the vengeance 
and wrath of the opponents of this Government ? Is their thirst still un
slaked ? Do they want more blood ? Have they not honor and courage 
enough to effect the removal of the Presidential obstacle otherwise than 
through the hands of the assassin ? I am not afraid of assassins," etc., 
etc.42 

Small wonder that the New York Tribune and the Philadelphia 
Press reported that Johnson was drunk when he made his speech ; 
but the main cause of his drunkenness was not necessarily whiskey, 
it was constitutional inability to understand men and movements. 
This was not t ime to straddle on the slavery question ; that question 
has been settled. The crucial question now was, what will the South 
do when it comes back to Congress ; what will it do to Negroes, and 
even more important in the· minds of many, what will it do to the 
new industry ? The latter question struck deepest, but the former voiced 
itself loudest .  

"The masses of the loyal people must be as agreed to arise against 
this veto of a measure, intended as a bulwark against slavery and trea
son, as they were on the night when the flag of the Union was first 
hauled down from Fort Sumter," said the Chicago "Tribune.43 

Congress frnmediately hit back with a concurrent resolution not 
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to admit Southern Congressmen to either House until the status of 
the Southern states was settled. This had passed the House of Repre
sentatives after dilatory tactics February 20, but was not considered 
in the Senate until February 23, after Johnson's speech. It was passed 
after debate March 2, and thus Stevens' original resolution of Decem
ber 4 was finally confirmed. 

Here evidently there was small ground for compromise. Either 
Johnson must bow to the will of the majority of his party in Congress, 
or, led by him, the South would be in the saddle in 1 866. Many who 
had criticized Sumner in December, now were on his side. 

The President and the South, on the other hand, were greatly en
couraged : despite the maj ority which the Republicans had in Congress, 
they could not override a Presidential veto ; with the reaction that 
Johnson and the South expected at the next election, the Republicans 
would lose power and the South, united with Northern and Wes tern 
Democracy, would rule. The Southerners resumed their drive to com
plete their black codes and their program of reducing the Negro to a 
servile caste. 

The President, drunk with his new feeling of power, showed his 
entire misapprehension of the nature of the forces working against 
him. Congress girded itself for battle, not mainly because the virtual 
reenslavement of the Negro aroused them, but because this was the 
symptom of a reassertion of power on the part of the South which 
might affect the debt, the tariff and the national banking system. 

The President and his supporters were going to insist upon the full 
political power of the South, unhampered by a Freedmen's Bureau or 
by Negro civil rights. Had it not been for the presence of the Negro, 
this attitude of the South could not have arisen. Never before in mod
ern history has a conquered people treated their conqueror with such 
consummate arrogance. The South hid behind the darkness of the 
colored men and thumbed their noses at the nation. 

For the Negro, Andrew Johnson did less than nothing, when once 
he realized that the chief beneficiary of labor and economic reform 
in the South would be freedmen. His inability to picture Negroes 
as men made him oppose efforts to give them land ; oppose national 
efforts to educate them ; and above all things, oppose their rights to 
vote. He even went so far as to change plans which he had thought 
out and announced before he faced the Negro problem. He once said 
that representation ought to be based on voters ; but no sooner did he 
learn that Thaddeus Stevens advocated the same thing, than he became 
dumb on the subj ect, and had no advice to offer. He had advocated 
the confiscation of the land of the rich Southerners and penalties on 
wealth gained through slavery. When he realized that Negroes would 
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be beneficiaries of any such action, he said not another word. He was 
a thick-and-thin advocate of universal suffrage in the hands of the 
laborer and common man, until he realized that some people actually 
thought that Negroes were men. He opposed monopoly on the New 
Jersey railroads, until Charles Sumner j oined him. 

The Civil Rights Bill which was taken up next made Negroes 
citizens of the United States and punished any person who deprived 
them of civil rights under any state law : "They shall have the same 
right in every State and Territory in the United States to make and 
enforce contracts ; to sue, be parties and give evidence ; to inherit, 
purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property ; 
and to full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the se
curity of person and property as i s  enj oyed by the white citizens, and 
shall be subj ect to like punishment, pains, and penalties, and to none 
other, any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom, to the contrary 
notwithstanding." 

It gave to the District Courts of the United States j urisdiction in 
crimes and offenses against the act, gave the power of arrest to United 
States · marshals and District Attorneys, and provided fines and pen
alties. 

David Bingham, of Ohio, brought up a difficulty. He reminded Con
gress that the first eight amendments to the Constitution could not 
be enforced by the Federal Government since they were held to 
be limitations upon the Federal power, and that; therefore, the power 
to punish offenses against life, liberty and property was one of the 
reserved powers of the state. He, therefore, suggested a constitutional 
amendment which would punish all violations of the bill of rights 
by state officers. He reminded the House that even when property 
had been taken by the states without due process of the law, there was 
no remedy in the Federal Courts, and that this had been affirmed 
in a recent case in Maryland. His proposal went to the Committee of 
Fifteen. 

The Civil Rights Bill passed the Senate, was amended in the House, 
and was agreed to by both Houses, March 14, 1 866. The debate on 
the Civil Rights Bill and the Freedmen's  Bureau Bill made it clear 
that the emancipation of the slaves meant increased representation in 
Congress and in the Electoral College, whenever the Southern states 
were readmitted, and that this increase in power would take place 
whether the Negroes were enfranchised or not. 

Moreover, the Civil Rights Act might be repealed ; the United States 
might be made to pay all or a part of the Confederate debt, and Con
gress might repudiate the debt. The debate, therefore, on the Civil 
Rights Bill made the necessity of a constitutional amendment clear. 
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On March 27, President Johnson vetoed the Civil Rights Bill with curi
ous logic. He feared that under this bill Chinese, Indians and Gypsies, 
as well as Negroes, might be made citizens. He declared that a citizen 
of the United States would not necessarily be a citizen of a state. He 
again questioned whether it was good policy to act on citizenship of 
Negroes, since eleven of the thirty-six states were unrepresented. 

"Four million of them have j ust emerged from slavery into freedom. 
Can it be reasonably supposed that they possess the requisite qualifi
cations to entitle them to all the privileges and equalities of citizens 
of the United States ? "  

One wonders what Andrew Johnson expected the Negroes to be. 
They were not to be citizens ; they were not to be voters ; and yet he 
repeatedly assured them that they were free . He went on with another 
strange argument, declaring that the bill discriminated "against large 
numbers of intelligent, worthy and patriotic foreigners, and in favor 
of the Negro, to whom, after long years of bondage, the avenues of 
freedom and opportunity have j ust now been suddenly opened." Thus, 
he thought Negroes less familiar with the character of American in
stitutions than foreigners. And yet foreigners must wait "five years" 
for naturalization and be "of good moral character." 

He said that if Congress could give the equal civil rights enumerated 
to Negroes, it could also give them the right to vote and the right to 
hold office. He obj ected to state officers being liable to arrest for dis
criminating against Negroes. He obj ected to the interference of Con
gress with the j udiciary, and assuming j urisdiction of subj ects which 
had always been treated by state courts. 

Again, he returned to his astonishing economics : 
"The white race and the black race of the South have hitherto lived 

together under the relation of master .and slave-capital owning labor. 
Now, suddenly, that relation is changed, and, as to ownership, capital 
and labor are divorced. They stand now each master of itself. In this 
new relation, one being necessary to the other, there will be a new 
adj ustment, which both- .are deeply interested in making harmonious. 
Each has equal power in settl ing the terms, and, if left to the laws 
that regulate capital and labor, it is confidently believed that they will 
satisfactorily work out the problem. Capital, it is true, has more intelli
gence, but labor is never so ignorant as not to understand its own 
interests, not to know its own value, and not to see that capital must 
pay that value. 

"This bill frustrates this adj ustment. It intervenes between capital 
and labor, and attempts to settle questions of political economy through 
the agency of numerous officials, whose interest it will be to foment 
discord between the two races ; for as the breach widens their em-
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ployment will continue, and when it is closed their occupation will 
terminate." 

He declared that this law establishes "for the security of the colored 
race safeguards which go infinitely beyond any that the General Gov
ernment have ever provided for the white race," and, therefore, dis
criminates against the white race. 

He declared the bill a step toward concentrating all legislative power 
in the national government. "A perfect equality of the white and 
colored races is attempted to be fixed by Federal law in every State 
of the Union, over the vast field of state j urisdiction covered by the 
enumerated rights. In no one of these can any State ever exercise 
any power of discrimination between the different races." 

He then fetched up his heavy artillery of '�ocial Equality" to stam
pede the prej udiced. 

"In the exercise of State policy over matters exclusively affecting the 
people of each State, it has frequently been thought expedient to 
discriminate between the two races. By the statutes of some of the 
States, Northern as well as Southern, it is enacted, for instance, that 
white

. 
persons shall not intermarry with a. Negro or a mulatto." While 

he did not believe that this particular bill would annul state laws in 
regard to marriage, nevertheless, if Congress had the power to provide 
that there should be no discrimination in the matters enumerated 
in the bill, then it could pass a law repealing the laws of the states in 
regard to marriage ! 

He continued : "Hitherto, every subj ect embraced in the enumeration 
of rights contained in this bill has been considered as exclusively be
longing to the States. They all relate to the internal police and econ
omy of the respective States . . . .  If it be granted that Congress can 
repeal all State laws discriminating between whites and blacks in the 
subj ects covered by this bill, why, .it may be asked, may not Congress 
repeal, in the same way, all state laws discriminating between the two 
races, on the subj ect of suffrage and office ? "  

Speaking o f  the general effect of the bill, he declared it interfered 
"with the municipal legislation of the states, with the relations exist
ing exclusively between a State and its citizens, or between inhabitants 
of the same State-an absorption and assumption of power by the 
General Government which, if acquiesced in, must sap and destroy 
our federative system of limited powers, and break down the barriers 
which preserve the rights of the States. It is another step, or rather 
stride, toward centralization, and the concentration of all legislative 
powers in the national government." 

The President's veto of the Civil Rights Bill offended the nation. 
Senator Stewart declared that the President had promised not to veto 
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this bill and for that reason the Senator had voted to sustain the 
veto of the Freedmen's Bureau Bill .  Senator Trumbull had publicly 
announced that the President would not veto the Civil Rights Bill. 
Henry Ward Beecher had urged him to sign it. 

Even in the President's cabinet, none of the members, except Seward 
and Wells, agreed with Johnson. Sumner wrote : "Nobody can yet 
see the end. Congress will not yield. The President is  angry and brutal. 
Seward is the marplot. In the cabinet, on the question of the last veto, 
there were four against it to three for it ; so even there, among his 
immediate advisers, the President is left in a minority. Stanton re
viewed at length the bill, section by section, in the Cabinet, and pro
nounced it an excellent and safe bill every way from beginning to end. 
But the veto message was already prepared, and an hour later was sent 
to Congress." 44 

The time for the final test between Johnson and Congress had come. 
There ensued some sharp political maneuvering. Morgan, Wiley and 
Stewart were won over to the majority and Stockton, a Johnson man 
from New Jersey, was unseated on a technicality. Thus on April 6 and 
9 Congress overrode the veto. The Civil Rights Bill became law, and 
Johnson faced a Congress able to work its will. 

There was one other matter, besides amending the Constitution, 
on which Congress might take significant action. According to the 
current American creed, full protection of a citizen could only be ac
complished by possession of the right to vote. This was not wholly 
true, even in the North, and with the ballot in the hands of white 
men. Nevertheless, it still retained a great element of truth, for only 
with universal suffrage could the mass of workers begin that economic 
revolution which would eventually emancipate them. They would 
have to use their ballot at first in conj unction with the petty bourgeois ; 
that is, in conj unction with the small property holder, who was being 
hard-pressed by the new concentrated capital of industry ; in conj unc
tion with the small Western farmer, who was pushed to the wall by 
the railway and land monopoly. But armed with the ballot, this pre
liminary fight against the power of capital would clear the way for 
the final fight which would make democracy real among the workers. 

While the Committee of Fifteen was groping its way to action, 
there was a chance for Congress to express its real feeling on the ballot. 
There might be a question in the minds of constitutional hair-spli tters 
as to how far Congress could coerce states in defining the right of 
suffrage. But Congress ruled directly the District of Columbia. Con
gress had the right to decide as to the political franchise in territories . 
Would it not be the first step toward a logical and consistent end for 
Congress to establish Negro suffrage in the District, and in all terri-
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tories which were set up ? Thus, among the first bills introduced in the 
39th Congress were bills to give the Negro the right to vote in the 
District of Columbia, and this demand was supported by peti tions 
and speeches, and especially well-written petitions from the educated 
Negroes of the District. 

In January, 1 866, there came a notable petition from the colored 
people signed by John F. Cook, a wealthy octoroon of a free Negro 
family, and twenty-five other citizens. It did not come from freedmen 
or laborers, but from property holders of Negro descent, many of 
whom had been born free. Kelley of Pennsylvania read it in part to the 
House : 

"We are intelligent enough to be industrious, to have accumulated 
property, to build and sustain churches and institutions of learning. 
We are and have been educating our children without the aid of any 
school fund, and until recently had for many years been furnishing, 
unj ustly as we deem, a portion of the means for the education of the 
white children of the District. 

"We are intelligent enough to be amenable to the same laws and 
punishable alike with others for the infraction of said laws. We sus
tain as fair a character on the records of crime and statistics of pauper
ism as any other class in the community, while unequal laws are con
tinually barring our way in the effort to reach and possess ourselves 
of the blessings attendant upon a life of industry and self-denial and 
of virtuous citizenship. 

"Experience likewise teaches that that debasement is most humane 
which is most complete. The possession of only a partial liberty makes 
us more keenly sensible of the inj ustice of withholding those other 
rights which belong to a perfect manhood. Without the right of suf
frage, we are without protection, and liable to combinations of out
rage. Petty officers of the law, respecting the source of power, will 
naturally defer to the one having a vote, and the partiality thus shown 
will work much to the disadvantage of the colored citizens." 4 5 

However, there were some special reasons for avoiding this ticklish 
subj ect. After all, Washington was the capital of the nation. I t  had 
long been a center of Southern society. To give the Negroes political 
freedom and partial control there, was a long step and a decisive one. 

The people of the District hastily organized a counter-stroke, and 
presented to the Senate a communication from the Mayor in which 
he asserted that a special vote had been taken December 21, "to ascer
tain the opinion of the people of Washington on the question of 
Negro suffrage." He meant, of course, the white people, and the 
vote was overwhelming : 6,591 against Negro suffrage and 35 for it . 
The communication proceeded, in a fine climax of Southern rhetoric, 
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to say that "This unparalleled unanimity of sentiment which per
vades all classes of this community in opposition to the extension of 
the right of suffrage to that class, engenders an earnest hope that 
Congress, in according to this expression of their wishes the respect 
and consideration they would as individual members yield to those 
whom they immediately represent, would abstain from the exercise 
of its absolute power, and so avert an impending future apparently 
so obj ectionable to those over whom, by the fundamental law of the 
land, they have exclusive j urisdiction." 

A long argument ensued, which showed that Congress was not 
ready to declare itself on Negro suffrage ; further action was postponed 
for another year, and a bill for Negro suffrage in the District of 
Columbia did not pass Congress until December, 1866; it became a 
law in January, 1 867. 

Meantime, the Committee of Fifteen had met first December 26, 
1865. Charles Sumner was considered too radical on the Negro ques
tion to be a member of it, and so the committee was headed by a 
Conservative, Fessenden of Maine, who wished to stand by President 
Johnson, and was strongly, sometimes even bitterly, opposed to the 
radicalism of Sumner. Stevens, the great protagonist of curbing the 
political power of the South and completely emancipating the Negro, 
was the prime figure in the committee. Then, there were Bingham of 
Ohio, the more or less conscious defender of property ; Conkling of 
New York, the sophisticated, exquisite corporation lawyer ; and Bout
well of Massachusetts . There were three Democrats, of whom the most 
distinguished was Johnson of Maryland, the strongest Border State 
representative in Congress, handicapped by a legal mind ; and the 
narrow-minded Rogers of New Jersey. 

A sub-committee of the Committee of Fifteen courteously waited 
on President Johnson, and he consented to do nothing more toward 
Reconstruction for the present, in order to secure harmony of action. 
On December 26, at the first meeting of the Committee, Stevens 
brought forward his proposal to base representation on voters. And 
singularly enough, later in this same month, Johnson in an interview 
with Senator Dixon of Connecticut said that if, however, amendments 
are to be made to the Constitution, changing the basis of representa
tion and taxation (and he did not deem them at all necessary to the 
present time) , he knew of none better than a simple proposition, em
braced in a few lines, making in each state the number of qualified 
voters the basis of representation, and the value of property the basis 
of direct taxation. Such a proposition could be embraced in the fol
lowing terms : 

" 'Representatives shall be apportioned among the several states 
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which may be included within this Union according to the number 
of qualified voters in each state.' . . .  

"Such amendment, the President also suggested, would remove 
from Congress all issues in reference to the political equality of the 
races. It would leave the States to determine absolutely the qualifica
tions of their own voters with regard to color ; and thus the number 
of Representatives to which they would be entitled in Congress would 
depend upon the number upon whom they conferred the right of 
suffrage. 

"The President, in this connection, expressed the opinion that the 
agitation of the Negro franchise question in the District of Columbia 
at this time was a mere entering-wedge to the agitation of the ques
tion throughout the States, and was ill-timed, uncalled-for, and cal
culated to do great harm. He believed that it would engender enmity, 
contention and strife between the two races, and lead to a war between 
them, which would result in great inj ury to both, and the certain 
extermination of the Negro population. Precedence, he thought, should 
be given to more important and urgent matters, legislation upon which 
was essential to the restoration of the Union, the peace of the coun
try, and the prosperity of the people." 4 6 

Here, surely, was logic and understanding in plain sight. But not 
only did the President eventually drop this proposal, but even in com
mittee, opposition appeared. Boutwell suggested at the third meeting 
of the Committee, January 9, that he preferred to retain population 
as the basis of apportionment, with the provision that no state should 
make �'any distinctions in the exercise of the elective franchise on ac
count of race or color." Boutwell was from Massachusetts, and New 
England, through Blaine, had protested vigorously against the Stevens 
proposition in the House the day before, January 8. It was a curious 
situation, which Blaine explained in part ; and in ·  part, he did not. 

New England had lost a good proportion of its male population 
by migration to the West, and i t  did not allow women to vote. New 
England, moreover, had a large immigrant population which she was 
using in her mills, and on which a part of her representation in Con
gress was based. She proposed to make this population still larger. 
She proposed, also, to reduce the voting power of this laboring popu
lation, not only by confining the vote to the native-born and nat
uralized, but also by a literacy qualification. Through Blaine, there
fore, spoke the exploiting manufacturer, and voiced an idea as dif
ferent from Sumner's as one could well imagine. To base population 
on voters was, in the eyes of industry, to keep down the representation 
of the South, to be sure ; but also to transfer the balance of political 
power from the East to the West, and in the West industry was not 
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so sure of its dictatorship . Consequently, the Committee of Fifteen 
was compelled to take steps in another direction. 

On January 12, Bingham introduced a proposal to the committee 
for a constitutional amendment guaranteeing civil rights. It said : "The 
Congress shall have the power to make all laws necessary and proper 
to secure to all persons in every state within this Union, equal protec
tion in their rights of life, liberty and property." 41 This proposition, 
destined to become part of Section l of the Fourteenth Amendment, 
had been introduced early in December in the House of Representa
tives. 

The Committee of Fifteen referred the Bingham proposal to a sub
committee, consisting wholly of Republicans. At the same time, the 
committee insisted that the basis of representation provided for in the 
Constitution should be changed. Johnson of Maryland adhered to the 
Stevens proposal of making voters the basis. New England and New 
York obj ected, and this matter was left to the consideration of the 
same sub-committee. Meantime, three other propositions were sub• 
mitted : 

I .  Representation should be based on population, but if colored peo
ple were disfranchised, they should not be counted in the apportion
ment. (Morill.) 

2. Representatives should be apportioned according to population, 
except that Negroes, Indians, Chinese and other colored persons, if they 
were not allowed to vote, should not be counted in the apportionment. 
(Williams.) 

3. Representatives were to be apportioned among the states accord
ing to the whole number of citizens of the United States ; provided 
that whenever in any State, civil or political rights or privileges should 
be denied or abridged, on account of race or color, all persons of such 
race or color should be excluded from the basis of representation or 
taxation. (Conkling.) 

On January 1 6, a proposed Fourteenth Amendment was considered 
in two parts ; the first part had alternative propositions : 

A. Apportioning representation according to the number of citizens 
.and making "inoperative and void" any laws "whereby any distinc
tion is made in political or civil rights or privileges on account of race, 
creed or color." 

B. The alternative proposition was the Conkling proposal. 
The second part of the amendment was Bingham's proposal that : 
"Congress shall have power to make all laws necessary and proper 

to secure to all citizens of the United States the same equal protection 
in the enj oyment of life, liberty and property." 

These propositions went to sub-committees and were reported back 
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January 20. The Civil Rights section of Bingham appeared in the 
strongest and most specific form which it ever took : "Congress shall 
have power to make all laws necessary and proper to secure to all citi
zens of the United States, in every State, the same political rights and 
privileges ; and to all persons in every State equal protection in the en
j oyment of life, liberty and property." 

It was voted 10-4 to consider this proposition of Bingham's separately ; 
and by a vote of 1 1-3, the second resolution on apportionment was 
chosen as a proposed Fourteenth Amendment. This excluded from 
representation Negroes who were denied the right to vote. Stevens 
wished to amend this by declaring who were citizens. Conkling, how
ever, moved to strike out the phrase "citizens of the United States," 
and insert "persons in every state, excluding Indians not taxed." 
This was a move to insure the counting of the foreign-born as a part 
of the basis of apportionment, and was in accordance with the New 
England idea. Stevens, Fessenden and Bingham were against it, but it 
passed 1 1-3: 

On January 22, this section on apportionment was reported to Con
gress as a Fourteenth Amendment, and was the first effort of the Com
mittee of Fifteen to prepare for Reconstruction by constitutional 
amendment. This was before the Freedmen's Bureau Bill or the Civil 
Rights Bill had passed Congress, and the bill for suffrage in the Dis
trict of Columbia, while it had passed the House, had not been con
sidered in the Senate, and was not destined to be for several months. 
This fact is a sufficient answer to the accusation that the Committee 
of Fifteen purposely delayed action on the problems of Reconstruction. 
Within less than a month after it began work, it laid its first proposi
tion before Congress. 

Stevens reported this first form of the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
House and asked rather peremptorily that it pass before sundown. His 
reason was that there were numbers of state legislatures in session and 
that they could consider it immediately. But he was disappointed. 
There was too much opposition in his own group. Conkling elabo
rated and made specific the argument which Stevens had first brought 
forward : 

The four million people who had suddenly been released from slav
ery, while falling within the category of "free persons," were not yet 
political persons. "This emancipated multitude has no political status. 
Emancipation vitalizes only natural rights, not political r ights. En
franchisement alone carries with it political rights, and these emanci
pated millions are no more enfranchised now than when they were 
slaves. They never had political power. Their masters had a fraction 
of power as masters." But since the relationship of master and slave 
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was destroyed, this fraction of power could no longer survive in the 
masters. There was only one place where it could logically go, and that 
was to the Negroes ; but since it was said that "they are unfit to have 
it . . .  it is a power astray, without a rightful owner. It should be re
sumed by the whole nation at once. . . . If a black man counts at all 
now, he counts as five-fifths of a man, not as three-fifths . . . •  Four 
millions, therefore, and not three-fifths of four millions, are to be 
reckoned in here now," and in eleven states most of these four mil
lions were presumed to be "unfit for political existence." Since the 
framers of the Constitution did not foresee such contingency, and ex
pected that emancipation would come gradually and be accompanied 
by education and enfranchisement, they provided for no situation 
whereby eleven states might claim twenty-eight (or twenty-nine) repre
sentatives besides their j ust proportion. 

"Twenty-eight votes to be cast here and in the Electoral College for 
those held not fit to sit as j urors, not fit to testify in the court, not fit 
to be plaintiff in a suit, not fit to approach the ballot box. Twenty-eight 
votes, to be more or less controlled by those who once betrayed the 
Government, and for those so destitute, we are assured, of intelligent 
instinct as not to be fit for free agency. 

"Shall this be ? Shall four million beings count four million, in 
managing the affairs of the nation, who are pronounced by their fel
low beings unfit to participate in administering government in the 
states where they live . . .  who are pronounced unworthy of the least 
and most paltry part in the political affairs ? Shall one hundred and 
twenty-seven thousand white people in New York cast but one vote in 
this House and have but one voice here, while the same number of 
white people in Mississippi have three votes and three voices ? Shall 
the death of slavery add two fifths to the entire power which slavery 
had when slavery was living ? Shall one white man have as much 
share in the Government as three other white men merely because he 
lives where blacks out-number whites two to one ? Shall this inequal
ity exist, and exist only in favor of those . . .  who did the foulest and 
guiltiest act which crimsons the annals of recorded time ? No, sir ; not 
if I can help it. 

"This proposition," he continued, "rests upon a principle already im
bedded in the Constitution, and as old as free government itself," a 
principle "that representation does not belong to those who have no 
political existence, but to those who have. The obj ect of the amend
ment is to enforce this truth . . . .  Every State will be left free to ex
tend or withhold the elective franchise on such terms as it pleases, and 
this without losing anything in representation if the terms are impar
tial as to all. . . .  " If, however, there is found "a race so vile or worth-
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less that to belong to it  is alone cause of exclusion from political ac
t ion, the race is not to be counted here in the Congress." 48 

Thus spoke New York in cold contrast to Thaddeus Stevens but 
with quite as merciless logic. This argument made it clear that the 
basis of representation must be changed in some way, unless the South 
was coming back with increased political power. What change should 
be made ? The West wanted Stevens' original proposition which had 
early been introduced in Congress by Stevens himself and also sep
arately by two Ohio representatives, and which ba sed representation 
on voters ; but this proposition would ha ve increased the power of the 
Middle and Western states at the expense of New England, and New 
England had had her warning from Voorhees. While, then, a maj or
ity of Republicans undoub tedly favored this, the proposition could 
not pass Congress without the sup port of New England, and the West 
yielded. 

Eliot of Massachusetts submitted an amendment, which was prac
tically the Fifteenth Amendment, but it was agreed tha t  this could 
not pass Congress. And so, finally, the report was sent back to the 
Comm ittee of Fifteen. 

Meantime, on January 22, the Bingham Amendment on Civil Rights 
was considered in the Committee of Fifteen and referred to a sub
committee, after Boutwell had tried to make its wording milder, by 
saying that "Congress shall have power to abolish any distinction in 
the exercise of  the elective franchise." 

On January 27, this section was reported from the sub-committee 
with modifications, and appeared now in the f ollowing words : "Con
gress shall h ave power to make all laws which shall be necess ary and 
proper to secure to all persons in every state full protection in the en
j oyment of life, liberty and property ; and to all citizens of the United 
States the same immunities and also equal politi cal rights and privi
leges." 

It was postponed ; Bingham explained in 1 871  that, after postpone
ment, he had introduced this section of the amendment in the Com
mittee of Fifteen in the words in which it now stands in the Consti
tution. H e  had changed the form in the hope that the amendment 
might be so framed that "in all the hereafter it might be accepted by 
the historian of the American Constitution like Magna Chan a as the 
keystone of American legislation." The decision of Marshall vs. the 
City Council of Baltimore, a celebrated case, had induced him to ta ke 
counsel with Marshall . Thus, curiously enough, co nstitutional restraints 
designated to protect persons were changed into a form which even
tually made the Federal Government the protector of property against 
state ena ctm ents: 
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"The Congress shall have power to make all laws which shall be 
necessary and proper to secure to the citizens of every state all privi
leges and immunities of citizens in the several states ." 49 

This substitute, which Bingham reported to the committee F ebruary 
3, was adopted in the Committee of Fifteen and on February 10, by 
a vote of 9-5, it was referred to Congress. It came up before the House 
of Representatives, F ebruary 13, as a proposed constitutional amend
ment and was debated at length February 27-28, when the House 
refused to table it, but postponed it until April. 

When the Committee of Fifteen received the amendment on appor
tionment back from the House, it made the minor change of taking 
out the reference to direct taxes, which was irrelevant and of little 
importance. So that, again, January 31 ,  the proposition came back to 
the House of Representatives. 

Stevens was unequivocal : 
"I do not want them [ the Southern states ] to have representation

! say it plainly-I do not want them to have the right of suffrage be� 
fore this Congress has done the great work of regenerating the Con
stitution and laws of this country according to the principles of the 
Declaration of Independence." 50 Again, Schenck of Ohio tried to 
base representation on voters, but this was defeated. St evens said that 
he favored it, but that it could not pass Congress. The House passed 
this form of the F ourteenth Amendment, January 3, 1 866, and sent it 
to the Senate. 

In the meantime, the whole aspect of the political situation changed. 
The Freedmen's Bureau Bill had passed Congress, and, to the aston
ishment of the country, had been vetoed. The Civil Rights Bill had 
passed the Senate, and Johnson had made his speech of February 22, 
definitely aligning himself now with the South and their Northern 
Democratic allies, and against his own party. Black Codes had been 
passed in Mississippi, Alabama, South Carolina, Florida, V irginia and 
Louisiana. 

On the other hand, Northern business was afraid. 
"Viewed as a practical matter," asked the Nation,  "wha t  would be 

the effect upon Government securities of the immediate admission to 
Congress of 58 Southern Representatives and 22 Senators, nearly all of 
whom could be counted on as determined repudiationists ? . . .  It 
woul d  hardly be a safe thing for the national credit to have such a 
body of men in Congress, reenforced as they would probably be, by a 
considerable number of Northern men ready to g o  for at least qualifi ed 
repudiation." 51 

Seward, himself, it is  said, was greatly disappointed and embarrassed 
by the Black Codes of the South. He found that the South was get-
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ting stronger in Johnson's confidence. Nemesis again dogged Seward's 
steps, as when before he w as defeated for the Presidential nomination 
by the anti-slavery men t o  whom he had given a slogan. It was then 
that Toombs had sneered : "Act cron had been devoured by his do gs ." 
The dogs were at i t  again. Blaine says that, "When Congress reassem
bled after the holidays, there was a great change in its attitude. Many 
feared that the President and the Democrats together would win. 

"The leading commercial men, who had become weary of war, con
templated with positive dread the reopening of a controversy which 
might prove as disturbing to the business of the country as the strug
gle of arms had been, and without the quickening impulse s to trade 
which active war always imparts. The bankers o f  the great cities, 
whose capital and whose deposits all rested upon the credit of the 
country and were invested in its paper, believed that the speedy settle
ment of all dissension, and the harmonious cooperation of all depart
ments of the government, were needed to maintain the financial honor 
of the nation and to reinstate confidence among the people. Against ob 
stacles so menacing, against resistance so ominous, against an array of 
power · so imposing, it seemed to be an act of boundless temerity t o  
challenge the President to a contest, to array public opinion again sr 
him, to denounce him, to deride him, to defy him." 52 

The Committee of Fifteen paused to get its bearings. In the fir st 
place, what was the attitude of the country toward Negro suffra ge ?  
In 1 865, Wisconsin had rej ected a proposal to let Negroes vote. Min · 
nesota, the same year, had defeated a constitutional amendment givin g 
Negroes the suffrage. Connecticut, also, in 1 865 gave a maj ority of 
6,272 against Negro suffrage. Later, in 1 867, Ohio defeated Negro 
suffrage by 50,629. In Michigan, 1 868, a new Constitution, omittin g 
the word "white," was defeated by a maj ority of 38,849. In  the Ne · 
braska Constitution of 1 866, only whites were allowed the suffrage. In 
New York and some other states, there was special legislation on the 
voting of Negroes, which was not changed. Evidently, the country was 
not ready for Negro suffrage. 

Moreover, the pinch of economic difficulties following the war, was 
beginning to be felt. The price of gold which was at 1 70 in 1 864, rose 
to 284 in 1 865. The income tax had been increased in 1 865. The United 
States was paying out vast sums of interest on its annual debt. Cotton 
was high, selling at forty-three cents a pound in 1 865 ; i t  dropped to 
thirty cents only in 1 866, with a c rop of l ,900,000 bales, as compared 
with that marvelous crop that precipitated the Civil War, 5,740,000 
bales in 1 86! . The price of agricultural products had increased, but not 
nearly as much as the prices of manufactured goods, and the farmers 
were feeling the difference. Gambling and speculation were wide-spread. 
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The United States Treasury was trying to reduce the circulation of 
the depreciated greenbacks, and under the Act of 1 866, retired some 
$75,000,000; but early in 1 868, the contraction of the currency was pro
hibited and the West began to cry for inflation. A Western editor wrote 
Senator Trumbull of Illinois : "You all in Washington must remember 
that the e xcitement of the great contest is dying out, and that com
mercial and industrial enterprises and pursuits are engaging a large 
part of public attention. The times are hard ; money is close ; ta xes are 
heavy ; all forms of industry here in the West are heavily burdened ; 
and in the struggle to pay debts and live, people are more mindful of 
themselves than of any of the fine philanthropic schemes that look to 
making Sambo a voter, j uror and office holder." 5 3  

Johnson knew nothing of finance, and left the Treasury entirely to 
McCulloch, who was struggling, October 3 1 ,  1 865, with a national debt 
that stood at $z,8oo,ooo,ooo. There was still doubt of the legal tender 
constitutionality of the greenbacks. Ta xation was enormous and ap
plied to almost every available subj ect. There faced the country a tre
mendous problem of reorganizing the debt, reestablishing the cur
rency and reducing the revenue. 

Stevens had rushed the Committee of Fifteen as fast as or faster than 
his maj ority wished. The first draft of the Fourteent h. Amendment 
reached the Senate and was attacked by Charles Sumner. There was 
no greater proof of his courage, and his learning and keenness of mind 
were unquestioned. From the day of his great speech on Kansas to his 
unswerving advocacy of civil rights for Negroes and their political 
enfranchisement, he towered above his contemporaries. He was un
willing to compromise like Stevens, and for that reason was not made 
head of the great Committee of Fifteen. But there was no question 
about his integrity and his idealism. 

Sumner had no sympathy with an amendment which made the dis
franchisement of Negroes possible and regarded it as "another com
promise with human rights" and a discrimination on account of race 
and color which hitherto had been kept out of the Constitution. Thus 
the first proposition which Northern industry made, met the direct 
opposition of abolition-democracy. Charles Sumner, in a tremendous 
speech February 6, 1 865, laid down the thesis that under no circum
stances should it be possible to disfranchise a man simply on account 
of race or color ; that here for the first time we had a chance to realize 
the democracy which the fathers of the Republic foresaw, and he 
spoke prophetic words on future disfranchisement. 

"I am not insensible to the responsibility which I assume in setting 
myself against a proposition already adopted in the other House, and 
having the reco mmendation of a committee to which the country 
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looks wit h such j ust expectations, and to which, let me say, I look with 
so much trust. But after careful reflection, I do not feel that I can do 
otherwise . . . .  

"There are among us, four millions of citizens now robbed of al l 
share in the government of their country, while at the same time they 
are taxed according t o  their means, directly and indirectly, for the sup
port of the Government. Nobody can question this statement. And 
this bare-faced tyranny of taxation without representation it is now 
proposed to recognize as not inconsistent with fundamental right and 
the guarantee of a republican government. Instead of blasting it you 
go forward to embrace it as an element of political power. 

"If, by this, you expect to induce the recent slave-master to confer 
the right of suffrage without distinction of color, you will find the 
proposition a delusion and a snare. He will do no such thing. Even 
the bribe you offer will not tempt him. If, on the other hand, you ex
pect to accompl ish a reduction o f  his political power, it is more than 
doubtful if you will succeed, while the means you employ are un-
worthy of our country. . 

"There are tricks and evasions possible, and the cunning slave-maste r 
wi ll drive his coac h and six through your amendment stuffed with all 
his representatives. Should he cheat you in this matter, it will only be 
a proper return for the endeavor on your part to circumvent him at 
the expense of fellow-citizens t o whom y ou are b ound by every obliga
tion of public faith." 54 

Seldom has a great political pro phecy been so strikingly fulfilled ! 
Stevens in the House had, by his diplomacy, ranged back of his 

policy the industrial leaders of the North who feared that a return of 
the Sout h would mean attack upon the tariff, the national banks, the 
debt, and the whole new post-war economic structure. Sumner in the 
Senate, on the other hand, took little account of the political game. He 
set his strategy on the high ground of democracy, and democracy for 
all men, and it was his opposition that killed the first draft of the 
Fourteent h Amendment which permitted the disfranchisement of Ne
groes on penalty of reduced representation. Stevens with infinite pains 
had gotten this much throug h the Committee of Fifteen and the 
House of Representatives. Sumner spoke his convictions despite the 
desertion of friends and party. Senator Williams of Oregon express ed 
admiration, but could not follow him. "The echoes of his lofty and 
maj estic periods will linger and repeat themselves among the corridors 
of history." 

The re was wide discussion throughout th e country. Garr is on was 
converted, and to him Sumner's speech seemed unanswerable. To 
Whittier, it was irresistible ;  Phillips' voice was filled with enthusiasm, 
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while Henry Ward Beecher said that the speech rose far above the 
occasion, "covering a ground which will abide after all contemporary 
questions of special legislation have passed away." 

The proposed amendment went down to defeat on March 9, re
ceiving only 25 votes against 22, instead of the necessary two-thirds 
maj ority. Sumner's wide influence, while it did not command the full 
sympathy of Republicans or Democrats, nevertheless, was enough to 
block compromise between Northern industry and the abolition
democracy. Fessenden was bitter and Stevens furious. No man de
manded more for Negroes than Stevens, or was more thoroughly an 
advocate of complete democracy. But, as he said, "The control of re
publics depends on the number, not the quality, of the voters. This is 
not a government of saints. It has a large sprinkling of sinners." 

As the head of the Committee of Fifteen, he was trying to get a 
proposition for which a two-thirds majority of Congress would vote, 
and start the country as far on the road towards democracy and aboli
tion of caste as was possible under the circumstances . He complained 
that his proposition had "been slaughtered by a puerile and pedantic 
criticism." 

Andrew Johnson was deeply incensed by Sumner's speech and 
sneered at it next day. "I am free to say to you that I do not like to be 
arraigned by someone who can get up handsomely-rounded periods 
and deal in rhetoric, and talk about abstract ideas of liberty, who never 
periled life, liberty, or property. This kind of theoretical, hollow, un
practical friendship amounts to but very little." 

He was receiving a group of Negroes who were trying by direct 
appeal either to get his sympathy or to probe his animus against the 
race. The Freedmen's Bureau Bill had passed, but Johnson had not yet 
indicated what action he would take. The Civil Rights Bill and the first 
draft of the Fourteenth Amendment were before the Senate. Perhaps 
the delegation hoped to influence him. 

Douglass had seen Johnson on inauguration day in 1865 when 
President Lincoln had pointed Douglass out to him. "The first ex
pression which came to his face, and which I think was the true inde x 
of his heart, was one of bitter contempt and aversion. Seeing that I 
observed him, he tried to assume a more friendly appearance, but it 
was too late." 55 

In the interview with President Johnson, February 7, 1866, there 
were present George T. Downing of Rhode Island, William E. 

Mathews of New York, John Jones of Philadelphia, John F. Cook of 
W ashington, Joseph E. Otis, A. \V. Ross, William Whipper, John M. 
Brown, Alexander Dunlap, Frederick Douglass and his son Lewis. 

"What was said on the occasion brought the whole question virtu-
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ally before the American people. Until that interview the country was 
not fully aware of the intentions and policy of President Johnson on 
the subj ect of reconstruction, especially in respect to the newly emanci
pated class of the South. After havi ng heard the brief addresses made 
by him to Mr. Downing and myself, he occupied at least three quarters 
of an hour in what seemed a set speech, and refused to listen to any 
reply on our part, although solicited to grant a few moments for that 
purpose." 56 

The President shook hands with the colored men and then George 
T. Downing, a leading Negro from Newport, Rhode Island, opened 
the discussion. He said to the President : "We desire for you to know 
that we come feeling that we are friends meeting a friend." He said 
that they represented colored people from the "States of Illinois, Wis
consin, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, South Carolina, North Carolina, 
Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, the New England states, 
and the District of Columbia." They were not satisfied with an amend
ment prohibiting slavery but wanted it enforced by appropriate legis
lation. 

"We · are Americans, native-bo rn Americans ; we are citizens . . . .  
We see no recognition of color or race in the organic law of the land . 
. . . It has been shown in the present war that the government may 
j ustly reach its strong arm into the States and demand from those who 
owe it allegiance, their assistance and support. M ay it not reach out a 
like arm to secure and protect its subj ects upon whom it has a claim ?"  

Then Frederick Douglass came forward and said : "Your noble and 
humane predecessor placed in our hands the sword to assist in saving 
the nation, and we do hope that you, his able successor, will favorably 
regard the placing in our hands, the ballot with which to save our
selves." 

The President was evidently embarrassed and .floundered. He was 
not going to make a speech ; he had j eopardized life, liberty and prop
erty, not only for the colored people, but for the great mass of people. 
He was a friend of the colored man, but "I do not want to adopt a 
policy that I believe will end in a contest between races, which if per
sisted in wil l result in the exterminati on of one or the other." 

He remembered his speech to Nashville Negroes before the election 
and repeated his willingness to be a "Moses to lead him from bondage 
to freedom," but not into a war of races. He said that one can talk 
about the ballot-box and j ustice and Declaration of Independence, but 
"suppose by some magic touch you can say to everyone, 'You shall vote 
tomorrow.' How much would that ameliorate their condition at this 
time ?"  

Then the President approached Douglass and said, "Now let us get 
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loser up to this subj ect." He said he opposed slavery because it was 
l monopoly and gave profit and power to an aristocracy. By getting 
:lear of the monopoly, they had abolished slavery. 

Douglass started to interrupt, but the President was not through. 
�e went on to show the posit ion of the poor white in relation to the 
lave owners, and how the slaves despised the poor whites. Douglass 
lenied this personally, but the President insisted that anyway, most 
:olored people did, and this made the poor white man opposed both 
o the slave and his master ; and that, therefore, there was enmity be
ween the colored man and the poor white. Already the colored man 
iad gained his freedom durin g the war, and if he and the poor white 
:ame into competition at the ballot-bo x, a "war of races" would result. 

Moreover, was it proper to put on a people, without their consent, 
\Jegro suffrage ? "Do you deny that first great principle of the right of 
he people to govern themselves ? "  Here Downing interrupted. "Apply 
,vhat you have said, Mr. President, to South Carolina, for instance, 
,vhere a majority of the inhabitants are colored." The President twisted 
rncomfortably and said that the matter to which he referred "comes 
1p when a government is undergoing a fundamental change" and he 
)referred to instance Ohio rather than South Carolina. Was it right to 
:orce Ohio to make a change in the elective franchise against its will ? 

He could not touch the question as to whether it  was r i ght to pre-
1ent a maj ority in South Carolina from ruling because, to his mind, 
10 number of Negroes could outweigh the will of whites. He stum
>led on without mentioning this suppressed minor premise and said, 
'It is a fundamental tenet of my creed that the will of the people must 
)e obeyed. Is there anything wrong or unfair in that ? "  

Douglass smiled, still thinking of South Carolina : "A great deal that 
s wrong, Mr. President, with all respect." But the President insisted : 
'It i s  the people of the states that must for themselves determine this 
:hing. I do not want to be engaged in a work that will commence a 
.var of races." Then he indicated that the interview was at an end ; he 
.vas glad to have met them, and thanked them for the compliment 
)aid him. 

Douglass returned the thanks, and said that they had not c ome to 
irgue but if the President would grant permission, "We would en
:leavor to controvert some of the positions you have assumed." Mr. 
Downing, too, suggested persuasively that the President, by his kind 
�xplanation, "must have contemplated some reply to the views which 
1e has advanced." 

Douglass continued, "I would l ike to say one or two \Vords i n  reply : 
� ou enfranchise your enemies and disfranchise your friends . . . • 
My own impression is that the very thing that your Excellency would 
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avoid in the Southern states can only be avoided by the very measure 
that we proposed . . . .  I would like to say a word or so in regard to 
that matter of the enfranchisement of the blacks as a means of pre
venting the very thing which your Excellency seems to apprehend
that is a conflict of races." 

The President naturally did not want to give publicity to views of 
Negroes antagonistic to his own, and said shortly that th ere were other 
places besides the South for the Negro to live. "But," said Douglass, 
"the masters have the making of the laws and we cannot get away 
from the plantation." "What prevents you ? "  asked Johnson. Douglass 
replied that, "His master then decides for him where he shall go, where 
he shall work, how much he shall work. . . .  He is absolutely in th e 
hands of thos e men." 

The President replied, "If the master now controls him or his ac
tions, would he not control him in his vote ? "  Douglass answered : "Let 
the Negro once understand that he has an organic right to vote, and 
he will raise up a party in the Southern states among the poor, who 
will rally with him. There is this conflict that you speak of between 
the wealthy slave owner and the poor man." The Presiden t replie d 
eagerly : ·  "You touch right upon the p oint there. There is this conflict, 
and hence, I suggest emigration." 

The President then bowed his dark visitors out, saying they wer e al l 
desirous of accomplishing the same ends but proposed to do so by fol
lowing different roads. Douglass, turning to le ave, said : 

"The President sends us to the people and we go to the people." " Yes, 
sir," answered the President, "I have gr eat faith in the people. I believe 
they will do what is right." 57 

Afterwards the colored delegation published a reply to various points 
brought up by the President, and especially stressed the matter of en
mity between the Negroes and the poor whites : 

"The first poi nt to which we feel especially bou nd to take exception 
is your attempt to found a policy opposed to our enfranchisement, 
upon the alleged ground of an existing hostility on the part of the 
former slaves towards the poor white people of the South. We admit 
the existence of this hostili ty, and hold that it i s  entirely reciprocal ; but 
you obviously commit an error by drawing an argument from an in
cident of slavery, and making it a basis for a policy adapted to a state 
of freedom. The hostility betw een the white and blacks of the South 
is easily explained. It has its root and sa p in the relation of slavery, and 
was incited on both sides by the cunning of the slave masters. Those 
masters secured their ascendency over both the poor whites and b lacks 
by putting enmity between them. 

"They divided both to conquer each. There was no earthly reason 
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why the blacks should not hate and dread the poor whites when in a 
state of slavery, for it was from this class that their masters received 
their slave catchers, slave-drivers and overseers. They were the men 
called in upon all occasions by the masters whenever any fiendish out
rage was to be committed upon the slave. Now, sir, you cannot but 
perceive, that the cause of this hatred removed, the effect must be re
moved also. Slavery is abolished. The cause of this antagonism is re
moved, and you must see that it is altogether illogical (and putting 
'new wine into old bottles') to legislate from slaveholding premises 
for a people whom you have repeatedly declared it your purpose to 
maintain in freedom. 

"Besides, even if it were true, as you allege, that the hostility of the 
blacks towards the poor whites must necessarily proj ect itself into a 
state of freedom, and that this enmity between the two races is even 
more intense in a state of freedom than in a state of slavery, in the 
name of heaven, we reverently ask, how can you, in view of your pro
fessed desire to promote the welfare of the black man, deprive him of 
all means of defense and clothe him who m you regard as his enemy 
in the panoply of political power ? Can it be that you recommend a 
policy which would arm the strong and cast down the defenseless ? 
Can you, by any possibility of reasoning, regard th is as j ust, fair, or 
wise ? E xperience proves that those are most abused who can be abused 
with the greatest impunity . . . .  

"On the colonization theory you were pleased to broach, very much 
could be said. It is impossible to suppose, in view of the usefulness of 
the black man in times of peace as a laborer in the South, and in time 
of war as a soldier in the North, and the growing respect for his rights 
among the people and his increasing adaptation to a high state of civ
ilizatio n in his native land, that there can ever come a time when he 
can be removed from this country without a terrible shock to its pros
perity and peace." 58 

The Committee of Fifteen began its work again. The indomitable 
Stevens never gave up, never despaired ; if he could not get all he 
wanted, he stood fast and took what he could. He said sadly June 13, 

1 866, in the House of Representatives, referring to the proposed Four
teenth Amendment with its permission to disfranchise the Ne gro : "In 
my youth, in my manhood, in my old a ge, I had fondly dreamed that 
when any fortunate chance should have broken up for a while the 
foundation of our institutions, and released us from obli gations the 
most tyranical that ever man imposed in the name of freedom, that 
the intelligent, pure and j ust men of this Republic, true to their pro
fessions and their consciences, would have so remodeled all our insti
tutions as to ha ve freed them from every vestige of human oppres sio n, 
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of inequality of rights, of the recognized degradation of the poor, and 
the superior caste of the rich. In short, that no distinction would be 
tolerated in this purified Republic but what arose from merit and con
duct. This bright dream ha s vanished 'like the baseless fabric of a vi
sion.' I find that we shall be obliged to be content with patching up 
the worst portions of the ancient edifice, and leaving it, in many of its 
parts, to be swept through by the tempests, frosts and the storms of 
despotism. 

"Do you inquire why, holding these views and possessing some will 
o f  my own, I accept so imperfect a proposition ? I answer, because I 
live among men and not among angels ; among men as intelligent, as 
determined and as independent as myself, who, not agreeing with me, 
do not ch oose to yield up their opinions to mine. Mutual concessions 
is our only resort, or mutual hostilities.'' 59 

The Committee of Fifteen now tried to find out by actual inquiry 
j ust what the situation in the South was with regard to the Negro. It 
did this, not so much because anyone was in doubt, as because the 
situation of the Negro was the most appealing thing that could be used 
to brin g a maj ority to vote for the industrial North. It would increase 
the tremendous moral a ffiatus which made the war more and more 
symbolic in the minds o f  the people of the United States of a great 
triumph of human freedom. Sub -committees of the main committee 
took testimony for months all over the South and eventually issued an 
unanswerable array of evidence. 

April 20, Robert Dale Owen brought a proposal for a Fourteenth 
Amendment to Stevens in the Committee o f  Fi fteen. "Stevens picked 
up my manuscript, looked it carefully over, and then, in his impulsive 
way, said : 'I 'll be plain with you, Owen. We've had nothing before us 
that comes anywhere near being as good as this, or as complete. It 
would be likely to pass, too ; that's the best o f  it. We haven't a 
majority, either in our committee or in Cong _ress, for immediate suf
frage ; and I don't believe the states have yet advanced so far that they 
would be willing to ratify it . I'll lay that amendment of yours before 
our committee tomorrow, if you say so ; and I 'll do my best to put it 
through.' " 60 

Previous to this time, the thought was to bring in several separate 
amendments, but now the attitude was to unite the whole matter in 
one comprehensive amendment, so th at the proposition of April 21 
was presented as follows : 

"Section I. No discrimination shall be made by any state, nor by the 
United States, as to the civil rights of persons because of race, color, or 
previous condition of servitude. 

"Section 2. From and after the fourth day of July, in the year one 
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thousand eight hundred and seventy-six, no discrimination shall be 
made by any state, nor by the United States, as to the enj oyment of 
classes of persons of the ri ght of suffrage, because of race, color, or pre
vious condition of servitude. 

"Section 3. Until the fourth day of July, one thousand eight hundred 
and seventy-six, no class of persons, as to the right of any of whom to 
suffrage discriminat ion shall be made by any state, because of race, 
color, or previous condition of servitude, shall be included in the basis 
of representation. 

"Section + Debts incurred in aid of insurrection or of war against 
the Union, and claims of compensation for loss of involuntary service 
or labor, shall not be paid by any state nor by the United States." 

Bingham moved a fifth section to the amendment ; along the lines of 
his previous efforts : 

"Section 5. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall 
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States ; 
nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty or property with
out due process of law, nor deny to any person within its j urisdiction 
the equal protection of the laws." 

The Bingham proposal was first adopted and then struck out by the 
committee. It was voted 7 to 6 to report the first three sections to Con
gress. Bingham tried in vain to bring in his proposal as a separate 
amendment. 

Thus Owen's proposition was ordered sent to Congress and had a 
good chance of being adopted ; but Fessenden, the chairman, was sick 
with varioloid and it was decided to delay final report until he was 
better. Stevens told Owens the sequel : 

"Our action on your amendment [ said Stevens ] had, it seems, got
ten noised abroad. In the course of last week the members from Ne w 
York, from Illinois, and from your state too, Owen-from Indiana 
held, each separately, a caucus to consider whether equality of suffrage, 
present or prospective, ought to form a part of the Republican program 
for the coming canvass. 

"They were afraid, so some of them told us, that if there was a 'nig 
ger in the wood-pile' at all ( that was the phrase) , it would be used 
against them as an electioneering handle ; and some of them-hang 
their cowardice !-might lose their elections. By inconsiderable maj ori 
t ies each of these caucuses decided that Negro suffrage in any shape, 
ought to be excluded from the platform ; and they communicated these 
decisions to us. 

"Our committee hadn't backbone enough to maintain its ground. 
Yesterday, the vote on your plan was reconsidered, your amendment 
was laid on the table, and in the course of the next three hours we 
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cont rived to patch togethe r- well, what you've read this morning. " Gt 

The sections were changed so as simply to exclude disf ranchised Ne
groes from being made the basis of appo rtionment. Williams then p re
sented a ne w section which allowed the Negroes g radually to be en
franchised, and thus gradually to become a basis of rep resentation. 

"Representatives shall be apportioned among several states which 
may be included within this Union according to their respective num
bers, counting the whole number of persons in each State excluding 
Indians not taxed. But whenever in any State the elective franchise 
shall be denied to any portion of its male citizens, not less than t wenty
one years of age, or in any way abridged, except for participation in 
rebellion or other crime, the basis of representation in such State shall 
be reduced in the proportion which the number of such male citizens 
shall bear to the whole number of male citizens not less than twenty
one years o f  age." This was adopted as Section II of the final amend � 
ment. 

Finally, on this same date, the Committee rei riserted, by a vote of 
10-3, Bingham's proposition on civil rights as Section I .  Afte rwa rd, 
Conkling, before the Supreme Court, explained this action. 

"At the time the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified, individuals 
1and j oint stock companies were appealing for congressional and ad
ministrative protection against the invidious and discriminating state 
and local taxes. One instance was that o f  an express company, whose 
stock was owned largely by citizens o f  the State of New Yo rk, who 
came with petitions and bills seeking acts o f  Congress to aid them in 
resisting what they deemed oppressive taxation in two states, and op
pressive and ruinous rules of damages applied under state laws. That 
complaints of oppression in respect of property and other rights, made 
by citizens of Northern states who took up residence in the South, 
were rife, in and out of Congress." 

The Committee then considered Section III. Mr. Harris moved 
to insert the follo wing : 

"Until the 4th day of July, in  the year 1870 , all persons who volun
tarily adhered to the late insurrection, gi ving it aid and comfort, shall 
be excluded from the right to vote for Representatives in Congress and 
for electors for President and Vice President of the United States." 62 

This was finally adopted by a vote o f  8-7. The Committee then dis
cussed the readmission of the Southern states with the Fourteenth 
Amendment as a condition. Finally, the Joint Resolution and the bill 
concerning the readmission of the Southern states we re adopted by a 
vote of 12-3. This proposed amendment and bill were repo rted to the 
House April 30, debated May 8, 9, and IO, and passed May IO. Stevens 
defended it May 8 and May IO. 
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"Our fathers had been compelled to postpone the principles of their 
great Declaration, and wait for their full establishment until a more 
propitious time. That time ought to be present now. But the public 
mind has been educated in error for a century. How difficult in a day 
to unlearn it. In  rebuilding, i t  is necessary to clear away the rotten and 
defective portions of the old foundations, and to sink deep and found 
the unrepaired edifice upon the firm foundation of eternal j ustice. If, 
perchance, the accumulated quick-sands render it impossible to reach 
in every part so firm a basis, then i t  becomes our duty to drive deep 
and solid the substituted piles on which to build. I t  would not be wise 
to prevent the raising of the structure because some corner of it might 
be founded upon materials subj ect to the inevitable laws of mortal 
decay. It were better to shelter the household and trust to the advancing 
progress of a higher morality and a purer and more intelligent prin
ciple to underpin the defective corner . . . .  

"This proposition is not all that the committee desired. I t  falls far 
short of my wishes, but it fulfills my hopes. I believe it is all that can 
be obtained in the present state of public opinion. Not only Congress 
but several States are to be consulted. Upon a careful survey of the 
whole ground, we did not believe that nineteen of the loyal States could 
be induced to ratify any proposition more stringent than this. I say 
nineteen, for I utterly repudiate and scorn the idea that any State 
not acting in the Union is to be counted on the question of ratification. 
It is absurd to suppose that any more than three-fourths of the States 
that propose the Amendment are required to make it valid ;  that States 
not here are to be counted as present. Believing then that this is the 
best proposition that can be made effectual, I accept it. I shall not be 
driven by clamor or denunciation to throw away a great cause because 
i t  is not perfect. I will take all I can get in the cause of humanity and 
leave it to be perfected by better men in better times. It may be that 
that time will not come while I am here to enj oy the glorious triumph ; 
but that it will come is  as certain as that there is a j ust God . . . .  " 

Stevens then referred to the previous draft of the amendment. 
"After having received the careful examination and approbation of 

the committee, and having received the united Republican vote of one 
hundred and twenty Representatives of the people, it was denounced 
as 'utterly reprehensible,' and 'unpardonable' ; ' to be encountered as a 
public enemy' ; 'positively endangering the peace of the country, and 
covering i ts name with dishonor.' 'A wickedness on a larger scale than 
the crime against Kansas or the fugitive slave law ; gross, foul, out
rageous ; an incredible inj ustice a gainst the whole African race ' ;  with 
every other vulgar epithet which polished cultivation could comma nd . 
. . . I co afess my mortification at its defeat. I grieved especially be-
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cause it almost closed the door of hope for the amelioration of the con
dition of the freedmen. But men in pursuit of j ustice must never 
despair. Let us again try and see whether we cannot devise some way 
to overcome the united forces of self-righteous Republicans and un
righteous copperheads. It  will not do for those who for thirty years 
have fought the beasts at Ephesus to be frightened by the f angs of 
modern catamounts." 63 

Thaddeus Stevens continued his speech, May 10: "Let not these 
friends of secession sing to me their siren song of peace and good will 
until they can stop my ears to the screams and groans of the dying 
victims at Memphis. I hold in my hand an elaborate account from a 
man whom I know to be of the highest respectability in the country, 
every word of which I believe. This account of that foul transaction 
only reached me last night. It is more horrible in its atrocity, although 
not to the same extent, than the massacre at Jamaica. Tell me T ennes
see or any other State is loyal of whom such things are proved l ... 

"Ah, sir, it was but six years ago when they were here, j ust before 
they went out to join the armies of Cataline, j ust before they left this 
Hall. Those of you who were here then will remember the scene in 
which every Southern member, encouraged by their allies, came forth 
in one yelling body, because a speech for freedom was being made 
here ; when weapons were drawn , and Barksdale's bowie -knif e 
gleamed before our eyes . Would you have these men back again so 
soon to reenact those scenes ? Wait until I am gone, I pray you. I want 
not to go through it again. It will be but a short time for my col
leagues to wait. . . . 

"Now, sir, if the gentlemen had remembered the scenes twenty 
years ago, when no man dared to speak without risking his life, whe n 
but a few men did do it-for there were cowards in those days, as 
th ere are in these-you would not have found the m asking to bring 
these men in, and I only wonder that my friend from Ohio [Mr. 
Bingham] should intimate a desire to bring them here." 

The announcement of the vote, May 10, was 128 to 37, 19 not vot
ing. It was received with applause on the floor and in the galleries. 
Mr. Elridge of Wisconsin rose angrily to a question of order. "I want 
to know if it is understood that the proceedings of this House are to 
be interrupted by those who come here and occupy the galleries." 

"The gentleman from Wisconsin," replied the speaker, "makes the 
point of order that expressions of approbation or disapprobation from 
persons occupying the galleries are not in order. The chair sustains the 
point of order." But Mr. Elridge was still angry. 

"I do not want our proceedings to be interrupted by the 'niggerheads' 
in the galleries." 
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The galleries hissed and Stevens asked, "Is it in order for members 
on the floor to disturb those in the galleries ?"  

"Members upon the floor should not insult the spectators in the 
galleries," said the speaker . G4 

The Fourteenth Amendment came up in the Senate April 30, but 
Fessenden was still ill and no action was taken for two weeks. Finally, 
May 23, Howard of Michigan began the debate. He declared that the 
obj ect of the Fourteenth Amendment was primarily to give Congress 
the power to enforce the guarantees of freedom in the first eight amend
ments to the Constitution. The West, led by Sherman, Doolittle and 
others, tried to reintroduce voters as the basis of representation. Ne w 
England, through Senator Wilson of Massachusetts, was opposed to 
striking from the basis of representation 2,1 00, 000 unnaturalized for
eigners who gave the North 1 7  representatives. Sherman did not agree. 
"If it is right to exclude four millions of blacks in the Southern 
states who are denied representation, is it not also right to exclude all 
other classes in every other state who are denied political power ?" 65 

The question of Negro citizenship was discussed, and Julian of In
diana opposed the conservative stand ; to follow conservatism we would 
recognize the revolting states as still in the Unio a; it opposes the pr o
tection of the millions of loyal colored people of the South through the 
agency of the Freedmen's Bureau ; it opposes the Civil Rights Bill ; it 
opposes, with all bitterness, the policy of giving the freedmen the bal
lot. On the other hand, radicalism would hold treason a crime ; it 
would base representation on the actual voters ; it favors the protection 
of the colored people of the South through the Freedmen's Bureau 
and the Civil Rights Bill ; it demands the ballot as the ri ght of every 
colored citizen. 

Evidently the breach between the East and West was growing, and 
coupled with Sumner's attitude, it looked as though the Fourteenth 
Amendment was again doomed. The Republican party fell back up on 
the caucus. From May 24 to May 28, the Senate was in session but a 
fe w hours, which gave the Republicans time to discuss the whole mat
ter in party caucus. The party at that time showed clear division int o 
conservative, industrial elements, like Fessenden, Trumbull and Mor
gan ; and the abolition-democracy, led by Sumner, Wade and Yates. 
The opposition of Sumner and the abolition-democracy was finally 
overcome by the plain facts of the case : this was the utmost that could 
be got from Congress in defense of democracy. Was it not worth 
taking ? What could be hoped for in further delay ? 

As a result of the caucuses, certain amendments were made. The 
second section was amended to strike out the word "citi zen" and in
sert " inhabitants bein g ci tizens of the United St ates ." A ne w first sec-
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tion was inserted : "That all persons born or naturalized in the Unite d 
States and subj ect to the j urisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United 
States and of states wherein they reside." 

The Senate's changes thus consisted in defining who were citizens, 
and in substituting for disfranchisement of all participants in secession 
until 1870, the ineligibility of certain high officials ; it opened the elec
tive franchise to such persons as the states may choose to admit , and 
adopted the third section in its present form. 

We have thus followed, as well as records let us, the inner history of 
the Reconstruction measures of Congress in the Committee of Fifteen 
and other sources. Now let us look a t  the proceedings of Cong ress, as 
negotiations on these matters rose among the leaders, here and there 
and now and then, in a sea of struggling unorganized action. 

In the matter of civil rights, the final draft of the Fourteenth 
Amendment said : 

"All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subj ect 
to the j urisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the 
State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 
United States ; nor shall any State deprive any person of l ife, liberty, 
or property, without due process of law, nor deny to any person within 
its j urisdiction the equal protection of the laws." 

The first proposition on civil rights was introduced into the House 
by Mr. Stevens, December 5, 1865. On December 6, Bingham of Ohio 
offered an amendment. Both these resolutions went to the Committee 
on the Judiciary. Two other propositions were introduced December 
I I. February 1, 1 866, a motion was passed directing the Committee of 
Fifteen to inquire into this matter. Williams suggested an amendment , 
February 5, empowering Congress to enforce "all obligations, prohibi
tions or disabilities imposed by the Cons titution on the several 
s tates." 66 February 13, 1 866, the Committee of Fifteen, as we have 
noted, reported to both Houses a proposed amendment by Mr. Bing
ham in the House and by Mr. Fessenden in the Senate. Both motions 
were indefinitely postponed, and there was a strong desire to get the 
whole final report of the Committee of Fifteen. 

On March 9, 1 866, while the Senate was discussing the apportion
ment of representatives, Senator Yates of Illinois moved an amend
ment for civil and political rights, but it secured only seven votes. Two 
other and similar propositions were made in the Senate but received 
small support. The first section of the resolution reported to the House 
April 30, 1866, became eventually the civil rights section of the Four
teenth Amendment passed by the House, but the Senate, as we have 
seen, did not adopt it. Several attempts were made to amend it in the 
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Senate : Mr. Wade offered a substitute for the entire resolution, but 
the whole proposition failed. When the second proposition came before 
the Senate, May 30, Howard of Michigan, in behalf of Senate mem
bers of the Joint Committee, presented a series of resolutions which 
had been adopted by the Republican caucus as a substitute for the 
House Amendment. The substitute was accepted. The first change 
was to prefix these words to the first clause of the amendment :  "All 
persons born in the United States and subj ect to the j urisdiction 
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they .

d " res1 e. 
Later, Fessenden of Maine secured the inclusion of "naturalized 

persons." Senator Johnson of Maryland tried unsuccessfully to strike 
out the guarantee that states should not make or enforce any law to 
abridge the privileges of immunity of citizens. 

Disability for participation in secession was covered by Section III : 
"No person shall be a senator or representative in Congress, o r  

elector of President and Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or m ili
tary, under the United States, or under any Sta te, who, having previ
ously taken an oath, as a member of Congress, or as an officer of the 
United States, or as a member of any State legislature, or as an execu
tive or j udicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution of the 
United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against 
the same, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress 
may, by a vote of two-thirds of each house, remove such disability." 

Four amendments on disabilities for participation in the rebellion 
were introduced in 1866. In the report of the Committee of Fifteen 
April 30, 1 866, there was included a third section by which all persons 
who voluntarily adhered to the late insurrection were excluded fro m 
the right to vote until July 4, 1870. Attempts were made to amend this 
in the House. When the resolution reached the Senate there were 15 
iattempts to alter this section. On May 30, Senator Howard of Michi 
gan in behalf of the Senate members of the Joint Committee on Re
construction presented a new draft in which he proposed in place of 
the third section, the provision which now appears in the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Many efforts were made to amend it. The Democrati c 
Senators seemed to prefer the Howard substitute to the House amend
ment. This section passed. 

The question of suffrage for Negroes was covered by Section II : 
"Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States ac

cording to their respective numbers, counting the whole number o f  
persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right 
to vote at any election for the choice of electors for President and Vice
President of the United States, Representatives in Congress, the execu-
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tive or j udicial officers of a State, or the members of the legislature 
thereof, is denied to any of the male inh abitants  of such State, being 
twenty-one years of age and citizens of the United States, or in any 
way abridged except for participation in rebellion or other crime, th e 
basis of representation therein sh all be reduced in the proportion which 
the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of 
male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State." 

This question of Negro suffrage gave rise to five proposed amend 
ments j ust before the Civil War. All these excluded persons of Negro 
descent from the right to vote, and most of them excluded from them 
the right to hold office. 

In the opening days of the 39th Congress, there were six propositions 
to guarantee the right to vote to Negroes. Two proposed an educa
tional standard in voting for Federal officials. Boutwell proposed an 
amendment making unlawful any distinction in the elective franchise 
on account of race or color. Another amendment proposed to give 
Congress power to define the qualifications of voters, and members of 
Congress ; and of Presidential electors. Henderson, January 23, 1 866, 
proposed an amendment denying the state the right to discriminate 
against voters on account of race or color. January 22, 1 866, the pro
posal on the apportionment of Representatives and abridgment of 
Representatives was presented by the Committee of Fifteen to the 
House. It  was recommitted January 29, and repo rted again January 31. 
It passed January 31. 

In the Senate, there were five attempts to amend this resolution. 
Sumner presented a resolution making color discrimination impossible 
in the courtroom or ballot-box. This was rej ected, 39 t o  8. Howard 
proposed to admit to the franchise Negroes in the army and navy, or 
those able to read and write, or those who had pro perty to the value 
of $25 0. This was not acted on. Sumner again attempted to amend the 
resolution by making illegal discrimination on account of race and 
color. It  was lost, 39-8. A similar propo sal by Yates of Illinois was 
rej ected. 

Three other propositions to amend the Constitution, relative to the 
suffrage, were introduced before the close of this Congress. One was a 
proposition by Stewart of Nevada on March 16 ;  this foreshadowed the 
subsequent "Grandfather Clause." It admitted the Southern states on 
several conditions, one of which was : "The extension of the elective 
franchise to all persons upon the same terms and conditions, makin g 
no discrimination on account of race, color or previous condition of 
servitude ; provided that those who were qualified to vote in the year 

· 1860 by the laws of their respective states shall not be disfranchised b y  
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reason of any new tests or conditions which have been or may be pre
scribed since that year. 

"That when the aforementioned condition shall have been complied 
with and ratified by a majority of the present voting population, a 
general amnesty shall be proclaimed. 

"That all the loyal states be respectfully requested to incorporate in 
their constitutions an amendment corresponding to the one above de
scribed. 

"That it is not intended to assert a coercive power on the part of 
Congress, in regard to the regulation of the suffrage in the different 
states, but only to make an appeal to their own good sense and love of 
country, with a view to the prevention of serious evils now threatened." 

Seward said in 1870, "When the Reconstruction question arose about 
the Fourteenth Amendment, I proposed that all persons born in the 
United States after the date of Mr. Lincoln's proclamation abolishing 
slavery should be entitled to vote on arriving at the age of twenty-one 
years, and this should enter into Reconstruction." 61 

The resolution for the new Fourteenth Amendment passed the Sen
ate June 8, 1866, by a vote of 33-I I ;  five members not voting. The 
amended resolution was brought before the House and was called up 
June 13. After a limited debate, the amendments made by the Senate 
were concurred in by a vote of 120-32, thirty-two not voting. Thus the 
Fourteenth Amendment was sent to the states for approval. 

After the President's veto of the Freedmen's Bureau Bill, many 
members wanted the question immediately reconsidered, and the day 
after the President's speech of February 22, Senator Wilson introduced 
a bill which was not reported. The legislatures of several states ap
proved of a bill, by petitions which urged maintaining the Bureau. 
The President tried to counteract this by sending two agents, Generals 
Steedman and Fullerton, to investigate the Bureau. They were both in 
sympathy with his policy and made a tour of four months. They com
mended Howard and believed that the Bureau had done much to pre
serve order and organize free labor, but that it had sometimes been 
dishonestly and inj udiciously administered, and that it was time for it 
to come to an end. 

This report was widely circulated and discussed. The charges were 
investigated and public confidence in the Bureau was shaken . Never
theless, May 22, a bill to continue the Bureau was introduced. It dif
fered from the bill of February 9, in limiting the Bureau to two years. 
Land held under Sherman's orders was to be restored to former own
ers and other land furnished the dispossessed freedmen. Army officers 
were retained in the service of the Bureau, and commissioners were 
authorized to cooperate with agents of benevolent associations ; prop· 
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erty was to b e  appropriated for the education o f  the freedmen, and 
military protection of their civil rights guaranteed. 

After discussion, the bill passed the House May 29, by vote of 96-32. 
In the Senate, the bill was amended and a conference was held. The 
conference agreed that the questions arising out of Sherman's orders 
should be left entirely with the President for settlement. On June 1 6, 
the President vetoed the bill and called the Freedmen's Bureau a 
proposition to transfer four mill ion slaves from their original owners to 
a new set of taskmasters. By a severe exercise of party discipline, ac
cording to Blaine, the necessary two-thirds vote was procured in each 
House, and the bill passed over the President's veto on the same day 
that it was received. Thus government guardianship of freedmen was 
given a temporary extension under a grudging and partly inimical 
administration. The disposition of Congress to yield in part to the 
President was manifest. 

On June 6, the Committee of Fifteen was reappointed. Sub-commit
tees had been taking testimony all over the South. 

The final report of the Committee of Fifteen was made June 1 8. It 
made an eight hundred page book and 100,000 copies were distributed. 
Its maj ority and minority sections summed up the strongest arguments 
available for and against the proposed methods of Reconstruction. The 
part of the majority report that touched the Negro said : 

"Slavery had been abolished by constitutional amendment. A large 
proportion of the population had become, instead of mere chattels, 
free men and citizens. Through all the past struggle these had re
mained true and loyal, and had, in large numbers, fought on the side 
of the Union. It was impossible to abandon them without securing 
them their rights as free men and citizens. The whole civilized world 
would have cried out against such base ingratitude, and the bare idea 
is offensive to all right-thinking men. Hence, it became important to 
inquire what could be done to secure their rights, civil and political. 
It  was evident to your committee that adequate security could only be 
found in appropriate constitutional provisions . . • .  The increase of 
representation necessarily resulting from the abolition of slavery was 
considered the most important element in the questions arising out of 
the changed condition of affairs, and the necessity for some funda
mental action in this regard seemed imperative. 

"It appeared to your committee that the rights of these persons by 
whom the basis of representation had been thus increased should be 
recognized by the General Government. While slaves, they were not 
considered as having any rights, civil or political. It did not seem j ust 
or proper that all the political advantages derived from their becoming 
free should be confined to their former masters, who had fought 
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against the Union, and withheld from themselves, who had always 
been loyal. . . .  

"Doubts were entertained whether Congress had power, even under 
the amended Constitution, to prescribe the qualifications of voters in a 
state, or could act directly on the subj ect. It was doubtful, in the opin
ion of your committee, whether the states would consent to surrender 
a power they had always exercised, and to which they were attached. 
As the best, if not the only, method of surmounting the difficulty, and 
as eminently j ust and proper in itself, your committee came to the 
conclusion that political power should be possessed in all the states 
exactly in proportion as the right of suffrage should be granted, with
out distinction of color or race . . . .  

"It appears quite clear that the anti-slavery amendments, both to the 
state and Federal Constitutions, were adopted in the South with re
luctancy by the bodies which did adopt them, while in some states 
they have been either passed by in silence or rej ected. The language of 
all the provisions and ordinances of these states on the subj ect amounts 
to nothing more than an unwilling admission of an unwelcome 
truth . . . .  

"Looking still further at the evidence taken by your committee, i t  is 
found to be clearly shown, by witnesses of the highest character, and 
having the best means of observation, that the Freedmen's Bureau, 
instituted for the relief and protection of freedmen and refugees, is 
almost universally opposed by the mass of the population, and exists 
in an efficient condition only under military protection, while the 
Union men of the South are earnest in its defense, declaring with one 
voice that without its protection the colored people would not be per
mitted to labor at fair  prices, and could hardly live in safety. They also 
testify that without the protection of United States troops Union men, 
whether of Northern or Southern origin, would be obliged to abandon 
their homes. The feeling in many portions of the country towards the 
emancipated slaves, especially among the uneducated and ignorant, is 
one of vindictive and malicious hatred. This deep-seated prej udice 
against color is assiduously cultivated by the public j ournals, and leads 
to acts of cruelty, oppression, and murder, which the local authorities 
are at no pains to prevent or punish. There is no general disposition 
to place the colored race, constituting at least two-fifths of the popula
tion, upon terms even of civil equality. While many instances may b� 
found where large planters and men of the better class accept the situa
tion, and honestly strive to bring about a better order of things by em
ploying the freedmen at fair wages and treating them kindly, the gen
eral feeling and disposition among all classes are yet totally averse to 
the toleration of any class of people friendly to the Union, be they white 
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or black ; and this aversion is not infrequently manifested m an rn-
1 . d ff . " 68 su tmg an o ens1 ve manner . . . . 
This part of the report was signed by twelve members of the Com

mittee. The other three members submitted a Minority Report. It was 
in the main, the old metaphysical argument, signed by Johnson, the 
constitutional lawyer from Maryland, Rogers, the extreme advocate of 
Southern rights from New Jersey, and Grider. 

"They are asked to disfranchise a numerous class of their citizens, 
and also to agree to diminish their representation in Congress, and of 
course in the electoral college, or to admit to the right of suffrage their 
colored males of twenty-one years of age and upwards (a class now 
in a condition of almost utter ignorance) ,  thus placing them on the 
same political footing with white citizens of that age. For reasons so 
obvious that the dullest may discover them, the right is not directly 
asserted of granting suffrage to the Negro. That would be obnoxious 
to most of the Northern and Western states, so much so that their 
consent was not to be anticipated ; but as the plan adopted, because of 
the limited number of Negroes in such States, will have no effect on 
their representation, it is thought it may be adopted, while in the 
Southern States it will materially lessen their number. 

"That these latter States will assent to the measure can hardly be 
expected. The effect, then, if not the purpose, of the measure is forever 
to deny representatives to such States, or, if they consent to the con
dition, to weaken their representative power, and thus, probably, se
cure a continuance of such a party in power as now controls the legis
lation of the government. The measure, in its terms and its effect, 
whether designed or not, is to degrade the Southern States. To consent 
to it will be to consent to their own dishonor." 

Neither Sumner nor Stevens was satidied with the Fourteenth 
Amendment. On the last day of the session, July 28, 1 866, Thaddeus 
Stevens made his last defense of Negro suffrage. He was at the time 
worn out ; his health was precarious ; he was seventy-three years of 
age, and he hardly expected to return to his seat in the House. With 
deep solemnity, he sought " 'to make one more-perhaps an expiring
effort to do something which shall be useful to my fellow men ; some
thing to elevate and enlighten the poor, the oppressed, and the igno
rant in this great crisis of human affairs.' The black man, he declared, 
must have the ballot or he would continue to be a slave. There was 
some alleviation to the lot of a bondman, but 'a freeman deprived of 
every human right, is the most degraded of human beings.' Without 
the protection of the ballot-box the freedmen were 'the mere serfs,' 
and would become 'the victims of their former masters .' He declared 
that what he had done he had done for humanity. 'I know it is easy,' 
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he said, 'to protect the interests of the rich and powerful ; but it is a 
great labor to guard the rights of the poor and downtrodden-it is the 
eternal labor of Sisyphus, forever to be renewed. In this, perhaps my 
final action on this great question, I can see nothing in my political 
course, especially in regard to human freedom, which I could wish to 
have expunged or changed. I believe that we must all account here
after for deeds done in the body, and that political deeds will be among 
those accounts. I desire to take to the bar of that final settlement the 
record which I shall this day make on the great question of human 
rights. While I am sure it will not make atonement for half my errors, 
I hope it will be some palliation. Are there any who will venture to 
take the list with their negative seal upon it, and who will dare to un
roll it before that stern j udge who is the Father of the immortal beings 
whom they have been trampling under foot, and whose souls they 
have been crushing out ? "  69 

This was not, in fact, his last speech, but it had the tone of a final 
message. Congress adjourned before a congressional plan of recon
struction reached its final form, but its general outline was clear, and 
no further compromise between the congressional maj ority and John
son was possible. 

Already, the President's attitude on the Fourteenth Amendment and 
Reconstruction had led to two suicides, the resignation of three mem
bers of the Cabinet ; and although Stanton remained, his retention 
caused the impeachment of Andrew Johnson. Sumner, much against 
his will, had remained silent when the Senate, by party caucus, had de
cided upon the Fourteenth Amendment. On the last day of Congress, 
he wrote the Duchess of Argyll : 

"The suffering at the South is  great, through the misconduct of the 
President. His course has kept the rebel spirit alive, and depressed the 
loyal, white and black. It makes me very sad to see this. Considering 
the difficulties of their position, the blacks have done wonderfully well. 
They should have had a Moses as a President ; but they had found a 
Pharaoh." 70 

Particularly had the situation in Louisiana become tense. The New 
Orleans riot of July 30, 1 866, confirmed the Abolitionists in their opin
ion that the reconstructed states were in the power of the rebels, and 
that they were using their power to put the Negro back into slavery ; 
and that no man, white or black, who was friendly to the Union, .was 
safe in the South. There were reported a thousand murders in the 
South, with few of the criminals brought to j ustice. And the country 
was convinced that the President had disrupted the Union party, and 
was conspiring with Democrats, North and South, to drive out the 
Republicans. 
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In the election of 1 866, there was on the side of Congress, a Union 
party with a center bloc of Republicans ; a left wing of radical Aboli
tionists, and a right wing of reactionary War Democrats. Andrew 
Johnson tried to unite the Western Radicals and the War Democrats 
into a new third party, to be reenforced eventually by the returned 
Secessionists. But between extreme democracy and reaction there was 
no common ground. He only succeeded in getting the support of a few 
of the War Democrats, and the copperheads, who were either South
erners living North, or Northern men with Southern principles. 

State and national conventions met. Johnson and his friends started 
out August 14 to form a Johnson Party. The National Union Conven
tion met in Philadelphia with states North and South represented. A 
special wigwam, two stories high, was erected on Girard Avenue, seat
ing ten thousand people. The interior was decorated with flags. Horace 
Greeley called it a bread and butter convention, composed of 99% of 
rebels and copperheads. Thomas Nast ridiculed the convention in his 
cartoons in Harper's Weekly. 

Their declaration of principles, accepted unanimously, declared the 
war had maintained the Constitution and the Union unaltered, and 
that neither Congress nor the general Government had any authority 
to deny the constitutional right of congressional representation 
to any state. They urged the election of Congressmen who would 
admit all "loyal" representatives from the South. They affirmed 
the inability of a state either to secede or exclude any other state from 
the Union, and the constitutional right of each state to decide for i tself 
the qualifications for voting, within its borders. They insi sted that the 
Constitution could not be legally amended, except with all the states 
voting in Congress, and action by all the legislatures. They denied any 
desire in the Southern states to restore slavery. They proclaimed the 
invalidity of the rebel debts, the inviolability of the Federal debt, and 
the right of freedmen to the same protection of persons and property 
as afforded to whites. They urged government aid for Federal soldiers 
and their families. Finally, they expressed whole-hearted endorsement 
of Andrew Johnson. 

The weakness of this meeting was that, first, it contained in fact 
few Republicans, most of the delegates being well-known Democrats 
who had opposed Lincoln. It was dubbed the conference of "copper
heads," and among the delegates were Vallandigham and Fernando 
Wood. Secondly, the meeting was not followed up with careful organ
ization. 

No sooner had this convention adj ourned than Southern Loyalists 
met in Philadelphia on September 3, to confer with Northern Repub� 
licans, including Horace Greeley, John Jacob Astor, Carl Schurz, 
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Frederick Douglass, Brownlow, Thomas E. Benton, Morton, Cameron, 
and Gerry. This conference met in  two parts, one Northern and one 
Southern. 

Frederick Douglass was elected delegate from Rochester to attend 
the convention. It was a great honor for a black man in a white city. 
On the train, he met Southern and Western delegates, including Gov
ernor Oliver P. Morton of Indiana. After consultation, a committee 
waited on him, and through a Louisiana spokesman, insisted on their 
high respect for him, but also on their fear that it was inexpedient for 
him to attend the convention, on account of the cry of social and po
litical equality which would be raised against the Republican party. 
Douglass replied :  "Gentlemen, with all respect, you might as well ask 
me to put a loaded pistol to my head and blow my brains out, as to 
ask me to keep out of this convention, to which I have been duly 
elected." 7 1  

He pointed out that the fact of his election was widely known, and 
his failure to attend would be inexplicable. Later, he was warned 
against walking in the procession, and for a while it looked as if he 
would have to walk alone, until Theodore Tilton of New York offered 
to walk with him. In that parade, he met a daughter of his former 
owner ! 

During the convention, Speed, who had j ust resigned from the 
Cabinet, called the President a tyrant, and the Southern Loyalists at
tacked Johnson, but split on Negro suffrage. A part of the convention 
finally adopted this declaration : " . . .  The Government by national 
and appropriate legislation, enforced by national authority, shall con
fer on every citizen in the States we represent, the American birth
right of impartial suffrage and equality before the law. This is the one 
all-sufficient remedy. This is our great and pressing necessity." 7 � 

Governor Brownlow of Tennessee, in discussing Negro suffrage at 
this same convention on September 3, 1 866, said : 

"Some gentlemen, from a mistaken view of my character, said they 
were afraid of Negro Suffrage, and wanted to dodge it. I have never 
dodged any subj ect, nor have I ever been found on both sides of any 
subj ect. While I am satisfied with everything done here, I would go 
further. I am an advocate of Negro suffrage, and impartial suffrage. 
I would rather associate with loyal Negroes than with disloyal white 
men. I would rather be buried in a Negro graveyard than in a rebel 
graveyard ; and after death I would sooner go to a Negro heaven than 
a white rebel's hell ." 73 

There followed in September two military conventions, one in 
Cleveland, September 1 8, by friends of Johnson, which did not men
tion Negro suffrage. I t  denounced the Abolitionists and said that they 
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were trying to force another war. It  contained many Democrats ancl a 
few conservative Republicans. Confederate officers at Memphis, in
cluding General Forrest of Fort Pillow fame, sent sympathy by tele
gram, which was unfortunate publicity. In answer to this a National 
Convention of "Citizens, Soldiers and Sailors" was helcl at Pittsburgh, 
September 25 and 26. There were many volunteer officers of high rank 
and Johnson was denounced and the Fourteenth Amendment advo
cated. This convention had great influence on public opinion and pop
ularized the Fourteenth Amendment. 

The issue in the election of the fall of 1866, turned on whether Con
gress should recognize Southern states as reconstructed by Johnson. 
It was not a presidential year, but congressmen and state legislatures 
were to be elected. 

The real campaign began in August, with the fourteenth of August 
convention in Philadelphia. This convention greatly encouraged John
son, and he wrote it, attacking Congress for preventing the restoration 
of peace and union, and denying that it was really a legal Congress. 
"If I had wanted authority, or if I had wished to perpetuate my own 
power, how easily could I have held and wielded that which was 
placed in my hands by the measure called Freedmen's Bureau Bill." 7 4  

On July 4, he had issued another proclamation of general amnesty, 
and on August 20, he declared the Civil War at an end. Already, in 
the spring, he had promised to lay the cornerstone of a monument to 
Stephen A. Douglas in Chicago, and he left Washington, August 28, 
on a great campaign tour, which was to sweep the country. He took 
General Grant with him and members of his Cabinet, and Seward 
joined him in New York. Johnson stopped at Philadelphia, New York, 
Albany, and then went West by way of Cleveland, Chicago and St. 
Louis. 

It was an extraordinary and increasingly painful effort, by which 
Johnson definitely defeated himself and his own political policies. He 
showed genius for saying the wrong thing. In New York, for instance, 
he asked, "Are we prepared, after the cost of war, to continue the dis
rupted condition of the country ? Why are we afraid of the representa
tives of the South ? Some have grown fat, some have grown rich by 
the aggression and destruction of others." 

In Philadelphia, he declared that God was a tailor, like himself. At 
Cleveland his audience became a mob while the President himself in
creased the hubbub. The city authorities had made preparations for a 
polite reception, but as he proceeded with his harangue, the mob took 
complete possession of the crowd. Someone cried, "Why not hang 
Thad Stevens and Wendell Phillips ? "  "Yes," yelled Johnson, "why 
not hang them ?"  75 
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Some towns hung out blacks flags and banners, "No welcome to 
traitors." Bands played the death march ; Johnson shouted in defiance. 
His egotism was ridiculed. He was charged with being drunk, a 
traitor and a demagogue. On he reeled. As Burgess saicl, "The trip 
degraded the presidential office ." The New York Tribune watched it 
with a "feeling of national shame," and called it  "the stumbling tour 
of an inebriated demagogue." The New York World excused him by 
asking : "Who of all presidents had been lower than Lincoln in per
sonal bearing ? "  The Herald put the blame on Seward's shoulders, 
"the Mephistopheles of the administration." Lowell called the jour
ney "an indecent orgy" ; Rhodes says he was "intoxicated" at Cleve
land, while Schouler declares he was sober. The culmination came in  
St. Louis, where Johnson declared that the blood of the New Orleans 
riot was on Congress, and decried the "diabolical and nefarious policies 
of Stevens, Phillips and Sumner." 

The most charitable thing that the defenders of Andrew Johnson 
can say of him is that occasionally he got drunk ; for too much liquor 
alone would excuse such extraordinary conduct and performances as 
his Vice-Presidential inauguration, his speech of February 22, 1 866, 
his exhibition at Cleveland, and his St. Louis debauch. If he was not 
an occasional drunkard, he was God's own fool. 

"He returned to Washington," as Schurz says, "an utterly discom
fited and disgraced man, having gone out to win popular support, and 
having earned only public disgust." 

The role of Seward during this episode was pathetic. One of the 
wits of the time spoke of Seward's new office of bear-leader. "U nfor
tunately he was very unsuccessful even in  this task, for he could do 
little more than apologize for Johnson, and in a few commonplace 
sentences call upon the audience to support the President in opposition 
to Congress. At Niagara, he told the crowd that Lincoln had been 
traduced when alive, but after his assassination all hearts inclined to 
the deepest sorrow ; and it would be the same if Johnson should be 
taken off. To the citizens of Buffalo he stated the issue as follows : 
'The question is between the President and the Congress. Of all that 
has been done to bring us so near the consummation [of Reconstruc
tion] you see that nothing has been done that was not done through 
the direction, agency, activity, perseverance and patriotism of Andrew 
Johnson, President of the United States . Will you stand by Congress ? 
Or will you stand by the President ? ' " 

The Republicans took every advantage of the situation. They saw 
in Johnson the instinct of the poor white cropping out. "He cannot 
shake off the boot-licking proclivity, born and bred in him, towards 
the aristocracy of the South. Miserable fool ! "  
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Stevens made but one speech in the campaign of 1 866. He said that 
he had been di rected by his physician neither to think, speak nor read 
until the next session of Congress ; that he had followed the orders not 
to read almost li teral ly. "It is true, I have amused myself with a little 
light, frivolous reading. For instance, there was a serial account from 
day to day of a very remarkable circus that traveled through the coun
try, from Washington to Chicago and St. Louis, and from Loui sville 
back to Washington. I read that with some interest, expecting to see 
in so celebrated an establishment,-one which from its heralding was 
to beat Dan Rice and all the old circuses that ever went forth,-! ex
pected great wit from the celebrated character of its clowns." 76 

As the campaign of 1866 progressed, the agitation in favor of grant
ing suffrage to the Negro as a necessary protection of his freedom be
came marked. First of all, Industry and Trade were convinced that 
they could not trust the white South. Therefore, the more extreme 
ideas which Stevens had advocated, were allowed to be broadcast. 
Their logic was strong and their methods popular. People had faith in 
laws and wanted some great enactment in keeping with the greatness 
of the war. It was a ripe time for amending the Constitution and in
augurating final reforms. These reforms might be in advance at the 
time, but they were worth trying, and there appeared to be no middle 
path. 

Thus, as the campaign went on, Negro suffrage occupied a more 
and more important position. Stevens, Wade, Sumner, Chase, Schurz 
and Chandler were in favor of it. To many Northerners it had been 
at first unthinkable, but more and more they became convinced. The 
Nation urged full Negro suffrage and Negro civil r ights, but opposed 
the exclusion of white leaders from office. 

"The doctrine that 'this is a white man's government and intended 
for white men only,' i s, as the Perrys profess it, as monstrous a doc
trine as was ever concocted." To allow the states to reorganize on this 
basis, the Nation added, "will make the very name of American 
democracy a hissing and a byword among the nations of the earth . 
. . . To have this theory of the nature of our government boldly thrust 
in our faces now, after the events of the last four years, by men who 
have come red-handed from the battlefield, and to whose garments 
the blood of our brothers and sons still clings ; and to know that the 
President, who owes in part at least his ability to be President to the 
valor and blood of colored troops, concurs with them in this scandal
ous repudiation of democratic principles, are things which the country, 
we trust, will find it hard to bear." 77 

For a brief period-for the seven mystic years that stretched be
tween Johnson's "Swing round the Circle" to the Panic of 1 873, the 
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majority of thinking Americans of the North believed in the equal 
manhood of Negroes. They acted accordingly with a thoroughness 
and clean-cut decision that no age which does not share that faith 
can in the slightest comprehend. They did not free draft animals, nor 
enfranchise gorillas, nor welcome morons to Congress. They simply 
recognized black folk as men. "The South called for war," said James 
Russell Lowell, "and we have given it to her. We will fix the terms 
of peace ourselves and we will teach the South that Christ is dis
guised in a dusky race." 78 

Then came in 1 873-76 sudden and complete disillusion not at 
Negroes but at the world-at business, at work, at religion, at art. A 

bitter protest of Southern property reenforced Northern reaction ; and 
while after long years the American world recovered in most matters, 
it has never yet quite understood why it could e\'.er have thought that 
black f!1en were altogether human. 

There were men in the South and former slaveholders who knew the 
truth and spoke it. They knew that there could be no salvation for the 
South in time or eternity, until the former slave went forth as a man. 
But the intrenched intolerance of the South, coupled with the awful 
grief at the death of the flower of Southern manhood, let such prophets 
speak but few words. They spoke here and there in nearly every South
ern state, but they were soon threatened into silence ; and there pre
vailed a bitter hatred and cry for vengeance from people who could 
not brook defeat because they had been used to victory, and had the 
slave-born habit of arrogance. For their grief, none had greater sym
pathy than the bulk of their former slaves. They served and even suc
cored their former masters ; and yet, upon these and their fellows, was 
eventually placed the whole wrath of the South which it could not 
turn toward the North. And especially it fell upon those freedmen 
who felt their freedom ; who were uplifted by new ambition ; who 
showed the gathered resentment of two hundred years of whipping, 
kicks and cuffs ; in fine, on them who had rolling in their ears God's 
great : "Deposuit potentes-" 

"He hath put down the Mighty 
From their seats 
And hath exalted them 
Of low degree ! "  

After the final elections of 1866, the Republicans had 143 members 
in the House, and the Democrats 49. All states gave strong majorities 
to the Republican party, except the Border States of Maryland, Dela
ware ancl Kentucky. In the South, Democratic candidates were uni-
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versally successful. Not counting the South, the Republicans in the 
Senate had a two-thirds majority, and nearly a three-fourths maj ority 
in the House. 

Through the winter of 1 866-1 867, notwithstanding the results of the 
elections of 1 866, the South rej ected the Fourteenth Amendment. Vir
ginia gave one vote in favor ; North Carolina, I I  out of 148 ; South 
Carolina, 1 vote ; Georgia, 2 out of 1 69 ;  Alabama, 10 out of 106 ;  Texas, 
5, and Arkansas, 3 ; Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana were unani
mously against it. 

Thus the South defied Congress, and demanded that the disfran
chised Negro should be counted as basis of representation. The South 
was encouraged in this stand by the President. The Governor of Ala
bama telegraphed him that the rej ection of the Fourteenth Amend
ment could be reconsidered by his state, but Johnson discouraged him. 
This increased the strength of the Republicans in the North. 

The President's message of December 4, 1866, with all the earmarks 
of Seward, was calm and skillful. He said that the war was ended, 
and that the nation should now proceed as a free, prosperous and 
united ·nation. He had already informed Congress of his efforts for 
the gradual restoration of the States. All that remained now was the 
admission to Congress of loyal Senators and Representatives. While 
Congress had been considering this, the President had appointed vari
ous public officials, and the Thirteenth Amendment had been passed. 
Yet Congress hesitated to admit the Southern states to representation, 
and after eight months, only Tennessee had been admitted. He wished 
to leave the whole matter of suffrage to the States and he was signifi
cantly silent on the Black Codes. 

The second session of the 39th Congress began December 3. The 
Senate asked for a report on the condition of the Southern states, 
since the President had said practically nothing about it. The President 
replied, December 1 9, 1 866 : 

"As a result of the measures instituted by the Executive, with the 
view of inducing a resumption of the functions of the States compre
hended in the inquiry of the Senate, the people of North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, 
and Tennessee, have reorganized their respective State governments, 
and are yielding obedience to the laws and government of the United 
States with more willingness and greater promptitude than under the 
circumstances could reasonably have been anticipated. The proposed 
amendment to the Constitution, providing for the abolition of sl avery 
forever within the limits of the country, has been ratified by each 
one of those states, with the exception of Mississippi, from which no 
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official information has yet been received ; and in nearly all of them 
measures have been adopted or are now pending, to confer upon freed
men rights and privileges which are essential to their comfort, pro
tection, and security. In Florida and Texas, the people are making 
commendable progress in restoring their State governments, and no 
doubt it is entertained that they will, at an early period be in a condi
tion to resume all of their practical relations to the Federal Govern
ment. 

"It is true that in some of the States the demoralizing effects of the 
war are to be seen in occasional disorders ; but these are local in char
acter, not frequent in occurrence, and are rapidly disappearing as the 
authority of civil law i s  extended and sustained. Perplexing questions 
were naturally to be expected from the great and sudden change in 
the relations between the two races ; but systems are gradually develop
ing themselves under which the freedman will receive the protection 
to which he is j ustly entitled, and by means of his labor make himself 
a useful and independent member of the community in which he has 
his home." 

The transubstantiation of Andrew Johnson was complete. He had 
begun as the champion of the poor laborer, demanding that the land 
monoply of the Southern oligarchy be broken up, so as to give access 
to the soil, South and West, to the free laborer. He had demanded 
the punishment of those Southerners who by slavery and war had 
made such an economic program impossible. Suddenly thrust into the 
Presidency, he had retreated from this attitude. He had not only given 
up extravagant ideas of punishment, but he dropped his demand for 
dividing up plantations when he realized that Negroes would largely 
be beneficiaries. Because he could not conceive of Negroes as men, 
he refused to advocate universal democracy, of which, in his young 
manhood, he had been the fiercest advocate, and made strong alliance 
with those who would restore slavery under another name. 

This change did not come by deliberate thought or conscious desire 
to hurt-it was rather the tragedy of American prej udice made flesh ; 
so that the man born to narrow circumstances, a rebel against economic 
privilege, died with the conventional ambition of a poor white to be the 
associate and benefactor of monopolists, planters and slave drivers. In 
some respects, Andrew Johnson is the most pitiful figure of American 
history. A man who, despite great power and great ideas, became a pup
pet, played upon by mighty fingers and selfish, subtle minds ; groping, 
self-made, unlettered and alone ; drunk, not so much with liquor, as 
with the heady wine of sudden and accidental success. 
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My wild soul waited on as falcons hover. 
I beat the reedy fens as I trampled past. 

I heard the mournful loon 
In the marsh beneath the moon 

And then, with feathery thunder, the bird of my desire 
Broke from the cover 
Flashing silver fire. 

High up among the stars I saw his pinions spire. 
The pale clouds gazed aghast 

As my falcon dropped upon him, and gript and held him fast. 
WILLIAM RosE BENET 
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The price of the disaster of slavery and civil war was the necessity 
of quickly assimilating into American democracy a mass of igno
rant laborers in whose hands alone for the moment lay the power 
of preserving the ideals of popular government ; of overthrowing a 
slave economy and establishing upon it an industry primarily for 
the profit of the workers . It was this price which in the end 

America refused to pay and today suffers for that refusal 

The year 1867 comes. The election of 1866 has sent to the 4oth 
Congress a Republican majority of 42 against I I  in the Senate and 
143 against 49 in the House. The decisive battle of Reconstruction 
looms. Abolition-democracy demands for Negroes physical freedom, 
civil rights, economic opportunity and education and the right to vote, 
as a matter of sheer human j ustice and right. Industry demands profits 
and is willing to use for this end Negro freedom or Negro slavery, 
votes for Negroes or Black Codes. 

The South, beaten in war, and socially and economically disorgan
ized, was knocking at the doors of Congress with increased political 
power and with a determination to restore land monopoly, and to re
organize its agrarian industry, and to attempt to restore its capital by 
reducing public taxation to the lowest point. Moreover, it had not 
given up the idea that the capital which it had lost through the legal 
abolition of slavery, should and might be reimbursed from the Federal 
Treasury. Especially it was determined to use for its own ends the 
increased political power based on voteless Negroes. Finally, there was 
the West, beginning to fear the grip of land and transportation 
monopoly, rebelling against the power of Eastern industry, and stag
gering under the weight of public debt and public taxation. 

In the midst of these elements stood Andrew Johnson, with the tre
me!!_dous _p_ower which lay in his hands as commander-in-chief of the 
Army, with- -the large patronage which arose through the expansion 
of governmental functiOns during the war, and with a stubborn will 
and a resourceful and astute Secretary of State. Logically, Andrew 
Johnson as an early leader of land reform, and of democracy in in
dustry for the peasant-farmer and the laboring class, was in position 
to lead the democracy of the West. But perversely, he had been in
duced by flattery, by his Southern birth, and his dislike of New Eng-
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land puritanism, to place himself at the head of the Southerners. 
Between the program of the South and that of the West, then, there 
was absolutely no point of alliance. The South represented the ex
treme of reactionary capitalism based upon land and on the ownership 
of labor. It showed no sign of any more sympathy with the labor 
movement in the North or the extension of democratic methods than 
it had before the war. There was not a single labor voice raised in the 
Southern post-war clamor. Yet Johnson could not see this. He con
tinued to flirt with Western liberalism at the very time he was sur
rendering completely to Southern reaction and ultra-conservatism. 

In his advice to the South, he no longer contemplated Negro suf
frage in any form, and he said nothing of poor whites. In 1 867, Negro 
votes were refused in the municipal elections in Virginia. Judge Moore 
asked President Johnson concerning the right of freedmen to partici
pate in these elections, but Johnson gave no answer. On the other hand, 
in an interview with Charles Halpine, March 5, he sought again to 
make alliance with the Western unrest. He said : "To the people. 
the national debt is a thing of debt to be paid ; but to the aristoc
racy of bonds and national securities it is a property of more than 
$2,500,000,000, from which a revenue of $180,000,000 a year is to be 
received into their pockets. So we now find that an aristocracy of the 
South, based on $3,000,000,000 in Negroes, who were a productive 
class, has disappeared, and their place in political control of the country 
is assumed by an aristocracy based on nearly $3,000,000,000 of national 
debt-a thing which is not producing anything, but which goes on 
steadily every year, and must go on for all time until the debt is paid, 
absorbing and taxing at the rate of six or seven per cent a year for 
every $100 bond that is represented in its aggregation. 

"The war of finance is the next war we have to fight ; and every 
blow struck against my efforts to uphold a strict construction of the 
laws and the Constitution is in reality a blow in favor of repudiating 
the national debt. The manufacturers and men of capital in the eastern 
States and the States along the Atlantic seaboard-a mere strip or 
fringe on the broad mantle of our country, if you will examine the 
map-these are in favor of high protective, and, in fact, prohibitory 
tariffs, and also favor a contraction of the currency. But against both 
measures the interests and votes of the great producing and non
manufacturing States of the West stand irrevocably arrayed, and a 
glance at the map and the census statistics of the last twenty years 
will tell every one who is open to conviction how that war must end." 1 

This was a maladroit argument. It placed the national debt against 
the loss of slave property as equally sinister phenomena. It suggested 
partial repudiation and thus frightened and antagonized investors. 
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It rightly protested against the extravagance of war-time finance, but  
this protest came from a man who was now the acknowledged leader 
of property and reaction in the South. What basis of alliance could 
there be between those determined to control and exploit freed labor 
in the South and those who wished to fight exploitation and monopoly 
in the West ? 

Moreover, in his effort to conciliate and lead the West, Johnson at
tacked the most powerful enemy before him. That enemy was not 
abolition-democracy, as he falsely conceived. It was a tremendous, new, 
and rising power of organized wealth and capitalist industry in the 
North. Monopoly profits from investments were increasing, and des
tined to increase, and their increase depended upon a high protective 
tariff, the validity of the public debt, and the control of the national 
banks and currency. All of these things were threatened by the South 
and by Andrew Johnson as leader of the South. On the other hand, 
humanitarian radicalism, so far as the Negro was concerned, was not 
only completely harnessed to capital and property in the North, but 
its program for votes for Negroes more and more became mani
festly the only protection upon which Northern industry could depend. 
The Abolitionists were not enemies of capital. 

"The American Abolitionists were typical bourgeois-democratic rev
olutionists under specific American conditions. They felt their move
ment linked up with the great humanitarian causes of the day ( the 
'labor question,' the 'peace question,' the emancipation of women, 
temperance, philanthropy) and with the bourgeois revolutionary move
ment in Europe. 'He hailed the revolution (of 1848) in France,' Moor
field Storey tells of Sumner, 'and similar outbreaks in other countries 
as parts of the great movement for freedom, of which the anti-slavery 
agitation in America was another part.' " 2 

But the former Abolitionists were gradually developing. Under the 
leadership of Stevens and Sumner, they were beginning to realize the 
economic foundation of the revolution necessary in the South. They 
saw that the Negro needed land and education and that his vote would 
only be valuable to him as it opened the doors to a firm economic 
foundation and real intelligence. If now they could get the industrial 
North, not simply to give the Negro the vote, but to give him land 
and give him schools, the battle would be won. Here, however, they 
were only partially successful. Stevens could not get them to listen 
to his plan of land distribution, and Sumner failed in his effort to 
provide for a national system of Negro schools. But they could and 
did get the aid of industry, commerce, and l abor for Negro suffrage, 
and this vast step forward they gladly took. Public opinion followed 
philanthropy, but i t  was guided by Big Business. 
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In the meantime, the nation was in the midst of the transition period. 
Nothing could be settled until the fate of the Fourteenth Amendment 
was known, and during this time of waiting, from July 1 6, 1 866, 
until July 20, 1 868, the status of the South and its relation to the Union 
was unsettled. Slowly, the nation voted on the Fourteenth Amend
ment, destined to curb the political power of the South. Most of New 
England and two Western states ratified it in the summer and fall of 
1 866. Before January, seven Southern states rej ected it almost unani
mously, and in the first three months of 1 867, the whole South and 
the Border States had pronounced against it. They said, in effect, no 
Negro citizens nor voters ; no guaranty of civil rights to Negroes ; 
and all political power based on the counting of the full Negro popu
lation. The North, by 1 868, had ratified the Fourteenth Amendment 
unanimously, although New Jersey, Ohio and Oregon made attempts 
to reverse their decision, when Democrats gained power in those 
states. 

There was not only the vast final problem of economics and govern
ment-there was an immediate transition problem. In the interval 
during which the nation was awaiting the fate of the Fourteenth 
Amendment to the Constitu tion, what was to be the status of the 
South ? The South was in the midst of industrial, civil and political 
anarchy. Crime, force, and murder, disorganized and wandering labor
ers, unorganized industry, were widely in evidence. The United States 
as a sovereign nation could declare the Southern states, where rebellion 
had occurred, unorganized territory, and could rule them by civil 
government, backed by Federal police. By those who regarded the Con
stitution as a fetich, this might be pronounced sacrilegious, but to 
ordinary human beings i t  was by far the best and sanest thing that 
the nation could have done, and it would have saved the United 
States and the whole world untold inj ury, retrogression and world 
war. 

This was the plan of both Stevens and Sumner, and constitutional 
lawyers have pronounced it reasonable. With some reluctance, the 
nation refused to do this while the South and its friends howled in 
opposition. I t  was, one would have thought, an unhallowed attempt 
to rock the foundations of the universe and overthrow the kingdom 
of Almighty God. The refusal of the nation was chiefly because the 
new industry, the money-making financiers and organizers of a vast 
economic empire, hesitated at a government guardianship of labor 
and control of industry on a scale that might embarrass future free
dom of exploitation, and certainly would increase present taxation. 

Many advocates of abolition-democracy were also doubtful. They 
were still under the "freedom" cry of the eighteenth century and 
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obsessed by the American Assumption of the nineteenth. They were 
still, on the whole, afraid of the full logic of democracy and the ability 
of the state to secure servants as honest and efficient as private industry. 
Only their most courageous leaders dared all. 

The easiest way out, then, was to prolong the military rule already 
established as a necessity of the war. This was cheapest and easiest ; 
but also it  was of necessity temporary. It must be a step toward civil 
rule and it must inaugurate civil rule. The law of March 2, 1867, 
was enacted. It provided for Negro suffrage. What else could it have 
provided for ? If it had confined the vote to whites, not only would 
the anti-Negro legislation be confirmed, but the gift of additional 
political power to the South to be used against Northern industry 
and against democracy would be outright and irrevocable. Johnson 
vetoed the bill, and when it was passed over his veto, had recourse to 
executive action which would nullify it. Eventually it was this that 
led to the attempt to impeach him. 

Let us now, more in detail, study the facts of this development . The 
second session of the 39th Congress assembled in December, 1 866, with 
a distinct mandate from the people. This mandate called for the re
organization of the Southern states on the basis of the Fourteenth 
Amendment, and for the definiteness of this mandate the South had 
only itself and Andrew Johnson to blame. 

From 1864 to 1 868, by a succession of elections, with wide publicity 
on both sides, and unusually full discussion, national public opinion 
had come to these decisions by a large majority. 

1 .  The emancipated slave must be protected because he had helped 
save the Union which slavery had disrupted. 

2. The first protection for the slave was a legal status of freedom. 
This the South opposed in the fifteen former slave states, including 
the Border States. Four flatly refused to accept the Thirteenth Amend
ment. Three others accepted but only on condition that freedom should 
not imply full civil and political rights . Eight states accepted the Thir
teenth Amendment, but five of these and the three which accepted on 
condition, acted under pressure from Johnson, and their action ex
pressed the opinion of a minority of the former voting population, 
and for this reason these states feared to refer their action to popular 
approval. 

3. A legal status of freedom without actual civil rights would mean 
almost nothing. The answer of the South to a proposal of civil rights 
was the Black Codes, which established a new status of slavery with 
a modified slave trade. 

+ The Freedmen's Bureau and the Civil Rights Bill represented an 
attempt at Federal intervention to enforce freedom by Federal law. 
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The South bitterly opposed these attempts on the part of the national 
government and declared with Johnson that such attempts were un
constitutional. 

5. To set this point at rest, the Fourteenth Amendment was pro
posed which made Negroes citizens, guaranteed them civil rights by 
national law, and political rights, if they were counted as a basis of 
representation in Congress. The South promptly rej ected this overture 
unanimously, except in Tennessee, and there the majority of white 
voters had to be disfranchised before the acceptance was carried 
through. 

But behind all this, .and explaining this interest in the Negro on 
the part of most Northerners, was a growing conviction that an arro
gant South was returning to Congress with increased political power ; 
that its leaders were essentially the same men who had disrupted the 
Union and precipitated a costly and bloody war ; that there was no 
reason to suppose that these men had changed their convictions in the 
slightest or surrendered for a moment their determination to dominate 
the country, and fight monopoly in industry with monopoly in agricul� 
ture. 

In the face of their fatal failure, Southerners were demanding in
creased political power, and that political power could and in all prob
ability would be used for everything disadvantageous to the maj ority 
of the nation : it would be used against the spread of democratic ideals ;  
i t  would be used for further increasing the political power of the 
South ; it would be used against industry, property, and capital as 
buttressed by the tariff, the national banks, and the public debt. 

It was in vain that before, during and since the war, the North had 
offered to compromise with this unyielding bloc. There was only one 
defense against the power of the South and while that was revolution
ary and hitherto undreamed of, it was the only way, and it could 
not be stopped by the stubbornness of one narrow-minded man. That 
was Negro suffrage. 

Senator Sherman of Ohio said March I I , 1 867 : "A year ago I was 
not in favor of extending enforced Negro suffrage upon the South
ern states." 3 But the rej ection of the Fourteenth Amendment led him 
to give his support. 

There was evidently an understanding among the Republican Sen
ators and Representatives that if the legislatures of the Southern states 
organized under Johnson's scheme of Reconstruction accepted the 
Fourteenth Amendment and thus would say that either they would 
allow the Negro to vote o r, in case they did not allow him, would 
forego representation based upon his numbers ; then these states would 
be recognized and admitted to Congress. This was more than fair to 
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the South. Charles Sumner to be sure would not consent to it and 
Stevens did not like it ; but the industrial North was willing to throw 
the Negro over on these terms.4 

Howe.ver, with the exception of Tennessee, the Southern states re
j ected the Fourteenth Amendment almost unanimously and insisted 
upon the Black Codes, and accompanied their demand by widespread 
violence. 

Meantime in minor measures the sentiment for Negro suffrage was 
seen to be crystallizing. Colorado had sought admission in 1 866 and 
had less than mo Negroes. Sumner opposed the application because 
of the small population and chiefly because the suffrage was confined 
to white males. He spoke March 12 and 13, April 1 7, 19 and 24 on the 
subj ect. The bill passed the Senate despite Sumner. In the House, 
the attempt to strike out the word "white" as a qualification for voters 
was defeated. The President vetoed the bill on account of insufficient 
population. 

Next session, Sumner's amendment prevailed, but the President 
again vetoed the bill. Sumner made at the close of the session an un
successful attempt to make the same condition in the bill to admit 
Nebraska but failed ; the President did not sign that bill. At the next 
session, the bill with Negro suffrage was passed over the President's 
veto. Sumner opposed the admission of Tennessee because Negroes 
were denied the right to vote. He failed to influence public sentiment 
but made his opponents apologetic.5 

Sumner wrote to F. W. Bird, January I O, 1 867 :  "I think you will be 
satisfied with the result on Nebraska and Colorado. The declaration 
that there shall be no exclusion from the elective franchise on account 
of color is not in the form which I preferred ; but you have the declara
tion, which to my mind is a great gain. Is it not ? And thus ends 
a long contest, where at first I was alone. Mr. Stewart of Nevada, 
who is sitting near me, says that 'it cannot be said now that the 
Republican party is not committed to Negro suffrage.' You have ( l ) 
The District Bill ; (2) The Nebraska Bil l ;  (3) The Colorado Bill ; 
and (4) The Territorial Bill passed today, declaring that in the terri
tories there shall be no exclusion from the suffrage on account of 
color." 

In February, 1 867, from the Committee of Fifteen, Stevens pre
sented the leading Reconstruction measure. This measure declared 
that life and property were not safe in the former Confederate states, 
and that good order had to be enforced until loyal governments could 
be legally established. It divided the Confederate states into five mili
tary divisions : one, Virginia ;  two, North and South Carolina ; three, 
Georgia, Alabama and Florida ; four, Mississippi and Arkansas ; five, 
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Louisiana and Texas. A general with sufficient forces was to be as
signed to each of these districts. These generals might use the United 
States civil courts to enforce the laws, but if these were not effective, 
they might govern through military commissions. The sentences of 
commissions must be approved by the commanding officers. United 
States courts should issue no writs of habeas corpus against the acts 
of these commissions. 

This bill established martial law, after the President had declared 
the war was ended. It put the appointing of the district military masters 
in the hands of the General of the Army instead of the President, 
and suspended the writ of habeas corpus. Congress hesitated at these 
thorough-going terms. Blaine suggested an Amendment which would 
provide a way of escape from martial rule by promising admission 
when a state adopted the Fourteenth Amendment and provided for 
Negro suffrage. Stevens refused to accept this and the bill was passed 
February 13.  

The Senate began to consider the bill February 15,  and stayed in 
session until three o'clock in the morning. Resort was had to a party 
caucus, the Republican Senators meeting at 1 1  A . l\I., February 1 6. Sher
man, Sumner, Fessenden and four others were put on a sub-committee 
to revise the House bill, and remained in session a greater part of the 
afternoon. The bill was changed so as to restore the appointment of 
heads of the military districts, and adopt the Blaine amendment. The 
House had already passed Eliot's bill admitting Louisiana with Negro 
suffrage and Sumner wished that taken as a model . Sumner asked for 
Negro suffrage but only one of his committee supported him. At 5 

P.M. the caucus met and Sumner renewed his proposition, excluding 
discrimination as to race and color for the basis of suffrage. It was car
ried in the caucus, 15  to 13 or 14. This action committed the Republic
ans to the requirement of suffrage irrespective of race or color in the 
election of delegates to the Reconstruction conventions, and as the 
basis of suffrage for the constitutions of the rebel states . Senator Wil
son of Massachusetts said that "then and there i n  that small room, 
in that caucus, was decided the greatest pending question of the 
North American continent." 6 It was accepted by the caucus, although 
Fessenden was greatly displeased. He left the caucus and sought to 
defeat it by personal appeals. This led to an acrimonious debate in 
Congress, February 1 9, but the bill passed after a night's session at 
6 :22 Sunday morning, February 17. 

Congress had a difficult time passing this Reconstruction bill . The 
House rej ected the Senate bill and time was flying. Finally agreement 
was reached February 20 and Congress expired by limitation on 
March + The essential parts of the bill on Negro suffrage remained. 
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The President by taking the full time allowed by law in returning 
his veto would leave only two days for Congress to pass the bill over 
his veto. Johnson and Seward immediately saw this and the veto was 
held up to the last moment, reaching the House on the afternoon of 
March 2. The President said that the bill placed the people of ten 
states under the complete domination of military rulers ; these 
states had made provisions for the preservation of order, yet it was 
proposed to put them under military law; "the Negroes have not 
asked for the privilege of voting, and the vast maj ority of them have 
no idea of what it means" ; we carried on a four years' war to punish 
the "crime of defying a constitution ; if we now ourselves defy the 
constitution we prove that they were in fact fighting for Negro liberty." 

Stevens demanded immediate consideration of the veto but allowed 
�;hart statements from Democratic members who declared this b ill a 
death knell of republican liberty. 

One opponent declared that the bill should not pass unless he was 
"overpowered from physical exhaustion, or restrained by the rules of 
the House." Stevens, in closing the debate, said that he had listened 
to the ·gentlemen, because he appreciated "the melancholy feelings 
with which they are approaching this funeral of the nation," but as 
he desired the passage of the bill  he asked Mr. Blaine to move a sus
pension of the rules. Mr. Blaine accordingly made the motion, and 
after an ineffectual attempt at filibustering, the bill was passed over the 
veto by a vote of 135 yeas to 48 nays. The Senate speedily took similar 
action, and the Reconstruction bill became a law. 

As finally passed, the bill set up the five districts, declaring that no 
adequate protection for life and property existed there. The President 
instead of the General of the Army was to assign an army officer to 
each of these districts. These commanders might rule by martial law, 
but sentence of death had to be approved by the President. To escape 
from this regime, there must be universal suffrage without regard to 
race or color, and the framing of a state constitution with a conven
tion composed of delegates not disqualified by participation in rebel
lion. The constitution so adopted must provide for universal suffrage, 
and this constitution must be ratified by a majority of the voters. The 
constitution must also be approved by Congress. The state could not 
be admitted until the Fourteenth Amendment had been approved by 
three-fourths of the states of the United States. Thus Congress avoided 
making the admission of the states conditional upon their individual 
acceptance of the Fourteenth Amendment. 

Still Andrew Johnson was not beaten ; as commander-in-chief of 
the army he could execute the Reconstruction legislation and he could 
throw its interpretation into the courts with a good chance of favor-
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able decision ; j ust as the faltering attempt of Congress to give the 
Negroes land was at last utterly nullified by Johnson's edicts of resto
ration, so there was equal chance to frustrate Congress in restoring 
states' functions. 

Congress tried to tie Johnson's hands with the Tenure of Office Bill . 
It was introduced in December, 1 866. The Constitution gave the Presi
dent no express power to dismiss persons from office. But custom 
and logic had allowed it . The Republicans feared that by dismissal 
from office Johnson would gain control of the entire executive division 
of the government at a time of crisis. The bill proposed that all officers 
appointed with the consent of the Senate could be removed only with 
the consent of the Senate, except in the case of cabinet officers. The 
House insisted on including cabinet officers and finally the bill was 
passed providing that cabinet officers should hold their offices during 
the term of the President by whom they were appointed and one 
month thereafter ; during that time they could be removed only with 
the consent of the Senate. This measure went to the President on the 
20th of February, together with the Reconstruction bill, and was 
vetoed March 2. The veto argued, from statutes and uniform practice, 
that Congress had no power to force the President to retain in office 
against his j udgment subordinates whom he had appointed. 

Johnson said with curious logic : "Whenever administration fails, 
or seems to fail, in securing any of the great ends for which republican 
government is established, the proper course seems to be to renew 
the original spirit and forms of the Constitution itself." Who was to 
be the j udge of the "original spirit"-Andrew Johnson or the Con
gress ? Which was to yield ? Congress must yield to one stubborn, 
narrow-minded man or it was forced by the necessity of controlling 
the Executive, to adopt this revolutionary measure. 

Sumner said in December, 1866 : 
"It is possible that the President may be impeached. If we go for

ward and supersede the sham governments set up in the rebel states, 
we encounter the appointing power of the President, who would put 
in office men who sympathize with him. It is this consideration which 
makes ardent representatives say that he must be removed. Should this 
be attempted, a new question will be presented." 7 

Through fear of Johnson's actions, the 4oth Congress assembled in 
special session immediately after adj ournment of the 39th, so that 
Congress was practically in continuous session and there was no inter
regnum during which Johnson could exercise his uncurbed power. 

The new Congress immediately passed a supplementary Reconstruc
tion bill to implement the main measure. This bill laid down a plan 
of registration for all male citizens, twenty-one years of age and over, 
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who could take the oath of loyalty, and made it the duty of the com
manding generals to order elections and choose delegates for constitu
tional conventions. If the voters favored such conventions, constitutions 
were to be formed and if adopted transmitted to Congress. The whole 
machinery of election was placed in the hands of the commanding 
generals. 

The veto of this supplemental bill came immediately. The President 
in effect declared that the rise of the masses of black labor to political 
power was "an untried experiment" which "threatened" the whites 
with "even worse wrongs" than disfranchisement for attempted re
bellion, and made "their condition the most deplorable to which any 
people can be reduced." And this from the l ife-long man of the people 
and champion of the rights of the poor ! 

I t  was bad enough when Johnson confined himself to speeches, as 
at Antietam, but when he came to action, Congress was further 
aroused. First, June 20, he issued l iberal instructions concerning the 
loyal oath and the duty of commanding generals. He decided on advice 
of his .f\ttorney General, Stanbery, that those taking the oath of loyalty 
were j udges of their own honesty and could not be questioned by the 
Board of Registration ; that actual disfranchisement for rebellion could 
only be made valid by law or court decision. Disloyal sentiments alone 
did not involve disfranchisement. 

Moreover, i n  appointing generals, Johnson evidently proposed to 
appoint, as far as possible, generals who were sympathetic with the 
South. In July he removed Sheridan from Louisiana and Texas and 
appointed first General Thomas, a Virginia Democrat, in  his place, 
and finally General Hancock, a loyal follower of Johnson. The removal 
of Sheridan caused great excitement. The Loyal Legion held a great 
meeting asking for the immediate summoning of Congress and the 
deposition of the President. He replaced General Sickles in the Caro
linas with General Canby. Sheridan and Sickles were given posts in 
the North. 

These instructions were published June 20 and Congress replied by 
the Act of July 19, 1 867. This act specifically included Virginia, North 
Carolina, Louisiana and Arkansas in the states to be reconstructed ; it 
provided that all the so-called governments in the South should be sub
j ect to the orders of the District Commanders and the General of the 
army and not of the President. The bill made the Boards of Registration 
j udges of fact in regard to persons seeking to take the oath of loyalty 
and it extended the time limit for registration of voters. 

The bill passed the Houses July 13, and was vetoed July 19. John
son protested against the attempt of the Federal Government to carry 
on state governments, and especially against the invasion of the con-
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stitutional powers of the President. His words were bitter : "Whilst I 
hold the chief executive authority of the United States, whilst the 
obligation rests upon me to see that all the laws are faithfully executed, 
I can never willingly surrender that trust or the powers given for its 
execution. I can never give my assent to be made responsible for the 
faithful execution of laws, and at the same time surrender that trust 
and the powers which accompany it to any other executive officer, 
high or low, or to any number of executive officers." The bill was 
passed over the veto by both Houses by overwhelming majorities, 
and talk of impeachment started anew. 

The discussion which has raged round the Reconstruction legisla
tion is of the same metaphysical stripe characterizing all fetich-worship 
of the Constitution. If one means by "constitutional" something pro
vided for in that instrument or foreseen by its authors or reasonably 
implicit in its words, then the Reconstruction Acts were undoubtedly 
unconstitutional ; and so, for that matter, was the Civil War. In fact, 
the main measures of government during 1 861-1 870 were "unconstitu
tional." The only action possibly contemplated by the authors of the 
Constitution was secession ; that action, the constitutional fathers feared 
and deprecated, but their instrument did not forbid it and d istinctly 
implied the legality of a state withdrawing from the "more perfect 
un10n." 

Certainly no one could argue that the founders contemplated civil 
war to preserve the Union or that the Constitution was a pro-slavery 
document. Yet, unconstitutionally, the South made it a pro-slavery 
document and unconstitutionally the North prevented the destruction 
of the Union on account of slavery ; and after the war revolutionary 
measures rebuilt what revolution had disrupted, and formed a new 
United States on a basis broader than the old Constitution and dif
ferent from its original conception. 

And why not ? No more idiotic program could be laid down than 
to require a people to follow a written rule of government 90 years 
old, if that rule had been definitely broken in order to preserve the 
unity of the government and to destroy an economic anachronism. 
In such a crisis legalists may insist that consistency wi th precedent 
is more important than firm and far-sighted rebuilding. But mani
festly, it is not. Rule-following, legal precedence, and political consist
ency are not more important than right, j ustice and pla in common
sense. Through the cobwebs of such political subtlety, Stevens crashed 
and said that military rule must continue in the South until order 
was restored, democracy establ ished, and the poli t ical power built on 
slavery smashed . Further than this, both he and Sumner knew that 
land and education for black and white labor was necessary. 
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On the first day of the second session of the Thirty-Ninth Congress, 
Sumner was on hand with his bill for establishing universal suffrage 
in the District of Columbia. He had accepted a place on the Commit
tee of the District of Columbia, in addition to his other duties, to 
secure Negro suffrage. The Committee reported a bill in December, 
1 866. Reading and writing as a qualification was moved as an amend
ment but was rej ected by a vote of 1 5-19. Sumner voted "No." The 
bill did not reach a final vote but came up again December r o, 1 867, 
when it passed after four days' debate by a vote of 32-13. The next 
day it passed the House, and went to the President. 

Johnson and Seward, in the veto, kept hammering at the old thesis. 
Northern states will not allow Negro suffrage to be forced upon 
them against their will. The Negro population of the District has 
recently been greatly increased by migration. Their rights can be 
protected in the District without the right of suffrage, j ust as much 
as in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana, which refuse Negroes the right 
to vote. Because of slavery, the Negro is not as well fitted to vote as 
the intelligent foreigner. And yet five years' residence and a knowledge 
of our .government are required of the latter. 

The bill was re-passed over the President's veto, January 7, and 
after it  came the first proposal to impeach the President. "A great step 
along the path to universal suffrage without color distinctions has 
j ust been taken in the House of Representatives, in its session of the 
1 8th. The bill giving the right to vote to the blacks in the District of 
Columbia passed with a majority of r r4 to 54. An anxious crowd, 
of whites and blacks mixed, filled the galleries of the House and all 
the approaches to the Capitol, and the passage of the bill was hailed 
with a great outburst of frenzied applause." 8 

Three days after the 4oth Congress opened, Sumner offered a series 
of resolutions to provide homes and schools for freedmen. This sup
plemented the Freedmen's Bureau law and provided a permanent 
policy of national aid to education and economic redress of the rob
bery of slavery. The resolutions did not come to a vote ; Sumner then 
tried to amend the Reconstruction Acts of March 22 and July 19 by 
provisions for free schools in the South without discrimination as to 
race. A tie vote defeated this effort, although a majority of the Re
publicans stood by him. He tried again and failed July r r  and July 13. 
"His disappointment at his failure in 1 867 to secure schools and homes 
for the freedmen was so keen that he left the Senate chamber, and 
when he reached his house, his grief found vent in tears." 9 

Charles Sumner, frustrated in these demands, continued to direct 
the line of attack which he had initiated during the Civil War. He 
had in mind relief for free Negroes in the North as well as freedmen 
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in the South, and he was determined that petty race prej udice in the 
North should not escape attention because of the fight against slavery 
and its aftermath in the South. 

Early in the spring of 1 867, March I I , Stevens introduced a set of 
resolutions for the enforcement of the Confiscation Act of July 17, 
1 862, with preamble as follows : "Whereas it is due to j ustice, as an 
example to future times, that some proper pain should be inflicted 
on the people who constituted the 'Confederate States of America,' 
both because they declared an unj ust war against the United States 
for the purpose of destroying republican l iberty and permanently 
establishing slavery, as well as for the cruel and barbarous manner in 
which they conducted said war, in violation of al l  rules of civilized 
warfare, and also to compel them to make compensation for the dam
age and expense caused by said war, therefore : Be it enacted that all 
public lands belonging to the ten states that formed the so-called 
'Confederate States of America,' shall be forfeited by said states and 
become vested forthwith in the United States." The measure further 
provided as follows : "Section 2, that the President should proceed at 
once to condemn the property forfeited under the aforesaid Act of 
July 1 7, 1 862 ;  section 3, that a commission of appraisers be appointed 
to appraise said property ; section 4, that the land so seized and con
demned should be distributed among the slaves who had been made 
free by the war and constitutional amendments, and who were resid
ing on said land on the 4th of March, 1 861 ,  or since : to each head of a 
family 40 acres ; to each adult male whether head of a family or not, 
40 acres ; to each widow, head of a family, 40 acres ; to be held by 
them in fee simple, but to be inalienable for ten years after they should 
become so seized thereof. Section 5 provided for the raising of the sum 
of fifty dollars for each homesteader, to be used for the erection of a 
building on his homestead ; and that the further sum of five hundred 
million dollars be raised for the purpose of pensioning the veterans 
of the Union army." The bill contained several other sections dealing 
with the subj ect in connection with the main features as above set 
forth. 

Stevens called up this measure for consideration by the House on 
March 19, when he made one of his characteristic speeches, brilliant 
and pungent ; age seems never to have had any effect upon his mental 
vigor nor any tendency to modify his sharp invectives. Said he : "I 
am about to discuss the question of pain of belligerent traitors . . . . 
The pain of traitors has been wholly ignored by a treacherous execu
t ive and a sluggish Congress . . . .  I wish to make an issue before the 
American people and see whether they will sanction the perfect 
impunity of a murderous belligerent and consent that loyal men of 
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this nation who have been despoiled of their property shall remain 
without remuneration, either by rebel property or the property of the 
nation . To this issue, I desire to devote the small remainder of my 
life . . . .  No committee or party is responsible for this bill . Whatever 
merit it possesses is due to Andrew Johnson and myself." 

Andrew Johnson did not falter and began to pin his faith on the 
fall elections of 1867. On September 7, 1 867, Johnson extended full 
pardon to Confederates . His former proclamation, according to the 
Tribune, had "left about one hundred thousand citizens outside the 
amnesty, but this one leaves out one or two thousand." 

Undoubtedly at this t ime Johnson was being urged toward stronger 
counter-revolutionary measures. He entertained the idea of order
ing the military governors of the five Southern districts to enroll as 
voters the former Confederates whom he had included in his last 
Proclamation of Amnesty. Clemenceau said that when some of his 
Southern friends called on him, he admitted frankly that only the 
fear of being deposed prevented him from acting and he advised 
them t.o take the matter into court. 

To court the South flew. Johnson's provisional governor of Missis
sippi tried in the name of his state to enjoin the President from execut
ing the Reconstruction laws. The Supreme Court found in April, 
1867, that its i nterference would be improper. Thereupon Governor 
Jackson of Georgia sought to enj'oin the Secretary of War, the Gen
eral of the Army, and the District Commander in Georgia ; but the 
court decided it  had no j urisdiction. A second time Georgia went 
to the Supreme Court and failed. Finally, late in 1 867, W. H. McCardle 
of Mississippi, arrested by military authority under the Reconstruction 
acts, appealed from the Circuit to the Supreme Court, but Congress 
over the President's veto repealed the stature which allowed such an 
appeal, and by this revolutionary procedure made good its supreme 
power in Reconstruction over court and President. 

Radical newspapers published in October a statement that the 
President had told certain friends in Tennessee that he would resist 
by force if Congress attempted to impeach him. Johnson denied that 
he had said anything of the sort, but Republicans made much of the 
fact that Johnson had ordered cannon furnished to Swann, Gover
nor of Maryland, who like Johnson had been elected by the Republic
ans and had gone over to the Democrats. Swann asked the govern
ment to furnish him with cannon. Johnson gave Stanton the order 
to deliver the weapons needed. Stanton flatly refused. When General 
Grant took his place as Secretary of War, the Governor of Maryland 
renewed his request, which was again granted by Johnson and again 
refused by Grant. Finally, Swann made up his mind to buy the 
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cannon. Most of the officers serving in Swann's militia were former 
Confederates. 

During the fall campaign of 1 867, there was fear of panic in the 
air on account of the vast circulation of greenbacks and bank notes 
to the extent of a billion dollars. With money fluctuating in value, 
trade became a lottery. Higher protection was put on steel and woolen 
goods. But curiously enough, the Democrats in general avoided the 
tariff issue. They did not follow Johnson's attack on finance because 
they saw its inconsistency with the reaction of property in the South. 
Leaving the economic argument, they embraced with avidity race 
prej udice and concentrated their campaign on this . 

Clemenceau said, "The best point of attack for the Democrats is 
the Negroes. Any Democrat who did not manage to hint in his speech 
that the Negro is a degenerate gorilla, would be considered lacking 
in enthusiasm. The idea of giving political power to a lot of wild 
men, incapable of civilization, whose intelligence is no higher than 
that of the animal ! That is the theme of all Democratic speeches ." 1 0  

With this, of course, went fetich worship of the Constitution. 
Johnson looked forward with hope. October elections took place in 

Ohio and Pennsylvania and showed reaction toward the Democrats. 
In Ohio, R. B. Hayes, afterward president, ran against Allan G. 

Thurman, and Negro suffrage played a large part. Hayes denied 
the assertion that the government was a white man's government. 
"It is not the Government of .any class or sect or nationality or 
race . . • .  It is not the Government of the native born or of the 
foreign born, of the rich man or of the poor man, of the white man 
or of the colored man-it is  the Government of the freeman." The 
"monstrous inconsistency and inj ustice of excluding one-seventh of 
our population from all participation in a Government founded on 
the consent of the governed" was held to be impossible. There was no 
necessary antagonism between the two races which could not be 
broken down by j ustice and equality.11 

Hayes won by less than 3,000 votes, as compared with a Republican 
majority of 42,000 in 1866. Also, at the same time, the voters rej ected 
the Negro suffrage amendment by 38,000 votes, and elected a Demo
cratic legislature. There were, however, certain other elements. The 
Republicans had sought to disfranchise deserters from the army, and 
Ben Wade had aroused the bitter hostility of Southern elements in 
southern Ohio. 

Ohio expressed itself against the high tariff "to fill the pockets of 
Eastern monopolists," and in favor of agricultural labor, showing the 
peculiar contradiction in the minds of the voters. Johnson telegraphed 
Ohio : "Ohio has done its duty and done it in time. God bless Ohio." 
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Pennsylvania lost nearly the whole of its Republican maj ority of thirty 
thousand. In New York cannon were kept firing for two days. 

Most of the state elections came in November, and showed some 
reaction toward the Democrats but not so great as in October. The 
Republicans won in Massachusetts, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Missouri and Illinois, but were completely defeated in 
New York, New Jersey and Maryland. 

New Jersey refused to strike out the word "white" from the re
quirements for suffrage ; in New York, the Republicans did not dare 
to submit to popular vote the proposal to drop the property discrimina
tion against Negro voters. Maryland adopted a new registry law which 
gave the vote to whites only. 

On the other hand, during 1 867, Iowa and Dakota admitted Negroes 
to the ballot, and Minnesota in 1868. In this latter year Negroes were 
voting in all the New England states except Connecticut, in Iowa, 
Minnesota and Dakota-a total of 8 Northern states. The South and 
its friends had a right to charge that 8 other Northern states refused 
to enfranchise a class to which they were forcing the South to give 
the vote. 

In the third annual message of Andrew Johnson, December 3, 1 867, 
all masking of the Negro problem is removed. He is no longer evasive 
as to the relation of the black worker to the white worker and his 
whole economic argument is drowned in race hate. There i s  no sug
gestion that Negro soldiers or Negro property owners or Negroes who 
can read and write should have any political rights. He bases his 
whole argument flatly on the inferiority of the Negro race. 

"It is the glory of white men," he proclaims magniloquently, "to 
know that they have had these qualities in sufficient measure to build 
upon this continent a great political fabric and to preserve its stability 
for more than ninety years, while in every other part of the world 
all similar experiments have failed. But if  anything can be proved by 
known facts, i f  all reasoning upon evidence is not abandoned, it must 
be acknowledged that in the progress of nations, Negroes have shown 
less capacity for government than any other race of people. No inde
pendent government of any form has ever been successful in their 
hands. On the contrary, wherever they have been left to their own 
devices they have shown a constant tendency to relapse into barbarism. 
In the Southern States, however, Congress has undertaken to confer 
upon them the privilege of the ballot. Just released from slavery, it 
may be doubted whether as a class they know more than their ancestors 
how to organize and regulate civil society. Indeed, it is admitted that 
the blacks of the South are not only regardless of the rights of prop
erty, but so utterly ignorant of public affairs that their voting can 
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consist in nothing more than carrying a ballot to the place where they 
are directed to deposit it. 

"The great difference between the two races in physical, mental and 
moral characteristics will prevent an amalgamation or fusion of them 
together in one homogeneous mass. If the inferior obtains the ascend
ency over the other, it will govern with reference only to its own in
terests-for it will recognize no common interest-and create such 
a tyranny as this continent has never yet witnessed. Already the Ne
groes are influenced by promises of confiscation and plunder. They 
are taught to regard as an enemy every white man who has any re
spect for the rights of his own race. If this continues it must become 
worse and worse, until all order will be subverted, all industry cease, 
and the fertile fields of the South grow up into a wilderness. Of all 
the dangers which our nation has yet encountered, none are equal 
to those which must result from the success of the effort now mak
ing to Africanize the half of our country." 

It is easy to believe now that the idea that Andrew Johnson and the 
South planned a coup d'etat was fanciful . The point is that sane and 
thoughtful men at the time widely  believed it. No matter how in
credible it may seem to us, we must remember that this was a genera
tion to which it had seemed incredible that the South should secede. 
They had seen the incredible happen at fearful cost. It might happen 
again. The Republicans, therefore, refused to be frightened by the 
elections of 1867. Carl Schurz said that "I think that I do not exag
gerate that an overwhelming maj ority of the loyal Union men, North 
and South, saw in President Johnson a traitor bent upon turning 
over the national government to the rebels again, and ardently wish
ing to see him utterly stripped of power, not so much for what he 
had done, but for what, as they thought, he was capable of doing 
and likely to do." 

Impeachment proceedings now hurried forward. They had begun 
in December, 1866. On February 28, 1 867, the Committee on Judiciary 
had refused to recommend impeachment of the President but asked 
for further investigation. March 2, the Reconstruction Act passed, and 
March 7, impeachment was moved for the second time in the House. 
Johnson had notified the Senate of the suspension of Secretary Stanton 
in December, 1 867. Early the next year, the Senate refused to concur, 
Grant gave up the office, and Stanton resumed his duties. Stanton was 
dismissed again in February, 1 868, and the impeachment of Johnson 
was determined upon in March. 

The beginning of the attempt to impeach President Johnson was a 
memorable scene. Thaddeus Stevens made his speech February 16, 
1 868. He was hopelessly broken in health, and a hushed and expectant 
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audience listened to every word. He spoke with force and solemnity. 
"I doubt," said Charles Sumner, "if words were ever delivered to 
more effect." 1 2  He was a dying man and this was his last word. 

Who in 1 867 represented the considered will of the people of the 
United States ? Certainly not Andrew Johnson, backed by Northern 
copperheads and the supporters of a futile attempt at secession. Just 
as certainly two-thirds of the members of Congress, with the South 
excluded as it had been excluded for six terrible years, had a clear 
right to express the repeatedly registered popular will. 

The problem was a difficult one. When can a ruler rule in the 
United States ? The nation by overwhelming maj ority had declared 
for union, for emancipation to preserve the Union, for no increase in 
the political power of the white South, and for Negro suffrage to 
prevent this increased political power and reward Negro loyalty. 

This clear will of the maj ority of the people, represented in Congress, 
was frustrated by a President who repeatedly refused to obey the 
plain manQ,ate of the party which elected him. Johnson virtually de
clared Congress illegal because the South was unrepresented. Congress 
denied

. 
that a criminal could be his own j udge. Who could settle this 

dispute ? By the whole theory of party government, a President must 
be at least in general accord with his party. His utmost power should 
not go beyond a suspensory veto compelling a plebiscite. Yet no presi
dent in the history of the United States up to this time had used the 
veto power like Andrew Johnson to oppose the expressed will of the 
nation. In twenty-three cases, he opposed his will to the will of Con
gress, while Andrew Jackson, his closest competitor, made only eleven 
vetoes and pocket vetoes. Party responsibility in government was ab
solutely blocked at a time of crisis . Under any, even partial, theory 
of such responsibility, Johnson would have been compelled to resign ; 
but the antiquated constitutional requirements of a system of laws 
built for another age and for entirely different circumstances were 
now being applied to unforeseen conditions. 

The Constitution made the removal of the President contingent upon 
his committing "high crimes and misdemeanors ." Here then came 
a plain question of definition : was it a crime, in the j udgment of 
the people of the United States in 1 867, for a President to block the 
overwhelming will of a successful maj ority of voters during a period 
of nearly three years ? Stevens and those who followed him said that 
it was. They did not all pretend that Johnson was personally a crim
inal with treasonable designs, although some believed even that ; on 
the other hand it was clear even to man.y of Johnson's friends that 
he was "an unfit person to be President of the United States." 13 They 
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all did assert that he had broken the rules by which responsible gov
ernment could be carried on. 

The trial started March 30, 1 868, and ended May 6. Over two-thirds 
of the members of the United States House of Representatives, 35 
out of 54 Senators, and the great majority of the voters of the nation, 
outside the former slave states, agreed that Johnson should be removed 
from office. Whether they were right or wrong, the failure legally 
to convict Johnson has remained to frustrate responsible government 
in the United States ever since. But no President since Johnson has 
attempted indefinitely to rule in defiance of Congress. 

The leaders of abolition-democracy still pressed on. Sumner was 
especially active and destined for several more years of  active work. 

Thaddeus Stevens was near death, but to the very end he fought on. 
He wished to ask Congress to declare by law that no state had the 
right to forbid citizens of the United States from taking part in the 
national elections. 

Thaddeus Stevens died August 1 1 , 1 868, three weeks after the rati
fication of the Fourteenth Amendment was announced, and in his last 
breath and even after death, stood true to his principles. "Two colored 
clergymen called, and asked leave to see Stevens and pray with him. 
He ordered them to be admitted ; and when they had come to his 
bedside, he turned and held out his hand to one of them. They sang 
a hymn and prayed . . . .  It was then within ten minutes of midnight, 
and the end was to come before the beginning of the new day. He 
lay motionless for a few minutes, then opened his eyes, took one look, 
placidly closed them, and, without a struggle, the great commoner 
had ceased to breathe." 14 

Thaddeus Stevens was buried in a colored graveyard. Upon the 
monument there is the following inscription, prepared by himself : "I 
repose in this quiet and secluded spot, not from any natural preference 
for solitude, but finding other cemeteries limited as to race by charter 
rules, I have chosen this, that I might illustrate in my death the 
principles which I advocated through a long life, [ the] Equality of 
Man before his Creator." 

As Charles Sumner said : "Already he takes his place among illustri
ous names, which are the common property of mankind. I see him 
now, as I have so often seen him during life. His venerable form 
moves slowly and with uncertain steps ; but the gathered strength of 
years is in his countenance and the light of victory on his path. Poli
tician, calculator, time-server, stand aside ! a hero statesman passes to 
his reward ! "  1 5  

As a result of the legislation of the 39th and 4oth Congresses, the 
United States in 1 867 took a portentous forward step in democracy. 
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For the mass of the nation, it was a step taken under compulsion of 
fear, without deep forethought and with a rather didactic following 
out of certain conventional principles which made universal suffrage 
seem natural and inevitable. To the South, it was the price of that dis
aster of slavery and war which spelled its history from 1830 to 1865 ;  
and it was the only price adequate to that fatal mistake. 

To those men who were guiding American industry toward a new 
and fateful path, the Southern experiment was s imply a political move 
by which they silenced and held in check the tremendous political 
power built on slavery, which in many ways and for a generation 
had threatened the nation and checked its economic development. 

To a few far-seeing leaders of democracy this experiment appeared 
in its truer light. It was a test of the whole theory of American gov
ernment. It was a dictatorship backed by the military arm of the 
United States by which the governments of the Southern states were 
to be coerced into accepting a new form of administration, in which 
the freedmen and the poor whites were to hold the overwhelming 
balance of political power. As soon as political power was successfully 
delivered into the hands of these elements, the Federal government 
was to withdraw and full democracy ensue. 

The difficulty with this theory was the failure to realize that such 
dictatorship must last long enough really to put the mass of workers 
in power ; that this would be in fact a dictatorship of the proletariat 
which must endure until the proletariat or at least a leading united 
group, with clear objects and effective method, had education and ex
perience and had taken firm control of the economic organization of 
the South. Unfortunately, the power set to begin this dictatorship was 
the military arm of a government which more and more was falling 
into the hands of organized wealth, and of wealth organized on a 
scale never before seen in modern civilization. 

The new organization of Northern wealth was not comparable to 
the petty bourgeoisie which seized power after the overthrow of Euro
pean feudalism. It was a new rule of associated and federated mon
archs of industry and finance wielding a vaster and more despotic 
power than European kings and nobles ever held. It was destined to 
subdue not simply Southern agrarianism but even individual wealth 
and brains in the North which were creating a new petty bourgeoisie 
of small merchants and skilled artisans. 

It was inconceivable, therefore, that the masters of Northern indus
try through their growing control of American government, were 
going to allow the laborers of the South any more real control of 
wealth and industry than was necessary to curb the political power of 
the planters and their successors. As soon as the Southern landholders 
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and merchants yielded to the Northern demands of a plutocracy, at 
that moment the military dictatorship should be withdrawn and a 
dictatorship of capital allowed unhampered sway. 

We see this more clearly today than the nation of 1868, or any of its 
leaders, could possibly envisage it ; but even then, Northern industry 
knew that universal suffrage in the South, in the hands of Negroes j ust 
freed from slavery, and of white people still enslaved by poverty, could 
not stand against organized industry. They promptly calculated that 
the same method of controlling the labor vote would come in vogue 
in the South as they were already using in the North, and that the 
industry which used these methods must in the meantime cooperate 
with Northern industry ; that it could not move the foundation stones 
upon which Northern industry was consolidating its power ; that is, 
the tariff, the money system, the debt, and national in place of state 
control of industry. This would seem to be what the masters of ex
ploitation were counting upon and it certainly came true in the bar
gain of 1 876. 

Thus by singular coincidence and for a moment, for the few years 
of an eternal second in a cycle of a thousand years, the orbits of two 
widely and utterly dissimilar economic systems coincided and the re
sult was a revolution so vast and portentous that few minds ever fully 
conceived i t ;  for the systems were these : first, that of a democracy 
which should by uniYersal suffrage establish a dictatorship of the pro
letariat ending in industrial democracy ; and the other, a system by 
which a little knot of masterful men would so organize capitalism as 
to bring under their control the natural resources, wealth and indus
try of a vast and rich country and through that, of the world. For a 
second, for a pulse of time, these orbits crossed and coincided, but 
their central suns were a thousand light-years apart, even though the 
blind and ignorant fury of the South and the complacent Philistinism 
of the North saw them as one. 

Reconstruction was an economic revolution on a mighty scale and 
with world�wide reverberation. Reconstruction was not simply a fight 
between the white and black races in the South or between master 
and ex-slave. It was much more subtle ; it involved more than this. 
There have been repeated and continued attempts to paint this era as 
an interlude of petty politics or nightmare of race hate instead of view
ing it slowly and broadly as a tremendous series of efforts to earn a 
living in new and untried ways, to achieve economic security and to 
restore fatal losses of capital and investment. It was a vast labor move
ment of ignorant, earnest, and bewildered black men whose faces had 
been ground in the mud by their three awful centuries of degradation 
and who now staggered forward blindly in blood and tears amid petty 
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division, hate and hurt, and surrounded by every disaster of war an<l 
industrial upheaval. Reconstruction was a vast labor movement of 
ignorant, muddled and bewildered white men who had been disin
herited of land and labor and fought a long battle with sheer sub
sistence, hanging on the edge of poverty, eating clay and chasing slaves 
and now lurching up to manhood. Reconstruction was the turn of 
white Northern migration southward to new and sudden economic 
opportunity which followed the disaster and dislocation of war, and an 
attempt to  organize capital and labor on a new pattern and build a 
new economy. Finally Reconstruction was a desperate effort of a dis
lodged, maimed, impoverished and ruined oligarchy and monopoly to 
restore an anachronism in economic organization by force, fraud and 
slander, in defiance of law and order, and in the face of a great labor 
movement of white and black, and in bitter strife with a new capital
ism and a new political framework. 

All these contending and antagdnistic groups spoke different and 
unknown tongues ; to the Negro "Freedom" was God ; to the poor 
white "Freedom" was nothing-he had more than he had use for ; to 
the planter "Freedom" for the poor was laziness and for the rich, con
trol of the poor worker ; for the Northern business man "Freedom" 
was opportunity to get rich. 

Yet, with interpretation, agreement was possible here ; North and 
South agreed that laborers must produce profit ; the poor white and 
the Negro wanted to get the profit arising from the laborers' toil and 
not to divide it with the employers and landowners. When Northern 
and Southern employers agreed that profit was most important and 
the method of getting it second, the path to understanding was clear. 
When white laborers were convinced that the degradation of Negro 
labor was more fundamental than the uplift of white labor, the end 
was in sight. . 

Not only did all those factors becloud this extraordinary series of 
movements so that the truth of the matter in itself was baffling to ob
servers and interpreters-but over all has spread, to this day, a cloud of 
lying and slander which leaves historians and philosophers aghast and 
has resulted in a current theory of interpretation which pictures all 
participants as scoundrels, idiots and heroes-a combination humanly 
improbable and demonstrably untrue. 

One cannot study Reconstruction without first frankly facing the 
facts of universal lying; of deliberate and unbounded attempts to prove 
a case and win a dispute and preserve economic mastery and political 
domination by besmirching the character, motives, and commonsense, 
of every single person who dared disagree with the dominant philos
ophy of the white South. 
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The campaign of slander against "carpetbaggers" rose to a climax 
which included every Northern person who defended the Negro, and 
every Northern person in the South who was connected with the 
army or Freedmen's Bureau or with the institutions of learning, or 
who admitted the right of the Negro to vote or defended him in any 
way. It was the general, almost universal, belief that practically with
out exception these people were liars, j ailbirds, criminals and thieves, 
and the hatred of them rose to a crescendo of curses and filth. Later, 
this universal attack upon the carpetbaggers was modified considerably, 
and it was admitted that there were among them some decent and 
high-minded men, although most of them still were regarded as selfish 
stealers of public funds. 

On the other hand, so far as the Negro was concerned, almost no 
exceptions were admitted. It was easier to traduce him because every
one was ready to believe the worst and no reply was, for the moment, 
listened to. There was not a single great black leader of Reconstruc
tion against whom almost unprintable allegations were not repeatedly 
and definitely made without any attempt to investigate the reliability · 
of sources of information. 

For the first time in national history interstate migration became a 
crime. Hundreds of thousands of Southerners had gone North and 
West and had been welcomed and integrated into the various states 
despite their divergent ideas and alien heredity. But when there came 
a comparatively small number of Northerners into the South, they 
were reviled unless they conformed absolutely in thought and action 
with a dead past. 

The Northern whites were of many classes : former soldiers and 
officers, lingering in the South in connection with the army or the 
Freedmen's Bureau, or as investors and farmers. They were reenforced 
by an army of men who came South with small capital and in many 
cases succeeded in making their fortune. Most of these had no especial 
love for the Negroes. They had come into a white man's war, and now 
that the Negro was free, they were perfectly free to use him and to 
organize his industrial and political power for their own advantage. 

Many of these were agents for capital and went down from the 
North with something of the psychology of modern investment in 
conquered or colonial territory : that is, they brought the capital ; they 
invested i t ;  they remained in charge to oversee the profits ; and they 
acquired political power in order to protect these profits. 

On the other hand, there were teachers who came down from the 
North, army chaplains, social workers and others, who whole-heartedly 
went into the new democracy to the limit. Extraordinary persons stood 
forth in this role, like General Fisk and Erastus Cravath at Nashville, 
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Edmund Ware at Atlanta, General Armstrong at Hampton, and 
dozens of others. They were crusaders in a great cause and meticu
lously honest. Naturally, . their numbers were comparatively small. 
They reached primarily students, teachers and preachers among the 
Negroes and only incidentally the class of field hands. 

It was a battle between oligarchy whose wealth and power had been 
based on land and slaves on the one hand ; and on the other, oligarchy 
built on machines and hired labor. The newly organized industry of 
the North was not only triumphant in the North but began pressing 
in upon the South ; its advance guard was represented by those small 
Northern capitalists and officeholders who sought to make quick 
money in raising cotton and taking advantage of the low-priced labor 
and high cotton prices due to the war famine. 

The labor on the market, instead of being owned like the slaves or 
excluded from competition like the poor whites, suddenly found itself 
bid for and offered not only money wages, but political power and 
social status. The bidders had no realization at first how high their 
labor bids were in Southern custom ; they were offering something 
below · the current price of labor in all civilized lands ; the Northern 
United States, England, France, most of Germany and parts of Italy 
were giving labor some voice in governing and a money wage con
tract. 

To the plantation planters such a wage contract was economic heresy 
and social revolution. It was blasphemy and eternal damnation to 
them, and they fought by every conceivable weapon-political power, 
social influence, murder, assassination and systematic lying. 

The mass of poor whites were in an anomalous position. Those of 
them who were intelligent or had during slavery accumulated any 
capital or achieved any position, had always attached themselves in 
sympathy and interest to the planter class. This ·meant that the mass 
of ignorant poor white labor had practically no intelligent leadership. 
Only here and · there were there men, like Hinton Helper, who were 
actual leaders of the poor whites against the planters. The poor white 
was in a quandary with regard to emancipation. He had viewed slav
ery as the cause of his own degradation, but he now viewed the free 
Negro as a threat to his very existence. Suppose that freedom for the 
Negro meant that Negroes might rise to be landholders, planters and 
employers ? The poor whites thus might lose the last shred of respecta
bility. They had been used to seeing certain classes of the black slaves 
above them in economic prosperity and social power. But after all, 
they were still Negroes and slaves. Now that freedom had come, poor 
whites were faced by the dilemma of recognizing the Negroes as 
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equals or of bending every effort to still keep them beneath the white 
mass in income and social power. 

Here and there certain leaders appeared among the planters, among 
the more intelligent of the poor whites, and even among the masses, 
who looked toward political combination and economic alliance with 
the Negro. Such persons, the Southerners called "scalawags," but they 
were in fact that part of the white South who saw a vision of democ
racy across racial lines, and who were willing to build up a labor party 
in opposition to capitalists and landholders . They were, therefore, 
especially to be feared and were endlessly reviled. They were forced 
into certain extreme positions as compared with the carpetbagger and 
the planter. Men like Hunnicutt of Virginia asked not only political 
rights, but full social equality for the Negroes, and taunted planters 
and the carpetbaggers when they did not dare advocate this. 

When Andrew Johnson said in his veto of the Reconstruction bill, 
March 2, 1867 : "The Negroes have not asked for the privi lege of vot
ing;  the vast majority of them have no idea what it means," he was 
exaggerating. Negroes had certainly voted, not only in the North but 
in  South Carolina in the eighteenth century and in North Carolina, 
Louisiana and Tennessee in the nineteenth. They had asked to vote in 
the South repeatedly since Emancipation. The difference that now 
came was that an indefinitely larger number of Negroes than ever 
before was enfranchised suddenly, and 99% of them belonged to the 
laboring class, whereas by law the Negroes who voted in the early 
history of the country were for the most part property holders, and 
prospective if not actual constituents of a petty bourgeoisie. 

When freedom came, this mass of Negro labor was not without in
telligent leadership, and a leadership which because of former race 
prej udice and the present Color Line, could not be divorced from the 
laboring mass, as had been the case with the poor whites. The group 
of intelligent, free Negroes in Washington, Richmond, Charleston 
and especially New Orleans, had accumulated some wealth and some 
knowledge of group cooperation and initiative. Almost without ex
ception, they accepted the new responsibility of leading the emanci
pated slaves, unselfishly and effectively. Free Negroes from the North, 
most of whom had been born in the South and knew conditions, came 
back in considerable numbers during Reconstruction, and took their 
place as leaders. The result was that the Negroes were not, as they are 
sometimes painted, s imply a mass of densely ignorant toilers. The 
rank and file of black labor had a notable leadership of intelligence 
during Reconstruction times. 

It was, however, a leadership which was not at all clear in its eco
nomic thought. On the whole, it believed in the accumulation of 
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wealth and the exploitation of labor as the normal method of eco
nomic <levelopment. But it also believed in the right to vote as the 
basis and defense of economic life, and gradually but surely it was 
forced by the demand of the mass of Negro laborers to face the prob
lem of land. Thus the Negro leaders gradually but certainly turned 
toward emphasis on economic emancipation . They wanted the Negro 
to have the right to work at a decent rate of wages, and they expected 
that the right to vote would come when he had sufficient education 
and perhaps a certain minimum of property to deserve it. It was this 
among other things that was the cause of the tremendous push toward 
education which the Negroes exhibited. 

On the other hand, their desire for economic enfranchisement, for 
real abolition of slavery, had been affronted by the Black Codes. They 
were scared and hampered in the very beginning of their freedom by 
these enactments and by the way in which these and other laws were 
executed. 

The government replied before the death of Abraham Lincoln with 
government guardianship in the shape of the Freedmen's Bureau. This 
bureau never had a real chance to organize and function properly. It 
was hastily organized. It had to use the persons at hand and on the 
ground largely for its personnel. It had at first no government appro
priations and in the end only limited appropriations and it was always 
faced by the probability of quick dissolution. It was surrounded from 
the beginning by the spirit which enacted the Black Codes. Southerners 
were desperately opposed to it because it stood between them and the 
exploitation of labor toward which they were impelled by their losses 
and the high price of cotton. If they had been allowed to exploit and 
drive black labor after the war, many Southerners despite their losses 
could have partially recouped their fortunes. But here came an or
ganization which demanded money wages of em.ployers who had no 
money, and demanded the modern treatment of labor from former 
slave drivers. 

Beside the Freedmen's Bureau and before i t, there was the chance 
for the Negroes to seek the advice of their former masters and in 
many cases this was willingly and wisely given, particularly in the 
case of masters ready to assist a new economic regime ; but it was 
hindered by several considerations. First, any new union between 
former masters and Negroes was rekindling the old enmity and 
j ealousy of the poor whites against any combination of the white em
ployer and the black laborer which would again exclude the poor 
white. The planter, therefore, had to be careful of any open sympathy 
or cooperation with the black laborer. Already his ranks had been 
decimated by war and his social status threatened by poverty. Then, 
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too, insofar as the black laborer was guided by the Freedmen's Bureau, 
by Northern philanthropy and by Northern capital, he brought upon 
himself the bitter enmity of the former master ; so that on the whole, 
while there was considerable advice and help from the former master, 
in the long run it did not and could not amount to much. 

Then, too, we must remember that these former slaveholders did 
not believe that Negroes could advance in freedom. They knew, of 
course, that some could, but even if these could, how could white men 
and masters cooperate with them ? The whole trend of teaching had 
been that this was utterly impossible. If Negroes succeeded and in
sofar as they did, it would lead straight to social equality and amal
gamation ; and if they did not succeed it would lead to deterioration 
in culture and civilization. 

The real economic battle, then, lay finally in a series of attempted 
compromises between planters, carpetbaggers, scalawags, poor white 
laborers and Negroes. First, the planters moved toward the political 
control of Negroes to fix their economic control. This the poor whites, 
had of course feared and their fears were voiced repeatedly by Andrew 
Johnson. Many people in the North looked upon this as a possible and 
threatening answer to the enfranchisement of the blacks. The com
bination was frustrated because the carpetbaggers offered the Negroes 
better terms ; offered them the right to vote and to hold office and 
some economic freedom. When this economic freedom looked toward 
landholding and higher wages, it could be accomplished only at the 
expense of the employing class, and so far as Negro labor accepted, as 
it had to accept the offer of the carpetbaggers and scalawags, it alien
ated the planters, and not only that, but it frightened the poor whites. 

Here again, as in the case of slavery, there was a combination in 
which the poor whites seemed excluded, unless they made common 
cause with the blacks. This union of black and white labor never got 
a real start. First, because black leadership still tended toward the 
ideals of the petty bourgeois, and white leadership tended distinctly 
toward strengthening capitalism. The final move which rearranged all 
these combinations and led to the catastrophe of 1 876, was a combina
tion of planters and poor whites in defiance of their economic interests ; 
and with the use of lawless murder and open intimidation. It was a 
combination that could only have been stopped by government force ; 
and the army which was the agent of the Federal Government was 
sustained in the South by the organized capital of the North. All that 
was necessary, then, was to satisfy Northern industry that the new 
combination in the South was essentially a combination which aimed 
at capitalistic exploitation on conventional terms. The result was the 
withdrawal of military support and the revolutionary suppression not 
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only of Negro suffrage but of the economic development of Negro 
and white labor. 

It was not until after the period which this book treats that white 
labor in the South began to realize that they had lost a great oppor
tunity, that when they united to disfranchise the black laborer they 
had cut the voting power of the laboring class in two. White labor in 
the Populist movement of the eighties tried to realign the economic 
warfare in the South and bring workers of all colors into united op
position to the employer. But they found that the power which they 
had put in the hands of the employers in 1876 so dominated political 
life that free and honest expression of public will at the ballot-box was 
impossible in the South, even for white men. They realized that it 
was not simply the Negro who had been disfranchised in 1876, it was 
the white laborer as well. The South had since become one of the 
greatest centers for exploitation of labor in the world, and labor suf
fered not only in the South but throughout the country and the world 
over. 

Curious and contradictory has been the criticism and comment ac
companying this great controversy and revolution of 1866-1876. Floods 
of tears and sentiment have been expended on the suffering and 
disillusionment of the slave baron, while the equally great losses of 
Northern and Southern labor have been forgotten. And above all, 
the plight of the most helpless victims of the situation, the black 
freedmen, has been treated with callous and hardened j udgments, 
cemented with hate. The Northern business man has j ustly been ac
cused of being motivated, during this period, chiefly by greed and 
profit. But the profit and greed of the slaveholder which caused the 
whole catastrophe, and of the planter who forced an unj ust and still 
dangerous solution, has been sicklied o'er with sentiment. 

In all this, one sees the old snobbery of class j udgment in new form 
-tears and sentiment for Marie Antoinette on the scaffold, but no 
sign of grief for the gutters of Paris and the fields of France, where 
the victims of exploitation and ignorance lay rotting in piles. 

The South, after the war, presented the greatest opportunity for a 
real national labor movement which the nation ever saw or is likely 
to see for many decades. Yet the labor movement, with but few ex
ceptions, never realized the situation. It never had the intelligence or 
knowledge, as a whole, to see in black slavery and Reconstruction, the 
kernel and meaning of the labor movement in the United States. 

After Lincoln's assassination, the General Council of the Interna
tional Workingmen's Association, under Karl Marx, sent an address 
to Andrew Johnson : 

"After a gigantic Civil War, which if we consider its colossal ex-
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tension and its vast scenes of action, seems in comparison with the 
Hundred Years '  War and the Thirty Years' War and the Twenty
three Years' War of the Old World scarcely to have lasted ninety days, 
the task, Sir, devolves upon you to uproot by law what the sword has 
felled, and to preside over the more difficult work of political recon
struction and social regeneration. The profound consciousness of your 
great mission will preserve you from all weakness in the execution of 
your stern duties. You will never forget that the American people at 
the inauguration of the new era of the emancipation of labor placed 
the burden of leadership on the shoulders of two men of labor
Abraham Lincoln, the one, and the other, Andrew Johnson." 16 

In 1865, September, another address over the signature of Marx de
clared boldly : "Inj ustice against a fraction of your people having been 
followed by such dire consequences, put an end to it. Declare your 
fellow citizens from this day forth free and equal, without any re
serve. If you refuse them citizens' rights while you exact from them 
citizens' duties, you will sooner or later face a new struggle which will 
once more drench your country in blood." 

The National Labor Union of workers was organized at Baltimore, 
Maryland, August 20, 1866. There were sixty delegates and on their 
banner was inscribed "Welcome to the sons of toil from the North, 
East, South and West." An address was issued on cooperation, trade 
unions, apprenticeship, strikes, labor of women, public land and politi
cal action. As to the Negroes, the union admitted that i t  was unable 
to express an opinion which would satisfy all, but the question must 
not be allowed to pass unnoticed. The Negro worker had been neg
lected. Cooperation of the African race in systematic organization must 
be secured. Otherwise, Negroes must act as scabs, as in the case of the 
colored caulkers, imported from Virginia to Boston, during the strike 
on the 8-hour question. There should be no distinction of race or na
tionality, but only separation into two great classes : laborers and those 
who live by others ' labor. Negroes were soon to be admitted to citizen
ship and the ballot. Their ballot strength would be of great value to 
union labor. If labor did not accept them, capital would use the Negro 
to split white and black labor, j ust as the Austrian government had 
used race dissension. Such a lamentable situation should not be al
lowed to develop in America. Trade unions, eight-hour leagues, and 
other groups should be organized among Negroes. 

Here was a first halting note. Negroes were welcomed to the labor 
movement, not because they were laborers but because they might be 
competitors in the market, and the logical conclusion was either to 
organize them or guard against their actual competi tion by other 
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methods. It was to this latter alternat ive that white American labor 
a lmost unani mously t u rned. 

This was manifest at the second annual  meet ing in Chicago in 1 807, 
where the Negro problem was debated more fra nk ly and less success
fully. The President cal led attention to Negroes whose emancipation 
had given them a new position in the labor world. They wo uld now 
come in competition with white labor. He suggested that the best way 
to meet this situation was to form trade unions among Negroes. A 
committee of three on Negro labor was selected. The Committee on 
Negro Labor reported that having had the subj ect under consideration, 
and after having heard the suggestions and opinions of several mem
bers of this convention-pro and con-they had arrived at the follow
ing conclusions : 

"That, while we feel the importance of the subj ect, and realize the 
danger in the future of competition in mechanical Negro labor, yet 
we find the subj ect involved in so much mystery, and upon it so wide 
diversity of opinion amongst our members, we believe that it is in
expedient to take action on the subj ect in this National Labor Con
gress . .  

"Resolved, that the subj ect of Negro labor be laid over till the next 
session of the National Labor Congress . . . .  " 

The report of this committee brought a whirlwind of discussion 
which lasted throughout the whole day : 

"The Negro will bear to be taught his duty, and has already stood 
his ground nobly when a member of a trades' union . . . .  

"Did not like to confess to the world that there was a subj ect ·.vith 
which they were afraid to cope . . . .  

"This very question was at the root of the rebellion, which was the 
war of the poor white men of the South, who were forced by the 
slaveholders into the war . . . .  

"In New Haven, there were a number of respectable colored me
chanics, but they had not been able to induce the trades' unions to 
admit them . . . .  Was there any union in the states which would 
admit colored men ? 

"The colored man was industrious, and susceptible of improvement 
and advancement . . . .  

"There was no need of entering on any discussion of the matter. 
"There was no necessity for the foisting of the subj ect of colored 

labor, or the appointment of a committee to report thereon . . . .  The 
blacks would combine together of themselves and by themselves, 
without the assistance of whites. God speed them ; but let not the 
whites try to carry them on their shoulders . . . .  
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"Time enough to talk about admitting colored men to trades' unions 
and to the Congress when they applied for admission . . . .  

"Whites striking against the blacks, and creating an antagonism 
which will kill off the trades' unions, unless the two be consolidated. 
There is no concealing the fact that the time will come when the 
Negro 'will take possession of the shops if we have not taken posses
sion of the Negro. If the workingmen of the white race do not con
ciliate the blacks, the black vote will be cast against them.' 

"The capitalists of New England now employ foreign boys and girls 
in their mills, to the almost entire exclusion of the native-born popula
tion. They would seek to supplant these by colored workers . . . . 

"Little danger of black men wanting to enter trades' unions any 
more than Germans would try to join the English societies in Amer-
. " 1 7  1ca . . . .  

The whole question was finally dodged by taking refuge in the fact 
that the constitution invited "all labor." 

Sylvis, President of the International Labor Movement, spoke out in  
1 868 on slavery : 

"Whatever our opinions may be as to immediate causes of the war, 
we can all agree that human slavery (property in man) was the first 
great cause ; and from the day that the first gun was fired, it was my 
earnest hope that the war might not end until slavery ended it. No 
man in America rej oiced more than I at the downfall of Negro slavery. 
But when the shackles fell from the limbs of those four millions of 
blacks, it did not make them free men ; it simply transferred them 
from one condition of slavery to another ; it placed them upon the 
platform of the white working men, and made all slaves together. I 
do not mean that freeing the Negro enslaved the white ; I mean that 
we were slaves before ; always have been, and that the abolition of the 
right of property in man added four millions of black slaves to the 
white slaves of the country. We are now all one family of slaves to
gether, and the labor reform movement is a second emancipation proc
lamation." 18 

In the meeting of the National Labor Union in New York in 1868, 
there was no mention of Negroes, but in 1869 at Philadelphia among 
142 representatives, there appeared nine Negroes representing various 
separate Negro unions and organizations. This pointed a way out 
which labor eagerly seized. Contrary to all labor philosophy, they 
would divide labor by racial and social lines and yet continue to talk 
of one labor movement. Through this separate union, Negro labor 
would be restrained from competition and yet kept out of the white 
race unions where power and discussion lay. A resolution was adopted 
saying that the National Labor Union would recognize neither color 
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nor sex in the question of the rise of all labor, and the colored laborers 
were urged to form their own organizations and send delegates to the 
next conference. The Negroes responded and declared that all Negroes 
wanted was a fair chance and no one would be the worse ofI for giv
ing it. Isaac Myers, their leader, said : "The white laboring men of the 
country have nothing to fear from the colored laboring men. We de
sire to see labor elevated and made respectable ; we desire to have the 
highest rate of wages that our labor is worth ; we desire to have the 
hours of labor regulated as well to the interest of the laborer as to 
the capitalist. Mr. President, American citizenship for the black man is 
a complete failure if he is proscribed from the workshops of the coun
try." 1 9  

In 1869, the General Council of the National Working-Men's Asso
ciation sent a letter signed by Karl Marx to the President of the Na
tional Labor Union. 

"The immediate tangible resul t  of the Civil War was of course a 
deterioration of the condition of American Workingmen. Both in the 
United States and in Europe the colossal burden of a public debt was 
shifted· from hand to hand in order to settle it upon the shoulders of 
the working class. The prices of necessaries, remarks one of your 
statesmen, have risen 78 per cent since 1860, while the wages of simple 
manual labor have risen 50 and those of skilled labor 60 per cent. 
'Pauperism,' he complains, 'is increasing in America more rapidly than 
population.' Moreover the sufferings of the working class are in glar
ing contrast to the new-fangled luxury of financial aristocrats, shoddy 
aristocrats and other vermin bred by the war. Still the Civil War 
offered a compensation in the liberation of the slaves and the impulse 
which it thereby gave your own class movement. Another war, not 
sanctified by a sublime aim or a social necessity, but like the wars of 
the Old World, would forge chains for the free workingmen instead of 
sundering those of the slaves.' ' 20 

Sylvis, President of the International Labor Movement, acknowl
edged this letter but said nothing about slavery, confining himself to 
attacking the monied aristocracy. 

Thus American labor leaders tried to emphasize the fact that here 
was a new element ; new not in the sense that it had not been there,
it had been there all the time-but new in the sense that the Negro 
worker must now be taken account of, both in his own interest and 
particularly in their interest. He was a competitor and a prospective 
under-bidder. Then difficulties appeared ; the white worker did not 
want the Negro in his unions, did not believe in him as a man, dodged 
the question, and when he appeared at conventions, asked him to 
organize separately ; that is, outside the real labor movement, in spite 
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of the fact that this was a contradiction of all sound labor policy. 
As the Negro laborers organized separately, there came slowly to 

realization the fact that here was not only separate organization but a 
separation in leading ideas ; because among Negroes, and particularly 
in the South, there was being put into force one of the most extraordi
nary experiments of Marxism that the world, before the Russian revo-
1 ution, had seen. That is, backed by the military power of the United 
States, a dictatorship of labor was to be attempted and those who were 
leading the Negro race in this vast experiment were emphasizing the 
necessity of the political power and organization backed by protective 
military power. 

On the other hand, the trade union movement of the white labor 
in the North was moving away from that idea and moving away from 
politics. They seemed to see a more purely economic solution in their 
demand for higher wages and shorter hours. Ira Stewart spoke for 
"men who labor excessively . . .  robbed of all ambition to ask for 
anything more than will satisfy their bodily necessities, while those 
who labor moderately have time to cultivate tastes and create wants in 
addition to mere physical comforts." 2 1 But Stewart was not thinking of 
Negroes and only once barely mentioned them : 

"That we rej oice that the rebel aristocracy of the South has been 
crushed, that we rej oice that beneath the glorious shadow of our vic
torious flag men of every clime, lineage and color are recognized as 
free. But while we will bear with patient endurance the burden of the 
public debt, we yet want it to be known that the workingmen of 
America will in future claim a more equal share in the wealth their 
industry creates in peace and a more equal participation in the privi
leges and blessings of those free institutions, defended by their man
hood on many a bloody field of battle . . . .  " 

Not a word was said of Negro suffrage and the need of the labor 
vote, black and white, if the demands of labor were to be realized. In
deed, at the very time that Southern labor was about to be enfran
chised, Northern labor realized that the right to vote meant little under 
the growing dictatorship of wealth and corporate control . It made lit
tle difference what laws were made as long as their interpretation by 
the courts and administration was dictated by capital. Some proposed, 
therefore, to fight their battle out directly with the employer, on the 
one battle ground of economic bargaining, with strikes, violence and 
secret organization as the methods. 

The National Labor Union veered from consumers' and producers' 
cooperation into a fight to control credits and capital and afterward 
through the Greenback party into an attempt to gain these ends by 
manipulating money. With falling prices and unemployment directly 
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after the war, and rising prices and normal employment in 1 868- 1 873, 
labor leaders became increasingly petty bourgeois and turned thei r 
backs on black labor. Farmers organized the Grange but not for black 
farm tenants and laborers,

. 
not for the struggling peasant proprietors 

among the freedmen. The Knights of Labor did not turn their atten
tion to Negroes until after 1 876. 

There was, too, no rapprochement between the liberal revolt against 
big industry and Northern labor. Horace Greeley, a pioneer of the 
labor leaders, drew little labor support. The labor leaders went into 
the labor war of 1877 having literally disarmed themselves of the power 
of universal suffrage. And thus in 1 876, when Northern industry with
drew military support in the .South and refused to support longer the 
dictatorship of labor, they did this without any opposition or any in
telligent comprehension of what was happening on the part of the 
Northern white worker. 

Labor and Negro history illustrate these paradoxes. For instance in 
i869, there came up the celebrated case of Lewis H. Douglass, the son 
of Frederick Douglass, who worked in the government printing office 
and wa� not allowed to join the Printers' Union. Rather than face the 
question, the matter was postponed for three years and all sorts of 
excuses given. This and other cases led and practically compelled the 
Negroes to form not only separate local trade unions but to work 
toward a separate national organization. White labor was organizing 
to fight against the new industrial oligarchy, which was growing in 
the North ; but i t  was this same oligarchy which in i ts own self-defense 
had forced the South to accept Negro suffrage, allying itself tempora
rily with the abolition-democratic movement in the North. 

This placed the white and black labor movement in a singularly 
contradictory position. The alliance of the black labor movement with 
the Republican Party was simply the political si�e of an economic 
fact. The Republican Party had given the black man the right to vote. 
This right to vote he was going to use to better his economic and 
social position. To oppose the Republican Party, then, was to oppose 
his own economic enfranchisement. 

On the other hand, the white Labor Party had allied themselves 
with the Democrats, chiefly because the Democratic Party had op
posed the "Know-nothing Party." The anti-foreign immigration move
ment was now the only organized political opposition to the great in
dustrial forces represented by the Republicans in the North. It repre
sented in some degree and voiced the radical demands of the West for 
low tariff and cheap money ; but it was at the same time violently 
opposed to the new enfranchisement of black labor in the South. These 
two sets of facts alone put white and black labor in direct opposition, 
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and because their leaders did not altogether understand the basis of 
this opposition, it made the attempt to achieve a common platform 
for white and black workers exceedingly difficult, especially when the 
anomalous position of tpe Northern Negro worker was taken into 
account. 

Negro leaders, naturally, resented the attack made by white labor 
organizations on the Republican Party. Nor did they understand how 
far this new Southern labor government was dependent on Northern 
industrial reaction and capitalistic oligarchy. Northern labor was 
equally ignorant and did not dream that in the South the Republican 
Party was par excellence the party of labor. 

This matter came to a crisis at the meeting of the National Labor 
Union in Cincinnati in 1 870. A number of Negroes were present, in
cluding Isaac Myers, Josiah Weirs and Peter H. Clark. John M. 
Langston wanted to speak, but the labor leaders opposed him because 
he was a Republican politician. The motion to grant him the privilege 
to speak was lost by a vote of 29 to 23. There was excitement. Weirs 
remarked that a Democrat had been allowed to speak and that he 
regarded the Republican Party as a friend of the workingman. Myers 
lauded the Republicans amid cries of approval and disapproval. Sena
tor Pinchback, colored leader of Louisiana, was also denied the privi
lege of the floor. Nevertheless, in the resolutions adopted after much 
debate, it was said, "The highest interest of our colored fellow-citizens 
is with the workingmen, who, like themselves, are the slaves of capital 
and politicians." 

The Negroes, especially the Northern artisans, tried to keep in 
touch with the white labor movement. In September, 1 870, Sella Mar
tin, a colored man, went as delegate of the colored workers to the 
World Labor Congress in Paris. In 1871 , the International Working
men's Association, with its headquarters in London, and under the 
influence of Karl Marx, began to organize labor in the United States 
on a large scale, and in a parade held in New York in 1 871 ,  Negro 
organizations appeared. 

The international movement, however; took no real root in America. 
Even the white National Labor Union began losing ground and ceased 
to be active after 1 872. The main activity of the International was in  
the North ; they seemed to have no dream that the place for its most 
successful rooting was in the new political power of the Southern 
worker. 

Negroes, however, increased their attempts to organize and to think 
in groups . In 1 865, an Equal Rights League met in Pennsylvania and 
tried to influence Negroes to secure real estate and give their sons 
business education. 
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In the District of Columbia, in 1 867, a meeting of colored workers 
took place. They asked Congress to secure equal apportionment of 
employment to white and colored labor. Their petition was printed 
and a committee of fifteen was appointed to c irculate it . In 1868 a sim
ilar petition was sent to Congress asking for equal share in work on 
public improvements authorized by law. There was a state colored con
vention in Indiana in 1865, another one in Pennsylvania in 1866, and 
in July, 1869, a Negro convention was held in  Louisville, Kentucky, as 
a result of the agitation for immigrant workers. At this last con
vention there were 250 delegates who discussed political, economic and 
educational matters. They asked for the final abolition of slavery, equal 
education, rights in the courts, equality of taxation, the ratification of 
the Fifteenth Amendment. They recommended the purchase of land 
and the learning of trades. 

A national convention of Negroes met in Washington in January, 
1869. This convention was more really national than most Negro 
conventions hitherto. I t  was not simply a convention of Southern 
Negroes as that at Louisville, nor of Northern Negroes like the vari
ous conventions at Philadelphia and New York. In 1869, Negroes, rep
resenting a number of trades, met in Baltimore in July to form a state 
organization. Later, colored representatives in the same city urged 
Negroes to enter the movement for the formation of labor unions. In 
the Washington convention, there were a number of colored delegates 
from the South, including Henry M. Turner, a black political leader 
of Georgia, and in all, 130 delegates, including many men of intelli
gence and ability, came together. Frederick Douglass was elected 
permanent President and resolutions were passed in favor of the Freed
men's Bureau, a national tax for Negro schools, universal suffrage, and 
the opening of public land especially in the South for Negroes. The 
reconstruction policy of Congress was commended and there was 
opposition to colonization. 

This was not primarily a labor convention, but it illustrated the 
connection in the Negroes' minds between politics and labor. They 
were beginning, more and more clearly, to see that their vote must be 
used for their economic betterment, and that their right to work and 
their income depended upon their use of the ballot. They were conse
quently groping for leadership in  industry and voting, both within 
and without the race. In their conception of the ballot as the means 
to industrial emancipation, they were ahead of the Northern labor 
movement. But in their knowledge of the lurking dangers of the 
power of capital, they were far behind. This January convention was 
followed the same year by a national Negro labor convention spon
sored by the Baltimore meeting which assembled in Washington in 
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December. This had been called by Negro artisans of the North, and 
was again national in its membership. This national labor convention 
assembled in Union League Hall, Washington, December, 1 869. There 
were 159 delegates present, and Isaac Myers called the meeting to 
order. 

While the committees were at work, James H. Harris addressed the 
convention. He was an astute and courageous Reconstruction leader 
of North Carolina and saw politics and labor in clear alliance. He 
stated that several millions of colored men were looking to the con
vention with much interest, and that the South, having passed through 
a political reconstruction, needed another reconstruction in the affairs 
of the laboring classes. John M. Langston spoke of the treatment of 
Negroes in public places and at their work. He especially scored the 
Printers' Union for its action toward Lewis H. Douglass. Remarks 
were made also by Richard Trevellick, the President of the white 
National Labor Convention, and A. M. Powell, the editor of the Anti
Slavery Standard. 

The convention was permanently organized with James M. Harris 
of North Carolina as President. Committees were appointed on edu
cation, finance, business, platform and address, female labor, home
steads, travel, temperance, cooperative labor, bank savings, and agri
culture. The platform of the convention covered the following sub
j ects : 

I .  The dignity of labor. 2. A plea that harmony should prevail be
tween labor and capital. 3. The desirability of an interchange of views 
between employers and employees . + Temperance in liquor con
sumption. 5. Education, "for educated labor is more productive and 
commands higher wages." 6. Political liberty for all Americans. 7. The 
encouragement of industry. 8. The exclusion from the trades and 
workshops regarded as "an insult to God, inj ury to us." 9. Immigrant 
labor should be welcomed, but coolie labor was an inj ury to all 
working classes. I O. The establishment of cooperative workshops, 
building and loan associations. l I .  Gratitude to the agencies in
terested in Negro education. 1 2. Protection of the law for all. 13 ·  The 
organization of workingmen's associations which should cooperate 
with the National Labor Union. 14. Capital must not be regarded as 
the natural enemy of labor. 

At the third day's session, a special committee of five was appointed 
to draft a plan for the organization of mechanics and artisans, in order 
to secure recognition for them in the workships of the country. Lang
ston addressed the meeting concerning his observations in the South. 
There he had found skilled workers among the Negroes in gold, sil
ver, brass, iron, wood, brick, mortar and the arts. He stated that all 
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these workmen were asking for themselves and their children was tha t 
the trades should be open to them and that no avenue of industry 
should be closed, whether in workshops, printing offices, factorie�, 
foundries, railroads, steamboats, warehouses or stores. 

On the fifth day, a resolution was passed which urged the delegates 
to call and organize state labor associations so that they might work 
in full cooperation with a committee which was to conduct its work 
as a labor bureau. This bureau was planned to serve as a clearing 
house for all questions of Negro labor and it was to aid in opening 
new labor opportunities. Isaac Myers was selected permanent President 
of the organization, and in his acceptance he stated that he expected 
to rely upon the Labor Bureau in reaching the Negro workingmen of 
the United States . 

It is interesting to note that this convention was more representative 
of the large groups than the first general convention, and it deserves 
for this reason, as well as for its work, to be called the first organized 
national group of Negro laborers. Many political and religious leaders 
were not present at its sessions. These absentees included Douglass, 
Garnett, William Wells Brown, Purvis and Whipper. The definite re
sults of this meeting included the organization of a permanent national 
Labor Union and a Bureau of Labor . Before the sessions were ended 
it was stated that there were 23 states represented and 203 accredited 
delegates in attendance during the period of five days. 

The American Workingman of Boston called attention to the fact 
that this separate Negro organization had been formed and the writer 
said : "The convention of colored men at Washington last week was 
in some respects the most remarkable one we ever attended. We had 
always had full faith in the capacity of the Negro for self-improve
ment, but were not prepared to see, fresh from slavery, a body of two 
hundred men, so thoroughly conversant with public affairs, so inde
pendent in spirit, and so anxious apparently to improve their social 
condition, as the men who represented the South, in that convention." 

There were some white fraternal delegates present and Langston 
attacked them as emissaries of the Democratic Party, but Sella Martin 
replied and told the convention plainly that they could not afford to 
repel the sympathy of white friends of the labor cause, and that the 
interests of the laboring classes, white and black, on this continent, 
were identical. Of the presiding officer, the writer in the American 
Workingman says : 

"And here we feel impelled to say that in all our experience in tu
multuous public assemblies, we have never seen a presiding officer 
show more executive ability than Mr. Harris, and certainly he does 
not owe it to white blood, as he is evidently a full-blooded Negro, so 
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far as color and features are any evidence of being so. His success was 
largely owing, we think, to the fact that he possessed the entire con
fidence of the convention, as well as superior ability for the position." 

He is sorry that a separate union has been formed. "But we are 
convinced that for the present at least, they could not do better. It is 
useless to attempt to cover up the fact that there is still a wide gulf 
between the two races in this country, and for a time at least they 
must each in their own way work out a solution of this labor problem. 
At no very distant day they will become united, and work in harmony 
together ; and we who have never felt the iron as they have must be 
slow to condemn them because they do not see as we do on this labor 
movement. For ourselves, we should have felt better satisfied had they 
decided to j oin the great national movement now in progress, but 
fresh as they are from slavery, looking as they naturally do on the 
Republican Party as their deliverers from bondage, it is not strange 
that they should hesitate j oining any other movement. Although they 
did not distinctly recognize any party in their platform, yet the senti
ment was clearly Republican, if their speeches were any indication. 
Still, strange as it may seem, parties were ignored in their platform, 
and this course was taken mainly through the influence and votes of 
the Southern delegates." 

The resolutions of this body stressed education as one of the strong
est safeguards of the republic ; advocated industrious habits, and the 
learning of trades and professions, and declared : 

"That the exclusion of colored men and apprentices from the right 
to labor in any department of industry or workshops, in any of the 
states and territories of the United States, by what is known as 'trades 
unions,' is an insult to God, inj ury to us, and disgrace to humanity ; 
while we extend a free and welcome hand to the free immigration of 
labor of all nationalities, we emphatically deem imported, contract, 
coolie labor to be a positive inj ury to the working people of the United 
States-is but the system of slavery in a new form, and we appeal to 
the Congress of the United States to rigidly enforce the Act of 1862, 
prohibiting coolie importations, and to enact such laws as will best 
protect free American labor against this or any similar form of slav-
ery. , , 

They recommended the establishment of cooperative workshops, 
building and loan associations, the purchase of land "as a remedy 
against their exclusion from other workshops on account of color, as 
a means of furnishing employment, as well as a protection against the 
aggression of capital, and as the easiest and shortest method of en
abling every man to procure a homestead for his family ; and to ac
complish this end we would particularly impress the greatest impor-
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tance of the observance of diligence in business, and the practice of 
rigid economy in our social and domestic arrangements . 

"RESOLVED, that we regard education as one of the greatest blessings 
that the human family enj oys, and that we earnestly appeal to our 
fellow citizens to allow no opportunity, no matter how limited and 
remote, to pass unimproved ; that the thanks of the colored people of 
this country is due to the Congress of the United States for the estab
lishment and maintenance of the Freedman's Bureau, and to Maj or 
General Howard, commissioner ; Reverend J. W. Alvord, and John M. 
Langston, Esq., general inspectors, for their cooperative labors in the 
establishment and good government of hundreds of schools in the 
Southern States, whereby thousands of men, women and children, 
have been, and are now being taught the rudiments of an English 
education . . .  and we appeal to the friends of progress and to our 
citizens of the several states to continue their efforts to the various 
legislatures until every state can boast of having a free school system, 
with no distinction in dissemination of knowledge to its inhabitants on 
account of race, color, sex, creed or previous condition." 

The low wages of labor in the South were cited, and according to 
the New Yark Tribune, December I I , 1 869, it was said : 

"To remedy this, labor must be made more scarce, and the best way 
to do that was to make laborers landowners . Congress is to be asked, 
therefore, to subdivide the public lands in the South into twenty-acre 
farms, to make one year's residence entitle a settler to a patent, and 
also to place in the hands of a Commission a sum of money, not ex
ceeding two million dollars, to aid their settlement, and also to pur
chase lands in states where no public lands are found, the money to 
be loaned for five years, without interest. Congress will also be asked 
not to restore to Southern railroads the lapsed land grants of 1 856, and 
to require that Texas, prior to readmission to representation, shall put 
her public lands under the operations of provisions similar to the 
United States Homestead Law of 1 866 . . . •  " 

" . . .  Mr. Downing from the Committee on Capital and Labor, sub
mitted the following . . . .  Your committee would simply refer to the 
unkind, estranging policy of the labor organizations of white men, 
who, while they make loud proclaims as to the inj ustice (as they al
lege) to which they are subj ected, j ustify inj ustice, so far as giving 
an example to do so may, by excluding from their benches and their 
workshops worthy craftsmen and apprentices only because of their 
color, for no j ust cause. We say to such, so long as  you persist therein, 
we cannot fellowship with you in your struggle, and look for failure 
and mortification on your part ; not even the sacred name of Wendell 
Phillips can save you, however much we revere him and cherish to-
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ward him not only profound respect, but confidence and grati-
d , ,  tu e . . . .  
In February, 1870, the Bureau of Labor i ssued an address to the 

colored people which stressed the need of organizing Negro labor, and 
said that the lack of organization was the cause of low wages. It stated 
the following purposes of the Colored National Labor Union and the 
Bureau of Labor : 

" r .  To encourage and superintend the organization of labor. 
"2. To bring about legislation which would secure equality before 

the law for all and enforce the contracts for labor. 
"3· To secure funds from bankers and capitalists for aid in estab

lishing cooperative associations. 
"

4· To overcome the opposition of white mechanics who excluded 
workers from their unions and shops. 

"5· To organize state labor conventions. 
"6. To organize, where there were seven or more mechanics, arti

sans and laborers of any particular branch of industry, separate labor 
associations and to advertise their labor in the daily papers. 

"7· To encourage independent effort in creating capital, buying 
tools, building houses, forging iron, making brick. 

"8. To own a homestead. 
"The address was signed by Isaac Myers, President, and G. T. 

Downing, Vice-President . . . . " 22 

Local organizations were formed, meetings held, and a weekly paper, 
Tlie New Era, was made the national organ. On February 2 1 ,  a plan 
was adopted to send an agent South to organize Negro labor. Isaac 
Myers, President of the Union, was selected. He held a meeting in 
Norfolk, Virginia, urging the union of white and colored workmen 
in the same trade. Other labor meetings took place in 1870 in New 
Yark and the District of Columbia. 

The second annual meeting of the National Labor Union took place 
January 9, 1871 ,  with delegates from North and South, including Ala
bama, Virginia, Texas and North Carolina. Congress was petitioned 
for a "national system of education with technical training. The con
vention desired to see industries and factories because the South was 
confined to a few staples, which created ignorance and poverty among 
both white and colored l aborers and among the owning classes fear 
that industry would help elevate the status of the laborer. 

The next annual meeting of the National Labor Union was called 
at Columbia, South Carolina, coincidental with the Southern conven
tion which was a political gathering. Here there began to appear ri
valry between the economic and political obj ects of the Negro. The 
Neu1 Era, national organ of the National Labor Union, inquired into 
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the real obj ects of this meeting. It  wanted to know i f  th i s  un ion was 
another name for communism, or if it was a colored ofishoot of the 
International, which intended eventually to impose a mobocracy on 
America ? 

The convention at Columbia was presided over by H. M. Turner 
of Georgia. Committees were appointed on education and labor, on 
printing, finance, civil rights, organization, immigration, and on 
Southern outrages. The committee on the address made a report which 
called for political rights, j ustice, protection of the courts, and advance
ment in the industrial arts . 

In 1872, in April, a Southern states' convention assembled at New 
Orleans with Frederick Douglass presiding. Evidently, the National 
Labor Union was steadily becoming political in its influences and 
leadership. Efforts were made to show that Negro labor could only 
achieve its end by political organization. Frederick Douglass wrote an 
editorial to this effect, and concluded with the words : "The Republican 
Party is the true workingmen's party of the country." This sounded 
strange for the North but it was at the time true of the South. The 
National. Labor Union issued an address to its state unions, saying that 
while it was not a political organization, it regarded it as the duty of 
every colored man to be interested in the Republican Party and stand 
by it. " 'By its success, we stand ; by its defeat, we fall .  To that party we 
are indebted for . the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend
ments, the homestead law, the eight-hour law and an improved edu
cational system.' The presidents of the state labor unions were directed 
to read this address before their organizations." 

As the Negroes moved from unionism toward political action, white 
labor in the North not only moved in the opposite direction from 
political action to union organization, but also evolved the American 
Blindspot for the Negro and his problems. It lost _ interest and vital 
touch with Southern labor and acted as though the millions of laborers 
in the South did not exist. 

Thus labor werit into the great war of 1 877 against Northern capi
talists unsupported by the black man, and the black man went his 
way in the South to strengthen and consolidate his power, unsup
ported by Northern labor. Suppose for a moment that Northern labor 
had stopped the bargain of 1 876 and maintained the power of the labor 
vote in the South ; and suppose that the Negro with new and dawning 
consciousness of the demands of labor as differentiated from the de
mands of capitalists, had used his vote more specifically for the benefit 
of white labor, South and North ? 

If the basic problem of Reconstruction in the South was economic, 
then the kernel of the economic situation was the land. This was clear 
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to the sophisticated leadership of Stevens and to the philanthropy of 
Sumner and Oliver Howard ; but it was equally clear to the ignorant 
and inexperienced of the freed slaves. 

The Northern labor leaders and the mass of the North were slow 
in realizing that the center of the South's labor problem was the land, 
and not as yet industry. Here in the South, after the war, was a chance 
to keep the economic balance between farm and factory. And if it had 
been done, the result would have been fateful for the nation and for 
the world. 

The Negro unerringly and insistently led the way. The main ques
tion to which the Negroes returned again and again was the problem 
of owning land. It was ridiculed as unreasonable and unj ust to the 
impoverished landholders of the South, and as a part of the desire for 
revenge which the North had. But in essence it was nothing of the 
sort. 

Again and again, crudely but logically, the Negroes expressed their 
right to the land and the deep importance of this right. And as usual 
here the government played fast and loose because it had two irrecon
cilable ideas in mind. Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sumner were 
perfectly clear ; the Negroes must have land furnished them either for 
a nominal sum or as a gift, and this l and should be furnished by the 
government and paid for either out of taxation, or as Stevens repeat
edly insisted, as an indemnity placed on the South for civil war. 
Moreover, for 250 years the Negroes had worked on this land, and by 
every analogy in history, when they were emancipated the land ought 
to have belonged in large part to the workers. 

On the other hand, to the organized industry of the North, capital 
in machines or land was sacred ; they did not wish to appear to punish 
the South by taking any more of its already partly confiscated capital. 
They did not want to set an example of confiscation before a nation 
victimized by monopoly ; and they were bitterly opposed to giving 
capital to workers or redistributing wealth by public taxation. The 
result was that the nation moved backward and forward according 
as to one or the other idea gained the upper hand. Sir George Camp
bell said : 

"All that is now wanted to make the Negro a fixed and conservative 
element in American society is to give him encouragement to, and 
facilities for, making himself, by his own exertions, a small land
owner ; to do, in fact, for him what we have sought to do for the Irish 
farmer. Land in America is so much cheaper and more abundant, that 
it would be infinitely easier to effect the same obj ect there. I would by 
no means seek to withdraw the whole population from hired labor ; 
on the contrary, the Negro in many respects is so much at his best in 
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that function, that I should look to a large class of laborers remaining ; 
but I am at the same time confident that it would be a very great 
benefit and stabili ty to the country if a large number should acquire 
thrift and independent position as landowning American citizens." 2 3 

Most writers and speakers thought of the land problem so far as 
the Negro was concerned as an incidental thing ; it was something 
that "would come." On the other hand, the former slave holders knew 
that land was the key to the situation and they tried desperately to 
center thought on labor rather than on land ownership. "One univer
sal opinion is that they shall not be allowed to acquire or hold land. 
I have heard that expressed from the first. They say that unless Ne
groes work fqr them they shall not work at all." 24 

The freed slaves were desperately poor ; the poor whites had always 
been poor except insofar as they were pensioners of the planters. How 
could industry be set going again and what was the relation of free 
Negro labor to this industry ? Of course, the full realization of freedom 
could not be accomplished in a minute. Unless crops were raised and 
the wheels of industry started, emancipation would have been an ex
periment so costly that no nation could have supported it. And we 
must remember that in  the end and as a logical matter of dollars and 
cents, emancipation paid. This i s  so much a matter of common knowl
edge today that we forget how bitterly and with what absolute cer
tainty the South and even many in the North declared that free Negro 
labor was economically impossible. 

What they insisted on during Reconstruction was labor, continuous, 
steady labor to continue production of high-priced crops. What they 
slurred over or refused to discuss was the obj ect of this labor and the 
distribution of its product. Of labor for the economic benefit of the 
laborer except to the extent of the lowest possible wage that would 
sustain him they had no conception ; and to any transfer of capital in 
land to the laborer as a basis of his right to demand a fairer share of 
the products, they were bitterly opposed. 

The white South believed that it was being deliberately insulted in 
a petty spirit of vengeance by the North. But this was a childish way 
of attributing human emotions to an economic situation. The North 
as a whole harbored no thoughts of vengeance. Sumner wrecked his 
career on a deed of forgiveness ; and Stevens punished the slave system 
and its promoters only insofar as they still interfered with freedom, or 
kept the i ll-gotten capital accumulated by exploiting slaves. 

The party of Northern industry watched the beginnings of demo
cratic government in the South with distrust. They did not expect 
Negro suffrage to succeed, but they did expect that it would soon com-
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pel the Southern oligarchy to capitulate to the di ctatorship of industry. 
Their hopes were fulfilled in 1 876. 

The abolition-democracy faced the Southern conventions of 1 867 
with fear. It was the greatest test of democracy that the nation had 
known. Even after the great Reform Bill of 1 832, England had less 
than one mill ion voters.  It was not until 1 867 that a million or more 
skilled laborers in England got the vote. 

Here, at the stroke of the pen, more than one million Negroes were 
given the right to vote, of whom probably three-fourths could not read 
or write ; and at the same time more than one million whites were 
given the same right, and at least one-third of them were equally il
l iterate. This was a desperate venture forced by a slave-minded regime ; 
i t  had refused to grant complete physical freedom to black workers ; 
i t  refused them education and access to the land and insisted on domi
nant political power based on the number of these same serfs . Under 
these circumstances the experiment had to be  made. For to surrender 
now was to have sacrificed blood and billions of dollars in vain. 

But, it was the American Blindspot that made the experiment all 
the more difficult, and to the South incomprehensible. For several 
generations the South had been taught to look upon the Negro as a 
thing apart. He was different from other human beings. The system 
of slave labor, under which he was employed, was radically different 
from all other systems of labor. There could be no comparison between 
labor problems in the South and in the North ; between the Negro 
and white laborer. 

"It must be confessed that the representatives of the white oligarchy 
are having a hard time, being forced to consider their own former 
slaves no longer as Negroes, 'niggers,' that is to say, members of a 
category unrecognized in any natural history, somewhere between men 
and monkeys in the animal scale, but as men, who have, as Jefferson 
phrased it, equal rights with them in the free development of their 
talents and in the pursuit of happiness ; or, in other words, as citizens 
on an equal footing with themselves." 2 5  

"The Northern Democrats encouraged resistance on the part of the 
South, and yet some of them saw the situation clearly. The intrinsic 
difficulties of the situation are not to be denied. The ruling classes of 
the Southern people had attempted to disrupt the Union in order to 
establish their own independence. The overthrow of their armies had 
not changed their opinions nor their feelings. Necessity compelled 
their submission, but necessity could not make them love a union with 
the victorious No rth, nor make them cordially recognize and support 
the rights of the freedmen." 2 6  

During the winter and spring of 1 867-1 868 in accordance with the 
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legislation of Congress, Southern conventions met an<l acloptecl new 
constitutions. These constitutions provicle<l for equal civil rights, estab
lished universal suffrage and disfranchised disloyal whites. After the 
framing of these consti tutions, they were voted on by the people . Also, 
state officers and members of the legislature were chosen at the same 
election and by the same voters . The army commanders did their best 
to bring out the vote and to counteract various devices for keeping 
Negroes away from the polls. The polls were kept open two and three 
days and in Georgia even five days. 

Officials of the Freedmen's Bureau helped in the enforcement of the 
Reconstruction Acts. The act of March 23 provided that registration 
and elections should be conducted by boards of three loyal officers or 
persons appointed by the district commander. They were required to 
take the "Iron Clad Oath." Bureau officials were often appointed as 
members of these boards and Negroes were often used. The bureau 
officials advised Negroes about registration and voting and disabused 
their mind of fears of taxation or military service or reenslavement. 
They promised to protect them in case of a boycott of employers 
against those that voted. 

Thus in 1867 there took place in the South a series of elections in 
which a new electorate registered and expressed its desire as to 
constitutional conventions to reconstruct the states. One million, three 
hundred and sixty-three thousand, six hundred and forty persons 
voted, of whom 660, 18 1  were whites, and 703,459 were Negroes, a s  
compared with a total vote of  721 , 191  whites voting in 1 860.27 

Vote on Holding 
Registered Convention Total 

Total Vote 
White Colored Vote For Against 1860 

Virginia . . . . . . . . . 120, 101  105,832 225,933 107,342 6i ,887 167,223 
North Carolina . .  1 06,721 72,932 179,653 93,006 32,96i 96,230 
South Carolina . . 46,882 80,550 127,432 68,768 2,278 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . 96,333 95,168 191 ,50 1  102,283 4, 127 106,365 
Alabama 6i,295 104,5 1 8  165,8 13 90,283 5,583 9o,357 
Florida . . . . . . . . . .  l l ,914 1 6,089 28,003 14,300 203 14,347 
*Mississippi 62,362 77,328 139,690 69,739 6,277 69, 120 
*Arkansas . . . . . . . 49,722 17,109 66,831 27,576 i3,558 64,053 
Louisiana 45,2 18  84,436 1 29,654 75,o83 4,006 50,510 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . .  59,633 49,497 109,130 44,689 1 1 ,440 62,986 

Total . . . . . . . . . .  660, 181 703'459 1 ,363,640 721 , 191 

* Division by race estimated ; total official. 
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At first, the planters thought to defeat Reconstruction by refusing 
to vote and thus making the whole experiment a failure at the very 
start. Many leading whites, small in total number but large in influ
ence and in former wealth and power, were disfranchised, perhaps 
200,000 in all. 

On the other hand, the poor whites must have voted widely, espe
cially when we note the large white vote in most of the states despite 
war, mortality, abstentions and disabilities. It is probable that in 
I 868 not only did Negroes vote freely, but more poor whites than 
ever before exercised the franchise. Democracy for the first time in at 
least a century succeeded oligarchy in the South. The voting of nearly 
three-fourths of a million Negroes was especially significant and repre
sented a very large proportion of, perhaps, a million eligible black voters . 

The elections which reconstructed the South under the Congres
sional plan were fair and honest elections, and probably never before 
were such democratic elections held in the South and never since such 
fair elections. Indeed, as a special champion of the South says : "It 
would be hard to deny that, so far as the ordinary civil administration 
was concerned, the rule of the generals was as just and efficient as it 
was far-reaching. Criticism and denunciation of their acts were bitter 
and continuous ; but no very profound research is necessary in order 
to discover that the animus of these attacks was chiefly political." 2 8  

As a result of the elections, constitutional conventions were decided 
on in all the Southern states and the following number of members of 
the Conventions elected : 

Delegates-I 868 Per Cent 
State Black White Total Negro 

South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . .  76 48 I24 6 I  
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  49 49 98 50 
Florida I 8  27 45 40 
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 So 105 24 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 I37 I70 I9 
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I7  83 I OO I 7  
Alabama I 8 90 108 I 7  
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 58 66 I 2  
North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 5 I I 8 I 33 I I  
Texas 9 S I  90 IO  

As these conventions were being voted on, the presidential election 
approached. The campaign began in May, I 868. The Republican na
tional platform did not <lare to stand squarely for Negro suffrage but 
evolved this i llogical compromise : "The guaranty by Congress of equal 
su.flrage to all loyal men at the South was demanded by every consid-
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eration of public safety, of gratitude, ancl of j ustice, and must be main
tained ; while the question of suffrage in all the loyal states properly 
belongs to the people of these States ." 29 

Grant and Colfax were nominated. Colfax declared that peace had 
been prevented by "executive opposition, and by refusals to accept 
any plan of reconstruction proffered by Congress . Justice ancl public 
safety at last combined to teach us that only by an enlargement of 
suffrage in those States could the desired end be attained, and that it 
was even more safe' to give the ballot to those who loved the Union 
than to those who had sought ineffectually to destroy it." 

In 1865-1868, the Democratic Party controlled from 44 per cent 
to 50 per cent of the voters in the North, so that if the white people 
of the South had been included, undoubtedly the Democratic Party 
would have been in the maj ority. By the exclusion of the South, the 
Democratic Party had been beaten in 1 866, and in 1 867 had carried 
only Maryland and Kentucky, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey and California ;  nevertheless, on the whole, the Democratic 
vote increased, as compared with the Republican. 

The elections of 1867 made it clear that if the Democrats won in 
1868, the entire system of Reconstruction would be changed. The busi
ness elements of the North, therefore, while not willing to follow aboli
tion-democracy to the extreme, were even less willing to put Recon
struction entirely in the hands of Southerners. Congress, therefore, pre
pared to clinch its political hold on the South, and reconstruct South
ern states on a basis of Negro suffrage. 

While, then, the conservative and commercial elements in the North 
went into the Republican Party, on the other hand, former Democrats 
began to return to the Democratic Party, where they were received 
with more or less suspicion. Meetings began to be held by Democratic 
leaders to determine candidates and procedure. On Jackson Day, Jan
uary 8, 1 868, a meeting was held in Washington, at which President 
Johnson spoke and many Democratic leaders. This meeting was domi
nated by the War Democrats, rather than by Copperheads, and 
emphasis was laid upon cooperation between the War Democrats and 
the Johnson administration, on the one hand, and the Democratic or
ganization on the other. New measures and new men were sought. 
August Belmont, the banker, was chairman of the National Commit
tee. New York was chosen as the seat of the convention, and a general 
invitation was issued to former Democrats. 

The New York Herald enumerated the elements of the new democ
racy : merchants who opposed the protective tariff, the unemployed, 
the foreign born, the Catholics, the women opposed to Negro suffrage, 
the opponents of military control in the South. Many papers warned 
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the pro-Southern elements in the Democratic Party not to oppose the 
loyal sentiment in the nation. The Springfield Republican,  July l ,  
mentioned "the mere stupid, causeless, aimless hatred o f  the Negro" 
in the Democratic Party. 

The opposition of the Democrats to Negro suffrage was not clearly 
expressed. Evidently, the tide in favor of democracy had risen so high 
in the country that as a party the Democrats did not dare oppose it. 
The party, therefore, would not come out flatly in opposition to Negro 
suffrage but simply declared that suffrage was a question to be settled 
by the states. Twenty-two state Democratic conventions were held in 
1 868. Eleven of these opposed Negro suffrage anywhere. Only the con
vention of South Carolina in April approved it. Ten other conventions 
either were silent on the subj ect or announced their belief that this 
was a matter of state control. 

The various state platforms illustrated local Northern thought. Cali
fornia Democrats declared that they "now and always confide in the 
intelligence, patriotism, and discriminating j ustice of the white people 
of the country to administer and control their Government, without 
the aid of either J'.\!egroes or Chinese." 3 0  

The Democrats of Washington territory agreed with California in 
opposing the extension of the elective franchise to Negroes, Indians 
and Chinese. 

The Ohio Democrats declared that the attempt to regulate suffrage 
in Ohio was "subversive of the federal Constitution." The Democrats 
of Pennsylvania were opposed to conferring upon the Negro the right 
to vote. Most of the Republican conventions approved the Fifteenth 
Amendment. A minority report of the Virginia Conservatives called 
for white control and said : "We call upon white men, whether native 
or adopted citizens, to vote down the Constitution, and thereby save 
themselves and their posterity from Negro suffrage, Negro office-hold
ing, and its legitimate consequence-Negro social equality." 

This was a time of changing of political allegiance. The Johnson 
movement collapsed. Conservative Republicans, like Fessenden and 
Trumbull, united with the Republicans. Seward, McCulloch, and 
Welles, former supporters of Lincoln, stood staunchly by President 
Johnson. Other Republicans, like the Blairs, Doolittle, and Chase, 
dr ifted toward the Democrats. But the Democratic Party, by its action 
during the campaign, repelled many of the Conservatives on account 
of its attitude on money, and its radical attitude on Reconstruction. 
State and local elections in the spring of 1 868 encouraged the Demo
crats. The Republican vote was reduced in New Hampshire ; i i1 Michi
gan Negro suffrage was defeated by a vote of u o,ooo to 7 1 ,000, and 
the Democrats triumphed in Connecticut. 
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Before the war, Salmon P. Chase was a prominent Aboli tionist, an<l 
after the war, a Radical Republican. He advocated Negro suffrage, 
and in May, 1 865, made � trip to the South to investigate the position 
of the Negro. In Charleston, he spoke to the Negroes, and urged them 
to deserve the suffrage, even if they did not get it . 

On the other hand, Chase did not like the military governments of 
the South, and favored state rights as against the increased power of 
the Federal Government. He said once : "While we freed the Negro, 
we enslaved ourselves." Becoming Chief Justice, he presided at John
son's impeachment and favored Johnson possibly on account of his 
dislike of Benj amin F. Wade of Ohio. Wade would have become 
President if Johnson had been impeached. Chase's daughter Kate was 
said to have made some fiery declarations at "the idea of that horrid 
Ben Wade being put over my father." For his stand in this trial, 
he was practically read out of the Republican Party, and became a 
formidable candidate for the Democratic nomination. 

The Chase supporters had headquarters in New York, and his 
daughter was there in person. It was suggested that Chase should 
declare Reconstruction acts unconstitutional "as the Supreme Court 
would probably decide." This statement, of course, Chase could not 
make, and he had to warn his daughter against too great activity. 
A small group of some twenty Negroes assisted the Chase movement, 
and argued that Chase would carry many Southern Negro votes. After 
a long deadlock, Seymour of New York, the former Copperhead 
Governor of Draft Riot fame, was nominated chiefly because he failed 
to swing his followers to Chase, as he had promised. 

The platform of the convention recognized slavery and secession as 
closed questions. It demanded the immediate restoration of all states, 
amnesty for all political offenses, and the regulation of suffrage in the 
states by their citizens. It asked for the abolitio)f of the Freedmen's 
Bureau and all agencies for Negro supremacy. It said that the Republi
cans, instead of restoring the Union, had dissolved it, subj ecting ten 
states to military despotism and Negro supremacy ; and that the cor
ruption of the Radical Party had been unprecedented. 

The New York Herald called Seymour "the embodiment of copper
headism." Greeley declared that Seymour had proposed resisting seces
sion by force ; had declared that if the Union could only be maintained 
by abolishing slavery, then the Union should be given up ; had given 
grudging support to the government while war governor, and had 
opposed the draft. The New York Sun said that he represented fairly 
the average sentiment of his party. Seymour accepted the platform but 
did not · discuss it in detail. He attacked Congressional Reconstruction, 
but pointed out that no violent change could take place since the 
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Republicans would continue to control the Senate. Frederick Douglass, 
writing in the Independent, August 20, 1 868, said that Seymour's letter 
of acceptance "was smooth as oil and as fair-seeming as hypocrisy 
i tself, containing every disposition to deceive but without the ability. 
I t  was cunning and cowardly." Seymour made no reference to finance 
or suffrage. 

Blair, the Democratic candidate for Vice President, was a wild Mis
sourian given to drink, who openly advocated that the new President 
"disperse the carpetbag governments" by force as soon as his party 
triumphed. 

President Johnson was disgusted and chagrined at not receiving the 
nomination and said . that Seymour had not lifted a finger to sustain 
his administration. In the campaign, he was finally induced to give 
some support to the Democratic ticket. Seymour, on the other hand, 
practically offered Johnson an appointment if he should be elected. 
Seward took little part in the campaign, although he spoke once for 
the Republican ticket, and included praise for President Johnson. 

Thus the campaign started with contradictions inside the Demo
cratic Party. Seymour opposed . the greenback idea before the national 
convention, and then ran on a platform that advocated it. Blair advo
cated revolution ; Hampton opposed Negro suffrage, and appealed 
to Negro voters. Chase asked universal suffrage, and remanded the 
question to the states. There were charges that the Democrats pro
posed to repudiate the national debt and pay for emancipated slaves 
and property lost during the war.  Southern Democrats were prominent. 
Toombs, Cobb, and Forrest took part. The New York Nat ion said 
that "these Southerners were of more service to the Republicans than 
all of their orators and literature." Many of them were accused of 
incendiary speeches. Vance of North Carolina was accused of saying 
that Seymour and Blair would win what the Confederates fought 
for. Hill of Georgia declared that the South was going to regulate 
its own internal democratic affairs in its own way. Toombs declared 
that if the Democrats were victorious, the Reconstruction governor 
and legislators would be made to vacate at once. Howell Cobb said 
that those in control of the Southern states would be ousted, while 
Albert Pike of Arkansas wrote in the Memphis Appeal: "The day 
will come when the South will be independent." 3 1  

Violence and intimidation were widespread in the South during 
this election, and bribery and fraud were prevalent in  the North. In 
Philadelphia, a Supreme Court j ustice issued over five thousarid nat
uralization papers within two weeks. 

The Nation, November 1 2, charged that Georgia and Louisiana were 
carried by "organized assassination, and New Jersey and New York 
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by fraud." The Democratic maj ority of 165 in Oregon was clue, it was 
said, to voters brought in from neighboring states. Late in October, 
there was a movement to get Seymour to withdraw and substitute 
Chase or Johnson. The New York World led the movement, but 
nothing came of i t .  Gra!lt was elected by 214 electoral votes to 80 for 
Seymour, and 3,0 12,833 to 2,703,249 popular votes. Thus Grant re
ceived 52.71%. Seymour carried Delaware, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maryland, New Jersey, New York and Oregon. Virginia, 
Mississippi and Texas did not vote. During this campaign, Negro 
suffrage was defeated in Missouri by 74,053 to 55,236. In Minnesota, it 
was carried. In Nevada, it was carried by the Republican legislature. 

At Christmas, 1868, President Johnson proclaimed general amnesty, 
pardoning every person engaged directly or indirectly in the rebellion. 
His last presidential message was an interesting and rather curious 
argument. He declared, in effect, that the dictatorship of labor, at
tempted in the South under the Reconstruction acts, had led to cor
ruption and bloodshed and, therefore, prevented the rise of industry 
in th� South, which was the real solution of the race problem. He 
believed that the bondholders had already received an amount larger 
than the principal which they owed and that, hereafter, the interest 
paid should be applied to the reduction of that principal. 

Johnson thus illustrated again the way in which the color problem 
became the Blindspot of American political and social development 
and made logical argument almost impossible. The only P°'yer to cur
tail the rising empire of finance in the United States was industrial 
democracy-votes and intelligence in the hands of the laboring class, 
black and white, North and South. 

The chief act of the third session of the 4oth Congress was the Fif
teenth Amendment. Early in  1 867, two amendments on the suffrage 
were introduced : one which prohibited any color distinction, and the 
other requiring $250 property qualification or an additional tax. The 
victory of the Republican Party in 1 868 made the passage of the Fif
teenth Amendment paramount. 

In 1 868, eleven amendments were introduced to extend the right 
of suffrage to the freedmen. Of these amendments, seven were pre
sented in the House and four in the Senate. All except one were re
ferred to the Committee on Judiciary in each House. The House Com
mittee on the Judiciary reported June u, 1869, a proposed Fifteenth 
Amendment. This caused long debate in the House and many pro
posed modifications. Among the propositions was that no educational 
attainment or possession of property should be made the test of any 
citizen's right to vote. The resolution proposed by the committee with 
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a minor change was passed by the House by a vote of 150-42, Janu-
ary 30, 1869. . 

Meantime, the Senate had been discussing a similar proposition and 
many modifications had been proposed. January 30, on reception of 
the House Amendment, the Senate discussed it. Eight other amend
ments were offered, and some fifteen substitute propositions. Finally, 
a substitute suggested by Wilson was adopted by a vote of 3 1-27. It  
read : 

"No discrimination shall be made in any State among the citizens 
of the United States in the exercise of the elective franchise or in the 
right to hold office in any State, on account of race, color, nativity, 
property, education or religious creed." 32 

This was amended so as to insure Congress power to direct the 
manner in which the election should be conducted, and thus the Senate 
agreed to the House proposi tion with amendments. The House re
fused to concur. The Senate declined to recede and the measure fai led. 

Thereupon, February 17, 1869, the Senate resumed consideration 
of its own resolution and eleven amendments were proposed and re
j ected. Finally, the Fifteenth Amendment was passed 35-1 1, in its 
present form, except that the words "to hold office" were added after 
"the right to vote." 

February 20, the House considered this proposal and there were 
five attempts to amend it, of which one was successful and added 
"nativi ty, property and creed," to the other qualifications . It then 
passed the House 140-37. The Senate rej ected the House amendment 
and asked for conference. Finally, the present Fifteenth Amendment 
was agreed upon, and it  passed the House 145-44, and the Senate 39-13. 
It  was thus recommended to the states February 26, 1 869. 

Some Americans think and say that the nation freed the black slave 
and gave him a vote and that, unable to use it intelligently, he lost it. 
That is not so. To win the war America freed the slave and armed 
him ; and the threat to arm the mass of the black workers of the Con
federacy stopped the war. Nor does this fact for a moment deny that 
some prophets and martyrs demanded first and last the abolit ion of 
slavery as the sole obj ect of the war and at any cost of life and wealth. 
So, too, some Americans demanded not simply physical freedom but 
votes, land, and education for blacks, not only in order to compJss 
the economic emancipation of labor, but also as the only fulfillment 
of American democratic ideals ; but most Americans used the Negro 
to defend their own economic interests and, refusing him adequate 
land and real education and even common j ustice, deserted him 
shamelessly as soon as their selfish interests were safe. Nor docs this 
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for a moment deny that u nselfish and far-see i ng Americans,  poor as 
well  a s  r ich,  by suppl y i ng public schools when the Negroes d emanded 
them and establishing h igher schools to tra i n  teachers, saved the Negro 
from being entirely reenslave<l or exterminated i n  a n  unequal a nd 
cowardly renewal of war. -

vVe are the hewers and delvers who toil for another's gain,
The common clods and the rabble, stunted of brow and brain. 
What <lo we want, the gleaners, of the harvest we have reaped ? 
What do we want, the neuters, of the honey we have heaped ? 

What matter if king or consul or president holds the rein, 
If crime and poverty ever be links in the bondman's chain ? 
What careth the burden-bearer that Liberty packed his load, 
If Hunger presseth behind him with a sharp and ready goad ? 

JAMES JEFFREY RocHE 
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X .  T H E  B L A C K  P R O L E T A R I A T *  
I N  S O U T H  C A R O L I N A  

How in the years from 1 868- 1 876, in  a state where blacks out

numbered whites, the will of the mass of black labor, modified by 

their own and other leaders and dimmed by ignorance, inexperi

ence and uncertainty, dictated the form and methods of govern-

ment 

A great political scientist in one of the oldest and largest of Amer
ican universities wrote and taught thousands of youths and readers 
that "There is no question, now, that Congress did a monstrous thing, 
and committed a great political error, if not a sin, in the creation of 
this new electorate. It was a great wrong to civilization to put the 
white race of the South under the domination of the Negro race. The 
claim that there is nothing in the color of the skin from the point 
of view of political ethics is a great sophism. A black skin means 
membership in a race of men which has never of itself succeeded in 
subj ecting passion to reason ; has never, therefore, created any civiliza
tion of any kind." 1 

Here is the crux of all national discussion and study of Reconstruc
tion. The problem is  incontinently put beyond investigation and his
toric proof by the dictum of Judge Taney, Andrew Johnson, John 
Burgess and their confreres, that Negroes are not men and cannot 
be regarded and treated as such. 

The student who would test this dictum by facts i s  faced by this 
set barrier. The whole history of Reconstruction has with few excep
tions been written by passionate believers in the inferiority of the 
Negro. The whole body of facts concerning what the Negro actually 
said and did, how he worked, what he wanted, for whom he voted, 
is masked in such a cloud of charges, exaggeration and biased testi
mony, that most students have given up all attempt at new material 
or new evaluation of the old, and simply repeated perfunctorily all 
the current legends of black buffoons in legislature, golden spittoons 

* The record of the Negro worker during Reconstruction presents an opportunity to 
study inductively the Marxian theory of the state. I first called this chapter "The Dicta
torship of the Black Proletariat in South Carolina," but it has been brought to my atten
tion that this would not be correct since universal suffrage does not lead to a real dic
tatorship until workers use their votes consciou sly to rid themselves of the dominion of 
private capital . There were signs of such an obj ect among South Carol ina Negroes, but 
it was always coupled with the idea of that day, that the only real escape for a l aborer 
was himself to own capital . 
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for fieldhands, bribery and extravagance on an unheard-of scale, and 
the collapse of civilization until an outraged nation rose in wrath 
and ended the ridiculous travesty. 

And yet there are certain quite well-known facts that are irreconcil
able with this theory of history. Civilization did not collapse in the 
South in 1 868-1876. The charge of industrial anarchy is faced by the 
fact that the cotton crop had recovered by 1 870, five years after the 
war, .and by 1 876 the agricultural and even commercial and industrial 
rebirth of the South was in sight. The public debt was large ; but 
measured in depreciated currency and estimated with regard to war 
losses, and the enlarged functions of a new society, it was not exces
sive. The legislation of this period was not bad, as is proven by the 
fact that it was retained for long periods after 1 876, and much of it 
still stands. 

One must admit that generalizations of this sort are liable to wide 
error, but surely they can j ustifiaply be balanced against the extreme 
charges of a history written for purposes of propaganda. And above 
all, no history is accurate and no "political science" scientific that · 
starts with the gratuitous assumption that the Negro race has been 
proven incapable of modern civilization. Such .a dogma is simply the 
modern and American residue of a universal belief that most men 
are sub-normal and that civilization is the gift of the Chosen Few. 

Since the beginning of time, most thinkers have believed that the 
vast maj ority of human beings are incorrigibly stupid and evil . The 
proportion of thinkers who believed this has naturally changed with 
historical evolution. In earliest times all men but the Chosen Few 
were impossible. Before the middle class of France revolted, only 
the Aristocracy of birth and knowledge could know and do. After 
the American experiment a considerable number of thinkers conceived 
that possibly most men had capabilities, except, of course, Negroes. 
Possibly never in human history before or since have so many men 
believed in the manhood of so many men as after the Battle of Port 
Hudson, when Negroes fought for Freedom. 

All men know that by sheer weight of physical force, the mass of 
men must in the last resort become the arbiters of human action. 
But reason, skill, wealth, machines and power may for long periods 
enable the few to control the many. But to what end ? The current 
theory of democracy is that dictatorship is a stopgap pendi i1g the 
work of universal education, equitable income, and strong character. 
But always the temptation is to use the stopgap for narrower ends, 
because intelligence, thrift and goodness seem so i mpossibly d istant 
for most men. We rule by j unta ; we turn Fascist, because we do not 
believe in men ; yet the basis of fact in this disbelief is incredibly nar-
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row. We know perfectly well that most human beings have never 
had a decent human chance to be full men. Most of us may be con
vinced that even with opportunity the number of utter human fai lures 
would be vast ; and yet remember that this assumption kept the an
cestors of present white America long in slavery and degradation. 

It is then one's moral duty to see that every human being, to the ex
tent of his capacity, escapes ignorance, poverty and crime. With this 
high ideal held unswervingly in view, monarchy, oligarchy, dictator
ships may rule ; but the end will be the rule of All, if mayhap All or 
Most qualify. The only unforgivable sin is dictatorship for the benefit 
of Fools, Voluptuaries, gilded Satraps, Prostitutes and Idiots. The 
rule of the famished, unlettered, stinking mob is better than this and 
the only inevitable, logical and j ustifiable return. To escape from ulti
mate democracy is as impossible as it is for ignorant poverty and 
crime to rule forever. 

The opportunity to study a great human experiment was present in 
Reconstruction, .and its careful scientific investigation would have 
throw�n a world of light on human development and democratic gov
ernment. The material today, however, is unfortunately difficult to 
find. Little effort has been made to preserve the records of Negro effort 
and speeches, actions, work and wages, homes and families. Nearly 
all this has gone down beneath a mass of ridicule and caricature, 
deliberate omission and misstatement. No institution of learning has 
made any effort to explore or probe Reconstruction from the point of 
view of the laborer and most men have written to explain and excuse 
the former slaveholder, the planter, the landholder, and the capitalist. 
The loss today is irreparable, and this present study limps and gropes 
in darkness, lacking most essentials to a complete picture ; and yet 
the writer is convinced that this is the story of a normal working class 
movement, successful to an unusual degree, despite all disappointment 
and failure. 

South Carolina has always been pointed to as the typical Recon
struction state. It had, in 1 860, 412,320 Negroes and 291 ,300 whites . 
Even at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the 200,000 whites 
were matched by 150,000 Negroes, and the influx from the Border 
and the direct African slave trade brought a mass of black slaves 
to support the new Cotton Kingdom. There had always been small 
numbers of free Negroes, a little over 3,000 at the beginning of the 
century, and nearly 10,000 )n 1 860. 

"Slavery was the driving force of the state's industrial and social 
life ; it was the institution which made South Carolina different from 
the states of the North ; i t  was the principal reason why the white 

- manhood of the state had fought so desperately." 2 
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The economic loss which came through war was great, but not 
nearly as influential as the psychological change, the change in habit 
and thought. Imagine the 54th Massachusetts Colored Regiment, head
ing the Union troops which entered Charleston, and singing "John 
Brown's Body." A nun writes from that city concerning the changes 
which have come, and which seem to her unspeakable : 

"Could you but see these delicate ladies in houses void of furniture, 
reduced to the wash-tub and the cook-pot, your heart would bleed." 
There were other Carolina women-not, to be sure, "ladies"-to whom 
the chance to wash and cook for themselves spelled heaven in these 
days. 

The hatred of the Yankee was increased. The defeated Southern 
leaders were popular heroes. Numbers of Southerners planned to leave 
the country, and go to South America or Mexico. And yet, the slave
holders had not lost all by any means. There were 638 persons in  South 
Carolina who were later pardoned by President Johnson because they 
had taxable property worth more than $20,000. They had their land, 
their tools, and while certain cities had been wrecked and pillaged, 
the great mass of the plantations had not been touched. The railroads 
had been inj ured but not destroyed. Most of the eighteen cotton fac
tories were not touched. 

The labor situation, the prospect of free Negroes, caused great 
apprehension. It was accepted as absolutely true by most planters that 
the Negro could not and would not work without a white master. 

"The nigger, sir, is a savage whom the Almighty Maker appointed 
to be a slave. A savage ! With him free, the South is ruined, sir, 

. d " rmne . . . .  
On the other hand, these apprehensions were not fulfilled. William 

Henry Trescot said : "When Negroes heard that freedom was coming, 
there was no impatience, no insubordination, no violence. They have 
received their freedom quietly and soberly. They remained pretty 
steadily on the farms of their masters, a very general disposition being 
manifest to adj ust the terms of compensation on a reasonable basis." 

One great and real loss which the state suffered was the 12,922 men 
killed in battle, and dead of wounds. "Perhaps it can be concluded 
that the lack of distinctive achievements by South Carolinians since 
the war is in no small measure due to this loss." 

It was estimated by the census that land values declined 60% be
tween 1860-1 867, and that all farm property, between 1860-1 870, de
creased from $169,738,630 to $47,628, 175. In May, 1865, a meeting was 
held in Charleston, and a committee was sent to talk with President 
Johnson. He asked them to submit a list of names from which he 
might select a Provis ional Governor, and he finally selected Ben-
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j amin F. Perry. This was, on the whole, an unfortunate selection. 
Perry was a devoted follower - of Johnson, and believed that Johnson 
had the power and backing to put his policies through. He immedi
ately succeeded in having all Negro troops withdrawn, and he was 
certain that the North was with him and Johnson in standing for a 
purely white man's government. 

The Johnson convention met and took some advance steps. 
By a small maj ority, they did away with property qualifications for 
members of the legislature, but refused to count Negroes as basis of 
apportionment. This was a blow at the former slaveholders, and a 
step toward democracy so far .as the whites were concerned, but it 
was coupled with absolute refusal to recognize the Negroes. Perry in
sisted on letting property retain its right of representation in the legis
lature, despite the opposition of President Johnson. 

The convention wanted to abolish slavery only on condition that 
Negroes be confined to manual labor, and that slave owners be com
pensated. They were given to understand, however, that Johnson 
would not accept this, and they finally declared that since the slaves 
had been emancipated by the United States, slavery should not be 
reestablished. In the elections for this convention, there was little 
interest. Only about one-third of the normal vote was cast on the coast, 
and inland, there were, in many cases, no elections at all. 

In the election which followed again only 19,000 votes were cast. 
Ex-Governor Orr received a small maj ority, and would have been 
beaten by Wade Hampton, if Hampton had not refused the use of 
his name. Orr was a man of striking personality, and had once been 
Speaker of the United States House of Representatives. 

The legislature which met after this election passed one of the most 
vicious of the Black Codes. It provided for corporal punishment, 
vagrancy and apprenticeship laws, openly made the Negro an in
ferior caste, and provided special laws for his governing. 

"Neither humanity nor expediency demanded such sharp distinctions 
between the races in imposing punishments. The restriction of Negro 
testimony to cases in which the race was involved was not common 
sense. The free admission of such testimony in .all cases would not 
have involved the surrender of power by the whites since they were 
to be the j udges and j ury. The occupational restrictions, instead of 
tending to restore order, created the impression that the dominant race 
desired to exclude the blacks from useful employment. It was im
practical for a poverty-stricken commonwealth to have proj ected such 
elaborate schemes of j udicial and military reorganization." 3 

There was increased difficulty in the economic situation. The war 
had ended late in the spring of 1 865, so that the crops of that year 
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were short, and there were crop failures for the next two years. All 
this complicated matters. In addition to this, the splendid start which 
the Negroes had on the lands of Port Royal, and on the Sea Islands, 
was interrupted. Johnson's proclamation and orders of 1865 provided 
for the early restoration of all property except property in slaves 
and such of the Port Royal lands as had been sold for taxes . The 
landlords hurried to get their pardons and to take back their lands. 
The Negroes resisted sometimes with physical force. When some of 
the landlords visited Edisto Island, the Negroes told them : 

"You had better go back to Charleston, and go to work there, and 
if you can do nothing else, you can pick oysters and earn your living." 

But these white men were not used to earning their own living. 
They were used to having Negroes do that for them, and now they 
had the Federal Government back of their claims. General Howard 
came down to facilitate the tran�fer and explain the condition to the 
Negroes. Still the black folk were dissatisfied. They drew up a petition 
to President Johnson, asking for at least an acre and a half of land. 
The planters became overbearing and the Negroes angry. Saxton, 
who had placed them on the land, was dismissed, and Howard de
prived of his power. So that finally, by Federal force, Negroes were 
compelled to leave most of the lands and to make contracts as com
mon laborers. The third Freedmen's Bureau Bill gave this the force 
of law. Thousands of Negroes migrated to Florida during 1 866- 1867, 
because of the land difficulties, the labor contracts, and the crop fail
ures. Two thousand five hundred migrated to Liberia .  

Landholders used force, fraud and boycott against farm labor. It 
was declared in 1868 that in South Carolina : 

"The whites do not think it wrong to shoot, stab or knock down 
Negroes on slight provocation. It is actually thought a great point 
among certain classes to be able to boast that one has killed or beaten 
a Negro." 4 

The ,following resolutions were passed at public meetings of planters 
in South Carolina : 

"Resolved, That if inconsistent with views of the authorities to re
move the military, we express the opinion that the plan of the mili tary 
to compel the freedman to contract with his former owner, when de
sired by the latter, is wise, prudent, and absolutely necessary. 

"Resolved, That we, the planters of the district, pledge ourselves not 
to contract with any freedmen unless he can produce a certificate of 
regula r discharge from his former owner. 

"Resolved, That under no circumstances whatsoever will we rent 
land to any freedmen, nor will we permit them to live on our premises 
as employees." 5 
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In the Abbeville district of South Carolina it was said : 
"Here a planter worked nearly one hundred ( mo) hands near 

Cokesburg, ten ( r n) of them on the South Carolina railroad for six 
( 6) months ( the planter receiving their wages) ,  and the remainder 
on his plantation, raising a crop of corn, wheat, rice, cotton, etc. After 
the crop was harvested the laborers were brought to Charleston, where, 
being destitute, they had to be rationed by the government. After 
their arrival in this city the planter distributed fifty dollars ($50) among 
them. The largest amount any one received was one dollar and twenty
five cents ($i .25) and from that down to fifty cents (50¢) , some receiv
ing nothing. One peck of dry corn a week was the only ration fur
nished the farm hands." 6 

Meantime, the growth of sentiment in favor of Negro suffrage was 
quickened because of the action of South Carolina and other states . 
Chief Justice Chase visited the state and spoke to the Negroes. He said, 
"I believe there is not a member of the Government who would not 
be pleased to see universal suffrage." 

The Negroes were already bestirring themselves. In May, 1864, at 
Port Royal, they held a meeting which elected delegates to the Na
tional Union Convention, which was to be held in Baltimore in June. 
In November, 1865, the colored people met at Zion Church, Charles
ton, and protested against the work of the convention and of the legis
lature. The legislature refused to receive this petition, and determined 
to ignore the matter of Negro suffrage entirely. Orr attended the Na
tional Union Convention in Philadelphia in 1866, and advised the 
legislature to rej ect the Fourteenth Amendment. This the legislature 
did with only one negative vote in both Houses. 

The military commanders, under the Reconstruction legislation, did 
much to abolish discrimination. One captain of a vessel was fined who 
refused to allow a colored woman to ride as a first-class passenger, 
and General Canby, a Kentuckian, whom Johnson appointed in  
March, 1867, ordered that Negroes serve on j uries. This led to excite
ment and protests. 

Northern capitalists began to appear in the state. They were, at 
first, welcomed : 

"Men of capital are coming from the North by every steamer in view 
of investing in cotton and rice. · We are glad to see such a lively trade 
in South Carolina ; it benefits everyone." 

Later, and especially when they began to take part in politics, they 
were loaded with every accusation. Some of them were army officers ; 
others, employees of the Freedmen's Bureau ; some were farmers, and 
some religious and educational leaders. The Negroes, naturally, turned 
to them for leader�hip and received it. They helped orgamze the 
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Negroes in Union Leagues in order to teach them citizenship and 
united action. Northern visitors continued to come. Senator Henry 
Wilson of Massachusetts spoke at Charleston : 

"After four bloody years, Liberty triumphed and slavery has died 
to rise no more . . . .  The creed of equal rights, equal privileges and 
equal immunities for all men in America is hereafter to be the prac
tical policy of the Republic . . . .  Never vote unless you vote for the 
country which made you free. Register your names. Vote for a united 
country. Vote for the old flag. Vote for a change in the constitution 
of the state that your liberties may be consummated." 

Under the Reconstruction law of 1 867, 46,882 whites and 80,550 
blacks voted ; the planter class refrained from participation in hope 
that the scheme would fail .  

Total Regi$i:ration . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ' . . . . . 
"For the Convention" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

"A . C . " garnst a onvenuon . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Not Voting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
M . . "F C . " a1 onty or a onvent1on . . . . . . .  . 

Whites 

46,882 
2,350 
2,278 

42,354 

Blacks 

80,550 
66,418  

Total 

127,432 
68,768 

2,278 
56,486 
66,490 

In ten of the thirty-one counties there were white majorities, and 
in the remaining twenty-one counties, black majorities. 

Party conventions began to meet. The first one was that of the Union 
Republican Party, which met in Charleston with nine county repre
sentatives. It  adj ourned to Columbia, where nineteen counties were 
represented. It was attended by colored and white men, including 
some Southern men like Thomas J. Robertson, a wealthy native. 

The reaction among the whites led to three parties. Governor Orr 
and his party accepted the Reconstruction acts, and planned to work 
with the Negroes. Wade Hampton proposed to accept the acts, but 
only with the idea of finally dominating the Negro vote and having 
Negroes follow the lead of their former masters. Hampton owned 
large plantations in South Carolina and Mississippi. 

The New York Herald summarized his views as follows : "He 
appeals to the blacks, lately his slaves, as his political superiors, to try 
the political experiment of harmonizing with their late white masters 
before going into the political service of strangers . . . .  The broad fact 
that the two races in the South must henceforth harmonize on a politi
cal basis to a void a bloody conflict is the ground covered by Wade 
Hampton." 

A third party was led by former Governor Perry and Thomas W. 
Woodward. 

" 'Strange to say,' wrote Perry, 'there are many persons in the South-
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ern States whose high sense of honor would not let them adopt the 
Fourteenth Amendment, who are now urging the people to swallow 
voluntarily the Military Bill, regardless of honor, principle, or con
sistency.' If the state were forced to acquiesce in the tyranny of Con
gress, he added, 'she need not embrace the hideous thing . . . .  If we 
are to wear manacles, let them be put on by our tyrants, not our
selves.' He argued the folly of attempting to control the Negro vote. 
'General Hampton and his friends,' he asserted, 'had j ust as well try 
to control a herd of wild buffaloes as the Negro vote.' Woodward was 
violent in denouncing the compromisers. 'Why, oh, why, my Southern 
nigger worshippers,' he cried, 'will you grope your way through this 
worse than Egyptian darkness ? Why not cease this crawling on your 
bellies and assume the upright form of men ? . . .  Stop, I pray you, 
your efforts at harmony, your advice about conventions, your pusil
lanimous insinuations about confiscations, etc., or you will goad these 
people by flattery to destruction, before they have a chance to pick 
out the cotton crop.' " 7  

Perry proposed to appeal to the courts, and advised the whites to 
register and vote against the constitutional convention. The conven
tion of whites was held a week before the constitutional convention, 
with twenty-one of the thirty-one districts represented. This conven
tion made cooperation on the part of Negroes of any intelligence utterly 
impossible. It declared : 

"The fact is patent to all . . .  that the Negro is utterly unfitted 
to exercise the highest function of a citizen . . • •  We protest against 
this subversion of the social order, whereby an ignorant and depraved 
race is placed in power and influence above the virtuous, the educated, 
and the refined." The nation was informed that the white people of 
South Carolina "would never acquiesce in Negro Equality or su
premacy." The president of the convention complained that the 
declarations were filled with adj ectives and epithets, which put a 
weapon in the hands of the enemies of the movement. 

The state convention, when it met, had Negro members for the 
first time in the history of the state. Seventy-six of the one hundred and 
twenty-four delegates were colored. As in Mississippi and elsewhere, 
a number of the planter class had early contemplated an effort to con
trol the Negro vote, and thus quickly to get rid of military rule. On 
the other hand, the Negroes, because of the educated free Negro ele
ment, some considerable talent among the slaves, and the influx of 
Negroes from the North, showed unusual foresight and modesty. The 
convention was earnest, and on the whole, well-conducted. Of the 
seventy-six colored men, it is said, fifty-seven had been slaves. 

"The native whites felt," said the correspondent of the New York 
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Times, "that the destinies of the state were safer in the hands of the 
unlettered Ethiopians than in those of the whites of the body." "Beyond 
all question," was the effusive comment of the Charleston Daily News, 
"the best men in the convention are the colored members. Considering 
the influences under which they were called together, and their im
perfect acquaintance with parliamentary law, they have displayed, for 
the most part, remarkable moderation and dignity . . . .  They have 
assembled neither to pull wires like some, nor to make money l ike 
others ; but to legislate for the welfare of the race to which they 
belong." 

There were twenty-seven Southern white members of the conven
tion, some of them honest and earnest, and some of them with ques
tionable antecedents. One of them had made up a purse to buy a cane 
for Brooks, after he had assaulted Sumner ; another had assisted in 
hauling down the Union flag from Fort Sumter ; a third had been 
a slave trader. Among the Northerners were colored and white men 
of education and character, as well as  some adventurers. 

To the chagrin of many white onlookers, the convention was not a 
disorderly group ; "the delegates did not create 'the Negro bedlam' 
which tradition has associated with them. President Mackey said that 
he had 'no unpleasant reminiscences of those acrimonious bickerings 
which, in all deliberative assemblies, are often incidental to the excite
ment of debate and the attrition of antagonistic minds.' " 8 There was 
no tendency to insult the white South, and even deference was paid 
to the defeated Confederate soldiers. 

This was in striking contrast to the wild and unscrupulous attacks 
made by the press upon this convention. Some called the experi
ment "the maddest, most unscrupulous, and infamous revolution in 
history," and said that it was snatching power from the hands of 
the race that settled the country and transferring it to its former slaves, 
an "ignorant and feeble race.'' 

The representative of one paper was expelled from the floor for 
sneering at the "ringed, striped, and streaked convention.'' Other 
papers received all possible courtesies. 

The real basis of opposition to the new regime was economic. 
Nothing showed this clearer than one fact, and that is that the chief 
and repeated accusations against the convention and succeeding legis
latures was that they were composed of poor men, white and black. 
The white 47 delegates were said to have paid altogether $761 in 
annual taxes, of  which one conservative paid $so8. The total taxes 
paid by the 74 Negroes were $u7, of which a Charleston Negro paid 
$85 . Twenty-three of the whites and fifty-nine of the colored paid no 
taxes whatever.9 
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In a day when property was sacred no matter how secured, and in 
a state where i t  had been politically supreme, this attitude was under
standable. Yet one wonders j ust what was expected. Since the great 
majority of the white people of the state had been kept in ignorance 
and poverty, and practically all of the Negroes were slaves, whose 
education was a penal offense, one would hardly expect universal suf.· 
frage to put rich men in the legislature. It was singularly to the credit 
of these voters that poverty was so well represented ;  it showed certain 
tendencies toward a dictatorship of the proletariat. The taxpayers' con
vention of 1 871 frankly proposed to restore the power of property by 
giving 60,000 taxpayers voting power equal to 90,000 non-taxpayers ! 

What was the black man thinking and saying in  these days ? There 
was abundant evidence of clear and logical thought among his leaders. 
The South Carolina Negroes approached their new responsibilities 
with a due sense of difficulty and responsibility. 

Beverly Nash, a black ex-slave and member of the constitutional 
convention, born in slavery, said : "I believe, my friends and fellow
citizens, we are not prepared for this suffrage. But we can learn. Give 
a man tools and let him commence to use them, and in time he will 
learn a trade. So i t  is with voting. We may not understand it at the 
start, but in time we shall learn to do our duty . . . .  We recognize 
the Southern white man as the true friend of the black man. You 
see upon that banner the words, 'United we stand, divided we fall,' 
and if you could see the scroll of the society that banner represents, 
you would see the white man and the black man standing with their 
arms locked together, as the type of friendship and the union which 
we desire. 

"It is not our desire to be a discordant element in the community, 
or to unite the poor against the rich . . . .  The white man has the 
land, the black man has the labor, and labor is worth nothing without 
capital. We must help to create that capital by restoring confidence, 
and we can only secure confidence by electing proper men to .fill our 
public offices. 

"In these public affairs we must unite with our white fellow-citizens. 
They tell us that they have been disfranchised, yet we tell the North 
that we shall never let the halls of Congress be silent until we remove 
that disability. Can we afford to lose from the councils of state, our 
first men ? Can we spare j udges from the bench ? Can we put fools 
or strangers in their positions ? No, fellow-citizens, no ! gloomy, 
indeed, would be that day. We want in charge of our interest only 
our best and ablest men. And then with a strong pull, and a long pull 
and a pull together, up goes South Carolina." 1 0  

Both Sumner and Stevens had encouraged the Negroes of South 
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Carolina to seek sympathetic Southern whites as their leaders, but 
neither they nor others suggested any plans of union with white 
labor. White Carolina labor was dumb with absolutely no intelligent 
leadership except the planters and carpetbaggers.11 

When the convention opened, ex-Governor Orr was invited to ad
dress them. In his speech he stressed the fact that the freedmen needed 
education, and that they did not represent the intelligence nor wealth 
of the state, and he recommended limited suffrage, a homestead law 
and education. 

The plight of debtors after the losses and changes of war brought 
much debate in the constitutional convention. A white delegate advo
cated a three months' moratorium on debt collections, and a colored 
member supported the proposal. But Cardozo, a colored man, and 
later the Treasurer of the State� said : 

"I am opposed to the passage of this resolution. The convention 
should be certain of the constitutionality of their acts. The law of 
the United States does not allow a state to pass a law impairing the 
obligations of contracts. This, I think, is therefore a proper subj ect 
for the j udiciary. I am heartily in favor of relief, but I wish the 
convention to have nothing to do with the matter." 

R. G. DeLarge, a colored delegate, afterward Land Commissioner, 
said : "It has been said in opposition to this measure, that the proposed 
legislation was for a certain class ; however, no gentlemen can rise 
and argue that the proposed measure is for the benefit of any specific 
class. I hold in my hands letters from almost every section of the state 
addressed to members of the convention, crying out for relief. These 
letters depict in strong language the impoverished condition of the 
people, and demand that something should be done to relieve them. 
I deny in toto that this is a piece of class legislation, and I believe 
nothing but the zeal of the members who spoke yesterday induced 
them to speak of it as such. It is simply a request to General Canby 
to relieve the necessities of a large part of the people of the state. 
Some members have gone farther, and said it was a shame to keep 
the freedmen from becoming purchasers and owners of land. . . . 

"It has been argued that the execution of the laws compelling the 
sale of the lands wi ll benefit the poor man by affording him an oppor
tunity to get possession of the lands. That argument, I am confident, 
cannot be sustained. If they are sold, they will be sold at public sale, 
and sold in immense tracts, j ust as they are at present. They will pass 
into the hands of the merciless speculators, who will never aliow the 
poor man to get an inch without first drawing his life's blood in 
payment. The poor freedmen are the poorest of poor and unprepared 
to purchase lands. The poor whites are not in condition to purchase 
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lands. The facts are, the poor class are clamoring, and their voices 
have been voiced far beyond the limits of South Carolina, away to 
the seat of the government, appealing for assistance and relief from 
actual starvation." 

The problem of the land came in for early consideration. The land
less, i t  was felt, should be aided in the acquirement of property and 
the landed aristocracy discriminated against. It was proposed that 
Congress be petitioned to lend the state one million dollars to be used 
in the purchase of land for the colored people ; that the legislature 
be required to appoint a land commission ; and that homesteads up 
to a certain value be exempt from the levy of processes. 

One must view this action in light of what had taken place with 
regard to land in South Carolina. When Northern forces captured 
Port Royal in November, 186!,  the Federal authorities took over 195 
plantations and employed over 10,000 former slaves in raising cotton. 
Early in 1 862, they imported labor superintendents from the North, 
and organized the enterprise. In July, 1862, Congress laid a direct 
tax on the land of the states in rebellion. When the absentee land
holders of Port Royal failed to pay, their plantations were sold at 
public auction to satisfy a part of the debt of $363,570 which had been 
imposed upon South Carolina. Considerable other property, which 
was regarded as abandoned, was seized in Charleston. The lands 
that were auctioned off were bought largely by Northerners, although 
a few Negroes who had got hold of a little money from their labor 
bought certain plantations. 

On January 16, 1868, General Sherman issued his celebrated Field 
Order, Number 15. All the Sea Islands, from Charleston to Port Royal, 
and adjoining lands to the distance of thirty miles inland, were set 
aside for the use of the Negroes who had followed his army. General 
Saxton executed this order, and divided 485,000 acres of land among 
40,000 Negroes. They were given, however, only possessory titles, 
and in the end, the government broke its implied promise and drove 
them off the land. 

In the convention, the whole matte'r of land for the landless came 
up for considerable debate. Cardozo said that he did not believe in 
the confiscation of property, but since slavery was gone, the plantation 
system must go with it. Whipper, another colored man, was more 
inclined to protect the interests of the planters, and reminded the 
members that they were representatives of all classes in the community 
and not simply of a particular class. 

This debate on the economic situation was prolonged. All contracts 
and liabilities for the purchase of slaves, where the money had not yet 
been paid, were annulled. J. J. Wright, colored, and later a state 
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Supreme Court j udge, said of this measure : "I know it is said by our 
opponents that we are an unlawful assembly, and that we are an 
unconstitutional body. I know we are here under the laws of Congress, 
lawfully called together for the discharge of certain duties, and the 
repudiation of debts contracted for slaves . . . .  

"It i s  the duty of the convention to do what ? It is our duty to destroy 
all elements of the institution of slavery. If we do not, we recognize 
the right of property in man." 

A homestead law to the value of $1 ,000 in real estate and $soo in 
personal property was passed. Rainey declared that Congress would 
probably never pass an act confiscating the land, but the other colored 
members, including Ransier, wanted to petition Congress for a loan 
of a million dollars to purchase land. 

A colored delegate said on · this matter : "My colleague presented 
a petition asking the Congress of the United States to appropriate 
one million dollars for a specific purpose-to purchase homesteads 
for the people of South Carolina ; not the colored people, as the gen
tleman from Barnwell has attempted to prove, but to all, irrespective 
of color. He has also attempted to prove that the money cannot be 
obtained, but has failed to carry conviction to the minds of any of 
the members. There is plenty of land in the state that can be pur
chased for two dollars an acre, and one million will buy us five hun
dred thousand acres ; cut this into small farms of twenty acres and we 
have twenty-five thousand farms. Averaging seven persons to a family 
that twenty acres can sustain, and we have one hundred and seventy
five thousand persons, men, women and children, who for a million 
dollars will be furnished means of support ; that is, one-fourth of the 
entire people of the state." 

Mr. R. C. DeLarge, colored, continued on the same subj ect : 
"There are over one thousand freedmen in this state who, within 

the last year, purchased lands from the native whites on the same 
terms. We propose that the government should aid us in the purchase 
of more lands, to be divided into small tracts and given on the above
mentioned credit to homeless families to cultivate for their support. 
It  is well-known that in every district the freedmen are roaming 
from one side to the other, not because they expect to get land, but 
because the large landholders are not able to employ them, and will 
not sell their lands unless the freedmen have the cash to pay for them. 
These are facts that cannot be contradicted by the gentleman from 
Barnwell. I know one large landholder in Colleton District who had 
twenty-one freedmen working for him upon his plantation the entire 
year. He raised a good crop but the laborers have not succeeded in 
getting any reimbursement for their labor. They are now roammg 
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to Charleston and back, trying to get remuneration for their services. 
We propose to give them lands, and to place them in a position by 
which they will be enabled to sustain themselves. 

"In doing this, we will add to the depleted treasury of the state, 
and the large plantation system of the country will be broken up. 
The large plantation will be divided into small farms, giving support 
to more people and yielding more taxes to the state. It will bring out 
the whole resources of the state. I desire it to be distinctly understood 
that I do not advocate this measure simply for the benefit of my own 
race." 

After much discussion by various white members on the same 
subj ect, Mr. F. L. Cardozo, colored, voiced the thought of colored 
men who demanded that the government furnish land for the freed
men : 

"The poor freedmen were induc:�d, by many Congressmen even, 
to expect confiscation. They held out the hope of confiscation. General 
Sherman did confiscate ; gave the lands to the freedmen ; and if it 
were not for President Johnson, they would have them now. The 
hopes of the freedmen have not been realized, and I do not think 
that asking for a loan of one million, to be paid by a mortgage upon 
the land, will be half as bad as has been supposed. I have been told 
by the Assistant Commissioner that he has been doing on a private 
scale what this petition proposes. I say every opportunity of helping 
the colored people should be seized upon. I think the adoption of 
this measure should be seized upon. We should certainly vote for 
some measure of relief for the colored men, as we have to the white 
men who mortgaged their property to perpetuate slavery, and whom 
they have liberated from their bonds." 

Mr. W. J. Whipper, colored, was more conservative, and only 
wanted protection from immediate monopoly : -

"The present owners will be compelled before long to sell portions 
of their land, and sell them to freedmen or whoever can pay for 
them. But if sold now, they will be sold iµ large bodies, or large tracts, 
so that nobody but a capitalist will be able to buy." 

This demand for land was characterized as demagoguery by the 
property holders, but land was, as many speakers suggested, the eco
nomic means of raising the level of the electorate. A petition was 
passed by a great majority, asking Congress to appropriate funds for 
buying land. But Senator Wilson replied that this was impractical ,  
and the convention, thereupon, created a state commission for buying 
lands and selling them to the freedmen. 

The convention attacked race discrimination squarely. A colored 
man, Dr. B. F. Randolph, offered the following amendment : "Dis-
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tinction on account of race or color in any case whatever shall be pro
hibited, and all classes of citizens, irrespective of race and color, shall 
enj oy all common, equal, and political privileges ." He said : 

"It is, doubtless, the impression of the members of the convention 
that the Bill of Rights as it stands secures perfect political and legal 
equality to all the people of South Carolina. It is a fact, however, 
that nowhere is it laid down in the instrument, emphatically and 
definitely, that all the people of the state, irrespective of race and 
color, shall enj oy equal privileges. Our forefathers were no doubt anti
slavery men, and they intended that slavery should die out. Conse
quently, the word color is not to be found in the Constitution or 
Declaration of Independence. On the contrary, it stated 'all men are 
created free and equal.' In our Bill of Rights, I want to settle the ques
tion forever by making the meaning so plain that a wayfaring man, 
though a fool, cannot misunderstand it. The majority of the people 
of South Carolina, who are rapidly becoming property-holders, are 
colored citizens-the descendants of the African race-who have been 
ground down by three hundred years of degradation, and now that 
the opportunity is afforded, let them be protected by their political 
rights. The words proposed as an amendment were not calculated to 
create distinction, but to destroy distinction, and since the Bill of 
Rights did not declare equality, irrespective of race or color, it was 
important that they should be inserted." 

Thus, discriminations of race and color were abolished by the con
stitution, and practical application was attempted in the case of the 
public schools, and the militia. 

The convention framed the most liberal provisions for the right 
of suffrage that any of the Southern constitutions provided. They did 
not attempt, as in Virginia, Alabama, and Mississippi, to restrict the 
voting of whites further than was provided by the Reconstruction acts. 
Indeed, Whipper, a colored delegate, wished to petition Congress to 
remove all political disabilities from the white citizens. In this Cardozo 
and Nash agreed, and the motion was passed. 

Of course, they made no distinction in race and color. The rights 
of women were enlarged. The property of married women could not 
be sold for their husbands' debts, and for the first time in its history, 
the state was given a divorce law. 

Education was discussed at length, and a free common school system 
voted for. 

"It is sufficient to say here that for the first time the fundamental 
law of the state carried the obligation of universal education and 
demanded the creation of a school system like that of Northern 
states." 1 2  Nothing that the convention did aroused more opposition 
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among property-holding whites . In the first place, as a white woman 
told a Northern teacher : 

"I do assure you that you might as well try to teach your horse or 
mule to read as to teach these niggers ." 1 3 

In the second place, the whites calculated that the school system 
would cost $goo,ooo a year, and that the new taxation would fall upon 
them. 

In the debate on the school system, there was not a moment's 
hesitation, but there was considerable difference of opinion as to 
whether education should be made compulsory or not. 

R. C. DeLarge, colored, said in the debate, "The schools may be 
open to all, but to declare that parents shall send their children to 
them whether they are willing or not is, in my j udgment, going a 
step beyond the bounds of prudence. I s  there any logic or reason in 
inserting in the constitution a provision which cannot be enforced ? "  

Mr. A .  J .  Ransier, colored, said, " I  am sorry t o  differ with my  col
league from Charleston on this question. I contend that in proportion 
to the education of the people so is their progress in civilization. Be
lieving this, I believe that the committee has. properly provided for 
the compulsory education of all children in this state between the 
ages named in the section." 

Mr. J. A. Chesnut, colored, spoke on separation in schools : "Has 
not this convention the right to establish a free school system for the 
poorer classes ? Then if there be a hostile disposition among the whites, 
an unwillingness to send their children to school, the fault is their 
own, not ours. Look at the idle youth around us. Is the sight not 
enough to invigorate every man with a desire to do something to re
move this vast weight of ignorance that presses the masses down ? 
I have no desire to curtail the privileges of freedmen, but when we 
look at the opportunities neglected, even by the whites of South 
Carolina, I must confess that I am more than ever disposed to com
pel parents, especially of my own race, to send their children to school. 
If the whites obj ect to i t, let it be so." · 

Mr. F. L. Cardozo said, "It was argued by some yesterday with 
some considerable weight that we should do everything in our power 
to incorporate in the constitution all possible measures that will con
ciliate those opposed to us. No one would go further in conciliating 
others than I would. But we should be careful of what we do to con
ciliate. 

"In the first place, there is an element that is opposed to us no 
matter what we do, which will never be conciliated. It is not that 
they are opposed so much to the constitution we may frame, but they 
are opposed to us sitting in the convention. Their obj ection is of such 
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a radical and fundamental nature, that any attempt to frame a con
stitution to please them would be abortive. 

"In the next place, there are those who are doubtful ;  and gentlemen 
here say if we frame a constitution to suit these parties, they will 
come over to our side. They are only waiting to see whether or not 
it will be successful. 

"Then there is the third class who honestly question our capacity to 
frame a constitution. I respect that class, and believe if we do j ustice 
to them, laying our corner-stone on a sure foundation of republican 
government and liberal principles, the intelligence of that class wil l  
be conciliated, and they are worthy of conciliation. 

"Before I proceed to discuss the question, I want to divest it of 
all false issue of the imaginary consequences that some gentlemen have 
illogically thought will result from the adoption of this section with 
the word 'compulsory.' They affirm that it compels the attendance of 
both white and colored children in the same schools. There is  nothing 
of the kind in the section. It simply says that all the children shall 
be educated ; but how, it is left with the parents to decide. It is left 
to the parent to say whether the child should be sent to a public or 
private school. There can be separate schools for white and colored. 
It is left so that if any colored child wishes to go to a white school, 
it shall have the privilege of doing so. I have no doubt, in most locali
ties colored people will prefer separate schools, particularly until some 
of the present prej udice against their race is  removed." 

The committee proposed that persons coming of age after 1 875 
must be able to read and write before voting, but Cardozo opposed 
it because he said it would take more than ten years and a great deal 
of money to complete the system, and he wanted to extend the time 
to 1 890. Three other colored members spoke against any qualification, 
and it was, therefore, stricken out. 

To bridge over the interval before the state school system could 
be installed, Mr. B. F. Randolph, colored, presented the following peti
tion, which was referred to the Committee on Miscellaneous Provisions 
of the Constitution : "We, the undersigned, people of South Carolina, 
in convention assembled, do hereby recommend that the Bureau of 
Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands be continued until the 
restoration of civil authority ; that then a Bureau of Education be 
establi shed, in order that an efficient system of schools be established ." 

"Perhaps the convention's achievement of greatest permanent im
portance was the reform of local and j udicial administration." 1 4  

Judicial circuits were to be called counties, and some new counties 
were arranged. A Court of Probate was established in each county, 
and j ustices of the peace were given wider j urisdiction. Judges were 
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to be elected, instead of appointed, and in spite of much criticism, the 
new system worked well. From 1 870 to 1877 the Supreme Court was 
composed of a Negro, a native Southerner, and a Northerner. Its ad
ministration was fair and its decisions j ust. Most of the circuit j udges 
were native whites and honest men. Mixed j uries were the rule, and 
no fault was found with them. They did not hesitate to convict colored 
prisoners . The trial j udges came in for the greatest criticism. Among 
them were numbers of ignorant and unqualified persons, and there 
were a good deal of misappropriation of fees and costs. On the other 
hand, it was difficult to get proper trial j udges, because so many quali
fied whites refused to serve. 

Wright, the Negro who was on the Supreme Court, was the first 
colored man admitted to the bar in Pennsylvania. He had been con
nected with the Freedmen's Bureau ; then became a member of the 
constitutional convention, and a state senator. He was elected to the 
bench in February, 1870, to fill out an unexpired term, and was re
elected in December, 1870, for the full term. He resigned under 
Hampton in August, 1 877. 

"Although he lisped, Wright was a good speaker, decidedly intelli
gent, and generally said to be the best fitted colored man in the state 
for the position." 

Some reforms were made in the county government. Most of the 
officers were to be elected by popular vote, and boards of commission
ers were appointed for the highways, and for collection and disburse
ment of taxes. 

Some of the delegates wanted to legislate concerning wages, which 
caused great indignation among the planters. It was suggested, for 
instance, that planters be required to pay back wages from the t ime 
of the i ssue of the Emancipation Proclamation, and that the division 
of one-half of the crop for tenant farmers be made compulsory. 
Such legislation was inherently j ust and reasonable but fifty years 
too early for public opinion in any modern country. 

Among other things, the constitution abolished imprisonment for 
debt, and dueling, and did away with property qualifications, for 
voting or holding office. The colored members, despite their inexpe
rience, gave evidence, here and there, of care and thrift. For instance, 
when the question of the pay of members of the convention came up, 
a discussion arose. Mr. L. S. Langley moved that the pay per diem 
of $12 in bills receivable be laid on the table. J. J. Wright moved that 
$10 be inserted. N. G. Parker, white, moved to fix the pay at $u.  
C. P. Leslie, colored, demurred : " I  desire to  say a word before that 
resolution be passed, and be put right on record. I am perfectly will
ing to receive $3 per day in greenbacks for my services. I think that 
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sum all they are worth, and further, if I got any more, i t  would be 
so much more than I have been in the habit of receiving, I might 
possibly go on a spree and lose the whole of it . Now I ask any of the 
delegates in this body if they were called upon to pay a similar body 
of men out of their pockets, how much they would be willing to 
pay each member. I will stake my existence on it they would not pay 
more than $ i .50 per day to each member. I want to be recorded as 
always being opposed to a high tariff, but not against any reasonable 
compensation. But this eight or nine dollars a day, when we consider 
all the surroundings and conditions of the people, looks too much 
like a fraud." . 

The new constitution for South Carolina was adopted by the Con
vention in April, 1 868. It was eventually adopted by the people-
70,000 voting for it, 27,000 against it, and 35,000 abstaining. 

The constitution was written in good English and was an excellent 
document, "embodying some of the best legal principles of the age. 
In letter it  was as good as any other constitution the state has ever 
had, or as most American states had at that time. This assertion is 
supported by the practical endorsement which a subsequent generation 
of South Carolinians gave it ; the conservative whites were content 
to live under it for eighteen years after they recovered control of the 
state government, and when in 1 895 they met to make a new con
stitution, the document they produced had many of the features of the 
constitution of 1 868." 1 5  

It was not, of course, an original document, either in form or word
ing, but copied largely from Northern state models. But colored men 
discussed it, amended it, and voted for its adoption. They shared in 
the capacity and thought that made it. 

A convention of whites held in Columbia April 2, condemned the 
constitution, as " 'the work of sixty-odd Negroes, many of them igno
rant and depraved, together with fifty white men, outcasts of North
ern society, and Southern renegades, betrayers of their race and coun
try.' Its franchise provisions were declared to be designed to further 
the ambitions of 'mean whites ' ;  its j udicial system 'repugnant to our 
customs and habits of thought' ;  the homestead provision 'a snare and 
deceit' ; and 'the stupendous school arrangement' 'a fruitful source of 
peculant corruption.' " Here spoke Capital, Land and Privilege against 
white and black labor. 

In the spring of 1 868, the Fairfield Herald declared the Revolution 
"the maddest, most unscrupulous and infamous revolution in his
tory," which "has snatched the power from the hands of the race 
which settled the country . . .  and transferred it to its former slaves, 
an ignorant and feeble race." 16 
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Indeed, the criticism here was j ust as boundless and intemperate as 
that directed later toward the expenditures of the legislature, only 
in this case, we have the evidence of the constitution i tself to show 
how excellent a document i t  was. 

The economic revolution which Reconstruction involved over
shadowed and guided all thought and action. Usury laws had been 
repealed by the planters in 1866, and rates of interest rose to 25 and 
30 per cent. Banks commonly charged from 18 to 24 per cent. The 
owners of land and property, the persons of intelligence and social 
prestige, despite their partial impoverishment of the war, were 
strong and well-organized. They put the whole blame on abolition 
of slavery, enfranchisement of labor, and refusal of black men to 
work under essentially the same conditions as formerly. But colored 
Congressman Rainey of South Carolina well said in the 42nd Congress : 

"If the country there is impoverished, i t  has certainly not been caused 
by the fault of those who love the Union, but it is simply the result 
of a disastrous war madly waged against the best Government known 
to the world. The murder of unarmed men and the maltreating of 
helpless women can never make restitution for the losses which are 
the simple inevitable consequence of the rebellion. The faithfulness of 
my race during the entire war, in supporting and protecting the 
families of their masters, speaks volumes in their behalf as to the real 
kindliness of their feelings toward the white people of the South." 1 7  

South Carolina property had been valued in 1 860 at $489,319, 128. 
All the capital in slaves was lost, but the remainder was $278, 1 16, 128. 
This shrank to $90,888,436 in 1 866. In 1 870, the property of South 
Carolina was assessed at $ 183,9 13,337. Besides this, millions were lost 
in bank stocks, endowments, and investments. One newspaper esti
mated that the gross property values shrank from $400,000,000 in 
1 860 to $50,000,000 in 1 865. Of course, much of this was guesswork. 
The values of 1860 were inflated ; the values of 1 865-1870, perhaps 
unduly depressed. The builders of the new state wanted to make 
taxes uniform and, therefore, provided for a revaluation of lands and 
improvements . A committee was appointed to investigate the financial 
status, and the new school system, which was expected to be the larg
est item of expense (a splendid commentary upon the new spirit 
which had arisen in the state) , was guaranteed an annual levy on 
all property and a poll tax. The property holders wanted to limit state 
indebtedness and prevent the legislature from extending credit to 
private corporations, but these suggestions were not approved of. The 
convention had a vision of prosperity, and they wanted railroads, 
schools, and poorhouses, and a distribution of land. 

"In a progressive age," said Judge Wright, "the legi slature must do 
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its part, and the responsibility of that body to the people was sufficient 
check against extravagance." 1 8  

A committee of property holders was alarmed, and estimated that 
i t  would cost $2,230,950 annually to run the state, instead of $350,000, 
which had sufficed before the war. This was true, but when later the 
expenditure of the state reached this sum, these same people com
plained that the expenditure must on its face be fraudulent. 

Singularly enough, i t  is conveniently forgotten that a good proportion 
of the white officials of South Carolina during Reconstruction were not 
Northerners, but Southerners, and several of them had served in the 
Confederate army. Moses, who became Governor ; Robertson, United 
States Senator ; and Neagle, Comptroller and former Confederate 
officer, were Southern white men. Bowen, a Congressman, while born 
in the North, had lived in Georgia before the war, and served as cap
tain in the Confederate army. Of the white Northerners, Chamberlain, 
shrewd and able, but not over-scrupulous, was the leader. Among 
the others were Scott, well-meaning but not a strong governor ;  the 
pliable Parker, inefficient State Treasurer ; and Patterson, who bribed 
his way to defeat a Negro for the United States Senate. 

The first governor, under the new regime, was Robert K. Scott, 
born in Pennsylvania, a colonel of Union troops during the war, and 
assistant commissioner of the Freedmen's Bureau. Scott faced great 
difficulties, and is generally conceded to have been a well -meaning 
man. A well-born native Southern white was Franklin J. Moses, Jr. 
His father had been a prominent South Carolinian, Senator before 
the war, and was respected by all people. Moses married the daughter 
of a distinguished Southerner ; was private secretary to one of the 
former Governors, and became a lawyer and an editor in favor of 
Johnson's Reconstruction . When the Reconstruction acts were passed 
he went over to the side of the carpetbaggers and Negroes ; he took 
a prominent part in the constitutional convention, and afterward be
came Speaker of the House, and in 1872, Governor. He was denounced 
as unscrupulous and dishonest, and extravagant in his manner of 
living. 

The colored leaders formed a very interesting group. Francis L. 
Cardozo was free-born of Negro, Jewish and Indian descent. He was 
educated at the University of Glasgow, and in London, and went to 
New Haven, where he served as a Presbyterian minister. After the war, 
he came to Charl eston and was Principal of Avery Institute. He was 
secretary of state during 1 868-1 872, and treasurer of the state during 
1 872-1 876. He was a handsome, well-groomed man, with cultivated 
manners, and honest in official life. He was accused in several in
stances, but no dishonest act was ever proven against him. 
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Joseph H. Rainey was the first Negro to represent South Carolina 
in the House of Representatives. Robert Brown Elliott, born in Massa
chusetts, was educated at Eton College, in England. He was a first
rate lawyer ; served in the legislature, and was twice elected to Con
gress. He had a commanding presence, and a fine gift of oratory . 
Richard A. Cain was a .  leader, and afterward bishop in the A. M. E. 
Church. His paper, The Missionary Record, was the most influential 
Negro paper in  South Carolina. He served in the Senate and two 
terms in Congress. Robert C. DeLarge was a tailor from Charleston, 
and had been an agent in the Freedmen's Bureau. He served in the 
legislature, and while his education was limited, he had large in
fluence. Beverly Nash had been a slave before the war, and afterward 
a waiter. When grown he learned to read and write, and became 
an earnest and hard-working leader. 

Alonzo J. Ransier was elected lieutenant-governor in 1 870. He was 
a free Negro, and became a member of the constitutional convention 
of the legislature, and auditor of Charleston County. In 1 872, he went 
to Congress. He made a. good presiding officer of the state senate, being 
dignified and alert. Richard H. Gleaves was lieutenant-governor in  
1 872-1 876. He was from Pennsylvania, and had acted a s  probate j udge. 
He was intelligent and knew parliamentary law. Samuel J. Lee was 
a Negro Speaker of the House, in 1872-1874. He was born in the state, 
worked as a farmer and laborer in lumber mills, and was self-educated. 
He was polished and a good lawyer. Stephen A. Swailes, a colored man 
of Pennsylvania, was a Union soldier, and school-teacher. He became 
a senator, and was known for his integrity and ability as a speaker. 
Robert Smalls was the one who stole the Confederate ship Planter 
and delivered it to the Union authorities. He was self-educated and 
popular. He was a member of Congress until after Reconstruction. 
These men were all poor and doubtless some _of them accepted bribes 
and shared in graft. But very few of them were thoroughly venal or 
purchasable against their convictions. When it came to personal favors 
or sharing in gifts and gains which followed legislation of which they 
honestly approved, some of them were certainly approachable. 

Negroes were conspicuous members of the legislatures. "There was 
a large proportion of former slaves, and at first perhaps two-thirds of 
them could not write, but by 1871,  most of them had learned at least 
to read and write. Many of them were speakers of force and eloquence, 
while others were silent or crude. In the Senate, it was said that some 
of the colored members spoke exceedingly well, with great ease and 
grace of manners. Others, were awkward and coarse." 19 

One observer recorded that "The President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House, both colored, were elegant and accomplished 
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men, highly educated, who would have creditably presided over any 
commonwealth's legislative assembly." 

"The majority of the voters of the state were Negroes, and in every 
session but one that race had a majority in the legislature. They out
numbered, and in many cases outshone, their carpetbag and scalawag 
contemporaries." 20 

In the first legislature there were 127 members, of whom 87 were 
colored, and 40 white. According to the available figures, the composi
tion of Reconstruction legislatures in South Carolina seems to have 
been as follows : 2 1  

Senate 
Negroes Whites 

1 868-1869 I O  21 
1870-1871 I O  20 
1 872-1873 16 17  
1 874-1875 16 17 
1 876-1878 4 14 

House Total 
Negroes Whites Negroes Whites 

78 46 88 67 
75 49 85 69 
80 42 96 59 
6I 63 77 80 
58 64 62 78 

Total 

155 
154 
155 
157 
130 

It will be seen from these figures that the white members of the 
legislature, from their control of the Senate, were always able to 
block Negro legislators ; and that Negro control of the legislature 
was only possible because most of the white Senators voted with the 
Negroes. In the legislature of 1874, the whites had a maj ority in both 
Houses. It can hardly be said, therefore, that the Negroes of South 
Carolina had absolute control of the state at any time. 

The economic status of the legislature of 1 870-1 871  is shown by their 
given occupations : IO lawyers, 3 1 farmers, 9 physicians, 17 clergymen, 
12 teachers, 16 planters, 13 merchants, 3 merchant tailors, 3 clerks, 2 
masons, 8 builders, 1 engineer, 1 marble dealer, 8 carpenters, 2 hotel 
keepers, 1 druggist, 1 bookkeeper, 1 wheelwright, 4 coachmakers, 1 
tanner, 2 mechanics, 1 chemist, 1 auditor, 1 hatter, 1 blacksmith, 1 
tailor. 

The state sent seven Negroes to Congress ; made two of them lieu
tenant-governors ;  and for four years, two of them were speakers of 
the House. One was secretary of state and treasurer of the state. An
other was adj utant and inspector general. These men were of various 
colors and mixtures of blood, and there was a good deal of difference 
of opinion, as to whether the mulattoes or the full-blooded blacks 
were superior. But one observer asserted that "the colored men gen
erally were superior in decency and ability to the majority of the native 
white Radical legislators." 22 And another said that "the quadroons 
and octoroons of the Senate are infinitely superior in personal appear
ance to their white Yankee and native compeers." 2 3  
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Most of these men had been slaves, although a few of them were 
well-educated. They had ability, and in some cases, more than ordi
nary ability. But above all, they were in the midst of a mighty social 
and economic change, and were swayed by the social and political 
revolution around them. "The bottom rail was on the top," and the 
former ruling oligarchy was now displaced by those who represented 
neither the wealth nor the traditions of the state. 

The bitterness of this campaign against the Reconstruction govern
ments was almost inconceivable. 

"One unfamiliar with the situation would think the editors and their 
correspondents had gone crazy with anger or were obsessed with 
some fearful mania, so great was the ridicule, contempt, and obloquy 
showered upon the representatives of the state. With the deepest scorn 
for a scalawag, with all the Southern hatred for an adventuring Yan
kee, and with either sympathy or shame for the ignorant, misled 
Negro, the press, the aristocracy, the poor whites, the up-country, 
the low-country-all with one voice protested against the 'unlawful 
.assembly' in Columbia maintained in power, they said, by the Federal 
bayonet. The Fairfield Herald battled 'against the hell-born policy 
which has trampled the fairest and noblest States of our great sister
hood beneath the unholy hoofs of African savages and shoulder
strapped brigands-the policy which has given up millions of our 
free-born, high-souled brethren and sisters, countrymen and country
women of Washington, Rutledge, Marion, and Lee, to the rule of 
gibbering, louse-eaten, devil-worshiping barbarians, from the j ungles 
of Dahomey, and peripatetic buccaneers from Cape Cod, Memphrema
gog, Hell, and Boston." 24 

A new system of taxation came in with the Reconstruction govern
ment. It provided for a uniform rate of assessment on all property at 
its full value. This was a departure from the system previous to 
the war, which put a low valuation on land and slaves and heavy 
taxation on merchants, professions and banking. The merchant before 
the war paid five or six times as great a rate of taxation as the planter. 
In i 859, the total tax value of lands in the state was $10,257,000, while 
lots and buildings in Charleston were valued at $22,274,000. The tax 
on all the land of the state averaged less than five cents an acre in 
i 86o. When the new system came in, it was difficult to find persons 
to administer it and every landholder obj ected to it. 

The new system met all sorts of opposition from unsympathetic 
administrators and the newspapers of the state. Governor Scott ex
pected $300,000,000 worth of property as a basis of taxation, but less 
than $1 15,000,000 were returned. This the Board of Equalization raised 
to $180,000,000. As the assessments decreased, the rate of taxation in-
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creased. The total assessment in 1 869 was $181 ,000,000, and in 1 877, 
under Hampton, $101 ,000,000. As the average rate of taxes rose, the 
property holders said that the Negro government wanted to raise taxes 
so as to confiscate the land. 

The new government could not collect the tax levied. I t  met an 
organized and bitter boycott of property. In 1 868, $175,688 of assessed 
tax was uncollected ; in 1 869, $248, 165, and in 1870, $524,026-a total 
of nearly a million dollars in three years. Part of this delinquency 'Yas 
due to real poverty ; but part was due to deliberate obstruction on the 
part of property holders. Taxation had to be increased to cover de
linquency and to meet new expenses. In 1 860, taxation on a half 
billion of property was $1 ,280,383 ; in 1870, $2,767,675 was assessed on 
$183,000,000. The increase of taxation was partly accounted for by 
gradually increased expenditures for education, construction, and 
charitable institutions. 

At the same time, the inflation of the currency makes comparison 
with conditions previous to the war difficult. More money was cer"'. 
tainly raised by the state during Reconstruction. But, on the other 
hand, a much larger proportion of the expenditures was designed to 
aid the laboring poor, and did aid them largely. Indeed, it might 
have changed the whole economic position of the proletariat if it had 
been efficiently and honestly expended. 

In the legislature in 1 868, the free common school system was or
ganized temporarily, and permanently in 1 870. Relief was extended 
to various classes of citizens, especially poor laborers. In 1 868 and 1 869, 
an act was passed providing for a land commissioner, who was to act 
under a board. Land was to be purchased in various parts of the state, 
and was io be sold in plots of not less than twenty-five and not more 
than one hundred acres to actual settlers. Two hundred thousand dol
lars' worth of bonds were provided to finance this proposal, and later 
this was increased to $soo,ooo. The land commissioner was to hold 
office at the pleasure of an Advisory Board, consisting of chief state 
officers . 

One of the chief sources of corruption in nearly all the reconstructed 
states was railroad building. And the reasons for this are easily mis
conceived because of the changed economic status of railroads today. 
It must be remembered that at the beginning throughout the country 
and the world, the railroad was a public highway, and for this reason 
a public enterprise toward whose building and maintenance the public 
rightly contributed. It was only after the railroad was built and estab
lished by public funds, that private interests monopolized it and se
questered its income to make individual millionaires. 

In the South, the railroads had lagged. The planters would not sub-
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mit to public taxation, and they would not divert funds from their 
private luxury consumption, in order to furnish capital. South Carolina 
was particularly a case in point. Charleston, by all rules of commerce, 
should have been one of the great ports of the United States. It was a 
gateway to the West ; i t  should have at least connected its own up
lands with the coast, and it might have tapped the West through Cin
cinnati, and the great cotton belt through the Southern South. But 
efforts toward this end before the war had but small success. 

It was perfectly natural that the first thought of those who were 
reconstructing the state should turn toward railroad building as a 
means of economic rehabilitation. The usual method was the old one 
of loaning credit of the state. It meant, not that the state invested 
money, but simply that the state permitted the issue of bonds and 
guaranteed the payment of interest and principal. On a sound eco
nomic proposition, conducted by honest men, this was simply a way 
of securing private capital for a semi-public enterprise, which would 
greatly increase the prosperity of the state. 

Railway mileage in South Carolina had increased from 289 to 973, 
between 1850-1860. By 1 865, there were 1 ,007 miles . Then construction 
practically stopped, and effort was turned toward rebuilding the rail
roads and giving them new equipment. 

The difficulty was that a flock of cormorants whose business was 
cheating and manipulation in the issue and sale of bonds and other 
certificates of enterprise, moved first West and then South, and took 
charge of railroad promotion. They were largely Northern financiers, 
in some cases already discredited in the centers of finance and driven 
out of the overworked investment fields North and West. They 
came South with an address and a technique which only trained, ex
perienced, and honest administrators could . have withstood. They 
flaunted the chances of quick and easy money before the faces of ruined 
planters, small Northern investors, and the few Negroes who had some 
little capital. The result was widespread graft, debt and corruption in 
South Carolina and North Carolina, in Florida and Georgia, in Louisi
ana, and in other states. 

There was, however, in the reorganization, for instance, of the 
Greenville and Columbia Railroad, nothing worse than the ordinary 
stock-jobbing enterprise common all over the nation ; and prominent 
Southerners, like ex-Governor Orr and J. P. Reed, were concerned in 
it. Instead of concentrating efforts on the rebuilding of the railroad and 
its equipment, most of the time and energy was spent in seeking to 
market stock in New York. This failed and the road was bankrupt 
by the end of the Reconstruction era, · j ust as it was at the beginning. 

In the same way, the Blue Ridge road, backed not only by carpet-
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baggers but by leading white Southerners, was prostrate after the war 
and sued for state aid. The legislature authorized aid in 1 868, but the 
contract for rebuilding demanded much more money than the bonds 
provided for. Eventually the road was sold to a private company com
posed as usual not only of carpetbaggers but of planters. Matters were 
so manipulated that a state contingent liability of $4,000,000 of bonds 
was transmuted into an actual state indebtedness of $1 ,800,000. Again 
little was done actually to restore the road, and the company went irito 
bankruptcy. 

Thus in most cases, bankrupt corporations bequeathed to the Recon
struction regime by ante-bellum organizers, came before the Legisla
ture to secure capital for rebuilding, and then fell into the hands of 
speculators who tried to make money out of the stock, rather than out 
of the rebuilding of the road ; and these speculators were largely men 
trained in shady finance in Wall Street, and helped by much of the 
best element of the Southerners in South Carolina, as w'ell as by the 
new carpetbag capitalists. 

This was a difficult situation, calling for blame and criticism, but to 
place the blame of it mainly upon the Negro voter and the Negro 
laborer is a fantastic distortion of the truth. The money misused went 
primarily to Northern promoters and Southern white administrators. 
And while, of course, a poverty-stricken electorate was gripped and 
bribed by such organized thieves, the remedy for this was not the dis
franchisement of labor but its education, and such an increased share 
of the product of industry as to make life livable, without theft or sale 
of soul . 

The appropriations to meet the new expenses had to grow. The fact 
is that South Carolina had been a state absolutely dominated by landed 
property. It is said that the ante-bellum state was ruled by 180 great 
landlords. They had made the functions of the state j ust as few as pos
sible, and did by private law and on private plantations most of the 
things which in other states were carried on by the local and state gov
ernments . The economic revolution, therefore, which universal suffrage 
envisaged for this state, was perhaps greater than in any other South
ern state. It was for this reason that the right of the masses to vote was 
so bitterly assailed, and expenditures for the new functions of the state 
denounced as waste and extravagance. 

The result of all this had to be increased taxation. The rate of taxa
tion in 1868-1872 was 9 mills ; in 1872-1 876 over I I  mills. Yet this was 
excessive only by comparison with the past and because of recent se
vere losses . In Northern states, like Illinois, Massachusetts, New York 
and Pennsylvania, the average was 21  Yz mills on the dollar. 

The grip of poverty was on the South and poverty always is felt 
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most poignantly by those to whom poverty has been unknown. The 
planters, used to ease and a certain degree of luxury, were the ones 
that felt the new poverty as a terrible, heaven-shattering thing. They 
looked upon any action as j ustifiable if it restored to them the income 
which they had lost. 

On the other hand, both the poor whites and the Negroes were not 
only poverty-stricken, but, for that reason, peculiarly susceptible to 
petty graft and bribery. Economically, they had always been stripped 
bare ; a little cash was a curiosity, and a few dollars a fortune. The 
sale of their votes and political influence was therefore, from the first, 
simply a matter of their knowledge and conception of what the vote 
was for and what it could procure. With experience, their conception 
of its value rose until some of them conceived the idea of making the 
ballot a power by which they could change their social and economic 
status, and live like human beings. But before most of them rose to 
this conception, there were thousands to whom their vote and petty 
office-holding were simply a means of adding to their small incomes. 
And when one considers that this was a day when the line between 
using political power for personal advantage and using it for social 
uplift was dim and difficult to follow throughout the whole nation, 
the wonder is that the labor vote of South Carolina so easily ranged 
itself behind the new school system, the orphanages, the land distribu
tion, and the movements toward reform in public efficiency. 

The ascendancy of property over labor and the suffrage was in 
this day openly maintained by bribery, and if this had been uncom
mon in the pre-war South, it was simply because universal suffrage 
had not been established and capital ruled by social sanction rather 
than by money. In  the new situation, property began systematically 
to attack labor in two ways : First, it deliberately encouraged ex
travagance, graft and bribery, so as to hasten the downfall of the labor 
regime. And secondly, it utterly upset the credit of the state, so as to 
prevent the new state from importing capital. 

The failure of taxation to raise the required revenue compelled the 
state to borrow, and here it fell into the hands of Northern money 
sharks and Southern repudiators. The state debt October 1 ,  1 867, was 
$8,378,255. The Constitutional Convention of 1 868 repudiated $3 ,000,-
000 of this as a Confederate debt, and made the total debt $5,407,306. 
From this beginning, the state debt increased to $10,665,908 in 1 871, 
while committees claimed that there was evidence of total liabilities 
outstanding to the amount of 15 or e�en 30 millions. 

"The exact amount of the debt was not known; the figures from the 
reports of the treasurer, comptroller-general, and financial agent did 
not agree ; and it was claimed by the opposition press and even by 
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some of the state officials that there were large issues of fraudulent 
bonds on the market, and that certain of the state officials had profited 
thereby." 

"While the Conservative press continually reviled the Radical gov
ernment, on no topic was it so prolific or bitter as that of finances and 
taxation." 25 

The total debt, bonded and contingent, seems to have been : 

1 860 
1865 
1 868 
1 871 

$12,027,090 
15,892,946 
14,896,040 
22'480,914 

In  this case, the total indebtedness in 1 871 is not clear. The Gover
nor's report makes it a li ttle less than twelve million, but the investi
gation committee insists that because the state government had printed 
and issued certain bonds, the amount of which was not definitely 
known, it was possible that the state might eventually be liable for 
thirty million dollars. 

This did not mean, as many assume, that the state officials received 
or squandered any such sums. The methods by which small amounts 
of actual cash received became a paper debt of huge amounts is ex
plained in the Governor's special message of January 9, 1 865. 

"In the fall of 1868, I visited New York City for the purpose of bor
rowing money on the credit of the state on coupon bonds, under the 
provisions of the acts of August 26, 1 868. I had the assistance of Mr. 
H. H. Kimpton, United States Senator F. A. Sawyer, and Mr. George 
S. Cameron. I called at several of the most prominent banking houses 
to effect the negotiation of the required loan, and they refused to ad
vance any money upon our state securities, for those securities had 
been already branded with the threat of a speedy repudiation by the 
political opponents of the administration, who have ever since howled 
the same cry against the state credit. As the persons who made this 
threat controlled the press of the state, they were enabled to impress 
capitalists abroad with the false idea of a speedy reaction that would 
soon place them again in authority. 

"As the capitalists well knew that these persons when in power in 
1 862 did repudiate their debts due Northern creditors, their distrust 
of our bonds was very natural and apparently well-founded. It soon 
became evident to every man familiar with our financial standing in 
New York that to negotiate the loan authorized, the question was not 
what we would take for the bonds, but what we could get for them. 
After much effort, and the most j udicious management, I succeeded in 
borrowing money, through Mr. Cameron, at the rate of four dollars 
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in bonds for one dollar in currency, the bonds being rated at 75 per 
cent below their par value, or at 25 cents on the dollar. This loan, 
however, was only effected at the extravagant rate of l Yz per cent per 
month, or 18 per cent a year-a rate only demanded on the most 
doubtful paper, to cover what is deemed a great risk-for the money 
loaned. 

"Subsequent loans were effected at a higher valuation of the bonds, 
but at the rates of interest varying from 15 to 20 per cent, in addition 
to commissions necessarily to be paid the financial agent. If, then, 
$.),200,000 in money has cost the state $9,5 14,000 in bonds, it does not, 
therefore, follow that the financial board has criminally conspired 
against the credit of the state, and still less, that any one member of 
the board can j ustly be held up to public execration or stigmatized by 
an accusation of 'high crimes and misdemeanors' for the assumed re
sults of its action. It is proper that I should add that the armed vio
lence which has prevailed in this state for the past three years has had 
upon our bonds the same effect as actual war in lessening their pur
chasing-value, as money is dearer in war than in peace. Ku-Kluxism 
made capitalists shrink from touching the bonds of this state, as a man 
would shrink from touching a pestilential body." 2 6  

If  there were outstanding in 1 874 twenty or even thirty millions of 
evidences of debt, it is unlikely that this represented more than ten 
millions in actual cash delivered, and all monies collected and paid 
beyond that were not the stealing necessarily of South Carolinians, 
white or black, but the financial graft of Wall Street and its agents, 
made possible by the slander and reaction of the planters. 

The rise of a group of a people is not a simultaneous shift of the 
whole mass ; it i s  a continuous differentiation of individuals with inner 
strife and differences of opinion, so that individuals, groups and classes 
begin to appear seeking higher levels, groping for better ways, uniting 
with other like-minded bodies and movements. Every indication of 
this was present among Negroes during Reconstruction times. There 
was not a single reform movement, a single step toward protest, a 
single experiment for betterment in which Negroes were not found in 
varying numbers. The protest against corruption and inefficiency in 
South Carolina had in every case Negro adherents and in many cases 
Negro leaders. 

The responsibility of Negroes for the government of South Carolina 
in Reconstruction was necessarily limited. They helped choose the 
elected officials and furnished a large number of the members of the 
legislature. But most of the administrative power was in the hands of 
the whites, and these were either Northerners, who had come South 
as officers or officials or to invest money, or native Southerners, both 
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aristocrats and poor whites, who had undertaken to guide the Negro 
vote. 

As a majority of the electorate, Negroes were responsible for the 
officials elected, but their choice was limited. They had among them
selves a few notable leaders, some educated in the North, a few e.du
cated Southern Negroes, and other Southern Negroes w�th little 
formal education, but much hard sense. 

Three groups gradually formed theqiselves among the whites, those 
like General Orr, who represented the planters and who were willing 
to accept Negro suffrage as a fact ; others, like Wade Hampton, pro
posed to control the Negro vote, but to control it in the interest of the 
planters, and eventually to limit it in various ways. Then, there was a 
third party led by men like B. F. Perry, who wanted to e:i;cclude the 
Negro entirely from the ballot and do this as soon as possible, frankly 
on lines of race and color. 

Perry feared a union of poor whites and Negroes, and saw in this a 
menace of proletarian revolution and an attack on property. "I greatly 
fear there are many white persons in South Carolina who will vote 
for a convention under the hope of its repudiating the indebtedness of 
the state. This class may influence the Negro vote to unite with them, 
and then, in return, they can unite with the Negro in parceling out the 
lands of the state. One step leads to another : stay-law first-repudia
tion next ; and then follows a division of lands and an equal appropri
ation of property amongst all persons. And last of all, the honest, hard
working, industrious, and prudent class must support the idle, dissi
pated, extravagant and roguish class." 21 

It was this last group that eventually dominated and transported to 
South Carolina the "Mississippi plan" of overthrowing the Negro vote 
by brute force. 

The path of black leaders under these circumstances was exceed
ingly difficult. Many Negroes of importance, such as Rainey, Lomax 
and King, openly attacked the course of Republican administration. 
R. H. King formed a Negro reform movement and said : "We would 
favor to send to the legislature honest mechanics and farmers whose 
minds are not biased by chicanery, at any rate, have honest men who 
are identified with prosperity and the people's interest." But on the 
other hand, most Negroes were afraid of combination with the white 
planters, who clearly would disfranchise them if they had the chance. 

As the state debt increased, a taxpayers' convention met in Columbia 
in May, 1 871 ,  with thirty counties represented and a few Negro dele
gates. It protested against the increase in the public debt and the high 
taxation, and attacked the financial legislation. It warned persons 
not to buy bonds or obligations issued by the present state government 
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because the property holders were not adequately represented in the 
legislature. Several Negroes were members of this convention, and the 
same year leading Negroes, including DeLarge, Nash and Robert 
Smalls, tried to form a new political party. It was admitted that there 
were abuses which needed reformation, but, on the whole, the Re
publican party was gratihed at the result of the taxpayers' convention. 
A Joint Committee of the legislature made an examination of the 
financial condition of the state in 1 87 1 .  This extended over several 
months. It declared that the total bonded debt of the state was 
$15,767,908. 

This Joint Cqmmittee denounced the state officials, the Land Com
mission and the Financial Agent. An attempt was made to impeach 
Scott and Parker, the treasurer, and it was charged that they bribed 
members of the legislature to stop the proceedings. In this way, doubt 
was spread upon the validity of much of the bonded debt, and the 
credit of the state was almost entirely destroyed. There was no money 
in the Treasury and no way of meeting expenses. Northern capitalists 
were warned repeatedly about taking the bonds. 

With all this went undoubted efforts to improve the state ; an or
phan asylum was authorized in 1 869, the poor of the state were pro
vided for in 1 870 ; and this system was kept after the whites came into 
power. An institution for the deaf, dumb and blind was started in 
1 871 .  I t  lasted until 1 873, and then the faculty resigned because they 
were ordered to accept colored students. A lunatic asylum was pro
vided and colored patients admitted. "Casting aside all questions of 
race and forgetting temporarily its setting among a severely defeated 
and hostile people, but bearing in mind the uniqueness of this new 
experiment, an experiment of universal education among persons un
accustomed to such, this free public school system, and this relief for 
unfortunates, transformed the role of the poor whites in the educa
tional and political history of South Carolina, and inculcated in the 
hearts of the blacks a vision which the citizenry of the world must 
admire." 28 

In 1 872, the Republican party split ; Moses ran for Governor, while 
the reform Republicans nominated Chamberlain. Negroes were on 
both tickets. Moses, a white Southerner with aristocratic connections, 
won and his administration was the most corrupt of the Reconstruc
tion period. Negroes were alarmed and despite the risk to their status, 
turned toward reform. They saw that it was not enough to vote, they 
must exercise greater control over administration of affairs. 

Moses was eventually criminally indicted while in office, but he 
escaped conviction on a technical point. "Since his retirement from 
executive cares, ex-Governor Moses' adventures and financial exploits 
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in Northern cities have furnished the local reporters of police courts 
with not a few disgraceful items. Had it not been for the Southern 
men of this and the Swepson type-men of high social standing (and 
they were in every reconstructed state) , the Northern adventurers 
would have been far less successful in their spoliations." 2 0  

A second taxpayers' convention met in February, 1 874. The legisla
ture replied to its charges, that the cost of government had increased 
only 38 cents per capita. It said that appropriations for schools, lunatic 
asylums, penitentiaries and orphan asylums had been increased, while 
the public debt had been increased only about $5,000,000 ; and that the 
taxpayers' convention was composed of the former ruling class which 
wanted to regain power. 

The effort of Negroes at reform was severely and definitely handi
capped by the attitude of the whites. If they joined with the whites in 
reform, they joined a party which was more and more determined to 
disfranchise them and eliminate them from public life, and impover
ish them in economic life. It was this consideration that kept leaders 
like Elliott and Cardozo fighting within their own party, because they 
saw only in the Republican party any protection for their rights, and 
they believed that the matter of Negro suffrage and economic progress  
was more important than even the driving out of the grafters and in
efficient politicians. 

It was a difficult and desperate alte1 native, but they saw no way out. 
Even when reform movements under Chamberlain began, Negroes 
were apprehensive. Reform was in sight. In 1 874, progressive and in
telligent leaders of the party, including many of the colored leaders, 
elected D. H. Chamberlain as Governor, and the reforms which he 
inaugurated and carried through were attested by the white people of 
the state. The Charleston News and Courier said : "He stands like a 
wall of granite between an obstinate people and those who seek by a 
foul move to rob them." The Charlotte Observer called him "a model 
Governor." The Grange, l 875, declares : "He was fulfilling the pledges 
made alike to Conservative and Republican." The Barnwell Sentinel 
said that "the Governor will support no measure or policy that does not 
tend to advance the interest of South Carolina." A public meeting in 
Charleston gave him thanks "for the bold and statesmanlike struggle 
he has made in the cause of reform and the economic administration 
of the government." The News and Courier in June says : "By sup
porting Mr. Chamberlain, the whole country will secure without revo
lution a government in every way satisfactory." 30 

The Chamberlain reforms consisted in retrenchment of the annual 
expenses of the state by nearly $1,000,000, and in an attempt to drive 
out the grafters who had been robbing the state. Many leading Ne-
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groes supported him, but others did not. Those who would not, like 
Elliott, had no confidence in the white Southerners behind him. 

Here was a chance for white Carolina to unite with the progressive 
Northerners and Negroes, and usher in honest and efficient govern
ment, without disturbing the right of black men to vote, and the right 
of labor to strive. through universal suffrage for its interests. When 
some Negro leaders refused to follow Chamberlain, this was from no 
opposition to reform. It was because they saw Chamberlain surrender
ing in many respects to those white elements in the state who were 
pledged to degrade Negroes, and who were using reform as a step
ping stone and an excuse for disfranchisement. It was a cruel 
dilemma, but their fears and suspicions proved true. 

The colored Speaker of the House in 1 874 said of the colored voters :  
"We, as a people, are blameless of misgovernment. It i s  owing to 

bad men, adventurers, persons who, after having reaped millions 
almost from our party, turn traitors and stab us in the dark. Ingrati
tude is the worst of crimes, and yet the men we have fostered, the men 
we have elevated and made rich, now speak of our corruption and 
venality, and charge u s  with every s:onceivable crime." 31 

Independent Radicals met October 2, 1 874, and nominated John T. 
Green and Martin R. Delany as Governor and Lieutenant-Governor. 
They said : 

"We cordially invite the whole people of the State to support the 
nominees of the Convention as the only means of preserving their 
common interests-especially requesting the Conservatives that have 
persistently declared that their desire was only for good government 
without regard to partisan politics, to support the independents ." 3 2 

Colored Congressman Ransier of South Carolina said in his speech 
at Charleston, March 9, 1 871 : "I am no apologist for thieves ; for if I 
were, I do not think I would have occupied for so long a time a place 
in your confidence. On the contrary, I am in favor of a most thorough 
investigation of the official conduct of any and every public officer in 
connection with the discharge of whose duties there is anything like 
well-grounded suspicion ; and to this effect have I spoken time and 
again. Nor am I lukewarm on the subj ect of better government in 
South Carolina than that which seems to be bearing heavily on all 
classes and conditions of society today. Still, recognizing that which I 
believe to be true, that such i s  the determined opposition to the Re
publican Party and its doctrines by our opponents that no administra
tion of our affairs, however honest, j ust and economical, would satisfy 
any considerable portion of the Democratic masses in the State of 
South Carolina, and satisfied that the principles and policy of the 
great Republican Party to which I belong are best adapted for the pro-
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motion of good government to all classes of men, our party leaders 
should be j udicious in dealing with the situation . . . .  

"And, again, when you are called upon in your primary meetings in 
your county and State nominating conventions, le t  each man act as if, 
by his individual vote, he could wipe out the odium resting upon our 
party, and help to remove the evils that affiict us at present. Let him 
feel, black or white, that the country holds him responsible for the 
shortcomings of his party, and that it demands of him the elevation 
to public positions of men who are above suspicion. Let each man feel 
that upon him individually rests the work of reform; let each man 
feel that he is responsible for every dollar of the public money fraudu
lently used ; for every schoolhouse closed against his children ; for 
every dollar of taxation in excess of the reasonable and legitimate ex
penses of the State ; in short, let every man feel that society at large 
will hold him and the party acc9untable for every misdeed in the 
administration of government, and will credit him with every honest 
effort in the interest of the people, and in the interest of good govern
ment, whereby the community as a whole is best protected and the 
equal rights of all guaranteed and made safe . . . .  " 3 3  

The curious charge i s  often made that Negroes devoted all their 
energies to politics. Had this been true their labor could never have 
restored the cotton crop, the naval stores industry and the whole eco
nomic fabric in the state. In their fight they sought to use not only 
political but other economic weapons. The pressure for land and the 
taxation of landholders gradually yielded results. 

"By 1880 the 33,000 plantations of 1860 were divided among 93,000 
small farmers." 34 

In 1 866, the Charleston branch of the Freedmen's Bank had de
posits of $1 8,000 ; in 1870, $165,000, and in 1873, $350,000 belonged to 
5,500 depositors, showing that this was the savings of the poor and not 
the capital of the petty bourgeois. Only about 200 of the depositors 
were white. The colored people had accounts ranging from 5 cents to 
$1 ,000. When the bank failed in 1 874, the Charleston branch owed 
5,296 depositors a total of $253,168. The Beaufort branch owed 1,200 
depositors $77,216. 

A Negro labor movement began. In November, 1 869, a state labor 
convention met in Columbia, with Robert B. El liott as President. They 
asked for one-half share of the crop for farm laborers, or a stated 
wage of seventy cents to one dollar a day. They demanded a commis
sioner to supervise labor contracts, reduce rates, and stop the postpone
ment of su its to recover portions of crops due for services. They tried 
to secure laws to prevent the discharge of laborers before they were 
paid, or the removal of crops before sati sfactory settlement. They ob-
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j ectcd Lo the working of plantations by gangs, and wished to lease 
farms. 

There were serious labor difficulties in 1 876, through a strike of fa rm 
laborers in Colleton County ; they threatened to destroy the crops of 
the planters. , Another strike occurred in the rice fields of B u ford 
County, where 200 Negroes at harvest time demanded an advance of 
50 per cent in wages. They imprisoned scabs in the out-houses, and 
overpowered a sheriff and his posse ; but the Governor sent the colored 
leader, Robert Smalls, with a company of militia, and the mob was 
dispersed. 

"I inquired whether the black laborers have shown any disposition 
to violent outbreaks such as have occurred in several West Indies 
i slands, but I could only hear of one such case, when the hired labor
ers in some of the rice-plantations of South Carolina struck for wages, 
and used much violence toward non-strikers, hunting them about 
with whips. The whites attempting to apprehend the rioters were 
mobbed, and the affair at one time looked very serious ; but, by the 
aid of influential black politicians, the matter was accommodated, and 
the laborers have since worked well and quietly. I am told that though 
in their immediate demands the blacks were in the wrong, they had 
much ground of complaint, owing to the practice of some of the em
ployers, who not being able to pay the wages earned and due, put the 
laborers off with checks upon stores kept on the truck principle." 3 5  

One of the best Negro unions was the Longshoremen's Protective 
Association of Charleston. In 1875 it  was described as "the most pow
erful organization of the colored laboring class in South Carolina." 
Five hundred of its eight hundred members held an "exceedingly 
creditable" parade, with members well-dressed f).nd good-looking. It had 
successfully conducted a number of strikes, and it was the most suc
cessful labor union among Negroes. 

Under exceedingly difficult circumstances, and handicapped by their 
necessary ignorance and lack of experience, often deliberately misled, 
both by Northerners and Southerners, planters and poor whites, the 
Negroes, in legislation and in self-control, had made an excellent rec
ord. The group control exercised by the South Carolina Negroes was 
remarkable. Their leadership distinctly showed more ability and char
acter than that of either the carpetbaggers or the scalawags. 

It is interesting to remember that the Negro officials repeatedly were 
commended by various papers and persons in South Carolina. Charles 
M. Wilder, postmaster of Columbia, was commended in the Daily 
News, April 13, 1869, as a man "well-known" and "universally re
spected." The Courier said January 25, 1 869, that R. C. DeLarge spoke 
"ably and logically," and that Elliott spoke "ably." December 2, 1 869, 
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the Courier gave prominence to the opinion of Judge Woodland of 
Pennsylvania, a member of Congress, who received a very favorable 
impression of Robert Brown Elliott, and regarded him "as the ablest 
man in the legislature." The Daily News, November 30, 1 869, called 
Whipper "an intelligent man and very popular in the party." The 
Chesterfield Democrat, 1 870, called Henry L. Shrewsbury "an oppo
nent of corruption," and declared that "he sustained a good reputation 
which he has kept intact under great temptations" and that "he has 
exerted himself zealously and courageously to guard his people from 
compulsion and vengeance, and establish their claim to decency and 
respectability." The Courier, in 1870, spoke of W. H. Jones, and said 
that "he speaks well and to the point." It said also that Jamison had 
sound, practical sense. Later, it called Dr. Boseman an "intelligent 
educated man." The Abbeyville Press commended Cardozo for trying 
to prevent waste of money and said, "The treasurer is an able officer 
of undoubted integrity." The News and Courier, September 4, 1874, 
called Samuel Lee "tolerably well educated," and said th:lt he spoke 
"fearlessly and forcibly." Some visitors, like F. Barham Zinkle, found 
Negro members of the Assembly superior to white members. James S. 
Pike, a violent hater of Negroes, said that "all of the best speakers in 
the House are quite black" and added that Senator Beverly Nash 
"has more native ability than half the white men in the Senate." 36 

It is asserted beyond all question that the best men of the legislature 
were colored men. They knew more about parliamentary law and 
carried themselves with moderation. On the other hand, among the 
white members, were some strange bedfellows. Rutland was the one 
who gave a cane to Brooks after he had beaten Sumner. Moses helped 
pull down the flag at Fort Sumter. There were, of course, illiterate and 
ignorant men among the Negro speakers, but, on the other hand, 
there were some of poise and eloquence, who spoke with ease and 
grace. 

These were the men and this the effort which have been endlessly 
blamed and reviled. There i s  that celebrated tirade by Pike : 

"The members of the Assembly issued forth from the State House. 
About three-quarters of the crowd belonged to the African race. They 
were such a looking body of men as might pour out of a market-house 
or a courthouse at random in any Southern state. Every Negro type 
and physiognomy was here to be seen, from the genteel serving-man, 
to the rough-hewn customer from the rice or cotton field. Their dress 
was as varied as their countenances. There was the second-hand, black 
frockcoat of infirm gentility, glossy and threadbare. There was the 
stovepipe hat of many ironings and departed styles. There was also to 
be seen a total disregard of the proprieties of costume in the coarse 
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and dirty garments of the field." This is, of course, the j ibe of prop
erty and gentility at poverty and ignorance. Most men always have 
been poor and unkempt. 

Then comes the real attack. "The Speaker is black, the Clerk is 
black, the doorkeepers are black, the little pages are black, the chair
man of the Ways and Means is black, and the chaplain is coal black. 
At some of the desks sit colored men whose types it would be hard 
to find outside of the Congo." 

Then comes this acknowledgment : "It is not all sham, nor all bur
lesque. They have a genuine interest and a genuine earnestness in the 
business of the assembly which we are bound to recognize and re
spect . . . .  They have an earnest purpose, born of conviction that their 
conditions are not fully assured, which lends a sort of dignity to their . 
proceedings ." 37 It is surely not all "sham" and "burlesque"-indeed 
was any of it sham and burlesque, save in minds like Pike's ? 

Take out the accusation of being black, which is still a crime in  the 
United States, and there remains in such tirades as this only a protest 
against ignorance and poverty presuming to rule intelligence and 
wealth ; and yet, under the circumstances, how else was the necessary 
economic and social revolution to be effected ? 

The charge against the Negro legislators manifestly could not be 
simply the charge of being black. The question was, how did they 
govern ? Sir George Campbell, . a  member of Parliament, says that 
whatever violence and disturbance there was, was not on the part of 
the black maj ority, but on the side of the white minority, who in
stead of trying constitutional methods to gain power, pi-eferr�d Ku 
Klux organizations and such violent methods . He continues, "Before 
I went South, I certainly expected to find that . the Southern states had 
been for a time a sort of Pandemonium in which a white man could 
hardly live, yet it was certainly not so . . . .  'Well, then,' I had gone 
on to ask, 'did the black Legislatures make bad laws ? '  My informants 
could not say that they did . . . .  What, then, is the practical evil of 
which complaint is made ? The answer is summed up in the one word, 
'corruption.' . . .  I believe that there can be no doubt at all that a great 
deal of corruption did prevail-much more than the ordinary measure 
of American corruption. It was inevitable that it should be so under 
the circumstances ; but to what degree it was so, it was very difficult 
to tell.' ' 3 8  His conclusion is that the _carpetbag rule did no permanent 
inj ury to the state ; that the black men used their victory with modera
tion. 

This brings us to the center of the corruption charge, which was in 
fact that poor men were ruling and taxing rich men. And this was the 
chief reason that ridicule and scorn and crazy anger were poured upon 
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the government. There was after the war a severe economic strain 
upon the former wealthy ruling class, and if South Carolina had been 
ruled by angels during 1868-1 876, the protest of wealth and property 
would have been shrill and angry, and it would have had all the j usti
fication that the war-ridden always have. 

On the other hand, great as was the stress upon the former owners 
of wealth, the condition of the Negroes was infinitely worse. The 
Negro was desperately poor. Outside of the three or four thousand 
free Negroes, he inherited no property, no tools, no land. His chance to 
make a decent labor contract was about as small as could be imagined. 
A number worked for the army and bought land ; some earned a 
living on land furnished them. But the vast maj ority remained poor, 

. landless laborers. 
The people best qualified to help and advise in the reconstruction 

of the state refused even when there was no legal barrier. The attitude 
of most of the whites was childish. They complained then and after
ward that they were not asked to lead the Negroes ; that they were not 
chosen to be leaders, when it was their clear duty to place themselves 
at the head of Negro groups and white groups and lead them aright. 
In fact, they wanted labor government to fail. Nothing would have 
disgusted most of them more than to have a government, in which 
Negro slaves and Northern interlopers and poor whites participated, 
succeed. They had there, therefore, every motive for making progress 
difficult, and for using charges of failure for propaganda in the North. 

The wilder charges have all the stigmata of propaganda and are in 
some respects intrinsically unbelievable. It is impossible to be con
vinced that the people who gave South Carolina so excellent a consti
tution, who founded good social legislation, a new system of public 
schools, and who were orderly and earnest in their general demeanor, 
could at the same time in all cases be stealing, carousing and breaking 
every law of decency. Yet the accusers in the case of South Carolina 
reconstruction attacked everybody, and when one Reynolds runs out 
of accusations in attacking the character of a leading Negro statesman, 
he turns around and without adducing a single line of proof, calls his 
wife a "strumpet." Scarcely a single person, white or black, Northern 
or Southern, connected with the government of South Carolina during 
1 868-1 876 has escaped being called a "scoundrel," a "rascal," and a 
"thief." This does not sound reasonable. As two of the younger and 
later and more honest students of the situation frankly admit, the 
accusations do not sound true. 

However, many believe that the main charges were substantiated. 
This report was made by the investigating committee appointed 
in 1877 by the Democratic legislature, and it was an attempt to j ustify 
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everything that had been done in South Carolina to overthrow the rule 
of labor and its allies. If this report is to be believed in its entirety, 
then the people of South Carolina were the most extraordinary set of 
thieves in the United States ; and this applied mainly to the native 
white South Carolinians, belonging both to the old aristocracy and the 
poor whites ; next to the carpetbaggers, necessarily limited in numbers, 
but large in influence ; and least to the Negroes-to the Negroes in 
small measure as actual recipients of money, but in larger responsibil
ity as dupes and victims of their white leaders . 

The interpretation that has grown out of this report has tended to 
identify the scalawags with the carpetbaggers ;  to say comparatively 
little concerning the part which white native Carolinians played, and 
to transfer the main guilt of dishonesty almost entirely to the Negroes. 
This is not only a falsification of history ; it is not even a fair inter
pretation of the Fraud Report. 

But the Fraud Report, moreover, in itself is not convincing. 
Sir George Campbell said : 
"In South Carolina I was given the report of the committee of In

vestigation disclosing terrible things, and said to be most impartial and 
conclusive. The general result was to leave on one's mind the belief 
that undoubtedly a very great deal of pilfering and corruption had 
gone on, but the tone of the report was far too much that of an indict
ment, rather than of a j udgment, to satisfy me that it could be safely 
accepted in block." 39 

The report was made by a committee of the Democratic legislature 
of South Carolina, j ust after their party, by force and fraud, had driven 
the Negroes and the Republicans out of power. It was the bounden 
duty of this legislature to prove that their action was j ustified. No con
siderations of human life, character or desert, had deterred them from 
this bloody revolution, and it is not conceivable that any considerations 
of exact truth or fidelity to fact would deter them from defending it 
to such an extent that the Federal government should not interfere. 

The men who made the report had in their hands all of the govern
mental records and documents to use or suppress as they wished. They 
gave accused persons no real or safe opportunity to reply. They could 
call as witnesses persons upon whom they were able to put the sever
est pressure. The unsupported testimony of these witnesses, so long as 
it was against the overturned government, was received as final au
thority. Some of these witnesses were acknowledged thieves. Yet their 
testimony was given full credence, with the curious assumption that 
such thieves would not lie, when it was to their distinct advantage to 
deceive. Why, for instance, should A. 0. Jones, the colored clerk of 
the House, acknowledge systematic bribery, unless it was made dis-
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tinctly to his interest to do so ? And if it was to his interest to give 
this testimony, how can we know that the testimony was absolutely 
true ? 

The report piled charge upon charge; it grouped together sworn 
testimony, gossip and suspicion. It put down as facts the statements of 
men who were incriminated by the facts. It accepted as proof of arti
cles .and supplies furnished, the li sts and statements of those who sold 
them, and who profited by the sale and bribed the purchasers. This 
committee, as a matter of fact, constituted itself j udge and j ury in 
an indictment which nobody since has had opportunity to scrutinize 
and criticize carefully. No court in Christendom would, without fur
ther data, receive the fraud report of South Carolina as the exact truth. 

There was nothing in their general conduct during this time to leave 
any doubt that men would go to any limit of deception in order 
to prove that Negroes were not fit to vote and that all Northern men 
in the state were thieves. The whole story of this era has not been 
revealed nor studied with impartial and scientific accuracy. Perhaps 
at this late day it never can be. 

In South Carolina, the charges of stealing were primarily sixty thou
sand dollars in bribery to pass the phosphate bill ; forty thousand dol
lars to elect John J. Patterson to the United States Senate ; $100,000 in 
four years for furnishing the capital ; $100,000 as appropriations for 
state printing ; large sums for supplies ; the issue of fraudulent and 
excessive pay certificates to members of the legislature ; the increase 
of needless clerks ; a saloon in the State House and fraud in the sale 
of land to the state. 

In none of these charges do colored men appear as principals ac
cused except, possibly, in the case of Jones, a member of the printing 
ring, upon whose own testimony some of the charges are based. In 
the case of the phosphate bill, there was, doubtless, general bribery 
of both colored and white members of the legislature, but it was to 
establish an industry which the state sorely needed, and which it 
seemed able to get only by granting a monopoly to Southern white 
men. In the case of the Patterson election, the graft was dispensed by a 
white man in order to defeat his coiored opponent, Eliott, who refused 
a $rn,ooo bribe to withdraw. 

White Northerners who owned the two leading dailies got con
tracts for the public printing, but, later, clerks of the two Houses, one 
of whom was colored, got in on this graft and shared at least a part 
of it. In the case of the land commission, an excellent and needed 
movement to furnish small formers land at reasonable prices was 
turned into a theft by which white land-holders were the chief gainers . 

Whatever stealing of land funds was done cannot be charged to 
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Robert D. DeLarge, the colored Land Commissioner. He says in his 
first report :  

"It will b e  seen that I have never been in  possession o f  the bonds a s  
contemplated in  the Act, and that I am consequently i n  no wise re
sponsible for any disposition that may have been made of them. The 
lands I have purchased have been paid for, through orders of the 
State treasurer, approved by the chairman of the advisory board." 40 

He reported February 23, 1871, that nearly two thousand small 
farms were occupied or ready to be settled, and that settlers would 
have eight years to make payments. The greater portion of the farms 
bought were already occupied, and numbers of thrifty and industrious 
farmers, white and black, were eagerly securing homes. Over three 
hundred certificates of purchase had been issued. 

It was said that the legislative sessions were unduly prolonged ; that 
unnecessary clerks were employed ;  that a liquor saloon was main
tained, and that under the head of supplies, all sorts of personal things 
were furnished individual members of the legislature, and charged to 
the state. But it is not usually added that merchants got the contracts 
for these furnishings, some Northern, some Southern. They furnished 
the money to bribe committees and members of the legislature in 
order to secure for themselves the right to charge taxpayers outrageous 
prices for shoddy materials. They were doing no more in this case 
than business men of New York and Philadelphia ; but, also, it is per
fectly clear, they were doing no less. The state got a capitol decked 
out in the flamboyant taste of the day, but we must not forget that 
for the first time in their drab life, representatives of black and white 
labor, toiling in the fields and swamps and living in the unpaved 
slums of the towns, saw something that meant to them beauty and 
luxury-saw it  and touched it, and owned it. And somehow, I have 
more respect for the golden spittoons of freed Negro lawmakers in 
1 872, than for the chaste elegance of the colonial mansions of slave
drivers in 1 860. 

Graft and bribery spread in the state, but the "worst feature of cor
ruption in South Carolina is that members of both parties and men of 
all classes are involved in it, and that public abhorrence of corruption, 
which is the safeguard of popular government, seems wanting or 
dormant. Even the old aristocratic class, to whom we had been taught 
to attribute sentiments of chivalric honor, have not scrupled to bribe 
officials." 

Dr. R. M. Smith of Spartanburg County, an old citizen and Demo· 
cratic member of the legislature, testified that he could see no wrong 
in bribing a public officer, and compared the transaction to the pur· 
chase of a mule. In the taxpayers' convention, held at Columbia, South 
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Carolina, Mr. F. F. Warley of Darlington County, an old citizen of 
high standing, spoke as follows : 

"As I said on yesterday, public frauds would not exist were it not 
for private individuals who act the part of corruptors. Were none of 
these engaged in bribing members of the legislature, we would hear 
nothing of such frauds, as the - one I have endeavored to expose. 

"Mr. President, one prominent feature in this transaction is the 
part which native Carolinians have played in it ; and it is to this fea
ture that I ask to be allowed to address myself in closing. I say, sir, 
and I say i t  in sorrow, that some of our own household, men whom 
the state in the past has delighted to honor, but whose honors have 
been withered by the atmosphere of corruption that they breathe, are 
involved in this swindle. 

"A legislature, composed chiefly of our former slaves, has been 
bribed by these men-to do what ? To give them the privilege, by law, 
of plundering the property holders of the state, now almost bankrupt 
by reason of the burden of taxation under which they labor. 

"It is difficult for citizens of other States to realize such prevalent 
corruption, affecting all classes of society, bringing to the same level, 
patriot and rebel, white and black, the old citizens and the new. Prob
ably one cause contributing to produce this result is the condition of 
civil war which has prevailed in the state, in which the power has been 
almost exclusively in the hands of one class, and the property in the 
hands of the other. While open hostilities have not generally and con
tinually existed, there has been mutual enmity more bitter than usu
ally accompanies flagrant warfare. Hence, some of the men in office 
may have regarded what was taken from the treasury as taken from 
the property holders, enemies of the Government, and therefore spoils 
of war ; and, on the other hand, some property holders have come to 
consider what they procure by bribery and corruption as a right of 
which they are wrongfully deprived, and which they are j ustified in 
recovering by any means. Another cause seems to be the contempt 
which the old property-holding class manifest and feel for freedmen 
and all who cooperate with them politically. This gives to bribery of 
such persons, in the eyes of the old native class, the semblance of the 
purchase of a slave." 4 1 

Many other Southern white speakers of the day were clear and 
frank in assessing blame. C. W. Dudley said in 1 871 : "The colored 
population must give us their assistance in any reforms which are 
contemplated. This they will do just as soon as they discover that their 
former owners are completely reconciled to their new condition. If 
they have turned from us heretofore, from a suspicion that their newly
acquired rights had been grudgingly granted, and were not safe in 
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the hands of those who had never recognized them as equals, this was 
but natural ; and we are compelled to admit that under similar circum
stances we would have done so ourselves. They have looked for pro
tection to others, because they were afraid to trust their all to those 
who might have a motive to betray that trust." 42 

Maj or F. F. Warley said the same year : 
"I scorn the idea that the rich man in his glory, and the mighty man 

in his power, may indulge in crime with impunity and be passed by 
the world with a smile of recognition ; while the poor tool he uses is 
consigned to prison and made the associate of felons. If I have dis
played zeal and ardor in this exposure of fraud and vice, it is because 
I would save the State, not from ignorant and corrupt legislators so 
much as from rich, aspiring, and unprincipled men, some of them 
imported, it is true, but many of them degenerate and unworthy sons 
of that noble, though now impoverished, mother whom they rob." 43 

There was, then, without doubt, theft and incompetence in the 
government of South Carolina during Reconstruction times. But there 
is good ground for saying that this was no more due to Northern 
white men than to native Southerners ; and least of all was it the guilt 
of Negroes. Moreover, in method and amount, it was no worse than 
the same kind of stealing in Northern states, and even in the United 
States government itself. 

If we allow for depreciated currency, and for the monies which the 
state did not actually receive and did not spend, but for which it may 
have been legally responsible, South Carolina doubled its debt be
tween 1865 and 1 871 .  But it more than doubled .its social responsibili
ties. That the proceeds of debt thus accumulated were not spent wholly 
to meet these social demands, is undoubtedly true ; but it is also true 
that every cent which South Carolina raised in Reconstruction times, 
and much more, was needed for the uplift of its laboring classes. 

It is interesting to note that $ 17,500,000 of the South Carolina debt, 
or almost the exact amount of its probable increase over 1 865, was 
eventually repudiated by the state, and the property of the state thus 
put itself on record as refusing to recognize its obligation to pay the 
expense even of necessary Reconstruction, and at the same time, it had 
the satisfaction of spoiling the Egyptians in the Northern money 
market. 

Two sorts of reform faced the state : first the elimination of theft 
and waste in the handling of the public funds ; and secondly the con
tinuation of the efforts for social uplift in land distribution, institutions 
for social reform, educational equipment and modern labor legislation. 
With the last category the reformers would have nothing to do. vVhat 
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they meant by reform was lower taxes, and this, Chamberlain gave 
them. 

It is easy to prove that this part of the effort to reform the situation 
in South Carolina had the earnest effort of both white men and black 
men, and resulted in distinct advance. It was overthrown at j ust the 
time when there was every reason to think that reform would be tri
umphant, not simply in honest government but in more efficient social 
uplift. 

No one has expressed this more convincingly than a Negro who 
was himself a member of the Reconstruction legislature of South 
Carolina and who spoke at the convention which disfranchised him 
in 1895, against one of the onslaughts of Tillman : 

"The gentleman from Edgefield [Mr. Tillman] speaks of the piling 
up of the state debt ; of j obbery and peculation during the period be
tween 1 869 and 1 873 in South Carolina, but he has not found voice 
eloquent enough, nor pen exact enough to mention those imperishable 
gifts bestowed upon South Carolina between 1873 and 1876 by Negro 
legislators-the laws relative to finance, the building of penal and 
charitable institutions, and, greatest of all, the establishment of the 
public school system. Starting as infants in legislation in 1869, many 
wise measures were not thought of, many inj udicious acts were passed. 
But in the administration of affairs for the next four years, having 
learned by experience the result of bad acts, we immediately passed 
reformatory laws touching every department of state, county, munici
pal and town governments . These enactments are today upon the 
statute books of South Carolina. They stand as living witnesses of the 
Negro's fitness to vote and legislate upon the rights of mankind. 

"When we came into power, town governments could lend the 
credit of their respective towns to secure funds at any rate of interest 
that the council saw fit to pay. Some of the towns paid as high as 
twenty per cent. We passed an act prohibiting town governments from 
pledging the credit of their hamlets for money bearing a greater rate 
of interest than five per cent. 

"Up to 1874, inclusive, the State Treasurer had the power to pay out 
State funds as he pleased. He could elect whether he would pay out 
the funds on appropriations that would place the money in the hands 
of the speculators, or would apply them to appropriations that were 
honest and necessary. We saw the evil of this, and passed an act mak
ing specific levies and collections of taxes for specific appropriations. 

"Another source of profligacy in the expenditure of funds was the 
law that provided for and empowered the levying and collecting of 
special taxes by school districts, in the name of the schools . We saw 
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its evil and by a constitutional amendment provided that there should 
only be levied and collected annually a tax of two mills for school 
purposes, and took away from the school districts the power to levy 
and to collect taxes of any kind. By this act we cured the evils that 
had been inflicted upon us in the name of the schools, settled the pub
lic school question for all time to come, and established the system 
upon an honest, financial basis. 

"Next, we learned during the period from 1869 to 1874, inclusive, 
that what was denominated the floating indebtedness, covering the 
printing schemes and other indefinite expenditures, amounted to nearly 
$2,000,000. A conference was called of the leading Negro i,-epresenta
tives in the two Houses together with the State Treasurer, also a 
Negro. After this conference, we passed an act for the purpose of 
ascertaining the bona fide floating debt and found that it did not 
amount to more than $250,000 for the four years ; we created a com
mission to sift that indebtedness and to scale it. Hence when the Demo
cratic Party came into power they found the floating debt covering the 
legislative and all other expenditures fixed at the certain sum of $250,-
000. This same class of Negro legislators, led by the State Treasurer, 
Mr. F. L. Cardozo, knowing that there were millions of fraudulent 
bonds charged against the credit of the State, passed another act to 
ascertain the true bonded indebtedness, and to provide for its settle
ment. Under this law, at one sweep, those entrusted with the power 
to do so, through Negro legislators, stamped six millions of bonds, 
denominated as conversion bonds, 'fraudulent.' The commission did 
not finish its work. There were still to be examined into and settled 
under the terms of the act passed by us providing for the legitimate 
bonded indebtedness of the state, a little over two and a half million 
dollars' worth of bonds and coupons which had not been passed upon. 

"Governor Hampton, General Hagood, Judge Simonton, Judge 
Wallace, and in fact, all of the con$ervative thinking Democrats, all 
aligned themselves under the provision enacted by us for the certain 
and final settlement of the bonded indebtedness and appealed to their 
Democratic legislators to stand by the Republican legislation on the 
subj ect and to conform to it . A faction in the Democratic Party obtained 
a maj ority of the Democrats in the legislature against settling the 
question, and they endeavored to open up anew the whole subj ect of 
the state debt. We had a little over thirty members in the House, and 
enough Republican Senators to sustain the Hampton conservative fac
tion, and to stand up for honest finance;  or by our votes, place the 
debt question of the old state into the hands of the plunderers and 
speculators. We were appealed to by General Hagood, through me, 
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and my answer to him was in these words : 'General, our people have 
learned the difference between profligate and honest legislation. We 
have passed acts of financial reform, and with the assistance of God 
when the vote shall have been taken, you will be able to record for 
the thirty odd Negroes, slandered though they have been through the 
press, that they voted solidly with you all for the honest legislation 
and the preservation of the credit of the state.' The thirty odd Negroes 
in the legislature and their senators by their votes did settle the debt 
question and saved the state $13,000,000. 

"We were eight years in power. We had built schoolhouses, estab
lished ch?ritable institutions, built and maintained the penitentiary 
system, provided for the education of the deaf and dumb, rebuilt the 
j ails and courthouses, rebuilt the bridges and reestablished the ferries. 
In short, we had reconstructed the State and placed it upon the road 
to prosperity and, at the same time, by our acts of financial reform, 
transmitted to the Hampton Government an indebtedness not greater 
by more than $2,500,000 than was the bonded debt of the state in 1 868, 
before the Republican Negroes and their white allies came into 
power.'' 44 

It seemed fairly clear that what South Carolina wanted was not 
reform even in its narrower sense ; that what it was attacking was not 
even stealing and corruption. If there was one thing that South Caro
lina feared more than bad Negro government, it was good Negro 
government. 

In fine, dishonesty in South Carolina was not racial. It was not even a 
matter of the lower economic classes, white or black. It was the child 
of an age of extravagance and characteristic of a state where the mass 
of the voters were poverty-stricken, and the property holders angry 
and ruthless in their methods. 

"The fact that the best men of the South (unlike the Abolitionists 
of John Brown's time) were unwilling to strike openly and trust that 
the end and the future would j ustify the means, is  very good evidence 
that the methods by which Negro rule was overthrown had not as 
yet been proved to be necessary, and, therefore, were unj ustifiable. 
Goldwin Smith has said that statesmanship is the art of avoiding 
revolution. Of the Democrats of Mississippi and South Carolina in 
1875 and 1876 one might well say, "Their revolution was the art of 
avoiding statesmanship." 4 5  

Beneath the race issue, and unconsciously of more fundamental 
weight, was the economic issue. Men were seeking again to reestablish 
the domination of property in Southern politics. By getting rid of the 
black labor vote, they would take their first and substantial step. By 
raising the race issue, they would secure domination over the white 
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labor vote, and thus the oligarchy that ruled the South before the war 
would be in part restored to power. It would, of course, lack capital. 
But the North stood ready to furnish capital if profit could be ob
tained, and it was being made more and more clear that this furnish
ing of capital, far from being contingent upon universal suffrage in 
the South, could be made more available even if the black labor vote 
was disfranchised completely, and white labor directed in the South 
by the same methods that were dominating it in the North. 

'Tis not in the high stars alone, 
Nor in the cups of budding flowers ; 
Nor in the redbreast's mellow tone, 
Nor in the bow that smiles in showers, 
But in the mud and scum of things 
There alway, alway something sings. 

RALPH w ALDO EMERSON 
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X I .  T H E  B L A C K  P R O L E T A R I A T I N  
M I S S I S S I P P I  A N D L O U I S I A N A  

How in two other states with black majorities enfranchised labor 
led by educated men and groups of their own blood sought so to 
guide the state as to raise the worker to comfort and .safety, and 
failed before land monopoly, the new power of imported capital 

and organized force and fraud 

Mississippi has been called a peculiarly typical state in which to 
study Reconstruction. But this should be modified. In direct contrast 
to South Carolina, Mississippi was the place where first and last Ne
groes were largely deprived of any opportunity for land ownership. 
The great black belt plantations on the Mississippi had hardly been 
disturbed by war. The barons ruling there, who had dictated the policy 
of the state, were to the last degree reactionary because they entirely 
misconceived the results of the war. They were determined not to 
recognize even the abolition of slavery, and as for establishing peasant
proprietors on their land or granting even civil rights, they were 
adamant. To the proposition of political rights for Negroes, they sim
ply would not listen for a moment. 

Mississippi was in all respects a curious state. It was the center of a 
commercialized cotton kingdom. The graciousness and ease of the 
plantation system had scarcely taken root there. Mississippi plantations 
were designed to raise a profitable cotton crop and not to entertain 
visitors. Here and there the more pretentious slave manor flourished, 
but, on the whole, the level of the ' state in civilization and culture was 
distinctly below that of Virginia and South Carolina, and smacked 
more of the undisciplined frontier. 

In this state there were, in 1860, 353,899 white people and 437'404 
Negroes, of whom less than l ,ooo were free. The population had only 
been a few thousand at the beginning of the century and small in 
1 820. Then from 1 840 on, the Cotton Kingdom spread over Missi ssippi, 
greatly increasing its population. The result was that after the war, 
there was in this state a group of planters whose great plantations 
dominated the rich Black Belt. From Memphis to the Gulf were a suc
cession of counties with 60% or more of black population, while on 
the poor lands of the northeast and southeast were the poor whites. 

The planters had always dominated the state in its political and 
43 1 
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economic aspects, and it was suddenly required after the war that this 
state should not only assimilate a voting population of nearly 450,000 
former slaves, but also that the mass of poor whites should have a 
political significance which they had never had before. It was a proj ect 
at which Mississippi quailed. Sterlii�g Price prayed "to God that my 
fears for the future of the South may never be realized ; but when the 
right is given to the Negro to bring suit, testify before the courts and 
vote in elections, you all had better be in Mexico." 

Mississippi had a bad financial reputation long before the Civil War ; 
Reconstruction actually improved this. In 1 839, less than one-tenth 
of the money collected from fines and forfeitures by the sheriffs and 
clerks throughout the state ever reached the treasury. In 1840, the 
Senate Journal had the names of 26 tax collectors who were defaulters 
to an average amount of $ 1 ,000 each. In 1858, the auditor of the state 
was a defaulter for $54,000 . The endowment of Jefferson College, val
ued at $248,748, disappeared without record, and the college had to be 
closed. The money realized from the 1 6th Section Fund donated to 
schools by the Congress of the United States was lost or embezzled to 
the amount of $1 ,500,000. The Mississippi Union Bank sold bonds to 
the amount of $5,000,000, and later repudiated the debt. 

The effect of war on property in the state was marked. The assessed 
valuation of Mississippi property in 1 860 was over $500,000,000. Sub
tracting $218,000,000 as the value of the slaves, we have $291 ,472,912 .  
This was reduced in 1870 to $ 177,278,890. The whole industrial system 
was upset, and the cotton crop, which was 1 ,200,000 bales in 1 860, was 
in 1870 only 565,000 bales. 

Naturally, these planter-capitalists proposed to protect themselves 
from further losS' by dominating the labor of their former slaves and 
getting their work as cheaply as possible, with the least outlay of capi
tal, and selling their crops at prevailing high prices . 

William L. Sharkey, former Chief Justice of the State, was appointed 
Provisional Governor, June 1 5, 1865, and the state held a constitutional 
convention the same year, the first to be held in the South under the 
Johnson plan. The Governor complained that there was "an unprece
dented amount of lawlessness in  the state." The convention consisted 
of r oo delegates, most of them representing former Whigs, largely op
posed to the secession of r 86r . This convention recognized slavery as 
abolished, but did not wish to assume responsibility "for whatever 
honor there may be in abolishing it." An ordinance, therefore, was 
passed declaring that slavery had been abolished by the United States, 
and that hereafter it should not exist in the state. Further concess ions 
to the Negro were fought. The Negroes of the state met October 7 
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and protested to Congress, expressing fear lest they be reenslave<l . 
President Johnson wrote to Governor Sharkey suggesting that Negroes 
of education and property be given the right to vote so as to forestall 
the Radicals in the North. 

Johnson pointed out that such a grant "would completely disarm 
the adversary," the Radical Republicans in Congress. The suggestion 
did not "receive any attention whatever" from the convention. "It is 
highly probable that the unanimous sentiment of the convention was 
against the idea of political rights for the Negro in any form." But a 
whole arsenal of reasons against enfranchisement was already pre
pared. Most of them started from the assumption of a general Negro 
franchise, and consequent "Negro domination" ; the intelligent freed
man was considered but "a drop in the bucket." 

"It was argued that 'this is a white man's government,' and that in 
the sight of God and the light of reason a Negro suffrage was impos
"bl , ,  1 Sl e. 
The real fight in the convention was on the subsidiary question as to 

whether Negro testimony would be allowed in court, and it was on 
this question that the campaign for electing a Governor and legislature 
turned. It was remarkable that throughout the South, far from envis
aging Negro suffrage for a moment, the states fought first to see how 
few civil rights must be granted Negroes ; and this gradually boiled 
down to the momentous question as to whether a Negro could be 
allowed to testify against a white man in court. 

The election took place October 2, 1 865, and Humphreys, a general 
in the Confederate Army, was elected Governor by the party opposed 
to letting Negroes testify in court, which also secured a majority of 
the members of the legislature. This defeated Sharkey's candidacy for 
the United States Senate. Humphreys had received no pardon from 
the President when elected but received one afterward. 

Sharkey notified the President that a Governor and legislature had 
been elected, but the President made him retain his powers, and 
warned him that the legislature must accept the Thirteenth Amend
ment and a code for the protection of Negroes. There was continued 
friction betwen the military and civil authorities, and the President 
allowed the writ of habeas corpus to remain suspended. "Anarchy must 
in any case be prevented." The presence of Negro troops in the state 
caused bitter complaint. On January 5, 1866, there were 8,784 Negro 
troops and 338 Negro officers. The President promised to remove them 
as soon as possible. Sharkey declared that they encouraged the belief 
among Negroes that lands were going to be distributed among them. 
By the 20th of May, 1 866, all black troops had been mustered out and 
removed from Mississippi . 
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The legislature then proceeded to adopt the celebrated Black Code 
of 1 865, and completed the set of laws by reenacting all the penal and 
criminal laws applying to slaves, "except so far as the mode and man
ner and trial of punishment has been ordained by law." The North 
was incensed, and the Chicago Tribune said that the North would 
convert Mississippi "into a frog pond before they will allow any such 
laws to touch one foot of soil in which the bones of our soldiers sleep." 
Back of this sentiment was the conviction that Mississippi, whose po
litical population for Congressional apportionment was 616,040 in 
1 860, would now be increased to 900,000, and this new power was 
going to be arrayed against Northern industry, thrift and power. 

The whole reactionary course of Missi ssippi helped the abolition 
democracy in the North. General Ord assumed command in Missis
sippi in March, 1867, and on April 15, he began to register the new 
electorate, colored and white. Among Ord's appointees was Isaiah T. 
Montgomery, formerly a slave of Jefferson Davis. He was made a 
Justice of the Peace and was perhaps the first Negro in the state to 
hold public office. Ord appointed a number of civil officials, and was 
compelled practically to nullify the Black Code by military order. The 
result of the registration showed the white people that contrary to their 
firm and happy belief, the Negro was not becoming extinct ; 46,636 
white voters registered, and 60, 137 Negroes. This showed the political 
situation plainly. 

In 1867, the cotton crop was almost a total failure on account of 
weather conditions and other reasons. Ord issued an order requiring 
investigation of charges against landholders of driving off freedmen 
in order to prevent paying back wages. There was a great deal of theft 
of cotton and horses. Later, the abundant crop of 1 868 induced Missis
sippi to begin to believe in free labor. 

At Christmas, 1 867, there had been widespread rumor of a Negro 
insurrection due to the idea that land was going to be distributed 
among them. Humphreys, then Governor, issued a proclamation re
citing the apprehensions of combinations or conspiracies formed 
among the blacks to seize the lands, unless Congress should arrange 
to plan a distribution by January 1 .  Ord told General Gillem, com
mander in the sub-district of Mississippi, that Congress was not going 
to seize the lands of planters, but that the Governor had already plenty 
of land in Missi ssippi for freedmen and that they could settle on it 
when they chose to do so. 

The election was set for the first Tuesday in November, 1 867. 
Negroes were given representation among the election officials ; this 
brought bitter protest. 

"We hoped this shameful humiliation would be sp:ired our people, 
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at least until the freedmen of Mississippi decide whether they wil l  
submit to Negro equality at  the ballot box or elsewhere. General Ore l  
has heretofore exhibited a wisdom in hi s administration which has 
been highly approved by the people, but we doubt not the lovers 
of peace throughout the country will condemn the order as inj udicious, 
if not insulting, to that race whom God has created superior to the 
black man, and whom no monarch can make his equal . :rhe general 
commanding cannot surely have forgotten that the Negro has no 
political rights conferred on him by the state of Mississippi, although 
he is given the privilege by a corrupt and fragmentary Congress to 
cast a ballot in the coming farce dignified by the name of elect ion." 2 

White Mississippi fought Reconstruction tenaciously at every step. 
The legislature stubbornly refused to adopt the Thirteenth Amend
ment, declaring that they had already abolished slavery and that they 
would not consent to the second section, which gave Congress the 
right to enforce freedom. 

"Shall Mississippi ratify the Thirteenth Amendment ?"  asked the 
Vicksburg Herald on November 9. "We answer, no, ten thousand 

• " 3 times, no. 
Then came the question as to who might register and who was to 

decide on the eligibility of a former Confederate. The Commanding 
General, in accordance with Johnson's instructions, declared that the 
Board of Registrars had no power ; he was overruled by General Grant 
and by the Act of Congress of July 19. 

Immediately, Mississippi tried to bring <the matter before the Su
preme Court by seeking to enj oin President Johnson from enforcing 
the Reconstruction Acts. The Supreme Court refused to entertain the 
case on the ground that it would interfere with a coordinate branch 
of the government in the performance of its duties. Thereupon, an
other action was brought by the State of Georgia, which tried to enjoin 
the Secretary of War, but the court held that i t  was without jurisdic
tion. Finally, the celebrated case Ex parte McCardle was started on 
appeal from a military decision at Vicksburg, but Congress fore
stalled the case by depriving the court of j urisdiction in this particular 
case and others of s imilar character. 

There had been a plan for the white people to refrain from voting 
in 1867, a plan widespread through the other Southern states. The 
idea was that by refraining from taking any part in this convention, 
the whole thing might go by default and Reconstruction fail. But 
that seemed to many too much of a risk, and in i ts place there came 
a movement on the part of some of the planters to acquiesce in the 
situation, and to organize and plan the control of the Negro vote. In  
other words, certain leaders, like the editor of  the Jackson Clarion, 
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General Alcorn and Judge Campbell, were in favor of recogmzmg 
the right of the Negroes to vote in 1868, and said that the policy 
of the Democrats would drive the Negroes into the Republican Party. 
Ex-Senator Brown agreed, and many other white leaders. The most 
advanced Reconstructionist was General Alcorn, who asked if it would 
not be wise to yield something to black suffrage, and then to control 
the votes in the interests of such an organization of industry and 
society as they thought best. 

This was no wild scheme. The Negroes were used to subordination 
to the great planters. If the planters did not form an alliance with 
the Negroes, the planters would be threatened by the pretensions of 
the poor whites and possible leadership from Northern white men, 
ex-soldiers and investors, who were largely represented in the state. 
It was a matter to consider carefully ; in the end Mississippi went fur
ther along this line than any other Southern state, and found it easier 
to do this because of the compulsion and intimidation that could be 
exercised over the Negro vote on the great plantations of the Black 
Belt. 

The so-called "Black and Tan" convention met at Jackson, January 
9, 1868. It was the first political organization in Mississippi with 
colored representatives. There were in all one hundred delegates, of 
whom 17 were colored, although 32 counties had Negro maj orities. 
There were 29 native white Republicans, and 20 or more Northern 
Republicans. This was interesting and characteristic. It showed in the 
first place that the Negroes were not even trying, much less succeed
ing in any effort to use their numerical preponderance in order to 
put themselves in political power. Under strong economic pressure, 
the Negro voter designated white men to represent him. The large 
majority of the members of this convention were elected by black voters. 

Seven or eight of the colored delegates were ministers. Four of 
the Northern Republicans had lived in the South before the war, and 
two had served in the Confederate Army. It characterizes the times 
to know that five of the members afterward met violent deaths. Mem
bers were paid $10 a day in depreciated scrip worth 65¢-70¢ on a 
dollar, making their pay about equal to the convention of 1865. 

During the organization of the convention, it was moved that the 
word "colored" be added to the name of each Negro delegate. There
upon, the Reverend James Lynch, a colored man, afterward Secretary 
of State, moved to amend it so that the color of each delegate's hair 
should be added also. 

There was here as in South Carolina the same charge against this 
convention and against succeeding legislatures, that they did not suf
ficiently represent wealth ; they represented poverty ; and the majority 
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of the members, white and black, were not taxpayers. They repre
sented labor, and were voting and working as far as they intelligently 
could to improve their condition and not to increase the profits of 
the hirers of labor. 

In the convention, the colored people clung to the idea that the 
government intended to divide the land among them. One of the 
first acts of the convention was to appoint a committee of five to re
port what legislation was needed to afford relief and protection to 
the state and its citizens. This committee reported early in February, 
and found an alarming amount of destitution among the laboring 
class. They thought that the number of the destitute was at least 30,000, 
and perhaps was 40,000. There was distress and suffering, which in  
some cases bordered on actual starvation. 

The Commanding General, who was at the time Gillam of Ten
nessee, sided with the planting interests, refused to cooperate with 
the convention in this matter, and declared that the demand for labor 
exceeded the supply. In other words, labor must work for food or 
starve. It was reported that the Negroes were still expecting the dis
tribution of land. Suspension of taxes imposed upon freedmen prior 
to January l, 1 868, was demanded, and the repudiation of all debts, con
tracts and j udgments incurred or made prior to April 28, 1 865. The 
Commanding General was requested to issue an order "directing the 
restoration of property alleged to have been unlawfully taken from 
colored persons on the grounds that property accumulated by them 
in a state of slavery belonged to their masters." This the General de
clined to do. 

The Commanding General was again requested, in a report signed 
by three colored members, to furnish · from the public funds means 
to return slaves sold into Mississippi to their former homes, and Con
gress was asked to set aside, through the Freedmen's Bureau, one-half 
of the cotton tax collected in the state. They asked the Governor of 
the state to let Negroes share in the donations sent him for the relief 
of the destitute ; but the Governor refused, saying that it was a private 
gift. 

After this preliminary discussion, which was afterward criticized 
as beside the point, when in fact it was the main point, the convention 
turned toward making a new Constitution, as they had refused to 
adopt the old. They framed a Constitution under which Mississippi 
lived for twenty-two years. It did away with property qualifications for 
office or for suffrage ; it forbade slavery ; it provided for a mixed public 
school system ; it forbade race distinctions in the possession and inher
itance of property ;  it prohibited the abridgment of civil rights in travel ; 
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and in general, it was a modern instrument based on universal suf
frage. 

A minority tried to disfranchise the mass of ignorant Negroes, and 
there was considerable quarreling and some fighting. Universal suf
frage was adopted by a large maj ority, and on account of that, 12 of 
the white delegates resigned. Other ordinances forbade property quali
fication for office, or educational qualification for suffrage. 

The civil government under Reconstruction increased the powers of 
the Governor and made a more elaborate governmental organization 
and function for the state. It provided for a Lieutenant-Governor, a 
State Superintendent of Education, and numerous other officials. Some 
of the counties were consolidated to form larger legislative districts. 
Evidently, the success of the planters in controlling the Negro vote 
alarmed the carpet-baggers and the poor whites, and they determined 
to suppress the ring-leaders of the rebellion far more drastically 
than was required by the Reconstruction Acts. 

The convention consequently determined to deny the right to vote 
and hold office to practically all whites who had anything to do with 
the Rebellion, and thus the proposed Constitution disfranchised per
haps 20,000 or more of the leading white citizens of the state. This 
has been represented as petty j ealousy and desire for vengeance on 
the part of the carpet-baggers. It was more than .this. It was an attempt 
to end the oligarchy of landlords who still advocated slavery and the 
rule of wealth. 

After sitting n5 days, the Convention adjourned and submitted the 
Constitution to the people. The proceedings in this convention had 
undoubtedly been dominated by the wishes of the Northern men and 
the poor whites, with the support of the Negroes. But instead of 
cementing the alliance, the Negroes were ignored, and when prepara
tions were made for the campaign, were given little recognition. The 
chief evidence of this was failure to nominate Negroes for office ; 
the real policy beneath this was ignoring the plight of Negro labor, 
and making the Republican Party chiefly the mouthpiece of the new 
Northern capital. The opposition organized as the Democratic White 
Men's Party of Mississippi and declared that the Republicans were 
trying to degrade the Caucasian race. The provision for a mixed 
school system particularly came in for widespread criticism. 

Meantime, Humphreys was removed as Governor on account of 
opposition to the Reconstruction Acts, and General Adelbert Ames 
appointed Acting Governor. Humphreys refused to give up, and was 
removed by the soldiers. But reaction was not beaten. The vote of the 
Black Belt was cast largely under the dictation of the land-holders and 
hirers of black labor. The result of the election was a surprise. Fifty-
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six thousand, two hundred and thirty-one votes were cast for the Con
stitution, 63,860 were cast against i t, and Humphreys had been re
elected Governor. 

A committee of five from the Convention announced that the elec
t ion had been carried by fraud and intimidation, accompanied by 
social proscription and threats to discharge laborers from employment. 
The Republicans held meetings in various counties, declaring that the 
late election had been the work of terrorism and fraud. 

On the other hand, the result of the election was to show all parties 
that a more sincere attempt to recognize the Negro and enable him 
to vote had to be made. Negroes could not be ignored. Their right 
to vote meant something. If they were intimidated and coerced by 
force and economic means, the planters would soon be back in power. 
Moreover, even in this election, certain leading Negroes, like John R. 
Lynch, had deliberately voted with the planters, and an alliance of 
planters and Negroes was not impossible. It would have been an alli
:rnce based partly on labor control and partly on understandings con
summated between black labor leaders and white land-holders. Work
ing out from the old slavery, it might have gradually negotiated an in
dustrial emancipation for the intelligent blacks, while using the solid 
black vote to keep white labor and Northern capital subordinate. One 
group of Negroes recommended, therefore, another constitutional con
vention. They said they wished to cultivate kindly relations with their 
white friends, and declared that they would support capable and hon
orable men, even if they were former Confederates. 

The 4oth Congress adjourned with the question of Mississippi un
settled. Finally, in April, 1 869, a bill was agreed upon which directed 
that Mississippi was to be admitted when she adopted the Fifteenth 
Amendment, and that the President was authodzed to submit the 
Constitution as a whole and also the same Constitution with its pro
visions disfranchising the bulk of Confederates left out. Gillam was 
removed, and General Ames, who had been acting Civil Governor, 
was made Provisional Governor of the state. He reported that certain 
men, backed by public opinion, were committing murders and out
rages. Under direction of Congress, Ames removed a large number 
of officers, and made appointments of state and local officers, including 
several Negroes. Among other things, he declared freedmen to be 
competent j urors. He said of his work at this time : 

"I found when I was Military Governor of Mississippi, that a black 
· code existed there ; that Negroes had no rights, and that they were 
not permitted to exercise the rights of citizenship. I had given them 
the protection they were entitled to under the laws, and I believed I 
could render them great service. I felt that I had a mission to perform 
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in their interest, and I hesitatingly consented to represent them and 
unite my fortune with theirs." 4 

Ames thus made a counter bid for Negro support, reversing the 
indifferent stand of the Mississippi Republicans. In July, President 
Grant issued a proclamation ordering the Constitution to be submitted 
for ratification November 30. The Radical Republicans held their con
vention July 2 and attempted a platform of several resolutions. These 
resolutions declared : "In favor of an impartial and economic admin
istration of the government ; the unrestricted right of speech to 
all men at all times and places ; unrestrained freedom of the ballot ; 
a system of free schools ; a reform of the 'iniquitous and unequal' 
system of taxation and assessments which discriminated against labor ; 
declared that all men without regard to r'ace, color or previous condi
tion of servitude were equal before the law;  recommended removal 
of political disabilities as soon as the 'spirit of toleration now dawning 
upon the state' should be so firmly established as to j ustify Congress 
in taking such action ; declared in favor of universal amnesty, uni
versal suffrage, and encouragement of immigration." 5 

Ex-Governor Brown and the Conservatives were in favor of ratifying 
the Constitut�on without the proscriptive provisions and of accepting 
the Fifteenth Amendment. They secured Judge Dent, a brother-in
law of Grant, as their candidate, thinking in that way to secure the 
good will of Grant : but Grant repudiated the party that nominated 
Dent. The Dent party nominated Thomas Sinclair, a colored man, 
for Secretary of State. The Republicans nominated General J. L. Al
corn for Governor, and the Reverend James Lynch, a mulatto preacher, 
for Secretary of State. 

The whole election showed the increasing political importance of 
the Negroes, and this undoubtedly explains the increased activity of 
the Ku Klux Klan in 1 869. There were some riots in three or four 
counties. The Constitution was ratified almost unanimously, but the 
proscriptive sections disfranchising members of the Secession Con
vention and other active Confederates were defeated. The provision 
forbidding the loan of state funds was ratified. 

The first Reconstruction legislature met at Jackson, January n ,  
1 870. The legislature elected in 1868 had never been convened be
cause of the defeat of the Constitution. Negro membership in the new 
legislature was larger than in the convention. There were forty colored 
members, some of whom had been slaves before the war ; but among 
them were some "very intelligent" men. Particularly, there was con
siderable representation of ministers. In the Senate, there were five 
colored members. 

Many of the wealthiest counties were represented by ex-slaves. Yet 
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as Lynch shows, Negroes never controlled Mississippi. "No colored 
man in that state ever occupied a j udicial position above that of Justice 
of the Peace, and very few aspired to that position. Of seven state 
officers, only one, that of Secretary of State, was filled by a colored 
man, until 1 873, when colored men were elected to three of the seven 
offices, Lieutenant-Governor, Secretary of State, and State Superintend
ent of Education. Of the two United States Senators, and the seven 
members of the Lower House of Congress, not more than one colored 
man occupied a seat in each House at the same time. Of the thirty
five members of the State Senate, and of the one hundred and fifteen 
members of the House,-which composed the total membership of the 
State Legislature prior to 1 874,-there were never more than about 
seven colored men in the Senate and forty in the Lower House. Of 
the ninety-seven members that composed the constitutional convention 
of 1 868, but seventeen were colored men. The composi tion of the 
Lower House of the State Legislature that was elected in 1 871 was 
as follows : 

"Total membership, one hundred and fifteen ; Republicans, sixty
six ; Democrats, forty-nine ;  colored members, thirty-eight ; white mem
bers, seventy-seven ; white maj ority, thirty-nine. 

"Of the sixty-six Republicans, thirty-eight were colored men and 
twenty-eight, white. There was a slight increase in the colored mem
bership as a result of the election of 1 873, but the colored men never 
at any time had control of the State Government, nor of any branch 
or department thereof, nor even that of any county or municipality. 
Out of seventy-two counties in the State at that time, electing on an 
average twenty-eight officers to a county, it is safe to assert that not 
over five out of one hundred of such officers were colored men. The 
State, district, county and municipal governments were not only in 
control of white men, but white men who were to the manor born, 
or who were known as old citizens of the state, those who had lived 
in the state mariy years before the War of the Rebellion. There was, 
therefore, never a time when that class of white men, known as Carpet
baggers, had absolute control of state government, or that of any dis
trict, county or municipality, or any branch or department thereof. 
There was never, therefore, any ground for the alleged apprehension 
of Negro domination as a result of a free, fair, and honest election 
in any one of the Southern or Reconstructed States." 6 

At the same time, the Negroes were laborers, and if at any time the 
white and black labor vote united, property and privilege in Missis
sippi were bound to suffer. And on the other hand, if property con
trolled black labor, white labor would be as helpless as before the war. 
These two fears explain Reconstruction in Mississippi. 
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The legislature ratified the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments 
and elected three United States Senators, one for the full term, and 
two for unexpired terms. For the full term, Alcorn was chosen, and 
for one unexpired term, General Ames ; while Hiram R. Revels, a 
colored minister, was chosen to fill the unexpired term of Jefferson 
Davis. 

Revels came from North Carolina and was educated in Indiana ; 
he was a minister in Baltimore at the opening of the war, and there 
helped to organize two colored regiments. He came South with the 
Freedmen's Bureau, and was surprised when selected to represent the 
state in the Senate. He was a man of intelligence, but the Republican 
United States debated three days on his credentials. Finally, after one 
of Sumner's ablest speeches, he was admitted. Even after that, Phila
delphia refused the use of her Academy of Music for a meeting at 
which he was to speak. 

Ames now turned over the government to Alcorn and went to the 
Senate. Alcorn took a firm and advanced stand. In his inaugural 
speech, he spoke of his attachment for Mississippi. He declared that 
it was the duty of the government to protect all its citizens, white and 
black, before the ballot box, the jury box and public office, and to give 
industrial opportunity to the honest and competent without discrimi
nation of color. He said : 

"In the face of memories that might have separated them from me, 
as the wronged from the wronger, they offered me their confidence, 
offered me the guardianship of their new and precious hopes, with a 
trustfulness whose very mention stirs my nerves with emotion. In re
sponse to that touching radiance, the most profound anxiety with 
which I enter my office as Governor of this state is that of making the 
colored man the equal before the law of every other man-the equal, 
not i n  dead letter, but in living fact." He had a word to say for the 
poor whites. "Thousands of our worthy white friends have ever 
remained to a great extent strangers to the helping hand of the state." 1 

Unfortunately, Alcorn instead of staying and finishing this j ob thus 
well outlined, had the universal Southern ambition of the day to go 
to the United States Senate. He was, therefore, in office only a little 
over a year, when he went to Washington to succeed Revels. The legis
lature, meantime, went to work to set up the government. 

The part which the Negro played in this Reconstruction was as 
extraordinary as it was unexpected. There were far fewer Negroes 
of education and ability in Mississippi than in South Carolina or 
Louisiana. But there were a few, perhaps a bare half-dozen, who gave 
universal and epoch-making service. 
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One of these leaders, and perhaps the best, tells of the task before 

them : 
"The new administration had an important and difficult task before 

it. A State Government had to be organized from top to bottom ; a 
new j udiciary had to be inaugurated,-consisting of three Justices of 
the State Supreme Court, fifteen Judges of the Circuit Court, and 
twenty Chancery Court j udges,-who had all to be appointed by the 
Governor, with the consent of the Senate ; and, in addition, a new 
public school system had to be established. There was not a public 
school building anywhere in the state, except in a few of the larger 
towns, and they, with possibly a few exceptions, were greatly in need 
of repairs. To erect the necessary school-houses and to reconstruct and 
repair those already in existence so as to afford educational facilities 
for both races was by no means an easy task. It necessitated a very 
large outlay of cash in the beginning, which resulted in a material 
increase in the rate of taxation for the time being, but the Constitution 
called for the establishment of the system, and of course the work 
had to be done. It was not only done, but it was done creditably and 
as economically as possible, considering the conditions at that time. 
That system, though slightly changed, still stands,-a creditable monu
ment to the first Republican state administration that was organized 
in the State of Mississippi under the Reconstruction Acts of Congress. 

''It was also necessary to reorganize, reconstruct and, in many in
stances, rebuild some of the penal and charitable institutions of the 
State. A new code of laws also had to .be adopted to take the place 
of the old code and thus wipe out the black laws that had been passed 
by what was known as the Johnson Legislature, and in addition, bring 
about other changes so - as to make the laws and statutes of the state 
conform with the new order of things. This was no easy task, in view 
of the fact that a heavy increase in the rate of taxation was thus made 
necessary for the time being at least. That this important task was 
splendidly, creditably, and economically done no fair-minded person 
who is familiar with the facts will question or dispute. 

"That the state never had before, and has never since had, a finer 
j udiciary than that which was organized under the administration 
of Governor Alcorn and which continued under the administration 
of Governor Ames is an indisputable and incontrovertible fact." 8 

"When the Alcorn adm.inistration took charge of the state govern
ment, the war had j ust come to a close. Everything was in a prostrate 
condition. There had been gr'eat depreciation in the value of real 
and personal property. The credit of the state was not very good. 
The rate of interest for borrowed money was high. To materially 
increase the bonded debt of the State was not deemed wise, yet some 
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had to be raised in that way. To raise the balance a higher rate of 
taxation had to be imposed, since the assessed valuation of the taxable 
property was so low." v 

The legislature of 1 871 was in session about six months, and passed 
325 acts and resolutions. The increase of citizenship, and the revolu
tion through which the state had passed, called without doubt for more 
laws. The expenses of the legislative department were large and the 
session long. Yet it  can hardly be said, considering the work done and 
the depreciated value of currency, that it was an extravagant 
assembly.10 

The legislature of 1872 had John R. Lynch, a Negro, as Speaker of 
the House. There were 28 white and 38 colored Republicans and 49 
Democrats, and it took a trip of Senator Alcorn from Washington 
to induce enough white Republicans to support Lynch in order to 
elect him. At the close of the session, however, Lynch was presented 
with a gold watch and chain. On motion of a prominent white Demo
crat, a resolution was adopted thanking him "for his dignity, im
partiality and courtesy as a presiding officer." The Clarion declared : 
"His bearing in office had been so proper, and his rulings in such 
marked contrast to the former conduct of the ignoble whites of his 
party, who had been aspiring to be leaders of the blacks, that the 
Conservatives cheerfully j oined in the testimonial ." 11 

Civil rights measures constituted a considerable part of the legisla
tion between 1 868 and 1 876. In his inaugural address, Governor Alcorn 
"asserted positively that so long as he was governor, all citizens, with
out respect to color or nativity, should be shielded by the law as with 
a panoply." 12  

In 1 870, "all laws relative to free Negroes, slaves and mulattoes, as 
found in the Code of 1 857 and the laws constituting the so-called 
Black Codes," were declared to be forever repealed. It was declared 
to be the true intent and meaning of the legislature to remove from 
the records of the state all laws "which in any manner recognized any 
natural difference or distinction between citizens and inhabitants of 
the state." 13 

The legislature elected in 1 873 had 37 members of the Senate, of 
whom nine were colored, and nine white carpetbaggers. In the House 
over I I5 members, of whom 55 were colored and 60 white, including 
15  carpetbaggers. This election went further than any toward a fusion 
of planters and Negroes, and this was only prevented by the rivalry 
of Alcorn and Ames. 

When Alcorn went to the Senate, he was succeeded by a carpet
bagger, R. C. Powers. Finally in 1 873, Ames, who had been in the 
United States Senate, was elected Governor over Alcorn, who was 
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again candidate. With Ames, three colored men went to office : A. K. 
Davis, Lieutenant-Governor ; James Hill, Secretary of State ; and T. W. 
Cardozo, Superintendent of Education. B.  K. Bruce had been selected 
for Lieutenant-Governor, but refused, and afterward went to the 
Senate. 

This greatly disappointed Alcorn, who wished to remain in the 
Senate, and who, therefore, refused to escort Bruce to take the oath . 
Bruce had been County Assessor, Parish and Tax Collector in Bolivar 
County, one of the wealthiest counties in the state.14 

"Davis, the new Lieutenant-Governor, had made a creditable record 
as member of the legislature, but he was not a strong man. Hill was 
young, active and aggressive, and above the average colored man in 
intelligence. Cardozo was capable but not well-known." 15 

As to the colored men in the Legislature of 1 873, Garner says : 
"Relative to the course of the colored members in this legislature, 

a prominent Democrat writes me as follows : 'In my opinion, if they 
had all been native Southern Negroes, there would have been little 
cause of complaint. They often wanted to vote with Democrats on 
non-political questions, but could not resist the party lash. The major
ity of whites in both parties exhibit the same weakness." 16 

The real meaning of this criticism was that the Negroes wanted to 
cooperate with the planters, but knew that the planters would dis
franchise them at the first opportunity, and only welcomed their 
alliance now for economic reasons. On the other hand, the Republicans 
were torn with factions, j ealousies and suspicions, and the Negroes 
did not know how far they could be trusted. 

With a few exceptions, the colored members took little part in the 
work of legislation, although some of the principal chairmanships 
were held by them. There were few educated men among them, and 
they watched only for efforts to abridge their privileges as voters and 
citizens. On the other hand, there were no charges of venality or 
bribery, and their efforts to learn were intense. They were too willing 
to take advice and follow leadership, once their confidence had been 
obtained. The number of prominent planters in Mississippi who 
entered the Republican party to lead the Negroes was unusually large 
as compared with other states. 

Ames immediately began a program of retrenchment in expendi
tures, and recommended many reforms. Taxes had been increased 
from one mill on the dollar in 1 869 to fourteen in 1 874. The credit 
of the state was still impaired. He recommended a cut of 25% in 
appropriations, and especially curtailing the bill for public printing. 
"The recommendations," says Garner, "do credit to the Governor who 
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made them. They do not sound like the utterance of a carpetbagger 
bent on peculation and plunder." 

There were the usual charges of extravagance against the Recon
struction government. 

"It should, however, be said that if the testimony of Governor Ames 
may be followed relative to the expenses of the state government dur
ing the two years in which he was at its head, his was the most eco
nomical administration since 1 856, with the exception of two years, 
l 86I and 1 869." 17 

It was charged that the public debt of Mississippi increased from 
almost nothing to $20,000,000 during the Reconstruction regime, but 
this was easily disproved by ex-Governor Ames, who had the figures ; 
and the committee of Democratic legislators that sought to impeach 
him had to acknowledge the truth of what he said. 

"Thus it will be seen that the actual indebtedness of the state is but 
little over a half million dollars, and that during the two years of Gov
ernor Ames' administration, the state debt had been reduced from 
$821 ,292.82, on January first, 1 874, to $520,138.33, on January first, 1 876 ; 
or a reduction of more than three hundred thousand dollars in two 
years-upwards of one-third of the state debt wiped out in that time. 
Not only has the debt been reduced as above, but the rate of taxation 
for general purposes has been reduced from seven mills in 1 873 to 
four mills in 1875." 18 

"It should also be said by way of explanation, that the work of 
restoration which the government was obliged to undertake, made 
increased expenses necessary. During the period of the war, and for 
several years thereafter, public buildings and state institutions were 
permitted to fall into decay. The state house and grounds, the execu
tive mansion, the penitentiary, the insane asylum, and the buildings 
for the blind, deaf and dumb, were in a dilapidated condition, and 
had to be extended and repaired. A new building for the blind was 
purchased and fitted up. The Reconstructionists established a public 
school system and spent money to maintain and support it, perhaps 
too freely, in view of the impoverishment of the people. When they 
took hold, warrants were worth but sixty or seventy cents on the dol
lar, a fact which made the price of building materials used in  the work 
of construction correspondingly higher." 19 

Garner admits there were no great railroad swindles and no charge 
of excessive debt. The only charge which is perhaps true was that the 
number of offices and agencies was needlessly increased. 

The one center of undoubted graft under Ames was the public 
printing contracts, which increased from $8,675 a year, 1 867-1 868, to 
sums varying from $so,ooo to $127,000 in 1870-1875. This seems, how-
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ever, to have been largely due to one white man ancl it is not clear 
whether he was Northern- or Southern-born. 

Rhodes declares that few Negroes were competent to perform their 
duties and that one who was sheriff of DeSoto County for four years 
could neither read nor write and farmed out his office to a white 
deputy for a share of the revenue. John R. Lynch proves that this 
statement i s  absolutely false. The Reverend J. J. Evans, a colored Bap
tist minister and a Union soldier, who held that position, gave entire 
satisfaction ; he left office with a spotless record, accounted for every 
cent of the funds, and he had, as he wrote, a letter from Evans before 
him, which showed that Evans could read and write . 

Mr. Lynch goes on to say that of the seventy-two counties of the 
state, not more than twelve ever had colored sheriffs, and that he 
knew ten of these ; and that "in point of intelligence, capacity and 
honesty, the colored sheriffs would have favorably compared with 
the .whites." When one considers that over one-half of the electors 
had been slaves, now for the first time given a voice in government, 
Reconstruction in Mississippi certainly seems like a success. 

The Negro leaders who came to the front were in most cases ad
mirable and honest men ; and only a few were corrupt. The advance 
of the masses of the people was shown in the increase of marriage 
licenses. In 1865, licenses were issued to whites, 2,708, and to blacks, 
564, while in 1870, 2 ,204 were issued to whites, and 3,427 to blacks. 
In those two years, churches built increased from 105 to 283. 

A curious feud between the Governor and his colored Lieutenant
Governor began in the summer of 1874, when Governor Ames went 
North on his vacation. The Lieutenant-Governor discharged certain 
appointees, and appointed several j udges. Governor Ames, upon re
turning, revoked these appointees. Lieutenant-Governor Davis also 
issued a large number of pardons to persons in j ail. 

Singularly enough, while one of the accusations in the attempted 
impeachment of Ames was his dismissal of Davis' j udicial appointees, 
Davis was also removed from office in 1 876. It was alleged that he 
had accepted a bribe for granting a pardon. On the other hand, the 
Governor's action in revoking Davis' appointments was called by this 
legislature of 1 876 "willful, corrupt and unlawful." 

It was the especial grievance of the whites that officials and voters 
were not taxpayers, and that a comparatively small number of the 
colored voters owned real estate. The most that was charged was that 
the number of offices and agencies with high salaries was needlessly 
multiplied. The break came, however, between labor and capital inside 
the Democratic party. 

"Of course a stubborn and bitter fight for control of the Democratic 
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organization was now on between the antagonistic and conflicting ele
ments among the whites. It was to be a desperate struggle between 
former aristocrats, on one side, and what was known as 'poor whites ' 
on the other. While the aristocrats had always been the weaker in 
point of numbers, they had been the stronger in point of wealth, in
telligence, ability, skill and experience. As a result of their wide ex
perience, and able and skillful management, the aristocrats were suc
cessful in the preliminary struggles, as illustrated in the persons of 
Stephens, Gordon, Brown and Hill, of Georgia ; Daniels and Lee, 
of Virginia ; Hampton and Butler of South Carolina ; Lamar and 
Walthall of Mississippi, and Garland, of Arkansas . But in the course 
of time and in the natural order of things the poor whites were bound 
to win. All that was needed was a few years' tutelage, and a few daring 
and unscrupulous leaders to prey upon their ignorance and magnify 
their vanity, in order to bring them to a realization of the fact that 
their former political masters were now completely at their mercy, 
and subj ect to their will." 2 0  

"After the Presidential election of 1 872, Southern white men were 
not only coming into the Republican party in large numbers, but the 
liberal and progressive element of the democracy was in the ascend
ency in that organization. That element, therefore, shaped the policy 
and declared the principles for which that organization stood. This 
meant the acceptance by all political parties of what was regarded 
as the settled policy of the National Government. In proof of this 
assertion, a quotation from a political editorial which appeared about 
that time in the Jackson, Mississippi, Clarion,-the organ of the Demo
cratic Party,-will not be out of place. In speaking of the colored 
people and their attitude towards the white, that able and influential 
paper said : 

" 'While they [ the colored people] have been naturally tenacious 
of their newly acquired privileges, their general conduct will bear 
them witness that they have shown consideration for the feelings of 
the whites. The race line in politics would not have been drawn if op
position had not been made to their enjoyment of equal privileges in 
the government, and under the laws after they were emancipated.' 

"In other words, the colored people had manifested no disposition 
to rule or dominate the whites, and the only Color Line which had 
existed, grew out of the unwise policy which had previously been 
pursued by the Democratic Party in its efforts to prevent the enj oy
ment by the newly-emancipated race of the rights and privileges to 
which they were entitled, under the Constitution and laws of the 
country. But after the state and congressional elections of 1 874, the 
situation was materially changed. The liberal and conservative ele-
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ment of the democracy was relegated to the rear and the radical ele
ment came to the front and assumed charge." 21 

Here is a record which is not bad. There was no violent revolution 
in Mississippi. There was no attack upon civilization and culture. 
There was increased expense, partly for legitimate obj ects, partly, with
out doubt, by injudicious and careless expenditure ; possibly in some 
cases by corrupt expenditure. 

"In the fall of 1875 j ust at the time when the whole s tate rang with 
assertions of Radical misrule, taxation and robbery, the Author trav
eled through Mississippi, east and west, north and south, traveled 
quietly and was personally unknown. At every town and village, at 
every station on the railroads and every rural neighborhood in the 
country, he heard Governor Ames and the Republican Party de
nounced for oppressions, robberies and dishonesty as proved by the 
fearful rate of taxation. He asked what was the per cent of taxes on 
the dollar, but never got an answer. One citizen replied : 'Our taxes 
are enormous.' Another said : 'They are ruinous.' Another : 'They 
amount to confiscation.' Such were the only replies given. Every form 
of words that could be used to express excessive taxation was em
ployed. 'Awful,' 'Fearful,' 'Intolerable, ' 'Monstrous,' 'Unheard of,' 
'Incredible,' but no man answered the question. For the true answer 
would have been : 'The average taxation since Reconstruction has 
been a little less than nine mills on the dollar, for all purposes. Of this 
average of less than nine mills on the dollar almost one-fifth was for 
public schools so that the tot::il annual taxation for all other purposes 
has been a little over seven mills on the dollar.' This was the t rue 
answer, but every White Leaguer knew better than to answer the 
question, for one of the originators of that order wrote confidentially 
to an associate that they must appeal to the world 'as a wretched, 
downtrodden and impoverished people.' " 22 

On the whole, one cannot escape the impression that what the whites 
in Mississippi feared was that the experiment of Negro suffrage might 
succeed. At any rate, they began a revolution known as the "Missis
sippi plan." Here was no labor dictatorship or dream of one. White 
labor took up arms to subdue black labor and to make it helpless eco
nomically and politically through the power of property. 

Senator Revels, of Mississippi, said in the 4rst Congress : 
"Mr. President, I maintain that the past record of my race is a true 

index of the feelings which today animate them. They bear toward 
their former masters no revengeful thoughts, no hatred, no animosi
ties. They aim not to elevate themselves by sacrificing one single in
terest of their white fellow citizens. They ask but the rights which 
are theirs by God's universal law, and which are the natural out-
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growth, the logical sequence of the condition in which the legislative 
enactments of this nation have placed them. They appeal to you and 
to me to see that they receive that protection which alone will enable 
them to pursue their daily avocations with success and enjoy the 
liberties of citizenship on the same footing with their white neighbors 
and friends." '23 

John R. Lynch said, when he was counted out of his election : 
"You certainly cannot expect them [the Negroes ] to resort to mob 

law and brute force, or to use what may be milder language, inaugu
rate a revolution. My opinion is that revolution is not the remedy to 
be applied in such cases. Our system of government is supposed to be 
one of law and order, resting upon the consent of the governed, as 
expressed through the peaceful medium of the ballot. In all localities 
where the local public sentiment is so dishonest, so corrupt, and so 
demoralized, as to tolerate the commission of election frauds, and 
shield the perpetrators from j ustice, such people must be made to un
derstand that there is  patriotism enough in this country and sufficient 
love of j ustice and fair play in the hearts of the American people 
to prevent any party from gaining the ascendency in the government 
that relies upon a fraudulent ballot and a false return as the chief 
source of its support. 

"The impartial historian will record the fact that the colored people 
of the South have contended for their rights with a bravery and a gal
lantry that is worthy of the highest commendation. Being, unfortu
nately, in dependent circumstances with the preponderance of the 
wealth and intelligence against them in some localities, yet they have 
bravely refused to surrender their honest convictions, even upon the 
altar of their personal necessities." 24 

With riot, fraud, boycott and intimidation, Negro rule was over
thrown. William L. Hemingway was nominated against Captain 
George M. Buchanan, an able and well-qualified man. In an honest 
election, Buchanan would have been given the office, but Heming
way was declared elected. However, he had been in office only a brief 
time, when the discovery was made that he was a defaulter to the 
amount of $3 15,612 . 19. Thus "Reform" began.25 

In the back districts of Mississippi, the world moved on. In May, 
1 874, at Burleigh a Southern lady writes : 

· " . . .  Last Wednesday, the Bishop, assisted by Mr. Douglass and 
Heber Crabe, ordained a Mr. Jackson, a Negro as black as any on 
this land, a deacon in the church. The ceremony was very interesting, 
and Mr. · Jackson preached in the afternoon to as enlightened an audi
ence as ever goes to our church. His sermon was admirable and ad
mirably delivered . I have heard but few who read so well, and fewer 
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who have so good a manner. He is a well-educated man havi n tr a ' h 
considerable knowledge of Latin, Greek and Hebrew. He has been 
living in one of the rectory houses for two years, and is  a hard st u
dent under Mr. Douglass, and is without reproach." 2 3  

Louisiana came into the possession of the United States because 
Toussaint L'Ouverture and the blacks of Haiti so broke the French 
colonial power and Napoleon's plans for American empire that he 
practically gave away French America to the United States and 
turned his whole attention to Europe. 

At the first census after the admission of the state, 18 10, there were 
34,000 whites and the same number of black slaves, and in addition 
to this, 7,585 free Negroes. In 1820, when Louisiana entered the 
Union, the white and black population were about equal, both being 
under 80,000. In 1860, there were 350,373 Negroes and 357,456 whites. 
By 1870, the colored population exceeded the whites by nearly 2,000. 
The great influx came between 1 840 and 1 860. 

Among the Negro population, 18,647 in 1860 were free, and repre
sented mainly descendants of the free Negroes in the territory at 
the time of the annexation. They were many of them rich and 
educated, and they formed a most interesting element in the popu
lation. 

The migration to Louisiana after 1 840 was of a distinctly lower 
grade than before-exploiters of commercial slavery, slave traders and 
smugglers, gamblers and desperadoes. They made the situation for 
free Negroes much more difficult. Rich colored folk, even those who 
were well known, were often arrested and mistreated. 

In 1 857, Wickliffe "informed the Legislature that the immigration 
of free Negroes from other states of the Union into Louisiana had 
been steadily increasing for years ; that it was a source of great evil, 
and demanded legislative action. Public policy dictates, the interest 
of the people requires, that immediate steps should be taken at this 
time to remove all free Negroes who are now in the State, when 
such removal can be effected without violation of law. Their example 
and associations have a most pernicious effect upon our slave popula
tion.'' 

As a result, in 1 858, Emile Desdunes acted as agent for emigration 
to Haiti, then under the rule of Soulouque. Desdunes worked ener
getically to arrange for the deportation of a large number of colored 
Louisianians. Unfortunately, a revolution in Haiti stopped the proj ect. 

The ante-bellum society of Louisiana, and particularly of New Or
leans, was brilliant and lawless ; dueling, gambling and murder were 
widespread, and there were notorious  outbreaks in political life, like 
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the Plaquemine Riot of 1 844 and the scenes of violence and intimida
tion at an election for sheriff in 1853. As late as 1855, the city was 
in the hands of rival political factions which fought behind barricades 
in the streets . 

Governor Hebart said in 1856 that the riot of 1 855, if repeated, 
would "sink us to the level of the anarchical governments of Spanish 
America ; that before the occurrence of those great public crimes, the 
hideous enormity of which he could not describe, and which were com
mitted with impunity in mid-daylight and in the presence of hundreds 
of persons, no one could have admitted even the possibility that a 
bloodthirsty mob could have contemplated to overawe any portion of 
the people of this state in the exercise of their most valuable rights ; 
but that which would then have been denied, even as a possibility, is 
now an historical fact." 27 

The following year, Governor Wickliffe added : 
"It is well-known that at the last two general elections many of the 

streets and approaches to the polls were completely in the hands of 
organized ruffians, who committed acts of violence on multitudes of 
our naturalized fellow-citizens, who dared venture to exercise the 
rights of suffrage. Thus nearly one-third of the registered voters of 
New Orleans have been deterred from exercising their highest and 
most sacred prerogative. The suppression of such elections is an open 
and palpable fraud on the people, and I recommend you to adopt 
such measures as shall effectually prevent the true will of the maj ority 
from being totally silenced." 

The New Orleans Delta said, May 6, 1860 : 
"For seven years the world knows that this city, in all its depart

ments, Judicial, Legislative, and Executive, has been at the absolute 
disposal of the most godless, brutal, ignorant and ruthless ruffianism 
the world has ever heard of since the days of the great Roman con
spirator. By means of a secret organization, emanating from that 
fecund source of political infamy, New England, and named Know
Nothingism or Sammyism from boasted exclusive devotion of the 
fraternity to the United States, our city, far from being the abode 
of decency, of liberality, generosity, and j ustice, is a sanctum for crime. 
The ministers of the law, nominees of blood-stained, vulgar, ribald 
caballeros and licensed murderers, shed innocent blood on the most 
public thoroughfares with impunity ; witnesses of the most atrocious 
crimes are ei ther spirited away, bought off, or intimidated from testi
fying ; perj ured associates are retained to prove alibis, and ready bail 
i s  always procurable for the immediate use of those whom it is not 
immediately prudent to enlarge otherwise. The electoral system is a 
farce and fraud ; the knife, the sling-shot, the brass knuckles deter-
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mining, while the shame is being enacted, who shall occupy and ad
minister the offices of the municipality and the Commonwealth." 

Governor Wells said in 1866 : 
"It is within the knowledge of all citizens resident here before the 

War, that for years preceding the Rebellion, elections in the Parish 
of Orleans were a cruel mockery of free government. Bands of or
ganized desperadoes, immediately preceding and during an election, 
committed every species of outrage upon peaceful and unoffending 
citizens, to intimidate them from the exercise of the inestimable priv
ilege of free men, the elective franchise. A registry of 14,000 names, 
in the days alluded to, could scarcely furnish one-fourth of that num
ber of legal votes at the polls, although six or seven thousand votes 
were usually returned as cast." 28 

Even the system of slavery in Louisiana differed from the southern 
South, and many slaveholders frankly made it their policy to work 
the slaves to death and buy new ones instead of taking care of the 
old and sick. 

lntermixture of races was reduced to a recognized system by the 
regular importation of handsome colored slave girls for sale from 
the Border States, and by a carefully regulated system of colored com
mon-law wives. One must add to this, the mulatto free Negro group 
in most cases descended from white fathers who had taken colored 
wives and whose children were often educated abroad. The grand
children became now white, now colored, according to the choice 
or tint of skin. As a result, to this day it is difficult in Louisiana to 
draw the line between the races . Not long ago, when a prominent 
white man of a certain parish was "accused" of Negro blood, the 
court house, with all its vital records, was burned down that night. 

Recently, a small group of colored people in New Orleans, all born 
since 1880, sat down and compared note9 as to people whom they 
knew personally. They made a list of sixty families of Negro descent, 
who, in their knowledge and in their time, had gone over to the white 
race, and whose children had no knowledge of their Negro descent. 

The condition of Louisiana after the war was desperate. The Federal 
Commander said : 

"The resources of this state are infinitely reduced by the casualties 
of the war. The commerce, whose innumerable wheels used to vex 
the turbid current of the Mississippi, has passed away-the result of 
war. Plantations which used to bloom through your entire land, until 
the coast of Louisiana was a sort of repetition of the Garden of Eden, 
are now dismantled and broken down. Trade, commerce, everything, 
crippled . . . .  You have to make revenues where the taxable property 
of the state is reduced almost two-thirds. You have to hold the appli-
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ances and surroundings of government, and maintaining and keep
ing up to a great extent nearly every charity which belongs to the city 
or state. The levees, on which the life of your country depends, which 
from local causes cannot be repaired by civil authorities, must be 
attended to by the United States, and a sum of $160,000 is being laid 
out now by the United States for the purpose of preventing this delta 
of the Mississippi from being subj ect to overflow." 29 

We have seen in Chapter VII how Banks and Shepley, under 
Lincoln, had attempted to reconstruct Louisiana in 1864. At the same 
time, a rival Confederate government at Shreveport recognized the 
right of all whites to vote ;  voted $500,000 to pay for slaves lost by 
death or otherwise, or while impressed for public works of the state ; 
and decreed the death penalty for any slave bearing arms against the 
Confederate states. 

When Hahn was elected to the Senate, Wells became Governor, 
March 14, 1 865. Wells was a native Louisianian, a large planter, and 
had been an opponent of secession. His ambition was to restore the 
planters to power and have them recognize the new dispensation. As 
a result, he was caught between two fires ; Sheridan told Stanton that 
Wells was a political trickster and a dishonest man ; while the planters, 
once they got hands on power, overrode his advice, until he had to 
take refuge with the radicals. 

On April 14, Lincoln was assassinated. President Johnson recog
nized Wells as Provisional Governor of Louisiana. The Governor at 
once ordered an election for state and national officers, on the ground 
that the previous registration of 1864 was fraudulent and that many 
Negroes were on the list, although Wells refrained from mentioning 
this fact explicitly. There appeared three political parties : the National 
Republicans, headed by Durant ; the Conservative Union, headed by 
Wells ; and the Democratic Party. 

The Democratic Party held a state convention and adopted a plat
form which declared that Louisiana is "a government of white peo
ple, made and to be perpetuated for the exclusive political benefit of 
the white race, and in accordance with the constant adj udication of 
the United States Supreme Court, that the people of African descent 
cannot be considered as citizens of the United States, and that there 
can in no event nor under any circumstances by any equality between 
the whites and other races." 

The Democratic or Conservative candidates were overwhelmingly 
elected and the new legislature was composed almost entirely of ex
Confederates. The Republican Party put no candidate in the field. 
At the first session of the legislature, a resolution was adopted declar
ing that the Constitution of 1 864 was a creation of fraud, violence 
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and corruption, and protested against seating Hahn and Cutler in the 
United States Senate. The legislature tried to reorganize the city . 
government ; the bill was vetoed by Wells, but was promptly passed 
over the Governor's veto and John T. Monroe was elected Mayor. 
He had led the mobs of ruffians in 1 854- 1 856. Two governors had 
complained about him, and Butler had been obliged to put him in 
j ail. He later engineered the riot of 1 866. 

The government now proceeded to oppress Negroes and Union 
men. Thousands were insulted and assaulted. Organized violence 
was common throughout the state. Negroes were whipped and killed, 
and no one was punished. Rebel sympathizers were rapidly replacing 
loyal officials, and the public schools were reconstructed. One hundred 
and ten of the Northern or loyal teachers were dismissed and their 
places filled by intolerant Southerners. Union men of business began 
to give up and move out of the state. 

The principal departure of General Hancock, who succeeded Sheri
dan, from the policy pursued by his predecessors, related to the or
ganization of j uries. General Sheridan had issued an order requiring 
the state authorities to make no distinction as to race or color in the 
organization of j uries. General Hancock superseded this order by one 
remanding the subj ect to the state authorities and the civil courts ; 
and in order to avoid the annoyance of frequent applications to him 
for his intervention in private suits and controversies, he issued an 
order declaring that "the administration of civil j ustice appertains to 
the regular courts." 

By decision of the State Supreme Court, there could never be any 
equality between white and other races. Above all, this legislature 
passed the Black Codes. Ficklen questions whether all this proposed 
legislation was actually enacted into law. Certainly, it represented the 
clear wish of the legislature, and was regarded as law. Afterward, the 
Reconstruction legislature took especial pains to repeal these enact
ments. 

They were among the worst of the Black Codes, and virtually re
enacted slavery. They were supplemented by extraordinary local ordi
nances like that of the town of Franklin.30 

"All of these acts of the Legislature and municipal regulations meant 
the practical reestablishment of slavery in the State of Louisiana. The 
acts were passed within the first fifteen days of its first session. This 
legislation and the various instances of widespread wanton violence 
and ostracism aroused the Union men of the state and the nation, 
and they determined to organize for their own protection, and for 
the protection of the freedmen and the old free Negroes before the 
War." 31 
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The free Negro group early organized to guide the Negroes. Three 
colored refugees from San Domingo published and edited an unusu
ally effective organ for the Negroes, called the New Orleans Tribune. 
One was Dr. J .  T. Roudanez, who spent $35,500 to keep this paper 
going. He was an eminent physician, and his companions were men 
of intelligence. The paper was published in French and English, from 
1 864 until sometime in 1 869. Most of the time it was published weekly, 
but it ran as a daily during 1 865, and was thus the first Negro daily 
in America. It attacked the serfdom under Banks ; planned for Negro 
economic cooperation, and opposed the Freedmen's Bureau when it 
was turned over to Southerners under General Fullerton. It carried 
on a war against the Johnson legislature, sending copies to every mem
ber of Congress, and printing all of the iniquitous labor laws. For a 
long time its editor was Paul Trevigne, a colored man born in 1825 ; 
his father had fought in the War of 18I2, and he was well-trained, 
speaking several languages. At great personal peril and with dauntless 
courage, he battered his way to Negro freedom. 

On January 8, 1 865, the Tribune called attention to a convention of 
colored men of Louisiana, "which will meet tomorrow in this city." 
It pointed out that "Three principal points, for some time past, have 
been kept in view, by our leading men, and will unquestionably be 
brought before the convention. The first is the permanent organiza
tion and centralization of our leagues and societies ; the second is the 
foundation upon a solid basis of a Permanent Board, intrusted with 
the interests of our population ; and the third is the particular welfare 
of the freedmen." 

This convention attacked the economic situation directly and with 
far-sighted prudence. I t  organized a Bureau of Industry in New Or
leans under a superintendent and assistants . It was for the relief of 
distress, for establishing a Bureau of Information especially for colored 
soldiers and their relatives, and for buying and selling produce and 
other necessaries on a cooperative basis. Direct trade with France was 
planned. 

The Tribune, from the first, strongly defended Negro suffrage. Jan
uary 17, the Tribune said : "At the present time, when our state is 
entering into a new period of her social career, we must spare no 
means at our command to bring her under a truly democratic system 
of labor, glancing at the attempt recently made in Europe to organize 
a plan of credit for the people, which is worthy of our studies and 
investigations. We, too, need credit for the laborers ; we cannot expect 
complete and perfect freedom for the work ing men, as long as they 
remain the tools of capital, and are deprived of the legi timate product 
of the sweat of their brow. 
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"We have denied time and again th::it the right of suffrage was con
fined-among the whites-to those distingu ished by a high degree of 
civilization. But we assert that the sons and grandsons of the colored 
men who were recognized French citizens, under the French rule, 
and whose rights were reserved in the treaty of cession-taken away 
from them since 1803-are not savages and uncivilized inhabitants of 
the wild swamps of Louisiana. We contend that the freedmen, who 
proved intelligent enough to shed their blood in defense of freedom 
and the National Flag, are competent to cast their votes into the ballot-
b " ox. 

April 2, the Tribune said : "The colored man will have to be called 
to the ballot-box, as he has been called in the ranks. The black man 
had to fight the battles of Union and Freedom with his musket ; he 
will have to fight them too with the ballot. Loyalty does not dwell in 
the white population of the South-taken as a mass. But loyalty l ives 
in the hearts of the colored men. Can the United States find friends 
where they have none or very few ? They cannot. But the cause of 
universal freedom will find friends and defenders in the class of men 
who are longing for their liberties . . . .  

"Louisiana and all the Southern states want an entire renovation of 
the political element, a renovation of the masses of voters. 

"This superior understanding places the future into the hands of 
the Radical party. The game that the 'Free State' party has lost by 
its incompetency, the Radicals will win by their understanding of 
the times. They are still in the background ; but one day, and one 
single act of Congress, or a single change of policy in the military 
ruling of the conquered territory, will bring them into power." 

February 22, 1865, the efforts of this group culminated in the forma
tion of a "Freedmen's Aid Association." It was an ambitious coopera
tive effort, thus described by the Tribune, February 24 : 

"Several plantations were leased to 'gangs' of laborers working for 
their own account. Seeds, mules, and agricultural implements were 
distributed among these freedmen-not as a gratuitous gift, but in the 
character of a loan, leaving to the laborer all his dignity and inde
pendence . . . .  

"These associations of capital, furnished by small shares to freedmen 
who possess nothing more than their industry, good faith and courage, 
are destined not only to become powerful, but they will also enrich 
the state. They will inaugurate a new regime, and for the first time 
give a chance to .field-laborers to obtain their rightful share in the pro
ceeds of the sweat of their brows. Time will bring up a legislation 
appropriate to the necessities of the case. But now, at the start, we 
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have to prepare the ground, under all disadvantages, for this impor
tant economical and social reform." 

The free Negro group, and the intelligent freedmen, were thus bid
ding for the economic leadership of the mass of freed slaves, and offer
ing them democratic sharing in the profits. For this role, they had 
mapy rivals-the planters, the military commanders and their agents, 
and the immigrant Northern capitalists. 

Of the planters, the Tribune said, March 1 :  
"The planters are no longer needed in the character of masters. But 

they intend still to be needed as capitalists, and through the necessity 
of moneyed help, to retain their hold on the unfortunate people they 
have so long oppressed. It is that hold that every friend of j ustice and 
liberty is bound to break. As capital i s  needed to work the plantations, 
let the people themselves make up this capital. Our basis for labor 
must now be put on a democratic footing. There is no more room, in 
the organization of our society, for an oligarchy of  slaveholders, or 
property holders." 

These efforts of the free colored people to lead the freedmen toward 
economic emancipation soon ran afoul of the military authorities and 
their plans for using Negro labor. Banks had inaugurated a system 
of serfdom with schools and many excellent features, but with other 
provisions which insulted the free Negroes and hindered real emanci
pation. 

Negroes, free and freed, especially obj ected to the pass system estab
lished ostensibly to stop the spread of smallpox, but kept at the de
mand of the planters in order to hold Negroes on the plantations. The 
Tribune said, April 30 : 

"The 'smallpox passes' will remain as an instructive feature in the 
history of abolition in Louisiana. It is one of those marks of servitude 
which are enforced upon us in view of controlling a population that 
has been declared free-that has to be let free. It is a deception prac
ticed upon the emancipated slaves, who receive from one hand their 
liberty, and are deprived by the other hand of one of their most precious 
privileges-the right of moving at will. It is an outrage upon the old 
free colored men, who used that right during the darkest and most 
gloomy years of the slavery regime, and now are deprived of the ex
ercise of their traditional liberties. It is well for the world at large to 
know how practical liberty is understood in Louisiana." 

When in 1865, appeal was made to General Hurlburt for closer co
operation between the Negro leaders and the army, he replied : "If 

instead of assembling in mass meetings and wasting your time in high 
sounding resolutions, you would devote yourselves to assisting in the 
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physical and moral improvement of the freedmen, you would do some 
practical good." He added : 

"There has always been a bitterness of feeling among the slaves 
and the free colored people." 

Junius ("not a rich Creole") answered him, March 31 : "I am 
sure it is a well-known fact, and that too, beyond successful con
troversy, that the old free colored people of this city and state have 
done and are doing all that is in their power to morally and physically 
improve the condition of the new freedmen. 

"Ever since the occupation of this city by the military forces of the 
United States in April, 1 862, the free colored people of this city and 
state, have night and day been working for and in the interest of 
the new freedmen. Even under the administration of Maj or General 
B. F. Butler, when slavery was recognized by the authorities of the 
United States government, free public schools were opened under 
the auspices of the free colored people, and no distinction was made 
in regard to the former status of the pupils-and numerous other 
evidences can be produced showing that no sooner was slavery killed 
and the Black Code destroyed in this state, all who were formerly 
afraid to do anything in the direction of moral or physical assistance 
of the former bondsmen, entered into the work vigorously, and have 
accomplished great good. The work is still going on-increasing from 
day to day ; and more would have been accomplished, but for the 
poverty of our people, who have been in the midst of war and all its 
dissolution for over four years-more would have been accomplished 
but for the 'Policy' of certain intriguers who have ingratiated them
selves into our confidence, and have in the end deceived us . . . .  

"All that i s  required by the free colored people of Louisiana is Jus
tice, and without it, they are not free . . . .  

"The free people of color own over twenty millions of taxable prop
erty acquired honestly under a system of oppression worse than ever 
existed since the foundation of the world, and but for the 'free labor 
system' [established by Banks] would now be paying taxes on over 
double the amount. The Freedmen's Aid Association has now in hand 
four plantations. They will soon have twenty ; every one of these plan
tations is a death blow to this 'free labor system,' and the cultivation 
of the plantations by freedmen will show their capacity in their new 
career." 

When Johnson became President, the colored leaders had firm faith 
in his economic program.  "There is, in fact, no true republican gov
ernment, unless the land, and wealth in general, are distributed among 
the great mass of the inhabitants. The policy of the new President 
will be, therefore, of enforcing the laws of confiscation, granting home-
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steads to Northern immigrants, soldiers, and Southern Loyalists, and 
dividing the property among a great number of freeholders, who will 
feel interested to support the new order of things, and to defend the 
Federal Government." 

To enforce this faith, the Negroes knew it was necessary to be 
represented in Washington, and in May they communicated with 
several Southern states on the matter of sending such delegations. The 
Tribune, May 31, said : "Such a delegation at Washington this winter, 
from each of the Southern states, would have a great tendency toward 
answering any obj ections that might be adduced against a Reconstruc
tion policy that would admit the j ustness of the black man's right to 
equality before the law ; and most of all, the moral of such delegations 
will show that the colored people of the South are really awake to 
their interests. For Messrs. Editors, if civil authority again assumes 
sway legitimately here, and is  acknowledged by the executive and leg
islative authorities, we may expect and prepare also for mobs of white 
against colored laborers, and white mechanics against colored me
chanics, like the 'Iron Mongers of Cincinnati,' the 'Plug Uglies of Balti
more,' the 'Flat Heads of New York,' the 'Moyamensing Boys of 
Philadelphia,' and the 'Irish mobs' of Detroit, Chicago, and New York 
City. But more of mobs hereafter. If we desire to prevent these out
rages from being our future inheritance, on account of our active 
and exerted influence and friendship and love of the Union, send a 
delegation to Washington, and say to Congress : 'There never will be 
domestic tranquillity in Louisiana so long as the most truly loyal por
tion of the people of this state are left at the mercy of the men who 
have for four years been attempting to destroy the Union ! ' " 

When the campaign was on for the election of 1865, the colored 
leaders criticized the Conservative address in the Tribune, August I I : 

"It is signed by ex-Judge Louis Davigneaud and Spencer G. Hamil
ton. It gives us the astounding news that at the breaking out of the 
rebellion, Louisiana was governed by 'wholesome and j ust laws.' Give 
us your authority for this, gentlemen ; point us to the book and page. 
The fact that you immediately afterward refer us to the 'abundant 
harvest' with which we used to be blessed, leads us to suppose that 
in your opinion these 'wholesome and j ust laws' were found in the 
infamous Black Code, by virtue of which the life of the poor man 
was worn out in laboring for the princely planters . The address as
sures us that before the war, we enjoyed 'Life, Liberty ( ! ) and the 
pursuit of happiness ! '  We were plunged into war by 'ambitious men' 
upon 'supposed and contemplated wrongs.' Why not name the men ? 
It could do no harm to know their names. It labors under great fears 
from the party, which it admits exists in this state, 'advocating the 
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permc10us doctrine of universal suffrage, with a view of conferring 
upon the emancipated Negro the right of suffrage. ' The address does 
not, however, say a word in favor of the Negro not 'emancipated,' 
and who was always free. Why use the word 'emancipated' ?  Are 
the men of color who were born free entitled to suffrage in your opin
ion ? If so, why not make the admission." 

At the same time, the Tribune, September 14, attested the growing 
unity of the Negro group. 

"We no longer hear of classes of colored men-some to claim the 
electoral franchise because they are rich, some because they are lettered, 
some because they bore an Uncle Sam's musket. All this was sheer 
aristocracy, and among those neglected there were men as good, as 
true, as patriotic and as intelligent, as among the privileged classes. 
When citizens undertake to claim a right for themselves, they must 
claim it as a principle, and therefore speak in the name of all who are 
deprived of the same immunities. As long as they do not consider the 
question from a high standpoint, as  long as they overlook the princi
ple for a mere expediency, they will have no force whatever." 

It was this year that the new element of carpetbaggers began to be 
felt in Louisiana. Hitherto, there had been the planter class, the mili
tary authorities, and the free colored people, all striving for leadership 
of the freedmen. Now came the disbanded Union officers, the new 
small capitalists of the North, or those who represented them, although 
themselves without capital. Foremost among these was Henry Clay 
Warmoth. 

Warmoth took up his residence in Louisiana in 1 865. He was a 
young Union officer, then only 23 years of age, and had an astonish
ing career. He was an unmoral buccaneer, shrewd, likable, and effi
cient, who for ten years was practical master of the state of Louisiana. 
He represented those white men, Northern and Southern, currently 
called carpetbaggers and scalawags, who were either small capitalists 
or aspired to become rich, and whose business it was to manipulate 
the labor vote, white and black. 

Some of them in many states, we have shown, were men of ability 
and vision, but most of those in Louisiana who were honest and forth
right were early driven out by the turmoil and lawlessness. Types 
like Warmoth and Carter, who stayed, represented the carpetbagger 
and scalawag at their worst. A Negro preacher described the types : 
He said that the carpetbagger came South and stole enough to fill 
his carpetbag ; but that the scalawag, knowing the woods and swamps 
better, succeeded in stealing the full carpetbag.32 

Warmoth was a poor white of Southern extraction, whose great-grand
father was born in Virginia, and whose grandfather moved to Illinois. 
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His father was in the Mexican War, and Warmoth was born in Illinois 
in 1 842. He declares in his biography, that he had "not a drop of any 
other than Southern blood in my veins. I think I may say at eighty
seven years of age, that I was never a 'Louisiana Carpetbagger,' though 
I might, in common parlance, be termed a 'scalawag.' " 3 3  

The Republican Party of Louisiana had been organized in 1 863. 
I t  was composed of twenty-six members, of whom 2 1  were Union 
white men, and five free Negroes who had never been slaves and 
who were all nearly white, men of wealth and education. This com
mittee issued a call for a convention which assembled in New Orleans, 
September 27, 1865. A state committee was formed which proceeded 
to organize the Union Republican Party of Louisiana. There were 
I I I  delegates, of whom 19 were free Negroes, and one a freedman. 
Warmoth was Corresponding Secretary of the State Committee, and 
some of the free colored men were on the committee. Two of the 
resolutions said : 

"Resolved-That the system of slavery heretofore existing in Louisi
ana, and the laws and ordinances passed from time to time to support 
it, have ceased to exist ; and we protest against any and all attempts 
to substitute in their place a system of serfdom, or forced labor in any 
shape. 

"Resolved-That the necessities of the nation called the colored men 
into public service in the most honorable of all duties-that of the 
soldier fighting for the integrity of his country and the security of the 
constitutional government ; this, with his loyalty, patience and pru
dence, is sufficient to assure Congress of the j ustice and safety of giv
ing him a vote to protect his liberty." 34 

This convention conceived the idea of adopting the Congressional 
theory that Louisiana was a territory, and holding a voluntary elec
tion for a delegate to Congress. The colored people, especially, fell in 
.with the idea, and carried it through. The Tribune, September 2, bore 
testimony to the unity of effort and feeling and the work of two 
colored men who originated the idea-Crane and Dunn : 

"Too much praise cannot be given to the Central Executive Com
mittee for their strenuous efforts toward the organization of such a 
move, without the force of law, and on the basis of voluntary coopera
tion. It has taken several weeks to complete the preliminary arrange
ments. All members of the committee have heartily contributed their 
shares. We must, however, mention in a more particular manner the 
services of two of these members. When the importance of the move 
will be fully understood and its consequences developed, their names 
will remain more particularly connected with that work. I t  i s  with 
Mr. W. R. Crane that the first idea originated. It is the same member 
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who prepared the various resolutions bearing on the subj ect. He aclvo
cated his plan with the conviction of its usefulness, and through inclus
try and perseverance, has succeeded in removing all obj ections, and in 
carrying it  through. 

"Next to him, Mr. 0. J. Dunn has a fair right to our gratitude. 
With private means only, he organized a machinery covering the 
whole city of New Orleans, and secured the voluntary and gratuitous 
concourse of the numerous commissioners and clerks. These two 
names will ever remain connected with the history of Reconstruction 
in 1 865." 

It was the first successful effort of the whole Negro group in politi
cal cooperation, and the "disfranchised citizens" expressed their debt 
of gratitude in the Tribune, November 4, to the "Commissioners and 
Clerks of Registration, who, during two months, attended with a 
zeal equal only to their disinterestedness, to the tedious business of 
registering the names of the political 'pariahs.' This debt will be paid 
by the j ust esteem and well-earned respect of their fellow-citizens.'' 

On the crest of this wave of unprecedented effort, rose the figure 
of Warmoth. Thomas J. Durant, a Southern Unionist who had co
operated with Lincoln in restoring Louisiana, was the nominee by 
acclamation. He declined the doubtful honor, and Warmoth, hand
some, charming and of fine military bearing, was finally substituted, 
since it was political wisdom to send a white man to Washington, and 
few others were willing to take the risk. Warmoth was more than 
willing. He was a born gambler, of unflinching courage in causes 
good and bad. The election was held j ust before the Johnson Recon
struction state legislature met, and Warmoth received 19,396 votes 
in thirteen parishes, or nearly twice as many as the number which 
Lincoln had recognized as sufficient to admit the state. 

Naturally, most of these votes were cast by Negroes. Warmoth was 
careful, however, to have the Secretary of State affix his seal to a certifi
cate attesting that the election had been held. He then went to Wash
ington and spent several months getting acquainted with the Recon
struction leaders. He was accorded a seat on the floor of the House, 
while the Senators and Representatives elected by Johnson's legisla
ture had to cool their heels in the galleries. 

This election was a shrewd move on the part of the Negroes, and 
brought the rivalry of Johnson and Congress conspicuously to the 
fore in Louisiana. Governor Wells found himself soon in an untenable 
position. He had opposed secession before the war ; but as a planter 
and Southerner, when he came into power, he tried to unite the lead
ing white persons of the state back of his administration, on a platform 
acceptable to President Johnson. Once in power, his followers broke 
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away and were determined to reestablish the ante-bellum status m 
all essential particulars. It was this movement that was back of the 
Black Codes and the oppression of Union whites and Negroes. 

Said the Tribume, May r n, 1 865 : 
"Were the planters willing to bestow the same amount of money 

upon the laborers as additional wages, as they pay to runners and 
waste in dishonest means of compulsion, they would have drawn as 
many voluntary and faithful laborers as they now obtain reluctant 
ones. But there are harpies, who, most of them, were in the slave trade, 
and who persuade planters to use them as brokers to supply the 
plantations with hands, at the same time using all means to deceive 
the simple and unsophisticated laborer." 

The planters in the legislature elected in 1 865, proposed April 7, 
1866, a convention for a new Constitution. Wells vetoed the bill. 
Then a bill passed the House by a two-thirds majority to restore the 
ante-bellum constitution by legislative enactment . Two members of 
the House were sent to Washington to confer with Johnson. Johnson 
was in the midst of his fight with Congress, and he strongly advised 
against the move. 

Governor Wells was desperate. If the planters engineered a new 
constitutional convention, such a convention would be dominated by 
reaction and invite the vengeance of Congress. Wells, therefore, de
termined to reconvene the Constitutional Convention of 1 864. He had 
a more or less shadowy legal right to do this, but the meeting of this 
convention meant that Negro suffrage would be recognized, at least 
to some extent. Probably, according to the Lincoln formula, Negroes 
of intelligence, those who owned a certain amount of property, and 
former soldiers, would get the right to vote. 

If such a convention could have met in Louisiana in 1866, it would 
have been epoch-making; it would have turned the flank of the John
son phalanx and anticipated and softened the rigor of the Reconstruc
tion acts. The prospect of such a consummation was too much for 
the Louisiana Bourbons and they determined to meet it by reopen
ing civil war. Wells was a man of no courage, and instead of placing 
himself resolutely at the head of this movement, he kept out of the 
way and induced a member of the convention of 1 864 to issue a call 
summoning a meeting July 30 in the Mechanics' Institute, New Or
leans. He followed this by a proclamation ordering special elections 
in the large number of parishes not represented in 1 864. 

The excitement was intense. A prominent j udge harangued the 
Grand Jury against the meeting. The Mayor told the general in com
mand of the United States Army that he proposed to prevent the as
sembly. General Baird doubted the mayor's authority, but did nothing. 
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Most of the leaders in this movement stayed away from the open

ing, and in fact, only a small number of members accepted the call ; 
but Monroe, also chief of a secret society known as "The Southern 
Cross," armed his police and the mob, who wore white handkerchiefs 
on their necks. 

A signal shot was fired, and the mob deployed across the head of 
Dryades Street, moved upon the State House, and shot down the 
people who were in the hall. 

"The Reverend Dr. Horton waving a white handkerchief, cried 
to the police : 'Gentlemen, I beseech you to stop firing; we are non
combatants. If you want to arrest us, make any arrest you please, 
we are not prepared to defend ourselves .' Some of the police, i t  is 
claimed, replied, 'We don't want any prisoners ; you have all got to 
die.' Dr. Horton was shot and fell, mortally wounded. Dr. Dostie who 
was an obj ect of special animosity on account of his inflammatory ad
dresses was a marked victim. Shot through the spine, and with a 
sword thrust through his stomach, he died a few days later. There 
were about one hundred and fifty persons in the hall, mostly Negroes. 
Seizing chairs, they beat back the police three times, and barred the 
doors. But the police returned to the attack, firing their revolvers as 
tbey came. Some of the Negroes returned the fire, but most of them 
leaped from the windows in wild panic. In some cases they were shot 
as they came down or as they scrambled over the fence at the bottom. 
The only member of the convention, however, that was killed was a 
certain John Henderson. Some s ix or seven hundred shots were 
fired. Negroes were pursued, and in some cases were killed on the 
streets . One of them, two miles from the scene, was taken from his 
shop and wounded in the side, hip, and back. The dead and wounded 
were piled upon drays and carried off.'' 3 5  

Some say that forty-eight were killed outright, sixty-eight were se
verely wounded, and ninety-eight slightly wounded in the hall and 
on the streets. Other reports say that thirty-eight people were killed 
and 148 wounded ; and of the thirty-eight, all but four were colored. 

As Sheridan said : "It was no riot. It was an absolute massacre." Too 
late, General Baird and the Federal soldiers arrived and proclaimed 
martial law. Mayor Monroe's threat to break up the convention suc
ceeded completely and, but for the appearance of United States troops, 
"the killing would undoubtedly have been much greater than it was.' ' 36 

After this, many Union ·men left the state permanently, and the 
new rule of organized anarchy ensued. The New Orleans riot was a 
characteristic gesture of the time and place. Most of the elected white 
members of the convention kept in the background to see what trou
ble was brewing. Negroes assembled, most of them as spectators, to 
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find out what was going to be done for thei r enfranchisement. It was 
these black spectators upon whom the brunt of murder and assassina
tion fell. There was an unusual moral aftermath to this inexcusable 
slaughter, in that it helped turn the national election of 1 866 over
whelmingly against Andrew Johnson. 

It was against this background of lawlessness and murder, this prac
tical reopening of the Civil War, that Congressional Reconstruction 
began. Under the National Reconstruction Act in Louisiana, 127,639 
registered, of whom 82,907 were blacks. 

When Negro suffrage seemed inevitable, some effort was made on 
the part of the planters to gain the Negroes' support. They began by 
caj oling the field hands. In a meeting in Rapides Parish, held by the 
planters, they said they would "hold in high esteem the freedmen 
among us who range themselves on our side." Duncan F. Kenner, a 
prominent poli tician, urged the people to accept Negroes and to try 
and gain their vote for the South. General P. G. T. Beauregard, who 
began the fighting at Fort Sumter and wanted to raise the black flag 
after Emancipation, said : "If the suffrage of the Negro is properly 
handled and directed, we shall defeat our adversaries with their own 
weapons. The Negro is Southern born. With a little education, and a 
property qualification, he can be made to take an interest in the 
affairs of the South and in its prosperity. He will fight with the 
whites." 37 

On March 1 8, General Longstreet, a Confederate General, published 
two open letters advising submission to Congress. "It becomes us to 
insist that suffrage be extended in all the states and fully tested." 38 

Other prominent Confederates agreed. Longstreet's wife afterward 
declared that this was the noblest act of her husband's life. 

But these overtures of a few planters were more than neutralized 
by the bulk of white Southern opinion, which was bitter beyond de
scnpt10n. All Republicans were bitterly assailed : "The shameless, 
heartless, vile, grasping, deceitful, creeping, crawling, wallowing, slimy, 
slippery, hideous, loathsome, political pirates who, in the name of 
God and Liberty, rob the South and put the Southern states under a 
black government." 39 "Everything was said that would disparage or 
discredit the officials. Nothing was said to explain, or j ustify their 
acts or their conduct." 4 0  

On the 25th of April, seven days after the election of officers under 
the new Constitution, the Courier of the Teche said : "Fourteen men, 
having a covering of white skin over thei r flesh, have voted for the 
mongrel constitution in the parish of St. Martin. May they be pointed 
out with the finger of scorn by all honorable men. May they be 
despised and hated by every living creature. May their wives, if such 
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creatures can have wives, remain barren, that thei r descendants may 
not rot in j ail or die of exhaustion in houses of ill-fame." 

The Banner, the leading paper in its congressional district, said on 
the 20th of June, as the Republican members of the legislature and 
state government were assembling in New Orleans : "These miserable 
devils are worse than the itch, small-pox, measles, overflow, draughts 
and pestilence." 

On the other hand, Negroes kept hammering at their economic con
dition. A meeting was held in the First African Church in May, 1 867, 
to colonize colored laborers on colored homesteads. From this time 
until the new Constitutional Convention met, the Tribune pled 
for a high class of delegates to the Convention. "From the President 
down to the doorkeeper, and from the clerk and the chief reporter 
down to the printer, the choices should be made so as to convince the 
people of the State that the supremacy of a privileged class will be no 
longer fostered, and the time has come when the representatives of 
the colored race can find favor as well as white men. It is to be demon
strated that long services and unfaltering devotion to the cause of 
radicalism shall obtain the reward, irrespective of color or race, and 
to that effect it is important to choose officers from among both popu
lations. 

"But there is something more. It is important to show that the op
pressed race will not be overlooked ; that from this time forward the 
rights of the neglected race will be recognized to share in all depart
ments of our state government. The Convention will have many things 
to do to break the spell under which we were laboring. The choice of 
officers will, therefore, have a political bearing, and cannot be dictated 
by fitness only. 

"The Convention will meet under very peculiar circumstances
circumstances of originality and grandeur. It will be the first constitu
tional assembly, the first official body ever convened in the United 
States without distinction of race or color. It will be the first mixed 
assemblage, clothed with a public character. As such this Convention 
has to take a position in immediate contradiction with the old assem
blies of the white man's government. They will have to show that a 
new order will succeed the former order of things, and that the long
neglected race will, at last, effectually share in  the government of the 
state . . . .  " 41 

By agreement, the 98 delegates to the Louisiana convention consisted 
of 49 Negroes and 49 whites. Among the Negroes were many free col
ored men of intelligence, property, and character. But when it was 
suggested that subordinate officers be equally divided between the 
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races, P. B .  S .  Pinchback, one of the colored leaders, obj ected, and de
clared that was placing race above merit. 

The Negro members of the constitutional convention took a promi
nent and effective part. They were largely represented on committees, 
such as the Committee of 13 on rules and regulations, where they had 
four members. In several cases, they acted as chairmen of committees, 
as in the case of the committee on the militia, and the committee on 
the Bill of Rights. 

Their attitude, however, i s  best seen in the repor:t of the committee 
to draft a constitution. The five white members of the committee, and 
the four colored members, differed in certain essential particulars, and 
sent in respectively a majority and minority report. 

The chief points of difference were these : the white men wished to 
deprive all of the leaders of the Confederacy of the r ight to vote or 
hold office, while the colored men would allow them to vote, but re
stricted their right to hold office. The white men wished to prevent 
any law being passed regulating labor, or fixing wages. The colored 
men wished no such restrictions and also demanded that children 
bound out under the former black laws should be returned to their • 
parents and relatives . The white men made provisions for the educa-
tion of youth, but the colored men were more specific and demanded 
at least one free public school in every parish, to be provided for by 
public taxation, and with no distinction as to race and sex. They also 
asked for a university with six faculties, and a state lottery for the sup
port of education and charity. While the white men wanted ninety
eight state representatives, the colored men wanted one hundred and 
two, which probably gave certain colored sections a larger representa
tion. 

In the final constitution, a compromise provided that no law should 
be passed fixing the price of manual labor ; that there should be one 
hundred and one representatives ; that Confederate leaders could 
neither vote nor hold office, and that the colored men's proposal for 
education, including no separation in schools and a university, should 
prevail. 

The colored men assented to this constitution, but two of them, 
Pinchback and Blandin, together with two white men, protested 
against the disfranchisement of former Confederates, "as we are now 
and ever have been advocates of universal suffrage." 4'.! It is interesting 
to note that the colored men who published the Daily Tribune were 
the official printers of the Convention Journal. 

The Convention adopted the Constitution, March 19, 1 868. This Con
stitution made the Negroes equal to the whites and provided equal 
rights and privileges ; public schools were thrown open to both races. 
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All adult male citizens r'esident in Louis iana for one year could vote, 
except certain classes of Confederates . The labor laws passed by the 
Democratic legislature of 1 865 were declared null and void. 

The planters reviled the Constitution, and called it  "the work of the 
lowest and most corrupt body of men ever assembled in the South. It 
was the work of ignorant Negroes, cooperating with a gang of white 
adventurers, strangers to our interests and our sentiments . It was 
originated by carpetbaggers, and was carried through by such argu
ments as are printed on greenbacked paper. It was one of the long 
catalogues of schemes of corruption which make up the whole history 
of that iniquitous Radical Conclave." 43  

In the face of this, the laws of Louisiana, as  codified on the basis of 
this Constitution and subsequent legislation, were finally adopted in 
three main codes, signed by the black Lieutenant Governor of  the state, 
Oscar J. Dunn, and remain to this day as the basic law of the state ! 

The free Negroes had since the war increased in numbers, wealth 
and intelligence. On the other hand, the mass of the freedmen were 
ignorant and inexperienced and much lower in status, because of their 
harsh slavery, than even the Negroes of South Carolina. They had, 
however, two ever-insistent demands : land to cultivate and public 
schools. They had almost impoverished themselves under Banks to 
keep their schools going; and while their demand for land never 
reached the definite expression that it did elsewhere, it was always the 
great motivating ideal. 

The colored people produced some notable leaders during Recon
struction. Oscar J. Dunn ran away from slavery and finally bought his 
freedom ; he had laid the foundation for a good education before he 
became free. Dunn "was the only one of the seven colored men who 
sat in the State Senate in 1868 who had been a slave." 44 He was 
Lieutenant-Governor, 1 868-1870, and was a man 'of courage and firm
ness. He was admitted by the Democrats to be incorruptible :  "In the 
view of the Caucasian chiefs, the taint of honesty, and of a scrupulous 
regard for the official proprieties, is a serious drawback and enervating 
reproach upon the Lieutenant-Governor." 45 His sudden death in No
vember, 1 871 ,  was a severe loss. 

Pinchback, son of a white man, and himself indistinguishable from 
white in personal appearance, was born in Georgia, educated in Cin
cinnati, and had been a captain in the army. He was intelligent and 
capable, but a leader of different caliber from Dunn. He was a prac
tical politician, and played the politician's game. Yet there were limits 
beyond which he would not go. To all intents and purposes, he was 
an educated, well-to-do, congenial white man, with but a few drops 
of Negro blood, which he did not stoop to deny, as so many of his 
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fellow whites did. Pinchback succeeded Dunn as Lieutenant-Governor, 
and when Warmoth was impeached in December, 1 872, Pinchback 
became for a few days Governor of the state. 

C. C. Antoine later was also Lieutenant-Governor. The legislature 
sent J. H. Menard, a colored man, as one of the representatives of the 
Lower House and Congress, but he was refused his seat. 

Antoine Dubuclet was State Treasurer during 1868-1879. He con
ducted his office for eighteen years without mistake or criticism. Politi
cians tried to find something wrong with his records; and the Aldiger 
committee was appointed to examine the archives of the Treasury. 
They secured three expert accountants to investigate the Treasury for 
six months. The honesty and efficiency of the Treasurer was con
firmed. 

There were the following colored officials in Louisiana : 4 6 
Charles E. Nash, Congressman, 1 874-76 (44th Congress) . 
P. B. S .  Pinchback, Governor, 1 872, 43 days ; Lieutenant-Governor, 

1 87 1-72. 
Oscar J. Dunn, Lieutenant-Governor, l 868-7 i .  
C. C .  Antoine, Lieutenant-Governor, 1 872-76. 
P. G. Deslonde, Secretary of State, 1 872-76. 
Antoine Dubuclet, State Treasurer, 1868-69. 
W. G. Brown, Superintendent of Public Education, 1 872-76. 
Augustin G. Jones, once chancery clerk of Assumption Parish, was 

a direct descendant of the hero John Paul Jones of Revolutionary War 
fame who was captain of the Bonhomme Richard. Several of his 
daughters are now teachers in the New Orleans public schools.4 7  

In addition there were, between 1868 and 1896, 32  colored state sena
tors and 95 representatives. 

These colored leaders had a task of enormous difficulty, much more 
so than those of South Carolina or Mississippi. They differed in origin 
and education. Some looked white, some black, some born free and rich, 
the recipients of good education ;  some were ex-slaves, with no formal 
training. They were faced with an intricate social tangle among the 
whites. Economic and social differences were, in Louisiana, more com
plicated than in any other American state, and this makes the history 
of Reconstruction more difficult to follow. 

First of all, there were the planters, rich before the war, largely offi
cers and leaders in the Confederate Army, and now returned, embit
tered and widely impoverished. Then there were "the host of traders, 
capitalists and adventurers, who had come down during and j ust after 
the war to seek a new field for investment in the conquered country, 
who were, naturally, regarded more or less as harpies. The number 
was formidable, for already by the fall of 1 866, Ficklen says between 
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five a n d  ten thousand Union soldiers h a  cl settled i n  the  State." 4 �  Among 
these were Warmoth an cl Kel logg. Adel to these, the scal awags-the 
large number of whi tes, both plan ters an cl others,  who became Un ion 
men d uring and after the war. 

"Another factor was the n umerous poor whites in the northern part 
of the State. Living close to the subsistence line on the thin so il of the 
pine h i lls back of the bottom lands, without schools, with b ut few 
churches, given to rude sports and crude methods of  farming, their 
ignorance and prej ud ice bred in  them after the emancipation of the 
Negro, a clrcacl of sinking to the social level of the blacks. The tlreacl, 
in turn, bred hatred, and i t  was from this class, instigated very prob
.ably by the class above them, that the Colfax and Conshatta murders 
took their unfortunate rise. 

"And stil l one other element, mischievous in the extreme, must be 
added to the social complex-men who pursued no occupations, but 
preyed on black and white alike, as gamblers and tenth-rate pol iticians, 
drinking and swaggering at the bar, always armed with knife and 
revolver, shooting Negroes now and then for excitement. This class, 
recruited largely from the descendants of the old overseer and Negro
tracler of ante-bellum days, had j ust enough education to enable them 
to dazzle the Negro by a political harangue. They became demagogic 
leaders of the Negroes, on the one hand, and murderers and figh ters 
for the planters. It  was this element that more than anything else kept 
up the turmoil in the state." 

According to Nordhoff, "the first duty of the Republican leaders in 
Louisiana was 'to hang them by the dozen.' And it was because they 
were not crushed out, except so far as the respectable Conservative 
could combat them, that Louisiana had to endure such a drawn-out 
purgatory before she was reconstructed." 4 9  

The number of Negroes in the legislature of Louisiana is  not exactly 
known, chiefly on account of the great mixture of blood. In the first 
legislature, there were said to be 42 Negroes, about half of the House, 
and seven Negro Senators. The election showed the predominant in
fluence of the carpetbaggers over the Negroes, who had good reason 
to be convinced of the bad faith of the planters. 

"There was never a majority of Negroes in either House of the 
Legislature during my four years of service as Governor. The Legisla
ture elected in 1 868, at the same time I was elected Governor, had but 
six colored men in the .Senate out of its thirty-six members ; and 
though the House of Representatives had more colored men in it than 
did the Senate, they never constituted more than one-third of the 
membership. 

"So it was in the general election of 1 870. Only six out of the thirty-
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six members of the Senate were colored men, and there were fewer 
Negroes in the House of Representatives than in the House elected in 
1 868. Whatever legislation may have been worthy of criticism during 
[ this ] administration was the work of white men in which the Negro 
members played but a modest part." 50 

The real fight that developed in Louisiana was between the planters, 
on the one hand, and the newcomers, Northern and Southern, on the 
other. And these two factions fought to dominate both the poor whites 
and the Negroes, usually by characteristically different methods. The 
planters resorted to the old method of cajoling the poor whites, giving 
them some political and social recognition, and using them as thugs 
and murderers to carry out their ends. The carpetbaggers flattered 
Negroes, bribed those whom they could and gave them some recogni
tion, but always at some crucial point broke their promises because 
they knew tpe Negro had no choice. Especially in Louisiana the ques
tion of social equality between whites and mulattoes was an insistent 
source of bitter feelings. 

Two factions soon• developed among the Republicans ; Warmoth 
tried to appease the planters and avoid too great dependence on the 
Negro. But the Tribune, leading tpe "Pure Radicals," said in 1 868 : 

"The Republican Party in Louisiana is headed by men, who for the 
most part are devoid of honesty and decency, and we think it  right 
that the country should know it .  The active portion of the party in 
Louisiana is· composed largely of white adventurers, who strive to 
be elected to office by black votes . . . .  Some of these intend, if elected, 
to give a share of office to colore;d men. We admit that, but they will 
choose only docile tools, not citizens who have manhood." 51  

When the Republicans came to select their candidate for Governor, 
the Pure Radicals proposed a wealthy colored man, Maj or F. E. 
Dumas. Dumas received 43 votes and Warmoth 45. Dumas refused 
the position of Lieutenant-Governor and Dunn was nominated. Five 
white men and two colored men constituted the ticket, the other col
ored man being '.Antoine Dubuclet for treasurer. This ticket was 
elected. The new legislature met June 29, 1868, and the temporary 
Speaker was a Negro, R. H. Isbell . He and Dunn tried to enforce the 
test oath, as they were legally bound to do, to the great anger of the 
rebels, who asked if they were to be excluded "by a nigger" from the 
seats to which they were elected. 

The legislature spent some time discussing a civil rights bill. This 
bill went over until the next session, and caused high feeling and long 
discussion. The 

·
conservatives protested against the colored people 

forcing themselves in where they were not wanted. Pinchback insisted 
only on equal accommodation. 
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"I consider myself j ust as far above coming into company th..it does 
not want me, as they are above my coming into an elevation with 
them . . . .  I do not believe that any sensible colored man upon this 
floor would wish to be in a private part of a public place without the 
consent of the owners of it. It  is false ; it is wholesale falsehood to say 
that we wish to force ourselves upon white people." 52 

The bill passed both houses, but the Governor was almost afraid to 
sign· it, and the newspapers tried to frighten Negroes. " 'Will any 
Negro, or gang of Negroes, attempt to exercise the privilege it con
fers ? '  belligerently asked the Com mercial Bulletin . 'If they do, it will 
be at their peril. . . .  He may be able to obtain a ticket of admission, 
but no New Orleans audience will ever permit him to take his seat 
except in the places allotted for colored persons.' " 

It continued : "Apparently this state of calm does not suit the Radi
cal leaders. Their continual control over the State must depend on the 
j ealousy of the black toward the white people. They feel that the col
ored race have more confidence in the old citizens of Louisiana than 
in any newcomers. Hence the effort to revive a strife which would 
readily quiet itself without much stimulus." 53 

Warmoth in his inaugural address ventured "to urge immediate 
measures for the repression of lawlessness and disorder now rife in 
many parts of the State. From many parishes we have almost daily 
accounts of violence and outrage-in many cases most brutal and re
volting murders-without any effort on the part of the people to pre
vent or punish them.'' 54 

In a special address to the colored people, Warmoth said : 
"My friends, this is a great day for the colored men of Louisiana. It  

is full of good for you if my hopes and expectations in your favor are 
well founded. If you are honest, industrious and peaceable, you will 
have millions of friends who will stand by you, and see that you are 
protected in all the political rights which they themselves enj oy. You 
do not wish to intrude yourselves socially upon those who do not want 
your society, any more than you want other people to obtrude them
selves upon you without your consent . The contest from which we are 
emerging has not been for social equality, but for civil and political 
equality. This last you now have, and it will be my duty to see that 
you are protected in it, and if I am not mistaken in my opinion of 
your race, it will be cheerfully accorded to you very soon by every
body ; and remember that the roads that lead to prosperity for every 
man, whether white or black, are those of virtue and education, of 
honesty and sobriety, of industry and obedience to law." 55 

Unfortunately, the state government, inaugurated in July, was al
most immediately confronted by a Presidential election in November, 
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1 868. Skilfully, and with calculation, the economic proble1ns of 
Reconstruction were being changed by planters and capitalists to look 
like problems of politics and social recognition. Beneath this deliberate 
camouflage, the industrial plans of the Tribune were being slowly 
submerged, until finally murder and mob-law seized the state. 

The whole South was in a blaze of excitement in the 1 868 election. 
Tremendous and frequent meetings were held in every city and parish 
in Louisiana. Every Confederate sympathizer was encouraged, and 
had hopes of what would happen to the South as a result of the elec
tion. The Republican Party in Louisiana was paralyzed. Secret semi
military organizations were set up, and riots broke up Republican 
meetings. Clubrooms were raided and destroyed. It was believed that 
if Seymour and Blair were elected, Reconstruction would be over
thrown. 

A civil war of secret assassination and open intimidation and mur
der began and did not end until 1 876, and not entirely then. Strong as  
the hatred of the reactionaries was toward Negroes, i t  was stronger 
toward carpetbaggers. The Democratic State Central Committee sent 
out a letter : "And we would earnestly declare to our fellow-citizens 
our opinion that even the most implacable and ill-disposed of the 
Negro population, those who show the worst spirit toward the white 
people, are not half as much deserving our aversion and non-inter
course with them as the debased Whites who encourage and aid them, 
and who become through their votes the officeholding oppressors of 
the people. Whatever resentment you have should be felt toward the 
latter, and not against the colored men ; but in no case should you 
permit this resentment to go further than to withdraw from them all 
countenance, association, and patronage, and thwart every effort they 
may make to maintain a business and social foothold among you." 56 

Secret Democratic organizations were formed, and all well armed : 
the Knights of the White Camellia, the Ku Klux Klan, and an Italian 
organization called "The Innocents ." They all paraded nightly. In the 
election, Seymour and Blair received 88,225 votes, while Grant and 
Colfax received 34,859. Out of 2 1,000 Republican voters in New Or
leans, only 276 Republican votes were cast. There were in 1 870, 726,915  
persons in  the state. A map of  the state showing where violence and 
intimidation occurred leaves less than a third of the state in peace.57 

Because of the experiences in the Presidential election of 1 868, the 
legislature was asked to change the election and registration laws, and 
approved the law of March 1 6, 1 870, conferring great power upon the 
Governor. The Governor was authorized to appoint a chief election 
officer, who should make a registration of voters in each parish, and a 
board before which the Governor should lay all the election returns. 
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This Returning Board was composed of three state officers and two 
state Senators, and it could throw out fraudulent votes or returns se
cured by violence. This device made government by the mob impos
sible, but i t  substituted a possible dictatorship in the hands of an un
scrupulous Governor. 

Governor Warmoth's attitude toward the finances of the state was 
characteristic and original. There was need of money, and he raised it . 
His statement of the needs was unexceptional : "I found the State and 
the city of New Orleans bankrupt. Interest on the State and City 
bonds had been in default for years ; the assessed property taxable in  
the State had fallen in value from $470,164,963.00 in  1 860, to  $250,063,-
359.63 i n  1 870 ; taxes for the years 1 860, 1861 ,  1 862, 1 863, 1864, 1865, 
1 866 and 1 867 were in arrears. The City and State were flooded with 
State and City shinplasters, which had been issued to meet current 
expenses .  Among the first acts of the new legislature was one to post
pone the collection of all back taxes, and later they were postponed 
indefinitely." 58 

"The public roads were mud trails. There was not a hard surfaced 
road in the whole state. There was the one canal, and very limited 
telegraphic facilities . The mails were usually carried on horseback. 
New Orleans had but four paved streets. The amount of the state and 
city debt was unknown, and state securities were selling from 22¢ to 
25¢ on a dollar. There was no money in either state or city treasury. 

"New Orleans was a dirty, impoverished, and hopeless city, with a 
mixed, ignorant, corrupt, and bloodthirsty gang in control. It was 
flooded with lotteries, gambling dens and licensed brothels. Many of 
the city officials, as well as the police force, were thugs and murderers . 
Violence was rampant, and hardly a day passed that someone was not 
shot, out under the Oaks, in defense of his honor." 59 

There was a demand by business men for more railroads. The legis
lature granted charters and voted aid for construction. In the past, 
every railroad in the state had been built in this way. Ten years later, 
the Democratic legislature of 1 878 granted $2,000,000 in bonds to aid 
in the building of a road to Shreveport, and the bill was signed by 
Governor Nichols . 

A great deal of state indebtedness was represented by this attempt 
to promote railroad building, and in this attempt both parties were 
responsible for making the appropriations. The bill aiding the New 
Orleans, Mobile and Texas Railroad passed unanimously in a Senate 
composed of 2 1  Republicans and 9 Democrats, and in the House were 
50 Republicans and 9 Democrats who voted for it, and only three 
members voted against it.60 

In the bill incorporating the New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicks-
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burg line, where the state assumed a liability of six million dollars, the 
introducer was a Democrat, and it passed unanimously in both 
Houses ; the same thing was approximately true in five other cases, 
where the state assumed large financial responsibility. 

The money which Warmoth raised did not go wholly or even per
haps mostly for public obj ects . He allowed all elements to feed at the 
public trough. Public debt and taxes mounted. Warmoth, his friends, 
and many of his enemies, began to get rich in the midst of the sur
rounding poverty. When he was approached about this, and bitter 
complaint made at the mounting costs of government, he had a suave 
and effective series of answers. First, he said that a great many of the 
members of the legislature were ignorant Negroes, and easily influ
enced by lobbyists, and that the men of the community ought to assist 
him in restraining them. 

Then he turned around and reminded property holders and capital
ists that many of the bills which the legislature was charged with pass
ing corruptly were for the aggrandizement of individuals and cor
porations representing their "very best people." Their bank presidents 
and the best people of New Orleans were, he said, "crowding the lob
bies of the legislature, continually whispering into these men's ears, 
bribes." Gl How was the state to be defended, he asked, against the 
interposition of these people who were potent in their influence in the 
community ? I t  is apparent that Governor Warmoth understood the 
term "best people" to be synonymous with the term "richest people." 
He instanced the case of the five-million bond bill ( to take up the city 
notes) which he had vetoed, which had been passed in the House over 
his veto. 

"The bill went to the Senate. I walked into the Senate chamber and 
saw nearly every prominent broker of the city engaged in lobbying 
that bill through the Senate, and it was only by exposing the fact that 
one of their emissaries had come into this very chamber and laid upon 
the desk of my secretary an order for $50,000, that I was able to defeat 
it. Mr . .  Conway, the Mayor of your city, came here and offered me any 
consideration to induce me to sign this bill ." Gz He also said that an
other Senator of New Orleans had offered him a bribe of $50,000, and 
a share of profits for his signature to the Nicolson Pavement Bill.G3 

It  was not only the fact that unsuccessful j obbers had tried to bribe 
him, but that successful jobbers and prominent Southern men with
out reasonable doubt had bribed him and knew it. And their mouths 
were closely shut when it came to details and special instances of steal
mg. 

Without a doubt many of the colored leaders shared in this graft, 
but from the very nature of the case it was not a large share. Many 
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members of the legislature, white and black, were regularly paid small 
sums, but on the other hand, leaders like Dunn and Roundanez were 
incorruptible and lashed the thieves on all sides. Thomas G. Davidson 
of Livingston Parish, who had been a Democrat in the state since 
1 826, said : "That there was corruption in the legislature, no one 
doubts ; but it was not confined to the Republicans alone." 64 

It was a colored man, W. F. Brown, who as State Superintendent of 
Education called attention in his report of 1873 to the way in which 
school funds were being stolen. New Orleans, as a legacy from Banks 
and the Freedmen's Bureau, was one of the few Southern states that 
had a system of public schools. In 1 865, there were 141 schools for the 
freedmen, and 19,000 pupils. A school law had been passed in 1 869, 
providing a system of public education without distinction of race or 
color. This system was not being carried out. W. F. Brown reported : 

"Stolen in Carroll Parish in 1 87 1 ,  $30,000 ; in East Baton Rouge, 
$5,032 ; in St. Landry, $5,700 ; in St. Martin, $3,786.80 ; in Plaquemines, 
$5,855 ; besides large amounts in St. Tammany, Concordia, Morehouse 
and other parishes ." 65 The entire permanent school funds of many 
parishes disappeared during this period. 

Many colored voters tried to swing their vote so as to stop corrup
tion, save the schools, and improve their economic condition ; but if 
this was difficult in South Carolina and Mississippi, i t  was almost im
possible in Louisiana, because there was so little choice between the 
parties aspiring to power. 

Under these circumstances, it was exceedingly difficult for colored 
voters to know what to do. There is no question but that if the Ne
groes had been offered a chance to make their leadership effective in 
alliance with some party of social uplift, they would have followed it 
in large and increasing numbers. They would have become an honest 
and teachable electorate, and rapidly expelled most of their venal, care
less, and dishonest fellows. But what could one choose between men 
like Warmoth, McEnery and Carter-a carpetbagger, a planter and a 
scalawag ; a buccaneer, a slavedriver, and a plain thief ? 

The expenses of the Warmoth government increased to a total of 
$26,394,578 in four years and five months. The state debt was $ ro,099,-
074 in 1 860, and $26,920,499 in 1 865. Subtracting the Confederate debt, 
there was a total debt of $17,347,051 in 1 868. This, in 1 872, had in
creased to $29,619'473· Besides this, bonds voted but not yet issued 
would increase the real and contingent debt to $41 , 194'473· 

The tax rate in 1 864 was 3.75 mills ; in  1 869, 5.25 mills ; in 1 871 ,  14.5 
mills, and in 1 872, 2 1 .5 mills. This expense was based on property valu
ation of $435,487,265 in 1 860, which, with emancipated slaves, sank to 
$200,000,000 in 1 865, and rose to $251 ,696,017 in 1 870. 
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George W. Carter, the typical Louisiana scalawag, was a discovery 
of Warmoth, who maneuvered him into the legislature. He came 
to New Orleans soon after Warmoth was inaugurated. He was a Vir
ginian, but had lived in Texas. He "was an apostatized preacher and 
ex-Confederate colonel, who [ later ] turned loyal patriot and anti-War
moth leader." Carter was a man of education and polish, a good 
speaker, but an absolutely unscrupulous grafter. He was made Speaker 
of the House of Representatives in 1871 ,  and became head of a ring 
proposing to control legislation that offered a chance for blackmail. 

The history of Louisiana, from 1870 to 1 876, reads like a Chinese 
puzzle to those who forget the great forces below. Beneath the witch's 
cauldron of political chicanery, it is difficult to remember the great 
dumb mass of white and black labor, the overwhelming maj ority of 
the citizens of Louisiana, groping for light, and seldom finding expres
sion. Historians quite unanimously forget and ignore them, and chron
icle only the amazing game of politicians. 

Under the election laws of 1869, Warmoth secured control of Louisi
ana elections. The Governor, through the Returning Board which he 
appointed, could at his discretion throw out any votes anywhere in 
the state on any pretext .  It was to no purpose, so far as results were 
concerned, that voters were intimidated, mobbed and killed. Conse
quently, the election of 1 870 was unusually quiet. 

Then, trouble began to brew. The colored men who formed the bulk 
of Warmoth's following were not willing to be simply his dumb fol
lowers. Led by Lieutenant-Governor Dunn, they began a revolt in  the 
Republican convention of August, 1 870. 

The convention elected Dunn chairman ;  passed over Warmoth ; and 
especially opposed a Constitutional amendment which would make 
the Governor eligible for reelection. Warmoth took the stump, adroitly 
flattered the white. planters, and eventually carried his amendment. 

When the new legislature met in January, 1 871 ,  he faced a new 
dilemma. Several hundred colored men j oined in a large meeting at 
the Louisiana Hotel to protest against his despotism. All the best ele
ments of the state were arrayed against him, one wing of his own 
party and at least a part of the Negro population. In addition, eco
nomic conditions were crying for reform. The colored men nomi
nated Pinchback for the term in the United States Senate, after the 
term of Harris expired March 4, l 87 I .  At the same time, a brother-in
law of President Grant, Controller of Customs at New Orleans, also 
wante<l to be Senator, and the President wanted him. Warmoth al
lowe<l a white planter to be elected. The result was that the Republican 
convention split in August, 1871 ,  with Dunn at the head of one fac
tion, and Warmoth at the head of the other. 
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While Warmoth was temporarily out of _the state, Lieutenant
Governor Dunn discharged the duties of Governor, although War
moth resented it . Some of the Democratic papers said that they pre
ferred a "nigger" Governor to a carpetbagger. A state convention was 
called, and Dunn wrote to the leading colored Republ icans : 

"I write to you to ask of you your support and influence in behalf 
of the colored people. We have a great work before us, and in order 
to be successful we need the aid and cooperation of every colored man 
in the State. An effort is being made to sell us out to the Democrats 
by the Governor, and we must nip i t  in the bud . . . .  

"I ask you to use your influence to elect good, honest men that will 
look out for the interests of the colored man, and not be duped by the 
money or the promises of Governor Warmoth, and above all do not 
elect as a delegate any of his officeholders, who being under obl iga
tions to him for position, will be compelled to support his policy." 6 6  

Warmoth retaliated by j oining with the Democrats in depriving 
Lieutenant-Governor Dunn of his right to appoint committees in the 
Senate. 

Dunn wrote Horace Greeley in 1871, after Greeley's visit South, and 
his strictures on carpetbaggers : "There are 90,000 voters in this state, 
84,000 of whom are colored. In my j udgment, a fair and untrammeled 
vote being cast, nineteen-twentieths of the Republican Party in the 
state, including a maj ority of the elective state officers and all of the 
Federal officers, with a few exceptions, are opposed to the administra
tion of the present state executive . . . .  

"vVe want for ourselves, and for the people of all parties, better laws 
on the statute-books, and better ·men to administer the same, and we 
are persuaded that neither of these wants will ever be met so long as 
the present executive exercises any material control over the politics of 
Louisiana. We are engaged in no strife of factions, but the people 
gravely and earnestly are fighting for their personal and political rights 
against the encroachments of impudent and unfaithful public serv-
ants . . . .  

"Would you be greatly surprised, Mr. Greeley, to be informed that 
in the j udgment of the good people of this state, irrespective of party, 
the young man who now occupies the executive chair of Louisiana, 
whose crimes against his party and his people you charitably ignore, 
and whose championship you so boldly assume, is preeminently the 
prototype and prince of the tribe of carpetbaggers, who seem to be 
your pet aversion." 67  

Just at this point, November 21, 1 871 ,  Oscar Dunn died, and the 
Louisiana Negroes lost an unselfish, incorruptible leader. This was 
Warmoth's chance, and he secured Pinchback's support, and at the 
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same time avoided the contingency of having Carter, the scalawag, 
become Governor, by securing Pinchback's election as Lieutenant
Governor. This aroused another factional fight in the Republican 
Party for office and patronage, with the planters ready to take advan
tage of every opportunity, and the Negroes deprived of their leaders. 
Warmoth rode this storm until his following failed, when he adroitly 
leaped to the Liberal Republican revolt of the North, headed by 
Horace Greeley. When Chamberlain of South Carolina joined the 
Northern reform wave, he backed his move by excellent reform efforts, 
despite his dangerous and ultimately fatal alliance with disloyal plant
ers . Warmoth had no program of reform. 

On the other hand, scalawags like Carter joined the anti-Warmoth 
Republican faction and urged them to armed revolt. In came the 
United States troops, and down came a Congressional investigating 
committee and scored Warmoth. 

The result was that in the campaign of 1872, Warmoth took 125 dele
gates, one-fifth of whom were colored, to the Cincinnati convention ; 
this was the largest delegation that any state sent. This again was 
a shrewd move, because the Liberal Republicans were attacking graft 
and theft, both North and South, when this arch-grafter ranged him
self on their side. Pinchback, under the advice of Sumner, was dis
posed to follow Warmoth into the Liberal Republican Party ; but he 
was alienated when he saw that Warmoth, instead of leading a real 
third party movement, was about to surrender to the planters. 

A curious campaign ensued. The reactionary Democrats nominated 
John McEnery, from one of the worst anti-Negro parishes of the state, 
where Negroes and white Republicans had been murdered by the 
dozens. No self-respecting colored man or liberal of any stamp could 
vote for him. On the other hand, there was a Reform Party, led by 
Beauregard, which displayed at its convention a placard : "Justice to all 
races, creeds and political opinions." 68 J. Sella Martin, the colored 
labor leader from the North, addressed this convention, and also War
moth, who was working to have this movement and the Democrats 
unite with the Liberal Republicans. The Liberal Republicans nomi
nated Penn for Governor, and a colored man, Dumas, for Secretary of 
State, while the regular Republicans nominated Kellogg and a colored 
man, Antoine. 

Warmoth tried to get the reactionary Democrats and the Liberal 
Republicans to unite with McEnery and Penn as nominees, a colored 
man, Armistead, as Secretary of State, and Pinchback as Congressman
at-Large. Such a ticket Warmoth was sure would, with his power over 
the Returning Board, win, as he said, by thirty thousand maj ority. But 
the reactionary planters refused the coalition, and Warmoth capped 
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the climax by  surrendering to them completely, and backing McEnery. 
There was nothing for Pinchback to do but j oin the Grant Republic
ans. He said : 

"It is well-known, as far as I am concerned, that I have no partiality 
for the Governor of the State ; I have not stood at his back as one of 
the supporters or admirers of that distinguished gentleman. I am not 
a lover. or worshiper of his." 69 

"If I thought we could secure a Republican government in Louisi
ana by supporting Mr. Greeley, I would support him ; but after a care
ful observation, I tell you, fellow-citizens, if you wish a Republican 
government and the success of the Republican Party, you can only 
secure that under the Grant and Wilson ticket. Everybody knows how 
bitter I am against the custom-house and its party ; but I tell you, my 
friends, if it i s  necessary to secure the success of the Republican Party, 
I will swallow it." 70 

All parties took great pains to assure the colored people that they 
would sustain and protect them in all their civil and political rights. 
The Reform Party, headed by General P. G. T. Beauregard, and other 
distinguished white men, with the written approval of several thou
sands of the best white citizens, declared : 

" i .  That henceforth we dedicate ourselves to the unification of our 
people. 

"2. That by 'our people' we mean all men, of whatever race, color or 
religion, who are citizens of Louisiana, who are willing to work for 
her prosperity. 

"3· That we shall advocate by speech, pen and deed, the equal and 
impartial exercise by every citizen of Louisiana of every civil and po
litical right guaranteed by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States, and by the laws of honor, brotherhood and fair dealing. 

"4· That we shall maintain and advocate the right of every citizen 
of Louisiana and of every citizen of the United States to frequent at 
will all places of public resort, and to travel at will on all vehicles or 
public conveyances, upon terms of perfect equality with any and every 
other citizen ; and we pledge ourselves, so far as our influence, counsel 
and example may go, to make this right a live and practical right, and 
that there may be no misunderstanding of our views on this point : 

"We shall further recommend that hereafter no distinction shall 
exist among citizens of Louisiana in any of our public schools, or state 
institutions of education, or in any other public institution supported 
by the State, City or Parish. 

"We shall also recommend that the proprietors of all foundries, 
factories, and other industrial establishments, in employing mechanics 
or workmen, make no distinction between the two races." 71 
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When the returns came in, Warmoth sought to count in McEnery, 
and immediately the opposition set up a rival Returning Board, and 
counted in Kellogg. They also got a United States j udge to back them. 
Again, there was practically civil war, with two returning boards and 
two governments, until President Grant sent down United States sol
diers and backed the Kellogg government. 

The Louisiana elections of 1 868, 1 872, 1 874 and 1 876, were of one 
cloth : intimidation, fraud, open violence and murder, so that there was 
no real expression of public opinion. Three remedies were evident : 
first, a dictator working through a returning board ; secondly, super
vision of elections and repression of mob violence by the Federal 
government ; thirdly, arming of the black militia. 

Carpetbaggers were too corrupt and planters too selfish to be suc
cessful dictators. The nation recoiled at Federal supervision, not only 
in the drastic form proposed by Sheridan, but even in the milder form 
of supervised elections ; finally, arms in  the hands of the Negro 
aroused fear both North and South. Not that the Negroes could not 
and would not fight, for these same blacks, largely under their own 
officers, had beaten back Louisiana whites at  Port Hudson and Milli
ken's Bend. But it was the silent verdict of all America that Negroes 
must not be allowed to fight for themselves. They were, therefore, dis
suaded from every attempt at self-protection or aggression by their 
friends as well as their enemies. 

Congress hesitated and refused to take action despite the pleas of 
President Grant. Under the law, he had no alternative but to use Fed
eral troops to enforce the Reconstruction laws. The result was open 
war. Three times the sol�iers restored to power Republican candidates 
who had been ousted from office by force and fraudulent elections. In 
retaliation, the planters murdered Negroes and Republicans in cold 
blood at Colfax, Coushatta and other places, and fought pitched battles 
in the streets of New Orleans. It was a humiliating and disgraceful 
situation. Kellogg attempted reforms, and succeeded in reducing the 
t,ax rate from 21  to 14  mills. But many parishes refused to pay taxes, 
and while the New Orleans Board of Trade and leading business men 
approved Kellogg's policy, his reforms could not go far. In fact, j ust as 
in South Carolina, there was nothing that Louisiana wanted less at that 
time than reform through Negro voters and Republican officeholders . 

Evidently, the Negro voter, and even the office-holder, could not be 
held to blame for the anarchy and turmoil which are the history of Re
construction in Louisiana. Practically, so-called Reconstruction in 
Louisiana was a continuation of the Civil War, with the Negro as 
pawn between the two forces of Northern and Southern capitalists. The 
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Northerners were determined to use the state for their own interest, 
but willing to admit universal suffrage under property control ; while 
planters, united in secret organizations with poor whites, were deter
mined to reduce the labor vote by disfranchising the Negro. Between 
these two forces, the Negro was victim and peon. His intelligent and 
sacrificing leadership was beaten back, deceived and ham-strung, and 
finally discredited by charging it with plans to "Africanize" Louisiana. 
The shrewd and venal and dishonest Negro elements were character
ized as typical and used as an excuse for cheating and lawlessness by 
elements in the white population j ust a s dishonest and much more in
fluential . Back of this smoke screen lay the real charge, which was the 
attempt to subj ect this state so rich in raw materials, and so strategic for 
trade, to a dictatorship of labor, rather than an oligarchy of capitalists. 

The panic of 1 873 and the Democratic House elected to Congress in 
1 874 settled the matter. The Louisiana Democratic State Convention 
frankly called itself "we, the white people of Louisiana" ; and a com
mittee of Congress sent down to investigate revealed the new temper 
of the nation. One part of the committee was completely in favor of 
the planters, while the other part declared the White League an un
scrupulous engine of fraud and murder. 

The crucial election of 1876 came and with it came anarchy. As John 
Sherman and his fellows reported : "Organized clubs of masked, 
armed men, formed as recommended by the central Democratic com
mittee, rode through the country at night, marking their course by the 
whipping, shooting, wounding, maiming, mutilation, and murder of 
women, children, and defenceless men, whose houses were forcibly en
tered while they slept, and, as their inmates fled, the pistol, the rifle, 
the knife and the rope were employed to do their horrid work. Crimes 
like these, testified to by scores of witnesses, . were the means em
ployed in Louisiana to elect a President of the United States." 

The result was two sets of returns for presidential electors and for 
state offices, two governors and two legislatures. The whole nation 
waited on the outcome in Louisiana which would settle the presiden
tial contest. 

There followed an extraordinary period of negotiation, probably un
paralleled in modern government. The white folk of Louisiana with 
threat of civil war entered into negotiations with the President and 
President-elect and arranged a filibuster of n6 Congressmen to pre
vent counting the electoral vote. 

The Hayes party promised to work for the "material prosperity" of 
the South and allay sectional feeling. Nicholls and the legislature gave 
every assurance. They solemnly agreed not to deprive the Negro of 
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any political or civil rights enj oyed by any other class and to educate 
white and black children with equal advantages . Finally the filibuster 
was dropped and the electoral count was finished March 2. 

Hayes became President. An extra-legal commission went to Lou
isiana in April. By means of money furnished by the Louisiana Lot
tery Company and large business establishments, the Kellogg govern
ment was bribed to disband and the Nicholls legislature obtained a 
nominal quorum. On April 24, the Federal troops withdrew to their 
barracks and Louisiana was free for a new period of unhampered ex
ploitation of the working classes . 

In South Carolina, Mississippi and Louisiana, the proportion of 
Negroes was so large, their leaders of sufficient power, and the 
Federal control so effective, that for the years 1 868-1 874 the will of 
black labor was powerful ; and so far as it was intelligently led, and 
had definite goals, it took perceptible steps toward public education, 
confiscation of large incomes, betterment of labor conditions, universal 
suffrage, and in some cases, distribution of land to the peasant. 

Ignorant and vicious leadership, white and black, hindered and even 
stopped this progress, and gradually tended toward a duel between 
Northern and Southern capitalists to effect control of labor. This suc
ceeded first in Louisiana, then in Mississippi, and finally in South 
Carolina. In each case, labor control passed into the hands of white 
Southerners, who combined with white labor to oust Northern 
capitalists. 

0 twin of monarchy that lives to rob and kill, 
What deviltry here that prostitutes at will, 
That keeps a robber gang in kingly rights enthroned, 
Then turns their robberies to legal acts condoned ? 
Is not the blood as pure of him who lives by toil 
As he who waxes fat-on idleness and �poil ? 

L. s. OLLIVER 
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X I I .  T H E  W H I T E  P R O L E T A R I A T I N  
A L A B A M A ,  G E O R G I A ,  A N D  F L O R I D A  

How in those Southern States where Negroes formed a minority 
there ensued strife between planters, poor whites, Negroes and 
carpetbaggers which after varying forms of alliance finally ended 

in the subjection of black labor 

We have studied Reconstruction in three states where the preponder
ance of Negro population, and the political part which it played dur
ing Reconstruction, makes it fair to say that the Negro during part of 
the time exercised a considerable dictatorship over the state govern
ments of South Carolina, Mississippi, and Louisiana. In these states, 
the material for studying the participation of the Negro in Reconstruc
tion is large, although by no means complete. 

We now come to states where the Negro population is large, but 
where from the beginning the political influence of the Negro was 
comparatively small. 

In Virginia, North Carolina, Alabama, Georgia, Arkansas, Texas 
and the Border States, the interests of black labor were never in the 
ascendent ; but from the first there was a battle between carpetbaggers 
and planters to control white and black labor. For a time, the ancient 
breach between planters and poor whites gave control to carpetbag
gers and scalawags supported by Negroes. But war and poverty had 
depleted the old planter families ; and some poor whites, eager for land 
and profits, and j ealous of Negroes, came to j oin the planters. They 
gradually drove the carpetbaggers to the wall, and took forcible con
trol of colored labor, with the help of the whole labor vote which they 
controlled. The carpetbaggers made the hardest fight in North Caro
lina, Alabama and Georgia. 

Alabama had 85,451 whites when it entered the Union in 1 820, and 
42,450 Negroes. By 1860, there were 526,271 whites and 437,770 Ne
groes. 

There was competition for appointment to the provisional governor
ship of Alabama, but Louis E. Parsons was appointed June 1 ,  1 865. He 
called an election for a convention based on white suffrage. The con
vention in September admitted that "the institution of slavery has 
been destroyed in the State of Alabama." It adj ourned September 30, 
and the legislature met November 20. This legislature adopted the 
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Thirteenth Amendment, "with the understanding that it does not 
confer upon Congress the power to legislate upon the poli tical status 
of freedmen in this State." 1 

The Black Code adopted by the legislature was one of the most 
severe in the South. Most of these laws, however, were vetoed by 
Governor R. M. Patton, who saw the reaction in the North, and was 
trying to keep in careful touch with Washington. He warned the law
makers that the Negro was at work, and that such severe legislation 
was not needed. Patton said with regard to these bills : 

"I have carefully examined the laws which under this bill would be 
applied to the freedmen ; and I think that a mere recital of some of 
these provisions will show the impolicy and inj ustice of enforcing it 
upon the Negroes in their new condition." 2 

The final code contained the usual provisions for vagrancy, appren
ticeship, enticing labor, etc., but was drawn without obvious color dis
crimination, although there naturally was that in fact. 

The chief characteristic of Reconstruction in Alabama was the direct 
fight for mastery between the poor whites and the planters . The poor 
whites of Alabama were l argely segregated in the Northern part of the 
state. A correspondent of The Nation,  who traveled among them in 
August, 1 865, said : "They are ignorant and vindictive, live in poor 
huts, drink much, and all use tobacco and snuff; they want to organize 
and receive recognition by the United States government in order to 
get revenge-really want to be bushwhackers supported by the Fed
eral government ; they 'wish to have the power to hang, shoot, and 
destroy in retaliation for the wrongs they have endured' ; they hate the 
'big nigger holders,' whom they accuse of bringing on the war and 
who, they are afraid, would get into power again ;  they are the 'refu
gee,' poor white element of low character, shiftless, with no ambi
tion." 3 

The poor whites won their first victory after the Constitution of 
1 865, when a law was passed providing for a census in 1 866, and for 
apportionment of Senators and Representatives according to the white 
population. The delegates from the white counties of north and south
east Alabama voted in favor of this, and thirty white delegates from 
the Black Belt voted against it. This measure destroyed the political 
power of the Black Belt, and if the Johnson government had survived, 
the state would have been ruled by the white counties, instead of by 
the black counties. 

The planters were thus thrown into involuntary alliance with Negro 
labor, and the matter of Negro suffrage was discussed. The planters 
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were sure they could control the Negro vote, while the poor white 
merchants and farmers opposed Negro voters. 

Brooks, once President of the Secession Convention of 1 861 , and a 
brother of Bully Brooks of South Carolina, who nearly killed Sumner, 
introduced a bill in the lower house providing for a qualified Negro 
suffrage, based on education and property. He represented Lowndes 
County in the Black Belt. This bill was indorsed by Governor Patton 
and Judge Goldthwaite, but there were two difficulties : first, the un
bending opposition of the triumphant poor whites, and secondly, the 
suspicion of the planters themselves that their ability to dictate to the 
blacks was not so certain. The movement did not get far. 

"From 1865 to 1 868, and even later, there was for all practicable 
purposes over the greater part of the people of Alabama, no govern
ment at all .  . . .  From 1 865 to 1 874, government and respect for gov
ernment were weakened to a degree from which it has not yet recov
ered. The people governed themselves extra-legally, and have not re
covered from the practice." 4 In 1 866 the Negroes held a convention 
in Mobile and complained of lawless aggression and the refusal of the 
legislature to receive their petitions. 

There was continual fear of insurrection in the Black Belt. This 
vague fear increased toward Christmas, 1 866. The Negroes were dis
appointed because of the delayed division of lands. There was a nat
ural desire to get possession of firearms, and all through the summer 
and fall, they were acquiring shotguns, muskets, and pistols, in great 
quantities. In several instances, the civil authorities, backed by the 
militia, searched Negro houses for weapons, and sometimes found 
supplies which were confiscated. 

The financial condition of Alabama was difficult. There was not 
only loss of slaves, destruction, and deterioration of property, but the 
cotton tax and war confiscation fell heavily on- this cotton section. 
"The cotton spirited away by thieves and confiscated by the govern
ment would have paid several times over all the expenses of the army 
and the Freedmen's Bureau during the entire time of the occupation. 
Many times as much money was taken from the Negro tenant, in the 
form of this cotton tax, as  was spent in aiding him." 5 

At the end of the war, at least five thousand Northern men were 
in Alabama engaged in trade and farming. They brought with them 
a good deal of capital, and since cotton was selling for 40¢ to 50¢ 
a pound, they naturally expected to make large profits. After the Re
construction laws, these capitalists sought to control the labor vote. 
Encouraged by them, the Negroes called a convention in Mobile, 
which met in May, 1 867. The convention declared itself in favor of the 
party of the new capitalists, and asked protection in their civil rights 
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and schools supported by a property tax. They declared that it was 
the undeniable right of the Negro to hold office, sit on j uries, r ide 
in public conveyances, and visit places of public amusement. 

That same month, Senator Henry Wilson of Massachusetts made 
a political speech in Montgomery to a great crowd of black and white 
people. He made a plea for cooperation between whites and Negroes. 
The Confederates obj ected that this would lead to a union of alien 
capitalists and colored people, and the state thus would be taken out 
of the control of natives. Later, May 14, when Judge Kelley of Penn
sylvania tried to speak in Mobile, there was a race riot. 

General Pope wrote in 1867 from Alabama : 
"It may be safely said that the marvelous progress made in  the edu

cation of these people, aided by the noble chari table contributions of 
Northern societies and individuals, finds no parallel in the history of 
mankind. If continued, it must be by the same means, and if the 
masses of the white people exhibit the same indisposition to be edu
cated that they do now, five years will have transferred intelligence 
and education, so far as the masses are concerned, to the colored peo
ple of this District." 6 His district included Georgia, Florida, Alabama 
and Mississippi. 

In July, General Clanton formed the Conservative party of Alabama, 
and knowing what this represented in reaction, there was a wide
spread desire among colored people around Montgomery to prevent 
the meeting of this convention. A few leading colored people formed 
themselves into a special committee, and resolved that they would "use 
all the influence they may choose to counteract any acts of violence 
to the convention." The result was that the meeting was held without 
the fact being known that there was any movement against it. 

In the election under: the Reconstruction laws, 6! ,295 Negroes and 
104,518 whites registered. But of the whites, only 18,533 voted in favor 
of a convention. In the convention were 31 Northerners, of whom 18 
were officials of the Freedmen's Bureau and 18 Negroes ; the rest 
were Southern whites. The Alabama Negroes had few educated lead
ers in their ranks and were, in the main, poor, ignorant field hands. 

The Negro members of the convention are noted as follows : Ben 
Alexander of Greene, field hand ; John Carraway of Mobile, assistant 
editor of the Mobile Nationalist; Thomas Diggs of Barbour, field 
hand ; Peyton Finley, formerly doorkeeper of the House ; James K. 
Green of Hale, a carriage driver ; Ovid Gregory of Mobile, a barber ; 
Jordan Hatcher of Dallas, Washington Johnson of Russell, field 
hand ; L. S. Lathan of Bullock ; Tom Lee of Perry, field hand, who 
had a reputation for moderation ;  Alfred Strother of Dallas ; and J. T. 
Rapier of Lauderdale. Rapier was educated in Canada and was a m a n  
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of power. Several o f  his proposals are embodied i n  the present Consti-
tution of Alabama. . 

Of these members, t\VO were well educated, and one, Rapier, a 
national leader ; about half could not write. Nevertheless their actions, 
their votes and their speeches, were encouraging. They were, as in 
practically all cases, conservative, and willing to follow leadership. 

The debates touched the disfranchisement of Confederate leaders, 
mixed schools, and inter-marriage. Many white people at this time 
proposed to leave the state, but the elections of 1867 in the North 
encouraged them, especially the defeat of Negro suffrage in several 
states. 

"The majority of the Scalawags were ready to revolt after finding 
that the carpetbag element had control of the Negro vote ; the Negroes 
with a few exceptions made no unreasonable and violent demands 
unless urged by the carpetbaggers ;  the carpetbaggers, with a few ex
treme Scalawags, were disposed to resort to extreme measures of pro
scription in order to get rid of white leaders and white maj orities, and 
to agitate the question of social equality in order to secure the Negroes, 
and to drive off the Scalawags." 7 

The debates on suffrage were long, and many took part. Duston 
White, formerly of Iowa, proposed that the new Constitution should 
admit former rebels to the ballot, but his resolution was voted down 
by a vote of 30 to 51 .  Some of the Negroes voted for it. Rapier pro
posed that the convention memorialize Congress to remove the politi
cal disabilities of those who might aid in Reconstruction, according 
to the plan of Congress. This was adopted, and Griffin, a radical 
member, was made chairman of the committee to make these recom
mendations. 

The Majority Report of the committee did not wish to go beyond 
the acts of Congress in disfranchising former Confederates, but at
tempts were made to disfranchise all Confederates above the rank 
of captain, and all who held any civil office anywhere. Sisby wanted 
to exclude from suffrage those who had killed Negroes during the 
last two years, or opposed Reconstruction, or persuaded voters not 
to take part in the election. 

It was finally settled that in addition to those disfranchised by the 
Reconstruction Acts, others should be excluded for violation of the 
rules of war. Such persons could neither register, vote, nor hold office, 
until relieved by the vote of the General Assembly, and until they 
had "accepted the civil and political equality of men." 

"Lee, Negro, said that such a course would endanger the ratification 
of the Constitution and if the Negroes did not get their rights now, 
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they would never get them. He wanted his rights at the ccurt-house 
and at the polls and nothing more." 8 

The colored representative of Dallas County demanded that the 
Negroes be empowered to collect pay from those who held them in 
slavery at the rate of ten dollars per month for service rendered, from 
January 1, 1863, the date of the Emancipation Proclamation, to May 
20, 1865. An ordinance to this effect was adopted by a vote of 53 to 31 .  

The scalawags, as  a rule, wished to  prohibit inter-marriage of the 
races, and Simple of Montgomery reported an ordinance to that effect. 
Carraway, a Negro, wanted life imprisonment for any white man 
marrying or living with a black woman, but he said it was against the 
civil rights bill to prohibit inter-marriage. Gregory, a Negro of Mobile, 
wanted all regulations, laws and customs wherein distinctions were 
made on account of color or race to be abolished. 

Carraway succeeded in having an ordinance passed, directing that 
church property used during slavery for colored congregations be 
turned over to the latter. Some of the property was paid for by Negro 
slaves and held in trust for them by white trustees. Some of it had 
belonged to the planters, who had erected churches for the use of their 
slaves. 

The Negro members demanded free schools and special advantages 
for the Negro, and a few carpetbaggers spoke of the malign influence 
of the old regime in keeping so many thousands in ignorance. The 
scalawags demanded separate schools for the races, but pressure was 
brought to bear, and most of them gave way. Sixteen of the native 
whites finally refused to sign the Constitution, and united in a protest 
against the action of the convention in refusing to provide separate 
schools. 

The protest said that the Constitution agreed upon "tended to 
the abasement and degradation of the white population of the state," 
because it authorized mixed schools, and because the convention had 
refused to prohibit the inter-marriage of the races. The protest pointed 
out, as evidencing the degree in which leading white Republicans de
ferred to their colored colleagues, that "though the Judiciary Commit
tee had unanimously reported a measure providing against amalgama
tion, yet the Convention tabled it ;  and many members of the Com
mittee, who had cancurred in the report of th e Com mittee, receding 
from their position, voted to lay it on the table." 9 

The Constitution was adopted by the convention by a vote of 66-6, 
twenty-six not voting. Just before the convention adjourned, Carraway, 
a Negro, offered a resolution, which was adopted, stating that the 
Constitution was founded on j ustice, honesty, and civilization, and the 
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enemies of law and order, freedom and j ustice, were pledged to pre
vent its adoption. 

This Constitution was afterward repudiated by the convention of 
1875, when the Negroes had been driven from political power. Never
theless it was a more modern and democratic instrument than any 
of the preceding Constitutions of the state, and the new Constitution 
of 1 875 retained many of its provisions. 

On the first, second and third of February, 1868, the new Constitu 
tion was to be voted on. According to the Reconstruction Act, the 
adoption of the Constitution required a majority of the registered vote. 
A conference of Conservatives was held in Montgomery, January 1 ;  
it was decided that as many as possible should register, and then 
stay away from the polls. The time of voting was extended to five 
days ; the Constitution received 70,812 affirmative votes and only 1 ,005 
negative ; yet this was not a majority of the registered vote, so that 
the plan of the Conservatives was successful . However, Congress 
changed the law so as to make a majority of the vote cast valid for 
adopting the Constitution, and thus declared it adopted. Alabama was 
admitted to the Union, June 25. 

On July 13, the General Assembly convened. The Fourteenth 
Amendment was ratified, and William H. Smith elected Governor . 
The legislature held three sessions during 1 868, on July 13, September 
16, and November 2. There were twenty-six Negroes in the House 
and one in the Senate. One of the first things that the legislature did 
by means of the Negro votes was to relieve the disabilities of those 
disfranchised by the state Constitution. In 1869, a general state system 
of schools was put into operation, and the private schools of Mobile 
merged into the system. November 25, the Fifteenth Amendment was 
ratified. 

At the beginning of the Reconstruction government, the debt of the 
state was $8'355,683. At the first session of the legislature there was 
no important legislation, but at the second session of the legislature, 
the previous custom of Alabama, of aiding railroads, was taken up, 
and the aid increased from $12,000 to $16,000 a mile. The argument 
was that under the old law capitalists had not been attracted, but 
that now they would come in. Under this law, there was a good deal 
of waste of money through railroads failing to complete building for 
which they had been paid. · 

These railroad acts were adopted by votes of men of both parties ; 
the first by the Democratic provisional legislature of 1 867, and those 
of 1868-1879 by the Republicans ; additional aid to one railroad was 
opposed and many charges of corruption made. 

Railroad building increased in Alabama. In 1860, there were 743 
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miles ; in 1 867, 85 1  miles. In 1871-1 872, 1 ,697 miles were completed, 
with other lines in construction. The cost of the miles completed, 
with equipment, was over $60,000,000. 

One peculiarity of the dispute about railroad legislation during Re
construction is that money secured on the credit of the state was con
trolled and spent very largely by Southern men. The question, there
fore, of the liability of the states in the future to pay such of these 
debts as the railway corporations did not pay, was really, in most 
cases, a question as to how far Southern people were going to conduct 
railroads so as to pay debts owed their own state. Thus the large con
tingent railway debts of North Carolina, South Carol ina, Alabama 
and Georgia, would not have been debts at all if Southern people had 
handled investments efficiently and wisely. Yet their failure to do this 
enabled them to make the charge of extravagance against the carpet
baggers all the greater. 

Election for Governor and for the Lower House in the legislature 
was held in November, 1 870. Lindsay, a Democrat, was elected in 
November, and after some contest with the Republican incumbent, 
was seated. His administration was admittedly not a success, and 
there was as much railroad graft as ever. In 1872, Lewis, a Republican, 
was elected, but two bodies, one Democratic and the other Republican, 
both claimed to be the legislature of the state. The Democrats met at 
the State House, and the Republicans at the United States Court 
House. Both appealed to the President, and December I I ,  1872, the 
President submitted an unofficial plan for compromise. The Republic
ans finally secured a majority in both Houses. 

In 1 874, the debt, including railroad bonds, amounted to $25,503,593. 
There were conflicts between whites and blacks during the election, 
but the Democrats carried all the state officers, and had maj orities in 
both Houses of the legislature. A new Constitution was adopted ; the 
number of officers was cut down and the salaries ; and the school 
funds were seriously curtailed, and the system weakened. 

The Ku Klux Klan was rampant in Alabama. In one district, six 
churches were burned by incendiaries before the election of 1870. 
Many schoolhouses were burned. Between 1868 and 1871, there were 
37 1 cases of violence, including 35 murders. 

The planters and poor whites after their first enmity early made 
alliance in Alabama, and their concentrated social weight descended 
on whites who dared to vote with the blacks. Such persons were 
warned and attacked until they fled the state or made peace with 
the new masters. Later, Northern capital poured into the poor white 
belt to develop coal and iron. Convict labor was widely used and ex
ploitation developed, with labor divided by race, and helpless. 
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" 'It is absolutely essential,' declared a great Negro convent ion i n  
Montgomery, December, 1 874, 'to our protection in  our civ i l  an<l 
political rights that the laws of the United S tates shal l  be e nforced so 
as to compel respect and obedience for them. Before the state laws 
and state courts, we are utterly helpless.' The force acts were fa iling, 
and to the Negro, the question presented by the failure of their exe
cution was whether his constitutional rights as a citizen were to be ' a 
reality or a mockery ; a protection and a boon, or a danger and a 
curse ' ;  whether they were to be 'freemen in  fact or only in name' ; 
whether the last two amendments to the Consti tution were to be 'prac
tically enforced,' or to become nullities, and stand only as dead letters 
on the statute books." 10 

The state of Georgia had, in 1790, 52,886 whites and 29,662 Negroes. 
The increase was rapid, but fairly uniform up until 1 850, when there 
were 384,613 Negroes and 521 ,572 whites. In 1860, this had increased 
to 465,698 Negroes and 591 ,550 whites. There were, in 1 860, 3,500 free 
Negroes in the state. 

The assets of the state of Georgia in 1 860 included $600,000,000 of 
taxable property, besides stock in banks and railroads amounting to 
about $800,000. The state debt in 1 861, including nearly $ 15,000,000 
worth of currency, came to a total of $1 8,035,775. Georgia lost forty 
thousand of its white population during the war. 

Georgia clung to slavery. Howell Cobb wrote in June, 1865 : "The 
institution of slavery, in my j udgment, provided the best labor system 
that could be devised for the Negro race." 11  He had his capital in
vested in thousands of Negroes and hundreds of acres of land in mid
dle and southwestern Georgia. 

In 1866, there was a sufficient migration of Negroes from Georgia 
to the West to cause some alarm. The Georgia Land and Immigration 
Company was formed in 1865 to encourage white · immigrants. It was 
not successful. Some who came demanded better wages and were 
dissatisfied with the food. The proj ect was given up. 

By May, 1866, 1 ,200 citizens of Georgia had received special pardons 
from the President under the $20,000 exemption clause, and as early 
as 1865 and 1866, there was evident in Georgia a transition of leader
ship from the old landed aristocracy to the new commercial class. 

In June, James Johnson, a lawyer of Columbus, was appointed Pro
visional Governor of Georgia, instead of Joshua Hill, who had been 
strongly urged, and had urged himself. Former Governor Brown had 
summoned the State Legislature, acting on the assumption that the 
state was already restored. The State Legislature was prevented from 
assembling by military order, and Brown resigned the Governorship. 
He had, however, great influence with Andrew Johnson, and "may 
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have been one of the influences that changed Johnson from serere 
to moderate measures toward the rebels." 1

2 

Elections for the Convention were held in  October, 1865. Nearly 
three hundred delegates assembled at Milledgeville, of whom the 
great maj ority were insignificant men. They were "a conservative 
body, unprogressive, mostly old men and rising politicians." 13 

This convention repealed but refused to nullify the ordinance of 
secession, and abolished slavery with the proviso that "this acquiescence 
in the action of the Government of the United States, is not intended 
to operate as a relinquishment, waiver or estoppel of such claim for 
compensation or loss sustained by reason of the emancipation of his 
slaves, as any citizen of Georgia may hereafter make upon the j ustice 
and magnanimity of that government." 1 4  The Convention adj ourned 
and in the November election C. J. Jenkins was elected Governor, 
after Alexander Stephens and former Governor Brown had refused to 
be candidates. The legislature convened in Milledgeville in December, 
1865, and elected two leading former Confederates, Alexander Stephens 
and H. V. Johnson, as Senators . President Johnson wanted Governor 
Johnson, and Joshua Hill greatly desired the place. The New York 
Times regretted that two men had been selected apparently because 
of their prominence in the rebellion.15 

The first work of the legislature was a series of eleven laws which 
formed the Black Code. Georgia, however, under ex-Governor 
Brown's advice, was more careful than the other states, and listened to 
the storm of criticism against the other black codes. 

The Black Code contained an apprentice law in the usual form ; 
a vagrancy law with heavy penalties ; various alterations in the penal 
laws, and laws about the "enticing" of labor. Civil rights were estab
lished for Negroes, giving them the right to testify in courts, but 
only where colored people were concerned. Every colored child here
after born was declared the legitimate child of his mother and also of 
his  colored father, if acknowledged by that father.16 

Alexander Stephens suggested extending the franchise to the Negro, 
after he had reached a certain cultural standard and acquired an 
amount of wealth, but no one paid the slightest attention to this 
proposal. The Fourteenth Amendment was rej ected in 1866 unani
mously in both Hous�s. 

In the summer of 1 867, T�ombs suddenly returned from Europe, 
where he had been hiding. He declared : "I regret nothing in the past, 
but the dead and the failure ; and I am ready today to use the best 
means I can command to establ ish the principles for which I fought." 17 

The Negro early began to organize. Meetings \Vere held in Macon 
and in Savannah, and a particularly large convention was assembled 
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in Augusta, in 1866, before the Reconstruction legislation. There were 
over 100 delegates from 1 8  counties. James Porter was electe<l Presi
dent, and the convention went on record as not asking universal suf
frage, but advocating property and educational tests as qualifications 
for the right to vote. I t  appointed a board to look after the education 
of the Negroes within the state, an<l finally formed itself into a body 
to be called the Equal Rights Association of Georgia. The platform 
of the Association sought to inculcate principles of honesty, industry 
and sobriety among Negroes, and a kindly feeling toward former 
masters. Negroes were advised to work hard, to learn to read and 
write, and to buy homes. 

There were two other important resolutions passed : one, that the 
coast lands held by Negroes were not to be regarded as territories, and 
that land was not to be confiscated from its owners ; the other, that 
the Georgia legislature should give equal rights to Negroes before 
the Courts .18 

Another meeting was held in Macon, March 26, 1 867, two months 
after the Reconstruction Acts. The Macon Telegraph carried a long 
account of this gathering. The meeting was to be held at the Second 
Colored Baptist Church, but this was not large enough, and it con
vened in a grove near Rose Hill cemetery. Here a huge platform 
was erected for the speakers, Federal officials and school teachers. 
There were speeches by white and colored men, and the procession 
carried banners. On one banner was the inscription : "As we have got 
to live and vote together in one state, let us be friends." 19  

This was followed by another meeting in Savannah. On the plat
form were ex-Governor Johnson, several army officers, and three 
colored men. Ex-Governor Johnson was made President. Five resolu
tions were passed recognizing the power of Cong�ess, the enfranchise
ment of colored people, the education of the whole people as of the 
highest importance, and early registration and election for the con
vention.20 

The last of this series of meetings was held in Augusta with an at
tendance of one thousand people. Again ex-Governor Johnson was 
the principal speaker ; but the meeting was not quite a s  harmonious 
as the former meetings. In the other meetings, there had been evi
dently a careful attempt to reconcile the desires of the white and 
colored people. But in this meeting, the wishes of the colored people 
were more frankly expressed. The resolutions asked for equal political 
rights and the abolition of corporal punishment. White papers re
ported that "many intelligent colored men disapproved of the spirit 
of the resolutions," but this was evidently white propaganda.21 

When the military reconstruction of Georgia was ordered by Gen-
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eral Pope, Governor Jenkins went to Washington to seek an lllJ unc· 
t ion before the Supreme Court on the part of the state of Georgia 
against the Secretary of War, General Grant, and General Pope. His 
petition was dismissed May 13 for want of j urisdiction. 

Later, the Governor returned to Washington, carrying the Great 
Seal of the state and about $400,000 in cash which disappeared. He 
filed a Bill of Complaint in the Supreme Court, against General Grant, 
General Meade, and others, for i llegal seizure of the property of the 
state, and again asked for an inj unction but was unsuccessful. Gen· 
eral Pope gave Negroes the right to serve on j uries in August, and 
in January, he was removed by President Johnson, and General Meade 
substituted. 

In the registration under the Reconstruction laws, 93,457 Negroes 
registered and 95,214 whites . This meant that the whites were regis· 
tering in spite of the advice of leading men like Ben Hill. Joseph 
Brown, on the other hand, counseled the whites not to let the new· 
comers and Negroes sweep on to victory unopposed, and Brown's ad· 
vice was evidently followed. Notwithstanding this, 24,000 Negroes 
were persuaded or intimidated into not voting, and 60,000 whites did 
not take part. 

While it i s  often stated that the great mass of white people were 
debarred by the Reconstruction Acts, it is notable in Georgia that 
the average vote, before the war, was 1 02,585, while the registration 
of whites was 95,2 14. Thus those debarred from registering were esti· 
mated at between 7,000 and 10,000. 

The convention met in Atlanta on December 9, 1 867, and sat until 
the middle of March, 1 868. Of the 169 delegates to the convention, 
37 were Negroes, 9 were white carpetbaggers, and 12 Conservative 
whites. The great majority, then, were native whites. This convention 
therefore was not controlled by carpetbaggers and Negroes, but by 
native whites . A reporter of the Savannah News, December J4, 1 867, 
declared that "the Negroes in the convention appeared well.dressed 
and well-behaved, with few exceptions." 2 2  

The convention was interested in suffrage, qualifications for office· 
holding, relief, and a liberal Constitution. In these matters, Negroes 
took active part in the discussions, and used their political privilege 
intelligently, and with caution. 

Among the most capable colored members of this meeting were 
Aaron A. Bradley, Tunis George Campbell, J .  B .  Costin and Henry 
McNeal Turner. Bradley was a fighter, and attacked both Democrats 
and Republicans when they tried to coerce the Negroes. He was, 
therefore, given much publicity as a dangerous and undesirable Negro, 
who would cause trouble. 
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Bradley had a colorful and eventful career and was a man of great 
eloquence, and the Negroes could not be made to lose confidence in 
him. He attacked racial discrimination on public carriers, and re
quested the General in command to have the j ails and prisons exam
ined so as to release persons unlawfully deprived of their liberties. 
Bradley left the convention because of charges that he had deceived 
Negroes on an island off the coast of Savannah. As a matter of fact, he 
was trying to protect their land, and they had so much confidence in 
him that they sent him back as Senator in 1 888.23 

Turner was the most prominent of the Negroes. He was born in 
South Carolina in 1 833 and was appointed Chaplain in the army by 
President Lincoln. He was a preacher in the African M. E. Church, 
of which he eventually became Bishop. In 1 865, he was appointed to 
the Freedmen's Bureau in Georgia. He traveled over the whole state, 
and when he became a part of the Republican organization in 1 867, 
was well-known for his speeches in all parts of Georgia. 

Turner was not liked by the whites. The Atlanta Intelligencer 
called him an "unscrupulous fellow, shrewd enough to deceive the 
poor, deluded Negro." He had to withstand all sorts of attempts to 
involve him in difficulties. He said that the whites accused him "of 
every crime in the catalogue of villany ; I have even been arrested 
and tried on the wildest and most groundless accusations ever dis
tilled from the laboratory of hell." He was acquitted, however, in 
every case.24 

Turner, nevertheless, sought to win the confidence of the Conserva
tives. He tried to prevent the sale of property on which owners were 
unable to pay taxes ; and he introduced a resolution for the relief of 
banks. Both these passed the convention. He desired civil rights, but 
did not wish the downfall of the aristocracy. There was enthusiasm 
in his efforts to secure pardon for Jefferson Davis. He tried to secure 
internal improvements by state action rather than by private com
panies. As a member of the education committee, he sought to insert 
provisions that five years · after the common school system had come 
into full operation, no person ·on- becoming 21 years of age should 
vote, unless he possessed an educacional qualification. 

Another Negro leader was Tunis Campbell. He was born in Massa
chusetts, and came South as an agent of the Freedmen's Bureau. He 
first established himself on an island off the coast of Savannah, where 
he established his own government, and armed force was necessary 
to remove him. He then went to Darien, where he acq.uired wide 
control over the Negroes, and virtually ruled them. In the Constitu
tional Convention, he was particularly interested in relief, seeking 
unsuccessfully to abolish impri sonment for debt.25 
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The convention prohibited slavery, established a single citizenship 
without discrimination, and gave the right to vote to all males born 
or naturalized in the United States and resident in Georgia six 
months. In laying down qualifications for voters, it was said especially 
that all voters should be eligible to office. This stipulation was after
ward stricken out by an almost unanimous vote on the ground that 
it was unnecessary. This was probably a trick engineered by ex-Gov
ernor Brown for election purposes, and was the basis of the subse
quent expulsion of colored men from the legislature. 

In the Constitution, a general system of education free to all children 
of the state was provided. There was no attempt to disqualify Con
federates for office, beyond the demands of the Reconstruction Acts. 

The convention devoted much of its efforts at first toward relief 
from taxes, foreclosures, executions for debt, etc. 

On April 20, 1868, the Constitution was adopted by a maj ority of 
17,699 votes, and Rufus B. Bullock was elected Governor. Bullock is 
usually classed as a carpetbagger ; but he had lived in Georgia before 
the war, and served as an officer in the Confederate army. 

In the election of 1 868, the Democratic Conservatives attacked the 
Constitution because they claimed that it established social, political 
and educational equality of whites and blacks, and that it would 
result in depreciation of property and a fearful increase of taxation. 
They declared it was framed by adventurers, convicts, and ignorant 
Negroes. 

Both parties appealed to the poor whites, the Conservatives through 
race prej udice and the Republicans by class prej udice. One of the lat
ter appeals was : 

"Be a man ! Let the slave-holding aristocracy no longer rule you. 
Vote for a constitution which educates your children free of charge ; 
relieves the poor debtor from his rich creditor ; allows a liberal home
stead for your families ; and more and more than all, places you on a 
level with those who used to boast that for every slave they were 
entitled to three-fifths of a vote in congressional representation. Ponder 
this well before you vote." 26 

The result of the election was mixed, but the Conservative Demo
crats had seventeen of the forty-four members of the Senate, and 
eighty-eight of the 170 members of the House. There was evidence of 
fraud and intimidation of the Negroes in many counties where the 
Negroes were in the maj ority, and the electoral vote of the state was 
given to Seymour. In this legislature, three Negroes were elected to the 
Senate, and twenty-nine to the House. 

Bullock was installed as Governor, June 28, but he complained to 
the Military Commander that many men ineligible to office under 
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the Fourteenth Amendment were seated in the legislature. The legis
lature investigated, but finally found none ineligible. 

The Fourteenth Amendment was ratified July 2 1 .  Georgia was duly 
restored to the Union by the Omnibus Bill, passed by Congress, June 
25, 1 868. Military authority was withdrawn. Seven Congressmen from 
Georgia were seated in the House, but the Senators were elected 
too late to take their seats before Congress adj ourned. 

Just as soon as Congressional power was withdrawn, the Georgia 
legislature turned upon its Negro members, of whom there were three 
in the Senate, and twenty-nine in the House. "Their presence was an 
offense." 2 7  

Former Governor Brown had maintained during the campaign that 
Negroes were not eligible to office, and the Conservatives immediately 
took up the question, citing ex-Governor Brown's opinion, and asking 
investigation. Led by Milton Candler, a white Democratic Senator, a 
movement was started to declare that since Negroes were not citizens, 
they could not hold office. There was long and heated discussion. 
Bradley, one of the black Senators, argued forcibly and ably in the 
Senate on the Negro's digibility, and after his speech, it was moved 
that Candler's resolutions be expunged from the minutes. 

Later Bradley's own eligibility to his seat was attacked because of 
an alleged previous criminal conviction in New York. A maj ority of 
a special committee (all white men) sustained the accusation, but a 
minority declared that the evidence was incomplete. Nevertheless, 
Bradley was not allowed to defend himself, and resigned. Thereupon 
in September, the effort was continued to declare Campbell and Wal
lace, the other two colored Senators, ineligible. The Negroes were 
given one hour for defense. After vigorous debate, the three colored 
Senators were expelled by a vote of 24-1 1 .  

The following protest was sent in by  Wallace and Campbell : "We 
claim to be the legally elected representatives of a very large portion 
of-nearly one-half of-the legal electors of the Ste<te of Georgia. Sirs, 
the Constitution and the laws of Georgia strictly provide that no laws 
shall be made or enforced which shall abridge the privileges or immu
nities of citizens of the United States, or of this state, or deny to any 
person within its j urisdiction the equal protection of its laws. 

"Therefore, in behalf of ourselves, our constituents, and also in be
half of nearly five hundred thousand loyal citizens of this State, we 
do enter our solemn protest against the illegal, unconstitutional, un
j ust and oppressive action of this body, based upon the resolutions of 
the Senator from the 35th Senatorial District, declaring us  ineligible 
on account of color." 2 8  

In the House, the resolution was introduced in August, and passed 
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in September by a vote of 83-23. The Negroes refused to vote. Four 
of the colored members, who were so white that their Negro blood 
could not be proven, were permitted to remain. They were Beard, 
Belcher, Davis and Fyall. 

Turner made an elaborate defense of the right of the Negro to hold 
office : 

"Cases may be found where men have been deprived of their rights 
for crimes and misdemeanors ; but it has remained for the State of 
Georgia in the very heart of the Nineteenth Century, to call a man 
before the bar and there charge him with an act for which he is no 
more responsible than for the head which he carries upon his shoul
ders. The Anglo-Saxon race, sir, is a most surprising one. No man 
has ever been more deceived in that race than I have been for the 
last three weeks. I was not a.ware that there was in the character of 
that race so ll'\UCh cowardice, or so much pusillanimity . . . .  

"The Negro is here charged with holding office. Why, sir, the Negro 
never wanted office. I recollect that when we wanted candidates for 
the Constitutional Convention, we went from door to door in the 
'Negro belt,' and begged white men to run. Some promised to do so ; 
and yet, on the very day of election, many of them first made known 
their determination not to comply with their promises. They told the 
black men, everywher{!, that they would rather see them run ; and 
it was this encouragement of the white men that induced the colored 
man to place his name upon the ticket as a candidate for the Con
vention. In many instances, these white men voted for us . . . .  

"It i s  very strange, if a white man can occupy on this floor a seat 
created by colored votes, and a black man cannot do it .  Why, Gen
tlemen, it is the most short-sighted reasoning in the world . . . .  

"If Congresg has simply given me merely sufficient civil and political 
rights and made me a mere political slave for Democrats, or anybody 
else-giving them the opportunity of j umping on my back in order 
to leap into political power-I do not thank Congress for it. Never, 
so help me God, shall I be a political slave . . . .  You have all the 
elements of superiority upon your side ; you have our money and 
your own ; you have our education and your own ; and you have our 
land and your own, too. We, who number hundreds of thousands 
in Georgia, including our wives and families, with not a foot of land 
to call our own-strangers in the land of our birth ; without money, 
without education, without aid, without a roof to cover us while we 
live, nor sufficient clay to cover us when we die ! I t  i s  extraordinary 
that a race such as yours, professing gallantry, chivalry, education, 
and superiority, living in a land where ringing chimes call child and 
sire to the Church of God-a land where Bibles are read and Gospel 
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truths are spoken, and where courts of j ustice are presumed to exist ; 
it is extraordinary, I say, that with all these advantages on your side, 
you can make war upon the poor defenseless black man." : w  

This speech was not printed in the minutes of the legislature, but 
issued as a pamphlet in Augusta the same year. 

In September, 1 868, the legislature declared all colored members 
ineligible, and it  then proceeded to put in their seats the persons who 
had received the next l argest number of votes .  The outrages of the 
Ku Klux Klan on Negroes and whites became widespread. Bullock 
protested and appealed to Congress, citing that members of the 
legislature had not all taken the test oath. Bullock's letter was accom
panied by the memorial of the convention of colored people held in  
Macon in October. 

The Republicans brought the case to the state Supreme Court in  
June, 1 869. Two of  the three j udges decided that the Negroes were 
eligible. Immediately there came the question a s  to whether this deci
sion affected the legi slature. Alexander Stephens and many others 
thought it did not. 

Negroes immediately began a movement to reseat their members. 
A closed convention was held at Macon with 136 delegates, many of 
whom walked from ten to forty miles to attend the meeting. The 
Constitution said that there were "venomous" and "incendiary" 
speeches, but these largely unlettered men went about to do their 
work of recovery of their privileges in extraordinarily practical ways. 
Eighty-two counties were represented, and Turner presided. Reports 
of outrages and conditions were brought together and sent to Con
gress. Turner and Sims went to carry the report and relate their hard
ships before the Committee on Reconstruction.30 

There was a disposition in Georgia to stand firm and not to reseat 
the Negroes. Several papers advised the Assembly to persist i n  the 
attitude which it  had adopted, and to reseat the Negroes only under 
compulsion. In spite of such advice, Nelson Tift, Democratic Repre
sentative-elect to Congress, from the Second District, had pledged cer
tain parties in  Washington that Georgia would reseat the colored 
members and ratify the Fifteenth Amendment, if Congress would 
not interfere. This rumor ruined Tift's chance for a seat in Congress, 
for the Democrats said that they had not granted him such power 
and never would do so, for they did not intend to reseat the Negroes, 
unless Congress should use force. 31 

Joshua Hill, one of the Senators elected by the Georgia legislature 
in July, presented his credentials to the United States Senate, Decem
ber 7, 1 868. It was recommended that Hill be not admitted on the 
ground that Georgia had failed to comply with the Omnibus Act. 
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In the House of Representatives, the Committee on Reconstruction 
was instructed to examine public affairs in Georgia ; they took testi
mony during January, 1869, hearing Governor Bullock, James Sims, 
a colored preacher, H. M. Turner, and others. The lawlessness in the 
treatment of blacks was emphasized, there being 260 cases of outrages 
between January and November. Meantime, there was a grave ques
tion as to whether Georgia's vote could be cast in the Presidential 
election of 1868. It was finally decided that if Georgia's vote did not 
effect the result, the final vote should be announced in two ways, with 
and without the vote of Georgia. 

On a technicality, the members of the lower house who had al
ready been representing Georgia were excluded, as not entitled to 
sit in the 4 1 st Congress. Several bills concerning Georgia were intro
duced into Congress . Finally, in March, 1 869, when Georgia refu·sed 
to ratify the Fifteenth Amendment, a bill was passed making the 
ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment necessary before Georgia 
was admitted. The testimony as to the lawlessness in Georgia helped 
the passage of this bill, which became a law December 27, 1 869. 
Georgia thus came again under military authority, and all persons 
elected to the legislature were called to meet in special session by Gen
eral Meade. A legislature convened January I O, and the test oath was 
administered under military supervision. 

This legislature ratified the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, 
and not only recognized the twenty-four colored members, but paid 
them for lost time. There was thus a double expense for the salary of 
members that year, since both sets of members were paid, the white 
members on the motion of a colored Senator. 

There was a question as to how long members of this legislature, 
originally elected in 1 869, but stopped by the expulsion of colored 
members, should hold office ; and many attempts were made to bribe 
members of the legislature to secure their votes for and against pro
longing their terms. 

Georgia members were admitted to the 3rd session of the 41st Con
gress, and Georgia entered her third and final stage of Reconstruction, 
January I O, 1870. The one colored Congressman from Georgia, Jef
ferson Long ( l 869-1871 ) ,  opposed removing Confederate disabilities. 
Speaking in the House, he said, February 1, 1871 : 

"What do those men say ? Before their disabilities are removed, 
they say : 'We will remain quiet until all of our disabilities are re
moved, and then we shall again take the lead.' Why, Mr. Speaker, 
in my state since emancipation there have been over five hundred 
loyal men shot down by the disloyal men there, and not one of those 
who took part in committing those outrages has ever been brought 
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to j ustice. Do we, then, really propose here today, when the country 
is not ready for it, when those disloyal people sti ll hate this govern
ment, when loyal men dare not carry the 'Stars and Stripes' through 
our streets, for if they do they will be turned out of employment, to 
relieve from political disability the very men wlio have committed 
these Ku Klux outrages ? I think that I am doing my duty to my 
constituents and my country, when I vote against any such proposi
tion. . . ." -s2 

The parties in Georgia were now three : the Conservatives, who 
represented the former planters ;  the scalawags and carpetbaggers, 
or Radicals, who stood together as a commercial, capitalistic group ; 
and a moderate group who held the balance of power. 

The legislature of 1 868 was evenly divided between Conservatives 
and Radicals in the Senate, but the House had a maj ority of the Con
servatives, and after the exclusion of colored members, the Conserva
tives had a majority in both, 25-19 in the Senate, 127-48 in the House. 
When the legislature was reorganized in 1 870, the Radicals had a 
maj ority in  both Houses, 27- 17  in the Senate, 87-83 in the House. 
In the election of 1 871 ,  the Moderates threw their power to the Con
servatives ; and the combination gained two-thirds of the seats. 

Negroes in the Georgia legislature introduced numbers of bills. 
Senator Campbell not only introduced bills for education, but on the 
j ury system, in regard to churches, concerning the city government 
of Savannah and of Reidville, on pleaaing and practice in the courts, 
and on better government of cities and towns. Most of these were 
reported back by the various committees with recommendations that 
they pass. 

The number of Negro members was reduced to 26 by the death of 
Representative Lumpkin, of Macon County. He had spoken little but 
his vote could be counted on always for worthy bills. Although sev
eral of the members of the General Assembly, 1 868-1 870, had died, 
in no case was the resolution of eulogy so pronounced as that con
cerning Lumpkin : "We cheerfully record our appreciation of his 
modest worth, his integrity as a man, a citizen and a Representa
tive." 33 

Turner introduced the following bills : 
"To establish a state police ; to secure chaplains for convicts ; to en

force an act donating lands to the Georgia State Orphan's Home ; 
to amend the Constitution of Georgia so as to enable females to vote ; 
to appropriate the State Capitol and the Governor's mansion, at Mill
edgeville, to educational purposes ; to repeal an act to amend the sev
eral acts now in force, regulating the fees of magistrates and constables 
in the State of Georgia, so far as relates to the counties of Bibb, Rich-
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mond, Monroe and Lee, and to provide for the mode of collecting 
the same, approved January 22, 1 852 ; and the several acts amendatory 
thereof, and to prescribe the costs in insolvent cases due magistrates 
and constables in this state ; to add an additional section to the 9th 
division of the Penal Code ; also, a bill declaring certain persons hus
band and wife." 34 

Turner's resolution extending sympathy to the inhabitants of Rich
mond, Virginia, who had j ust suffered a terrible disaster, was adopted 
by the House. 

The Negroes in the General Assembly seem to have had a special 
interest in correcting the methods of maintaining and managing the 
penitentiary of this state. Representative Turner offered several resolu
tions for reform in the system. 

This penitentiary system began to characterize the whole South. 
In Georgia, at the outbreak of the Civil War, there were about 200 
white felons confined at Milledgeville. There were no Negro con
victs, since under the discipline of slavery, Negroes were punished 
on the plantation. The white convicts were released to fight in the 
Confederate armies. The whole criminal system came to be used as a 
method of keeping Negroes at work and intimidating them. Conse
quently there began to be a demand for j ails and penitentiaries beyond 
the natural demand due to the rise of crime. 

Federal officials began the custom of leasing the convicts to private 
persons for work. This system was extended by Bullock, who leased 
500 victims to a firm of contractors. The legislature of 1 871  confirmed 
this lease, and in 1 876, the Democrats hastened to order a twenty
year lease of convicts, which began the horrible system of convict 
leasing, and gave to the state a profit in crime, not to mention the 
vast profits which came to the private contractors. 

Naturally, then, the colored members of the legislature, even before 
this system was settled, were interested in securing better conditions 
for convicts. Senator George Wallace and Representative James Sims 
served on a j oint committee from the Senate and the House respec
tively, to ascertain the number of inmates, and how they were treated. 
Peter O'Neal offered a bill for the abolishment of the penitentiary 
system. 

As a result of this movement, changes were made in the drastic 
methods used to punish convicts. This amelioration led to the issuing 
of many pardons, for which the Bullock administration was severely 
criticized. 

The most energetic Negro on the standing committee on peni
tentiary investigation was Representative J. M. Sims of Chatham 
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County. He had spoken only twice in 1 868. On his return to the Gen
eral Assembly in 1 870, Sims offered many bills : 

"To amend an act for the more efficient preservation of peace and 
good order on election days in this State ; to repeal an act prohibiting 
the sale and purchase of agricultural products in the counties of 
Lowndes and Macon ; to incorporate the Chatham Mercantile, Loan 
and Trust Company ; to repeal the act passed in 1 869 to encourage 
immigration into this state ; to repeal the local laws of Savannah and 
Chatham County, so far as relates to the fees and costs of Justices of 
the Peace, Notaries, ex-officio Justices and Constables in criminal cases 
and warrants ; to provide for the re-opening of the books of registra
tion by the Clerk of the Common Council of the city of Savannah." 3 5  
Two of these bills passed ; the last two were indefinitely postponed. 

Representative Porter was prominent. He "was born in Charleston, 
South Carolina, of free parents. Before the war he was a member of 
the Underground Railroad, and he opened a secret school in his home. 
He was a music teacher and tailor by trade. In 1 856 he had won some 
distinction in music, which led the Bishop of the Episcopal Church 
in Savannah to have him to come there to train a choir for the Saint 
Stephens Episcopal Church . . . .  After the war between the States, 
Porter opened an eight-grade private school, and later on, he was 
called to be the principal of the first Negro public school in Savannah. 
He left this position to become the first principal in the public school 
of Thomasville, Georgia. While there, he published his first book, 
'English Grammar for Beginners.' Finally, he became principal of a 
school in Yazoo, Mississippi." 36 Porter was especially prominent in the 
Negro conventions which preceded the state conventions of 1 867. 

Jefferson Long was sent to Congress from Georgia. He was born in 
Crawford County in 1 836 ;  educated himself, anc;l went into business 
as a merchant tailor in Macon, Georgia. He was elected a Representa
tive from Georgia to the Forty-first Congress, by a majority of nine 
hundred over Lawton, a Democrat. He was admitted to his seat 
January 16, l 87i .  

The record of  the Negro in the Georgia legislature i s  creditable, and 
yet Clark Howell afterwards declared Negro members of this legis
lature were "unlettered," ignorant politicians, who seemed a "stack of 
puppets and harlequins of a menagerie." 

Outrages and guerrilla warfare against Negroes were widespread 
in Georgia. General Lewis of the Freedmen's Bureau reported 260 at
tacks, whippings and murders of freedmen between January and 
November, 1 868. In September, there was a race riot at Camilla. 

Nordhoff found about 1 875 that the Negroes in and near the cities 
and towns were usually prosperous. "There are many colored me-
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chanics, ancl they receive full wages where they are ski llful. Near At
lanta ancl other places, they own small truck-farms, and supply the 
market with vegetables. There are fewer black than white beggars in 
the cities ; ancl a missionary clergyman surprised me by the remark 
that the blackberry crop, which was ripening, was 'a blessing to dozens 
of poor white families whom he knew,' who lived half the year, he 
said, in a condition of semi-starvation." 

"There are many colored mechanics, and they are all thrifty people, 
and very commonly own the houses they live i n, and often a town 
lot besides. In the cotton country, an increasing number of colored 
men own farms of from forty to a hundred acres, but many of these 
were free before the war. In the towns and villages, the colored 
people have a prosperous look ; they dress neatly, and very commonly 
live in  frame houses. On the whole, their condition appears to me 
very comfortable and satisfactory." 37 

He gives these facts : "In an official report of the Comptroller-General 
of the state for 1874, giving the character and value of property and 
amount of taxes returned by colored taxpayers for that year, the 
number of colored polls listed was 83,318 .  These returned an aggregate 
value of taxable property amounting to $6, 157,798, on which they actu
ally paid $30,788 in taxes. They owned 338,769 acres of agricultural 
land, and city and town property to the amount of $1 ,200,n5. Now, 
remembering that these people were slaves only nine years before . . .  
I think it clearly establi shes that, first, they have labored with credit
able industry and perseverance, and, second, that they have been 
fairly protected in the rights of life and property by the Democratic 
rulers of the State. I do not think the colored people in any other 
State I have visited own half as much real estate, or indeed, a quar
ter as much, as those of Georgia." 38 

The difficulty of securing adequate wages led to a Negro labor 
movement. This step was undertaken by two Negro leaders : Con
gressman Jeff Long and State Representative H. M. Turner. Their pur
pose was to organize a union among Negroes, demanding a minimum 
wage of $30 a month for fieldhands, and $15 for women. The conven
tion received considerable notice, and the employers condemned it. 
There were strikes in Macon and Dougherty County. In Houston 
County, there was agitation, and county associations of fieldhands 
were attempted. But this movement for rural unions was not very 
successful. 

Georgia was thus a state where a coali tion of planters and Negroes 
began before Reconstruction. But while the planters advised the Ne
groes ancl made fair promises, they took no active part with them. 
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When the new political life began, the planters an<l the poor whites 
combined to put the Negroes out of the legi slature. 

The carpetbaggers and scalawags formed a "Moderate" bloc an<l 
fought with the planters to gain control of the poor whites . In this 
way they succeeded and were able to ignore the Negroes, bribe white 
labor with silence and make commerce and business triumphant i n  
the state. 

The carpetbaggers and scalawags spent money extravagantly, but 
they spent i t ,  in their printing and contingent funds, with Southern 
merchants and supply houses, thus combining capitalistic interests. 
Georgia does not present the stock picture of a state looted by out
siders. It looted itself. 

"Reviewing the events recorded from the beginning of thi s chapter, 
we observe that the period of reconstruction in Georgia was not a 
period when a swarm of harpies took possession of the state govern
ment and preyed at will upon a helpless people. The constitutional 
convention of 1 867-1 868 forebodes such a period, but when the Con
servatives rouse themselves, from that time on the stage presents an 
internecine war between two very well matched enemies. This strug
gle is usually represented as between a wicked assailant and a righteous 
assailed. That it was a struggle between Republicans and Democrats 
is much more characteristic. In such a contest mutual vilifying of 
course abounded, and it is not to be supposed a priori that the vilify
ing of one party was more truthful than that of the other." 39 

None were more proud of the extravagance that accompanied this 
building of the commercial state than white Georgians .  They wel
comed the bearers of Northern capital then as now. The most ex
traordinary man in the Reconstruction history of Georgia was Hanni
bal I .  Kimball, who was a capitalist interested in railroads, and often 
associated for business purposes with ex-Governor Brown. He was 
especially close to Governor Bullock, and was a focus of bribery 
and corruption. He was a type "of a class of aspiring Northern men 
who have rushed to the South since the war, some to run plantations, 
some to open mines of coal and iron, some to build railroads, others 
to establish great hotels, and all to give a grand impulse to Southern 
progress, and show the 'old fogies' in the South how to do it. Many of 
these enterprising men have already come to grief and left the coun
try, while others are in full career to Fortune, or-her eldest daughter 
-Miss Fortune." 40 

Kimball has been of course represented as bribing Negroes ; but 
what Kimball and his kind bribed was the city of Atlanta, the state 
of Georgia, and the whole South. And while he doubtless gave his 
tens and hundreds to Negro legislators, his thousands and tens of 
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thousands went to that vast maj ori ty of white men who saw in him 
and his methods the salvation of the new capitalistic South, and who 
made the wealth and advertising of Atlanta overshadow the old
fashioned conservatism of Savannah and Macon. 

Moreover, Georgia was not ruled by carpetbaggers. "Facts do not 
warrant the description of the Reconstruction government of Georgia 
as a Negro-carpet-bagger combination. There were some of both 
classes i n  the constitutional convention and in the legislature of 1 868, 
already mentioned, and many in the Federal service, particularly as 
internal revenue officers, but they generally held minor positions." 4 1  

The planter candidate for Governor, who opposed Bullock, testified 
that in  1870 no more than a dozen former non-residents were hold
ing office in Georgia, and that the j udges appointed by Bullock were 
entirely satisfactory. The economic boom of Georgia was evident. 
The value of total property rose steadily from 191  million in 1 868 to 
234 million in l 87 r .  By 1870, the cotton crop of Georgia had sur
passed the largest crop raised under slavery ; a proof that Negro labor 
had not been demoralized by emancipation. Manufactures increased 
during 1860-1870, and the lumber business greatly increased. There 
had been 643 miles of railroad in 1 850, and l ,420 in 1 860. By 1 870, 
this had increased to l ,845 miles, and 2,160 in 1 872. 

This business and industrial prosperity of Georgia was largely at 
the expense of the laboring classes. The educational system was started, 
but it received little support. Instead of preventing crime, crime was 
deliberately increased by the convict lease system. The poor, the blind, 
and the insane were neglected, and although peasant-farmers, because 
of the high price of produce, were able to buy some land, there was 
no effort to place large numbers of small owners on their own farms. 
There was no real labor legislation. 

On the other hand, capital began to receive large returns, and 
speculation was rife. It is of especial interest to note that in Georgia, 
where the native white man never lost control, there was practically 
the same increase in debt, and the same railway scandals. There was 
graft in printing, advertising and attorney's fees, and the state debt 
was greatly increased, so that including endorsed railway bonds, i t  
reached a total liability of over twenty million dollars in 1 872. 

It may be gathered from this that extravagance and theft in the Re
construction South was a matter neither of race nor of geography ; 
rather it was a question of poverty, opportunity, and current Amer
ican morals. Nevertheless there were in Georgia the same charges of 
theft and waste as elsewhere and the same final desire to shoulder the 
blame on the Negroes . 

In the election of December, 1870, there was a large Democratic 
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majori ty in both Houses of the legislature, and the Democrats con
tinued in power. Bullock, foreseeing impeachment, resigned in Octo
ber, 1 87 1 .  The legislature met in November. In December, there were 
several investigating committees. Robert Toombs became prosecuting 
attorney, and the investigations were thoroughly partisan. 

Railroad manipulation in Georgia as elsewhere led to Wall Street 
and many financiers of New York, like Henry Clews and Company, 
and Russell Sage. The acts granting aid to railroads "were passed by 
votes of members of both political parties, and the State is considered 
secure against loss if the law be properly enforced." 4 1 a  The lease of the 
state-owned railroad, undoubtedly involved corruption, but among 
the lessees were former Governor Brown, Alexander Stephens, and 
Ben Hill, in addition to H. I. Kimball and others. Naturally, no 
Negroes were involved, except as possible recipients of bribes . Repre
sentative Turner seems to have worked hard t o  secure more reasonable 
terms-payment only after the work was actually finished. Bullock 
himself was charged with many financial frauds but none of them 
were ever proven ; his worst deed, the establishment of the convict 
lease system, was not held against him but adopted by the state with 
avidity. 

Florida had long been a refuge for runaway slaves, and the desire 
to reclaim these slaves had led to the so-called Seminole Wars and the 
final annexation. There were 27,943 whites and 26,534 Negroes in 1 840, 
the first census after the state entered the Union. I n  1 860 there were 
77,746 whites and 62,677 Negroes. There never were as many as 
1,000 free Negroes in the state before emancipation. 

Florida was a poor state with a small population. It had been domi
nated by rich planters and the poor whites had had little opportunity. 
The state therefore in many respects resembles South Carolina rather 
than Alabama in that the black man was the dominant labor and no 
white proletariat ever ruled. On the other hand black labor never 
came to self-assertion, while planters and carpetbaggers manipulated 
it from the first and gerrymandered its representation. White rule was 
ever in control, but i t  was only partially proletarian in character. 

Although there were hundreds of Negro soldiers in the state at the 
time of Johnson's proclamation, he ordered a convention based on 
white suffrage, and the convention met October 2 ,  1 865. I t  was com
posed almost entirely of Confederates, and the message of the pro
visional governor, Marvin, gave them encouragement. 

It is doubtful if there was any noticeable opinion among the whites 
in favor of .Negro suffrage. Certainly Marvin spoke decidedly against 
it. 

" 'It does not appear to me that the public good of the State or of 
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the nation at large, would be promoted by conferring at the present 
time upon the freedmen the elective franchise.' 'Neither the white 
people nor the colored people are prepared for so radical a change in 
their social relations.' 'Nor have I any reason to believe that any con
siderable number of the freedmen desire to possess this privilege.' " 4 2  

The convention finally said : "The people of the State of Florida, in 
general convention assembled, do ordain and declare, that while we 
recognize the freedom of the colored race, and are desirous of extend
ing to them full protection . . .  we declare it the unalterable senti
ment of thi s convention, that the laws of the State shall be made and 
executed by the white race." 43 

The convention sat twelve days and adj ourned for the ensuing elec
tion. E. S. Walker was elected governor. He recommended the removal 
of black soldiers from the state and advocated various black laws. He 
said with regard to Negro suffrage : 

"Each one of us knows that we could not give either an honest or 
conscientious assent to Negro suffrage. There is  not one of us  that 
would not feel that he was doing wrong, and bartering his self-respect, 
his conscience and his duty to his country and to the Union itself, for 
the benefits he might hope to obtain by getting back into the Union." 44 

A commission of three was appointed to report laws concerning the 
Negro. They recommended a County Criminal Court mainly for 
Negro offenders and the same discrimination against emancipated slaves 
which had been used formerly against free Negroes. They were not 
sure how they could keep the Negro at work, and they were tearful 
concerning his future : 

"If, after all, their honest efforts shall prove unavailing, and this 
four millions of the human family but recently dragged up from 
barbarism, and through the influence of Southern masters elevated 
to the status of Christian men and women, shall be doomed by the 
inscrutable behest of a mysterious Providence to follow in the foot
steps of the fast fading aborigines of this continent ; and when the 
last man of the race shall be standing upon the crumbling brink of 
a people's grave, it will be some compensation to the descendants of 
the Southern master to catch the grateful and benignant recognition of 
this representative man, as he points his withered finger to the author 
of his ruin and exclaims, 'Thou didst it . '  " 4 5  

The black laws of  Florida followed : "To save them from the ruin 
which inevitably awaits them if left to the 'tender mercy' of the cant
ing hypocrisy and mawkish sentimentality which has precipitated them 
to the realization of their present condition." 4 G  

There were the usual vagrancy and apprenticeship laws, and laws 
against firearms. On the other hand, there were laws regarding mar-
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riage and the right to  testify in  court, but only in matters in  which 
Negroes were concerned . 

After the Federal law of June 2 1 ,  1 866, a large number of Negroes 
flocked to Florida. From 1 865 to 1 867, the chief thought of the freed
men of Florida, as in other states, concerned itself with what the gov
ernment was going to do for them with regard to farms, and they 
were victims of many speculators. 

The duel in Florida for the control of labor was between two sets 
of Northern men, mostly Federal officeholders of various sorts and 
the planters. The policy of the planters was so to shift their influence 
between the Northerners so as to gain their ends by political strategy, 
which they finally did. At the same time, they made some effective 
efforts to keep in touch with the Negroes so that they retained a good 
deal of influence over their vote. 

When the elections of 1 867 under the Reconstruction laws were 
about to take place, the Negroes sought to get in touch with leading 
white Southerners . One meeting was held in Leon County and several 
white planters invited to address it and give the Negroes information 
as to their newly acquired duties as citizens. This increased the rivalry 
between the planters and the carpetbaggers, with the result that the 
planters made few further open efforts to cooperate with the Negro 
voters. The Southern whites tried to kill the convention by refraining 
from voting, so that the total vote cast was 14,503, of which all but 
1,220 was cast by Negroes. 

In the convention of 1 868, forty-six delegates were returned. Eighteen 
of these were Negroes. Of the twenty-seven whites two were Con
servatives, fifteen carpetbaggers, and the rest Southern whites. "The 
most cultured member of the convention, probably, was Jonathan 
Gibbs, a Negro. Gibbs was a tall and slightly-built black with a high 
forehead and a color indicating mulatto origin. His voice was clear 
and ringing. He possessed some of the qualities of a born orator and 
a genuine sentimentalist." 47 

E. Fortune, another colored member, was a native of Florida with a 
fair education, courageous in his opinions. Among other colored lead
ers were Armstrong, Oats, and Wallace, who wrote the history of 
Reconstruction in Florida. 

The convention which met January 20, 1 868, had a colored man 
of Tallahassee, C. H. Pearce, as temporary president. He was not a 
strong man and was later convicted of technical bribery. But, on the 
whole, his advice and effort seem to have been sincere and he had the 
confidence of large numbers of colored people. Of the 46 delegates 
there were only 20 present. Richards, a white man of Illinois, who, 
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as Wallace says, had been only two days in the county from which he 
had been returned, was elected permanent chairman. 

Richards, however, struck the right note in his speech. He said : 
"We should provide for a system by which all may obtain homes of 
their own and a comfortable living, and also provide for schools in 
which all  may be educated free of expense ; clothe honest industry 
with respectability ; inaugurate a public sentiment that shall crown 
the man with honors as the benefactor of his race who makes two 
blades of grass grow where one grew before, and prohibit all laws 
that are not equal and j ust to all within our State." 4 8 

The first difficulty was a matter of money. There was only $soo 
in the treasury, and the convention had to issue scrip to pay its ex
penses. This scrip circulated at less than par value and made the ex
penses appear much larger than they actually were. Two factions early 
developed among the carpetbaggers, and the policy of the planters wa" 
to wait and take advantage from time to time of the outcome of 
this internal fight. This left the Negroes in a peculiarly helpless con
dition, and it was only the ability and sanity of men like Gibbs that 
enabled them to make any headway at all. 

On the second day of the convention, an ordinance was passed 
forbidding the sale of property for debt, suspending the collection of 
taxes, releasing all persons held to labor for non-payment of taxes, 
but not forbidding the laborer the right to collect wages from his 
employer. It was distinctly legislation in the interest of labor. 

The convention had been in session about two weeks when the 
planters took a hand. The two factions among the Northern white 
leaders were the conservative Osborne faction, which leaned toward the 
planters, and the more radical Billings faction which sought complete 
control of the Negroes. The Osborne faction and the planters, under 
the leadership of ex-Governor Walker, succeeded in breaking up the 
convention so that nearly half of it seceded and went off secretly to 
a neighboring town to work on a constitution. This rump convention 
adopted a constitution and sent it to the Federal General of the District 
for his approval . They then took a recess. Afterwards they returned 
to Tallahassee, broke into the legislative hall at midnight, and declared 
themselves the rightful convention. 

General Meade intervened and made the two factions come together 
and adopt a constitution which proved to be mainly the constitution 
drawn by the seceders . This constitution was a peculiar document. It 
put vast appointing power in the hands of the Governor, making him 
a practical dictator of the state, and it was also charged that the basis 
of representation was so unfair that less than one-fourth of the reg
istered voters would elect a majority in the state Senate and less than 
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one-third a maj ority of the Assembly. "6,700 voters i n  the rebel coun
ties elect as many Senators . . .  as 20,282 voters elect in Union coun
ties. Seven Senators are elected by 3,027 voters in rebel counties, and 
only one Senator is elected by 3, 1 8 1  in Union County [Leon] ,  and · 

twenty-three voters elect one Senator in a rebel district. 
"In the assembly, 8,330 voters in rebel counties choose twenty-seven 

members . . . .  Madison County [Union] ,  with l ,802 voters sends two 
representatives, while the rebel sent from Dade County has a con
stituency of eight registered voters." 49 

This was accomplished by discriminating against the localities where 
the Negro vote was large so that the Negroes never had in  the legis
latures a representation anywhere near as large as their population 
called for. The constitution relieved the former Confederates from 
taking the registration oath. Charles Sumner and others opposed the 
admission of the state under this constitution but, nevertheless, after 
a delay from February to June, the state was admitted. 

In the election on the constitution and for state officers, Billings 
was the candidate of the radical branch of the Northern white leaders, 
and the planters nominated a Confederate cavalry colonel, but in re
ality threw their support to Harrison Reed, the candidate of the Os
borne faction which had made the constitution. The Republican ticket, 
headed by Reed, received 14,42 1  votes ; the Democratic ticket, headed 
by Scott, 7,731 ;  and the Independent Radical ticket, 2,25r .  

In the first legislature there were 17 Republicans and 8 Democrats 
in the Senate, and 36 Republicans and 15 Democrats in the House. 
Of these 76, 19 were Negroes, 13 carpetbaggers, 21 Southern loyalists, 
and 23 Conservatives . 

Harrison Reed was a Johnson Democrat and formerly chief postal 
agent in Florida. He was present at Johnson's inauguration, as an 
unofficial representative of the state, and was a strong opponent of 
Chase. He was a curious character. Like Warmoth of Louisiana, he 
was an adroit politician and was repeatedly threatened with impeach
ment. But he was not as unscrupulous a grafter as Warmoth and exer
cised his great power with considerable care. His policy always was to 
favor the planters as  much as possible, and then, when the Negroes or 
Northern whites revolted, to yield to them sufficiently so as to retain 
their support. In his cabinet, the more important places went to ex� 
slaveholders. 

The number of Negro members in subsequent Florida legislatures 
is not clear. Wallace mentions twenty-five colored members of the 
House in the legislature of 1 873. The number of representatives in 
the legislature who could neither read nor write, during the seven 
years of carpetbag rule in Florida, was six, of whom four were white. 
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Under the constitution, the Governor appointed all of the chief 
state officers except the lieutenant-governor and j udges ; and also he 
named most of the county officers. Nevertheless, the constitution of 
1 869 gave the Negroes the right to vote and gave Florida its first ap
proach to a real government of the people. 

Reed's administration started out with strength and respectability, 
but it was weak because of lack of recognition of the colored people. 
His opponents, therefore, tried one method of at tacking him by intro
ducing a c ivil rights bill, compelling hotel keepers and railroad com
panies to receive Negroes on the same terms as whites. The bill was 
passed in the assembly, but the Governor called in members of the 
Senate and explained why he thought it was not wise to push such 
legislation. Colored people became alarmed, but through Pearce an':! 
other leaders their apprehensions were allayed. 

The ill-will against Reed began when electors were chosen in No
vember, 1868. Impeachment proceedings against him were begun, but 
the Supreme Court ruled that there was no quorum in the Senate at 
the time. The Secretary of State, Alden, had j oined in the opposition 
to Reed and was removed ; Gibbs, the colored leader, was selected as 
his successor, which greatly increased the strength of Reed among 
the freedmen. 

The ensuing turmoil in Florida cannot be understood unless one 
keeps carefully in mind j ust what was taking place. The planters 
were encouraging lawlessness and inciting the Negroes to make ex
travagant demands for equality in order to embarrass the carpetbaggers 
and excite the poor whites . The carpetbaggers and Northern capitalists 
were seeking to get r id of Reed, and bribing white and black mem
bers of the legislature in order to get through special legislation for 
capital. The Negroes were trying to find a program of labor legisla
tion, which would help and uplift the masses ; Reed was playing capi
tal, labor and planters against each other, and in the midst of these 
contradictory and opposing forces, the state staggered on. The Gover
nor informed the legislature that the past seven years of anarchy and 
insurrection had left nothing in  the treasury, with $600,000 of debts and 
a large amount repudiated. The former inadequate school fund had 
been robbed of its last dollar to aid the Confederate forces. The rail
road system, half completed, was bankrupt, the revenue laws inade
quate, no schools or school systems, no benevolent institutions, no 
almshouses, penitentiaries, and scarcely a j ail. 

In the first Reconstruction legislature, Negro leaders, Harmon and 
Black, tried to pass a school law for the education of the masses. At 
the second session of the legislature a homestead law was passed and 
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the school laws amended. Acts of violence throughout the state con
tinued and there was considerable bribery in the legislature. 

The second session of the legislature met January 5, 1869. There 
was a second attempt to impeach Reed, foiled by the action of two 
colored members, H. S. Harmon and E. Fortune, and finally de
feated by a vote of 43 to 5. An extraordinary session of the legislature 
was called May 17, 1869, on account of financial difficulties and mat
ters connected with the sale of the Pensacola and Georgia Railroad 
and the Tallahassee Railroad.50 

Railroad legislation was introduced, Littlefield and Swepson, already 
operating in North Carolina, being connected with the matter. State 
aid was asked at the rate of $12,000 a mile for these railroads, which 
would amount to $4,000,000. Wallace says that members of the legis
lature were openly bought, white men receiving from $2,ooo to $6,ooo 
and colored men $500 or less. 

There were disturbances in various counties and open violence and 
bloodshed in 1868-1869. Reed was asked to declare martial law, but 
instead he sent Secretary Gibbs to the centers of disturbance. Gibbs 
received close attention from the colored people and openly attacked 
the carpetbagger leaders . 

The legislature met in January, 1 870, in its third regular session. 
The Governor repeated a statement which he had made before. "In 
several counties organized bands of lawless men have combined to 
over-ride the civil authorities, and many acts of violence have occurred ; 
but these have been incidental to the State in all its past history, and 
arise less, perhaps, from special enmity to the present form of govern
ment than from opposition to the restraints of law in general." 51 

"It is true that these same localities, being, to all intents, border 
sections, have from time immemorial been the resorts of lawless and 
reckless men, and in some of them, as in earlier periods of the exist
ence of the Western and South-western States, the law of Judge 
Lynch and the 'Regulators' for years before the war, had been the 
only code of much efficacy. 

"I had hoped better results from the reorganization of government 
under Republican auspices ; but the bitterness resulting from the war, 
the noxious teachings of disappointed and defeated political opponents, 
assisted by the occasional lack of discretion on the part of inj udicious 
political friends, succeeded for a long time in setting at naught the 
advice and the efforts of the better men of all classes, until improve
ment at times seemed to be hopeless ; and I have been strongly and 
forcibly urged to the declaration of martial law." 52 

Again an attempt was made to impeach Reed but the colored mem
bers stood by him. The impeachment committee sent in two reports ; 
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a maj ority report signed by four, and a minority report signed by one. 
The minority report, which was adopted, said : "Looking back over 
the history of the State for the last ten years, so full of excitement, 
agitation, and turmoil, we are profoundly impressed with a sense of 
the value of the results of the reconstructive legislation of the National 
Government, and its subsequent result in the organization of our own 
State government . . . . 

"We feel bound in duty to call attention to the many difficulties 
and embarrassments, particularly of a financial description, with which 
in the administration of a newly organized government, Governor 
Reed has found himself continually surrounded. Without sympathy, 
with scanty resources, without the support from a portion of his Cab
inet, as i t  appears from the testimony and from official documents, 
called to fill a multitude of offices by the appointment of comparative 
strangers, he must have been seriously embarrassed and hampered 
on every hand. 

"After deliberate consideration of the charges, the evidence, the sur.., 
rounding and difficult circumstances, and in view of the results that 
may be expected to follow the action taken, we do not find the charges 
preferred to be so far sustained by the evidence given as to warrant 
us in recommending an impeachment." The report was adopted by a 
vote of 27 to 22 ; all the colored members of the legislature except one 
voted against impeachment.53 

In 1870 the Democratic party put in nomination Bloxham for Lieu
tenant-Governor. The Republican politicians declared that if Bloxham 
was elected they would unite with the Democrats so as to impeach 
Governor Reed and make Bloxham Governor. Wallace thinks that 
Bloxham was in fact elected but counted out by the Returning Board, 
of which Gibbs, the colored Secretary of State, was a member. He says 
that Gibbs consented with great reluctance and under threat of im
peachment if he did not yield. It must be remembered, however, that 
Bloxham was the friend and mentor of Wallace and edited his book. 

The legislature met in January, 1 872, and again sought to impeach 
the Governor. The more ignorant of the members of the assembly 
were secured to vote for the impeachment. A Southern county j udge 
was promised appointment as a circuit j udge, and a Democratic mem
ber of the assembly was promised a share of the new bonds. Ex-Gov
ernor Walker promised the support of the Democrats. 

The Governor in his message complained that more than two-thirds 
of the bonds issued in aid of Littlefield roads had been wasted with
out any real progress. The bonds were intrusted to firms of swindlers 
in New York. Impeachment proceedings were based on this, and the 
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Governor was suspended from office ; but the trial was never hcl<l a n  cl 
at an extra session of the legislature he was restored to office. 

There had been much corruption in every legislature under Reed, 
but Wallace says : "The colored members at this session began to show 
more manhood by openly denouncing the tricks of the carpetbaggers 
and refusing to be enslaved by caucus rule." They showed their in
dependence by this resolution introduced by Daniel Mclnnis, colored, 
of Duval County : "Whereas it appears that after several attempts 
to have a Civil Rights bill, which gives to every citizen the same pro
tection in the enj oyment of his liberties ; and, whereas it has become 
a painful fact from the action of Liberty Billings, acting president 
pro tern .  of the Senate of the State of Florida, and others who are 
opposed to seeing the colored citizens of this State enj oy the same 
rights that he and his associates do, we again witness on today an
other defeat of the Civil Rights bill, caused by only those who profess 
to be our friends in connection with this great cause of civil rights ; 
therefore : 

"Resolved that we, the colored members, and those who honestly 
sympathize with us, do unhesitatingly repudiate such friendship, and 
do now and henceforth withdraw from and decline from ever affiliat
ing with, politically, or to aid in electing any such man or men who 
have so basely misrepresented our people." 54 

These resolutions were ruled out of order ; Mclnnis was fought and 
denounced in his county, and lost the next election to the legislature, 
although "one of the most faithful and honest representatives of the 
colored people." 

The delegation elected from Leon County, all colored, "stood op
posed to the system of plunder which had been inaugurated in al
most every county of the state." This was shown when Gleason intro
duced a bill to authorize corporations to change their names and con
solidate their capital stock, etc. The measure was adopted by the 
Republican caucus, but when the matter came up for final considera
tion, the Leon County delegates opposed the bill and John W. Wyatt, 
a Negro, made a speech which was the first ordered spread on the 
minutes of the legislature of Florida. 

"We want no Tom Scotts, Jim Fis ks or V anderbilts in this  State 
to govern us, by means of which they would influence legislation 
tending to advance personal interests. 

"The great curse of Florida has been dishonest corporations, rings 
and cliques, with an eye single to their central interest, and if this 
bill is suffered to pass this Assembly, in my opinion we may look for 
a continuation of abuses and a usurpation of the rights of citizens who 
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may be opposed to the evil machinations such as are generally exerted 
by consolidated bodies . . . .  

"The recent expose of the Tammany Ring in New York has satis
fied all right thinking men that the power exercised by strong bodies, 
composed of many corporations, is the most dangerous to the public 
good and safety. Therefore, it ill becomes us to pass a bill enveloped in 
darkness as the title to this bill indicates it to be . . . .  " 

A last attempt was made in this session to
· 
impeach Reed. Wallace 

says : "As one of the members of the committee, I never saw the report 
of the investigating committee nor any other evidences upon which the 
subsequent articles of impeachment presented by the committee were 
based." 55 

After a long and intricate fight, Reed, supported loyally by his Sec
retary of State, Gibbs, out-generaled his opponents. However, Reed 
was not renominated, although the colored people wanted him. The 
planters now felt strong enough to assert themselves, and secured the 
selection, as Republican candidate for Governor, of Justice 0. B. Hart. , 
The carpetbaggers filled the rest of the ticket, except that the freed
men received recognition by the nomination of J. T. Walls, as one 
of the candidates for United States Representative. The campaign 
was bitter and the results of the election close. The Republicans car
ried i t  by a small margin. Hart was the first native governor of Florida 
in Reconstruction times, but was a vacillating and uncertain man. 

The legislature met in January, 1 873, and nominated a colored man, 
Scott, for speaker. He was defeated by the revolt of the colored dele
gation from Leon County on account of his connection with politi
cians. In return, the white leaders insisted that no colored man was 
fit for a cabinet position except Jonathan C. Gibbs, and he, they 
charged, had attempted to count in Bloxham in the previous election. 
The Negroes insisted on Gibbs. Hart refused until the colored mem
bers in caucus demanded Gibbs' appointment, with a threat that they 
would otherwise combine with the Democrats and clog the wheels 
of the administration. Colored members of both branches of the leg
islature went to Hart in a body and finally he had to accede to their 
demand. Gibbs was appointed Superintendent of Public Instruction. 

Gibbs held this office during 1872-1874, when the school system was 
tottering and the collection of funds difficult. He virtually established 
the public schools of the state as an orderly system ; but when a stu
dent of Florida history recently tried to examine the records of his ad
ministration, he discovered that they had all d isappeared from the state 
archives. 
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The extraordinary political complications of the day are ill ustrated 
by Hart and his cabinet. Hart was a Southern planter backed by car
petbaggers and his Secretary of State was McLin. \Vallace s ays : 

"The Cabinet was a very fair one, with the exception of McLin, who 
was a deserter from the rebel army, and being self-condemned for his 
own treachery for having volunteered in the Confederate service and 
then deserted before he smelled gunpowder, he was satisfied that 
neither the Democrats nor the carpetbaggers cared to trust him, and 
he was therefore the tool of the most rabid and unprincipled members 
of the carpetbag dynasty of the State." 5 6  

In 1873, Gibbs and the trustees of the Agricultural College frustrated 
an attempt to invest the $100,000 received from the general government 
in bonds which would have put the cash in possession of the politi
cians. 

When Hart died in 1 874, Stearns became Governor. He wanted to 
ask the resignation of Gibbs, but Gibbs was too popular. Stearns had 
promised to nominate Gibbs for Congress but was afraid that he could 
not control him. Gibbs was in perfect health before the meeting of 
the convention and during its sitting. He delivered a powerful speech 
in the Stearns convention, attacking one of his supporters . He went 
home and ate a hearty dinner, after which he suddenly died. "It was 
whispered and generally believed that he was poisoned by some of the 
carpetbaggers, because they dreaded his growing popularity." 

His brother, Judge Mifflin Gibbs of Arkansas, gives a different cause 
for his death but notes his fear of assassination. 

"My brother, Jonathan C. Gibbs, was then Secretary of State of 
Florida, with Governor Hart as executive. He had had the benefit of a 
collegiate education, having graduated at Dartmouth, New Hampshire, 
and had for some years filled the pulpit as a Presbyterian minister. 
The stress of Reconstruction and obvious necessity for ability in secu
lar matters induced him to enter official life . Naturally indomitable, 
he more than fulfilled the expectations of his friends and supporters 
by rare ability as a thinker and a speaker, with unflinching fidelity to 
his party principles. I found him at Tallahassee, the capital, in a well
appointed residence, but his sleeping place in the attic resembled, as I 
perceived, considerably an arsenal. He said that for better advantage 
it had been his resting place for several months, as his life had been 
threatened by the 'Ku Klux.' . . .  It was my last interview or sight of 
my brother. Subsequently after a three hours' speech, he went to his 
office and suddenly died of apoplexy." 5 7  

In the legislature of 1 873 there were twenty-five colored members of 
whom 19 were in revolt against the political leaders . The methods of 
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the white politicians were illustrated in the case of two colored mem
bers who wished to inspect the state prison. Everything was done to 
impede them. A special train was prepared for the comfort of the visit
ing guests, but it left j ust two hours before the time designated and 
the colored men were left behind. But the Negroes were energetic and 
determined and reached the grounds by other means. The warden at 
once set out liquors and cigars, but the colored men refused to partake 
and went about their investigation. 

The Civil Rights Bill finally passed at this session without great op
position. The matter of land distribution continued to come up, and 
the Northern politicians assured the freedmen that they favored high 
taxes upon the lands of the ex-slaveholders so as to compel them to 
sell these lands cheaply. On the other hand, they accused the planters 
of being in favor of low taxes so that the whites could hold the land 
and rent it to the colored people. This propaganda influenced Negro 
votes but resulted in no real action. 

In the legislature of 1 875, most of the minor offices were filled with 
colored men. The Republican state convention renominated Stearns 
for Governor and adopted a platform arraigning both state and na
tional governments for corruption, extravagance and oppression. The 
state debt was only $ 1 ,329,757.68 ; the state taxation, which had been 
less than 2 mills on a dollar in 1 86! ,  had increased to 5 mills in 1 867 
and 13 Yi o mills in 1 872. It was then reduced to seven mills in 1 875. 
The expenditures were but $ 190,000 against receipts of about $220,000. 
Thus the Democratic cry of extravagance was not particularly effective. 

In the campaign of 1 876, the Democrats won. McLin, the ex-Con
federate in the Cabinet, celebrated in the Tallahassee Sentinel the vic
tory of Hayes. 

In general, Florida presents no abnormal picture. There was some 
waste and high taxation but it did not reach extremes ; it had, as in 
other states, to contend with deliberate efforts to sabotage its advance. 
The Floridan said in 1 871 : 

"No greater calamity could befall the State of Florida, while under 
the rule of its present carpetbag, scalawag officials, than to be placed 
in good financial credit . . . .  Our only hope is in the state's utter 
financial bankruptcy ; and Heaven grant that that may speedily come ! 
On the other hand, establish for the State financial credit on Wall 
Street, so that Florida bonds can be sold by Reed & Company, as fast 
as issued, and you give these foul harpies a life-tenure of these offices . 
. . . The temporal salvation of the taxpayers is having scrip low, so 
that they can buy it to pay taxes with, and in having the State's finan-
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cial credit low so that Reed & Co. can't sell State bonds so as to raise 
money with which to perpetuate their hold on office." 

There was bribery of Negro legislators, as Wallace frankly shows, 
but he also says of his history : "The design of this work is to correct 
the settled and erroneous impression that has gone out to the world 
that the former slaves, when enfranchised, had no conception of good 
government, and therefore their chief ambition was corruption and 
plunder. . . .  

"That it was white men, and not colored men, who originated cor
ruption and enriched themselves from the earnings of the people of 
the State from the year 1 868 to 1 877 ; that the loss of the State to the 
National Republican Party was not due to any unfaithfulness of the 
colored people to that party, but to the corruption of these strange 
white leaders termed 'carpetbaggers' ; that the colored people have done 
as well as any other people could have done under the same circum
stances, if not better." 5 8 

Wallace particularly laments the effect of corrupt leaders on the 
Negro : 

"The Northern machine politicians assert that it was the incom
petence and unfaithfulness of the Negro voter to the Republican 
Party that brought about the unhealthy condition of things which 
made the Solid South-it was these and kindred acts of the carpet
baggers which furnish the key to unlock the door that reveals the 
secrets of the Solid South, while these very carpetbaggers were sus
tained by the Northern machine politicians. From the beginning to 
the end of Stearns' so-called administration i t  was contaminated with 
packed j uries for political purposes, and during the last two years of 
his term it became a patent fact that scarcely a person brought before 
the courts in the Black Belt counties could be co_nvicted from the fact 
that the petit j uries were mostly composed of the very worst element 
among the freedmen." 59 

This is not the whole truth. The reactionary planters, in whom Wal
lace and other colored men pathetically believed, were not honest or 
sincere in their advice to and support of Negroes . They encouraged 
lawlessness among poor whites, extravagance among carpetbaggers 
and bribery among Negroes. They deliberately befouled the whole 
political nest in order to discredit its rulers and voters. 

Shall I sing of Liberty when there is no liberty ? 
Shall I sing of Freedom when there is none ? 
Shall I sing love-songs to young lovers who are slaves ? 
My soul thrills even as I think the laburnum 
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In Spring-time thrills to link her chains of gold. 
I am lost in the great miracle which Nature 
Has endlessly wrought out of freedom. 
But Man sits amid his own ruins, eating husks. 

CHARLES ERSKINE Scorr Woon 
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X I I I .  T H E  D U E L  F O R  L A B O R  C O N T R O L  
O N  B O R D E R  A N D  F R O N T I E R 

How in North Carol ina and Virginia, in the Border States and 
on the southwestern frontier, the dominant white worker after the 

war sealed the fate of his black fellow laborer 

North Carolina presents quite a different situation and method of 
Reconstruction from the states studied. The war left the state in eco
nomic bankruptcy. The repudiation of the Confederate debt closed 
every bank, and farm property was reduced in value one-third. The 
male population was greatly reduced and the masses were in distress. 

In 1 800, North Carolina had 337,764 whites and 140,339 Negroes ; 
in  1 840, 484,870 whi tes and 268,549 Negroes. In 1 860 there were 629,-
942 whites and 361 ,544 Negroes. There were 30,000 free Negroes in 
1 860, a class who had in the past received some consideration. Up until 
1 835 they had had the right to vote and had voted intelligently. In the 
nineteenth century one of the best schools in the state for children of 
the white aristocracy was conducted by John Chavis, a Negro, edu
cated at Princeton. Many Negroes had come into the state during the 
war so that their proportion of the population increased in 1870 and 
1880. In general, however, Emancipation was not attended by any great 
disorders, and the general tide of domestic life flowed on. 

The Freedmen's Bureau issued rations to white people as well as 
colored, and many were kept from starvation. Large sums of money 
were received from the North in 1 866-1 867 and grain and provisions 
as well. 

When President Johnson called North Carolina whites into con
sultation concerning his proposed plan of Reconstruction, many of 
them were highly indignant, some even leaving the room. They did 
not propose to share power even with the President but wanted to 
put their own legislature back in power. 

They finally acquiesced and William W. Holden was appointed 
Provisional Governor, May 29. He ordered an election for a conven
tion with a white electorate September 2 I .  By June 27, l ,912 pardons 
had been granted in North Carolina, 5 10 of which came under the 
$10,000 exemption. Here, as in other states, there came the prel iminary 
movement of planters to secure control of the Negro vote. Alfred M. 
Waddel, in July, 1865, editor of the Herald before the war and a colo-
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nel in the Confederate army, spoke to the colored peopl e  of Wilming
ton and denounced taxation without representation. He advocated the 
extension of the suffrage to qual ified Negroes .  The Sentinel sa id i t  
was opposed to  Negroes ' voting, but  would open its pages for d i scus
sion. Favorable articles appeared by Victor C. Barringer and David L. 
Swaint. 

The idea was to forestall any attempt of Northern white leaders and 
capitalists to control the Negro vote. The Negroes, however, had 
thought and leadership, both from the free Negro class, who had some 
education, and from colored immigrants from the North, many of 
whom had been born in North Carolina but had escaped from slavery. 

During the year 1865, Negroes circulated petitions asking the Presi
dent for equal rights . The convention of 1 865 met October 2 .  The 
Ordinance of Secession was repudiated and slavery abolished but no ac
tion at first was taken on the Confederate debt. Johnson interfered and 
at last the debt was formally repudiated, although the leading papers 
of the s tate called the action "humiliating." The General Assembly 
met in November, when the Thirteenth Amendment was ratified, but 
the vote explained that this amendment did not give Congress power 
to legislate on the civil and political status of the freedmen. 

A commission was appointed to report on new legislation for the 
freedmen. This commission reported in 1 866, and the General Assem
bly passed a bill which defined Negroes and gave them the civil rights 
that free Negroes had had before the war. An apprenticeship law 
disposing of young Negroes "preferably to their former masters and 
mistresses" was passed and Negroes could be witnesses only in cases 
in which Negroes were involved. In 1867 there were acts to prevent 
enticing servants, harboring them, breach of contract, and later sedi-
tious language and insurrection. . 

The adjourned session of the convention in May made a significant 
change in the basis of representation. Formerly, three-fifths of the 
Negroes had been counted in the representation, but the new consti
tution changed the basis to the white population alone, and allowed 
only white persons to vote or hold office. 

During the state convention, the Negroes had met in Raleigh and 
adopted a set of resolutions which "asked in moderate and well-chosen 
language that the race might have protection and an opportunity for 
education." 1 They also asked that discrimination before the law be 
abolished. They said nothing about the suffrage. 

In the fall election of 1866, Worth was chosen Governor. He advo
cated the rej ection of the Fourteenth Amendment. The legislature 
agreed. Holden, the former Provisional Governor and now leader of 
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the Republicans, changed his attitude toward Negro suffrage, and in 
December, 1866, openly advocated votes for Negroes. 

Holden says : "The people of North Carol ina had rej ected President 
Johnson's plan of Reconstruction on the white basis. They had also 
rej ected the Howard Amendment under which they could have re
turned to the Union as Tennessee did .  Nearly three years from the 
close of hostilities had elapsed and we were still under provisional 
forms with the national military paramount. What was to be done ? 
In a conversation which I had with Thaddeus Stevens in December, 
1 866, he told me he thought it would be best for the South to remain 
ten years longer under military rule and that during thi s time we 
would have territorial Governors and territorial legi slatures and the 
government at Washington would pay our general expenses as terri
tories and educate our children, white and colored. I did not want that 
state of things in North Carolina. I did not want to run the r isk of a 
practical confiscation of our property to pay the expenses which would 
have been entailed upon us by these military governments. I did not 
want North Carolina to cease to exist as a state . I confess I feared con
fiscation of property to a greater or less extent, especially as President 
Johnson had said to me in May, 1 865 : ' I  intend to confiscate the lands 
of these rich men whom I have excluded from pardon by my procla
mation, and divide the proceeds thereof among the families of the 
wool hat boys, the Confederate soldiers, whom these men forced into 
battle to protect their property in slaves.' " 2 

When the Reconstruction Act was under consideration in Congress, 
the North Carolina Negroes sent a delegation to Washington asking 
for the removal of Worth, and that Holden be relieved of his di sabili
ties so that he could again be put in office. In September, 1867, after 
the Reconstruction Act had passed, the Negro leaders called another 
convention in Raleigh. Among these leaders was James H. Harris, 
born in North Carolina but educated in Ohio. Even the whites ac
knowledged that "he had great ability." Another leader was James 
Walker Hood, born in Pennsylvania and sent South as a missionary 
by the African Zion Church. He became eventually a leading official 
in the organization of the public schools of North Carolina, and finally 
was elected bishop of his church. Other Negro leaders were : A. H. 
Galloway, Isham Sweat and J .  W. Ward. This Raleigh convention 
asked for full rights and full protection and the abolition of all dis
crimination before the law. They especially demanded ample means 
and opportunity for education. The convention resolved i tself into an 
Equal Rights League and established a newspaper. 

The order for general registration was published in May, 1 867, and 
the registration was to begin in July in 1 70 registration di stricts . In 
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the appointment of the boards, Governor Worth wanted to avoid the 
appointment of Negroes but recommended a few. For the genera l 
board, G. W. Broody, a colored minister from the North, was selected 
by General Sickles. 

There were 106,72 1 whites who registered and 72,932 Negroes . 
Ninety-three thousand and six voted for the constitutional convention, 
and 32,96! ,  all of them white, voted against the constitution. The con
stitution was ratified April 2 1 ,  1 868, by a vote of 93,084 against 74,0 15 . 

In the registration, nineteen counties had Negro majorities and in  
several other counties the white maj ority was less than 100. Immedi
ately there was an attempt to organize political parties. A people's 
convention met March 27 with white and bbck delegates. I t  was de
nounced by the planters as a meeting of "Holden's Miscegenationists." 
The colored delegates took a prominent part and made many speeches, 
and a Republican Party was organized. On the other hand, an attempt 
was made in Raleigh to call a colored mass meeting at which Gover
nor Worth and other Conservatives were to speak, the idea evidently 
being to divide the Negro vote between the parties, but the Conserva
tives did not respond. 

Among the colored people there was growing a strong feeling about 
the land. Some wanted the land confiscated and given to small farm
ers . But many of the Northern capitalists opposed this. Harris advo
cated taxation of large estates so that the land could be sold and oppor
tunity given Negroes to buy. On the other hand, he wanted the dis
abilities of the planters removed, while most of his followers were op
posed to this. The election was held in November, 1 867, and resulted 
in a large maj ority for the convention, although over fifty thousand 
people, mostly whites, did not vote. 

On January 14, 1 868, the constitutional convention on the Congres
sional plan convened at Raleigh. Of the one hundred and thirty-three 
members of the body, eighteen were Northern carpetbaggers and 
fifteen were Ne·groes. The leading carpetbaggers were : H. L. Grant of 
Rhode Island and the Rev. S. S. Ashley of Massachusetts, afterwards 
the Superintendent of Public Instruction. The Rev. James Walker 
Hood of Pennsylvania was the outstanding Negro delegate . The Rev. 
Ashley was made Chairman of the Committee of Education and from 
this position he greatly influenced the educational provisions of the 
constitution of 1868. The leading Negro members were : James H. 
Harris, J. W. Ward, J .  W. Hood and A. H. Galloway. The next year 
Hood was made an agent of the Bureau of Education, and there did 
his life work. 

In the convention, the chief matters of discussion were segregation 
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in schools, inter-marriage, and propositions concerning holding of state 
offices by Negroes. 

The records of the proceedings of the convention adhere strictly to 
parliamentary form. There were no speeches by any of the members 
of the convention recorded. 

The constitution which was adopted had a Bill of Rights in  which 
men were declared equal, slavery prohibited, and the people's right to 
education asserted. Property qualifications for office were abolished, 
and universal suffrage and a system of public schools ordered to be 
established. There were also provisions for vagrants, a penitentiary, 
public charities and orphanages.3 

The convention wrangled over the question of separate schools for 
Negroes, and finally refused to make separation of races in schools 
compulsory. They discussed inter-marriage and universal suffrage. 
There was a proposition to get loans from Congress for agricultural 
purposes and buying land and homes. This was declared to be pay for 
Negroes for their long labor without reward and for their services 
during the war. Loans from $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 were proposed. 
The convention passed 75 ordinances and 56 resolutions and sat for 
55 days. 

The reception of this constitution and the work of the convention 
was characteristic. The planter press in the state was strong and it in
sulted the convention in every way possible. The real brunt of the 
attack, however, fell not on the Negroes but on the Northern capital
i sts and leaders . The Republican Standard called the convention one 
of "the ablest, most dignified and most patriotic bodies" that ever 
assembled in the state. The reactionary Sentinel called it "the so
called" convention of "Ethiopian minstrelsy, Ham radicalism in its 
glory." Some said that "the pillars of the capitol should be hung in 
mourning for the murdered sovereignty of North Carolina." And 
Josiah Turner, who has the chief credit for finally overthrowing Re
construction in North Carolina, said : "In the legislative halls, where 
once giants sat, are adventurers, manikins, and gibbering Africans." 
The North Carolinian, February I I , 1 868, said : "The Cowles Museum 
contains baboons, monkeys, mules, Tour gee, and other j ackasses." 4 

Evidently the state, by a combination of Northern capitalists and 
Negroes, and by a corresponding refusal of the whites to cooperate, 
was passing under a new regime. In the convention the carpetbaggers 
had large influence in the committees, and when the state was organ
ized they undertook to run it upon a larger scale, spending more 
money, certainly, in part for the reason that the state had more things 
to do, as, for instance, public education, internal improvements, the 
extension of the credit of the state and public improvements. 
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By r868, the ex-planters in North Carol ina had begun to organize 
themselves as Democrats, although some of them for financial reasons 
became scalawags and allied themselves with the carpetbaggers . 

The Conservatives fought the constitution on the ground that it 
made the Negro a social equal and while it gave representation to the 
Negro, it did not give representation to property. In Wi lmington , for 
instance, it was said that Negroes cast the maj ority of votes ; that 
thirty-nine-fortieths of the real estate belonged to the white people. 
Property was thus arrayed against labor, while labor was allied with 
the new carpetbag capital. This new capital was in the hands of per
sons who had but lately come to the state. In no state was the fight of 
the planters against carpetbaggers more bitter. Due to the long presence 
of the army in the state during the war, with the easy communication 
by water, a large number of Northerners after the war chose North 
Carolina as a likely home and place for work and investment . 

Holden summoned the legislature to meet July l ,  1868. In his in
augural address, he defended the carpetbaggers and stated that in the 
history of the state most of the leaders had come from the outside. 
This legislature ratified the Fourteenth Amendment and voted down 
a provision for separate Negro schools. There were 3 Negro members 
of the Senate out of a total of 1 5, and 16 members of the House, out 
of a total of 120. Two of the Negroes acted as Speakers at various 
times. Among both Negro and white members there was considerable 
illi teracy, and among the local officials throughout the s tate it was said 
that few of the Negro appointees were competent and many of the 
white ones were not .  

Thus the Reconstruction problem in North Carolina, while it had 
to deal with ignorance and inefficiency, was only to a very small extent 
a Negro problem. 

The real fight in North Carolina was between the old regime and 
the white carpetbaggers, with the poor whites as ultimate arbitrators, 
and Negro labor between, struggling for existence. The brunt of 
attack was the Northern newcomers. The combination by which the 
white immigrants gained control of the state with the support of the 
Negroes had to meet, as in all Southern states, a charge of extrava
gance if not corruption. During the two years of the government of 
Holden the debt of North Carolina was increased from $16,000,000 to 
$32,000,000. It is doubtful, however, if Holden could be held respon
sible for this, and certainly the Negroes could not. 

Most of this debt was to aid railroads. The aid granted to railroads 
by the convention of 1868, and the legislatures of 1 868-1 869, "was 
generally approved and passed by votes of members of both parties. 
The obj ect was to extend and complete the general railroad system, 
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and the popular belief was that immigration and consequent develop
ment would j ustify the improvement and secure the State against loss. 
"These expectations have been disappointed. Immigration was checked 
and prevented. Part of the bonds were sold as a sacrifice, and the pro
ceeds misapplied by the officers of the companies . Among the men 
managing the rai lroads and converting the proceeds were members of 
both political parties ." 5 The planters who bore the taxation raged with 
cries of fraud and theft. The Sentinel said : "Rave on, ye Radical plun
derers ; but your days of iniquity and fraud and corruption are fast 
coming to an end. The people, insulted and robbed, will not much 
longer suffer you to pursue your foul practices and elude public j us
tice." 6 

"The North Carolina served, loved and honored by Gaston, Hash, 
Badger, Swain and Ruffin is the same North Carolina no more. She 
is now the 'hog trough' of the Union where Littlefield, Deweese, 
Laflin, Tourgee, Heaton, Ashley, Brewer and Abbott, and such swine, 
come to wallow with native hogs like Holden, Victor, and Greasy 
Sam." 7 

Many things show that in North Carolina land and capital were 
bidding for the black and white labor vote. Capital with universal suf
frage outbid the landed interests . The landholders had one recourse, 
and that was to draw the color line and convince the native-born white 
voter that his interests lay with the planter-class and were opposed to 
those of the Northern interloper and the Negro. The boycott on the 
part of the planters against Negro labor, unless it voted right, was 
severe. When the legislature of 1 868 adjourned, 88 of the Republican 
members signed a bitter address to the people, which was militant 
labor striking back : 

"Did i t  ever occur to you, ye gentlemen of property, education, and 
character-to you, ye men, and especially ye women, who never re
ceived anything from these colored people but services, kindness, and 
protection-did it never occur to you that these same people who are 
so very bad, will not be willing to sleep in the cold when your houses 
are denied them, merely because they will not vote as you do ; that 
they may not be willing to starve, while they are willing to work for 
bread ? Did it never occur to you that revenge which is sweet to you, 
may be sweet to them ? Hear us, if nothing else you will hear, did it 
never occur to you that if you kill their children with hunger they 
will kill your children with fear ? Did it never occur to you that if 
you good people maliciously determine that they shall have no shelter, 
they may determine that you shall have no shelter ? 

"And now, be it remembered that in the late election there were 
more than twenty thousand majority of the freemen of North Caro-
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lina who voted in opposition to the Democratic party. Will it be safe 
for the landholders, householders, and meatholders to attempt to kick 
into disgrace and starve to death twenty thousand maj ority of the 
freemen of this state ? "  8 

Again, later, as the power of the planters became stronger, the 
Standard, representing the carpetbaggers, said : 

"Can there be any remedy under the forms of law ? We think so, 
unquestionably. Of course it is not to be supposed that men and 
women and children will starve to death while corn is st ill standing 
in the fields and while hogs and cattle are not kept under lock and 
key ! But these are matters of minor importance and are to be ex
pected, however much the necessity may be deplored. What we mean 
is, that there i s  one efficient remedy for this wholesale crusade of op
pression carried on against the colored race to starve him into voting 
::igainst his choice. The remedy is this : 

"Whenever the Republicans have control of a county, let a meeting 
of the commissioners be called at once. Let them make out a list of 
all the colored stonemasons, bricklayers, plasterers, painters and car
penters. Then let them select a site of sufficient dimensions for a vil
lage of from five to fifteen hundred colored paupers, as the case may 
be. The work itself will give employment to a considerable number 
of persons, and some time will be required to complete it. Then let the 
county paupers be moved in and be provided with houses and food 
at the expense of those who have made them paupers. Let the tax be 
so laid as to affect only the large landholders. Not one in twenty owns 
any land at all, and the large landholders are much rarer. This tax 
will fall lightly upon the great mass of people, while the oppressive 
landholder will be compelled to throw his broad acres upon the mar
ket to raise money to pay the taxes. And in addition to this, let the 
legislature deprive these exacting tyrants of the benefit of the stay law 
and compel them to pay their debts, to pass their lands under the 
sheriff's hammer and give the poor a chance to buy land." 9 

Governor Holden was accused of being the head of the Union 
League, which was the organization of white and colored voters, of 
believing in social equality and of being corrupt. The Ku Klux Klan 
increased their activities and the Congressional Investigating Commit
tee reported 260 outrages, including 7 murders and the whipping of 72 
whites and 141  Negroes. 

Holden says : 
"These combinations were at first purely political in  their character, 

and many good citizens were induced to j oin them. But gradually 
under the leadership of ambitious and discontented politicians and 
under the pretext that society needed to be regulated by some authority 
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outside or above the law, their character was changed, and those secret 
Klans began to commit murder, to rob, whip, scourge, and mutilate 
unoffending citizens . . . .  They met in secret, in disguise, and arms, 
in a dress of a certain kind intended to conceal their persons and their 
horses, and to terrify those whom they menaced or assaulted. They 
held their camps, and under leaders they decreed j udgment against 
their peaceable fellow-citizens from mere intimidations to scourgings, 
mutilations, the burning of churches, schoolhouses, mills, and in many 
cases to murder. This organization, under different names but ce
mented by a common purpose, is believed to have embraced not less 
than 40,000 voters in North Carolina." 1 0  

Governor Holden said in his proclamation of July 19, 1 870 :  "For 
months past there has been maturing in these localities, under the 
guidance of bad and disloyal men, a dangerous secret insurrection. I 
have invoked public opinion to aid me in suppressing this treason ! 
I have i ssued proclamation after proclamation to the people of the 
State to break up these unlawful combinations ! I have brought to bear 
every civil power to restore peace and order, but all in vain !  The Con
stitution and the laws of the United States and of this State are set at 
naught ; the civil courts are no longer a protection to life, l iberty and 
property ; assassination and outrage go unpunished, and the civil 
magistrates are intimidated and are afraid to perform their functions. 

"To the majority of the people of these sections the approach of 
night is like the entrance into the valley of the shadow of death ; the 
men dare not sleep beneath their roofs at night, but abandoning their 
wives and little ones, wander in the woods until day." 1 1  

The legislature met in 1 870 with three Negro Senators and nineteen 
Negro members of the House. This small proportion of Negroes was 
continued up until 1 876, the number of Senators remaining about the 
same, but the number of Representatives being reduced to seven. The 
appropriations for schools and relief were not sufficient and there was 
continued complaint. A system of public schools had been inaugurated 
in April, 1 869. 

The impeachment of Holden was repeatedly demanded. Seventeen 
colored members of the legislature issued an address in 1870 in which 
they defended Holden. "The only offense of Governor Holden and 
that which has brought down the wrath of the dominant party upon 
him, is that he thwarted the designs of a band of assassins who had 
prepared to sacrifice this State in the blood of the poor people on the 
night before the last election on account of their political sentiments 
and to prevent them from voting. Because he dispersed this murderous 
host organized by the so-called Conservative party, they proposed to 
destroy him. First proposed to suspend him, then to go through with a 
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mock trial before the Senate as they have already clone before the 
House, where a true bill has been found without taki ng testimony. 

"After impeachment his enemies will not be satisfied until he is 
hanged, unless happily their own gallows should overtake them. When 
Governor Holden is disposed of, those whom he protected will be the 
next victims. For the blood of one man will not satisfy their thirst. 
They are mad because Reconstruction measures have triumphed and 
we are permitted to represent you in this body. They are mad because 
we refuse to bow the knee to them." 1 2  

The legislature which convened in the capital in the fall of 1 870 
was made up of a Senate of thirty-six Conservatives, three Negroes, 
and two carpetbaggers, and a House of seventy-five Conservatives, 
nineteen Negroes, and two carpetbaggers. 

One of the first things which this new legislature did was to take 
steps leading to the impeachment of the Governor. He was accused 
of being the head of the Union League in North Carolina, of believ
ing in the social and the political equality of the two races, and of 
conducting the affairs of the state of North Carolina in a wasteful 
way. As members of the Union League, it was to be expected that 
Negroes would give their full support to the only political organiza
tion which made any pretense at wanting them among its member
ship and which they believed to be the one thing standing between 
them and reenslavement. In a letter to Captain Pride Jones of Hills
boro, Holden said : "Every citizen, no matter of what color, or how 
poor or humble, has a right to labor for a living without being mo
lested ; to express his political opinions without let or hindrance ; and 
to be absolutely at peace in his own house." 1 3  

But the strategy of North Carolina became increasingly clear :  to 
drive out Northerners who dared to take political leadership of Ne
groes and to unite all whites against Negroes on a basis of race prej u
dice and mob law. Thus under "race" they camouflaged a dictatorship 
of land and capital over black labor and indirectly over white labor. 

The Albemarle Register said : "This paper in the future is in favor 
of drawing the line between whites and blacks regardless of conse
quences." 

Despite all the charges of fraud, corruption and stealing, Holden 
when finally impeached was charged not with dishonesty, but with 
using and paying troops to put down insurrection in the state. He 
said in defense : "That as regarded the white militia, we all agreed, at 
least those of us who took part in this discussion, that the Governor 
would be employing a militia composed of Ku Klux to put down Ku 
Klux ; that as regards the colored militia it was inexpedient and im
politic to use them, owing to the prej udice in regard to race and color. 
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It was then suggested, by whom I do not recollect, that it would be 
best to organize a regular force." 14 White Northerners added that 
far from the Ku Klux trying to stamp out corruption, "that to punish 
or prevent corruption is no part of the obj ect of the Ku Klux, but that 
they tolerate those who rob the State. This may be because among the 
robbers are members of both political parties, including some who 
direct and others who control and might easily suppress the Klan, and 
if the Ku Klux were to punish corruption impartially they would 
strike men in sympathy with themselves, even their own members. 
Another reason for the indulgence of public robbers by Ku Klux is, 
that the doings of both tend to the same result-the overthrow of the 
State government. The one assaults while the other undermines." 1 5  

In the ensuing constitutional convention, Tourgee, one of  the ablest 
and most honest of the carpetbaggers, defended the carpetbaggers and 
said that Columbus, the Pilgrims and even Jesus Christ were carpet
baggers. O'Hara, a Negro delegate, moved to make the cohabitation 
of a white person and a Negro a felony. This was rej ected 59 to 46. 
Tourgee proposed to make it a misdemeanor. This was rej ected 61 
to 43· 

From 1870 on, North Carolina was in the power of the Democratic 
Party, so that radical Reconstruction controlled the state for only two 
years. Wages were low during Reconstruction and probably would 
have been under any government. In 1860, $uo a year was the wages 
of a man hired out ; in 1867, $104 ; in 1 868 and 1870, $89. The value of 
the chief crops was $38,000,000 in 1 867, $3 1 ,000,000 in 1 870. In 1860, the 
value of manufactured products was $9,ou,050 ; in 1 870, $19,02 1 ,327. 

Concerning this whole North Carolina struggle, Tourgee expressed 
the truth when he said that democratic methods of government were 
"never indigenous to Southern soil. In truth, it has never become ac
climated there, but has remained from the first an exotic. A few thou
sand of the white people of North Carolina accepted it in 1868, simply 
as the equivalent of the Unionism which has always held so dear a 
place in their hearts . A few hundred Adullamites accepted it as the 
alternative of political bankruptcy and the shibboleth of profitable 
power ; and a few score of earnest natives accepted it with a clear per
ception of its basic principles, and a bona fide belief in their benefi
cence and righteousness. A few hundred carpetbaggers received it as 
the spontaneous product of their native States, the sentiments for 
which they fought and bled. The African race in bulk received it as 
the incarnation and sheet anchor of that l iberty which they had j ust 
tested . . . .  Ignorance, poverty and inexperience were its chief char
acteristics." 1 6  

At the beginning of  the nineteenth century, Vi rginia had some-
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thing over 300,000 Negroes, of whom 285,369 were slaves ancl 20, 1 24 
free Negroes. By 1860, the slaves had increased to 490,865 and the free 
Negroes to 58,042. 

The western counties of Virginia, beyond the mountains, opposed 
secession, and at a meeting held in August, 1 861 ,  they called themselves 
the restored government of Virginia, and made F. H. Pierpont Gov
ernor. This body gave the consent of Virginia to the forming of a new 
state of West Virginia. 

Governor Pierpont then moved his capital to Alexandria, under the 
protection of the Federal armies, but actually had only a small part 
of Virginia under his control. In May, 1864, this restored government 
adopted a constitution with white suffrage. President Lincoln recog
nized the government, and President Johnson, May 9, 1865, restored 
Federal functions in Virginia. A session of the legislature met in June, 
1865, passed some black laws, and congratulated itself on escaping 
Negro suffrage. 

The government was moved from Alexandria to Richmond, and 
immediately there appeared a split between the former Confederates 
and the Unionists. The freedmen were especially disappointed and 
held a convention in Alexandria in August, 1 865. 

"The body reviewed 'the indignities, brutalities and inhumanities,' 
to which the Negroes were subj ected as slaves. It asserted that a large 
number of Virginians bore the Negroes an undeserved malice because 
they were black, and had been freed by the United States Government. 
As a protection against such people, the freedmen demanded the 
rights, privileges and immunities common to citizens, i ncluding the 
right to vote . The freedmen declared that they were prepared to exer
cise the suffrage intelligently ; and they pledged their loyalty to the in
terests of the State and to the United States. They presented a claim 
to citizenship on the ground that they should n_ot be regarded as a 
separate class, but granted the considerations prayed as an evidence 
of the natural equality of all men." 1 7  

In the congressional election of October 12, the reactionaries were 
completely successful and in January, 1866, passed a stern black code 
with the usual vagrancy law and contract labor law. Ordinary civil 
rights were granted the Negro, but he could testify in court only when 
he was himself involved. Even some of the Confederates thought these 
laws too drastic and General Terry prohibited their application. The 
Congressional Committee of Fifteen began an inquiry into affairs in 
Virginia in  January, 1866, and had 49 witnesses of all shades of 
opm1on. 

The reactionaries were bitter toward the Negroes and there were 
several riotous outbreaks. The Unionists called a convention at Alex-
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andria May 17 and took a stand in favor of public schools and Negro 
suffrage. Late in 1 866, Pierpont, recognizing the trend of affairs, 
recommended modification of the vagrancy law and ratification of the 
Fourteenth Amendment ; but the Legislature at first refused, and then 
in extra session debated the matter. Before they had come to any final 
decision, the Reconstruction laws became operative. 

The Reconstruction Act of March 2 had been passed when the legis
lature met again. On March 5, the Negroes had attempted to vote in 
a municipal election at Alexandria. The mayor and j udge asked advice 
of President Johnson and of the Attorney-General, but received no an
swer. The Negroes cast l ,400 votes ; the white Conservatives, l ,ooo 
votes ; and the white Radicals, 72 votes. The Negro votes were not 
counted ; and the military commander forbade further local elections 
until after registration. 

Meantime the considerable immigration of white politicians and 
officeholders began to organize the Negro vote. Among those who 
early took leadership was James W. Hunnicutt, a native of South 
Carolina, who became the Radical leader of the Negroes. John C. 
Underwood became a more moderate leader, and John Minor Botts, a 
Conservative leader. At first, Botts was not in favor of Negro suffrage. 

Various Republican papers were established which told the Negroes 
that they were in danger of being reenslaved, and they were given to 
understand that the plantations would be broken up and every freed
man given a forty-acre farm. The reactionaries were strongly against 
Negro suffrage. They wanted the Negro neither to vote nor hold 
office, but would grant him some civil and economic rights. They 
nevertheless insisted that Negroes cooperate with their former masters. 

There was a great deal of sickness, poverty and death among Ne
groes at this time and some crime. There was also much philanthropic 
effort, fraternal and insurance societies, attempts at theatrical exhibi
tions, and some inter-marriage between the races. Negro churches and 
schools were built and burned. A riot took place in Alexandria on 
Christmas Day, 1 865, in which two whites were inj ured and fourteen 
Negroes killed . 

Yet Whitelaw Reid said : "The Negroes 'were everywhere found 
quiet, respectful and peaceable ; they were the only class at work ; and 
in, perhaps, most respects their outward conduct was that of excellent 
citizens. ' " 1 8  "With regard to their deportment, the Alexandria 
Gazette expressed the consensus of press opinion that 'the Negroes 
generally behave themselves respectfully toward the whites.' " r n  

The economic oppression of the Negro led during 1 865-1 867 to 
considerable migration. Perhaps as many as 200,000 left the state, and 
there were attempts to organize unions and strikes for higher wages, 
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particularly in the tobacco factories . In Richmond there was a s teve
dores' strike and another strike on the Richmond and Danville Rail
road. In 1 875, a state convention of Negroes assembled which organ
ized the Laboring Men's Mechanic Union Association to protect 
Negro labor. 

The Superintendent of Public Instruction in his report for 1 871  
said : "The more striking evidences of  thrift are, of  course, given by 
comparatively a small  proportion of  the race, and the general willing
ness to labor which exists among them is to be partly accounted for 
by the habit having been formed in slavery. But in the past history of 
the race in America, there have always been examples of Negro 
shrewdness and enterprise in every neighborhood . . . .  With the very 
limited opportunities which a slave had for getting money, i t  is aston
ishing how many of them bought themselves and their families, in 
order to enj oy freedom. And how common it was for them to gain 
money for themselves by extra work, by little manufactures and other 
honest means. And it is not to be forgotten that during the late war, 
the Negroes of Richmond contributed thousands of dollars to sustain 
the Confederacy, and many stood the test of the battlefield on both 
sides." 2 0  

In 1868, the Negroes of Richmond organized the Virginia Home
Building Fund and Loan Association, and in 1 875 there was a Land 
and Financial Association chartered by the legislature to purchase 
land in small parcels for Negroes. It is estimated that during the late 
'6o's and the early '7o's, Virginia Negroes bought between 80,000 and 
100,000 acres of land, and there were many individuals who owned 
considerable quantities. Schools were started, at Hampton and Norfolk, 
and were greatly extended by the Freedmen's Bureau. 

Two political factions now appeared : one consisting of the planters 
and a few Negroes, and the other of the Liberals,. Negroes, and North
ern and native whites. Hunnicutt became a Radical champion. 

At an Emancipation Day celebration held in Richmond, 1 867, Hun
nicutt spoke : "He urged Negroes to register in order to vote in the 
fall elections. Where they were organized, he said, they should elect 'a 
loyal Governor and loyal Congressmen.' Negroes were advised not to 
support white men who had opposed their liberty. Union men also 
should be tested. Those refusing to sit in a constitutional convention 
with Negroes should not be supported for office. Negroes who voted 
for rebels invited the perpetuity of the whipping post, the chain gang, 
and the vagrant law. Hunnicutt regarded with suspicion the praise of 
Negroes emanating from j ournals which formerly abused and ridi
culed them. He counseled unity of action among the blacks and ex-
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pressed the hope that whites and Negroes might live together rn 
h " " 1 armony. -

A Republican s tate convention was held April 10, 1 867. "Some of 
the Negroes were intelligent looking men and neatly attired." 22 There 
were 2 1 0  delegates, including 160 Negroes. The Negroes took an active 
part in the convention. Many wanted land confiscation and distribu
tion but some opposed it. Fields Cook, a Negro of Richmond, espe
cially warned the Negroes against any ill-advised measures approving 
confiscation. The resolutions thanked Congress, advocated public 
schools and universal suffrage, and made special effort to attract the 
white laboring class. 

"Hunnicutt denied that he had given the Negroes advice detri
mental to the whites. He asserted that the Negroes were the bone and 
sinew of the land, but the pay they received was inadequate. This was 
an imposition that should not be permitted to continue. He opposed a 
white landed aristocracy. He opposed inj ustice to the Negroes in the 
courts. Whites, he said, were not executed for murdering, but Negroes 
were hanged for killing whites. Hunnicutt opposed the restitution of 
the State to native white control. He asserted that Pierpont was a po
litical disloyalist and should not be trusted. He flayed the legislature, 
stating that its sentiment was attested in the passage of the vagrant 
law, galling alike to poor whites and Negroes. Summing up his con
tentions, Hunnicutt stated that he did not desire to place Negroes 
above whites, but he believed that whites and Negroes should be ac
corded exactly equal rights ." 2 3  

The ascendancy of Hunnicutt was feared in the North. The New 
York Tribune spoke against it, and Senator Wilson of Massachusetts 
was sent to Virginia to counteract him. On the other hand, the plant
ers began to threaten economic proscription against Negroes, if they 
did not work and vote with the native whites. But cooperation was 
made difficult by Negro agitation for civil rights on street cars, and on 
j uries, which incensed the reactionaries. The freedmen arranged a po
litical meeting at Amelia Courthouse where prominent whites and 
Negroes spoke. Consequently the Republicans became more and more 
divided. Moderate Republicans tried to organize and leave out the 
Hunnicutt faction. They held a meeting at Charlottesville in July and 
elected delegates to a convention in Richmond. Meetings for coopera
tion among blacks and whites were held throughout the state. The 
Richmond meeting was held in the African Baptist Church and was 
completely captured by Hunnicutt. This defeated cooperation. 

In the registration 225,933 persons registered, of whom 120, 1 0 1  were 
white and 105,832 were Negroes. The whites had majorities in fifty
two counties and the Negroes in fifty counties. The election took place 
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October 1 8, 1 9  and 20, 1 867. The whites cast 76,084 votes and the Ne
groes 93, 145.  The call for a convention was authorized. The p lanters 
had thirty-three delegates, the Liberals seventy-two delegates, and 
among the latter were twenty-five Negroes. Hunnicutt was arrested 
for inciting the Negroes to insurrection but released on bail . 

The reactionary press boldly advocated proscription of Negro labor, 
and the discharge of workmen who supported the Liberal cause. One 
hundred and fifty Negroes employed in iron mines were discharged 
because they voted for the Radica l  ticket. Lewis Lindsay said to this 
that "before any of his children should suffer for food, the streets 
of Richmond should run knee-deep in blood ; and he thanked God 
that the Negroes had learned to use guns, pistols, and ramrods." "Com
menting on this, the editor of the Enquirer deplored that ' the capital
ist was threatened with murder if he dared to discharge men who had 
declared themselves his implacable enemies. He is to house, feed and 
cherish the black vipers who meet in midnight conclave, and not con
tent with heaping foul epithets upon him, conspire to defraud him of 
his property. Undaunted by the presence of the military, the Negroes 
openly avow sentiments, which deserve death upon the gallows.' " 24 

"The Petersburg Index asserted : 'The Negroes are the last men who 
should complain if their white employers were to discharge them and 
supply their places with white men.' The Lynchburg Virginian said : 
'They [ the native whites ] should concert measures without delay to 
fill the State with white laborers from the North and from Europe. 
They m ust crowd the Negro out. They must rid the State of an ele
ment that will hinder its prosperity, an element that, under the influ
ence of base white demagogues-themselves without property-would 
tax the property of others to relieve themselves of obligation to educate 
their children and care for their paupers.' " 25 

A white man's convention was held in Richmond, November 1 1 . 
It appealed to the North not to permit the "disgrace" of Negro 
suffrage to be inflicted upon the state, and urged the organization of 
a party to bring the state under a white man's government. 

The constitutional convention with 105 members met in Richmond, 
December 3, 1 867. There were thirty-five Reactionaries and sixty-five 
Liberals and five doubtful . Among the Liberals were twenty-five Ne
groes. The native press ridiculed the convention, calling it the con
vention of "Kangaroos" and the "Black Crook Convention.'' The 
convention began work in January and first took up a Bill of Rights 
with a statement of the natural equality of men. 

When the first section of the preamble was brought up for discus
sion on January 6, 1 868, James W. D. Bland (colored) moved that in 
place of the word "men" in the clause "that all men are by nature 
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equally free and independent," as reported from the committee, be 
substituted the words "mankind, irrespective of race or color." 

Mr. Bland said : "When I recollect that the word 'men,' as written 
in this first section, has been construed to mean white men only in 
Virginia, and as the word mankind takes in al l  the men, women and 
children on earth, I propose that as an amendment, as men upon this 
earth are of different races and colors and as we are here to propose a 
Bill of Rights for the people of Virginia which will make no distinc
tion. I think it right and proper that we should state distinctly what 
we mean by mankind, or what we mean by men." 

Mr. Bayne, another Negro, replied : "I rise to state emphatically that 
when I was elected to the convention, I pledged the good people of 
my section that I should endeavor to aid in making a constitution that 
should not have the word black or white anywhere in it. I told them 
that I wanted a constitution which our children fifteen years hence 
might read and not see slavery, even as a shadow, remaining in it. I 
am here to carry out that agreement . . . .  

"All that was necessary, in my j udgment, for this nation to do to 
abolish slavery was simply to place men in power that would interpret 
that constitution as an anti-slavery instrument which I always believed 
it was. The word ' slave' was not found in it, but bad men in the na
tion and bad men in power placed such wicked constructions upon it 
that it worked death to the nation, and that is  the cause of our being 
here today." 

The convention discussed free public education and held a long 
debate on the matter of race separation in schools. The Negroes espe
cially insisted upon mixed schools and the final report made no specific 
reference to whether the schools were to be mixed or segregated. 

When the debates over mixed schools were in progress, Bayne pro
posed an amendment to the committee's plan so as to place blacks and 
whites in the same schools. The amendment failed to get the support 
of enough Radicals to be adopted, in spite of the efforts on the part of 
the Negro delegates, and the threats of Bayne, Lindsay, Hodges and 
others, that if it were not supported by the white Radicals, the Negroes 
would withdraw from the Republican Party. 

The suffrage was the paramount question. The liberals stood for 
universal suffrage, while the reactionaries declared that government 
was the prerogative of white men. Finally, the enfranchisement of all 
males twenty-one years of age was adopted. 

Mr. Bayne said : "Does the gentleman mean that the black men are 
not to have any rights in this country ? Does he mean to set us free 
today and in fifty or sixty years to come, then to give us the right of 
suffrage ? I want it distinctly understood that the old slaveholders' 
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coach moves too slow for us. They design to enslave the blacks again 
if they can. They design to make him a slave by cutting him off from 
all opportunities for labor, by starving and oppressing him. Set the 
Negro free now and let him remain here. No, that is too much for 
him. He will enj oy it too much. A hundred years to come will be 
time enough for him to have these rights . In order to carry out their 
ideas and designs they have commenced j ust like they did with seces
sion. They are preaching the danger of a war of races in this hall. 
They are preaching it in Congress, in the cities and over the country, 
in the streets, and on the seas, on the steamboats, in the cars, in the 
taverns, and everywhere. This. war of races is being preached up con
stantly, but nobody preaches it up but that side of the House which 
hates the Republican Party and hates the Federal government . . . .  " 

Lewis Lindsay, a Negro, said : "We want to give to the poor classes 
in this state, blacks and whites, every right to which they are entitled, 
and we will go home satisfied. I want this black race to have every 
right that is conferred upon every other man." 

Mr. Bayne said : "In one breath he tells the convention that this 
boon is given to us by the blessed Providence of God, and in the next, 
he says that the Northern fanatics have clothed us with these rights. 
If the Northern fanatics are the means with which God wishes to con
fer upon us these rights, I will take the rights whether they or the devil 
brought them to us. I know that we have them. There is no power on 
earth or in hell that can deprive the black man of his right to 
vote . . . .  " 

The economic problems appear in many guises. One resolution was 
introduced : 

"Resolved : That the Committee on Limitations and Guarantees, 
when appointed, be entrusted to consider and report the propriety or 
impropriety of incorporating in the proposed constitution a provision 
clothing the General Assembly with power to declare and punish as a 
misdemeanor, the discharge of any person employed as a laborer on 
account of his political opinions." · 

Mr. Bayne said : "I claim to be an ignorant man, one not wholly 
acquainted with this kind of work . . . . 

"I give this convention notice that unless they settle the question 
mentioned at this time and in the commencement of the sessions, we 
ignorant men will settle it ourselves and to satisfy ourselves. If we are 
to be bound and obligated at this time, let us know it." 

Mr. Marye (white) asked : "Why is it that the cry is coming up 
from the colored men, actually now taking the form of a petition to 
Congress, that they cannot get employment because the white people 
hustle them out of it ? " 
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Mr. Bayne answered : "Will the gentleman allow me to answer his 
question ? The colored people will not work because the employers do 
not pay them. Six dollars a month will not pay a man and feed and 
clothe his wife and children." 

Former Confederates were disfranchised by a test oath and for par
ticipation in  the rebellion as officers . The constitution was adopted by 
a vote of 5 1-36, only one Negro voting against it.2 6 

The reactionary members of the convention j oined in a statement : 
"For nearly five months we have patiently sat in  this convention 

listening to the encomiums upon the Negro race, to wholesale denun
ciations against the whites of the South, to propositions and speeches 
leveled against property, and addressed to the cupidity of enfranchised 
slaves suddenly invested with the controlling power in the state." "It 
was the subj ect of remark among us during the progress of the con
vention," said they, "that the Negroes grew more and more imprac
ticable. The reported debates of the convention will show how active 
they gradually became in the proceedings of the body." 2 7 

This constitution was especially opposed because the test oath went 
further than congressional legislation. It also provided for the reorgan
ization of counties which interfered with the rule of certain families 
who had dominated various county governments. Income taxes were 
imposed on incomes over $600, a poll tax on all males, and a homestead 
exemption. Civil and political rights were guaranteed, and a system of 
free public schools. 

Voting on this constitution was postponed by the military com
mander, Gen. J. M. Schofield, who was hostile to it, and refused to let 
money for the election be taken from the state treasury. The election, 
therefore, could not be held unless Congress made a special appropria
tion. Political parties, nevertheless, began to prepare for the election 
.and the Republicans nominated H. H. Wells over Hunnicutt. The 
Conservative Party condemned the "abominable" constitution and 
nominated Withers, a Confederate colonel. Withers pledged himself 
to fight against Negro suffrage and said : "I appear before you as the 
standard-bearer of the white man's party . . . .  I do not ask the sup
port of the Negroes, nor do I expect it, for I consider them unfit to 
exercise the right of suffrage." 2 8 

In the meantime, the Republicans appealed to Congress and the 
House of Representatives passed a bill to hold the election in August, 
1 868, and then afterward another bill to hold it in  May, 1869 ; but the 
Senate would not assent. Meantime, more moderate men in Virginia 
proposed that Negro suffrage be accepted, but that the new constitu
tion be rej ected. This led to a convention in December in Richmond 
which stated that while it did not believe in Negro suffrage it  would 
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accept it. A committee went to Washington and also a Republ ican party 
committee was sent. They appeared before the Committee of  Fifteen. 

Finally, the Republicans held a new convention, again nom inating 
Wells, but with him as lieutenant.;.governor, a Negro, Dr. ] .  D. Har
ris. This convention split, and the seceders nominated a white m a n ,  
Walker, for Governor. President Grant ordered an election to be held 
July 6, 1 869, with a separate vote as to the test oath and disfranchise
ment of Confederates. The reactionaries supported Walker and the 
ensuing campaign turned entirely on the Negro. Walker was elected, 
the whites casting 125,I I4  votes and the Negroes 97,201 votes. Harris 
was defeated by a vote of 99,600 to 120,068 for his white opponent. 
The disfranchisement and test oath clauses were rej ected, but the con
stitution was ratified. 

"Among the white people there was great rej oicing over the result. 
The Petersburg Index said : 'Virginia has accepted restoration, has re
buked proscription, has vindicated her right to a voice in the control 
of her affairs, and by a vote unprecedentedly large, places at the head 
of the government the ticket of peace and equality.' The Danville Reg
ister said : 'Let us all now go to work, white and colored, looking for
ward hopefully to a j ust and liberal system of legislation and an im
partial administration for the protection of all alike.' The Lynchburg 
Virginian said : 'The deluded Negroes have been taught a lesson which 
will bring them to their senses, and we shall have no more trouble 
with them.' The Norfolk /ournal rej oiced that Virginia was 'redeemed, 
regenerated and disenthralled.' " 2 9 

The colored Conservative Republican group sought to encourage the 
depressed Negroes and appealed to the whites not to take economic 
revenge upon the Negroes and drive them away from their jobs  be
cause they had voted in accordance with their convictions. 

October 5, the General Assembly came together and ratified the 
Fourteenth Amendment. But the Liberal Republicans continued dis
satisfied and declared that the election held in July resulted in a Con
federate triumph and was achieved by "artifice, intimidation and 
fraud." They tried to keep the Federal government from admitting 
the state, but Grant recommended its admission and Virginia was 
restored February 8, 1 870. 

The new constitution was on the whole an excellent instrument. 
Taylor says that it "gave Virginia the only democratic instrument of 
government it has ever had. In spite of some of its cumbrous provi
sions and its imperfect machinery, the Underwood Constitution was 
as far ahead of that of the old regime or that of the present Virginia 
caste system as a modern steamship is of an Indian canoe. Such an 
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innovation, of course, st1 uck the reactionaries as a disaster, destructive 
of all that the gods had ordained as equitable and j ust." 3 0  

An Englishman in 1 870 said of the legislature : 
" I  counted among the delegates," he said, "three or four colored 

men, one of whom was a pure Negro, very well attired, and displaying 
not more j ewelry than a gentleman might wear ; while another, who 
seemed to have some white blood in his veins, was a quite masculine
looking person, both physically and mentally. The Senate was pre
sided over by the Lieutenant-Governor of the State, who was alto
gether like a young member of the British House of Lords, as the 
Senate itself had a country-gentleman sort of air not perceptible in the 
Lower House, which more resembled a Town Council or Parochial 
Board than the House of Commons. There were two colored Senators 
among the number, quite black, but senatorial enough, and like men 
who in Africa would probably have been chiefs. In the Lower House 
the colored delegates mingled freely with the other members, but in 
the Senate these two sat in a corner by themselves ." 3 1  

Here, then, was a state in which the Negroes never had control, and 
nevertheless its chief difficulty under white control was the progressive 
piling up of an enormous debt which in January, 1 872, amounted to 
$43,690,542. Nothing illustrates better than this the fact that there was 
no necessary connection between debt and Negro control. The subse
quent history of Virginia for many years was the question of paying 
or repudiating this debt. Meantime, gradually, the Negroes were dis
franchised by continued economic pressure, by appeals from their 
white friends and connections, and by force and fraud. 

Arkansas had 12,597 whites and only 1 ,676 Negroes in 1820. In 1 860 
it had 324,143 whites and 1 1 1 ,259 Negroes. There was a brief military 
rule in Arkansas under John S. Phelps in 1862, followed by a year of 
civil war in 1863 ; then came four years of civil state government 
under Governor Murphy, 1 864-1867. In 1867, the civil government was 
subordinated to a military regime under brigadier-generals of the 
United States Army. Then came the Republican government under 
Powell Clayton, 1 868-1 871, and four additional years of Republican 
rule, after which came the revolution in which the Republicans were 
driven from power by the local Democrats, assisted by Republican 
influences at Washington. 

At the outbreak of the Civil War, the Negroes resided mainly in the 
lowlands where most of the plantations were located. During the war, 
the slaves remained with their masters until the Federal military oper
ations of 1 863 took place in sections containing the largest numbers of 
Negroes. All territory along the White River from Pea Ridge to 
Helena and westward to Little Rock came under Federal control ; and 
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the southeastern counties and lower Arkansas also were captured. The 
Negroes in these sections then began to enter the Federal lines in large 
numbers. 

A group of Union sympathizers determined to reorganize the State 
and sought Lincoln's cooperation. He cautiously gave it under his 
military power, but the group went ahead boldly, held a convention in 
January, 1 864, adopted a constitution and elected Isaac Murphy gover
nor. Two Senators were sent to Washington but Congress called a halt 
on this summary action and would not admit them. In 1866, the re
turned Confederates practically took charge of the Murphy govern
ment and sent a commission to Washington to confer concerning the 
condition of the state. The most important change in the constitution 
during this time was the abolition of slavery and the prohibition of in
denture of any Negro except as an apprentice. Some of the leaders 
preferred permanent despotism to restoration under Negro suffrage. 
General Albert Pike said Negro suffrage would make "a hell on earth, 
a hideous, horrid pandemonium filled with all the devils of vice, crime, 
pauperism, corruption, violence, political debauchery, social an
archy." 3 2  

Meantime, congressional Reconstruction was begun. Registration 
began in May, 1867, but progressed slowly. A few whites told the 
Negroes registration was for the purpose of enrolling them for taxes, 
but the Freedmen's Bureau sent out agents to instruct them in the 
purpose of voting. 

The total number of registered voters in Arkansas was 66,805 ; 4 1 , 134 
voted at the election, and of these 27,756 voted for and 13,558 against 
holding a constitutional convention. Upon these figures, General Ord 
announced the names of delegates elected to the convention. 

The Arkansas constitutional convention convened January 7, 1 868, 
in the city of Little Rock, and adjourned February 14, 1 868. There 
were eight Negro delegates to the convention : J. W. Mason, Richard 
Samuels, William Murphy, Monroe Hawkins, William Grey, James 
T. White, Henry Rector, and Thomas P. Johnson. 

Hempstead County had one Negro out of four delegates ; Jefferson, 
one out of four ; Lafayette, one out of two ; Phillips and Pulaski each 
had two out of four. Of the Negro delegates, one was a postmaster, 
two were farmers, four ministers, and one a planter. 

Cypert, leader of the white Conservatives, proposed in the conven
tion of 1 868 the adoption of the Constitution of 186+ Cypert claimed 
to be a friend of the Negro. He had been a Freedmen's Bureau agent 
for a while, and "had always been desirous of advancing the interests 
of this unfortunate race. He knew the Negro in all his attributes ; that 
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their people were now being misled . He appealed to the Negro mem
bers present." 

Mr. Brooks (white) interrupted, to rise to a point of order . It was 
disrespectful to style the gentlemen of the convention Negroes. 

Mr. Grey (colored) , of Phillips County, said "he took no obj ection 
to the appellation ; his race was closely allied to the race which built 
the great pyramids of Egypt, where slept the remains of those whose 
learning had taught Solon and Lycurgus to frame the systems of 
their laws, and to whom the present ages are indebted for the hints of 
art and knowledge." 

"Mr. Cypert (white) said he was glad that the rebellion had been 
crushed. He was glad the Negro was free, but while he would have 
the Negroes protected, as they now are by law, in all their j ust rights, 
he could never consent to see them entrusted with the elective fran
chise, and made the rulers of white men." 

Mr. Grey of Phillips replied : "I must confess my surprise at the 
action of the gentleman from White County (Mr. Cypert) . I am here . 
as the representative of a portion of the citizens of Arkansas whose 
rights are not secured by the ordinance offered by the gentleman from 
White,-men, sir, who have stood by the government and the old flag 
in times of trouble, when the republic trembled with the thought of 
civil war, from center to circumference, from base to cope. From this 
and other considerations, we are here not to ask charity at the hands 
of this honorable body, but to receive at the hands of the people of 
Arkansas in convention assembled, the apportionment of our rights, 
as assigned by the Reconstruction Acts of Congress. 

"I am here, sir, to see those rights of citizenship engrafted upon the 
organic law of this state ;  the gentleman from White does not seem to 
recognize the fact that the present Constitution is not in accordance 
with the Constitution of the United States, guaranteeing to each state 
a Republican form of government ; the gentleman from White says 
the Negro cannot become a citizen. The fact is patent that we have 
exercised the rights of citizenship under the Constitution, in all the 
states except South Carolina ; and that we voted for that time-honored 
instrument-the Federal Constitution-by voting for the men that 
ratified it. . . . 

"Before the revolution, all native-born free persons were British 
subj ects and hence citizens, as the British government did not base 
allegiance or citizenship on color or complexion. Hence, we passed 
from British subj ects to American subj ects, without changing our rela
tive status as to citizenship. This, I think, disposes of the assertion that 
we cannot be citizens under the Constitution. But, sir, I claim that i t 
is ours, not only on constitutional grounds, according to the rulings of 
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distinguished American j urists, but ours by right of purchase on the 
numerous battlefields of our country. It is  ours, because from the Revo
lution down to and through the rebellion, we have stood unswervingly 
by our country and the flag. We fought for liberty. That liberty can
not be secured to us without the right of suffrage. The government 
owes the debt, acknowledges it, and apportions it  out among the sev
eral states. We are here, sir, to receive the amount due us from the 
State of Arkansas. 

"The troubles now on the country are the result of the bad exercise 
of the elective franchise by unintelligent whites, the 'poor whites' of the 
South. I could duplicate every Negro who cannot read and write, 
whose name is on the list of registered voters, with a white man 
equally as ignorant." 3 3  

James T. White, a colored man, spoke on social equality : 
"I cannot think that the extension of the right of suffrage to colored 

men could be construed as opening the parlors of white people to a 
forcible entrance of colored men ; but, on the contrary, their virtue and 
pride of race will be a sufficient safeguard to prevent them from any
thing like social intercourse. Who is to blame for the present state of 
affairs ? When I look around I see an innumerable company of mulat
toes, not one of them the heir of a white woman. This is satisfactory 
evidence of the virtue of white women. In the late bloody war, these 
gentlemen left their wives and daughters in the care of colored men 
for four years, and I defy the gentleman to cite me a single instance 
where they have failed to live up to their integrity. Gentlemen, the 
shoe pinches on the other foot-the white men of the South have 
been for years indulging in illicit intercourse with colored women, 
and in the dark days of slavery this intercourse was largely forced 
upon the innocent victims, and I think the time has come when such 
a course should end." 34 

Mr. William Murphy, a colored man, said February 1 0 : 
"When the late war resulted in the issuing of the Emancipation 

Proclamation by Abraham Lincoln, four millions of our enslaved 
brethren were called to aid in the establishment of this union of loyalty. 
For the colored troops have proved their loyalty ; they protected the 
Union flag. So they stood ; and white gentlemen have been compelled 
to surrender the sword, at the same time they will rise here, under 
the same flag, after they have dropped their swords and their bayonets, 
and seek to limit our privileges. I would never have spoken, but to 
say this to the men that have been our masters, men whom we have 
brought to the very condition they are now in, and have not only 
fed them, but have clothed them, have tied their shoes, and finally have 
fought until they are obliged to surrender. Yet now that they have 
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surrendered, they say we have no rights . Has not the man who has 
conquered upon the battlefield gained any rights ? Have we gained 
none by the sacrifice of our brethren ?"  

Concerning the adoption of  the constitution, James P. Johnson, a 
colored man, said : 

"I believe this constitution to be the best one that Arkansas ever 
had. The gentleman from Ashley [Mr. Moore ] has undertaken to 
show us that the class of men of whom he is a representative are our 
best friends. My God ! I hope he will put his hand over his mouth 
and never speak that word again. We are very much inclined to be
lieve the men who are trying to secure equal rights of voting accord
ing to the true Republican doctrine of the equal rights of all men ; 
you do not want us to have any rights, but j ust let us stay in slavery 
as we were before the war." 

James Mason, another colored delegate, read the following explana
tion of his vote, which he asked to have spread upon the j ournal : 

"I obj ect to the continued disfranchisement of all persons who are 
now disfranchised by the present Reconstruction Acts of Congress 
and I believe many are now disfranchised who ought not be ;  but 
in the face of the reiterated assertions of gentlemen of the Conserva
tive Party, that they are not to give us the right of suffrage under any 
circumstances, I am forced to accept this constitution as being good as 
a whole and as being the best that I can get under the circumstances ; 
and give up my ideas of limited disfranchisement and qualified suf
frage." 

James White, the colored delegate, added : 
"Another reason why I shall vote, and why if I had 10,000 votes I 

would give them all for the constitution, is  that I see in i t  a principle 
that is intended to elevate our families-the principle of schools-of 
education. That is the only way that these Southern people can be 
elevated. Were they properly educated they would not be led from 
any prej udice to oppress other men. Were they educated they would 
not hate us because we have been slaves ; but like these gentlemen, 
if they should puzzle their brains and risk their lives upon the battle
field for the Union, they would stand up for our rights. Away with 
Union men who will not give all men their rights ! Talk about friend
ship ! The devil has such friends locked up, and hell is full of them ! "  35 

In the course of convention sess ions, a Conservative taunted a carpet
bagger with the assertion that the Negro vote was his only way to ride 
into Congress. Thereupon, Negro members said their race was ready 
both to vote and fight for the whites who would grant them political 
rights. Brooks, leader of the Radicals, declared : "We, the great Re
publican Party, hold that they [ the Negro] should have the ballot ; 
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and we intend that they should have it, and we will sustain the gov
ernment based upon the principles of universal franchise and universal 
equality." On the other hand, Hinkle, a scalawag, exclaimed : "Great 
God ! Is there no help for the widow's son ? "  and asserted that "all 
the devils in hell could not keep him from making himself a record 
by voting against adoption of the constitution." 3 6  Despite this, the 
final vote was 45 to 2 1  in favor of adoption. 

On April 1, it was announced that the constitution had been ratified 
by a vote of 30,380 to 41 .  On May 7, a bill for the readmission of Ar
kansas was presented in Congress by Thaddeus Stevens. It was finally 
passed in both Houses and over the President's veto on June 22, 1 868. 
Before the bill was presented to Congress, however, the state legislature 
had met April 2, 1 868, and adopted the Fourteenth Amendment which 
was one of the prerequisites to her admission. 

The constitution of Arkansas, like that of Florida, was a document 
which centralized power in the state government. The governor ap
pointed nearly all the local officers in counties and townships, and 
he had the power to fill vacancies even in the few offices he did not 
originally fill. He appointed j udges, collectors, and assessors of taxes, 
j ustices of the peace, prosecuting attorneys, registrars of elections who 
in turn appointed the j udges of elections. 

In April, 1867, a Union convention at Little Rock nominated a state 
ticket and succeeded in electing Powell Clayton as Governor. One 
Negro, John Payton of Pulaski County, was on the Committee of 
Resolutions ; otherwise the Negro was not represented among the offi
cials in this party convention. 

During 1 868-1873, Clayton ruled Arkansas with an iron hand, while 
the Ku Klux Klan practically carried on civil war. In 1 869 an anti
Ku Klux Klan law of great severity was passed which prevented all 
secret political organizations, and declared their members public 
enemies. Even the possession of a Ku Klux Klan costume was a 
criminal offense. The law was sternly enforced, and the Klan dis
banded after a season of martial law. In February, 1873, a severe civil 
rights l aw was passed which compelled hotels and places of public 
amusement to admit colored people and insured them equal school 
facilities in separate schools. Fines of $200-$1 ,000, or imprisonment 
of 3 to 12  months, were provided : 

"Officers of the law may be prosecuted for failure to enforce it, and 
prosecuting attorneys, sheriffs, coroners, j ustices of the peace and 
even constables, are to institute proceedings, and are obliged to do so. 
Many of these officers throughout the State are coiored men. I was 
told there had been but a single case under this act, in which a saloon
keeper was fined twenty-five dollars. I noticed that some drinking-
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saloons had two bars, one for each color ; but I also saw in several 
cases black and white men drinking together. The Negroes have 
shown no disposition to make the law offensive." 3 7  

The rulers of the state constituted a closed ring which had no Negro 
members, but its power depended on controlling the Negro vote, and 
on the disfranchisement of about 20,000 of the former Confederates. 
Those disfranchised were given the right to vote by a constitutional 
amendment in 1 872 . 

In April, 1 874, a civil war broke out in Arkansas between Baxter, 
the regular Republican, and Brooks, a reform Republican. Each 
claimed to be Governor. Baxter was recognized by the legislature but 
Brooks took possession of the state buildings by force. They appealed 
to President Grant. Grant refused to take part but the Federal forces 
prevented the two parties from fighting. Grant finally recognized 
Baxter as Governor because the legislature had, and ordered the Brooks 
forces to disperse. A constitutional convention was held which cut 
down the length of the Governor's term and his power. 

Brooks now allied himself with the Democrats and declared that 
the constitutional convention had not been called according to law 
and was the result of conspiracy. The Democratic convention nomi
nated Garland ; the Republican convention, not recognizing the elec
tion as lawful, made no nominations. Garland was therefore elected. 
Grant came to the conclusion that the constitutional convention was 
illegal and that Brooks was still Governor. But Congress declared 
against Federal interference. Finally in 1 874, the Democrats secured 
complete control of the state. 

Arkansas thus was a contrast to Louisiana. Law and order con
quered, but it conquered not for the purpose of giving the Negro 
any economic power, or, in fact, anything at all except schools and 
the civil rights bill. The government dictatorship was frankly capital
istic and for the benefit of capital and the protagonists who repre
sented it . 

Texas had, in 1 860, 1 82,92 1 Negroes and 420,891  whites, thus putting 
this state among those where the Negro population was a decided 
minority, and white immigration destined greatly to increase the 
preponderance of the whites. The division of the planters and poor 
whites was less distinct in this state than in many others . There was 
plenty of rich land and the poorest white men could get a start ; this 
increased the demand for labor. 

Texas was one of the Southern States that had considerable prosper
ity during the war. She was outside the area of conflict ; excellent 
crops were raised and slave labor was plentiful. Many slaves were 
deported to Texas for protection, especially from Louisiana and 
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Arkansas, so that Texas could furnish food and raw material for the 
Confederate States ; and on the other hand, when the blockade was 
strengthened, Texas became the highway for sending cotton and other 
goods to Europe by way of Mexico. There were many losses because 
of the distance, the dishonesty of traders, and lawlessness. Nevertheless, 
these were offset by the high prices. 

When the war neared its end, the Confederate troops in Texas got 
out of hand and began rebelling and looting. Towns like Houston 
were burned, and clothes and food and all sorts of goods stolen. The 
Texas Republican stressed "the ruinous effect of freeing four million 
of ignorant and helpless blacks," and said that the people of the North 
would be glad to witness a return of slavery, because it would raise 
"larger crops and a richer market for Yankee manufacturers." 

This paper did not think that slavery would be abolished for at least 
ten years, and that in. the meantime compulsory labor would continue. 
Under the army officials, the compulsory labor did continue, but 
when the officials of the Freedmen's Bureau arrived, they began to 
supervise contracts. There was the usual complaint that Negroes were 
not keeping their contracts, together with reports that they were work
ing well. 

President Johnson appointed A. J. Hamilton as Provisional Gover
nor. He was a native of Alabama but had come to Texas before the 
war. He had refused to j oin the seceding states and fled to Louisiana, 
where he became a brigadier-general in the Federal army. When he ar
rived in Texas, he found everything in confusion. Money had been 
stolen from the treasury, the capitol building was without a roof, and 
there was general anarchy. Hamilton protested to Johnson against the 
tendency of the farmers to keep the Negroes as slaves. The question of 
the legal status of the Negroes the Governor left to the courts, and the 
courts contradicted themselves in their decisions, some of them ad
mitting Negro testimony and others refusing it altogether. There 
continued the strong feeling that either the Negroes were going to 
remain in bondage, or compensation was going to . be paid for their 
emancipation. The lawlessness continued, robbery and murder of 
Unionists and freedmen were common, and outlaws defied arrest. 
One county reports that "the civil authorities are helpless because the 
country is full of ruffians and lawless men," another that the "laws 
cannot be enforced without the aid of the military." 

The Inspector-General on the staff of General Howard declared, 
early in 1 866, "that Texas was in the worst condition of any state that 
he had visited ; that almost the whole population was hostile in feel
ing and action to the United States ; that there was a mere semblance 
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of government, and that the whites and the Negroes were everywhere 
ignorant, lawless and starving." 

The Assistant Commissioner for Texas under the Freedmen's Bu
reau arrived in Texas in September, 1 865, and began to appoint local 
agents in December. He found the freedmen "not only willing but 
anxious to improve every opportunity offered for their moral and in
tellectual advancement." 3 8  

In January, 1866, one Black Belt county reports "that two-thirds of 
the freed population were then at work at good wages and that seven 
thousand contracts had been filed already and that unemployed freed
men were becoming scarce." 

By the end of January there were twenty-six day and night schools 
and 1 ,600 Negro pupils enrolled. There was the usual bitter attack 
upon the presence of Negro troops, late in 1 865 and early in 1 866. 

After much delay, an election was held January 8, 1 866, and a con
vention was scheduled to meet in Austin in February. There were 
strong differences of opinion among the delegates. Dalrymple said : 

"My opponents . . . each and all, concede something to the Ne
groes ; some more, some less, approximating to equality with the 
white race. I concede them nothing but the station of 'hewers of wood 
and drawers of water.' . . .  If a republican form of government is to 
be sustained, the white race must do it without any Negro alloy. A 
mongrel Mexico affords no fit example for imitation. I desire the 
perpetuation of a white man's government . . .  ! "  

Colonel M .  T. Johnson o f  Tarrant County "declared his opposition 
to granting the Negro any political rights whatever, and insisted that 
he should be made to work by uniform laws regulating pauperism, 
labor and apprenticeship ; but at the same time asserted the necessity 
of treating him with j ustice and kindness in his helpless condition.'' 
There seems to have been only one candidate, E. Degener, a prominent 
German of San Antonio, who openly advocated Negro suffrage. 

One prominent Texan, John H. Reagan, a prisoner of war at Fort 
Warren, Massachusetts, wrote a thoughtful letter in August which 
was published in Texas in October. He pointed out that the South was 
in the position of a conquered nation, that Texas would not be 
restored until it did what the North demanded, and that the North 
demanded protection against secession, the abolition of slavery, and 
civil rights for the freedmen. Moreover, it was probable that this 
alone would not satisfy the North and that it would demand Negro 
suffrage. Reagan, therefore, advised that Negro testimony be admitted 
in courts, and that an intelligence and, possibly, a property test be 
set for admission to the right to vote regardless of race or color, pro
vided that no persons previously entitled to vote should be deprived of 
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the right by the new requirements. President Johnson secured a parole 
for Reagan and it was hoped that he would have influence on the 
state, but his wise advice raised such opposition that he long refrained 
from further discussion. "A refusal to accede to these conditions 
would only result in a prolongation of the time during which you 
will be deprived of the civil government of your own choice, and 
will continue subj ect to military rule." 3 9  

When the convention assembled, the former secessionists were in 
control. The Governor in his message stressed the necessity of giving 
full civil rights to the Negro and the possibility of political suffrage. 
He said : 

"I do not believe that the great mass of the freedmen in our midst 
are qualified by their intelligence to exercise the right of suffrage, and 
I do not desire to see this privilege conferred upon them ; [but J if we 
fail to make political privileges depend upon rules of universal appli
cation, we will inevitably be betrayed into legislation under the in
fluence of ancient prej udices and with a view only to the present. I 
think that human wisdom cannot discern what is to be the future 
of the African race in this country. . . . I would not be willing to 
deprive any man, who is qualified under existing laws to vote, of 
the exercise of that privilege in the future ; but I believe it would be 
wise to regulate the qualifications of those who are to become voters 
hereafter by rules of universal application." 40 

The convention dawdled and spent most of its time electioneering 
for the Senatorships, and entered into a metaphysical discussion as· 
to whether secession was i llegal from the beginning or should sjmply 
be disavowed at present. Finally, the usual Southern circumlocutions 
were adopted : African slavery had been terminated by the United 
States government, and therefore it should be discontinued in Texas. 
Negroes were to have property rights but could testify only in cases 
involving Negroes, although the legislature could, when it wished, 
give them full rights of testimony. The German Degener was alone 
in his advocacy of Negro suffrage. There was some debate on repudi
ating the civil debt which had been recklessly in.creased to nearly 
$8,soo,ooo. 

After a session of eight weeks, the convention adjourned, having 
failed to take any really advanced step, except the grudging recogni
tion of Emancipation. Immediately preparations were made for the 
coming elections, and a considerable party wanted to drive out all 
Union men and nullify the emancipation of Negroes. The planters 
supported the president of the Convention as Governor and opposed 
'Negro suffrage. Their ticket was elected by a large maj ority and 
eventually recognized by the President. Former Confederates, elected 
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as Senators, were unable to take the test oath. They and the Repre
sentatives were refused seats in Congress. The Thirteenth and Four
teenth Amendments were presented to the legislature, the first without 
comment and the second with unqualified disapproval. The Four
teenth Amendment was rej ected by a vote of 70-5 in the House, and 
a large majority in the Senate. 

Reagan again called attention to the trend of events, and advocated 
qualified Negro suffrage and the right of Negroes to testify in the 
courts. His letter produced only irritation. 

The new head of the Freedmen's Bureau, General Kiddoo, favored 
the employers as against the Negro laborers and established heavy 
fines for "enticing" laborers away from employers. A black code 
gave certain rights to freedmen not prohibited by the Constitution, 
but forbade inter-marriage, voting, holding public office, serving on 
j uries, or testifying in cases where Negroes were not concerned. John
son urged that civil rights be extended to the colored people if it had 
not already been done. 

Violence continued in the spring and summer of 1866. The town 
of Brenham was burned, soldiers broke up a Negro ball, and there 
was general lawlessness. Gangs of horse thieves and desperadoes were 
roaming about. Federal officials reported that Union men and Negroes 
were fleeing for their lives and that murders and outrages on Negroes 
were on the increase, while criminals were always acquitted. 

Kiddoo substituted yearly contracts instead of monthly contracts 
in the cotton districts, and tried to assure the freedmen of their wages. 
He repudiated the labor law passed by the legislature, but his suc
cessor adopted some of its provisions. March 19, 1867, Sheridan was 
made commander of the 5th Military District, consisting of Louisiana 
and Texas. Unable to secure the release of large numbers of Negroes 
imprisoned on trivial charges, Sheridan issued his j ury order exclud
ing from j uries persons who were unable to take the test oath. Sheri
dan declared that one trial of a white man for killing a Negro was a 
farce. 

Meantime, the registration of voters under the new Congressional 
legislation began. The Negroes were eager to vote. A new state Re
publican Party was organized, and there was advocacy of free common 
schools and free homesteads from the public lands to all without dis
crimination of color. E. M. Pease was appointed Governor by Sheridan 
July 30, 1867, and Throckmorton removed. Pease was a native of 
Connecticut but had been in Texas s ince 1 835, and during 1 853- 1 857 
had been Governor of the state. He opposed secession. There arose 
among the Republicans a severe difference of opinion as to how far 
the former Confederates should be disfranchised. 
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The President in August removed Sheridan from command and 
substituted Thomas ; ten days later he substituted H:rncock for 
Thomas. Hancock assumed command in November. He was a Demo
crat, and a follower of Johmon. He reversed Sheridan's order concern
ing j uries, and declared that the country was "in a state of profound 
peace." Pease flatly contradicted this and said there had been one 
hundred murders during the past year, with only ten arrests and five 
trials. He declared that, because of Hancock's order concerning j uries, 
there had been an increase in crime and hostili ty to the government. 

Agitation arose because it was said that Negroes were carrying 
arms, although it was well known that every white Texan was habitu
ally armed. A Negro meeting which was addressed by a Supreme 
Court j udge was broken up, and the j udge complained : " 'None but 
a Johnson man could be tolerated here. He must cuss Congress and 
damn the nigger . . . .  General Hancock is with the President politi
cally and will only execute the letter of the law to escape accounta
bility . . . .  There is not an i ntelligent rebel in all the land who does 
not understand him . . . . ' " 41 During 1 867 there was bad feeling 
between the races. The whites especially resented arms in the hands 
of the Negro soldiers. And the impossibility of convicting white ag
gressors upon black men was continually manifest. 

A judge declared that it was impossible to convict a white man of 
any crime on Negro testimony ; where the crime was against a Negro, 
to convict a white man of murder in the first degree was out of ques
tion. 

Registration of voters had begun early in the summer of 1867 but 
went on slowly. The Conservatives first proposed not to register, and 
then afterward changed their minds and registered with the plan of 
staying away from the election. The election was held in February, 
1 868, and showed that comparatively few whites had been disfran
chised. 

Fifty-nine thousand, six hundred and thirty-three, or 14% of the 
white population, registered in 1 867, and 49,497 Negroes, or 27% of 
the colored population. A majority of the whites voted against the 
convention but the blacks carried it. The total registration was rn9,130, 
and the white registration was about equal to the total vote in the 
campaign of 1 866. 

The election was quiet, and the convention won by an overwhelm
ing vote of 44,689 to 1 1 ,440. In the Constitutional Convention, it was 
characteristic that among the 90 members there were twelve reac
tionary white members from the Black Belt, elected undoubtedly 
by all too common methods. There were nine Negroes, and delegates 
from the black districts bordering on the Brazos and Trinity Rivers . 
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J. T. Ruby came from Galveston. He was an educated Negro and was 
elected from the white district of Galveston. Ruby was a mulatto from 
Philadelphia and for fifteen years was the leader of the Negroes. He 
was rated as an astute politician and a man of unusual ability. He 
was very popular in Galveston, where his brother held a position in the 
custom house. 

E. J. Davis was a new white leader of the Unionists. He had been 
an opponent of secession and an officer in the Union army during 
the war. He was one of the first to defend Negro suffrage. Governor 
Pease sent in a message in which he declared that from December l ,  
1 867, to  June l ,  1 868, in  sixty-seven counties out of  127, two hundred 
and six murders had taken place with few attempts to punish the 
offenders . He recommended schools and homesteads and the encour
agement of immigration. Ralph Long of Limestone, a Negro, was 
an outstanding leader. It  was he who offered the resolution annulling 
certain court decisions which declared that the Emancipation Procla
mation should not take universal effect. His resolution was rej ected . 
by a two-thirds vote. 

On July 2, the committee on lawlessness and violence reported 509 
whites and 486 Negroes killed, 1 865-1 868. More than 90% of these 
murders were committed by white men. The report continues : 

"In other words, according to the lowest calculation, the peace 
administration of Generals Hancock and Buchanan has to account for 
twice the number of murders committed under the Sheridan-Throck
morton administration, and three times the number committed under 
the Sheridan-Pease administration. Moreover, fuller reports show that 
since the policy of General Hancock was inaugurated, sustained as it 
i s  by President Johnson, the homicides in Texas have averaged fi&y
five per month ; and for the last five months they have averaged sixty 
per month. It is for the Commander of the Fifth Military District 
to answer to the public for at least two-thirds of the 330, or more, 
homicides committed in Texas since the first of December, 1 867. 
Charged by law to keep the peace and afford protection to life and 
property, and having the army of the United Stares to assist him in 
so doing, he has failed. He has persistently refused to try criminals, 
rej ected the prayers of the Executive of the State and of the Command
ing General of the District of Texas for adequate tribunals, and turned 
a deaf ear to the cry of tried and persecuted loyalists. And knowing 
whereof we affirm, and in the face of the civilized world, we do 
solemnly lay to his charge the death of hundreds of the loyal citi zens 
of Texas-a responsibility that should load his name with infamy, 
and hand his very memory to coming years as a curse and an execra-
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tion." 4 2  Delegates were sent to Congress with this report, while the 
Houston Telegraph advocated their assassination.  

The convention in making the constitution came to the question 
of the suffrage in August, rind then postponed it until after the recess, 
which took place after ninety-two days of work. The reason for the 
recess was differences among the Republicans and fear of mob law 
among the Democrats before the presidential election.  Mobs appeared. 
G. W. Smith, a white New Yorker and leader of the Negroes, was 
j ai led and lynched, together with several of his black followers . Feuds 
were rife in many of the counties. Bands of Ku Klux roamed about. 
Negroes were boycotted or given employment as they j oined Demo
cratic groups. 

In January, when the convention came together again, the ques
tion of suffrage was discussed. The Democrats proposed to exclude 
Negroes, while unrestricted suffrage was defeated by a vote of 34-3 r .  
The final proposition allowed Negroes t o  vote and disqualified only 
those classes mentioned in the Fourteenth Amendment. This finally 
passed by a vote of 30-26. 

The whole fight on suffrage was not a fight against Negro suffrage, 
but a question as to how far former Confederates were to be allowed 
to vote. The measure finally passed admitted the great mass of these. 
Hamilton, the former Provisional Governor, secured the final triumph 
of a policy of leniency toward the ex-Confederates. This divided the 
Republicans into two factions : one which wished to disqualify the 
Confederates more completely, and the other which was willing to 
share the practical control with the Confederates. Three Negro mem
bers, Ruby, Williams and Newcomb, revolted against the prolonging 
of the session of the convention and resigned, declaring that the con
vention was prolonged for the purpose of subsidizing a venal press . 
Ruby declared "that the present Reconstruction ·convention has lost, 
through many of its members, all regard for dignity and honor as a 
legislative assembly, and that its continued assemblage will only 
terminate in disgust to the entire country." 

The convention never actually adj ourned nor was the constitution 
ever adopted by actual vote. The most meritorious features of the con
stitution were the abolition of slavery and the liberal provisions for 
the schools . The constitution established free public schools and 
decreed that the receipts from public lands should go to the school 
fund, besides other revenues. A State Superintendent of Public Instruc
tion was appointed. As a final result, Davis became the leader of the 
radical Republican Party, while Hamilton was the leader of the 
Conservatives and was backed by Johnson. The result was a contest 
in which Hamilton could only hope to win by getting a large number 
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of white Democratic votes, while Davis sought the bulk of the Negro 
votes, because of their fear of disfranchisement at the hands of the 
ex-Confederates. The election took place in 1869. It was quiet, although 
there were accusations of fraud in various parts of the state. E. J. 
Davis, by the efforts of Ruby, who marshaled the Negro votes, was 
elected Governor by a small plurality. 

In the ensuing legislature, the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend
ments were adopted almost without opposition, and March 30, 1 870, 
the representatives of Texas were admitted to Congress. Thereupon, 
E. J. Davis became Governor instead of Provisional Governor. In 
April, Governor Davis complained of the continuance of lawlessness 
in many parts of the state. Ruby, the colored leader, was still active 
ir.. Galveston, working for a new charter for the city. Every effort 
was made to aid the railroads by renewing land grants and making 
appropriations of $1 6,000 in state bonds for every mile built. Davis 
favored railroads but opposed subsidies and vetoed some of the bill s. 
He kept on declaring that a slow civil war was going on in Texas, 
and pressed for a state police force. Later, a railroad grab involving 
$6,000,000 subsidy was passed through the legislature and indignantly 
vetoed by the Governor. 

"In counting up the charges against Davis's administration, not a 
suspicion can rest against his financial honesty, of which this veto 
message is  an enduring monument." 4 3  

There was a small increase of debt. When Davis came into office in 
1870, the state was out of debt, and when he left office in 1874, the 
debt was $4'414,095. The rate for state taxes had risen from 15¢ in 
1 860 to  $2. 17Yz on $mo valuation in 1866, exclusive of  about 6o¢ in  
addition, which was  interest on bonds donated to railroads. 

There had been an ineffectual effort to establish a free public school 
system in Texas in 1 845. In 1 869, provision was made to give to the 
public school fund the proceeds of the sale of all the public lands, 
which resulted in a magnificent endowment. The constitution of 1 869 
authorized the legislature to divide the state into school districts and 
appoint school directors. Every effort was made to wreck the school 
system in order to exclude Negroes, but gradually it became solidly 
established. 

As the election of 1 873 approached, there was great excitement. 
Davis's chief reliance was on the Negro vote, and he strove especially 
to get out the Negro vote in the Black Belt counties, where it was 
largely suppressed. The whites were determined to drive him out. 
"It was in a sense a revolution. There i s  no shadow of a doubt of 
fraud and intimidation at this election. 'Davis Negroes' were in many 
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commumt1es ordered to keep away from the polling places, while 
white men under age were voted." 4 4  

The total vote was surprisingly large, probably because it was fraud
ulent. Davis was defeated by a vote of 85,549 to 42,663, and the maj ority 
of the legislature were Democrats. The State Supreme Court held the 
election irregular because of the case of a single individual: and Gov
ernor Davis attempted to prolong his term ; but this meant civil war. 
Negro militia was on hand to prevent Democrats from taking posses
sion of the capitol, and open hostilities were imminent. Davis tele
graphed Grant, but military aid was refused, and finally Davis retired . 

The problem in this frontier state never reached its vi tal economic 
phases until long after Reconstruction. 

During this Reconstruction period many Negroes held office. There 
was a lack of whites who could take the test or oaths or who were 
willing to act as supervisors, registrars and clerks. The Negroes were 
usually on these boards and sometimes were appointed even when 
whites were available. They became indeed so outstanding as office
holders for a while that the Houston Telegraph sounded a warning 
that unless the full strength of the whites should be enli sted, there 
would be large numbers of Negro officeholders, and that they would 
try to take the land out of the hands of the present owners. There 
were Negroes in the state militia and on the various police forces, 
and they formed a military guard when Davis was trying to keep 
the Democrats from taking forcible possession of the capitol. 

In r 872, for the first time, Negroes voted for President. Norris 
Wright Cuney, a young colored man, born in r846, became sergeant
at-arms in the Texas legislature, and warmly attached to Governor 
Davis .  In r 871 ,  Cuney became one of the school directors of Galveston 
County ; in 1872 he was Inspector of Customs for the state. Cuney 
ran for Mayor of Galveston in r875, and his successful Democratic 
opponent testified to Cuney's interest in sound policy and honest 
government. He continued for many years to be the incorruptible and 
intelligent leader of the Negroes of Texas. 

The border land between slavery and free labor, including the Dis
trict of Columbia, Delaware and Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky 
and Tennessee, Missouri and the Indian Territory, was vitally affected 
by the abolition of slavery. Its history during and after the Civil 
War is not usually included in Reconstruction, and yet it had analo
gous problems arising from abolition and enfranchisement. 

Unfortunately, however, monographic material upon which a study 
of the Negro in these states might be based is lacking in many 
particulars . There is practically nothing about Negroes in  Delaware 
and the Indian Territory ;  and in the case of the other states, the prob-
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lems are insistently conceived as being exclusively problems of the 
white population, so that the development of the Negro is followed 
with great difficulty. Here remains, therefore, a most i nteresting and 
neglected field of h istorical and economic exploration. 

The District of Columbia i s  of especial i nterest because i t  is the seat 
of the United States government. The status of slavery there not only 
was of intrinsic importance, but the nation and the world actually 
saw slavery in Washington and j udged the whole system largely 
from what they saw. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, there were 4,027 Negroes 
in  the District. They increased to 10,425 in  1 820, and 1 3,746 in 1 850. 
At the beginning of the war, the Negro population stood at 14,3 16. 
Of this population, there were 783 free Negroes in 1 800 ; 6,1 52, or a 
majority of the black population, in  1 830 ;  and n, 131 in 1 860, when 
they largely outnumbered the 3,000 slaves. 

Immediately after the war, the Negro population greatly increased, 
reaching 43,404 in 1 870 and 59,596 in 1 880. During these years, how
ever, the proportion of Negroes in the total Washington population 
did not vary greatly. It formed one-third in 18 10  and one-thi rd in 1 880. 
It fell to its lowest point, 1 9%, in 1 860. 

Because of the prominence of the city, the abolition campaign was 
early concentrated upon slavery in the District, and gained partial 
triumph when the slave trade was abolished i n  1 850. In 1 861 ,  a bill 
to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia was introduced by 
Senator Wilson, and after much opposition from the Border States, 
it passed the Senate and the House in April, 1 862, and was signed by 
President Lincoln, April 16. The result of this law made Washington 
a mecca for free Negroes, and in  a single decade, the Negro popula
tion increased 200%. These Negroes had begun their own self-sup
ported schools in 1 807. 

The civil rights of Negroes in the District were fought for con
tinuously by Charles Sumner. He secured the law of April 3, 1865, 
to make valid Negro testimony in the District courts . He fought 
segregation on railroad and streetcar lines and the bw which pre
vented Negroes from carrying mail. On his motion, a Negro was ad
mitted to practice before the Supreme Court in  1 865, and another 
in 1 867. The right to serve as j urors was not conferred on Negroes 
until March, 1 869. 

After the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, there 
came an agitation to give the Negroes the right to vote .  A large mass 
meeting was held at the Asbury M. E. Church in 1 865. A peti t ion 
signed by Negroes who could read and write was sent to Congress, 
and after long debate and postponement for a year, the Negro was 
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finally enfranchised in December, 1 866 ; the bill passe<l over a veto by 
President Johnson. 

In November, 1 867, there were 13,294 white voters, an<l 6,648 Ne
groes. In 1 871 ,  at the election of a delegate to Congress, 17,757 whites 
and 10,772 Negroes voted . 

The economic status of the Negro in the District was made very 
difficult during and after the war because of the large increase in the 
Negro population. Nevertheless, Negroes accumulated a good deal of 
property. When, for instance, i t  was charged in  1 865 that they di<l 
not own $40,000 worth of property in the whole city, i t  was proven 
that in one square their holdings aggregated $45,592. Yet there were 
poverty and suffering among the Negroes. In 1 867, i t  was estimated 
that of 32,000 Negroes in the district, one-half were destitute. Congress 
appropriated $15,000 on March 1 6, 1 867, to relieve the freedmen. 

In February, 1 871 ,  an act was passed changing the government of 
the District of Columbia. The old charters and courts which had 
been inherited from the Maryland government were discarded and 
a territorial form of government established with a Governor and 
legislative assembly composed of a Council and House of Delegates. 
The Governor and Council were appointed by the President, and 
the House elected by the people. The powers were similar to those 
granted to new territories, including the right to borrow money, assess 
taxes, and carry on the government: Alexander R. Shepherd, a 
personal friend of President Grant. He ran a plumbing business, and 
was a native of the District ; Grant appointed him Governor. He 
changed Washington from a poorly paved, badly lighted, unattractive 
city into a model and beautiful capital. The work was done rapidly 
and was accompanied by all the current political j obbery. Under any 
circumstances, the transformation would have cost large sums of 
money, but with graft and misappropriation of funds, the District was 
plunged into a debt of many millions of dollars. After sharp agitation, 
the government was changed again, all the people . disfranchised, and 
the District put under the rule of three commissioners. Naturally, in 
this case, as in the Southern states, the harm and dishonesty of the 
Shepherd regime was charged to the colored voter, while the beauty 
and accomplishment of the re-born city was put to the credit of white 
civilization. There was about as much sense in one charge as in the 
other. Disfranchisement in the District came at the demand of over
taxed real estate and of reactionary property interests hiding behind 
the color bar. 

Maryland had at the beginning of the nineteenth century 125,222 
Negroes. This number increased gradually to 155,932 in 1830 ; decreased 
in 1 840 ;  rose in 1 850 to 165,091 , and in 1 860, was estimated at 171 , 1 3 1 .  
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The free Negroes in this population numbered 19,587 at the begin
ning of the century, and increased rapidly and steadily to 83,942 in 
1 860. Thus, the black population of Maryland was almost evenly 
divided at the opening of the war between free Negroes and slaves. 

Maryland, along with Virginia and the other Border States, had 
some part in the business of raising slaves for sale further South, but 
not as large a part as these other states. On the whole, her Negro popu
lation were artisans, laborers and servants, and the institution of slavery 
was insecure because of the ease of escape to Northern states. 

The Black Code of Maryland forbade the immigration of free 
Negroes, although in 1 862, the penalty for sale into slavery was abol
ished. In 1865, immigration was permitted. The Assembly of 1867 
repealed many parts of the Black Code, but among other things, did 
not allow a colored woman to be a competent witness against the 
white father of her child. 

During the war, nothing was done to interfere with the institution 
of slavery. But the convention of 1 864, charged with forming a new 
Constitution, had a considerable number of delegates in favor of 
abolition. Finally, a clause for immediate abolition of slavery was 
passed by a vote of 2-I. When the Constitution went before the people, 
it was accepted by a narrow margin. 

A constitutional convention was held in Annapolis in 1 867, and 
another Constitution adopted by an overwhelming popular vote. It 
did not declare that men were "created equally free," and compensa
tion for freed slaves was demanded. This represented a reactionary 
movement, as compared with the Constitution of 1 864. 

During the campaign, the Unconditional Union Party, in 1 866, 
pledged itself against Negro suffrage, while the Republican Party 
Convention, in 1 867, had colored men among the 200 delegates from 
Baltimore and a large number from the counties. A colored clergyman 
opened this convention. 

"A colored veteran said there was no need to tell his people how 
to vote. 'We have not,' he said, ' the ability among us to occupy high 
positions of honor ; we are like a new-born babe, taking our first steps 
to political life and strength, supported by the Radical party.' Another 
prominent leader said, 'It is because we are a minority of the voting 
population of Maryland that the necessity has been forced upon us 
of casting around to see by what means we can extricate ourselves 
from our present position' ; and another still, 'Whenever we can get 
the suffrage for the colored man, I am satisfied there is no man that 
can ever betray us again.' " 4 5 

"The resolutions of the convention called for the equality of all 
American citizens in all civil and political rights, and urged the Re-
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publican party, as a last resort, should the coming conservative con
sti tution not give impartial suffrage, to appeal to Congress for support. 

"One colored delegate, a member of the Committee on Resolutions, 
rej oiced to see a day of real political equality between whites and 
blacks ; another said he was ready, like Simeon of old, to depart in 
peace, now that he had seen salvation." 46 

In 1 866, Governor Swann, the man who wanted to arm his militia 
with Federal artillery, addressed an open letter to the editors of the 
Baltimore American in which he said : 

"I am utterly opposed to universal Negro suffrage and the extreme 
radicalism of certain men in Congress and in our own State, who have 
been striving to shape the platform of the Union Party in the inter
ests of Negro suffrage . . . .  I look upon Negro suffrage and the 
recognition of the power in Congress to control suffrage within the 
States as the virtual subordination of the Negro in the State of Mary
land . . . .  I consider the issue upon this subj ect . . .  as well made in 
the fall elections, and the most important that has ever been brought 
to the attention of the people of the State of Maryland." 4 7  

Governor Swann was answered in an editorial in the American, a 
few days later, which read : 

" . . .  At least nine-tenths of the Union men of Maryland have 
taken position with the Congress of the United States . . . .  The Gov
ernor will find, when too late, that he will not be followed by a cor
poral's guard of those who placed him in his present position in the 
course he has taken, and that his future affiliation must be with the 
disloyal, whilst his antagonists will be the true and loyal men of Mary
land . . . . " 48 

Notwithstanding the effort of the Republicans, the Conservative 
Constitution, without Negro suffrage, was adopted a few months later. 
Negroes did not get the right to vote until after· the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Amendments. Few colored men have been nominated to 
elective offices in Maryland. In 1 872, a Negro ran for Congress in  
the 5th District, bu t  withdrew in  favor of  a white candidate. 

Negro labor had a larger chance in Baltimore because of skilled 
work by the blacks in brickmaking, oyster shucking, work as steve
dores ; and they practically had a monopoly on ship-caulking. After 
the Civil War, there came a good deal of competition with foreign 
labor. 

"From the testimony of many persons, the colored people of Balti
more appear to have been actively engaged in all manner of business 
ventures even before the Civil War. These ante-bellum enterprises 
were carried on generally by individual ownership. But immediately 
after the Civil War, numerous cooperative movements sprang up 
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among the people all over the city. Cooperative grocery stores, coal 
yards, beneficial societies and other kinds of business met with marked 
success for short periods, but each one in its turn finally failed, owing 
either to lack of capital, or trained business management, or both." 4 9  

Prior to the war, the colored people of Baltimore had no place, aside 
from the churches, in which to hold public entertainments. To meet 
this need, several colored men, John H. Butler, Simon Smith and 
Walter Sorrell, formed a partnership, and purchased in i 863 a large 
three-story brick building on Lexington Street, near North, and had 
it  converted into a hall. They named it Douglass Institute, after the 
grand old man from Maryland. Besides public entertainments of all 
sorts, the hall was used as a meeting place for fraternal orders. 

The Chesapeake Marine Railway and Dry Dock Company, a com
pany owned and controlled by colored men, was organized in the 
year i865. The company was capitalized at $40,000. The stock was 
divided into 8,ooo shares at $s a share. The corporation lived for a 
period of eighteen years, or from i 865 to i883, and was for many 
years very successful. 

· 

It finally gave up business in i883. The organization of the ship 
company saved the colored caulkers, for they became members of the 
white caulkers' union. The failure of the whites to drive out the col
ored caulkers lessened their efforts to dr!ve colored labor out of other 
fields. Changing economic conditions ended this company but it was 
an obj ect lesson to the whites, as well as to the blacks, of the power 
and capability of the colored people in their industrial development.50 

Before 1 865, the public schools depended on local authorities. Then 
an educational revolution took place, and the state began to control 
the schools. The law of i 865 provided that the part of the school taxes 
paid by colored men should be used for Negro schools. The law of 
i 868 ordered a 10¢ tax on $100 for state schools, and this was all the 
colored schools could expect down to i 872, except by donations from 
philanthropists. 

In i 872, the state appropriated $so,ooo for the colored schools, in 
addition to the colored tax ; but the white schools received all the 
regular school tax. In i878, the sum of $100,000 was appropriated, to 
be taken from the state school fund at the expense of the white schools. 
This remained the law until i888. Baltimore had before the war at 
least six private schools taught by colored people, and later, Northern 
philanthropists founded schools for the freedmen. 

Kentucky was a state with 41 ,082 Negroes at the beginning of the 
century, 170, 130 in i830, and 226, 167 in 1 860. The Negroes formed 
a little over one-third of the population. There were comparatively 
few free Negroes, the number being only 10,684 in i86o. Kentucky 
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was so situated between the two sections that it was in the main cur
rent of trade movements. Not only was it vi tally interested in  the 
slave trade to the South, but also in  the trade in  food stuff and manu
factured materials from the North. The economic problem, therefore, 
for Kentucky during the Civil War, was difficult. Her chief interest 
was to keep the sections from falling apart and thus spoiling her 
favored economic position. Then, too, she had several important crops, 
chief of which was tobacco, and next, corn ; besides these there were 
hemp, flax, and live stock. In all these economic, industrial activities, 
the Negro figured largely. On the other hand, Kentucky was near 
the border, and the loss of capital through runaway slaves was a con
stant menace to the system. 

No sooner did the war open than this menace was increased by the 
action of the slave owners themselves. 

"This practice of putting slaves to work on military proj ects was 
first begun with the slaves of Southern sympathizers . . . .  A network 
of wagon roads had to be constructed over which military supplies 
should go ; fortifications had to be built. Large numbers of slaves were 
early set to work on a road from central Kentucky to Cumberland 
Gap ; and by the middle of 1 863, Boyle was calling for 6,ooo slaves to 
extend the railway from Lebanon to Danville." 51 

In 1 863, there was a rumor that the slaves would rise in insurrec
tion at Christmas time, and that Northern troops would aid them. 
This was followed by the policy of enlisting colored troops into North
ern armies . 

The enlistment of slaves ended the slave system. The cash bounty 
and offer of freedom brought droves of black volunteers . "The Negroes 
deserted the fields in the midst of growing crops in many parts of 
the state, and in western Kentucky where they were under better 
control, steamboats threatened the rivers and with squads of troops 
raided the plantations, and forcibly took 'hundreds of Negroes from 
the fields.' In Madison County Negro regiments were used to scour 
the fields and force the slaves into the army. Ten thousand slaves left 
the state during the year 1 863 ;  slaves enlisted at the rate of a hundred 
a day, and after the war, were freed at the rate of 500 a day." 5 2 

Still the legislature refused to ratify the Thirteenth Amendment. 
Kentucky regarded the Emancipation Proclamation, issued January l ,  
1 863, a s  unwise, unconstitutional and void. Legislation was passed to 
nullify its execution, and in 1 864, slaves were still being sold for $350 
to $soo apiece. 

The Freedmen's Bureau set up the first state organization for Ne
groes at a convention held in Lexington, March 22-23, 1 866. It was 
bitterly opposed because of its attempt to secure colored men j ustice 
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in the courts. General Fisk announced that Freedmen's Courts would 
be established for the protection of the Negroes, and in the following 
months, these courts found much to do. This activity scared the legis
lature into granting the Negro partial civil rights, and abolishing the 
slave code. 

During 1867, the Bureau arrested 89 persons charged with crimes 
against Negroes, and handed them over to the Federal courts for 
trial. 53 

The legislature stubbornly refused to ratify the Thirteenth Amend
ment ; after it had been ratified, Kentucky passed a Civil Rights Act, 
February, 1 866, which repealed the old slave code. The bill was passed 
as the result of a refusal on the part of Congress to remove the Freed
men's Bureau from that state until Negroes had been granted civil 
rights. The freedmen were given all the civil rights enjoyed by white 
persons with the exception of sitting on j uries and testifying against 
whites .54 

White labor rivalry was widespread. Guerrilla bands spread all over 
the state following the war. In March, 1865, a band of men stopped 
a train on the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad by tearing up the track 
north of the Ohio River ; secured $30,000 in United States bonds ; 
robbed the passengers, and fled across int9 Boone County. A similar 
crime was committed in 1 867, in Simpson County. Some of the mem
bers of this gang were arrested . Some of the names these gangs as
sumed were "Regulators," "Rownee Band," and "Skagg's Men." In 
Madison County, which the "Regulators" terrorized for three or four 
years, a wealthy farmer was hanged ; in Mercer County, one was shot 
and then hanged ; another 70 years old was killed ; and later, two 
cousins were also hanged. In western Kentucky, the Negroes were 

· warned to leave the country and landowners threatened with having 
their homes burned if they rented to them. 

In the election of 1 864, the two parties were the Conservatives and 
the Radicals. The Radical Party was the champion of the rights of 
the Negroes. A great storm of complaint came from the Conservatives : 
"The ':Ililitary authorities had acted outrageously ; they had assumed 
control of the election, as if it were wholly an affair of the army, 
and had assumed to decide who should vote, and who should not. 
Soldiers were stationed around the polls, and at many places, they 
were Negroes, holding lists of names of people who some Radicals 
thought should not vote . . . .  None of these were permitted to ap-
proach the ballot box . . . .  All were simply people who were opposed 
to the Thirteenth Amendment." 5 5  

In the meantime, Negroes began their political organization and 
· on Emancipation Day and the Fourth of July held celebrations with 
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parades. The celebration of July 4, 1868, was attended by 15,000 Ne
groes, from Fayette and surrounding counties. Radicals estimated that 
there would be over 50,000 Negro votes, and that only through these 
votes could they overcome the Conservatives. 

The proposed Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments encouraged 
the Radicals to anticipate victory by organizing Negro voters. "It was 
predicted that there would be 100,000 Negro votes. The Louisville 
Commercial declared that elections thereafter would not be the 'one
sided affairs of 1 867, 1 868 and 1869.' Picnics and celebrations were 
held on the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment, where the Negroes 
gathered in great numbers, and where the Radicals used their full 
opportunities to make speeches and to organize and control the new 
voters. One of the celebrations was held in Paris, Kentucky, and was 
attended by more than 6,ooo Negroes. 

"The most ambitious move to organize the Negroes was made in a 
convention in Frankfort in February, 1 870, where Negroes from 
almost every county in the state gathered together. This 'First Re
publican Convention of the Colored Citizens of the State of Kentucky' 
was refused the legislative halls, but it seems to have lost no prestige 
by meeting elsewhere, for one of its members boldly declared, 'The 
eye of the world is upon Major Hall,' " where they finally met. 

The planters and capitalists made a counter stroke by starting a 
noisy agitation for Chinese and other foreign labor . Many Negroes 
were alarmed. Partly as an answer to this, and for other purposes, a 
Negro convention was held in "Louisville, Kentucky, on July 1 8, 1 869. 
There were 250 delegates in attendance. The subjects discussed were 
political and economic as well as educational. They included the aboli
tion of the relics of slavery, equal education, the rights in the courts, 
equal taxation, the ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment, and the 
purchase of real estate.' ' 5 6 , 

The Negroes advised the young men and youth of Kentucky to 
"learn trades and engage in agricultural pursuits as a proper mode of 
supporting themselves and giving encouragement to mechanics and 
agriculture, and by all means to procure homes for themselves and 
families." 

In Fayette County, a meeting of Negroes was held in which they 
expressed their willingness to work and enter into labor contracts with 
whites. An Intelligence Office of the ex-soldiers maintained a labor 
agency. During the first half of 1 869, 3,000 Negroes were supplied 
with j obs through them. On August 20, 1 869, the Negroes observed 
a day of thanksgiving for their success. Evidently, the whites were 
praised for their cooperation ;  they contributed ham, beef, flour, and 
other provisions for the celebration. 
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The first test of Negro suffrage came in 1 870, when county offices 
were to be filled. The Democrats attempted to arouse the Negroes to 
demand offices so that the Radicals would be estranged. 

The Democrats did not intend to invite Negro support, and they 
"early saw that it would be dangerous to interpose violent opposi
tion to Negro voting. What then should be their position toward in
viting his support ? Henry Watterson believed that the Negro suf
frage should be accepted as an established fact and that Negro voters 
should be welcomed as much as others. . . . 

"But the whole idea of Negro suffrage was so fearful and repulsive 
to the Democrats that they plead with the reasonable Radicals, 'as 
sensible men . . .  to halt and think seriously for at least one min
ute.' . . .  They sought to drive out of the party many Radicals by 
holding up to them the specter of Negro officials. In fact they pushed 
the logic with great emphasis on every occasion that if the Radicals 
embraced the Negroes they must give them offices. They hoped to 
arouse the Negro on this point to demanding offices, and thereby im
peril his relations with his allies." 5 7  

Cheating and fraud were eventually resorted to. Many Negroes were 
prevented from voting by requiring receipts for taxes which had 
been assessed on them. There were insufficient facilities for voting, 
purposely leaving the Negroes waiting until the sun went down. 
An endless number of irrelevant questions were asked, requiring in 
one place from twenty to twenty-five minutes for four Negroes to 
vote, while ten to fifteen whites could vote during that time. 

The question of offices became increasingly important for the Ne
groes. It was not merely a matter of personal ambition, but here, as  
in the deep South, a question of the administration of the law which 
they with perfect right feared to trust entirely to the hand of whites. 
In 1 873 a Negro convention declared that since they had voted for 
the Radicals, they should now have "a reasonable portion of the 
offices," and if claims were to be ignored, they would "cease to be 
indebted to this party any more than to any other.' ' 

In 1 867, the Negroes owned $1 ,000,000 of taxable property on which 
they paid a tax of $3,66I .  Most of this wealth consisted in land, which 
they greatly coveted. By 1 871 ,  Negro agricultural fairs were held in 
many of the counties. The freedmen were encouraged by Bureau 
agents and by other people to be frugal and begin to save money. 
The branches of the Freedmen's Saving and Trust Company, located 
in Louisville and Lexington, contained $171 ,000 in savings belonging 
to Negroes when the crash came.58 

The economic rebirth of the state went on with Negro help. The 
number of farms increased in this decade ( l 860-l 870) from 90,000 to 
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n 8,ooo. The last year of  the war ( 1 864-1 865) tobacco dropped from 
127 million pounds to 54 million ; wheat from 8 million bushels to 3 
million ; hemp from ro  million pounds to 2 million ; hay from 135,-
000 tons to 127,000 ; barley from 161 ,000 bushels to 137,000 .  Corn 
increased from 39 million bushels to 58 million. An increase in crops 
began in 1 867 and attained the pre-war mark by 1 871 . A comparison of 
the produce of these two years shows an increase : in tobacco from 54 
million to 1 03 million pounds ; hay from 127,000 to 320,000 tons ; barley 
from 161 ,000 to 243,000 bushels. Corn fell from 58 million to 54 million 
bushels. 

Tennessee was a Border State which formed in many respects an 
economic complement to Kentucky. The state had at the beginning 
of the century 3,778 Negroes. They increased rapidly to 146,1 58 in  
1 830, chiefly through the development of  the Cotton Belt in  the  west
ern part of the state near the Mississippi . At the opening of the war, 
Tennessee had 283,019 Negroes. The number of free Negroes was 
small, being only 7,300 in 1 860. During the decade 1 850-1 86o, Shelby 
County, of which Memphis was the center, gained its great mass of 
Negro population. From this point the Cotton Kingdom spread 
West and South. In strong contrast to this, in Nashville and in the 
middle and eastern part of the state, and in similar parts of Kentucky, 
there was strong emancipation sentiment in early times, chiefly with 
the motive of getting rid of the competition of Negro labor. This 
was manifested by opposition to the custom of slaves' hiring out at 
times, which was prevalent in this part of the state. 

In the constitutional convention of 1796, there was an attempt 
to prohibit slavery after 1 864, which did not pass, but free Negroes 
who met the requirements of residence and land holding were allowed 
to vote. They enjoyed this right until 1 834. At the convention of 1 834 
another attempt to abolish slavery was defeated · and the vote was 
denied free Negroes, with some exceptions. 

The slave trade in Tennessee was even more lucrative than in 
Kentucky, and there was strong trade in both slaves and materials 
down the Mississippi to New Orleans. 

The Confederates seized most of Tennessee at the beginning of the 
war, but with the retreat of the Confederate army after the surrender 
of Fort Donelson, in 1 862, a territory of 30,000 square miles was opened 
to Federal occupation, and a population of 1 ,000,000 souls was left 
without government and in possible danger of a slave insurrection. 
To meet the emergency, President Lincoln, March 3, appointed Sen
ator Andrew Johnson, a former Governor of Tennessee, Military Gov
ernor, with the rank of brigadier-general. 

In 1 863, Rosecrans needed every available man for the winter cam-
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paign. Lincoln telegraphed September 8, and urged all Union officers 
to get every man he could, black and white, to guard the roads and 
bridges and send all the beti:er-trained soldiers forward to Rosecrans. 
On October 2 1, Johnson and Stearns of Massachusetts were authorized 
to raise troops in Tennessee. Six regular Negro regiments, and two 
garrison and hospital regiments, were thus raised. 

Governor Johnson made attempts immediately and at several times 
thereafter to reorganize the civil government of the state, but all 
these attempts failed, until the people of East Tennessee undertook 
the task in the summer of 186+ In November, 1 864, the East Tennes
see Union Executive Committee called a convention to meet in Nash
ville in December. Meantime, the Confederates captured Knoxville, 
and when it was time for the convention to meet, Hood was threat
ening Nashville. The convention was, therefore, postponed until Jan· 
uary 8, 1 865. By that time, the Confederates had been driven out, 
Johnson had been elected Vice President, and Congress had refused to 
count Tennessee's scattering presidential vote. The convention met 
and voted for amendments to the Constitution : I .  Abolishing slav
ery. 2.  Providing that all citizens who had borne arms for the United 
States should be allowed to vote ; color should not disfranchise any 
person who was a competent witness in the courts. 

Johnson favored the amendments and they were put through "with 
slight modification." This is the story of Winston, but by consulting 
Hall, one learns that that slight modification was the dropping of the 
amendment which allowed Negroes to vote.59 

The report finally adopted by the convention proposed two amend· 
ments to the State Constitution, one to abolish slavery, and another 
forbidding the Legislature to make any law recognizing it. The report 
directed that all who voted should take the iron-clad oath and that 
the convention should nominate a candidate for Governor and a com
plete legislative ticket. 

In the ensuing election, 20% of the vote in 1 860 was cast : William G. 
Brownlow was chosen Governor by 23,}52 votes, against 35 scattering 
ones. Four days after his inauguration, Lee surrendered and the new 
government was safe. 

The constitutional convention had declared in favor of disfranchis
ing all who had fought against the United States. Governor Brownlow 
was determined to make this declaration into a law. After recommend
ing the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment to the Federal 
Constitution, he reminded the Legislature that the loyal people who 
had entrusted the qualifications of voters to them wanted them to 
act decisively in the matter. He asked the Legislature for military 
force to enforce the law when enacted.60 
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The law provided that white persons of lawful age and residence, 
who had entertained unconditional Union sentiments from the out
break of the war, or who had arrived at the age of 2 1  years since No
vember 4, 1 865, or who could prove their loyalty, or had been honor
ably discharged from the Union Army, or were Union men con
scripted into the Confederate Army, or had voted at the elections of 
1 864-1 865, should be entitled to the privileges of the elective franchise. 

At the next session of the Legislature, the Governor recommended 
the amendment of the franchise bill and the colonization of the Ne
groes in Texas or Mexico, or their admission to full citizenship and 
suffrage, in case the franchise law restricting the vote of former Con
federates should be repealed. The result was that a bill which the 
first legislature had refused to consider became law on January 2 1 ,  
1866. This said : 

"That persons of African and Indian descent are hereby declared 
to be competent witnesses in all the courts of this state, in as full 
a manner as such persons are by an act of Congress competent wit
nesses in all the courts of the United States, and all laws and parts 
of laws of the State, excluding such persons from competency are 
hereby repealed : Provided, however, That this act shall not be so con
strued as to give colored persons the right to vote, hold office, or sit 
on j uries in this State ; and that this provision is inserted by virtue 
of the provision of the 9th Section of the amended Constitution, rati
fied February 22, 1 865." 

Race prej udice was strong in East Tennessee, based on the economic 
rivalry of Negroes and poor whites. 

"East Tennesseeans, though opposed to slavery and secession, do 
not like 'niggers.' There is at this day more prej udice against color 
among the middle and poor classes, the 'Union' men of the South 
who owned few or no slaves, than among the planters who owned 
them by scores and hundreds." 61 

On the other hand, the planters had not surrendered their ideas 
on slavery. 

"The designs of the great secession maj ority of Tennessee may have 
been changed by the events of the war, and so may have been their 
opinions of their own strength and of the strength of the government, 
but, unless your memorialists greatly misunderstand them, their senti
ments, sympathies, and passions remain unchanged. They welcome 
peace because they are disabled from making war ; they submit be
cause they can no longer resist ; they accept results they cannot rej ect, 
and profess loyalty because they have a halter around their necks. 
They recognize the abolition of slavery because they see it before them 
as a fact ; but they say it was accomplished by gross violations of the 
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Constitution, that the Negro i s  free only in fact, but not in law or 
of right." 62 

The attitude of the state toward Negroes was bad. "The predom
inant feeling of those lately in rebellion is that of deep-seated hatred, 
amounting in many cases to a spirit of revenge towards the white 
Unionists of the State, and a haughty contempt for the Negro, whom 
they cannot treat as a freeman. The hatred for the white loyalist is 
intensified by the accusation that he deserted the South in her ex
tremity, and is, therefore, a traitor, and by the setting up of a govern
ment of the minority. The spirit of revenge is called forth by the at
tempt to disfranchise them, and by the retaliatory acts of the returned 
Union soldiers for wrongs done them during the war. The Negro is 
the Mordecai who constantly reminds them of their defeat, and of 
what they call a 'j ust, but lost cause.' And the sight of him in the 
enjoyment of freedom is a constant source of irritation.'' 63 

On the first of May, 1 866, a riot broke out in Memphis between the 
whites and blacks, which continued two days and resulted in the 
death of 24 Negroes and the wounding of l white man. As a result 
of this the Legislature passed the Metropolitan Police Bill, May 14, 
which provided that the police regulations of the city of Memphis 
should be in the hands of three commissioners appointed by the Gov
ernor, and made it a crime for anyone else to attempt to exercise any 
control in the city not subordinate to this board. The provisions of this 
act were also extended to Nashville and Chattanooga.64 

The Negroes of Tennessee were not content. On Friday, June 23, 
1 865, they sent out notice of a state convention in August : 

"Great efforts are being made to oppress (and in our j udgment in 
relation to House Bill, No. 47) and reenslave us. Let us lay our 
grievances before the General Government. Under the government 
of the noblest patriot of the country-Andrew Johnson-the friend of 
humanity and liberty, we feel assured that our cause will succeed. 
We enter anew upon our duties as men, trusting in God. Come one, 
come all. Rally to the cause of liberty, and to the rescue.' ' 65 

The convention was in session four days, and 
"RESOLVED, That we protest against the Congressional delegation 

from Tennessee being received into the Congress of the United States, 
if the Legislature of Tennessee does not grant the petition before it 
prior. to December l ,  1865.' ' 66 

A month before the opening of Congress in  December, 1865, the 
Clerk of the House announced his decision not to put on the official 
roll the names of any men claiming to be elected from any Southern 
state. This decision of the Clerk was endorsed by the Republican cau
cus held at the opening of the session. 
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Congress assembled at noon, December 4, and when the Clerk, in 

calling the roll, reached Indiana, Mr. Maynard, from the First District 
of Tennessee, rose and attempted to speak, but the Clerk would allow 
no interruption of the roll. 

A report of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction, March 5, 1866, 
proposed to allow the admission of Tennessee with white suffrage ; but 
it was recommitted. July 20 it reappeared and was amended by the 
Senate so as to require acceptance of the Fourteenth Amendment. In  
this form, the resolution was passed July 23, and was approved July 
24, although the President denied that Congress had any right to pass 
laws preliminary to the admission of qualified representatives from 
any of the states and obj ected to certain words in the preamble. 
Tennessee complied by promptly accepting the Fourteenth Amend
ment, July 1 1-12, 1 866, the vote being 15-6 in the Senate and 43-1 1 
in the House. 

Subsequently, February 6, 1 867, the House of Representatives of 
Tennessee passed a bill striking the word "white" from the franchise 
law of the state by a vote of 38-25. The Senate concurred February 1 8, 
by a vote of 14-7. And in March, the Supreme Court of the state up
held the constitutionality of Negro suffrage. The Republican platform 
in February, 1 867, severely attacked Andrew Johnson, as an unprinci
pled adopted son, but said nothing directly about the Negro. The 
Conservative platform of April 17 said : 

"That our colored fellow-citizens, being now citizens of the United 
States and citizens of the State of Tennessee, and voters of this State, 
are entitled to all the rights and privileges of citizens under the laws 
and Constitution of the United States, and of the State of Tennessee." 

In a race for Congress in 1 872, Johnson made a bid for the Negro 
vote. 

"In the western counties crowds of Negroes attended the speaking, 
some evidently anxious to make good citizens. Addressing these 
colored people, Andrew Johnson explained his position. 'If fit and 
qualified by character and education, no one should deny you the 
ballot,' he said. 'I have been ridiculed for saying I would be your 
Moses,' he continued. 'Yet I say again, I will be your Moses ; and if 
you have a certificate to vote you should be allowed to vote.' " 61 

There were two or three Negroes in the Tennessee legislature dur
ing Reconstruction, while others served as state and city officers. Nash
ville at one time had a third of its city council composed of Negroes. 

Missouri was a Western state which became "Southern" because 
it was on the great national highway to the South and its political 
weight was needed by the Southern oligarchy. It was thought that if 
Missouri remained a slave state, Kansas, Colorado and California 
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would follow, and the Southern empire would be safe ; but if Missouri 
was lost, slavery would be restricted, with its whole Western depend
ence on Texas. 

Missouri had few Negroes-3,6! 8  at her first census ; 59,8 14 in 1 840 ;  
and u 8,503, about a tenth of her population, i n  1860. Only 3,572 of 
them were free. Most slaveholding families had only 3 or 4 Negroes. 
Slavery was not a system-it was a survival, a sentiment, and a 
matter of common labor and service. 

This made a sharp economic division, at the outbreak of the war, 
between those who said slavery was industrially useless in Missouri, 
but that the South had a right to it, and those who cared neither 
for slavery nor for the South. There arose a bitter internecine strife, 
family against family, and neighbor against neighbor. To the Union 
went 109,000 troops ; to the Confederates, 30,000. There were 244 
battles and 2,26! engagements in the state, which devastated the land 
and killed over 30,000 people. War routed thousands of settlers, and 
spread robbery and crime, lying and murder, mistreatment of women 
and children, disease and death. , 

The legislature of 1 860 favored the South, but not secession. The 
new Governor, Jackson, who sought to force the state into secession, 
was opposed by F. P. Blair, a leader of the new industrial develop
ment. The Civil War came, and Blair was victorious. A constitutional 
convention in 1 865 abolished slavery, without compensation. 

The convention which emancipated the Negro drew up a new con
stitution which provided for the establishment and the maintenance 
of free public schools for the instruction of all persons in the state 
who were between the ages of five and twenty-one. Later, the legis
lature passed a law requiring one or more segregated schools to be 
set up in cities and villages. This law, like many other laws relating 
to the Negro, was overlooked. During the period, however, there was 
a growing sentiment in favor of public schools. The school system 
grew. Negro troops founded the first school of Negro higher training 
at Jefferson City-Lincoln Institute. 

The Radicals carried the elections of 1 866 and 1 868, but nevertheless, 
the state constitutional amendment enfranchising the Negro in Mis
souri was defeated. The amendment was submitted by the legislature, 
but was lost by more than 19,000 votes. The opposition came from 
the Democrats, who voted solidly against it, and from a goodly num
ber of Radicals, also. The question of enfranchising the Negroes had 
been an important issue in the state ever since they had been freed 
in 1865, but it was submitted to the people in the form of a con
stitutional amendment but once. 

The Fifteenth Amendment of the United States, conferring suf-
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£rage upon the Negro, was ratified and put in force before the amend
ment to the Constitution of Missouri could be brought up again. 
This settled the issue without any further contest in the state. 

Here, then, is a sketch of the part which Negroes took in the recon
struction of various Southern states, together with some indication 
of their action along the border. It is incomplete, and for that reason, 
inconclusive. And yet, no one can read these records, and the docu
ments upon which they are based, without concluding that this was a 
perfectly normal development, that these black men were ordinary 
men who, according to their training and experience and particularly 
according to their economic condition, did extraordinarily well and 
do not in the slightest degree deserve the contempt and unbrid.led 
abuse that has been put upon them. They were not primarily re
sponsible for the exceeding waste and corruption in the South any 
more than the laboring class was to blame for the greater waste and 
dishonesty in the North. They were not proven incapable of self
government. On the contrary, they took decisive and encouraging 
steps toward the widening and strengthening of human democracy. 
It  is only the Blindspot in the eyes of America, and its historians, that 
can overlook and misread so clear and encouraging a chapter of 
human struggle and human uplift. 

Then speed the day and haste the hour, 
Break down the barriers, gain the power 
To use the land and sail the sea, 
To hold the tools, unchecked and free ; 
No tribute pay, but service give, 
Let each man work that all may live. 
Banish all bonds and usury, 
Be free ! Set free ! 
Democracy ! Democracy ! 

A. w. THOMAS 
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X I V .  C O U N T E R - R E V O L U T I O N  
O F  P R O P E R T Y  

How, after the war, triumphant industry in the North coupled 
with privilege and monopoly led an orgy of theft that engulfed 
the nation and was the natural child of war ; and how revolt 
against this anarchy became reaction against democracy, North and 
South, and delivered the land into the hands of an organized mon
archy of finance while it overthrew the attempt at a dictatorship of 

labor in the South 

The abolition-democracy of the North had been willing to try real 
democracy in the South because they believed in the, capabilities of . 
the Negro race and also because they had passed through war, oli
garchy, and the almost unbridled power of Andrew Johnson. Relatively 
few of them believed in the mass of Negroes any more than they 
believed in the mass of whites ; but they expected that with education, 
economic opportunity and the protection of the ballot, there would 
arise the intelligent and thrifty Negro to take his part in the com
munity, while the mass would make average labor. Perhaps they did 
not expect the proportion of thrift and intelligence to equal that of 
the whites, but they knew certain possibil ities from experience and 
acquaintance. 

The machinery they were compelled to set up, with the cooperation 
of Northern industry, was a dictatorship of far broader possibilities 
than the North had at first contemplated. It put such power in the 
hands of Southern labor that, with intelligent and unselfish leadership 
and a clarifying ideal, it could have rebuilt the economic foundations 
of Southern society, confiscated and redistributed wealth, and built 
a real democracy of industry for the masses of men. When the South 
realized this they emitted an exceeding great cry which was the re
action of property being despoiled of its legal basis of being. This 
bitter complaint was all the more plausible because Southern labor 
lacked sufficient intelligent and unselfish leadership. Some in truth it 
got-from black men who gave their heart's blood to make Recon
struction go ; from white men who sacrificed everything to teach and 
guide Negroes. But for the most part their leaders were colored men 
of limited education, with the current honesty of the times and little 
experience, and Northern and Southern whites who varied from con-

580 
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ventional and indifferent officeholders to  demagogues, thieves, and 
scoundrels. 

The next step would have been, under law and order, gradually 
to have replaced the wrong leaders by a better and better sort. This 
the Negroes and many whites sought to do from 1870 to 1 876. But 
they failed because the military dictatorship behind labor did not func
tion successfully in the face of the Ku Klux Klan and especially be
cause the appeal of property in the South got the ear of property in 
the North. 

After the war, industry in the North found itself with a vast organ
ization for production, new supplies of raw material, a growing trans
portation system on land and water, and a new technical knowledge 
of processes. All this, with the exclusion of foreign competition through 
a system of import taxes, and a vast immigration of laborers, tre
mendously stimulated the production of goods and available services. 
But to whom were the new goods and the increased services to belong, 
and in whose hands would lie the power which that ownership gave ? 

An almost unprecedented scramble for this new power, new wealth 
and new income ensued. It broke down old standards of wealth distri
bution, old standards of thrift and honesty. It led to the anarchy of 
thieves, grafters, and highwaymen. It threatened the orderly processes 
of production as well as government and morals. The governments, 
federal, state and local, had paid three-fifths of the cost of the railroads 
and handed them over to individuals and corporations to use for their 
profit. An empire of rich land, larger than France, Belgium and Hol
land together, had been snatched from the hands of prospective peas
ant farmers and given to investors and land speculators. All of the 
national treasure of coal, oil, copper, gold and ir.on had been given 
away for a song to be made the monopolized basis of private fortunes 
with perpetual power to tax labor for the right to l ive and work. 
Speculation rose and flourished on the hard foundation of this largess . 

Senator George Hoar said : "When the greatest railroad of the world, 
binding together the continent and uniting the two great seas which 
wash our shores, was finished, I have seen our national triumph and 
exaltation turned to bitterness and shame by the unanimous reports 
of three committees of Congress that every step of that mighty enter
prise had been taken in fraud." 

William N. Tweed became New York State Senator in 1 868 and 
his candidates for Governor and Mayor were swept into office that 
year. Tweed became director in numbers of great corporations and 
regularly bribed the legislature ; graft crept into all city business . He 
and his partners stole something like $75,000,000. Public opinion was 
silenced ; real estate owners, merchants and the propertied class were 
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afraid to complain lest they be highly assessed and taxed. Offices were 
sold and men nominated for what they could pay. Directors of cor
porations plotted and nominated j udges ; men were sent to the United 
States Senate because they were lawyers for railroads, mining com
panies and banks ; Congressional leaders were on the pay rolls of 
corporations. Great lawyers hired their services to rascals who were 
stealing, and such persons included distinguished names like David 
Dudley Field, who was nearly expelled from the Bar Association be
cause of his identification with Fisk and Gould at a salary of $125,000. 
Editors of publications received stocks and bonds and railroad passes 
for publicity. Appointment to cadetships at West Point was on sale 
and federal offices given in return for contributions to campaign 
funds. The whole civil service became filled with men who were in
competent and used to paying political debts. It  was common .for mem
bers of Congress to take stocks and bonds in railroad and other com
panies when they were in position to favor these companies by voting 
for certain laws. A Western governor was impeached for embezzle
ment. The President of the United States and his family received gifts 
and loans from financiers. 

Consolidation of railway systems began with fighting, stealing and 
cheating. The New York Central was financed ; the Erie went through 
an extraordinary series of manipulations in which millions were 
spent ; j udges were bought and members of the legislature were 
bribed. The new method of stock-watering came into use by which 
actual invested capital was doubled and trebled in face value by issuing 
stock, and the public was compelled to pay fabulous interest on ficti
tious investments. 

"When the annals of this Republic show the disgrace and censure 
of a Vice-President ; a late speaker of the House of Representatives 
marketing his rulings as a presiding officer ; three Senators profiting 
secretly by their votes as lawmakers ; five chairmen of the leading 
committees of the late House of Representatives exposed in j obbery ; 
a late Secretary of the Treasury forcing balances in the public ac
counts ; a late Attorney-General misappropriating public funds ; a Sec
retary of the Navy enriched or enriching friends by percentages levied 
off the profits of contracts with his departments ; an Ambassador to 
England censured in a dishonorable speculation ; the President's private 
secretary barely escaping conviction upon trial for guilty complicity 
in frauds upon the revenue ; a Secretary of War impeached for high 
crimes and misdemeanors-the demonstration is complete." 1 All this 
was not simply the corruption of the Republican Party, as some writers 
insist ; it ran across all lines of party and geography ; it embraced all 
sections, classes and races. It was the disgrace of a whole nation. 
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The slime of this era of theft and corruption, which engulfed the 
nation, did not pass by the South. Legisb.tors and public officials were 
bribed. Black men and white men were eager to get ri ch. In every 
Southern state white members of the old planting aristocracy were 
part and parcel of the new thieving and grafting. But the South di<l 
not lay the blame of all this on war and poverty, and weak human 
nature, or on the wretched example of the whole nation. No. After 
first blaming greedy and vengeful Northerners and then holding up 
to public execration those Southerners who accepted Negro suffrage, 
THE S OUTH, FINALLY, WITH ALMOST COMPLETE UNITY, NAMED THE NEGRO 
AS THE MAIN CAUSE OF SOUTHERN CORRUPTION. THEY SAID, AND REITERATED 
THIS CHARGE, UNTIL IT BECAME HISTORY : THAT THE CAUSE OF DISHONESTY 
DURING RECONSTRUCTION WAS THE FACT THAT 4,000,000 DISFRANCHISED 
BLACK LABORERS, AFTER 250 YEARS OF EXPLOITATION, HAD BEEN GIVEN A 
LEGAL RIGHT TO HAVE S OME VOICE IN THEIR OWN GOVERNMENT, IN THE 
KINDS OF GOODS THEY WOULD MAKE AND THE SORT OF WORK THEY WOULD 
DO, AND IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE WEALTH WHICH THEY CREATED. 

Throughout the North, reaction followed, directed mainly at two 
impossible goals ; first, to reestablish old standards of honesty in a new 
field : property was taking new forms and called for a new morality, 
not a reestablishment of the old. Secondly, an attempt was made to 
curb production by breaking down tariff walls, the monopoly of raw 
materials and the privileges of special laws and exclusive techniques. 
But this was also difficult if not impossible so long as the rewards of 
monopoly and privilege were so spectacular and the powers bestowed 
so tremendous. 

Thus the · old dictatorship carried on by proper.ty interests failed, 
while at the same time a new super-dictatorship arose. The dictator
ship of property, as represented by the wild freebooting from the close 
of the war to the panic, had proven to many minds that free competi
tion in industry was not going to bring proper control and develop
ment. 

Far from turning toward any conception of dictatorship of the pro
letariat, of surrendering power either into the hands of labor or of the 
trustees of labor, the new plan was to concentrate into a trusteeship 
of capital a new and far-reaching power which would dominate the 
government of the United States. This  was not a petty bourgeois de
velopment, following the overthrow of agrarian feudalism in the 
South. It was, on the contrary, a new feudalism based on monopoly
but not monopoly of the agricultural possibilities of the land so much 
as of its wealth in raw material, in copper, iron, oil and coal, 
particularly monopoly of the transportation of these commodities on 
new public iron roads privately sequestered, and finally, of the manu-
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facture of goods by new machines and privileged technique. This new 
feudalism was destined to crush the small capitalist as ruthlessly as 
it controlled labor, and even before the panic of 1 873, it was begin
ning to consolidate i ts power. 

The copper of Michigan, the coal, steel and oil of Pennsylvania, 
came under control, and at the same time the bankers and financiers 
began to bend the manufacturers and the railroads to their will by 
their monopoly of investment capital and direction of its distribution 
which they secured by guaranteeing income to small investors. 

Great corporations, through their control of new capital, began to 
establish a super-government. On the one hand, they crushed the rob
ber-barons, the thieves and the grafters, and thus appeased those of the 
old school who demanded the old standards of personal honesty. Sec
ondly, they made treaty with the petty bourgeoisie by guarantying 
them reasonable and certain income from their investments, while they 
gradually deprived them of real control in industry. And finally, they 
made treaty with labor by dealing with it as a powerful, determined · 
unit and dividing it up into skilled union labor, with which the new 
industry shared profit in the shape of a higher wage and other priv
ileges, and a great reservoir of common and foreign labor which it 
kept at work at low wages with the threat of starvation and with 
police control. 

This control of super-capital and big business was being developed 
during the ten years of Southern Reconstruction and was dependent 
and consequent upon the failure of democracy in the South, j ust as 
i t  fattened upon the perversion of democracy in the North. And when 
once the control of industry by big business was certain through con
solidation and manipulation that included both North and South, 
big business shamelessly deserted, not only the Negro, but the cause 
of democracy ; not only in the. South, but in the North. 

To the leaders of the Republican revolt of 1 872, big business offered 
law and order, greater efficiency of the "business man in politics" and 
security of salaries and investment. To the insurgent West, it offered 
combinations which would give lower railway rates, wider and better 
markets and rising land values. To the South, it offered the with
drawal of the national army and the restoration of political control to 
property. Before this dominant power the meaning of party designa
tions faded. When the old Democratic party secured a maj ority in 
Congress in 1 874, the majority sat under the dictatorship of big busi
ness. When the Republicans were seated in 1876, the Empire of In
dustry was completed. 

To the student of government who fastens his attention chiefly on 
politics, the years 1 866 to 1876 were years when the power of the na-
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tional government remained exclusively democratic, with ultimate con
trol in the hands of the mass of citizens who had the right to vote. 
But the student who realizes that human activity is chiefly exer
cised in earning a living and, thus, particularly in the present industrial 
age, the actions of groups and governments have to do mainly with 
income-this student will see that the Civil War brought anarchy in 
the basic economic activities which were gradually hammered and 
forced into a new and vast monarchy of tremendous power and 
almost miraculous accomplishment. 

Forms of democratic government went on but they were almost fan
tastic in their travesty on real popular control. Industrial freebooters 
and bandits, now as lone and picturesque masked highwayman, now 
hunting in packs and mercenary armies, gripped and guided the efforts 
of a vast nation to get rich after the indiscriminate murder and de
struction of four years' war. All this led to disaster which threatened 
the industrial machine. Those who still believed in democracy came 
to the rescue and saw salvation, in the North as in the South, in uni
versal suffrage. 

In the South universal suffrage could not function without personal 
freedom, land and education, and until these institutions were real and 
effective, only a benevolent dictatorship in the ultimate interests of 
labor, black and white, could establish democracy. In the North, democ
racy ceased to function because of corruption and bribery, the open 
buying of elections, low and selfish ideals, and officials chosen to mis
govern in the interest of industrial freebooters. The party of democ
racy saw salvation in increased freedom of industrial competition 
through the uprooting of tariff-nurtured monopoly and civil service re
form which would replace knavery and selfishness by character and 
ideal in public office ; then, with an electorate of growing intelligence, 
democracy would truly function. 

· 

But the electorate, despite schools and churches, was not intelligent ; 
it was provincial and bigoted, thinned by poverty-stricken and ignorant 
peasant laborers from abroad, and impregnated with the idea that 
individual wealth spelled national prosperity and particularly with the 
American assumption of equal economic opportunity for all, which 
persisted in the face of facts. Only a vast and single-eyed dictatorship 
of the nation could guide us up from murder in the South and robbery 
and cheating in the North into a nation whose infinite resources would 
be developed in the interest of the mass of the nation-that is, of the 
laboring poor. 

Dictatorship came, and it came to guide the industrial development 
of the nation by an assumption of irresponsible monarchial power 
such as enthroned the Caesars, by methods of efficiency of accomplish-
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ment and control never surpassed among so many millions of men. 
But the obj ect of this new American industrial empire, so far as 

that obj ect was conscious and normative, was not national well-being, 
but the individual gain of the associated and corporate monarchs 
through the power of vast profit on enormous capital investment ; 
through the efficiency of an industrial machine that bought the highest 
managerial and engineering talent and used the latest and most 
effective methods and machines in a field of unequaled raw material 
and endless market demand. That this machine might use the profit 
for the general weal was possible and in cases true. But the uplift and 
well-being of the mass of men, of the cohorts of common labor, was 
not its ideal or excuse. Profit, income, uncontrolled power in My Busi
ness for My Property and for Me-this was the aim and method of 
the new monarchial dictatorship that displaced democracy in the 
United States in 1 876. 

Part and parcel of this system was the emancipated South. Property 
control especially of land and labor had always dominated politics in 
the South, and after the war, it set itself to put labor to work at a 
wage approximating as nearly as possible slavery conditions, in order 
to restore capital lost in the war. On the other hand, labor was in open 
revolt by army desertions, by the general strike · and arming of black 
labor, by government employment through the army and the Freed
men's Bureau ; but its revolt could only be shown by refusal to work 
under the old conditions, and it had neither permanent organization 
nor savings to sustain it in such a fight. 

Into this situation, Northern capital proj ected itself through the 
agency of the so-called carpetbagger. The carpetbagger tried to stimu
late production on the Northern model. He offered the laborer higher 
wages and yielded him political power. He tried to establish wide sys
tems of transportation and to exploit new raw materials. His efforts 
involved the same overthrow of old standards of honesty and integrity 
prevalent in the North, and this was emphasized in the South by the 
post-war bitterness and war losses of capital. The orgy of graft, dis
honesty and theft, North and South, was of the same pattern and in
volved the same sorts of people : those scrambling to share in the dis
tribution of new goods and services which the new industry in the 
North and the restoration of the old agriculture in the South poured 
out, and those trying to get legal titles to the new forms of property 
and income which were arising. 

The South, however, had two peculiar elements : a capitalist class 
deprived of most of its capital except land ; and a new class of free 
black labor with the right to vote. Into the hands of this body of labor, 
the North had been compelled by the intransigeance of the planters 
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themselves to place a tremendous dictatorship, and this dictatorship 
of labor was gradually being set to change the whole pattern of dis
tribution of wealth. But Southern labor was thinking in terms of land 
and crops and the old forms of wealth, and was but dimly conscious 
of the new industry and the new wealth. 

The landholder, therefore, in the South, was caught in a curious 
vise : impoverished by the war, he found labor in control of the remain
ing parts of his wealth and determined to distribute i t  for the uplift 
of the mass of men. He found carpetbaggers encouraging this by yield
ing to the political power of laborers, and manipulating that power so 
as to put into the hands of carpetbaggers the new wealth arising from 
corporations, railroads, and industries . He found the carpetbagger try
ing to raise the capital necessary for new investment through spend
ing money borrowed by the state, and thus increasing the taxation on 
him which already new social legislation on behalf of the laborers had 
increased. The result was that a scramble ensued in the South as mad 
as that in the North, but different, more fundamental, more primitive. 

I t  had been insistently and firmly believed by the best thought of 
the South : ( 1) that the Negro could not work as a free laborer ; ( 2) 
that the Negro could not really be educated, being congenitally in
ferior ; (3) that if political power were given to Negroes it would 
result virtually in the overthrow of civilization. 

Now, it is quite clear that during the period we are studying, the 
results failed to prove these assumptions. First of all, the Negro did 
work as a free laborer. Slowly but certainly the tremendous losses 
brought on by the Civil War were restored, and restoration, as com
pared with other great wars, was comparatively rapid. By 1 870, the 
Cotton Kingdom was reestablished, and by 1 875, the South knew that 
with cheap labor and freedom from government. control, it was pos
sible for individuals to reap large pro.fit in the old agriculture and in 
new industry. 

The restoration of Southern industry varied according to crops and 
conditions. The cotton crop, for instance, which was 2,469,093 in 1850 
and leaped to the high mark of 5,387,052 in 1 860, dropped to 3,0 1 1 ,996 
in 1870, but had surpassed by 1880 the high mark of 1860 by reaching 
5,755,359 bales and then went on to ten, twelve and fourteen million 
bales. The sugar production did not recover as quickly, but its decline 
began before the war. There were 247 million pounds raised in 1850, 
230 million in 1 860, and only 87 million in 1 870 ; but by 1 880, it had 
reached 178 million and from then kept on its path of recovery. To
bacco was at 434 million pounds in 1 860 and 472 million pounds in 
1880. The production of corn had recovered by 1 880 and the average 
value of live stock on farms had very nearly recovered by 1 870 . 
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The production of wool in the South did not greatly decline and 
had rapidly recoverd by 1 880. Rice continued a decline begun before 
the war from 215  million pounds in 1850 to 178 million in 1 860, 73 
million in 1 870, and up to l IO million in 1 880. 

It is true that after the war a larger and larger proportion of white 
laborers was in part responsible for the increased crops. But this simply 
proved that emancipating one class of laborers emancipated all and 
was to the credit of abolition. Nevertheless, the free black laborer 
was the main constituent labor force in the South and as such, largely 
responsible for results. 

The land holdings in the South decreased, showing a tendency 
toward peasant proprietorship. The average acreage of 335 acres in 
1 860 fell to 2 14 acres in 1 870 and 153 acres in 1880. The increase in 
the value of machinery and implements per acre, while not as great, 
showed gradual progress. 

The average value of farm land did not recover from its high specu
lative value of 1 860 until thirty years later ; but on the other hand, its 
decrease in value, l 86o-1 870, was not large. The land, for instance, in 
1 870 in the South, was worth more in average value per acre, including 
improvements and live stock, than in 1 850. 

The testimony of unprej udiced visitors as to the work of the Negro 
as a free laborer during these days is practically unanimous. Nordhoff 
said in 1 875 : "The Negro in the main is industrious ; free labor is an 
undoubted success in the South . . . .  The Negro works ; he raises 
cotton and corn, sugar and rice, and it is infinitely to his credit that 
he continues to do so, and according to universal testimony, works 
more steadfastly and effectively this year than ever before since 1 865, 
in spite of the political hurly-burly in which he has lived for the last 
ten years." 2 

Somers said : "The testimony generally borne of the Negro is that 
they work readily when regularly paid. Wherever I have consulted 
an effective employer, whether in the manufacturing works of Rich
mond or on the farms and plantations, such is the opinion, with little 
variation, that has been given. 

"The testimony borne of the Negroes by candid and substantial 
people is that, while they do not afford the supply of steady labor 
necessary, and there is room for more of them, or of more efficient 
laborers, they are doing much better than was expected before emanci
pation. 

"That the Negroes are improving, and many of them rising under 
freedom into a very comfortable and civilized condition, is not only 
admitted in all the upper circles of society, but would strike even a 
transient wayfarer like myself in the great number of decent colored 
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men of the laboring class and of happy colored families that one 
meets." 3 

Manufactures began to develop in the South. The manufacture of 
pig iron assumed importance in Alabama in 1874 and the output arose 
from $64,000 to $1 ,405,000 in 1875 . The manufacture of cotton goods 
increased in North and South Carolina. The number of mills in South 
Carolina was 270 in 1 860 and 720 in 1880. 

The railroad mileage southeast of the Mississippi was 8,838 miles 
in 1 860 and n,501 in 1870. West of the Mississippi the growth was 
even larger. In every Southern state, 1 860-1 866, the railroad mileage 
increased, sometimes only slightly, as from 973 to 1 ,007 in South 
Carolina and from 1 ,420 to 1 ,502 in Georgia ; but all these figures in
clude the rebuilding of railroads destroyed during the war. White 
labor was of increased importance in these lines, but colored labor was 
never negligible. 

With regard to education, the testimony is equally clear. Grant that 
the Negro began as almost totally i lliterate, the increase in schools and 
education, largely by his own initiative, is one of the most extraordinary 
developments of modern days and will be treated more in detail in 
the next chapter. It is enough to say here that the question as to 
whether American Negroes were capable of education was no longer 
a debatable one in 1876. The whole problem was simply one of oppor
tunity. 

The third problem, of the Negro's use of his political power, was 
not so clear because it involved matters of norm and ideal. Whose 
civilization, whose culture, whose comfort, was involved ? The Negro 
certainly did not attempt to "overthrow civilization" in the sense of 
attacking the fundamental morals and habits of modern life. Sir 
George Campbell said in 1879 : "During the last dozen years the Ne
groes have had a very large share of political education. Considering 
the troubles and the ups and downs that they have gone through, it 
is, I think, wonderful how beneficial this education has been to them, 
and how much these people, so lately in the most debased condition 
of slavery, have acquired independent ideas ; and, far from lapsing 
into anarchy, have become citizens with ideas of law and property 
and order. The white serfs of European countries took hundreds of 
years to rise to the level which these Negroes adopted in America." 4 

"Before I went South I certainly expected to find that the Southern 
States had been for a time a sort of Pandemonium in which a white 
man could hardly live. Yet it certainly was not so . . . .  When I went 
to South Carolina I thought there at least I must find great social dis
turbances ; and in South Carolina I went to the county of Beaufort, 
the blackest part of the State in point of population, and that in which 
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black rule has been most complete and has lasted longest. It has the 
reputation of being a sort of black paradise, and per contra, I rather 
expected a sort of white hell . There I thought I should see a rough 
Liberia, where blacks ruled roughshod over the whites . To my great 
surprise I found exactly the contrary. At no place that I have seen 
are the relations of the two races better and more peaceable . . . .  All 
the best houses are in the occupation of the whites-almost all the 
trades, professions, and leading occupations. White girls go about 
freely and pleasantly as if no black had ever been in power. Here 
the blacks still control the elections and send their representatives to 
the State Assembly . . . .  

"In Mississippi alone did I find politicians silly enough to talk about 
the superiority of the Caucasian race, and the natural incapacity of the 
Negro for self-government ; but even there the best Republicans told 
that these noisy Democratic demagogues were but a small, though ag
gressive and not unpowerful, minority." 5 

Sir George Campbell, however, makes one interesting observation : 
"Not only is the Negro labor excellent, but also there is among the 
Southern proprietors .and leading men accustomed to black labor, 
and not so used to whites, a disposition greatly to rely on black labor 
as a conservative element, securing them against the dangers and dif
ficulties which they see arising from the combinations and violence of 
the white laborers in some of the Northern States ; and on this 
ground the blacks are cherished and protected by Democratic states
men, who now hold power in the South." 6 

If we include in "morals" and "culture" the prevailing manner of 
holding and distributing wealth, then the sudden enfranchisement of 
a mass of laborers threatens fundamental and far-reaching change, no 
matter what their race or color. It was this that the South feared and 
had reason to fear. Economic revolution did not come immediately. 
Negro labor was ignorant, docile and conservative. But it was begin
ning to learn ; it was beginning to assert itself. It was beginning to 
have radical thoughts as to the distribution of land and wealth. 

If now it is true that the enfranchisement of black labor in the 
South did not crush industry but gave the South a working class 
capable of being trained in intelligence and did not disturb the essen
tial bases of civilization, what is the indictment-the bitter and deep
seated indictment brought against the Negro voter ? 

The indictment rests upon this unquestioned fact : Property in the 
South had its value cut in half during the Civil War. This meant that 
property was compelled, after the war, not simply to attempt to restore 
its losses, but to bear a burden of social expense largely because of 
the widened duties of the state and the greatly increased citizenship 
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due to emancipation and enfranchisement. The bitter conflict, there
fore, which followed the enfranchisement of Negro labor and of white 
labor, came because impoverished property holders were compelled by 
the votes of poor men to bear a burden which meant practically confis
cation of much of that property which remained to them and were 
denied opportunity to exploit labor in the future as they had in the 
past. It  was not, then, that the post-bellum South could not produce 
wealth with free labor ; i t  was the far more fundamental question as to 
whom this wealth was to belong to and for whose interests laborers 
were to work. There is no doubt that the obj ect of the black and white 
labor vote was gradually conceived as one which involved confiscating 
the property of the rich. This was a program that could not be openly 
avowed by intelligent men in 1870, but it has become one of the ac
knowledged functions of the state in 1933 ;  and it is quite possible 
that long before the end of the twentieth century, the deliberate distri
bution of property and income by the state on an equitable and logical 
basis will be looked upon as the state's prime function. 

Put all these facts together and one gets a clear idea, not of the fail
ure of Negro suffrage in the South, but of the basic difficulty which 
it encountered ; and the results are quite consistent with a clear j udg
ment that Negro and white labor ought to have had the right to vote ; 
that they ought to have tried to change the basis of property and re
distribute income ; and that their failure to do this was a disaster to 
democratic government in the United States. 

To men like Charles Sumner, the future of democracy in America 
depended on bringing the Southern revolution to a successful close 
by accomplishing two things : the making of the black freedmen really 
free, and the sweeping away of the animosities due to the war. 

What liberalism did not understand was that such a revolution 
was economic and involved force. Those who against the public weal 
have power cannot be expected to yield save to superior power. The 
North used its· power in the Civil War to break the political power 
of the slave barons. During and after the war, it united its force with 
t_hat of the workers to uproot the still vast economic power of the 
planters. It hoped with the high humanitarianism of Charles Sumner 
eventually to induce the planter to surrender his economic power 
peacefully, in return for complete political amnesty, and hoped that 
the North would use its federal police power to maintain the black 
man's civil rights in return for peaceful industry and increasing intelli
gence. But Charles Sumner did not realize, and that other Charles
Karl Marx-had not yet published Das Kapital to prove to men 
that economic power underlies politics. Abolitionists failed to see that 
after the momentary exaltation of war, the nation did not want Ne-
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groes to have civil rights and that national industry could get its way 
easier by alliance with Southern landholders than by sustaining South
ern workers. They did not know that when they let the dictatorship 
of labor be overthrown in the South they surrendered the hope of 
democracy in America for all men. 

Doggedly to the end of his days and with his dying breath Charles 
Sumner strove for his peaceful revolutionary ideal. As early as 1870, 
he had tried to have the names of Civil War battles taken from the 
army register and the regimental colors. He introduced the matter in 
Congress again in 1 872. He was unsuccessful, and not only that, he was 
publicly censured by his own Massachusetts legislature. 

When Congress met in the fall of 1871, Sumner made his last effort 
to carry his civil rights bill. The first civil rights bill of April 9, 1866, 
after varied experience in the courts, was superseded by the first sec
tion of the Fourteenth Amendment. The present bill was aimed at 
the North as well as the South, and Sumner proposed to secure equal
ity of civil rights to colored people and prohibit discrimination against 
them in railroads, theaters, hotels, schools, cemeteries and churches 
and in serving as j urors. He presented a series of petitions favoring 
the bill and tried to make action on the bill a condition of adj ourn
ment. Finally, he sought to make the pressure for reconciliation with 
the South a part of his movement for civil rights. He therefore moved 
his civil rights bill as an amendment to the amnesty bill which had 
been passed in the House. 

"He thought the two measures should be associated in history-the 
one an act of j ustice, and the other an act of generosity ; and it  was 
his opinion, not however, j ustified by the result, that the desire for 
amnesty was so strong that when once his civil rights measure had 
been incorporated in it, the bill thus amended would pass by a two
thirds vote. His amendment was lost in committee of the whole by a 
single vote ; and moving it again after the bill was reported, he said: 
'I entreat Senators over the way [ the Democrats ] who really seek 
reconciliation now to unite in this honest effort. Give me an oppor
tunity to vote for this bill. I long to do it .  Gladly would I reach out 
the olive branch ; but I know no way in which that can be done unless 
you begin by j ustice to the colored race.' " 7 

Colored people held meetings to popularize the measure but there 
was no wide interest in it .  After the Christmas recess, Sumner made 
his final appeal: "I make this appeal also for the sake of peace, so 
that at last there shall be an end of slavery, and the rights of the 
citizen shall be everywhere under the equal safeguard of national law. 
There is beauty in art, in literature, in science, and in every triumph 
of intelligence, all of which I covet for my country; but there is a 
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higher beauty still-in relieving the poor, in elevating the downtrod
den, and being a succor to the oppressed. There is true grandeur 
in an example of j ustice, making the rights of all the same as our 
own, and beating down prej udice, like Satan, under our feet. Humbly 
do I pray that the republic may not lose this great prize, or postpone 
its enj oyment." 8 

He read documents, letters and newspaper extracts to show the 
necessity for the bill ; the galleries were filled with colored people. 
But industry and the new finance looked askance. Their attitude 
toward the abolition-democracy was plainly expressed in 1 876 by Henry 
Cooke, brother of Jay Cooke, the great banker : 

"You know how I have felt for a long time in regard to the course 
of the ultra-infidelic radicals like Wade, Sumner, Stevens et id omne 
genus. They were dragging the Republican Party into all sorts of isms 
and extremes. Their policy was one of bitterness, hate and wild 
agrarianism. These reckless demagogues have had their day and the 
time has come for wiser counsel . With Wade uttering agrarian doc
trines in Kansas and fanning the flames of vulgar prej udices, trying 
to array labor against capital and pandering to the basest passions ; with 
Butler urging wholesale conscription throughout the South and whole-
sale repudiation throughout the North . . .  ; with Stevens . . .  advo-
cating the idea of a flood of irredeemable paper money . . .  ; with 
Pomeroy and Wade and Sprague and a host of others clamoring for 
the unsexing of woman, [the load] was too heavy for any party to 
carry." 9 

Even Schurz did not sympathize with Sumner and said little dur
ing the debate. Sumner pushed the bill throughout the session, but 
despite his efforts the bill failed. Another bill came from the House 
three months later but was lost by a Senate vote. Just after that, Sum
ner again sought to attach his civil rights proviso to the amnesty bill. 
He lost in the committee of the whole by a single vote. 

He placed the civil rights bill on the calendar with the amnesty bill 
but his strategy was finally defeated by a ruse, and the amnesty bill 
passed without the civil rights bill. 

On the first day of the new Congress, December, 1 873, Sumner 
pressed two measures : a national civil rights bill and a bill for equal 
rights in the schools of the District of Columbia. He traced, in debate, 
the history of the civil rights bill from 1870 to 1 874, when he made 
his last appeal. The bill was not reported until after his death and 
then Senator Frelinghuysen said: 

"Would that the author of the measure were here to present and 
defend it ! To our view it would have been becoming that he, who 
was in the forum the leader of the grandest victory of the nineteenth 
century in the western hemisphere-the victory of freedom over slav-
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ery-should have completed the work he so efficiently aided. But it 
was otherwise decreed." 10 

I t  passed the Senate but was not voted on in the House. In February, 
1 875, a new House bill omitting schools and cemeteries became a law. 
In 1 883, the Supreme Court pronounced this law unconstitutional. 

Sumner passed before the effect of the new alignment of big busi
ness on the Southern situation was clear. He was taken ill in March, 
1 874 ; at his death-bed stood three Negroes : Frederick Douglass, George 
T. Downing and Sumner Wormley, together with distinguished sena
tors and officials. Three times he said hoarsely and in a tone of earnest 
entreaty : "You must take care of the civil rights bill-my bill, the civil 
rights bill-don't let it fai l ! " This was his last public message.11 

Frederick Douglass led his funeral procession and colored soldiers 
guarded his body at the State House in Boston. So died, as Sherman 
said, "the foremost man in the civil service of the United States." Wil
liam Lloyd Garrison had written : "Your blood staining the floor of 
the Senate Chamber, was the blood of a martyr ; now it is given to 
you to wear a martyr's crown ! This is no human, but divine triumph ; 
this is not in  the wisdom of man, but in  the power of God." 12 

The dream of democracy died hard. The final ratification of the 
Fifteenth Amendment brought a special message from President Grant, 
March 30, 1 870, which has a curious historical significance : 

"Such notification is unusual, but I deem a departure from the 
usual custom j ustifiable. A measure which makes at once four millions 
of people voters, who were heretofore declared by the highest tribunal 
in the land not citizens of the United States, nor eligible to become 
so (with the assertion that, 'at the time of the Declaration of Inde
pendence, the opinion was fixed and universal i n  the civi lized portion 
of the white race, regarded as an axiom in morals as well as in politics, 
that black men had no rights which the white man was bound to 
respect') ,  is indeed a measure of grander importance than any other 
one act of the kind from the foundation of our free government to 
the present day." 

Blaine, who preeminently represented that Northern plutocracy 
which was throttling democracy, still spoke with the voice of wisdom: 
"The Fifteenth Article of Amendment to the Constitution, now pend
ing and about to be adopted, would confirm the colored man's elect ive 
franchise and add the right of holding office. One of the Senators j ust 
admitted from Mississippi in advance of the ratification on the amend
ment [Hiram R. Revels J was a colored man of respectable character 
and intel ligence. He sat in the seat which Jefferson Davis had wrath
fully deserted to take up arms aga inst the Republic and become the 
ruler of a hostile government. Poetic j ustice, historic revenge, personal 
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retribution were all complete when Mr. Revels' name was called on 
the roll of the Senate. But his presence, while demonstrating the extent 
to which the assertion of equal rights had been carried, served to in
crease and stimulate the Southern resistance to the whole system of 
Republican reconstruction. Those who anxiously had studied the po
litical situation in the South could see how unequal the contest would 
be and how soon the men who organized the rebellion would again 
wield the political power of their states-wield it lawfully if they 
could, but unlawfully if they must ; peaceably if that would suffice, 
but violently if violence in their j udgment became necessary." 13 

The Reform movement in the North which Sumner j oined was 
abortive. First it split the combination of industry and abolition
democracy which had won the Civil War and reconstructed the South, 
and it threatened to put the Copperhead-Democratic party back in 
power. This latter party had not only supported the South against 
the East in the Civil War, but had fought the Thirteenth, Fourteenth 
and Fifteenth Amendments, and now was seeking to unite with the 
radical West. 

The abolition-democracy itself was largely based on property, be
lieved in capital and formed in effect a powerful petty bourgeoisie. 
It believed in democratic government but only under a general dic
tatorship of property. Most of the leaders of the revolt of 1872 in the 
North lived on investments or received salaries from investments. 
They did not believe in a democratic movement which would con
fiscate and redistribute property, except possibly in an extreme case 
like slavery. But even here, while they seized stolen property in human 
bodies, they never could bring themselves to countenance the redistri
bution of property in land and tools, which rested in fact on no less 
defensible basis. Not only, then, did the property complaint of the 
South fall on their sensitive and responsive ears, they were the more 
aroused at familiar complaints of theft and corruption in public office 
because this was precisely the thing they were fighting in the North. 
They found themselves in dilemma ; they could not j oin the ex-slave 
Democratic party and repudiate their own investments in govern
ment bonds and industry. They could not maintain further political 
alliance with the industrial and political order eventually responsible 
for the Credit Mobilier, the Whiskey Ring and the gold corner. 
Their logical path lay toward organized labor, leading to a combina-

. tion of Eastern intellectuals, Western peasant farmers and the great 
army of labor. But the panic of 1 873 altered the face of society ; the 
era of business depression which followed helped this consolidation 
of industrial control in a few hands. 
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The panic of 1 873 changed, too, the history of the South. Already, 
in 1 870, the Republicans had lost their two-thirds majority in Congress, 
and in 1 874, for the first time in twenty years, the Democrats had a 
maj ority in the House of Representatives. They looked forward con
fidently to controlling the nation in 1 876. 

Even in the face of catastrophe, the North had moral courage and 
the spirit of faith among large numbers of its best citizens. The history 
of abolition is full proof of this. But Sacrifice must build on Faith. 
A saving nucleus of the North believed in the Negro from experience 
and study-but this same class had lost faith in democratic methods 
in the North. The experience with the Irish in Massachusetts and 
New York, misgovernment, crime and dirt in the great industrial 
cities, were attributed to the laboring masses. How could they rightly 
exercise the power to rule ? New England lost faith in democracy 
and cherished something like a race hatred for the Irish. Her Puritan 
past kept her j ust-she gave them schools, she refused discriminatory 
laws in religion ; but she doubted ; and even if she knew the end was 
mass rule, it was a long, long, bitter way, and a crisis was already 
here. 

The system of capital and private profit smashed in 1873, and all 
property and investment were in dire danger; labor was at the edge 
of starvation, and democracy and universal suffrage could function 
only through revolution. But a new savior appeared. Already Industry 
had been undergoing a process of integration, alliance and imperial 
domination. Instead of lawless freebooters, there were appearing a 
few strong purposeful kings with vast power of finance and technique 
in their hands. They promised law and order ; they promised safe in
come on a sure property base with neither speculative bubbles nor 
criminal aggression. In other words a new Empire of Industry was 
offering to displace capitalistic anarchy and form a dictatorship of 
capital to guide and repress universal suffrage. 

The conquest of the new industry in the ranks of labor was quick 
and certain. The growth of the National Labor Union into a labor 
party along Marxist lines, which had been developing from the close 
of the war, began to become petty bourgeois. It began to fight for 
capital and interest and the right of the upper class of labor to share 
in the exploitation of common labor. The Negro as a common laborer 
belonged, therefore, not in but beneath the white American labor 
movement. 

Craft and race unions spread. The better-paid skilled and intelligent 
American labor formed itself into closed guilds and, in combina
tion with capitalist guild-masters, extorted fair wages which could 
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be raised by negotiation. Foreign-born and Negro labor was left 
outside and tried several times, but in vain, to start a class-conscious 
labor movement. Skilled labor proceeded to share in the exploita
tion of the reservoir of low-paid common labor, and no strikes nor 
violence by over-crowded competing beggars for subsistence could 
move the industrial machine so long as engineers and skilled labor 
kept it going. To be sure the skilled labor guilds and capital had bitter 
disputes and even open fighting, but they fought to share profit from 
labor and not to eliminate profit. 

Big business with high-salaried engineers, well-paid skilled labor 
and a mass of voiceless common labor then offered terms to the na
tion. Profiteering, graft and theft had run wild in the North under 
the extreme individualism of post-war industry. Northern business 
had protected its monopoly by high tariff, profit from investments in 
railroad and government bonds, and new ventures. It had held its 
political power by the Fourteenth Amendment and Reconstruction 
Acts. But its dominion and advance were threatened by loss of all moral 
standards, cut-throat competition ; political revolt threatened, which 
might result in lowering the tariff, attacking the banking and money 
system, and strengthening government control of business freedom. 
One way to forestall this was to effect inner control and coordination 
of business by centralizing the control of the power of capital, regain
ing the confidence of investors by sure and steady income, and driv
ing from power the irregular banditti and highwaymen of industry. 

Fortunately for them, the panic of 1 873 checked the reform move
ment of 1 872, and delivered the country into the power of the great 
financiers without seriously breaking the power of capital. Reform 
became liberal, attacking theft and graft, and calling for freedom 
of the South from military control. Thus, the radical revolution of 
controlling capital and forcing recognition of the rights of labor by 
government control was lost sight of. Labor war ensued in the North, 
and serfdom was established in the South. 

But what of the South in this development ? The planters had ex
pected Negro governments to fall in confusion at the very beginning 
of the attempted dictatorship of labor. This did not happen. 

Writing in the American Historical Review I said, "In legislation 
covering property, the wider functions of the state, the punishment of 
crime and the like, it is sufficient to say that the laws on these points 
established by Reconstruction legislatures were not only different from 
and even revolutionary to  the laws in the older South, but  they were 
so wise and so well suited to the needs of the new South that in spite 
of a retrogressive movement following the overthrow of the Negro 
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governments the mass of this legislation, with elaboration and develop
ment, still stands on the statute books of the South. 

"Reconstruction constitutions, practically unaltered, were kept rn 

Florida ..................... 1868-1 885 .............. 17 years 
Virginia ...... . ... . . ... . .... 1 870-1902 .............. 32 years 
South Carolina . . . . .......... 1868-1 895 .............. 27 years 
Mississippi .................. 1868-1 890 .............. 22 years 

"Even in the case of states like Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, 
and Louisiana, which adopted new constitutions to signify the over
throw of Negro rule, the new constitutions are nearer the model of 
the Reconstruction document than they are to the previous consti
tutions. They differ from the Negro constitutions in minor details but 
very little in general conception. 

"Besides this there stands on the statute books of the South today 
law after law passed between 1868 and 1876, and which has been 
found wise, effective, and worthy of preservation." 14 

This compels us to begin with the fact that the basic difficulty with 
the South after the war was poverty, a depth of grinding poverty not 
easily conceivable even in these days of depression. In the first place, 
it goes without saying that the emancipated slave was poor ; he was 
desperately poor, and poor in a way that we do not easily grasp today. 
He was, and always had been, without money and, except for his work 
in the Union Army, had no way of getting hold of cash. He could 
ordinarily get no labor contract that involved regular or certain pay
ments of cash. He was without clothes and without a home. He had 
no way to rent or build a home. Food had to be begged or stolen, 
unless in some way he could get hold of land or go to work ; and 
hired labor would, if he did not exercise the greatest care and get 
honest advice, result in something that was practically slavery. These 
conditions, of course, while true for the mass of freedmen, did not 
apply to workers in the army, artisans or laborers in cities and others 
who had exceptional chances to obtain work for cash at something 
like decent rates. 

The white worker, in the mass, was equally poverty-stricken, except 
that he did usually hold, as a squatter, some land, and Emancipation 
gave him better chance to hire his labor in c ities. Finally, there were 
the impoverished planters, merchants and professional men who came 
out of the war with greatly reduced income and resources. In this set
t ing of poverty, as nearly universal as one could have under modern 
conditions, must come the effort to set up a new state, and it is clear 
to the unprej udiced observer that no matter who had conducted that 
state, if there had been no Negro or other alien elements in the land, 
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if there had been no universal suffrage, there would have been bitter 
dissatisfaction, widespread inj ustice, and vast transfer of wealth in
volving stealing and corruption. , 

The freedman sought eagerly, after the war, property and income. 
He believed that his condition was not his own fault but due to Theft 
on a mighty scale. He demanded reimbursement and redress sufficient 
for a decent livelihood. This came partially from the Federal govern
ment, from religious bodies ; and in one lamentable case, the new 
industry reached forth a careless helping hand, expecting profit from 
the venture. No more extraordinary and disreputable venture ever 
disgraced American business disguised as philanthropy than the Freed
men's Bank-a chapter in American history which most Americans 
naturally prefer to forget. 

The organization of the Freedmen's Savings and Trust Company 
has been called "one of the few sensible attempts made at the close 
of the Civil War to assist the ex-slave." 15 During the Civil War, and 
when colored soldiers became numerous, the matter of their savings 
became of importance and military savings banks were created at 
Norfolk, Virginia, and at Beaufort, South Carolina. At the same time 
there were various sums of money held by the Departments of Negro 
Affairs in the different army headquarters of the South. 

General Banks established a bank for Negroes at New Orleans in  
1 864, and General Butler and General Saxton in South Carolina estab
lished banks. Several efforts in 1 865 were made to organize permanent 
savings banks ;  an army paymaster, A. M. Sperry, hoped to absorb 
the banks at Norfolk, Virginia, and Beaufort, South Carolina ; and in 
New Orleans, Negroes planned a labor bank. In January, 1 865, Alvord 
arranged a meeting of a number of interested persons and business men 
in New York, and the result was a bill to incorporate the Freedmen's 
Savings and Trust Company introduced into the Senate, February 13, 
1 865. Another bill was introduced into the House and the name of 
Chief Justice Chase added as a trustee. These bills were combined 
and passed and Lincoln signed the law, March 3. He said, "This 
bank is j ust what the freedmen need," at the same time that he signed 
the bill creating the Freedmen's Bureau. 

The incorporators and trustees of the bank included Peter Cooper, 
William Cullen Bryant, A. A. Lowe, Garrett Smith, John Jay, S. G. 
Howe, George L. Stearns, Edward Atkinson and Chief Justice Chase. 
The business was confined to the Negro race and at least two
thirds of the deposits must be invested in United States securities . 
For a while, the success of the Freedmen's Savings Bank was phe
nomenal and the deposits extraordinarily encouraging. They came 
from day laborers, house servants, farmers, mechanics and wash-
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erwomen, and the proverbial thriftlessness of the Negro seemed about 
to be disproven. North as well as South, the whites were agreeably 
surprised. 

Gradually difficulties developed ; on the one hand, in the North, the 
bank was regarded as a philanthropy and not worth the careful con
trol and oversight of those who had loaned their names to it. The 
Southern state governments began to oppose the branch banks be
cause they were a sort of national system not under local control 
and took money away from local communities . The white banks were 
not disposed to cooperate, and were often unfair, while the white 
planter regarded the Freedmen's Bank as part of the Freedmen's Bu
reau and did everything possible to embarrass i t  and curtail its growth. 

Before 1 871 , there had been errors in the conduct of the bank and 
disregard of law. Indeed, it is not quite clear whether in the orig
inal charter the bank had any right to establish branches outside 
the District of Columbia. Soon the speculators of Washington were 
attracted by the assets of the bank and discovered how they were grow
ing. These assets were, however, amply protected by provisions requir-, 
ing investment mainly in government bonds. An amendment to the 
charter was introduced into Congress in 1870 which provided that one
half of the deposits invested in United States bonds might be invested 
in other notes and bonds secured by real estate mortgages. Immediately 
the pennies of poor black laborers were replaced by worthless notes. 
Money was loaned recklessly to the speculators in the District of 
Columbia. Jay Cooke and Company, the great bankers, borrowed half 
a million dollars, and this company and the First National Bank of 
Washington controlled the Freedmen's Bank between 1 870 and 1873. 
Runs were started on the bank and then an effort was made to unload 
the whole thing on Frederick Douglass as a representative Negro. This 
was useless and the bank finally closed in June, 1874. The Commission 
of Three which liquidated the Freedmen's Savings Bank paid de
positors 30% and charged for their services $318,753. 

At the date of closing, so far as is known, there was due to de
positors $2,993,790.68 in 6! , 144 accounts ; this was never paid. The 
assets amounted to $32,089.35. The rest was represented by personal 
loans and loans on real estate which were practically uncollectable. 

The total business transacted by the Freedmen's Bank was extraordi
nary, considering that the bulk of its clientele had j ust emerged from 
slavery ; its total deposits at one time reached $57,000,000. 

Thus, the most promising effort to raise the financial status of the 
best and thriftiest of Negroes went Llown in the maelstrom of national 
corruption. It is difficult to over-estimate the psychological effect of 
this failure upon Negro thrift. 
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But after all, the amount of cash handled by the freedman was 
small and by far the most pressing of his problems as a worker was 
that of land. This land hunger-this absolutely fundamental and 
essential thing to any real emancipation of the slaves-was continually 
pushed by all emancipated Negroes and their representatives in every 
Southern state. It was met by ridicule, by anger, and by dishonest and 
insincere efforts to satisfy it apparently. 

The Freedmen's Bureau had much Confederate property in its pos
session. But the seizure of abandoned estates in the South came as a 
measure to stop war and not as a plan for economic rebirth. Just as 
the slaves were enticed from the South in order to stop the aid which 
they could give to rebels, in the same way the land of masters who 
ran away or were absent aiding the rebellion was seized ; and this 
large body of land was the nucleus of the proposal to furnish forty 
acres to each emancipated slave family. The scheme was further ad
vanced when Sherman, embarrassed by the number of Negroes who 
followed him from Atlanta to the sea and gathered around him in 
Savannah and South Carolina, as a war measure settled them upon 
the abandoned Sea Islands and the adj acent coast. 

Confiscated property was in some cases condemned or sold on 
order of the Federal courts for unpaid taxes, and the title vested in 
the United States. Thus the Freedmen's Bureau came into possession 
of nearly 800,000 acres of farm land with control over it, except the 
right of sale. This land was in Virginia, Georgia, South Carolina, 
Louisiana, North Carolina, Kentucky and Tennessee. There was very 
little in Alabama and Florida and none in Texas. The Bureau in
tended to divide up this land and allot it to the freedmen and the 
white refugees, but much of it was tied up with leases, and, after all, 
despite the large amount, there was never enough to give the freed
men alone an acre apiece. 

A million acres among a million farmers meant nothing, and from 
the beginning there was need of from 25 to 50 million acres more if 
the Negroes were to be installed as peasant farmers. Against any plan 
of this sort was the settled determination of the planter South to keep 
the bulk of Negroes as landless laborers and the deep repugnance on 
the part of Northerners to confiscating individual property. Even 
Thaddeus Stevens was not able to budge the majority of Northerners 
from this attitude. Added to this was the disinclination of the United 
States to add to its huge debt by undertaking any large and costly 
social adj ustments after the war. To give land to free citizens smacked 
of "paternalism" ; it came directly in opposition to the American as
sumption that any American could be rich if he wanted to, or at least 
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well-to-do ;  and it stubbornly ignored the exceptional position of a 
freed slave. 

Indeed it is a singular commentary on the attitude of the govern
ment to remember that the Freedmen's Bureau itself during the first 
year was financed not by taxation but by the toil of ex-slaves : the 
total amount of rents collected from lands in the hands of the Bureau, 
paid mostly by Negroes, amounted to $400,000, and curiously enough 
it was this rent that supported the Freedmen's Bureau during the first 
year ! 

Surprise and ridicule has often been voiced concerning this demand 
of Negroes for land. It has been regarded primarily as a method of 
punishing rebellion. Motives of this sort may have been in the minds 
of some Northern whites, but so far as the Negroes were concerned, 
their demand for a reasonable part of the land on which they had 
worked for a quarter of a millennium was absolutely j ustified, and 
to give them anything less than this was an economic farce. On the 
other hand, to have given each one of the million Negro free families 
a forty-acre freehold would have made a basis of real democracy in the 
United States that might easily have transformed the modern world. 

The law of June 21, 1 860, opened public land in Alabama, Missis
sippi, Missouri, Arkansas and Florida ; but comparatively few of the 
freedmen could take advantage of this offer. The Bureau gave some 
assistance in transporting families, but most of the Negroes had neither 
stock nor farm implements, and the whites in those localities bitterly 
opposed their settling. Only about 4,000 families out of nearly four 
million people acquired homes under this act. 

The Sherman order gave rise to all sorts of difficulties. The Negroes 
were given only possessory titles. Then the owners came back and 
immediate1y there was trouble. The Negroes protested, "What is the 
use of giving us freedom if we can't stay where we were raised and 
own our own house where we were born and our own piece of 
ground ? "  It  was on May 25, 1865, that Johnson in his Proclamation 
of Pardon had provided easy means whereby all property could be re
stored, except the land at Port Royal, which had been sold for taxes. 
Gener::i.l Howard came to Charleston to make arrangements, and the 
story is characteristic-"At first," said a witness, "the people hesitated, 
but soon as the meaning struck them that they must give up their 
little homes and gardens and work for others, there was a general 
murmuring of dissatisfaction." 16 

General Howard was called upon to address them, and to cover 
his own confusion and sympathy he asked them to sing. Immediately 
an old woman on the outskirts of the meeting began "Nobody Knows 
the Trouble I've Seen." Howard wept.17 
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The colored landholders drew up an illiterate petition to Andrew 
Johnson, the poor white, expressing "sad feelings" over his decree, 
and begging for an acre and a half of land each ; but naturally nothing 
came of it ; for President Johnson, forgetting his own pre-war declara
tion that the "great plantations must be seized, and divided into 
small farms," declared that this land must be restored to its original 
owners and this would be done if owners received a presidential par
don. The pardoning power was pushed and the land all over the 
South rapidly restored. Negroes were dispossessed, the revenue of 
the Bureau reduced ; many schools had to be discontinued. The Bu
reau became no longer self-supporting and its whole policy was 
changed. 

In December, 1 865, the Bureau had 768,590 acres of land ; in 1 868, 
there were only 139,644 acres left, and much of this unimproved and 
unfertile. For a long time there still persisted the idea that the govern
ment was going to make a distribution of land. The rumor was that 
this was to be made January 1 ,  1 865, and for months before that Ne
groes all over the South declined to make contracts for work and were 
accordingly accused of laziness and insubordination. The restoration 
of the lands not only deprived Negroes in various ways of a clear 
path toward livelihood, but greatly discouraged them and broke their 
faith in the United States Government. 

These disappointments and discouragements did not for a moment 
stop the individual efforts of exceptional and lucky Negroes to get 
hold of land, and the cheapness of the land enabled them to make 
purchases on a considerable scale where they could get hold of a money 
wage. The land holdings of Negroes increased all over the South. 
In South Carolina, the gradual subdivision of the land showed that 
poor people, colored and white, were slowly getting hold of the di
vided plantations. Some 33,000 plantations were divided among 93,000 
small farmers. 

Virginia Negroes acquired between 80,000 and 100,000 acres of land 
during the late sixties and early seventies . There were soon a few 
prosperous Negro farmers with 400 to l,ooo acres of land and some 
owners of considerable city property. Georgia Negroes had bought, by 
1875, 396,658 acres of land, assessed at $1 ,263,902, and added to this 
they had town and city property assessed at $1 ,203,202. 

Of Arkansas in 1875, Nordhoff said : "Of the forty thousand Negro 
voters in the State, it is believed that at least one in twenty owns either 
a farm, or a house and lot in town. This would give but two thousand 
such independent landholders-,a small number, but yet a beginning, 
showing that, even amidst the intense and incessant political turmoil 
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of the last seven years, a part of the colored men have been persistently 
industrious and economical." 18 

All this was the record of the exceptional and lucky freedmen. After 
all they owned in 1 870 less than one-tenth of the land which they 
ought to have possessed, and the wages of nine-tenths of the black 
laborers were low and seldom paid in cash or with regularity. Wesley 
gives figures showing annual wages in Southern states to have ranged 
from $89 to $150 in 1 867 and 1868.19 

On the other hand this demand for land by government action and 
the increased disposition to vote public funds for the benefit of the 
pauperized masses incensed the planters. In every Southern state, the 
South from 1868 to 1 876 stressed more and more the anomaly of let
ting people who had no property vote away the wealth of the rich. 
The strongest statement of the case against the black legislature of 
South Carolina was that they paid almost no taxes upon property, 
they who for the most part had only had the right to hold property 
since 1 866. 

This charge against the poor, frequent as it always is in democratic 
movements, is not valid. The first attempt of a democracy which in
cludes the previously disfranchised poor is to redistribute wealth and 
income, and this is exactly what the black South attempted. The theory 
is that the wealth and the current income of the wealthy ruling class 
does not belong to them entirely, but is the product of the work and 
striving of the great millions ; and that, therefore, these millions ought 
to have a voice in its more equitable distribution ; and if this is true 
in modern countries, like France and England and Germany, how 
much more true was it  in the South after the war where the poorest 
class represented the most extreme case of theft of labor that the world 
can conceive ; namely, chattel slavery ? 

On the other hand, there is not the slightest doubt but that the 
South had a right to demand of the nation that the whole of the 
burden of this readjustment of wealth should not fall upon the plant
ers ; guilty as they were of supreme exploitation of labor, their guilt 
was shared by the rest of the nation, j ust as the rest of the nation 
had for centuries shared the profits of the slave system. It would 
have been fair and j ust for the cost of emancipating the slaves and 
giving them land to be equitably shared by the whole of the United 
States. 

Moreover the increased taxation of which the South so bitterly com
plained was not wholly for social uplift. It took mainly the form of 
( 1 )  restoration of injured property, (2) restoration of capital invest
ment, lost or inj ured, as in the case of the railroads, (3) the expense 
of a new system of public education, (4) the expense of carrying on 
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a government with enlarged functions. Only the last two directly 
benefited the black worker. 

There had been a destruction and disappearance of invested capital, 
through war and emancipation, which represented the greater part 
of the whole invested capital of the South except land. The value of 
the land decreased enormously because of the disappearance of slave 
labor and the destruction of a whole industrial system. 

Accurate figures are out of the question. A report to the House of 
Representatives, 42nd Congress, gives these estimates : the total assessed 
property of the South in 1860, including slaves, was $4,363,030,347.05 ; 
in 1870 i t  was $2, 141 ,834,1 88.02, a loss of $1 ,634,105,341 in slaves and 
$586,990,2 18  in other property.20 The total loss in the South by the 
war, in property, assets and debts, state and Confederate, has been 
estimated at $5,262'303,554.26. 

These were the losses of capital ; but what of the losses of nine mil
lion laborers, represented not so much by positive loss as by negative 
deprivation and exploitation for centuries ? 

The nineteenth century assumed that universal suffrage would pre
vent the state from falling into the power of forces inimical to the 
masses. It might and did leave power in the hands of property and 
invested capital, but i t  left them less chance to oppress unduly the 
laboring class, in so far as  that class was thrifty and intelligent. But 
suppose labor was not intelligent and had been so long enslaved that 
shiftlessness became a virtue ? It seemed clear that in America and 
in all leading countries in the latter half of the nineteenth century 
the dictatorship of wealth and capital would be modified in some 
degree by reference to the will of the mass of laborers. In this way 
industrial peace and progress toward high standards of living for the 
masses would be secured without disturbing the basi s  of capitalistic 
production. Thus the guidance and dictatorship of capital for the 
obj ect of private profit were not to be questioned or overthrown ; but 
i t  must maintain that ascendancy by controlling the public opinion 
of the laboring class. This was accomplished and, on the whole, easily 
accomplished by the power to give and withhold employment from 
people who were without capital, the power to fix wages within cer
tain wide limits, the power to influence public opinion through the 
prestige of wealth, news and literature, and the power to dominate 
legislatures, courts, and offices of administration. 

The building and buttressing of the new and more powerful capital
istic imperialism was slow and difficult, and with purposeful leader
ship, l abor could enormously curtail the power of capital and bring 
nearer a cri tical time when the dictatorship of capital must yield 
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to a dictatorship of labor-when general well-being would replace 
individual profit as the obj ect of industry. 

This was not so clear in detail in the middle of the nineteenth cen
tury as it is now. There were democrats, like Sumner and Stevens, 
who sensed the new power which super-capital was beginning to as
sert over labor and particularly over universal suffrage. Still it seemed 
to them that the right to vote in the hands of the intelligent mass 
could dictate the form of any state that it wished ; the difficulty was 
that the mass of labor and particularly black labor was not intelligent. 
They freely admitted, therefore, that while it would be better to give 
the right of suffrage only to those Negroes who were intelligent and 
particularly those who by economic opportunity would amass some 
little capital, nevertheless they felt that since the South compelled 
them to choose between universal suffrage and disfranchised land
less labor in the control of landholders and capitalists, with increased 
political power based on the d isfranchisement of labor, the right of 
suffrage even in the hands of the poor and ignorant gave better 
chance for ultimate economic j ustice than their d isfranchisement. 

It was for this reason that they advocated universal suffrage for 
the emancipated slaves. They were offered no middle ground. There 
were in the South only spasmodic signs that any powerful body of 
public opinion was willing to admit the Negro to the right of suf
frage, no matter how intelligent he became, or to admit white labor 
without nullifying its vote by giving to capital the power based on dis
franchised blacks ; yet without some acceptance of a labor vote the 
modern state could not endure ; and while the cost of introducing this 
sudden change in the South was great, yet the action of the dominant 
South left no alternative. It  was either universal suffrage or modified 
slavery, and in either case, increased political power in the nation for 
the former slave oligarchy. 

Moreover, it is certain that unless the right to vote had been given 
the Negro by Federal law in 1 867, he would never have got it in 
America. There never has been a time since when race propaganda 
in America offered the slightest chance for colored people to receive 
American citizenship. There would have been, therefore, perpetuated 
in the South and in America, a permanently disfranchised mass of 
laborers ; and the dictatorship of capital would, under those circum
stances, have been even more firmly implanted than it is today. 

Certainly and naturally the slaves were far more ignorant and pov
erty-stricken than the mass of Northern white laborers. A dictatorship 
of Federal power was therefore set up in the first Freedmen's Bureau 
bill, which would have furnished them land and schools and pro
tected their civil and economic rights until they were ready for uni-
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versal suffrage or had learned by using it. The bill, as finally passed, 
left out the provision for land and most of the provisions for educa
tion. The Negroes themselves continued to demand land when they 
were enfranchised by the Reconstruction Bill of 1 867 ;  but this evoked 
shrieks of anger from property in the South and apprehension from 
property in the North. 

There arose in the South an extraordinary situation which few 
scholars have studied in its economic aspects. First, there was black 
labor, in the main ignorant and poor, but with some leaders of intel
ligence, backed in part by the military power of the North ; secondly 
there was white exploitation, which in the South had been based on the 
ownership of land and labor and which was now widely impoverished, 
but still left with most of the land, some capital and large social influ
ence. There was in addition to these the mass of impoverished and 
ignorant white peasants and laborers. To this there were added a num
ber of Northern immigrants with smaller or larger amounts of capital. 

It is idle to speculate as to j ust how this situation could have been 
avoided. Of course, it would not have arisen if slavery had continued. 
Moreover, there would have been less evident catastrophe and tur
moil immediately if slavery had been continued under another name, 
in accordance with the efforts of the Southern states under the John
son Reconstruction plan. 

But this simply meant a postponement of the trouble. Eventually 
the complete agrarian capitalistic system, based on the ownership of 
both land and labor, had to disappear from America and the world 
and its disappearance had to spell revolution involving a vast transfer 
of capital and of political power. 

This revolution might have taken the form of annulling property 
in slaves with indemnity to the slave owners, and seeking to put into 
the South a laboring class without political power. This would have 
been an impossible solution, because this laboring class would have 
been thrown into even more direct competition with white laborers 
the land over, a fact which had already been a cause of civil war; and 
it  would have involved an attempt at capitalist autocracy without the 
corrective of universal suffrage among a third of the American labor
ing class. Moreover, the capital to indemnify the slave owners must 
have come out of the wealth of that part of the country whose capital 
was being taxed to pay the staggering cost of a war to overthrow 
political power based on enslaved labor. Northern capital would not 
consent to restore Southern loss from investment in slaves, much less 
if this restored capital were to be used to compete with capital in 
the North. 

There ensued in the South a contest for the ultimate dictatorship 
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of the state in conj unction with universal suffrage for black and white. 
The temporary dictatorship set up by the Federal government repre
sented and had to represent, in essence, the attitude of northern capi
talists. The parties that hoped to dominate this dictatorship, all of 
them, lacked capital ; the planter had been impoverished by the war ;  
the small capitalist from the North who had come South brought 
little to invest, but expected to accumulate capital on the spot ; and 
the poor white represented the impoverished peasantry and labor class 
as well as a petty bourgeois of small merchants and professional men. 

Here, then, was the situation. And what had to follow ? The planters 
had to move toward the control of the political power of newly en
franchised labor, both black and white. One can see such movements 
in the consent of Beauregard and Longstreet in Louisiana, Alcorn 
in Mississippi and Hampton in South Carolina, to Negro suffrage, 
and their willingness to concede something of economic power to the 
black voters. But this movement, which would have been compara
tively simple under the ordinary organization of capital and labor in 
modern countries, was complicated by three facts : 

First, there came in a new, eager class of competing capitalists who 
proposed to share with the planters the dictatorship of labor. 

Secondly, the movement of the planter class to attract black labor 
with economic concession met the immediate and bitter fear and 
opposition of the poor whites, not simply of the mass of half-starved 
white peasants and farmers, but of the merchants, the former slave 
overseers and managers, men who proposed to j oin the planters as 
exploiters of labor. 

These desperately feared the rise of black labor to a position which 
might equal and even surpass the poor whites'. This was shown 
in the voting in Alabama, under Johnson's reconstruction, where the 
poor white counties went solidly against the Black Belt on several 
occasions ; and it was also shown in the bitter opposition to the count
ing of black folk as a basis of representation. If the whole population 
was to be counted as a basis of representation, then after the war 
as before, the Black Belt and its capitalistic dictators were going to 
dominate white labor ; and it was for this reason that the poor 
whites long fought to exclude the Negro in apportioning the political 
power of the state, and after Reconstruction united in disfranchising 
him. 

When the Negro received the right to vote and had to be counted, 
there arose a desperate effort on the part of the poor whites to keep 
the planters from controlling the Negro vote by their economic power. 
Sometimes this effort took the crude method of driving black labor 
off the plantations and intimidating it in various ways. Sometimes it 
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took the form of trying to lead black labor through demagogues, like 
Hunnicutt in Virginia ; and all the time, in the background, was the 
feeling that unless the planters united with the poor whites in a solid 
racial phalanx against the black voters, anarchy and destruction were 
preferable to the economic rise of the Negro. 

How this interaction of former land monopolists, white peasant 
and Negro peasant, would have worked itself out if uncomplicated by 
other interests, is a question. But it seems almost inevitable that di
vision would have had to take place along economic rather than racial 
lines, and that the planter-capitalists, reenforcing themselves with re
cruits from a poor white petty bourgeois, would have organized to 
control white and black labor endowed with universal suffrage, along 
the same lines that allowed capital in the North to control native 
white labor and new immigrants. 

There entered, however, the small northern investor, usually and in
accurately comprehended under the term "carpetbagger," a phrase 
too vague for our use, but too much used to discard. When the war 
ended there were large numbers of Northern soldiers and officers in 
the South. There were civilian agents of the government and there 
were other Northerners who looked toward the South as a place of 
economic re-birth and investment. There was nothing extraordinary 
in this. Thousands upon thousands of Southerners had come into the 
North and had been welcomed to its freedom and opportunities ; while 
this migration to the South had come mainly in time of war, with 
the resultant war hatred and bitterness, still its main reason was eco
nomic. Men with smaller or larger amounts of capital and many with 
no capital proposed to invest in land and free labor in the South at 
a time when the great staples of Southern agriculture were abnormally 
high and in wide demand throughout the world. These men, so far 
as they were investing capitalists, and most of them were, proposed to 
build up in the South the same kind of capitalistic democracy based 
on universal suffrage to which they had been used in the North. 
They were going to trade with free black labor and white labor 
and yield to it that amount of consideration and that economic share 
of the product which they would naturally have to yield in order 
to keep their dictatorship and yet get profit for themselves . 

If, now, the new Northern capitalists and the Southern planter class 
had been united into one new capitalistic class, their only problem 
would have been to deal with a new laboring class composed of blacks 
and whites and to admit to their ranks those of either class who had 
or could get any amount of new capital . 

But both capitalists and laborers were split in two ; there was hatred 
and j ealousy in the ranks of this new prospective capitalistic class, and 
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race prej udice and fear in the ranks of the laborers . In the new 
capitalistic class, the hatred of the planters for Northerners, who ap
parently were planning to add to the conquests of war new conquests 
of economic power, was naturally intense. It was this same power 
of Northern capital which in . Southern minds caused civil war. The 
new Northern capitalists, on the other hand, could not understand 
why they should not be welcomed as investors without sentiment, in 
a region where investment of new capital was sadly needed, and why 
this should not be accompanied by the same attitude toward labor 
which capital must take throughout the world if it were going to 
maintain its mastery. 

Thirdly, the poor whites began a desperate and almost panic
stricken attempt to force themselves into this situation, either as allies 
of the old planter class which had for them the greatest contempt, or 
as allies of the carpetbagger capitalist, against whom they had j ust 
been fighting in the ranks of the army, and whose attitude toward 
black labor they did not understand and feared, or even as allies of 
black labor, which they might use as a club against both planter and 
capitalist. 

The ensuing turmoil in the South was a fight of these three pre
tenders to economic power over the capitalistic state, and also it was 
further complicated by the fact that the Federal military dictatorship 
was in the hands of Northern capitalists and Northern social workers. 

There ensued a fierce fight for mastery characterized by widespread 
graft, corruption, and violence ; for what responsibility did any of these 
parties have to a state they did not own ? And the greater the failure 
of government through any of the contenders, the more it  j ustified 
radical change. When the planter class moved toward black labor 
its leaders made demands which the planters would not meet ; namely, 
demands for land, education and the expense of social uplift. These 
demands of the black laborer might have been modified, if he had 
not found that they were easily promised and partially fulfilled by 
the carpetbag capitalist. He, therefore, turned to the carpetbagger 
for leadership and through him was given education and at least a 
possibility of buying land. The poor white could try to compete 
with the carpetbag capitalist in leadership and demagoguery over the 
Negroes ;  or he could seek alliance with the planter because the 
planter's property was bearing the main cost of the new educational
social program ; or by sabotage he could seek to sink the government 
in anarchy. 

Small wonder that the ensuing graft, stealing and renewal of civil 
war was widely misunderstood. But the very last place where the 
blame for the situation could, by the wildest imagination, be placed 
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was upon the newly enfranchised black labor. What the Negro needed, 
and what he desperately sought, was leadership in knowledge and 
industry. In knowledge he wanted through his own irrepressible de
mand for education to become an intelligent citizen ; and a start 
toward this he received through the splendid and unselfish cooperation 
of the Northern social workers connected with the Federal dictator
ship and through their allies, the teachers who came down to man the 
Freedmen's Bureau schools. By straining his political power to the 
utmost, the Negro voter got a public school system and got it because 
that was one clear obj ect which he understood and which no bribery 
or chicanery could seduce him from advocating and insisting upon 
in season and out. 

On the other hand, in economic leadership, in the whole question 
of work and wage, he was almost entirely at sea. His higher schools 
based on New England capitalism and individualism gave little train
ing for an economic battle j ust dawning in the world and far from 
the conception of leaders in Southern industry. Even his later indus
trial schools were tied hand and foot to triumphant capitalism un-
hampered by a labor vote. 

· 

He had, then, but one clear economic ideal and that was his demand 
for land, his demand that the great plantations be subdivided and 
given to him as his right. This was a perfectly fair and natural de
mand and ought to have been an integral part of Emancipation. To 
emancipate four million laborers whose labor had been owned, and 
separate them from the land upon which they had worked for nearly 
two and a half centuries, was an operation such as no modern country 
had for a moment attempted or contemplated. The German and Eng
lish and French serf, the Italian and Russian serf, were, on emancipa
tion, given definite rights in the land. Only the American Negro 
slave was emancipated without such rights and in the end this spelled 
for him the continuation of slavery. 

Beyond this demand for land, economic leadership for the Negro 
failed. He appealed to his former master. The best of the planters, 
those who in slavery days had occupied a patriarchal position toward 
their slaves, were besieged not only by their own former slaves but 
by others for advice and leadership. If they had wished, they could 
have held the Negro vote in .the palm of their hands. The Negroes 
would have followed them implicitly, and it was this that poor whites 
from Andrew Johnson down feared. But they forgot that the planters 
were estopped from this program by their own lack of capital ; by the 
new and confiscatory taxation which the Negroes' demands entailed 
even under the most frugal and honest administration ; by their own 
singular lack of knowledge of the methods of capitalistic democracy 
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throughout the world, which was based on those very concessions to 
labor of which they could not conceive. They kept insisting on hard, 
regular toil, vague and irregular wages, and no exercise of political 
power ; all this in a day when labor the world over demanded shorter 
hours, a definite high wage contract, and the right to vote. 

To this attitude of the planters must be added the bitter j ealousy, 
not only of the worst and more vicious and selfish of the planters, 
but of the poor whites. And when there was added to this the fact 
that they themselves were being supplanted as advisers of Negroes by 
the new white Northern capitalist, willing to grant labor's demands 
at the expense of the state, they, in most cases, utterly refused to lead 
Negro labor, and thus threw the Negroes back on the carpetbag capi
talists for advice and leadership. Thither, too, Negroes were attracted 
by a trust that naturally grew out of the fact that these people repre
sented their emancipation. They represented Abraham Lincoln and his 
government, and Negroes were naturally strongly inclined to do any
thing that this leadership told them to, even when the advice was 
dishonest and unwise. Thus were the freedmen landed in piteous

· 

contradiction and difficulty. 
The Negro's own black leadership was naturally of many sorts. 

Some, like the whites, were petty bourgeois, seeking to climb to 
wealth ; others were educated men, helping to develop a new nation 
without regard to mere race lines, while a third group were idealists, 
trying to uplift the Negro race and put them on a par with the whites. 
But how was this to be accomplished ? In the minds of very few 
of them was there any clear and distinct plan for the development of a 
laboring class into a position of power and mastery over the . modern 
industrial state. And in this lack of vision, they were not singular in 
America. Where else in the land, even among labor leaders, was there 
any such fixed and definite program of action ? 

The fight for the domination of the new form of state which Re
construction was building took the direction of using the income for 
new forms of state expenses ; and for that, public investment for private 
profit was the widespread custom in the North. The South had entered 
only to a small extent into such schemes and tended to regard them 
as outside the function of the state. Even the forms of expenditure for 
education, and the help of indigents, were kinds of expenditure to 
which the Southern taxpayers had not been used and in which for 
the most part they did not believe. There were consequently fierce out
cries against the "waste" of such expenditures. 

When in addition to that, there came widespread and deliberate 
investment of public funds in railroads and corporations where the 
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profits went to speculators and grafters, the protest of landed property 
was intensified. 

The results of this form of stealing bore hard upon the impoverished 
landholder and were particularly detestable to him because, monopoliz
ing the government before the war, he had largely escaped taxation 
and had tried to transfer it to the shoulders of the small business man. 
Now the small business man, reenforced by the carpetbagger and black 
voter, was returning i t  to the landholder. Assessments were increased 
and the gradual disestablishment of the landed aristocracy became 
imminent. 

Here is the crux of the matter : I t  was this large and, for the day 
and circumstances, overwhelming loss that lay at the bottom of the 
extraordinary charges of extravagance and stealing that characterize 
the Reconstruction controversy. For had there been no further loss, 
and no necessity nor effort to increase the customary taxation of 
the past, the planter would have felt hurt to his heart by the disappear
ance of the bulk of his capital . But when to this was added a new 
taxation for uplifting Negroes and enriching Northerners, he raised 
his protest to a shriek of bitterness. 

When we try to get to the details of the Southern States' debts after 
the war and during Reconstruction, we are faced by the fact that there 
is no agreement among authorities. The reasons for this are several : 
First, What is a debt ? Is it the amount which a state actually owes, 
or is it the amount for which a state may become liable in the future, 
by reason of present commitments and promises ? In this latter case, 
for how much does it actually become liable ? 

A careful examination of such facts as seem established shows that the 
increase of debts under the Reconstruction regime was not large. In 
eleven Southern States there was little over $100,000,000 of debt in 
1 860, which rose to $222,000,000 on account of war. When the Con
federate debt was repudiated, the recognized debts in 1 865 stood at 
$156,000,000. To this should be added certain railroad liabilities of Ala
bama, which brings the total debt at the beginning of Reconstruction 
to $175,000,000. In 1 871 ,  this debt had increased nearly 100% to $305,-
000,000 ; but $100,000,000 of this debt consisted in contingent and pro
spective liabilities due to the issue of railway bonds, which confuses 
the whole issue with regard to Reconstruction debts. The whole in
crease of debt, during 1 860- 1871 ,  amounted apparently to less than 
100%. 2 1 What now did this increase of debt due to the railway bonds 
mean ? It meant that Southern and Northern men, Republicans and 
Democrats, had united to put the credit of the state back of their rail
way investments. The only way in which nine-tenths of Negro voters 
came into this matter was as their representatives were bribed by 
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both parties to support this legislation for private profit. Such bribery 
undoubtedly was widespread. But it was widespread not only among 
Negro voters, but among white voters, and among all the voters of 
the United States, and among members of all legislatures and mem
bers of Congress. It could hardly be argued that in this respect, new 
and largely ignorant Negro voters should show a higher public 
morality than the rest of the country. 

On the other hand, the wrath of the landholders against this in
crease in debt was the wrath of agrarian capitalists against the new 
industrialism ; and yet they were unable to prosecute those who stole 
the state's money through the issue of railway bonds because there 
were too many Southern people, and Southern people of prominence, 
involved. This was shown in North Carolina, where despite the ex
travagant investment in railways, the hope of wide immigration and 
rapid development was disappointed, and the landholders put the 
commercialists out of power ; but they did not dare prosecute them. 
In Mississ ippi, on the other hand, where the Negro was as powerful 
as in any state, there was no increase of debt, because from the first 
the landholders and Negroes refused to loan the credit of the state to 
railroads. 

If  the money raised by taxes had been spent carefully and honestly 
upon legitimate and necessary matters of restoration and government, 
the increase is not unreasonable. Or in other words, there is nothing on 
the face of  the figures that proves unusual theft. 

Over one hundred and fifty millions of this debt was repudiated 
by the reactionary governments which came into office after 1 876. 
John F. Hume 2 2  claims that to this should be added $120,000,000 of 
debts repudiated before the Civil War, showing that the South was 
not unused to dealing in this way with borrowed funds. 

This indebtedness must also be interpreted by considering the price 
of gold. South Carolina's debt of twenty-two million in 1871 was made 
when paper money was at 70 and was therefore equivalent to fifteen 
and a half million in 1 860. Indeed the curve of the price of gold ex
plains to some extent the curve of alleged extravagance. 

The debt of these states between the time when it reached its high
est point and 1 880 was scaled down to $ 108,003,974. This meant 
that a sum of $155,525,856 was repudiated and it will be noted that 
this is almost exactly the increased indebtedness which the Reconstruc
tion regime incurred in order to meet the increased burden of the 
state-public school education, charitable institutions, the restoration 
of public buildings, and increased social responsibilities. 

There can be no possible proof that all of this increased indebted
ness represented theft ; nor is there any adequate reason for believing 
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that most of  it did .  What happened in Southern repudiation after the 
war was that the Southern states proceeded to punish people who had 
dared to loan money to the Southern states under Negro suffrage, by 
confiscating the sums which they had loaned. This was what they 
had threatened to do, and they did it with vengeance. 

There are certain other considerations. White Southerners were in 
practically complete control during the Reconstruction regime, in 
Virginia and Tennessee ; yet in these two states, an indebtedness of 
$52,000,000 in 1 860 increased to $88,000,000 before 1880, and $34,000,-
000 of this was repudiated. This could hardly be charged to Negro 
suffrage. Then, too, in North Carolina, Georgia and Alabama, the 
ex-Confederate South never lost all control, and was early restored to 
full control. Yet in these states, an indebtedness of $19,000,000 in 1 860 
reached $81 ,000,000 before 1880. And of this $56,000,000 was repudiated. 
A part of the blame of this may be shouldered on white Northerners, 
but very little of it could possibly be attributed to Negroes. 

In the case of Florida and Mississippi, the debt was negligible, and 
on the face of it, absolutely defensible. Yet large amounts were re
pudiated by the reform party. In South Carolina, the debt stood at 
nearly $6,000,000 in 1 865, before Reconstruction. It reached at its 
highest point, before 1880, nearly $25,000,000. And of this $ 17,000,000 
was repudiated. If any large proportion of it represented theft, i t  
represented as  much the illegal graft of  Northern moneylenders as 
the theft of money actually received by the state. Arkansas, under 
a government in which the Negro had almost no part, repudiated 
$12,000,000 out of $18,000,000 of indebtedness. 

The whole debt transaction of the South after Reconstruction seemed 
to show that many of the accusations of unreasonable debt, and the 
haste at repudiation, were a blow aimed at Northern finance, rather 
than a proof of Negro extravagance. I t  was openly said in Louisiana 
that i t  was fitting that "the Northerners who tore down the basis of 
our former prosperity should share some of the ills." 2 3  

Sir George Campbell said : "All the Carpet-bag Governors are, as 
a matter of course, accused of the grossest personal corruption ; and as 
soon as they fall from power it is almost a necessity that they should 
fly from criminal prosecutions instituted in the local courts under 
circumstances which give little security for fair trial. . . .  

"On the whole, then, I am inclined to believe that the period of 
Carpet-bag rule was rather a scandal than a very permanent in
j ury . . . ; and there was more pilfering than plunder on a scale per
manently to cripple the State." 24 

Indeed, in most cases, the testimony concerning stealing and cor
ruption in the South during this time was either given by bitter politi-
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cal opponents who constituted themselves j udge, witness, and j ury 
or by criminals who were clearing their own skirts by accusing others. 

Note well the character of the stealing in the South. In the first 
place, when money was appropriated even extravagantly, i t  was ap
propriated for railroads, which the South needed desperately, and it 
was appropriated under the same terms that had enabled the North 
and the West to get their railroads ; it was appropriated for public 
institutions; it was appropriated for the buying of land in order 
to subdivide the great plantations ; it was appropriated for certain 
public services. 

In all cases the graft and dishonesty came in the carrying out, the 
fulfillment of these needs, and this was not only in the hands of white 
men, but Southern white men as often as Northern ; and Northern 
white financial agents and manipulators in Wall Street helped to make 
the bond sales of South Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi and Florida. 
To charge this debt to the Negroes is idiotic. I t  was not so charged at 
the time, but this came to be a popular version of Southern corruption 
when it became unpopular to accuse the Northerners. 

In the original charges of graft and corruption made by the South
erners, Negroes were mentioned only as tools. It was the carpet
bagger and scalawags, Northern and Southern white men, who were 
continually and insistently charged with theft and corruption. 

Then as the carpet-baggers lost the power of military dictatorship, 
and as the prospect of alliance with the poor whites showed the plant
ers a way of re-securing the government, they turned and with the 
poor whites concentrated all their accusations of misgovernment and 
corruption upon the Negro, in order to deprive the Negro of his po
li tical power. 

Southern corruption was not the exclusive guilt of scalawags and 
carpet-baggers, nor were all carpet-baggers and scalawags thieves. 
Some carpet-baggers were noble-hearted philanthropists. Some scala
wags were self-sacrificing benefactors of both Negroes and whites. 
Some of the scalawags and carpet-baggers lied and stole. and some 
helped and cooperated with the freedmen and worked for real democ
racy in the South for all races. Indeed in graft and theft the skirts of 
Southern whites of all classes were not clear before or after the war. 

Before the war, the South was ruled by an oligarchy and the func
tions of the state carried on largely by individuals. This meant that 
the state had little to do, and its expenses were small. The oligarchic 
state does not need to resort to corruption of the government. Its lead
ers, having the right to exploit labor to the limi t, receive an income 
which makes them conspicuously independent of any income from 
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the government. The government revenues are kept purposely small 
and the salaries low so that poor men cannot afford to enter into 
government service. 

On the other hand, when the o ligarchy is broken down and when 
labor increases its power, revenue is raised by taxing the rich, and then 
the temptation to bribery and stealing increases according to the 
amount of poverty. The corruption in the South before the war did 
not usually touch the state governments. The income there was too 
small to be tempting ; yet in Mississippi, after two receivers of public 
money had defaulted for $ 155,000, a United States treasury agent 
recommended that the last one be retained since another would prob
ably be as bad. Other Southern states had defaulting officials, and 
shamelessly repudiated their public debts. 

For thirty years, during 1 830-1 860, the South was ruled by its own 
best citizens and yet during that time there were defalcations in Ten
nessee, Mississippi, Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Alabama and Arkansas 
among postmasters, United States marshals, collectors and surveyors, 
amounting to more than one million dollars. 

How far, then, was post-bellum corruption due to Negroes ? Only in 
so far as they represented ignorance and poverty and were thus pe
culiarly susceptible to petty bribery. No one contends that any con
siderable amount of money went to them. There were some reports of 
show and extravagance among them, but the great thieves were always 
white men ; very few Negro leaders were specifically accused of theft, 
and again seldom in these cases were the accusations proven. Usually 
they were vague slurs resting on the assumption that all Negroes steal. 
Petty bribery of members of Reconstruction legislatures, white and 
black, was widespread ; but Wallace in Florida shows the desperate 
inner turmoil of the Negroes to counteract this within their own ranks; 
and outstanding cases of notably incorruptible Negro leaders like 
Lieutenant-Governor Dunn of Louisiana, Treasurer Cardozo of South 
Carolina, Secretary of State Gibbs of Florida, and Speaker Lynch of 
Mississippi, are well known. 

Certainly the mass of Negroes were unbribable when it came to de
mands for land and education and other things, the beneficent obj ect 
of which they could thoroughly understand. But they were peculiarly 
susceptible to bribes when it  was a matter of personal following of 
demagogues who catered to their likes and weaknesses. 

The mass of Negroes were accused of selling votes and influence 
for small sums and of thus being easily bought up by big thieves ; but 
even in this, they were usually bought up by pretended friends and 
not bribed against their beliefs or by enemies. To the principles that 
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they understood and knew, they were true ; but there were many 
things connected with government and its technical details which they 
did not know; in other words, they were ignorant and poor, and the 
ignorant and poor can always be misled and bribed. What made the 
Negro poor and ignorant ?  Surely, it was slavery, and he tried with 
his vote to escape slavery. 

As Dunning says : "As to corruption under the Negro government 
of the South, this must be noted : first, the decade when the Negroes 
were ushered into political life, from 1867 to 1 877, was probably the 
most corrupt decade in the history of the United States, and of all parts 
of the United States. 

"The form and manner of this corruption, which has given so un
savory a connotation to the name 'reconstruction,' were no different 
from those which have appeared in many another time and place in 
democratic society. At the very time, indeed, when the administrations 
of Scott, in South Carolina, and Warmoth, in Louisiana, were estab
lishing the Southern high-water mark of rascality in public finance, 
the Tweed ring in New York City was at the culmination of its closely 
parallel career." 25 

"When we come to examine them, the charges made by such men 
as Rhodes, Oberholtzer, Dunning, Bowers, etc., even if taken at their 
face value, which they assuredly should not be, are charges that might 
with equal force be leveled against every government, Federal, state 
and municipal, North and South, Republican and Democratic, of the 
time-and against the 'lily white' Restoration governments that fol
lowed in the South with reaction. Only compare the public moneys 
stolen by officers of the Reconstruction governments with the vast 
sums that found their way into the pockets of the Tweed Ring in the 
perfectly Conservative, Democratic, Copperhead City of New 
Y k l "  2 6  or . 

It may be contended that the presence of a mass of unlettered and 
inexperienced voters in a state makes bribery and graft easier and more 
capable of misuse by malign elements. This is true. But the ques
tion is, is the situation any better if ignorance and poverty are perma
nently disfranchised ? The whole answer of modern industrial condi
tions is-no, it is not. And the only alternative, therefore, is the one 
continually urged by Sumner, Phillips and Stevens : if ignorance is 
dangerous-instruct it. If poverty is the cause of stealing and crime, in
crease the income of the masses. 

Property involves theft by the Rich from the Poor ; but there comes 
a grave question ; given a mass of ignorance and poverty, is that mass 
less dangerous without the ballot ? The answer to this depends upon 
whose danger one envisages. They are not dangerous to the mass of 
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laboring men. I f  they are kept i n  ignorance and poverty and domi
nated by capital, they are certainly dangerous to capital. To escape such 
revolution and prolong its sway property must yield political power to 
the mass of laborers, and let it wield that power more intelligently by 
giving it public schools and higher wages. It is naturally easier for capi
tal to do this gradually, and if there could have been a choice in 1 867 
between an effective public school system for black labor in the South 
and its gradual enfranchisement, or even beyond that, a property 
qualification for such laborers as through free land and higher wage 
had some chance to accumulate some property-if this had been pos
sible, it would have been, without doubt, the best transition program 
for capital and labor, provided of course that capitalists thus tamely 
yielded power. But there was no such alternative. Labor, black labor, 
must be either enfranchised or enslaved, unless, of course, the United 
States government was willing to come in with a permanent Freed
men's Bureau to train Negroes toward economic freedom and against 
the interest of Southern capital. This was revolution. This was force 
and no such permanent Freedmen's Bureau backed by a strongly capi
talistic Northern government could have been expected in 1 867. 

The essential problem of Negro enfranchisement was this : How far 
is the poor and ignorant electorate a permanent inj ury to the state, 
and how far does the extent of the inj ury make for efforts to counter
act it ? More than a million Negroes were enfranchised in 1 867. Of 
these, it is possible that between 1 00,000 and 200,000 could read and 
write, and certainly not more than 25,000, including black immigrants 
from the North, could be called educated. It was the theory that if 
these people were given the right to vote, the state, first of all, would 
be compelled to discontinue plans of political action or industrial 
organization which did not accord with the general plans of the 
North, and secondly, in  self-defense, it would have to begin the edu
cation of the freedmen and establish a system of free labor with 
wages and conditions of work much fairer than those in vogue during 
slavery. 

How far was this a feasible social program ? It was not possible, of 
course, if the South had the right to continue its industrial organization 
based on land monopoly and ownership of labor. Conceding the eman
cipation of labor, that emancipation meant nothing if land monopoly 
continued and the wage contract was merely nominal. If a wage sys
tem was to be installed, it must receive protection either from an out
side power, like that of the Federal government, or from the worker 
himself. So far as the worker was concerned, the only protection 
feasible was the ballot in the hands of a united and intelligently led 
working class. Could it be assumed now that the possession of the 
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ballot in the hands of ignorant working people, black and white, 
would lead to real economic emancipation, or on the other hand would 
it not become a menace to the state so great that its very existence 
would be threatened ? 

It had been the insistent contention of many that the basis of the 
state was threatened between 1867 and 1 876 and, therefore, the revo
lution of 1876 had to take place. The known facts do not sustain this 
contention and it seems probable that if we had preserved a more 
complete story of the action of the Negro voter the facts in his 
favor would even be stronger. As it is, it must be remembered that 
the proponents of Negro suffrage did not for a moment contend that 
the experiment was not difficult and would not involve hardship and 
danger. The elections for the conventions went off, for the most part, 
without upheaval, with intelligence and certainly with unusual fair
ness. The conduct of the Negro voters, their selection of candidates, 
their action in conventions and early legislatures, was, on the whole, 
sane, thoughtful, and sincere. No one can, with any color of truth, say 
that civilization was threatened or the foundations of the state attacked 
in the South in the years from 1 868 to 1876. 

Then, however, came a time of decisions. Did the South want the 
Negro to become an intelligent voter and participant in the state under 
any circumstances, or on the other hand was it opposed to Negro 
voters no matter how intelligent and efficient ? 

It may be said, then, that the argument for giving the right to vote 
to the mass of the poor and ignorant still stands as defensible, without 
for a moment denying that there should not be such a class in any 
civilized community ; but if the class is there, the fault is the fault of 
the community and the community must suffer and pay for it. The 
South had exploited Negro labor for nearly two and one-half centuries. 
If in ten years or twenty years things could be so changed that this 
class was receiving an education, getting hold of land, exercising some 
control over capital, and becoming co-partners in the state, the South 
would be a particularly fortunate community. 

If, on the other hand, there had been the moral strength in the South 
so that without yielding immediate political power, they could have 
educated and uplifted the blacks and gradually inducted them into 
political power and real industrial emancipation, the results undoubt
edly would have been better. There was no such disposition, and under 
the profit ideal of a capitalist organization, there could not have been. 
That would have required, after the losses of war, an industrial un
selfishness of which capitalist organization does not for a moment 
admit. Force, therefore, and outside force, had to be applied or other
wise slavery would have persisted in a but sl ightly modified form, and 
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the persistence of slavery in the United States longer than it ha<l al
ready persisted would have been a calamity worse than any of the 
calamities, real or imagined, of Reconstruction. 

Consequently, with Northern white leadership, the Negro voters 
quite confounded the planter plan ; they proved apt pupils in politics. 
They developed their own leadership. They gained clearer and clearer 
conceptions of how their political power could be used for their own 
good. They were unselfish, too, in wishing to include in their own 
good the white worker and even the ex-master. Of course, all that was 
done in Constitution-making and legislation at this time was not en
tirely the work of black men, and in the same way all that was done 
in maladministration and corruption was not entirely the fault of the 
black man.  But if the black man is to be blamed for the ills of Recon
struction, he must also be credited for its good, and that good is in
dubitable. In less than ten years, the basic structure of capitalism in 
the South was changed by his vote. A new modern state was erected 
in the place of agrarian slavery. And its foundations were so sound 
and its general plan so good that despite bitter effort, the South had 
to accept universal suffrage in theory at least, and had to accept the 
public school system. It had to broaden social control by adding to the 
landholder the industrial capitalist. 

Indeed the Negro voter in Reconstruction had disappointed all the 
prophets. The bravest of the carpetbaggers, Tourgee, declared con
cerning the Negro voters : "They instituted a public school system in 
a realm where public schools had been unknown. They opened the 
ballot-box and j ury box to thousands of white men who had been de
barred from them by a lack of earthly possessions. They introduced 
home rule in the South. They abolished the whipping post, and brand
ing iron, the stocks and other barbarous forms of punishment which 
had up to that time prevailed . They reduced capital felonies from 
about twenty to two or three. In an age of extravagance they were 
extravagant in the sums appropriated for public works. In all that time 
no man's rights of person were invaded under the forms of laws." 27 
The Negro buttressed Southern civilization in precisely the places it 
was weakest, against popular ignorance, oligarchy in government, and 
land monopoly. His schools were more and more successful. If now he 
became a recognized part of the state, a larger and larger degree of 
social equality must be granted him. This was apparent in his demand 
for a single system of public schools without discrimination of race
a demand that came for obvious reasons of economy as well as for 
advantages of social contact. It appeared also in  the demand for equal 
accommodations on railroads and in public places. 

Ultimately, of course, a single system of public schools, and state 
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universities without distinction of race, and equality of civil rights was 
going to lead to some social intermingling and attacks upon the anti
intermarriage laws which encouraged miscegenation and deliberately 
degraded women. This was a possibility that the planter class could 
not contemplate without concern and it stirred among the poor whites 
a blind and unreasoning fury. 

The dictatorship of labor in the South, then, with its establishment 
of democratic control over social development, education and public 
improvements, succeeded only at the expense of a taxation on land 
and property which amounted to confiscation. And it was accompa
nied by a waste of public funds partly due to inexperience, and partly 
due to the prevailing wave of political dishonesty that engulfed the 
whole country. 

The singular thing about the wholesale charge of stealing and cor
ruption during Reconstruction times is that when government was 
restored to the whites and to the Democratic Party, there were so few 
attempts at criminal indictment or to secure any return of the loot. 
In North Carolina, for instance, wholesale theft was charged against 
the carpetbaggers, and yet when the governor and leader of the Re
publican Party was impeached, no charge of stealing was in the in
dictment. He was impeached for using the militia to put down admit
ted and widespread disorder, and for the arrest of the men who openly 
·and impudently encouraged the disorder. 

In Mississippi, all that the restored government apparently wanted 
was to get rid of Governor Ames. They made no attempt to charge 
him with theft. In South Carolina, the restored government claimed 
to have documentary evidence of widespread stealing and graft, and .
they made a few indictments which were afterward quietly quashed. 
Why did not the fraud committee go into the courts which they now 
controlled, and find out where the money they alleged was stolen had 
gone, and who was now enjoying it ? The conclusion is almost in
escapable, that the fraud committee knew perfectly well that a large 
proportion of the thieves were now on the side of white rule, and that 
much of their theft had been designed and calculated to discredit Ne
groes and carpetbaggers. 

These facts and similar ones show that the overthrow of Reconstruc
tion was in essence a revolution inspired by property, and not a race 
war. 

The echo of the Northern reform movement was felt in the South. 
It encouraged the Northern capitalists and the more intelligent Ne
groes to unite in a Southern reform movement. This was shown by the 
· Chamberlain government in South Carolina, the Ames government 
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in Mississippi, and less clearly by the Kellogg government in Louisi
ana. 

The carpetbag reformers moved toward an alliance with the plant
ers wi th an understanding that called for lower taxes and the elimina
tion of graft and corruption. Negro voters began to support this pro
gram, but were restrained by distrust. They feared that the planters 
still planned their disfranchisement. If this fear could have been re
moved, and as far as it was removed, the power of the Negro vote in 
the South was certain to go gradually toward reform. 

It was this contingency that the poor whites of all grades feared. It 
meant to them a reestablishment of that subordination under Negro 
labor which they had suffered during slavery. They, therefore, inter
posed by violence to increase the natural antagonism between South
erners of the planter class and Northerners who represented the mili
tary dictatorship as well as capital, and also to increase the fear of the 
Negroes that the planters might try to reenslave them. The planters 
certainly were not disposed to make any permanent alliance with 
carpetbaggers like Chamberlain. After all they were Northerners, re
cent . enemies, and were responsible for the taxation that had gone 
before reform. 

The efforts at reform, therefore, at first widely applauded, one by 
one began to go down before a new philosophy which represented 
understanding between the planters and poor whites. This again was 
not an easy thing for the planters to swallow, but it was accompanied 
by deference to their social status, by eagerness on the part of the poor 
whites to check the demands of the Negroes by any means, and by 
willingness to do the dirty work of the revolution that was coming, 
with its blood and crass cruelties, its bitter words, upheaval and tur
moil. This was the birth and being of the Ku Klux Klan. 

Before the war, there had been violent Southern anti-Negro propa
ganda on racial lines ; but that had been mainly for consumption in 
the North. Northerners, traveling in the South, were always astonished 
at finding it accompanied by peculiar evidences of social equality and 
closer intimacies ; in other words, there was no deep racial antagonism 
except in the case of poor whites, where it had a tremendous economic 
foundation. After the w·ar, the race division, so long as the economic 
foundation was equitable, would have become less and less pronounced 
had it not been emphasized with determination in the application of 
the "Mississippi Plan." 

It is one of the anomalies of history that political and economic re
form in the North and West after 1873 j oined hands with monopoly 
and reaction in the South to oppress and reenslave labor. 

Every effort was made by careful propaganda to induce the nation 
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to believe that the Southern wing of the Democratic party was fighting 
the same kind of corruption as the North and that corruption was rep
resented in the South solely by carpetbaggers and Negroes. This was 
only partly true in the South ; for there labor too was fighting corrup
tion and dishonesty, so far as land and capital, which were secretly 
abetting graft in order to escape taxation, would allow it to do so with
out disfranchisement. But the South now began to use the diplomacy 
so badly lacking in its previous leadership since the war. Adroitly 
it s topped attacking abolitionists and even carpetbaggers, and grad
ually transferred all the blame for post-war misgovernment to the 
Negroes . The Negro vote and graft were indissolubly linked in the 
public mind by incessant propaganda. Race repulsion, race hate, and 
race pride were increased by every subtle method, until the Negro and 
his friends were on the defensive and the Negro himself almost con
vinced of his own guilt. Negro haters and pseudo-scientists raised their 
heads and voices in triumph. Lamar of Mississippi, fraudulently 
elected to Congress, unctuously praised Sumner with his tongue in his 
cheek ; and Louisiana solemnly promised to give Negroes full political 
and civil rights with equal education for Negro children-a deliberate 
lie which is absolutely proven by the revelations of the last fifty years . 

The South was impelled to brute force and deliberate deception in 
dealing with the Negro because it had been astonished and disap
pointed not by the Negro's failure, but by his success and promise of 
greater success. 

All this came at a time when the best conscience of the nation-the 
conscience which was heir to the enthusiasm of abolitionist-democracy 
-was turned against the only power which could support democracy 
in the South. The truth of the insistence of Stevens was manifest : with
out land and without vocation, the Negro voter could not gain that 
economic independence which would protect his vote. Unless, there
fore, his political and civil rights were supported by the United States 
army, he was doomed to practical reenslavement. But the United States 
army became in the seventies the representative of the party of politi
cal corruption, while its political opponents represented land monopoly 
and capitalistic reaction in the South. When, therefore, the conscience 
of the United States attacked corruption, it at the same time attacked 
in the Republican Party the only power that could support democ
racy in the South. It was a paradox too tragic to explain and it de
ceived leading reformers, like Carl Schurz, into consenting to throw 
the poor, ignorant black workers, whom he had helped to enfranchise, 
to the lions of land monopoly and capitalistic control, which proposed 
to devour them, and did. 
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In the South, reform sought to follow the Northern model and the 
carpetbag capitalists turned toward the purging of the civil service and 
the throttling of monopoly. In this, they gained the backing of many 
intelligent Negroes. But for one thing they could have got the bulk 
of the Negro vote, and that one thing was the Negro's distrust of 
the honesty of the planters' obj ects . Did the planter want reform 
or did he want reenslavement of Negro labor ? As a matter of fact, the 
planter got the beginnings of reform in the administration of govern
ment in South Carolina, in Mississippi, and even in Louisiana. But he 
was aware that if that movement went far, it would prove that the 
Negro vote could be appealed to and made effective in good govern
ment as well as bad. This he did not want. As the South Carolina 
Democratic convention said, April, 1 868, in an address to the colored 
people : "It is impossible that your present power can endure, whether 
you use it for good or ill." 28 

Back of this was the knowledge that honest labor government would 
be more fatal to land monopoly and industrial privilege than govern
ment by bribery and graft. 

The white South, therefore, quickly substituted violence and re
newal of the war in order to get rid of the possibility of good govern
ment supported by black labor votes. 

There was not a single honest Southerner who did not know that 
any reasonable political program which included a fair chance for the 
Negro to get an honest wage, personal protection, land to work, 
and schools for his children, would have received the staunch, loyal 
and unyielding support of the overwhelming mass of Negro voters ; 
but this program, when ostensibly offered the Negro, concealed the 
determination to reduce him practicallly to slavery. He knew this and 
in his endeavor to escape floundered through bribery, corruption, and 
murder, seeking a path to peace, freedom, and the income of a civilized 
man. 

The South has itself to blame. It showed no historic sign of favoring 
emancipation before the war, rather the contrary. It showed no disposi
tion to yield to the offer of recompensed emancipation which Abraham 
Lincoln repeatedly made. It showed no desire to yield to emancipa
tion with correspondingly curtailed political power as Congress sug
gested. It showed no disposition to reform democracy with the Negro 
vote. It relied on stubborn brute force. 

Meantime, the leaders of Northern capital and finance were still 
afraid of the return of Southern political power after the lapse of the 
military dictatorship. This power was larger than before the war and 
it was bound to grow. If it were to be used in conj unction with North-
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ern liberals, it might still mean the reduction of the tariff, the reduc
tion of monopoly, and an attack upon new financial methods and 
upon concentrated control in industry. There was now no sentiment 
like "freedom" to which the Northern industrialists could appeal. It  
was, therefore, necessary for Northern capital to make terms with the 
dominant South. 

Thus, both the liberal and the conservative North found themselves 
willing to sacrifice the interests of labor in the South to the interest of 
capital . The temporary dictatorship as represented by the Freedmen's 
Bureau was practically ended by 1870. This led to an increase of vio
lence on the part of the Ku Klux Klan to subj ect black labor to strict 
domination by capital and to break Negro political power. The out
break brought a temporary return of military dictatorship, but the 
return was unpopular in the North and aroused bitter protest in the 
South. 

Yet the end that planters and poor whites envisaged and, as the fight 
went on, the end that large numbers of the Northern capitalists were 
fighting for, was a movement in the face of modern progress. It did 
not go to the length of disfranchising the whole laboring class, black 
and white, because i t  dared not do this, although this was its logical 
end. It did disfranchise black labor with the aid of white Southern 
labor and with the silent acquiescence of white Northern labor. 

The white capitalist of the South saw a chance of getting rid of the 
necessity of treating with and yielding to the voting power of fully 
half the laboring class. It seized this opportunity, knowing that it thus 
was setting back the economic progress of the world ; that the United 
States, instead of marching forward through the preliminary revolution 
by which the petty bourgeois and the laboring class armed with the 
vote were fighting the power of capital, was disfranchising a part of 
labor and on the other hand allowing great capital a chance for enor
mous expansion in the country. And this enormous expansion got its 
main chance through the thirty-three electoral votes which the counting 
of the full black population in the South gave to that section. It was 
only necessary now that this political power of the South should be 
used in behalf of capital and not for the strengthening of labor and 
universal suffrage. This was the bargain of 1 876. 

Reconstruction, therefore, in the South degenerated into a fight of 
rivals to control property and through that to control the labor vote. 
This rivalry between dictators led to graft and corruption as they bid 
against each other for the vote of the Negro, while meantime Negro 
labor in its ignorance and poverty was agonizing for ways of escape. 
Northern capital compromised, and Southern capital accepted race 
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hate and black disfranchisement as a permanent progr::i.m of exploi t::i.
tion. 

In a certain way this great struggle of a laboring class of five black 
millions was epitomized by the appearance of sixteen of their rep
resentatives in the Federal Congress from 1 869 to 1 876. These are the 
men, their states and their service : 

Hiram R. Revels, Senator, Mississippi, l870-187 I .  
Blanche K.  Bruce, Senator, Mississippi, 1 875-188!. 
Jefferson P. Long, Congressman, Georgia, 1869-187! . 
Joseph H. Rainey, Congressman, South Carolina, 1 871-1 879. 
Robert C. DeLarge, Congressman, South Carolina, 1 871- 1873 . 
Robert Brown Elliott, Congressman, South Carolina, 1 871-1875. 
Benjamin S. Turner, Congressman, Alabama, 1871-1 873. 
Josiah T. Walls, Congressman, Florida, 1 873-1877. 
Alonzo J. Ransier, Congressman, South Carolina, 1 871-1 873. 
James T. Rapier, Congressman, Alabama, 1 873-1 875. 
Richard H. Cain, Congressman, South Carolina, 1 873-1 875, 1 877-1879. 
John R. Lynch, Congressman, Mississippi, 1873-1877, 1 88 1 - 1883. 
Charles E. Nash, Congressman, Louisiana, 1875-1877. 
John A. Hyman, Congressman, North Carolina, 1875-1877. 
Jere Haralson, Congressman, Alabama, 1 875-1877. 
Robert Smalls, Congressman, South Carolina, 1 875-1879, 1881 -1887. 
Several others, like Menard of Florida, Pinchback of Louisiana, Lee 

and others, had excellent titles to their seats, but did not gain them. 
Twelve of these men who were the earliest to enter Congress were 
ex-slaves or born of slave parents and brought up when Negroes were 
denied education. On the other hand the other four had received a 
more or less complete college education in the North and abroad. 
Five of the Congressmen were lawyers, and two, Elliott and Rapier, 
had unusual training and ability. 

Rhodes sneers at these men : "They left no mark on the legislation 
of their time ; none of them, in comparison with their white associates, 
attained the least distinction." 

But Blaine, who knew them and served with most of them, said : 
"The colored men who took seats in both Senate and House did not 
appear ignorant or helpless. They were as a rule studious, earnest, 
ambitious men, whose public conduct . . .  would be honorable to any 
race." 

Most of the colored Congressmen had had experience in state legisla
tures and in public office. When these men entered Congress, questions 
of Reconstruction and of the economic and social condition in the 
North and West were before it. These included the exploitation of pub
lic lands, the development of railroads, the question of money, and the 
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relation of the races in the South. The Negro Congressmen, especially, 
had three obj ects : to secure themselves civil rights, to aid education, 
and to settle the question of the political disabilities of their former 
masters. 

This last question became of paramount importance. Long of 
Georgia was in favor of removing disabilities if the Southerners proved 
loyal to the new legislation. Revels supported amnesty, but Rainey felt 
that it had led to force and murder. Elliott protested against amnesty, 
saying that the men seeking relief were responsible for the crimes per
petrated against loyal men in the South, and that this proposal put a 
premium on disloyalty and treason. 

All the Negro Congressmen plead for civil rights for their race. I t  
was here that Robert Brown Elliott made one of his  greatest speeches 
in a dramatic situation seldom equaled in Congress. Forney describes 
the incident : "Mr. Stephens, the Vice-President of the Confederacy, of 
which slavery was the corner-stone, spoke January 6, 1 874, and Mr. 
Elliott, the colored champion of the liberated race, followed him the 
next day. I cannot describe the House when the two men addressed 
it, especially when the African answered the Caucasian. Here we have 
a new history-a history that may, indeed, be repeated, but which 
stands alone in the novelty of all i ts surroundings, and in the eloquence 
of all its lessons . . . .  

"Mr. Elliott, the last speaker, is a full-blooded black, a native of 
Boston, Massachusetts, where he was born August l l, 1 842. Educated 
in England, he was not of age when the Rebellion broke out ; and in 
1868, in his twenty-sixth year, was a member of the South Carolina 
Legislature, and elected to Congress from Columbia district in 1 872. 
He received 21 ,627 votes, against 1 ,079 votes for the Democratic candi
date, W. H. McCaw. Had any man predicted that this colored boy, 
while attending school in 1 853, at High Holborn Academy, and Eton 
College, England, in 1 855, would sit in Congress from the capital of 
the proud state of South Carolina in 1 874, and would there confute 
the ablest apostle of the old slave power, he would have been pro
nounced a madman." 

Elliott, defending against Stephens civil rights for Negroes, said : 
"Sir, it is scarcely twelve years since that gentleman shocked the 

civilized world by announcing the birth of a government which 
rested on human slavery as its corner-stone. The progress of events has 
swept away that pseudo-government which rested on greed, pride, and 
tyranny ; and the race whom he then ruthlessly spurned and trampled 
on are here to meet him in debate, and to demand that the rights 
which are enj oyed by their former oppressors-who vainly sought to 
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overthrow a Government which they could not prostitute to the base 
uses of slavery-shall be  accorded to those who even in the darkness 
of slavery kept their allegiance true to freedom and the Union. Sir, 
the gentleman from Georgia has learned much since 1 861 ; but he is 
still a laggard. Let him put away entirely the false and fatal theories 
which have so greatly marred an otherwise enviable record. Let him 
accept, in its fullness and beneficence, the great doctrine that American 
citizenship carries with it every civil and political right which man
hood can confer. Let him lend his influence, with all his masterly abil
i ty, to complete the proud structure of legislation which makes this 
nation worthy of the great declaration which heralded its birth, and 
he will have done that which will most nearly redeem his reputation 
in the eyes of the world, and best vindicate the wisdom of that policy 
which has permitted him to regain his seat upon this floor." 30 

In the matter of education, Rainey of South Carolina was one of the 
first Americans to demand national aid for education. Walls of Florida 
protested that national aid was not an invasion of state rights, and 
showed the discrimination in the distribution of state funds. 

The colored Congressmen advocated local improvements, including 
distribution of public lands, public buildings, and appropriations for 
rivers and harbors, in Alabama, Florida, Mississippi and South Caro
lina. 

Aside from these more personal questions, Negro Congressmen dis
cussed national economic matters. Walls of Florida and Lynch of 
Mississippi asked protective tariffs for local products, including cotton, 
lumber and sugar. Walls voted for an appropriation for the centennial 
exposition of 1 876, and urged the recognition of Cuba. Hyman cham
pioned relief of the Cherokee Indians. Bruce opposed the restriction 
of Chinese immigration, arraigned our selfish policy toward Indi
ans, and especially advocated improving the navigation of the Missis
sippi and protecting life and property from its overflow. 

The words of these black men were, perhaps, the last clear, earnest 
expression of the democratic theory of American government in Con
gress. 

Congressman DeLarge of South Carolina said in 1871 : "When I 
heard the gentleman from New York (Mr. Cox) on Tuesday last 
hurl his shafts against the members of my race, charging that through 
their ignorance they had brought about these excesses, I thought he 
should have remembered that for the ignorance of that portion of the 
people, he and his party associates are responsible, not those people 
themselves. While there may have been extravagance and corruption 
resulting from the placing of improper men in official positions-and 
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this is  part of the cause of the existing state of things-these evils have 
been brought about by men identified with the race to which the gen
tleman from New York belongs, and not by our race." 3 1  

Congressman Rainey of South Carolina said in the same debate : 
"Sir, I ask this House, I ask the country, I ask white men, I ask Demo
crats, I ask Republicans whether the Negroes have presumed to take 
improper advantage of the majority they hold in that State by dis
regarding the interest of the minority ? They have not. Our conven
tion which met in 1868, and in which the Negroes were in a large 
maj ority, did not pass any proscriptive or disfranchising acts, but 
adopted a l iberal constitution, securing alike equal rights to all citizens, 
white and black, male and female, as far as possible. Mark you, we 
did not discriminate, although we had a maj ority. Our constitution 
towers up in its maj esty with provisio

.
ns for the equal protection of all 

classes of citizens." 32 

It was not, then, race and culture calling out of the South in 1876 ; it 
was property and privilege, shrieking to its kind, and privilege and 
property heard and recognized the voice of its own. 

The bargain of 1 876 was essentially an understanding by which the 
Federal Government ceased to sustain the right to vote of half of the 
laboring population of the South, and left capital as represented by 
the old planter class, the new Northern capitalist, and the capitalist 
that began to rise out of the poor whites, with a control of labor 
greater than in any modern industrial state in civilized lands. Out of 
that there has arisen in the South an exploitation of labor unparalleled 
in modern times, with a government in which all pretense at party 
alignment or regard for universal suffrage is given up. The methods 
of government have gone uncriticized, and elections are by secret 
understanding and manipulation ;  the dictatorship of capital in the 
South is complete. 

The military dictatorship was withdrawn, and the representatives 
of Northern capital gave up all efforts to lead the Negro vote. The 
new dictatorship became a manipulation of the white labor vote which 
followed the lines of similar control in the North, while it proceeded 
to deprive the black voter by violence and force of any vote at all. The 
rivalry of these two classes of labor and their competition neutralized 
the labor vote in the South. The black voter struggled and appealed, 
but it was in vain. And the United States, reenforced by the increased 
political power of the South based on disfranchisement of black voters, 
took its place to reenforce the capitalistic dictatorship of the united 
States, which became the most powerful in the world, and which 
backed the new industrial imperialism and degraded colored labor the 
world over. 
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This meant a tremendous change in the whole intellectual and spir
itual development of civilization in the South and in  the United States 
because of the predominant political power of the South, built on dis
franchised labor. The United States was turned into a reactionary 
force. It became the cornerstone of that new imperialism which is sub
j ecting the labor of yellow, brown and black peoples to the dictation 
of capitalism organized on a world basis ; and it has not only brought 
nearer the revolution by which the power of capitalism is to be chal
lenged, but also it is transforming the fight to the sinister aspect of a 
fight on racial l ines embittered by awful memories. 

It i s  argued that Negro suffrage was bad because it failed, and at 
the same time that its failure was a proof of its badness . Negro 
suffrage failed because it was overthrown by brute force. Even if it 
had been the best government on earth, force, exercised by a maj ority 
of richer, more intelligent and more experienced men, could have over
thrown it. It was not overthrown so long as the military dictatorship 
of the North sustained it. But the South proved by appropriate propa
ganda that Negro government was the worst ever seen and that it 
threatened civilization. They suited their propaganda to their audience. 
They had tried the accusation of laziness but that was refuted by a 
restoration of agriculture to the pre-war level and beyond it . They 
tried the accusation of ignorance but this was answered by the Negro 
schools. 

It happened that the accusation of incompetence impressed the 
North not simply because of the moral revolt there against graft and 
dishonesty but because the North had never been thoroughly con
verted to the idea of Negro equality. When, therefore, the North, even 
granting that all the South said of the Negro was not t rue, contem
plated possibilities, it paused. Did the nation want blacks with power 
sitting in the Senate and in the House of Representatives, accumulat
ing wealth and entering the learned professions ? Would this not 
eventually and inevitably lead to social equality and even to black sons 
and daughters-in-law and mulatto descendants ? Was it possible to 
contemplate such eventualities ? 

Under such circumstances, i t  was much easier to believe the accusa
tions of the South and to listen to the proof which biology and social 
science hastened to adduce of the inferiority of the Negro. The North 
seized upon the new Darwinism, the "Survival of the Fittest," to prove 
that what they had attempted in the South was an impossibility ; and 
they did this in the face of the facts which were before them, the ex
amples of Negro efficiency, of Negro brains, of phenomenal possibili
ties of advancement. 
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Moreover, Americans saw throughout the world the shadow of the 
coming change of the philanthropic attitude which had dominated the 
early nineteenth century, with regard to the backward races. Inter
national and commercial imperialism began to get a vi�ion. Within 
the very echo of that philanthropy which had abolished the slave trade, 
was beginning a new industrial slavery of black and brown and yel
low workers in Africa and Asia. Arising from this, as a result of this 
economic foundation, came the change in the attitude toward these 
darker people. They were no longer "Brothers in Black" ; they were 
inferiors. These inferiors were to be governed for their own good. 
They were to be raised out of sloth and laziness by being compelled 
to work. The whole attitude of Europe was reflected in America and 
it found in America support for its own attitude. 

The great republic of the West was trying an impossible experiment. 
They were trying to make white men out of black men. It could not 
be done. It was a mistake to conceive it. The North and Europe were 
still under the sway of individual laissez-faire in industry, and "hands 
off" in government. It was easy, therefore, for the North to persuade 
itself that whatever happened politically in the South was right. If the 
majority did not want Negro rule, or Negro participation in govern
ment, the majority was right, and they would not allow themselves to 
stop and ask how that majority was made. They knew that an organ
ized inner group was compelling the mass of white people to act as a 
unit ; was pounding them by false social sanctions into a false uni
formity. 

If that part of the white South which had a vision of democracy and 
was willing to grant equality to Negroes of equal standing had been 
sustained long enough by a standing Federal police, democracy could 
have been established in the South. But brute force was allowed to 
use i ts unchecked power in the actions of the whites to destroy the 
possibility of democracy in the South, and thereby make the transition 
from democracy to plutocracy all the easier and more inevitable. 

Through the rift of the opposi tion, between votes for and against 
the Negro, between high and low tariff, between free land and land 
monopoly, plutocracy drove a silent coach and four .  

What the South did in  1876 was to make good i ts  refusal ei ther to 
give up slavery or to yield the political power based on the counting 
of slaves. 

And so the South rode the wind into the whirlwind and accom
plished what it sought. Did it pay ? Did it settle either the Negro's 
problem or any problem of wealth, labor, or human uplift ? On the 
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contrary, it made the government of the South a system of secret 
manipulations with lying and cheating. It made its religion funda
mental hypocrisy. And the South knows today that the essential 
Negro problem is j ust as i t  was-how far it dare let the Negro be a 
modern man. 

It was all so clear and right and logical. A nation could not exist 
half-slave and half-free. If i t  tried, either its mass of laborers would 
by force of competi tion sink into the depths of exploited, ignorant 
poverty, or rising in bloody revolt break the monopoly of land and 
materials and endow the mass with more equal income and more po
litical power to maintain their freedom. 

So in America came Civil War over the slavery of labor and the end 
was not peace, but the endeavor really and honestly to remove the 
cause of strife-to give the black freedman and the white laborer land 
and education and power to conduct the state in the interests of labor 
and not of landed oligarchy. Labor lurched forward after it had paid 
in blood for the chance. And labor, especially black labor, cried for 
Light and Land and Leading. The world laughed. It laughed North. 
It laughed West. But in the South it roared with hysterical, angry, 
vengeful laughter. It said : "Look at these niggers ; they are black and 
poor and ignorant. How can they rule those of us who are white and 
have been rich and have at our command all wisdom and skill ? Back 
to slavery with the dumb brutes ! "  

Still the brutes strove on and up with silent, fearful persistency. 
They restored the lost crops ; they established schools ;  they gave votes 
to the poor whites ; they established democracy ; and they even saved a 
pittance of land and capital out of their still slave-bound wage. 

The masters feared their former slaves' success far more than their 
anticipated failure. They lied about the Negroes. They accused them 
of theft, crime, moral enormities and laughable grotesqueries. They 
forestalled the danger of a united Southern labor movement by appeal
ing to the fear and hate of white labor and offering them alliance and 
leisure. They encouraged them to ridicule Negroes and beat them, kill 
and burn their bodies. The planters even gave the poor whites their 
daughters in marriage, and raised a new oligarchy on the tottering, 
depleted foundations of the old oligarchy, a mass of new rulers the 
more ignorant, intolerant and ruthless because of their inferiority com
plex. And thus was built a Solid South impervious to reason, j ustice or 
fact. 

With this arose a Solid North-a North born of that North which 
never meant to abolish Negro slavery, because its profits were built on 
it ; but who had been gradually made by idealists and laborers and 
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freed slaves to refuse more land to slavery ; to refuse to catch and re
turn slaves ; and finally to fight for freedom since this preserved cotton, 
tobacco, sugar and the Southern market. 

Then this new North, fired by a vision of concentrated economic 
power and profit greater than the world had visioned, tried to stop 
war and hasten back to industry . But the blind, angry, bewildered 
South threatened to block the building of this new industrial oligarchy 
by a political power increased by the very abolition of slavery, until 
the North had to yield to democracy and give black labor the power 
with which white Southern landholders threatened Northern industry. 

In return, Northern capital bribed black and white labor in the 
South and white and black labor in the North. It thrust debt, conces
sions and graft on the South, while in the North it divided labor into 
exploiting and exploited groups of skilled and highly paid craftsmen 
who might and did become capitalists, and a mass of ignorant, dis
franchised imported foreign slaves. The West transformed its laboring 
peasant-farmers into land speculators and investors and united its in
terests through railways to the Solid South in return for non-interfer
ence with Big Business. 

God wept ; but that mattered little to an unbelieving age ; what mat
tered most was that the world wept and still is weeping and blind 
with tears and blood. For there began to rise in America in 1 876 a 
new capitalism and a new enslavement of labor. Home labor in cul
tured lands, appeased and misled by a ballot whose power the dictator
ship of vast capital strictly curtailed, was bribed by high wage and 
political office to unite in an exploitation of white, yellow, brown and 
black labor, in lesser lands and "breeds without the law." Especially 
workers of the New World, folks who were American and for whom 
America was, became ashamed of their destiny. Sons of ditch-diggers 
aspired to be spawn of bastard kings and thieving aristocrats rather 
than of rough-handed children of dirt and toil. The immense profit 
from this new exploitation and world-wide commerce enabled a guild 
of millionaires to engage the greatest engineers, the wisest men of sci
ence, as well as pay high wage to the more intelligent labor and at 
the same time to have left enough surplus to make more thorough the 
dictatorsh ip of capital over the state and over the popular vote, not 
only in Europe and America but in Asia and Africa. 

The world wept because within the explo iting group of New World 
masters, greed and jealousy became so fierce that they fought for trade 
and markets and materials and slaves all over the world until at last 
in 19 14  the world flamed in war. The fantastic structure fell, leaving 
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grotesque Profits ancl Poverty, Plenty and Starvation, Em pire and 
Democracy, staring at  each other across World Depress ion .  Ancl the 
rebuilding, whether it comes now or a century later, will and must go 
back to the basic principles of Reconstruction in the United States 
during 1 867-1 876-Land, Light arid Leading for slaves black, brown, 
yellow and white, under a dictatorship of the proletariat. 

Profit ? What profit hath the sea 
Of her deep-throated threnody ? 
What profit hath the sun, who stands 
Staring on space with idle hands ? 
And what should God Himself acquire 
From all the <eons' blood and fire ? 

FANNIE STEARNS DAVIS 
From Crack o' Dawn, The Macmillan Company 
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How the freedman yearned to learn and know, and with the 
guiding hand of the Freedmen's  Bureau and the Northern school

marm, helped establ ish the Publ ic School in the South and taught 

his own teachers in the New England col lege transplanted to the 

black South 

It was soon after the war that a white member of Johnson's re
stored Louisiana legislature passed one of the schools set up by the 
Freedmen's Bureau in New Orleans. The grounds were filled with 
children. He stopped and looked intently, and then asked, "Is this a 

h 1 .., " "Y " h 1 "Wh f 
. 

? " "E . d 1 " sc oo r es, was t e rep y. at, or mggers . v1 ent y. 
He threw up his hands. "Well, well," he said, "I have seen many 
an absurdity in my lifetime, but this is the climax!" 1 

If a poor, degraded, disadvantaged horde achieves sudden freedom 
and power, what could we ask of them in ten years ? To develop some, 
but surely not all, necessary social leadership ; to seek the right sort of 
leadership from other groups ; to strive for increase of knowledge, 
so as to teach themselves wisdom and the rhythm of united effort. 

This latter accomplishment crowns the work of Reconstruction. 
The advance of the Negro in education, helped by the Abolitionists, 
was phenomenal ; but the greatest step was preparing his own teachers 
-the gift of New England to the black South. 

If the Negro public school system had been sustained, guided and 
supported, the American Negro today would equal Denmark in liter
acy. As i t  is, he surpasses Spain and I taly, the Balkans and South 
America ; and this is due to the Negro college, which despite deter
mined effort to curtail the efficiency of the Negro public school, and 
despite a sustained and violent attack upon higher education for black 
folk, nevertheless, through white Northern philanthropy and black 
Southern contributions, survived and furnished teachers and leaders 
for the Negro race at the time of its greatest crisis. 

The eagerness to learn among American Negroes was exceptional in 
the case of a poor and recently emancipated folk. Usually, with a pro
tective psychology, such degraded masses regard ignorance as natural 
and necessary, or even exalt their own traditional wisdom and disci
pline over "book learning" ; or they assume that knowledge is for 
higher beings, and not for the "likes of us." 

637 
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American Negroes never acted thus . The very feeling of inferiority 
which slavery forced upon them fathered an intense desire to rise 
out of their condition by means of education. Of the 488,070 free Ne
groes in the United States in 1 860, 32,629 were attending school, and 
only 91 ,736 were unable to read and write . In the slave states, there 
were 3,651 colored children attending schools supported by the free 
Negroes. 

The mass of the slaves could have no education. The laws on this 
point were explicit and severe. There was teaching, here and there, 
by indulgent masters, or by clandestine Negro schools, but in the main, 
the laws were followed. All the slave states had such laws, and after 
the Nat Turner insurrection in Virginia, these laws were strengthened 
and more carefully enforced. 

As late as May, 1 862, Edward Stanley, whom Lincoln appointed 
Provisional Governor of North Carolina, sought to conciliate the 
white people when he stopped a Negro school at New Bern. He said 
that he had been sent there to restore the old order of things, and 
that the laws of North Carolina forbade the teaching of slaves to 
read and write ; and he could not expect success in his undertaking if 
he encouraged the violation of the law. 

At the time of emancipation, not all the Southern Negroes were 
illiterate. In South Carolina, a majority of the nearly 1 0,000 free Ne
groes could read and write, and perhaps 5% of the slaves. But illit
eracy among the colored population was well over 95% in 1 863, which 
meant that less than 150,000 of the four million slaves emancipated 
could read and write. 

The first great mass movement for public education at the expense 
of the state, in the South, came from Negroes. Many leaders before 
the war had advocated general education, but few had been listened to. 
Schools for indigents and paupers were supported, here and there, 
and more or less spasmodically. Some states had elaborate plans, but 
they were not carried out. Public education for all at public expense, 
was, in the South, a Negro idea.2 

"Prior to the abolition of slavery, there was no general public edu
cational system, properly speaking, in the Southern states, except 
perhaps, in North Carolina. In some populous centers, there were 
free schools ; in some localities, academies and colleges, but for the 
most part, no adequate provision was made for the education even of 
the poorer whites. Emerging from their bondage, the Negroes in  the 
very beginning manifested the utmost eagerness for instruction, and 
their hunger was met by a corresponding readiness on the part of the 
people of the North to make provisions for it ." 3 

The original state constitution of North Carolina, in 1775, provided 
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for public education, but there was no appropriation for the schools, 
and the only direct result was the establishment of the state univers ity . 

In 1 825, a li terary fund was established toward defray ing the cost of 
the public schools. A school system was sketched in 1 839, but without 
an executive head, and with small funds. In 1852, a Superintendent 
of Public Instruction was appointed. His work for a long time was 
confined to propaganda, and he especially noted the lack of any de
mand for public schools, and the feeling that such schools were simply 
for paupers. 

Nevertheless, the work of the first superintendent, C. H. Wiley, 
was important as propaganda, but only as propaganda, because at the 
time of the war, "only here and there in the state i s  there a school
house for whites of very inferior description, and with long distance 
between." There was no state support of schools . The burden of public 
education, such as it was, rested on local authorities. 

In South Carolina, there was even less effort. In 1 8 I I ,  there was 
"An Act to Establish Free Schools Throughout the State." It provided 
for as many free schools in each election district as the district was 
entitled to representatives in the Lower House. After forty-four years 
of operation ( 18n-1855) , Governor J. A. Adams pronounced the sys
tem a failure, saying of the handling of  funds : "Great inequalities 
prevailed, and during twenty-seven years, returns were made in only 
five years ; the small districts and parishes did not receive regular 
sums, and the amounts received, did not have proportion to the num
ber of schools, or to the population ; after 1 8 15, the annual appropria
tion was $37,000 annually, nearly $1 ,500,000 in all, of which only $ 109,-

740 was accounted for." 4 

In December, 1855, Governor Adams plead for the appointment of 
a Superintendent of Education. "Let us make at least this effort, and 
if the poor of the land are hopelessly doomed to ignorance, poverty 
and crime, you will at least feel conscious of having done your duty." 
He was, of course, referring only to the whites, and did not himself 
seem to believe much in the educability of the poor. 

In Virginia, Armstead reports that in 1851 ,  less than one-half the 
poor white children were attending any schools, and those attended 
only eleven weeks in the year. "This pitiable result was obtained with 
a cost to the state of $69,000." Thomas Jefferson in the eighteenth cen
tury had evolved a school system for whites, with industrial schools 
for Negroes, "but there was bitter and successful opposition" and as 
Jefferson himself said, "Such a permissive scheme was doomed to fail
ure from the very moment of its inception." 5 

In Georgia, the constitution of 1777 had spoken of schools, but 
nothing was done. Some private academies were incorporated in 1783, 
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and permission given the Governor to grant a thousand acres of free 
land for erection of free schools, but few if any grants were made. 
In 1 815, $250,000 was appropriated, known as the Poor School Fund. 
Nothing further was done until the legislature of 1 851 ,  when some
thing was added to this fund to pay tuition for the children of parents 
too poor to pay anything. 

The whole fund for education as late as 1865 was only $23,355. 
Governor Brown urged a system of public schools before the war, but 
the legislature did nothing but make a small increase of the poor 
school fund. 

In 1 858, a movement was started in Atlanta looking toward the 
establishment of a system of free schools in Georgia. A. N. Wilson 
went to Rhode Island to look into the public school system there, and 
on his return, held several meetings, culminating in a meeting October 
6, 1 858, called by the mayor. The chairman appointed a committee, 
but some of the members of the committee took charge of the entire 
movement and blocked it. The original movers, seeing that they 
had lost control, withdrew, and the proposal fell through. The consti
tution of 1 865 under the provisional government gave the legislature 
permission to appropriate money for the "promotion of learning and 
science," and "for the education of the people," and provided "for the 
resumption of the regular exercises of the University of Georgia." 

In the first session of the legislature after the war, a bill to establish 
public schools was introduced, but postponed until late in 1 866. By 
a vote of fo-58, in the House, and an equally close vote in the Senate, 
a bill to establish a system of public schools was squeezed through 
but only on condition that nothing was to be done until 1 868. This 
proposal lapsed because of the Reconstruction Acts of 1 867. 

Thus although there had been much talk and some legislation on 
the subj ect, there had been "no regularly organized system of common 
schools supported by public taxation in Georgia prior to the Civil 
War." 6 

Mississippi did lip service to the idea of public education in her 
earlier constitutions, but little tangible was accomplished. The Six
teenth Section fund given to the states by the Federal government 
for education, amounting to at least $15,000,000 in Mississippi, was 
totally mismanaged and lost, while tens of thousands of white children 
grew up in ignorance. Florida tried, about 1850, to obtain schools for 
whites, from taxes on certain sales of slaves, with small results . 

Alabama and North Carolina had the best pre-war systems, due to 
the enthusiasm of certain teachers, but even here, there was no dis
position among the planters to accept taxation for public education. 
Joel Riggs, comptroller of the state treasury in 1 851 ,  said : "Perhaps 
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of all trust-funds, none has been so greatly mismanaged as the school
fund of Alabama." 6 a  

The experience of the other Southern states shows similar neglect 
and indisposition to educate the poor whites . 

The fact of the matter was that in the pre-war South, there were 
two insuperable obstacles to a free public school system. The first 
was the attitude of the owners of property. They did not propose under 
any circumstances to be taxed for the public education of the laboring 
class. They believed that laborers did not need education ; that it made 
their exploitation more difficult ; and that if any of them were really 
worth educating, they would somehow escape their condition by 
their own efforts. 

The second obstacle was that the white laborers did not demand 
education, and saw no need of it, save in exceptional cases. They 
accepted without murmur their subordination to the slaveholders, and 
looked for escape from their condition only to the possibility of becom
ing slaveholders themselves. Education they regarded as a luxury con
nected with wealth. 

It was only the other part of the laboring class, the black folk, who 
connected knowledge with power ; who believed that education was 
the stepping-stone to wealth and respect, and that wealth, without 
education, was crippled. Perhaps the very fact that so many of them 
had seen the wealthy slaveholders at close range, and knew the extent 
of ignorance and inefficiency among them, led to that extraordinary 
mass demand on the part of the black laboring class for education. 
And it was this demand that was the effective force for the estab
lishment of the public school in the South on a permanent basis, for 
all people and all classes. 

If the planters opposed schools for poor whites, they all the more 
regarded Negro schools as absurd. The unalterable conviction of most 
white Southerners was that Negroes could not and would not learn, 
and thus their education involved an unjustifiable waste of private 
property for public disaster. 

D. R. Grattan, a native Virginian, testified before the Reconstruction 
Committee in 1866 : "They cannot educate themselves ; they are not 
disposed to educate themselves." 7 

In the face of this, listen to the words of Booker T. Washington : 
"Few people who were not right in the midst of the scenes can form 
any exact idea of the intense desire which the people of my race showed 
for education. It was a whole race trying to go to school. Few were 
too young, and none too old, to make the attempt to learn. As fast 
as any kind of teachers could be secured, not only were day-schools 
filled, but night-schools as well. The great ambition of the older people 
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was to try to learn to read the Bible before they died. With this end 
in view, men and women who were fifty and seventy-five years old, 
would be found in the night-schools. Sunday-schools were formed soon 
after freedom, but the principal book studied in the Sunday-school 
was the spelling-book. Day-school, night-school, and Sunday-school 
were always crowded, and often many had to be turned away for 
want of room." 8 

The first educational efforts came during the war, when the Negroes, 
refugees and soldiers were taught at various camps and places of 
refuge at their own pressing request. This was followed by the efforts 
of philanthropic societies. Schools were started among the Negroes of 
the peninsula of Virginia and of Port Royal, South Carolina, as soon 
as they were captured. 

In Virginia, when Federal authority was established in the South
east, the American Missionary Association asked to work among the 
freedmen and was welcomed by Governor Butler. 

The first day-school was established on September 17, 1 86! ,  in the 
town of Hampton in a small brown house near the Seminary, a 
school formerly used by the whites. This school was taught by Mrs. 
Mary Peake under the auspices of the American Missionary Associa
tion. Mrs. Peake was a mulatto, whose father was an Englishman. 
She was born a free woman and received a fair· education at her home 
in Alexandria. She wanted to help her race, and she had gone among 
the slaves during slavery to teach them to read and write. She held 
her school at Hampton, however, only until the next spring, when 
she died of consumption at the early age of 39. Her school was not 
only the first one at Hampton but the first of the kind in the South. 
Around the small school she began followed the other schools in the 
Hampton vicinity, all of which led to the Hampton Institute of today.9 

In January, 1 862, Solomon Peck had opened a school at Beaufort, 
South Carolina, and Barnard Lee, at Hilton Head. In February, 1862, 
"Edward L. Pierce and General Thomas W. Sherman, sent out a call 
to 'the highly favored and philanthropic people' of the North to send 
volunteers to teach 'both old and young the rudiments of civilization 
and Christianity .' " 1° Freedmen's Aid Societies were formed at Boston, 
New York and Philadelphia, and forty-one men and twelve women 
teachers went to Port Royal in March. Eight schools were in operation 
by May, and within a year, thirty, with three thousand students. 
Officers held schools for black soldiers ; and many Negroes, who had 
bought abandoned lands, opened schools at their own expense. Port 
Royal schools in 1855 had sixty teachers. 

Schools for their children had been supported by the free Negroes 
of Charleston since 1744, openly at first-clandestinely after the law 
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forbade them. When Johnson was inaugurated, the event was cele
brated in Charleston, South Carol ina, by opening the publ i c  schools 
to all children without d istinction of color. T wcnty-fi ve of the forty-· 
two teachers were colored. The Tribune said, March 1 0, 1 865 :  

"So the thing is done. The loyal whi te people-the Ir ish and Ger
man population, have shown that they are qui te will ing to let their 
children attend the same school with the loyal blacks ; although it is 
true, that no attempt to unite them in the same room or classes would 
have been tolerated at the time. But in the play-grounds, white and 
black boys j oined in the same sports as they do in the public streets ; 
and there can be no doubt that now that this great step has been made, 
all the prej udice against equal educational advantages will speedi ly  
vanish, and indeed, it i s  the veriest hypocrisy in the c i ty where very 
old families have aided in obliterating all the complexional distinctions 
by mingling their blood with that of their slaves. 

"In the rooms where the colored children assembled, there were 
many children with clear, blue eyes, pure, white skins, long, silky 
hair without kinks, and yet, they were classed with the Negro popula
tion by the former rulers of the city." 11 

"A month later came a significant celebration. I walked to the 
square with William Lloyd Garrison. Think of the great pioneer 
Abolitionist of Boston in the streets of Charleston ! As Mr. Garrison 
entered the square, he was introduced to about two thousand children 
by Mr. James Redpath, Superintendent of Public Instruction. When 
the children were told who Mr. Garrison was, they surrounded him ; 
threw up their hats and caps ; caught hold of him ; fell down and 
over each other, and sent up shout after shout of such welcome and 
greeting as I may safely say was never before witnessed on the soil 
of South Carolina." 12  

Many private schools were established ; one by Jonathan C. Gibbs, 
afterward Superintendent of Schools in Florida ; another by F. L. 
Cardozo, who became State Treasurer of South Carolina, and others 
in various parts of the state. In the second year of freedom, 23 schools 
in different localities were built by Negroes, aided by the Freedmen's 
Bureau and philanthropy. The freedmen contributed to the support 
of school teachers $12,252, and $soo to schoolhouses. In Beaufort, the 
Negroes opened a building for a free high school bought and supported 
entirely by them as early as 1867. 

In the West, General Grant appointed Colonel John Eaton, after
wards United States Commissioner of Education, to be Superintendent 
of Freedmen in 1862. He sought to establish and regulate schools and 
succeeded in organizing a large system. 

Louisiana had schools for free Negroes, supported by them before 
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the war. Afterward, the army established a large system. On March 
22, 1 864, General Banks, on his own responsibility, had made provi
sions for the establishment of schools for freedmen by an order issued 
which did not meet the approval of many in  Louisiana. He appointed 
a Board of Education of three persons, and granted it large powers. 
I t  was to establish one or more common schools in every school dis
trict defined by the provost-marshal ; to acquire by purchase or other
wise, lands for school sites ; to erect schoolhouses ancl to employ teach
ers as far as practicable among the loyal citizens of Louisiana ; to 
furnish books ; to provide every adult freedman with a library costing 
two dollars and fifty cents, this amount to be deducted from the wages 
of the said freedman ; and, finally, to levy for these purposes a school 
tax on real and personal property in every school district. 

When the collection of the general tax for Negro schools was sus
pended in Louisiana by military order, the colored people were greatly 
aroused and sent in petitions. One of these petitions, thirty feet in 
length, represented ten thousand Negroes, who signed mostly with 
marks. They offered to pay a special tax, if the schools could be kept 
gomg. 

When the Confederates returned to domination, the public schools, 
which had attained a degree of efficiency never before reached in the 
South, were greatly curtailed. One hundred and ten of the teachers, 
many of them native-born, were dismissed at once, and their places 
filled with intolerant Confederates. 

The most noted of the clandestine schools for free colored children 
was opened in Savannah in 18 18  or 1 8 1 9  by a colored Frenchman 
named Julien Froumontaine, from Santo Domingo. Up to 1 829, this 
school was taught openly. After December 22, 1 829, it was made a 
penal offense to teach a Negro or free person of color to read or write. 
Froumontaine's school, however, flourished clandestinely for many 
years, and in a sense, laid the foundation of the new state system of 
public instruction, which gave equal school privileges to all children 
regardless of race or color. 

The public school system of Georgia started in the conference in 
Savannah, December, 1 864, when Stanton, Secretary of War, and 
General Sherman met five or six leading Negroes, and decided upon 
schools. It was a notable gathering. The colored committee con
sisted of eight or ten leading colored ministers of Savannah. Secretary 
Stanton was astonished at the wisdom and tact of those untutored 
blacks and observed that the men's replies to his questions were "so 
shrewd, so wise, and so comprehensive. They were the picked men of 
the race in Georgia, of great native ability and would have attracted 
attention in any assembly." 1 3  
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It was decided to have the schools opened at once for all the colored 
people wha should apply. A time was set for examination of teachers, 
and a number of colored men and women applied. The colored c iti
zens of Savannah were greatly encouraged and assisted in their efforts 
by the Rev. James Lynch, of the A.M.E. Church, an educated colored 
man, who afterwards became Secretary of the State for Mississippi . 
Early in January, 1 865, the Rev. J. W. Alvord, Secretary of the Amer
ican Tract Society, Boston, who had done business in Savannah for 
a number of years before, gave his assistance. He and Mr. Lynch ex
amined the teachers .  Ten colored persons were found competent. I t  
was very difficult to find buildings in which to locate the schools. 
The most available place was the "Old Bryan Slave Mart," which had 
recently served as the pen from which relatives of many of these Ne
groes had been sold. The bars which marked the slave stalls were 
knocked down to make more space for seating. To this and other 
places flocked the freed people of every age and shade, eager for that 
book learning which really seemed to them the key to their advance. 

By December, 1 865, the colored people of Savannah had opened a 
number of schools with five hundred pupils, and they were contribut
ing a fund of a thousand dollars for the support of the teachers. 

In January, 1866, the Negroes of Georgia organized the Georgia 
Educational Association, whose obj ect was to induce the freedmen 
to establish and support schools in their own counties and neighbor
hoods. In 1867, 191 day schools and 45 night schools were reported 
as existing. Of these, 96 were reported either wholly or in part sup
ported by the freedmen, who also owned 57 of the school buildings .  

Persistent propaganda represents the South after the war as  being 
largely in favor of Negro education. This is a flat contradiction of 
plain historical evidence. Dunning says : "The Negroes were disliked 
and feared almost in exact proportion to their manifestation of intelli
gence and capacity" ; and there were many reasons in the utterances 
of Southerners to support his generalization. "Education of the Ne
groes, they thought, would be labor lost, resulting in inj ury instead 
of benefit to the working class." 

"The teachers of the Freedmen's Bureau or of private philanthropies 
'interfered with labor-and encouraged directly or indirectly, insolence 
to employers.' " 

" 'Schooling,' felt the South, 'ruins a nigger.' " 1 4 

The American Freedmen's Commission reports that the Negroes' 
"attempts at education provoked the most intense and bitter hostil ities, 
as evincing a desire to render themselves equal to the whites. Their 
churches and schoolhouses in many places were destroyed by mobs." 

" 'Nigger teachers' was one of the most opprobrious epithets that 
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the Southern vocabulary furnished. Even in the North this prej udice 
existed among some of the avowed friends of the freed people, and 
it is  a singular fact that one of the early Freedmen's Aid Societies 
was rent asunder by the unwillingness of a part of its members to co
operate in any movement iooking toward the education of the Negro, 
though they were willing to provide him with food and clothing, in 
order to prevent suffering and death." 1 5  

"The teachers who went down from the North were soon disillu
sioned, if they were at all influenced by any other than the most serious 
missionary spirit. Ostracism is a mild term for the disesteem with 
which they were regarded as 'nigger teachers .' " 

1
6 

"The white people of Virginia were shocked at the efforts of North
ern philanthropists to educate Negroes, and the papers sneered at 
them." 17 

There was some gradual change of sentiment among the better 
class of whites in Virginia, but still the mass of whites remained bit
terly opposed to the schools, and some had become brutal. Teachers 
were proscribed and ill-treated ; schoolhouses burned, and threats so 
strong that many schools could not be opened. And others, after a 
brief struggle, had to be closed. 

"In Virginia, I heard a man who did not know who I was, make a 
remark in reply to something that had been said about establishing 
a school at Wytheville for the teaching of colored children. He said 
that he hoped that the 'damned rascal who attempted to teach niggers 
would be shot.' " 18 · 

In North Carolina, instances are found where persons who taught 
in Negro schools were assaulted, schoolhouses burned, and threats 
made against the lives of those engaged in the work. 

"Two women school-teachers who were recently sent from Wil
mington to Fayetteville [North Carolina ] to establish ci. school for 
colored children, were informed by the sheriff of the county that they 
would not be allowed to start their schools, nor would they be allowed 
to land ; but they might remain on the steamer until her return to 
Wilmington, inasmuch as they were women ; if they were men, they 
would receive such treatment as was awarded to such meddlesome 
characters before the war." 19 

In South Carolina, General Saxton said that teachers of colored 
schools throughout the state gave it as their opinion that they would 
be unable to remain there for a day, but for the protection of United 
States troops. 

In Mississippi, bitter opposition was manifested against Negro 
schools. Colored men in some instances themselves gave the money 
to prepare and furnish a school, and then were forbidden to use it. 
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"Four young men in Adams County conspired to murder the teacher 
of a Negro school. . . .  They maltreated him somewhat barbar
ously." 2 0  One wonders j ust what "somewhat barbarously" would be. 

In Louisiana, it was said : "If military protection were withdrawn, 
our schools would cease." Conway said of Louisiana in 1 866 : "The 
feeling there is unanimous that they shall not own an acre of land or  
have any schools. They are more hostile to  the establishment of  schools 
than they are to owning lands. They had broken up some of our 
schools at the time of my departure, and since then I have official re
ports from those who have charge of the schools that upon the with
drawal of the military from the parishes of St. Mary and Lafourche 
the freedmen's school-houses in those parishes were, before night, burnt 
or pulled down, the schools disbanded, and the teachers frightened 
away." 2 1  

"In many regions, this opposition was very persistent. Along the 
coast it was usually tacit and suppressed. There teachers and schools 
for Negroes were ignored. But, in the interior of Texas, Alabama, Mis
sissippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Maryland, it was given 
full and free expression. Negroes were dispossessed of their school 
buildings, teachers were not allowed to enter upon their duties, and 
churches and schoolhouses were sometimes burned." 22 

A few voices cried in the w:ilderness that "A due regard for the 
public weal imperatively requires that the Negroes be educated, taught 
:at least to read and write-steeped in ignorance, they can never be 
made to understand the responsibilities that rest upon them as freed
men." 23 

But others only admitted that "The sole aim should be to educate 
every white child in the commonwealth." 24 

"I am in favor of providing ways and means for the education of 
freedmen-but not in favor of positively imposing upon any legislature 
the unqualified and imperative duty of educating any but the superior 
race of man-the white race . . .  our pecuniary condition does not al
low us to do it." Often this objection took an even more ungracious 
form : "I say that the levying of a tax upon us, to pay for the education 
of a race we expect to be torn from us, is an indignity. Why are we 
called upon to educate these Negroes ? No, sir ; I will never be so dis
honest as to disgrace myself by such a vote." 25 

In the midst of these efforts of Negroes and the general opposition 
of whites came the Freedmen's Bureau. The Freedmen's Bureau found 
many schools for freedmen already in existence maintained by tax 
commissioners, by Negroes, and by the army. The original Freedmen's 
Bureau act made no provision for Negro education ; but notwithstand
ing this, the funds derived from the rent of abandoned property was 
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used for ecfucation, and government buildings were turned into 
schoolhouses. Transportation was given to teachers and subsistence 
granted. By act of 1 866, the educational powers of the Bureau were 
greatly enlarged, cooperation with benevolent associations, teachers 
and agents was sanctioned, and buildings leased. The sum of $52 1 ,000 
was appropriated for school purposes, and other sums provided by 
the sale and lease of property formerly belonging to the Confederate 
Government. Teachers were sent from the North, and the Quakers, 
Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, and especially Congregationalists, 
took part. 

The efforts thus begun in the army and by philanthropists, and t::tken 
up later by the Freedmen's Bureau, expanded into a system which 
penetrated the whole South, although naturally it touched but a frac
tion of the Negro population. 

Between 1 865 (June l st) and September l ,  1 870, the Bureau spent 
on education a sum which represented about one-half of the ex
penses of the schools. The rest was met by benevolent associations 
and the freedmen themselves. For some years after 1 865, the education 
of the Negro was well-nigh monopolized by the Freedmen's Bureau, 
and the missions sustained by the Northern churches and organizations 
allied with them. Schools of all grades, from the kindergarten to the 
college, were established in each state. The Freedmen's Bureau alone 
appropriated $3,52 1 ,934 to schools from 1 868 to 1 870, while the churches 
and societies spent $1 ,572,287 during the same period. 

"Among the Northern teachers were many men and women of un
usual sincerity of purpose, zealous as only religious enthusiasts can 
be. 'The Negro was only responsive to efforts in his behalf as far as 
his economic conditions would permit.' " 26 It is nevertheless both in
teresting and astonishing to realize that dur ing 1 866-1 870 the freed
men contributed in cash $785,700 to their schools.27 

In  1866, Alvord, the Superintendent of Education under the Freed
men's Bureau, reported that in eleven former slave states and the 
District of Columbia, there were 90,589 Negro pupils and l ,3 1 4  teach
ers in 740 schools . From 1 865 to 1 866, teachers in the Negro ele
mentary schools were almost exclusively Northern whites. Gradually 
Negro teachers came to be used. 

The annual amount which the Bureau voted to school pur poses in
creased from $17,000 in 1865 to nearly $ 1 ,000,000 in 1 870, and reached 
a total in 1 865- 1 870 of $5,2fo,5 u .26. In July, 1 870, there were 4 ,239 
schools under their supervis ion, with 9,307 teachers and 2.f7,333 pupils . 
Notwithstand ing this, of the l ,700,000 Negro children of school age 
in 1 870, only about one-tenth were actually i n  school .  

The public school systems, in most Southern states, began with the 
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enfranchisement of the Negro. For insta nce, in  South Caroli na,  " the 
const i tution of 1 868 was a notable depa rture i n  the ed ucation al h i story 
of the state. Not only was educat ion ment ioned for the fi rst time i n  
the organic law, bu t the sta te for the fi rst  t ime was give n the out l ine  
of an educat ional system in keeping with the advanced though t of  the 
age. The General Assembly was obligated to establish a system of un i
versal education as soon as practical." 2 8  

Perhaps no state illustrates the relation of the Negro and the public 
school system better than South Carolina, and the story ot the debate 
in the convention of 1 868 is worth following. "On Saturday, January 
1 8, 1 868, Beverly Nash, a colored member, offered a resolution on edu
cation ; and A. J. Ransier on Tuesday, January 21, presented another 
resolution which read : 

" 'Resolved, That the Committee on Education inquire into the ex
pediency of establishing a Board of Education, consisting of three from 
each Congressional District. Such Board shall have power to divide 
the state into school districts, and provide for a thorough system of 
common schools, elect a Superintendent from among their number, 
and make all needful regulations for the education of youth, no dis
tinction to be made in favor of any class of persons.' " 29 

The Committee on Education was named January 20, and F. L. 
Cardozo, the Negro leader, was chairman. Three white men and five 
colored men served on the committee. 

Robert Smalls, of "Planter" fame, desired that a system of public 
schools be established, and that they be open to all classes of people, 
and he wanted compulsory education. B. F. Randolph wanted insti
tutions for the insane, blind, deaf and dumb, and poor fostered and 
supported by the state. 

The matter of compulsory attendance brought considerable discus
sion. Ransier, afterwards Congressman, supported compulsory attend
ance, contending that ignorance was a cause of vice and degradation, 
and that civilization and enlightenment were the consequence of the 
schoolmaster, and if force was necessary to secure the benefits of edu
cation, it ought to be resorted to. One or two able Negroes were 
against the compulsory feature, but two white delegates were in favor 
of it. One of them, Jillson, said : "In South Carolina, where there has 
never been any system of free public schools, there is one person in 
every eight who cannot read and write." 30 

Finally, it was decided that the compulsory feature should not be in
sisted upon until .a thorough and complete system had been organized. 

The Constitution as ratified provided for the establ ishment of uni
versal education as soon as practical and for compulsory attendance for 
all children between the ages of six and sixteen, but this was not to 
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become effective until the system had been completely organized. It 
provided for a normal school and a school for the deaf, dumb and blind. 

After the termination of the convention, the General Assembly en
acted a law to provide for the temporary organization of the education 
department. On November 20, 1 869, one year after this, J. K. Jillson 
made a report on the school situation, incomplete because many coun
ties had . not reported. There were at that date 16,41 8 children in 
school, of whom 8,255 were white, and 8, 165 colored. There were 
381 . schools with 528 teachers. Among the teachers, fifty were colored. 

The temporary act proved inadequate, and Governor Scott urged 
in November, 1 869, an efficient and comprehensive law. This led to 
the Act of February 16, 1 870, " 'to establish and maintain a system of 
free schools for the state of South Carolina.' An examination of its 
provisions reveals that it is no gross exaggeration to state that it was 
the most comprehensive and most beneficial legislation the State of 
South Carolina has ever enacted.' " Textbooks were to be provided at 
cost or free to the poor. 31 

June 4, 1 870, there were 30,448 children in 769 schools, and the av
erage pay of the teachers was $35 a month. The superintendent com
plained of the inexperience of the school officers, want of suitable 
schoolhouses, scarcity of good teachers, and the apathy and opposition 
to the new system, and also of the inadequacy of the appropriation. 
Besides this, there was deep prejudice against mixed schools. The public 
press of the state had held the whole educational system up to ridi
cule, abused officials and belittled their efforts, or else had remained 
silent. 

The number of colored pupils attending school in 1 869 was 8, 163 ;  
i n  1 870, there were 15,894. The number o f  white pupils i n  1 869 was 
8,255 ; in  1 870, I I , 1 22. 

"The repeated failure on the part of the State to meet in full its 
appropriations for school purposes had been a fruitful source of sore 
perplexity to these officers, and a very serious detriment to the 
cause." 32 Evidently, the "school system was operated in a most in
efficient manner, and there was a gross misappropriation of the school 
funds." 33 

"From year to year, Jillson was able to report progress . . . .  When 
he left office in 1 876, there were 123,035 students attending 2,776 schools 
taught by 3,068 teachers, and the school revenue was $457,260. We 
may assume that had the reconstruction government not been over
thrown in 1 877, it would have given to the state an excellent school 
system." 34 

F. J. Moses, Jr., while governor, said : "No greater eulogy can be 
written upon the reconstructed administration of government in South 
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Carolina than that when i t  came into power it was a statutory offense 
against the law of the land to impart even the rudiments of a common 
school education to a South Carolinian, because, forsooth, he was 
black, while the reconstructed government has made it a statutory 
offense to hinder or prevent any child in the State, of whatever color, 
from obtaining a common school education. Nay, we have even gone 
further, and demanded, by our Constitution, that their attendance at 
school be compulsory." 35  

The Reconstruction Constitution of Georgia in i 868 provided for a 
"thorough system of general education to be forever free to all the 
children of the state," the details to be worked out by the Legislature. 

In August, i 869, the Georgia Teachers' Association, composed of 
white and colored teachers, met for the first time at Atlanta ; the 
subj ect of public education was thoroughly discussed and a plan pro
posed by which the educational provisions of the Constitution could 
be put into operation. 

It was not until 1 870 that the legislature took up the subj ect . Prac
tically all of the Negro Senators and Representatives introduced bills 
on education. Senator Campbell, who was one of the group that met 
Stanton and Sherman at Savannah, presented a bill asking for a thor
ough system of a public education. He also presented a very lengthy 
resolution describing how the money for education was to be secured. 

White Georgia, however, long resisted the establishment of the 
public school system. The first public school law was enacted in Octo
ber, i 870, and amended in i 872. Its details were the result of recom
mendations made by a committee of the Georgia Teachers ' Associa
tion. The plan was more elaborate than that of 1 866 and had a state 
school commissioner and a State Board of Education, and a special 
school fund was provided. There would be separate schools for whites 
and blacks, but equal facilities. The first public schools were taught in  
the state during the summer of  l 87r . The schools were suspended in 
1 872 because of reaction and the alleged lack of funds . In 1 871 ,  there 
was $soo,ooo in the school fund, but the legislature had diverted it to 
other purposes . The schools were put in operation in 1 873, and in 
1874, there were i ,379 schools for whites, and 356 for Negroes. 

It is a coincidence that the passage of the act of 1 870 came on the 
hundredth anniversary of a previous act passed by the Georgia legis
lature, making it penal to teach a Negro to write or read. "This was 
a great day for Georgia." 

There were over a half-million Negroes in the state, and less than 
1% of them were able to read and write in  1 870. Perhaps not over 
500 colored people, when the public schools were opened, were more 
or less capable of taking charge of a primary school . In 1 871 ,  6,664 
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colored children were enrolled in private schools while i n  1 880, after 
ten years of free schools, the en rollment of colored children was 86,399 . 
By that time, too, most of them were taught by colored teachers. Along 
with the public school system, there were 3,7 19  pupils in private 
schools, and a few in college, making a total enrollment, in 1 880, of 
97,i74. 

The new state constitution of Mississippi of r 868 made it the duty 
of the legislature to establish "a uniform system of free public schools, 
by taxation or otherwise, for all children between the ages of 5 and 
21 years." 36 

"Before this . . .  the only free schools in the state were those main
tained out of the proceeds arising from the sale or lease of the so-called 
sixteenth section lands, granted to the state by Congress in the early 
part of the century. But as most of these lands had been lost by mis
management, the number of such schools was not very large." 

The reconstruction convention was throughly imbued with the idea 
of education for all. The Constitution made it the duty of the legis
lature "to encourage by all suitable means the promotion of intellectual, 
scientific, moral, and agricultural improvement by establishing a u ni
form system of public schools for all children between the ages of five 
and twenty-one years. Constitutional provision was made for a per
manent school fund, and the legislature was empowered to levy a poll 
tax not exceeding $2 per capita." 

Many difficulties were encountered in the early life of Mississippi 's 
new school system, and its progress was slow. Obj ections to Negro edu
cation were early apparent. The school report of 1 873 says : "Again 
it is obj ected that a general tax compels white men of the state to 
educate the children of the Negro. But as the Negro forms a m aj ority 
of the entire population of the state, and in an eminent degree a 
maj ority of the producing classes, as such classes of every population
the laborer, tenant and consumer-indirectly bear the b urdens of taxa
tion, it follows that an assessment upon the property of the state 
would be principally paid by the Negro and, therefore, the grou nd 
of complaint, if any, against a general tax is  with the colored people 
and not with the white." 3 7 

During the first year of free education in  Mississippi, State Super
intendent Pease reported that more than 3,000 free schools had been 
opened with an attendance of 66,257 pupils. Of the 3,500 teachers em
ployed, all except 399 were white. The total expenditure for public 
education for the year exceeded the government expenditures for all 
other purposes. 

Alabama, in 1850 , out of 176,657 persons 5-20 years of age, reported 
62,728 pupils, mostly i n  private academies and pay schools ; which 
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meant that the bulk of the white poor had no schools. The establ ished 
public schools were without a state board, aad in 1 854, spent only 
$2.50 a year on each enrolled pupil. 

The public school system of Alabama was established by the State 
Constitution of 1 867, and organized in the following year. It was in 
continual financial difficulty owing to the bitter opposition of the 
whites . Irregularities and defalcations in the educational department 
were charged, and finally, owing to the lack of funds and non-payment 
of taxes, as  well as other conditions, the schools closed in 1 873, as 
the result of the triumph of reaction. But the demand for education 
was now strong, and the effect of the Northern opinion too great, so 
that the new Constitution made by the Democrats in 1875 kept some
thing of the system, but abolished the Board of Education, and sought, 
as far as possible, to return to the ante-bellum status. Separate schools 
for the races were ordered ; the administrative expenses were reduced ; 
no money was to be paid to any denominational school or private 
school . And the constitutional provision of one-fifth of the state reve
nue for school use was abolished. The United States Commissioner of 
Education gave a disapproving account of these changes, and said it 
was exchanging "a certainty for an uncertainty." 3 8 

This was in fact a restoration of education to local reactionary con
trol, and cutting off all higher training of Negroes from public help. 
Alabama felt the result of this narrow policy for many years. 

The Freedmen's Bureau schools in the state reached only a small 
portion of the Negroes, and there were a few missionary schools. "It 
i s  likely that for five years there were not more than two hundred 
Northern teachers in the state, and a majority of the white people 
were hostile toward the education of the Negro." 3 9  

In Florida, a school at Fernandina was established in 1 862 by the 
Rev. Dr. Barrows, who was superintendent, with a half-dozen white 
Northern teachers. In Jacksonville, the Odd Fellows Hall was seized 
by the United States Provost General and turned over to Dr. Bar
rows for a school building. Here a school was opened both for Ne
groes and for whites. When the white children remonstrated against 
attending school with black children, Mrs. Hawks, the lady principal, 
said, "Very well, the colored children will be educated even if you 
will not." It is reported that this type of argument proved effective, 
and the two races got along harmoniously in school for a time. 

Several disturbing factors prevented this experiment in democracy 
from continuing. First, the schools were built upon military force and 
outside workers, rather than the community i tself, and secondly, pub
lic education was new to Florida, and came at a time when it could 
least afford to have it  from the point of view of finances and personnel . 
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Schools were closed in 1 864, but education continued in Federal mili
tary camps.40 

Negro schools began again under the Freedmen's Bureau in 1 865, 
helped by missionary societies, including two colored groups : the 
A.M.E. Church, and the African Colonization Society of New York. 
The Constitution of 1 865 under Johnson's reconstruction established 
a uniform system of education without specific provisions. There were 
thirty schools at the close of 1 865. 

The committee on Negroes recommended immediate education for 
Negroes, but the legislature of 1 866 compromised by establishing a state 
"system" of Negro schools under which Negroes were to pay for their 
own schools. E. B .  Duncan eventually became Superintendent of both 
the state and the Freedmen's Bureau schools. 

This system of schools was based on the plan of making the poor 
pay for their own education. The schools for freedmen were to be 
supported by a tax of one dollar upon all male persons of color, be
tween one and fifty-five, and a tuition fee to be collected from each 
pupil, and the fee for a teacher's certificate, five dollars, was also to go 
to the school fund for freedmen. The superintendent was to establish 
schools for the freedmen when the number of children of persons of 
color in any county or counties should warrant it : "Provided, the 
funds provided for shall be sufficient to meet the expense thereof." 41  
The freedmen themselves erected schoolhouses and provided further 
school funds. 

Some good schools were established under the superintendency of 
the Rev. E. B. Duncan, an able ar.d conscientious man, who worked 
hard to establish colored schools in every county. "At that time rail
road facilities were very poor, and I have known him to walk from 
county to county in South Florida to establish colored schools." 4 2  
Gradually, the Bureau schools were absorbed into the state system, 
although the Bureau was the paramount authority during the period 
of military rule, 1 866-1868. 

Under Negro suffrage came the law of 1 869, and "all of Florida's 
educational historians grant that this was the real beginning of the 
public school system in this state." 4 3  

Near the end of the Radical Republican administration, conditions 
in education among Negroes of Florida were improved. The field 
of primary education was virgin ; 7 1 ,000 inhabitants over ten years 
of age were illiterate ; 1 8,ooo of them were white. By the end of 1870, 
331 schools were open with 14,000 pupils in attendance, one-third of 
whom were Negroes. 

Probably the most outstanding character in the early life of the 
Florida public school system was a Negro, Jonathan C. Gibbs, whose 
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colorful and efficient career has been noted i n  Chapter X I I .  After act
i ng as Secretary of State for three years, he was appointed, late in  1 872, 
Superintendent of Public I nstruction, an office which he held unti l  his 
death in 1 874. 

"It was then a post of considerable difficulty, as the first enthusiasm 
for a new school system had subsided and poli tical complications and 
embarrassment about school funds had come in to hinder progress. 
But by his energy and enthusiasm in the cause he so far succeeded 
that, in the month of August, 1 873, he had the pride and pleasure of 
saying before the National Educational Association : 'The census of 
1 86cr-ante-bellum-shows that Florida had in her schools, 4,486 pupils, 
at an expense of $75,4 12. Today, Florida has 1 8,000 pupils in s chool, 
at an expense of $ rn 1 ,820 ; fully four times as many pupils, at an in
crease of only 33 per cent expense.' " 44 

In 1 876, when the Republicans were driven from power, 676 public 
schools had been established with 28,444 pupils, black and white, 
costing $158,846.36. 

In North Carolina, Negroes e�rly pushed toward public education. 
There had been private schools for free Negroes before the war and 
they had the example of John Chavis, who studied at Princeton and at 
what i s  now Washington and Lee University. Among his white pupils 
were a United States Senator, a governor of the state, and the sons of 
a Chief Justice. "All accounts agree that John Chavis was a gentle
man.'' When the law stopped him from teaching white students, he 
taught a school for free Negroes i n  Raleigh. In 1 867, it was reported 
that many instances had come to notice where the teachers of a self
supporting Negro school had been sustained until the last cent the 
freedmen could command was exhausted, and where these last had 
even drawn on their credit in the coming crop to pay the bills neces-
sary to keep up the school. . 

The most severe critics of Reconstruction must admit that the con
vention of 1 868 and the legislature of 1868-1 869 set up a fine school 
system for North Carolina, so far as it could. The poverty of the state 
made the realization of this system immediately an impossibili ty, but 
no one can "place at their door the laxity and graft of the administra
tive officers which afterwards characterized the department of public 
instruction." Their work was to provide a system of public schools 
for the state of North Carolina, and this they did. "The only error 
with which one may charge them is that they did not set up a system 
call ing for separate schools for Negro and white children, and many 
people there are, who would not class this as an error.' ' 45 

Article IX of the new Constitution, the section dealing with educa
tion, made provision for a general system of public schools, with tui-
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tion free to all persons between the ages of six and twenty-one. The 
counties were to be divided into school districts in which at least one 
school must exist and run for a minimum term of four months. The 
entire state system was to be governed by a Board of Education, com
posed of the Governor of the State, the Lieutenant-Governor, the Sec
retary of State, the Treasurer, the Superintendent of Public Works, 
the Auditor, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the At
torney-General. The money to support this system was to come from 
appropriations from the State Treasury, from county taxation, certain 
fines from the courts, and certain other funds, such as the pre-war 
Literary Fund. "The school laws were more thoroughly set forth than 
at any other time in the history of the state." 4n  S. S .  Ashley, a North
ern white man, who favored mixed schools, was selected superin
tendent. 

The new Superintendent of Public Instruction made his first report 
of the status of education in North Carolina in November of 1 868. 
The new school laws had j ust been passed, and sufficient time had not 
elapsed for any considerable amount of constructive work to be ac
complished. The act authorizing the organization of a system of 
schools was not passed until April, 1 869. One hundred thousand dol
lars was appropriated, chiefly to come from the poll tax. 

This report showed that there was a total of 330,58 1  children be
tween the ages of six and twenty-one in the state ; of this number 
223,8 15 were white, and 106,766 were Negroes. There were 1 ,906 
schoolhouses or buildings being used for school purposes, of which 
1 78 could be definitely classed as "good," and 685 were j ust as definitely 
to be thought of as "bad" ; the remainder of the buildings were prob
ably neither very good nor particularly bad. On the assumption that 
the Legislature would appropriate the $ 100,000 called for in the school 
law, Superintendent Ashley apportioned this sum among the counties ; 
the capitation tax was supposed to supplement this so that the total 
from the state to the counties was reckoned at $ 1 65,209.50, or fifty 
cents per census child . This was only an "apportionment," as the first 
money out of the State Treasury which actually went for the support 
of public education was not yet distributed. 

Ashley's second report, i ssued in  the autumn of 1 869, gives one 
an idea of the general situation, and is especially helpful in the matter 
of Negro education, as it contains the report of the Rev. John \V" esley 
Hood, the Negro who had been appointed as the Assistant Superin
tendent of Public Instruction in charge of the Negro schools. 

J. W. Hood, afterward bishop in the A.M.E. Zion Church, h:i.d been 
given his posi tion by the Bo:i.rd of Education, but it appears that no 
legal provi sion had been made for this office. In calling attention to 
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this report, Ashley simply states that he had been secured as an agent 
of the Board of Education and as Assistant Superintende nt of Public 
Instruction. Hood had visited every section of the state in  compil ing 
his report, and Ashley asked that attention be given to it, "as it 
represents a more intelligent and complete view of the work of educa
tion among the colored population of this state than has yet been 
given." 47 

Hood reported that there were 257 Negro schools, with an enroll
ment of 15,647, chiefly carried on by churches and missionary societies . 
Ashley estimated 25,000 colored pupils in  all, but the financial sup
port of the public schools was bad. It improved, however, by 1872. 
That year, $412,070 was appropriated, and a property tax helped to 
raise the funds. Just as success seemed in sight, the Democratic Party 
in North Carolina entered upon its historic policy of white control. 

The results of the return of the whites to power were soon shown . 
In 1870, the salary of the Superintendent of Public Instruction was 
reduced from $2,400 to $1 ,500, and his appropriations for travel and 
clerks cut off. The state lost the services of both Ashley and Hood. 

From yet another quarter was Negro education to receive a blow in 
the same year. The legal life of the Freedmen's Bureau had expired 
before this time, but the agents had remained in the field, winding 
up its affairs. The last of the reports dealing with the educational 
work of the Bureau is dated July, 1870. 

"The very fact that i t  was generally disliked by the Southern 
whites i s  testimony in favor of its effectiveness. And though i t  did 
antagonize the whites on the question of educating the Negro, it stood 
behind the schools for these same Negroes until such time as they 
had become pretty well established. Without the support of the Bu
reau, it i s  doubtful if any of these schools for Negroes would have 
existed very long ; reasons of local hostility and financial stringency 
make this seem probable." 48 

-

A professor of the faculty at the University of North Carolina, 
Alexander Mciver, was appointed by the new governor to fill out the 
unexpired term of Ashley. Mciver served in this position until January 
l , 1 875, when he was succeeded by Stephen D. Pool . Pool promptly 
stole the money of the Peabody Fund entrusted to his care, proving 
that theft in North Carolina was not confined to Negroes and carpet
baggers. He was removed from office the following year. 

In 1872, there were n9,083 white pupils and 55,000 colored pupils 
i n  school. For a long time, there was continual fear of mixed schools, 
but an amendment to the Constitution finally eliminated this. 

In Virginia, the Constitutional Convention of 1 867-1868 had twenty
five Negroes, and they and some of the whites were eager to educate 
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the children. The attempt to establish a public school system was 
vigorously opposed by the reactionaries, but with the backing of the 
Negroes, the Constitution provided for a uniform system of public 
schools to be established not later than 1 876. This was adopted by the 
voters in 1 869, and W. H. Ruffner became Superintendent of Public 
Instruction in 1 87i .  The Constitution did not provide for separate 
schools, but the laws under it  did, and the support of the schools was 
to be obtained from a corporation tax of $1  and a small property 
tax. The first schools were opened in 1 870, and by the end of the year, 
there were 2,900 schools, with 130,000 pupils, and 3,000 teachers. Of 
these, 706 were Negro schools, with 38,554 pupils. The Negroes were 
eager for the schools, but the whites were largely indifferent. There 
was a scarcity of Negro teachers and many white teachers were used. 

In Arkansas, there was a so-called school system before the war, but 
the Governor in 1 860 called it "radically defective" and noted "only 
twenty-five common schools organized and kept up in the whole State, 
from the common school funds." The "beginnings of popular educa
tion in Arkansas" were under the Reconstruction government in 
1 868.49 

Negroes themselves after 1 865 established the first free schools in 
Arkansas. This they did at  Little Rock, where after paying tuition 
for a short time, they formed themselves into an educational associa
tion, paid by subscription the salaries of teachers, and made the schools 
free. 

In July, 1 865, General Sprague appointed William M. Colby, Gen
eral Superintendent of Refugees and Freedmen, to cooperate with 
the state authorities, and, if possible, work out a system of education 
for those classes. Little progress had been made in Negro education 
under the lessee system, and Colby had little to build on. Many Ar
kansas whites did not approve education under the Bureau because 

. they feared it encouraged "social equality." 
Under the Freedmen's Bureau, Negroes built schoolhouses and 

sometimes furnished as much as 33% of the cost of instruction. The 
civil government did little toward the encouragement of Negro edu
cation. As has been stated earlier, little free school education was fur
nished for anyone. The Legislature of Arkansas on July 2, 1 867, pro
vided for a rather pretentious public school system, but all benefits 
were limited to whites. This was in direct contradiction to the ordi
nance passed at the constitutional convention of l 864. 

The Constitution of 1 868 provided for the maintenance of a system 
of free public schools for the gratuitous instruction of all persons in  
the state between the ages of 5 and 20 years. On July 23, 1 868, Gov
ernor Clayton approved the law under which education was to be 
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carried on. A state board of education had been begun under the 
lessee system and continued under the Freedmen's Bureau, but this 
was the first time the civil government had made any provisions for it .  

The expense of public school education was to be taken care of by 
taxation. The masses, black and white, were unprepared for this. 
Competent teachers were scarce, and school officials were often indif
ferent. This made the situation very trying. Nevertheless, the work 
of organization was begun August 1 ,  1 868, with Thomas Smith as 
State Superintendent. The Freedmen's Bureau turned over to school 
authorities all schools under its control, and entered heartily into the 
development of Negro schools under the new order. 

In March, 1 869, a few schools were reported organized. On June 15, 
1 869, the Daily Republican claimed that there were "in successful op
eration nearly, if not quite, three hundred schools." 50 

The school funds were reduced somewhat in the fall of 1869 because 
of tax collectors' squandering the proceeds. As a result, many school 
terms were cut, and others were closed completely, but some con
tinued. Teachers were, as a rule, inefficient. White teachers in Negro 
schools were held in contempt. The textbooks were usually fixed 
by the school board, and occasionally the Democratic press demanded 
that only books of Southern production be used. 

J. C. Cordon, a Negro graduate of Oberlin, was State Superintend
ent of Education from January 1 6, 1 873, to October 30, 1874. 

Under the Democratic administration, the schools were closed dur
ing the years of 1874 and 1 875, and the attendance in 1876 was only 
8 per cent of the school population ;  but from that time onward, it 
gradually increased from year to year. "The year 1870 remained the 
high-water mark in school attendance for a period of at least twenty 
years." 

In Texas, as a result of the work · of the Freedmen's Bureau, the 
educational work, which was under the charge of Lieutenant E. M. 
Wheelock, advanced to such an extent that by the end of January, 
1 865, there were in operation twenty-six day and night schools with 
an enrollment of about sixteen hundred pupils. These schools were 
supported partly by voluntary contributions, partly by a small tuition 
fee. The number of pupils enrolled in the schools September 1 ,  1 866, 
was over four thousand five hundred, with forty-three teachers. 

When the State Republican party was organized, they advocated 
free common schools and free homesteads out of the public lands, 
open to all without distinction of color or race. 

During the convention of 1 868-1 869, the Committee on Education 
reported that there were provisions for increasing the existing per
manent school fund by adding to it all money to be received from the 
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sale of the public domain, and for applying all the available fund to 
the education of all children within the scholastic age-from six to 
eighteen years-without distinction of race or color. 

The public school system in Texas was at first in a large measure a 
failure because of popular hostility to the admission of Negroes to the 
public schools, coupled with inefficient management by counties. 

In the convention which reconstructed Louisiana in 1864, the Banks 
system of schools was discussed, and there was a motion to declare 
it unconstitutional, but it was finally approved by a vote of 72 to 9. 
There was, however, a great diversity of opinion as to the ways and 
means of providing for the system. It was decided at first to establish 
schools for whites supported by the white taxation and schools for 
Negroes to be supported by black taxation. It was argued that unless 
this measure was adopted, whites and blacks might be compelled to 
a ttend the same schools. 

The friends of the freedman feared that he would suffer by separate 
taxation. The mover of the previous resolution, Terry, moved some 
three weeks later that there should be no separate taxation of the 
races, and that the legislature should provide for the education of all 
children between the ages of six and eighteen by the maintenance, by 
taxation or otherwise, of free public schools . This provision, being 
adopted by a vote of 53 to 27, was incorporated into the Constitution. 

By the Constitution of 1868, all children were admitted to the public 
schools regardless of color. The law thus provided for compulsory 
mixed schools, a condition which prevailed until 1 877. As a matter of 
fact, there were not a great many cases where colored children were 
pupils in white schools, so that the mixed schools were not universally 
prevalent. The children of Governor Pinchback, for example, were 
escorted to a white school by a policeman, but often run off by white 
hoodlums after the policeman had disappeared. 

The Freedmen's Bureau was the salvation of Negro education in 
Kentucky. By the middle of 1866, 35 Negro schools had been estab
lished with 58 teachers . The number increased to 139 in 1869. In 1866, 
there were 58 teachers with an enrollment of 4,122 pupils. An average 
attendance of 3,215 was maintained. In 1869, the number of teachers 
had reached 1 ,080, and the pupils 18,89 1 .  

Most o f  the teachers were Negroes with a few whites from the 
North. The revenue for these schools was obtained from state taxes 
levied on Negroes, private donations, and sometimes tuition fees. By 
a law passed in 1 866, all Negro taxes, including a poll tax, were to be 
divided equally between Negro schools and Negro paupers. In 1867, 
an additional poll tax of $1 was levied on Negroes, but i t  was soon re
pealed in 1871 ,  after considerable Negro opposition. In 1873, Negroes 
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also threatened to appeal to the State and Federal courts to obtain, 
by legal process, equal school advantages. 

Not until the advent of Sach F. Smith as State Superintendent of 
Education in 1867 did public school education in Kentucky take on 
new growth. In the 1 869 elections, the people voted an increase in 
school taxes to 20 mills on the dollar. By 1 871 ,  the school receipts had 
increased from less than $400,000 in 1 869 to almost one million dol
lars ; the number of districts from 4'477 to 5,177 ; the number of pupils 
from 376,000 to 405,000. 

In the District of Columbia, Negroes began their self-supported 
schools in 1807. Led by three former slaves, a great educational move
ment began. Other schools followed during the early nineteenth cen
tury, and finally, efforts to start a free school system for Negroes in the 
district were made in 1 856. The proj ect was overwhelmingly defeated 
by white voters at the polls. In 1862, May 2 1 ,  Congress passed an act 
providing that rn% of the taxes collected from colored people be 
appropriated to establish public schools for Negroes. 

Three trustees for the Negro schools in Washington and George
town were appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, but even the 
meager funds thus provided were only in part turned over to the 
Negroes. For two years, only $736 had been credited to the colored 
school fund, and the first public school for Negroes was not opened 
until March, 186+ 

In 1864, another act became the fundamental school law for the 
whole district. This provided that the authorities should set apart 
every year from all its receipts for educational purposes "such pro
portionate part thereof, as the number of colored children between 
the ages of six to seventeen years in the respective cities bear to the 
whole number thereof, for the purpose of establishing and sustaining 
public schools in said cities for the education of colored children." 

In 1 866, Congress appropriated $rn,ooo to purchase school sites and 
erect buildings, and after these laws, the Negroes began to receive 
a j ust proportion of the school funds. 

"It was not until the year 1 867 that these trustees obtained suf
ficient funds to undertake the establishment of any considerable num
ber of schools. Previous to that time, for about three years, from 
60 to So colored schools had been maintained at a large expense by 
various benevolent associations in the Northern states." 5 1  There were 
26 private schools in 1864, and between 186o-1 864, $ 135,000 was con
tributed by philanthropists for the work. 

After this, for several years, the white and colored school systems 
were practically separate, each with their own superintendent. Finally, 
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about 1890, one general superintendent with white and colored assist
ants under him combined the two school systems. 

In Delaware, early attempts at the education of the colored youth 
were made by the Negroes themselves, and it was not until 1875 that 
schools for Negroes had any recognition by the state. By personal 
taxes, tuition fees and voluntary contributions, these people were able 
to keep up the work of education until the general assembly of the 
state assumed the responsibility in l 88 r .  Since that date, the work 
of educating Negroes has been a matter of public concern, with much 
discrimination against the colored schools . 

In the other Border States, the development of the Negro schools 
was somewhat different. Missouri and West Virginia established free 
schools about the same time that the other states did, and made provi
sions for Negroes. Tennessee was slower, while Maryland, like Dela
ware, refused to provide for colored children at first, and for a long 
time granted them only the taxes raised among themselves. Not until 
1 880 were the colored children generally in Border States put on a 
legal footing with other children in  education. 

It will be noted that in nearly all the Southern states there were 
continual and well-proven charges of peculation and misuse of public 
school funds. This was not a part of the general charge of stealing 
and graft, but was the fault of local county officials. In most cases, the 
leading white landholders, who took no part in the administration 
of the state, nevertheless kept their hands upon local taxation and as
sessments, and were determined that the impoverished property-holder 
should not be taxed for Negro education. By various methods, direct 
and indirect, they thus continually diverted the school funds, and this 
class of white people were primarily the ones responsible for such 
dishonesty as there was in the administration of local school funds. 
On the other hand, there were Negro and poor white officials, here 
and there, who were guilty of waste and theft . 

During and after Reconstruction, diversion of school funds was com
mon. In North Carolina, $136,076 was collected for education in 1 870, 
but the Department of Education received only $38,93 r .  In Louisiana, 
$ 1 ,000,000 worth of bonds for the school fund were used to pay the 
expenses of the legislature in 1 872. In Texas, a large part of the in
come and public lands which belonged to the education fund was lost. 
In 1 870, the school funds in Georgia were partially used for other 
purposes, and in 1 874, Alabama school funds were diverted. In Ten
nessee, from 1866-1 869, only 47% of the school taxes were spent on 
schools. 

In nearly every state, the question of mixed and separate schools 
was a matter of much debate and strong feeling. There was no doubt 
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that the Negroes in general wanted mixed schools. They wanted the 
advantages of contact with \vhite children, and they wanted to have 
this evidence and proof of their equality. In addition to this, they 
were strengthened in their stand by white Northern leaders, who 
pointed out the practical difficulty of two separate systems of schools, 
which must, to an extent, duplicate effort, and would certainly greatly 
increase cost. In many of the states, the matter was left in abeyance, 
and in some states, like Louisiana, mixed schools were established. 

This raised a fury of opposition among the whites, but for reasons 
of economy and democracy it was obviously the best policy. The 
propaganda of race hatred made it eventually impossible, and the 
separate school systems so increased the cost of public education in the 
South that they resulted in the retardation of the whole system and 
eventually in making the Negro child bear the burden of the increased 
cost ; so that even to this day throughout the South, the Negro child 
has from one-half to one-tenth as much spent on his education as the 
white child, and even then, the white child does not receive sufficient 
funds for a thorough elementary education. 

Separation by race was prohibited in the Constitutions of South Caro
lina and Louisiana. In Atlanta, the Board of Education wanted mixed 
schools, but allowed separate schools when they were desired. The 
trustees of the Peabody Fund caused the dropping of a clause pro
hibiting separate schools in the original draft of the Federal Civil 
Rights Bill of 1875. 

One Southern Congressman's speech represents the strength of this 
fear. "Woe be unto the political party which shall declare to the toil
ing yeoman, the honest laboring poor of this country, 'Your children 
are no better than a Negro's.' If you think so, you shall not practice 
on that opinion. We are the rulers ; you are the servants ! We know 
what is best for you and your children. We, the millionaires-we, who 
are paid out of your pockets, will take your money and will send our 
children to select high schools, to foreign lands, where no Negroes 
are, but you, you who are too poor to pay, shall send your ragged, 
hungry urchins to the common schools on such terms as we dictate, or 
keep them away to stray among the treacherous quick-sands and shoals 
of life ; to wander on the streets and learn to syllable the alphabet of 
vice and crime, or stay at home, and like blind Samson, in mental 
darkness, tramp barefoot, the tread-mill of unceasing toil ! "  52 

In the Reconstruction constitutions, state taxation for schools was 
a new feature, unknown in the previous school laws of Alabama, 
Florida, Arkansas, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South 
Carolina. "The principle of direct taxation was undoubtedly the most 
important contribution of the Reconstruction regime to the public 
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school movement in the South." It  was perpetuated in all the revi
sions of these constitutions after 1 876, except in Alabama. The victory 
of home rule in 1 876 was followed by a period of hostility or at least 
indifference to public education. In 1879, in Virginia, $1 ,000,000 belong
ing to the school fund had been used for other purposes. In Georgia, the 
legislature of 1 876 destroyed $350,000 worth of bonds belonging to the 
school fund. Tennessee, in 1 869, abolished the general tax for school 
purposes, and the administrative system. The Alabama Constitution 
of 1875, instead of allocating one-fifth of the state revenue to educa
tion, which was the provision in the Constitution of 1868, substituted 
direct appropriation. In Arkansas, the income from land sales belong
ing to the school fund was used for other purposes. There were similar 
reductions of school revenue in Louisiana. In Texas, a voluntary 
county system was substituted for the state system in 1875 and 1876. 
The public school system of the South was helped by the gifts of the 
Peabody Fund in 1 867 and 1 869. 

"On account of the influences mentioned, it became common 
throughout the South, for all parties to pledge themselves to the cause 
of public schools. Yet, by some of those strange fatalities of history, 
the strongest of all influences for educational progress was the very 
one which during and j ust after the Reconstruction period undoubt
edly checked the cause. That was the race issue. The movement to 
eliminate the Negro as a factor in poli tics involved an appeal to 
passion, to prej udice, and sometimes a misrepresentation of the part 
of the colored man in Southern progress." 53 

It is fair to say that the Negro carpetbag governments established 
the public schools of the South. Although recent researches have 
shown many germs of a public school system in the South before the 
war, there can be no reasonable doubt that common school in
struction in the South, in the modern sense of the term, was founded 
by the Freedmen's Bureau and missionary societies, and that the state 
public school system was formed mainly by Negro Reconstruction 
governments . 

Dunning says : "Free public education existed in only a rudimentary 
and sporadic form in the South before the war, but the new constitu
tions provided generally for complete systems on advanced northern 
models." 5 4 

Colonel Richard P. Hallowell adds : "The whites had always re
garded the public school system of the North with contempt. The 
freedman introduced and established it, and it stands today a living 
testimony." 5 5  

From the beginning of the public school system under Reconstruc
tion, and after, the fight between local and state control and super-
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v1s10n has been bitter. Local control meant the control of property 
and racial particulari sm. It stood for reaction and prej udice ; and wher
ever there was retrogression, particularly in Negro schools, it can be 
traced to the increased power of the county and district administrators . 
This accounts for the difficulties, corruption, and failures in Alabama 
and South Carolina, particularly, and in most of the other Southern 
states. 

For the first success of the Negro schools, the South deserved 
little praise. From the beginning, most of the Southern states 
made the Negro schools j ust as bad as they dared to in the face of 
national public opinion, and every cent spent on them was taken 
from Negro rents and wages, and came back to the property-holders 
tenfold in increased opportunities for exploitation. 

It is  said, for instance, in one state : "There were to be free public 
schools. The blacks were to be the chief beneficiaries of the new sys
tem, but the whites would pay the taxes. Whites considered such edu
cation either useless or positively dangerous to society." Of free, self
sacrificing gifts for the sake of Negro uplift and intelligence, the vast 
maj ority of Southern white people contributed almost nothing. 

In recent years under the influence of educational leaders like 
Atticus Haygood and James Dillard, the support of Negro education 
in some Southern states has become more enlightened and generous. 
This is particularly true in North Carolina, West Virginia, and Texas .  
Improvement over unusually bad conditions may be  noted also in 
Louisiana, Virginia, and Delaware. The situation in South Carolina, 
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi is still reactionary and 
deplorable, while the improvement in Arkansas, Tennessee, and 
Kentucky is not great. 

Finally, the movement that saved the Negro public school system 
was not enlightened Southern opinion, but . rather that Northern 
philanthropy which at the very beginning of the Negro education 
movement contributed toward the establishment of Negro colleges . 
The reason for them at first was to supply the growing demand for 
teachers, and was also a concession to Southern prejudice, which so 
violently disliked the white teacher in the Negro school. 

This led to the establi shment by 1 879 of eighty-four normal and 
high schools and sixteen colleges, with over twelve thousand students . 
But these institutions soon saw a higher mission. In the midst of re
action and disfranchisement, of poverty and growing caste, they be
came the centers of a training in leadership and ideals for the whole 
Negro race, and the only fine and natural field of contact between 
white and black culture. 

"The fathers of forty years ago anticipated the criticisms of later 
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years as to the wisdom of colleges for the development of a backward 
race. So, they said, let it be granted that other lines of education are 
imperative ; colleges also certainly are needed, and we must set the 
standards for the education of the race now ! Thorough training, large 
knowledge, and the best culture possible are needed to invigorate, 
direct, purify, and broaden l ife ; needed for the wise administration of 
citizenship, the duties of which are as sure to come as the sun is to 
shine, though today or tomorrow may be cloudy ; needed to overcome 
narrowness, one-sidedness, and incompleteness." 56 

Howard University and Freedman's Hospital are survivals of the 
Freedmen's Bureau. Howard University was chartered in 1 867 and 
General 0. 0. Howard, head of the Freedmen's Bureau, was made its 
first president. Succeeding as presidents were W. W. Patton, J. E. 
Rankin, who wrote "God Be With You U mil We Meet Again," and 
John Gordon, a lineal descendant of Jonathan Edwards. On its gov
erning board have been Douglass, Langston and Bruce ; it has the 
largest Negro medical center in the United States, and has furnished 
about half of the Negro lawyers. 

Berea College was started by John G. Fee, a Kentuckian, who be
came an abolitionist. After the war, colored students were admitted, 
and a brother of the President of Oberlin was at the head of the 
school . For forty years, colored students attended Berea, but finally, 
in 1 904, the institution was by law closed to Negroes. 

Hampton Institute was founded by General S. C. Armstrong, near 
where the Negroes were first made "contraband of war," and where a 
colored woman founded the first colored school. Among its trustees 
were Mark Hopkins, Phillips Brooks, and John G. Whittier. 

Atlanta University was founded by Edmund Ware in 1 867. "To 
have gone on as President Ware did during those early years there 
must have been in his heart deathless love and pity for men who 
needed what he could give them-a faith in the gospel and eternal 
righteousness that never wavered, and a love for God that made 
work easy and suffering joy." 57 

Add to this the picture of DeForrest at Talledega, Cravath at Fisk, 
and others at Biddle, Knoxville, New Orleans, and Central Tennessee. 
There were those two influential schools at the edge of the South, 
Lincoln in Pennsylvania, and Wilberforce in Ohio. 

Nearly all of these educational leaders were either nominated by 
Howard, head of the Freedmen's Bureau, as in the case of Generai 
S. C. Armstrong, or received from him the most thorough-going co
operation. There is no greater tribute to the Freedmen's Bureau than 
this. 

Propaganda has centered the attention of the world upon these 
Northerner's who took part in the political reconstruction of the South, 
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and particularly upon those who were charged with dishonesty, 
while of the history of this astonishing movement to plant the New 
England college in the South, and to give the Southern black man 
a leadership based on scholarship and character, almost nothing has 
been said. And yet this was the salvation of the South and the Negro. 
These "carpetbaggers" deserve to be remembered and honored. 
Without them there can be no doubt that the Negro would have 
rushed into revolt and vengeance and played into the hands of those 
determined to crush him. As it was, when reaction triumphed in 1 876, 
there was already present a little group of trained leadership which 
grew by leaps and bounds until it gripped and held the mass of 
Negroes at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Had it not been for the Negro school and college, the Negro would, 
to all intents and purposes, have been driven back to slavery. His eco
nomic foothold in land and capital was too slight in ten years of turmoil 
to effect any defense or stability. His reconstruction leadership had come 
from Negroes educated in the North, and white politicians, capitalists 
and philanthropic teachers .  The counter-revolution of 1 876 drove most 
of these, save the teachers, away. But already, through establishing 
public schools and private colleges, and by organizing the Negro 
church, the Negro had acquired enough leadership and knowledge to 
thwart the worst designs of the new slave drivers. They avoided the 
mistake of trying to meet force by force. They bent to the s torm of 
beating, lynching and murder, and kept their souls in spite of public 
and private insult of every description ; they built an inner culture 
which the world recognizes in spite of the fact that it is still half
strangled and inarticulate. 

There is wide wide wonder in it all, 
That from degraded rest and servile toil 
The fiery spirit of the seer should call 
These simple children of the sun and soil. 
0 black slave singers, gone, forgot, unfamed, 
You, you alone, of all the long, long line 
Of those who've sung untaught, unknown, unnamed, 
Have stretched out upward, seeking the divine. 

JAMES WELDON JottNsoN 
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X V I . B A C K  T O W  A R D  S L A V E R Y  

How civil war in the South began again-indeed had never 
ceased;  and how black Prometheus bound to the Rock of Ages by 
hate, hurt and humiliation, has his vitals eaten out as they grow, 

yet lives and fights 

It must be remembered and never forgotten that the civil war in 
the South which overthrew Reconstruction was a determined effort to 
reduce black labor as nearly as possible to a condition of unlimited 
exploitation and build a new class of capitalists on this foundation. 
The wage of the Negro worker, despite the war amendments, was 
to be reduced to the level of bare subsistence by taxation, peonage, 
caste, and every method of discrimination. This program had to be 
carried out in open defiance of the clear letter of the law. 

The lawlessness in the South since the Civil War has varied in its 
phases. First, it was that kind of disregard for law which follows all 
war. Then it became a labor war, an attempt on the part of impov
erished capitalists and landholders to force laborers to work on the 
capitalist's own terms. From this, it changed to a war between labor
ers, white and black men fighting for the same j obs. Afterward, the 
white laborer joined the white landholder and capitalist and beat the 
black laborer into subj ection through secret organizations and the 
rise of a new doctrine of race hatred. 

It is always difficult to stop war, and doubly difficult to stop a civil 
war. Inevitably, when men have long been trained to violence and 
murder, the habit proj ects i tself into civil life after peace, and there 
is crime and disorder and social upheaval, as we who live in the 
backwash of World War know too well . But in the case of civil war, 
where the contending parties must rest face to face after peace, there 
can be no quick and perfect peace. When to all this you add a servile 
and disadvantaged race, who represent the cause of war and who 
afterwards are left near naked to their enemies, war may go on more 
secretly, more spasmodically, and yet as truly as before the peace. This 
was the case in the South after Lee's surrender. 

Emancipation loosed the finer feelings of some Southerners toward 
Negroes. They felt the fall of a burden-and expressed it. The night
mare was at last over. They need no longer apologize to the world 
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for a system they were powerless to change or reconstruct. I t  had been 
changed and they were glad. 

But Emancipation left the planters poor, and wi th no method of 
earning a living, except by exploiting black labor on their only re
maining capital-their land. This underlying economic urge was 
naturally far stronger than the philanthropic, and motivated the mass 
of Southerners. 

Carl Schurz said : "Some planters held back their former slaves on 
their plantations by brute force. Armed bands of white men patrolled 
the county roads to drive back the Negroes wandering about. Dead 
bodies of murdered Negroes were found on and near the highways 
and byways . Gruesome reports came from the hospitals-reports of 
colored men and women whose ears had been cut off, whose skulls 
had been broken by blows, whose bodies had been slashed by knives 
or lacerated with scourges. A number of such cases, I had occasion to 
examine myself. A veritable reign of terror prevailed in many parts 
of the South." 1 

Many testified that the Southern people seemed to have transforred 
their wrath at the Federal Government to the colored people. The dis
order and utter lack of control was widespread. Governor Sharkey of 
Mississippi found an unprecedented amount of lawlessness in 1866. 
Mrs. Smedes, a Southern white woman, tells of incidents in Mississippi 
involving both whites and Negroes. 

"At this t ime, incendiary fires were common. There was not much 
law in the land. We heard of the gin-houses and cotton houses that 
were burned in all directions. One day as Thomas came back from a 
business j ourney, the smoldering ruin of his gin-house met his eyes . 
The building was itself valuable and necessary. All the cotton that he 
owned was consumed in it. He had not a dollar. He had to borrow the 
money to buy a postage stamp, not only during this year, but during 
many years to come. It was a time of deepest gloom. Thomas had been 
wounded to the bottom of his affectionate heart by the perfidy of the 
[white ] man who had brought this on his house. In the midst of the 
grinding poverty that now fell in full force on him, he heard of the 
reckless extravagance of this man on the money that should have been 
used to meet these debts." 2 

Bands of Confederate soldiers roamed in some states : "There have 
been a number of complaints made to Captain Glavis by citizens of 
Wayne, Green, and Sampson Counties of numerous robberies and 
acts of violence by a band of late rebel soldiers, who are inhabitants of 
Wynn County. They are said to be headed by one Frank Coley." 3 

"Some eight weeks ago, several returned rebel soldiers from Pitt 
County went into the village of Washington and commenced shooting 
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and beating Union men. Several assaults were made, and at least one 
Union man was publicly whipped in the streets, and some Negroes 
were wounded. One of the party was badly wounded by a person 
whom they attacked. On their return, they met on the public highway 
a Negro. They first castrated him, and afterwards murdered him in 
cold blood." 4 

In Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana, it was said in 1 866 : "The 
life of a Negro is not worth much there. I have seen one who 
was shot in the leg while he was riding a mule, because the ruffian 
thought it more trouble to ask him to get off the mule than to shoot 
him. There is a very large class of such people in Alabama, Mississippi 
and Louisiana. I had expected to find Texas in a much worse condi
tion, but I found it much safer there than in Alabama and Mississippi. 
Particularly in Alabama, the people have been rendered desperate. The 
crops for the past year have been very poor. The rust and the army 
worm have destroyed their cotton crops, and there is much want and 
suffering among the people." 5 

"An argument frequently employed in j ustifying the outrages on 
the freedmen is that the whites were goaded into it by the evils of 
Negro domination. The argument holds good in part, but only in 
part, for unhappily, the outrages were committed before the suffrage 
was conferred upon the blacks ; before such a step was even favored 
by any considerable number of Northern people." 6 

Clara Barton, who visited Andersonville, Georgia, in 1 866, tells the 
story of a colored wife of 1 8, whom her husband, a blacksmith, brought 
to her, walking 30 or 40 miles. "I took his wife into my tent and 
examined her back : she was a young bright-colored woman, a little 
darker than he, with a fair, patient face, with nothing sulky in her 
look ; I found across her back twelve lashes or gashes, partly healed 
and partly not, some of them cut into the bone. She must have been 
whipped with a lash half as large as my little finger-it may have 
been larger ; and one of these lashes was from eight to ten inches in 
length ; and the flesh had been cut completely out most of the way. 
It had been a curling whip ; it had curled around her arms, cut inside 
the arm, over the back, and the same on the other side. There were 
twelve of those long lashes, partly healed and partly not ; she could 
not bear her clothing on �er at that time, except thrown loosely over 
her shoulders ; she had got strong enough so as to be able to walk, but 
she was feeble and must have been unable to work before that oc
curred ; she was in no condition to work." She had been "bucked and 
gagged" by her employer, thrown on her face, and lashed on her 
back ; so that, when her husband found her, he said she was "a gore 
of blood." The offense was that, in the last months of pregnancy, she 
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had proved unable to do the task of spinning which was given her.7 
"There was in those Southern states which I have visi ted for some 

years after the war, and up to the year 1868, or in some cases 1 870, 
much disorder, and a condition of lawlessness toward the blacks-a 
disposition, greatest in the more distant and obscure regions-to 
trample them underfoot, to deny them equal rights, and to inj ure or  
kill them on slight or  no provocations. The tremendous change in the 
social arrangements of the Southern whites had suffered a defeat 
which was sore to bear, and on top of this ,  they saw their slaves
their most valuable and cherished property-taken away and made free, 
and not only free, but their political equals. One needs to go into the 
far South to know what this really meant, and what deep resentment 
and irritation it inevitably bred." 8 

The unrest and bitterness of post-war lawlessness were gradually 
transmuted into economic pressure. Systematic effort was made by the 
owners to put the Negro to work, and equally determined effort by 
the poor whites to keep him from work which competed with them 
or threatened their future work and income. Cotton and other crops 
were high in price, and hard work would soon restore something of 
the losses of war. The planters offered the ex-slave, therefore, a labor 
contract, and were surprised when he refused. He had to refuse. The 
plantation laborer, under the conditions offered, would still be a slave, 
with small chance to rise to the position of independent farmer, or 
even of free modern laborer. 

On the other hand, the poor whites were determined to keep the 
blacks from access to the richer and better land from which slavery 
had driven the white peasants. A three-cornered battle ensued and 
increased lawless aggression. Recurrent crop failures due to the weather 
made more trouble, and at the same time, the wars of Europe, the 
Seven Weeks' War and the Franco-Prussian War, disturbed civiliza
tion. 

In such an economic revolution, the cost of change and uplift ought 
to fall on the community, the nation, and the government. The plan
tation land should have gone to those who worked it, and the former 
owner should have been compensated in some part for a lost invest
ment made with the social sanction of the nation. To this, should 
have been added economic opportunity and access to the land for the 
poor whites. 

But such a possible outcome was frustrated by the economic selfish
ness of the North, and by the intransigent attitude of the vast majority 
of the planters . They did not believe in freedom for Negroes, and 
they sought to frustrate it by law, force, and deliberate cheating, and 
by arrogant demands for economic license and political power, such 
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as no sane nation could grant. This result was Federal Reconstruction. 
A lawlessness which, in 1 865-1 868, was still spasmodic and episodic, 

now became organized, and its real underlying industrial causes ob
scured by political excuses and race hatred. Using a technique of 
mass and midnight murder, the South began widely organized aggres
sion upon the Negroes. 

"When Congress intervened by its reconstruction measures to defeat 
the reactionary program of the South, there swept over that section a 
crime-storm of devastating fury. Lawlessness and violence filled the 
land, and terror stalked abroad by day, and it burned and murdered 
by night. The Southern states had actually relapsed into barbarism. 
During that period, a new generation was conceived and born to the 
South of both races that was literally conceived in lawlessness, and 
born into crime-producing conditions. Lawlessness was i ts inheri tance, 
and the red splotch of violence its birthmark." 9 

Armed guerrilla warfare killed thousands of Negroes ; political riots 
were staged ; their causes or occasions were always obscure, their 
results always certain : ten to one hundred times as many Negroes 
were killed as whites. 

· 

Then differences began to arise. Instead of driving the Negroes to 
work, bands of poor whites began to drive them from work. Private 
vengeance was taken upon prosperous and hard-working Negroes. A 
number of Negroes were employed in building the airline railroad 
between Atlanta and Charlotte. Disguised men went there, took the 
Negroes and whipped them, and forced them back to the farms to 
work. They were receiving money wages for working on the railroad. 

A man from Ohio, living in Clarendon County, South Carolina, had 
his stock and business amounting to $40,000 a year entirely destroyed. 
"There were a good many industrious men, who if they could get a 
start, would make crops of their own and become independent farm
ers. In every such case, where colored men could bring proper recom
mendations there of evidences of industry, he would take advances to 
them as well as to white men." The farmers about complained that in  
this way he was taking away laborers and making Negroes independ
ent farmers. They whipped him ; ruined his business ; and drove him 
out of the state.10 

In Choctaw County, Alabama, a colored man, Robert Fullerlove, 
lived. Masked men shot into his house and burned it. He and his 
neighbors were killed and driven away. "I have four hundred acres 
of land. I have about twenty head of cattle, li ttle and big. I have an 
ox team, and in the lot of cattle there are seven milk cows. I have 
corn and fodder and hogs. I had a very fine crop of cotton planted 
and was going over it, when this last raid happened at my house. 
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I have lost my crop entirely, an<l it isn't wort hwh i le for me to s tay .  
I am a hard-working man, an<l I love what I have worked for and 
earned . "  

1 1  

Augustus Blair of  Huntsville, Alabama, was a hard-worki ng o ld 
black man, who had stayed at  home <luring the war a n <l  helped to 
take care of the little white children. The Ku Klux came to his house ; 
seized his son, and beat and maltreated him. 

"He got so he could get about a little. I hired a wagon and fetched 
him here, but directly he came here he was taken down with a hemor
rhage that came from stamping him on the stomach and breast . They 
stamped him all over the stomach and breast. In two weeks after he 
was examined in the court-room there, he died. Everybody that saw 
him said he couldn't live, and they were surprised that he lived so 
long. I had the doctors to tend to him. I owe forty or fifty dollars to 
Doctor Henry Benford ; he asked me for the money on Saturday. 
After all this was done, I knew every man of them, and I came here 
and made complaint. Mr. Wager assisted me, and Jim Common, of 
Athens, told me to have them arrested before the grand j ury . . . .  
I had a good deal of property down there. I had thirty head of hogs 
and four bales of cotton ; I had four bales ginned and fetched my 
cotton there and sold it. They looked for me to go back. I left my 
wife and young child there. I didn't want to go away. I hadn't done 
anything, but I believe they would have treated me j ust the same way, 
and I went away. I left thirty head of hogs and one good milk cow ; 
four bales of cotton, and my corn in the field. Jim Common told me 
to sue for it. I went down there and all my things were gone." 12 

These happenings were not confined to particular regions. They 
spread all over the South. In 1866, the first church for colored people 
was opened by the American Missionary Association at Memphis, Ten
nessee. It was burned with all the colored churches in Memphis in 
the riot that year.13 · 

In the eighteen months ending June 30, 1867, General Canby re
ported 197 murders, and 548 cases of aggravated assault in North and 
South Carolina. 

"In reference to South Carolina, the report of the j oint select com
mittee of the two houses of Congress of 1 872 contains such a mass of 
revolting details that one cannot decide where to begin their citation 
or where to stop. Murders, or attempts to murder, are numerous. 
Whippings are without number. Probably the most cruel and cow
ardly of these last was the whipping of Elias Hill. He was a colored 
man who had from infancy been dwarfed in legs and arms. He was 
unable to use either. But he possessed an intelligent mind ; had 
learned to read ; and had acquired an unusual amount of knowledge 
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for one in his circumstances. He was a Baptist preacher. He was highly 
respected for his upright character. He was eminently religious, and 
was greatly revered by the people of his own race. It was on this 
ground that he was visited by the Ku Klux, brutally beaten and 
dragged from his house into the yard, where he was left in the cold 
at night, unable to walk or crawl." 14 

A report from South Carolina tells of 97 Negroes killed, and 146 
shot and whipped. There are riots because of the arming of Negroes. 
White farmers who are displaced as tenants attack the Negro tenants. 
Negro churches are burned. In one community, four-fifths of the 
Negro men are sleeping out in the woods. Gins and ginhouses are 
burned in retaliation by Negroes. Colored women are whipped and 
raped by whites. In  some cases, the white landholders try to protect 
Negroes, while the irresponsible poor whites lead the attack. In an
other community, eleven murders and more than 600 whippings have 
gone unnoticed, while there are seven cases of incendiary burnings. 
Negro artisans are stopped from following their trade, and the antago
nism between poor whites and Negroes grows. Six Negro foundry
men are beaten and blacksmiths whipped. 

In Edgefield and Laurens Counties, South Carolina, there were or
ganized bands of "regulators"-armed men, who make it their busi
ness to traverse these counties and maltreat Negroes without any 
avowed definite purpose in view. They treat the Negroes, in many 
instances, in the most horrible and atrocious manner, even to maiming 
them, cutting their ears off, etc . In one case, two citizens of one of 
these counties testified against these parties, and were instantly com
pelled to leave the county, barely escaping with their lives. The 
citizens are bound in honor, by an understanding or compact among 
them, not to testify against these regulators ; so that it is impossible 
to get evidence against them unless the Negro gives it .1 5 

The report of the Ku Klux investigation published in 1 871 said of 
South Carolina that "in the nine counties covered by the investigation 
for a period of approximately six months, the Ku Klux Klan lynched 
and murdered 35 men, whipped 262 men and women, otherwise out
raged, shot, mutilated, burned out, etc., 10 1  persons. It  committed two 
cases of sex offenses against Negro women. During this time, the 
Negroes killed four men, beat one man, commi tted sixteen other out
rages, but no case of torture. No case is found of a white woman 
seduced or raped by a Negro." 

The reasons given for the Ku Klux outrages were significantly 
varied : the victims should suffer in revenge for killing, and for some 
cases of arson ; they were Republicans ; they were radical ; they had 
attempted to hold elections ; they were carrying arms ; they were 
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"niggers" ; they were "damn niggers" ; they boasted that they would 
own land ; they should be made to recant Republican principles ; and 
they should give desired information. 

In Georgia, in 1868, disturbances are reported in the Northwest 
section, where the poor whites are in the majority. Negroes were 
whipped for debt, for associating with white women, and for trying 
to vote. In the cotton belt, where the Negroes outnumber the whites, 
three white members of the legislature were killed, and there were 
insurrections and riots, culminating in the one at Camilla. In this 
case, 300 Republicans, mostly Negroes, with music and banner, were 
marching to hold a public meeting. They were met by the sheriff and 
told that they could not meet. A riot ensued, where eight or nine 
Negroes were killed, and twenty to forty wounded. No• whites were 
killed. 

The Negro Secretary of State, Jonathan Gibbs, in Florida, when 
called before a committee of Congress in 1871 , reported 153 murders in 
Jackson County in that state.16 

Conditions in Texas were particularly bad. In 1 869, in thirty counties, 
there was no civil government, and in others, very imperfect organiza
tions. During Sheridan's command of the state there were nine mur
ders a month. If he owned both hell and Texas, Sheridan said upon 
one occasion, he would rent out Texas and live in hell-a statement 
which was repeated over the country for a generation. Benj amin F. 
Wade added to this that he was told py a native, "All that Texas needs 
to make it a paradise is water and good society." "Yes," answered 
Wade, "that's all they need in hell." 17 

A committee of the Constitutional Convention of 1868 on partial 
returns said that 1 ,035 men had been murdered in Texas since the 
close of the war, and a Federal attorney said that the number might 
have been two thousand. The Secretary of Sta_te reports to the Texas 
Senate that 905 homicides had taken place in the two years ending in  
1 870, and he believed that i f  all the facts were known, the total would 
be 1 ,soo. In 1 870, after the new state government was organized, it was 
officially reported that 2,970 persons charged with murder were evading 
arrest in the state, and two to seven murders were often attributed to 
the same individual. 

From war, turmoil, poverty, forced labor and economic rivalry of 
labor groups, there came again in the South the domination of the 
secret order, which systematized the effort to subordinate the Negro. 

The method of force which hides itself in secrecy is a method as 
old as humanity. The kind of thing that men are afraid or ashamed 
to do openly, and by day, they accomplish secretly, masked, and at 
night. The method has certain advantages . It uses Fear to cast out 
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Fear ; it dares things at which open method hesitates ; it may with a 
certain impunity attack the high and the low ; it need hesitate at no 
outrage of maiming or murder ; it shields itself in the mob mind and 
then throws over all a veil of darkness which becomes glamor. It 
attracts people who otherwise could not be reached. It harnesses the 
mob. 

How is it that men who want certain things done by brute force 
can so often depend upon the mob ? Total depravity, human hate and 
Schadenfreude, do not explain fully the mob spirit in America. Before 
the wide eyes of the mob is ever the Shape of Fear. Back of the 
writhing, yell ing, cruel-eyed demons who break, destroy, maim and 
lynch and burn at the stake, is a knot, large or small, of normal 
human beings, and these human beings at heart are desperately afraid 
of something. Of what ? Of many things, but usually of losing their 
j obs, being declassed, degraded, or actually disgraced ; of losin'g their 
hopes, their savings, their plans for their children ; of the actual 
pangs of hunger, of dirt, of crime. And of all this, most ubiquitous 
in modern industrial society is that fear of unemployment. 

It is its nucleus of ordinary men that continually gives the mob its 
initial and awful impetus. Around this nucleus, to be sure, gather 
snowball-wise all manner of flotsam, filth and human garbage, and 
every lewdness of alcohol and current fashion. But all this is the hor
rible covering of this inner nucleus of Fear. 

How then is the mob to be met and quelled ? If it r�presents public 
opinion, even passing, passionate public opinion, it cannot permanently 
be put down by a police which public opinion appoints and pays. 
Three methods of quelling the mob are at hand : the first, by proving 
to its human, honest nucleus that the Fear is false, ill-grounded, un
necessary ; or secondly, if its Fear is true or apparently or partially 
true, by attacking the fearful thing openly either by the organized 
police power or by frank civil war as did Mussolini and George Wash
ington ;  or thirdly, by secret, hidden and underground ways, the method 
of the Ku Klux Klan. 

Why do we not take the first way ? Because this is a world that 
believes in War and Ignorance, and has no hope in our day of realiz
ing an intelligent majority of men and Peace on Earth. There are 
many, many exceptions, but, in general, it is true that there is scarcely 
a bishop in Christendom, a priest in the church, a president, gov
ernor, mayor, or legislator in the United States, a college professor or 
public school teacher, who does not in the end stand by War and 
Ignorance as the main method for the settlement of our pressing 
human problems. And this despite the fact that they may deny it with 
their mouths every day. 
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But here again, open civil war is  difficult, costly, and hard to guide. 
The Right toward which i t  aims must be made obvious, even if it 
is wrong. In 1918, in order to win the war, we had to make Germans 
into Huns. In order to win, the South had to make Negroes into 
thieves, monsters and idiots. Tomorrow, we must make Latins, South
eastern Europeans, Turks and other Asiatics into actual "lesser breeds 
without the law." Some seem to see today anti-Christ in Catholicism; 
and in Jews, international plotters of the Protocol ; and in "the rising 
tide of color," a threat to all civilization and human culture. Even if 
these things were true, it would be difficult to bring the truth clearly 
before the ignorant mob and guide it toward the overthrow of evil . 
But if these be half true or wholly false, the mob can only be s tirred 
to action by wholesale lying, and this is difficult and costly, and may 
be successfully answered ; or by secret underground whispering, the 
methods of night and mask, the psychology of vague and unknown 
ill, the innuendo that cannot be answered, for it is not openly published. 

Secret organization had long been a method of fastening dictator
ship upon the South. It was seen in Louisiana early in the nineteenth 
century, and helped in the annexation of Texas ; it was widespread in  
Kansas. Senator Douglass called the whole secession movement "the 
result of an enormous conspiracy." Charles Sumner said : "Not in all 
history, ancient and modern, is there any record of conspiracy so vast, 
so wicked, ranging over such spaces, both in time and history." 

"The evidence taken by the Congressional committee which vi sited 
Kansas in 1856, furnished the most incontestable proof of the power 
and extent of those oathbound orders. . . . The different lodges were 
connected together by an effective organization, it embraced great 
numbers of the citizens of Missouri, and was extended i nto other 
slave states and into the territory. Its avowed purpose was not only to 
extend slavery into Kansas, but also into other territories of the 
United States. This dangerous society was controlled by men who 
avowed their purpose to extend slavery at all hazards." 1 8  

The renewed use of the secret orders to fasten the dictatorship of 
property over labor upon the South began in New Orleans in 1865, 
when the rebel armies were disbanded and began to return to the city. 
First, apparently, appeared the "Southern Cross," determined to drive 
out the new Northern capitalist, and reduce the Negroes to slavery. 
Governor Wells said in 1 866 : "Should the secret associations now 
organizing rapidly be able to regain the ascendancy which made it 
[New Orleans ]  a living hell for years before the rebellion, I shudder 
at the consequences." 

Meantime, a larger and more inclusive secret order had been started 
in Tennessee known as the Ku Klux Klan. Tennessee, Alabama, 
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Texas, Arkansas and North Carolina, soon fell under its action by the 
same methods. The new technique of the plan solidified the various 
obj ects and efforts, and provided a new unity through emphasizing 
the importance of race. 

The race element was emphasized in order that property-holders 
could get the support of the majori ty of white laborers and make it 
more possible to exploit Negro labor. But the race philosophy came as 
a new and terrible thing to make labor unity or labor class-conscious
ness impossible. So long as the Southern white laborers could be 
induced to prefer poverty to equality with the Negro, j ust so long 
was a labor movement in the South made impossible. 

Some excuse the rise of the Ku Klux and the White League and the 
Knights of the White Camellia in the South with the plea that they 
were the answer to Negro suffrage, and that the Union Leagues 
started among Negroes were the cause of secret orders among whites . 
There i s  no historic foundation for this . The Union League in the 
North was the movement of Northern white aristocracy, including 
most of the rich and well-to-do, against defeatism and the menace 
of the copperhead. Its powerful and influential social clubs in New 
York, Philadelphia, and elsewhere, exist to this day. This Union 
League movement influenced the labor vote in the North. It came 
to the South with the carpetbaggers and used the Northern technique. 
It employed among Negroes some ceremonies and secrecy, but i t  
never contemplated murder and force. By no stretch of  imagination 
could it be called an organization similar to or provocative of the 
Ku Klux Klan. 

The carpetbaggers .  organized the Negro voters and offered them 
more in wages and privileges than the whites. The logical answer of 
the planters, in a free industrial democracy, would have been to meet 
these offers by better ones. They chose instead force and secret revolu
tion. It was not, then, the organization of Union Leagues that caused 
the Ku Klux Klan ; i t  was the determination to deprive the Negroes, 
by force, of any real weapon for economic bargaining. 

Their use of the ballot from 1868 to 1 872 aroused the property
holders to a frenzy of protest, but it also attracted certain elements 
of white labor, and bade fair, with reform and efficiency, to build a 
Southern labor party. 

There was but one way to break up this threatened coalition, and 
that was to unite poor and rich whites by the shibboleth of race, and 
despite divergent economic interests . The work of secret orders in  
1 868- 1 872 frustrated any mass movement toward union of  white and 
black labor. 

Before 1 874, the turmoil of Louisiana blazed the way. The New 
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Orleans riot in 1 866, which stirred the nation and influenced a presi
dential election, was due primarily to the fact that the head of a secret 
order was also Chief of Police. The Knights of the White Camellia 
came into prominence after Negro enfranchisement and were espe
cially aimed at excluding Negroes from voting by terrorism and 
killing the leaders. 

The presidential election of 1 868 spurred the planters and their allies 
to deliberate activity. They saw a chance to nullify the vote of black 
labor, unite with Northern copperhead Democracy and capture the 
government. Frank Blair egged them on to revolution. 

"The testimony shows that over 2,000 persons were killed, wounded, 
and otherwise inj ured in Louisiana within a few weeks prior to the 
Presidential election in November, 1 868 ; that half the state was overrun 
by violence ; and that midnight raids, secret murders, and open riot 
kept the people in constant terror until the Republicans surrendered 
all claim . . . .  But the most remarkable case is that of St. Landry, a 
planting parish on the river Teche. Here the Republicans had a reg
istered majority of l ,071 votes. In the spring of 1 868 they carried the 
parish by 678 .  In the fall they gave Grant no vote, not one-while the 
Democrats cast 4,787, the full vote of the parish, for Seymour and 
Blair. Here occurred one of the bloodiest riots on record, in which 
the Ku Klux killed and wounded over 200 Republicans, hunting and 
chasing them for two days and nights through fields and swamps. 
Thirteen captives were taken from the j ail and shot. A pile of twenty
five dead bodies was found half-buried in the woods. Having con
quered the Republicans and killed and driven off the white leaders, 
the Ku Klux captured the masses, marked them with badges of red 
flannel, enrolled them in clubs, made them vote the Democratic 
ticket, and then gave them a certificate of the fact." 19 

"In the parish of St. Bernard, a Negro was killed ; a black mob killed 
a white man. Three steamboats filled with armed ruffians left New 
Orleans for the scene of the riot. Before the trouble could be com
posed, a dozen or fifteen men were slain." 2 0  

"Frightful conditions prevailed up the Red River around Shreveport, 
in Caddo and Bossier Parishes, a trading center for Texas, Arkansas, 
and the Indian Nations. A United States army officer on duty in this 
place saw two or three men shot down in the street in front of a 
store in which he sat. He picked up the bodies of eight men who had 
been killed in one night. Never had he heard of any one being 
punished for murder in that country." 2 1  

"One hundred and twenty corpses were found in the woods or 
were taken out of Red River after a 'Negro hunt' in Bossier parish." 2 2 

"For ten days prior to the election of November, the streets were 
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filled with men carrying shot guns, rifles, pistols, and knives. A band 
of 'Sicilian cutthroats' called the 'Innocents' made up largely of fruit 
dealers, fishermen, oystermen and other elements drawn from the 
markets, roamed the ci ty, hunting Negroes. Soon no one could be 
found in the streets. Then the ruffians entered the houses to drive out 
the blacks, shooting them like rabbits as they ran. A colored man feared 
to sleep two nights i n  the same place." 23 

"This bloody club had 2,000 members. There were more than 70 
other clubs in New Orleans bearing such names as the 'Seymour 
Southrons,' the 'Seymour Infantas,' the 'Seymour Tigers,' the 'Blair 
Knights,' the 'Swamp Fox Rangers,' the 'Hancock Club,' and the 
'Rousseau Guards.' Their appearance in parades led to riots in which 
many were killed and inj ured.'' 2 4  

"Disorder extended to other parts of Louisiana. In one month, said 
General Hatch, of the Freedman's Bureau, 297 persons were slain in 
the parishes adj acent to New Orleans.'' 2 5  

During election time, the gun stores of New Orleans were thronged 
with buyers, and the price of Colt's revolvers doubled. 

A local paper said : "Thad Stevens is dead ; the prayers of the 
righteous have at last removed the congressional curse. May old 
Brownlow, Butler and all such political monsters follow the example 
of their illustrious predecessor.'' 

The coup d'etat failed, and the Reconstruction government was 
established. But although conditions during the next two years showed 
improvement, General Mower, in command i n  New Orleans, said in 
1 869 that the country around Winnsboro in Franklin Parish was "in
fested by a gang of desperadoes and thieves" who totally defied the 
civil authorities. 

All this was a challenge to the North and to democratic government. 
The response was only half-hearted. The North recoiled from force, 
and force alone could dislodge the planters and allied capitalists and 
firmly fasten labor government on the South. The North hesitated. 
Did it want labor government in the South ? Should black rule white, 
even if it could ? 

To enforce the Fifteenth Amendment, a Federal law was passed 
May 3 1 ,  1 870, after a long debate. There was an all-night session in the 
Senate, May 21 ; conferences between the two Houses, and finally, the 
bill became a law May 3 i .  The law made minute provisions to protect 
by Federal action all citizens in the civil and political rights guaranteed 
by the Constitution. It enumerated 26 misdemeanors, 5 felonies, and 
87 crimes. The punishments varied from $soo fine and one year's im
prisonment, to $s,ooo fine and ten years' punishment. 

It was the intention of this law to protect the Negro in using his 
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right to vote and this protection was to be carried out through Fed
eral officials. I t  was known that the Southern whites were keeping 
the Negro from voting by methods which local officials and state courts 
could not touch. Witnesses were afraid to testify, and j uries did 
not return verdicts, even on clear evidence. Registration was hindered, 
voters were bribed and intimidated, Negroes and white men were 
killed. The law brought the whole power of the government, militia, 
land and naval forces, and courts to bear upon persons who, by 
bribery or threat, sought to influence the Negro voter or to deprive 
him of his political rights. Meantime, the Ku Klux Klan, organized 
in Tennessee in 1 865, became so widespread that in 1 87 1  Congress 
appointed a Joint Committee to investigate it. This committee inves
tigated conditions from April, 1 87 1 ,  to February 9, 1 872, and issued 
a voluminous report in twelve volumes, covering most of the South
ern states. This formed a tremendous and invaluable picture of the 
situation in the South at that time. A Federal election law was 
passed February 28, 1 871 ,  which provided for a national registration 
of voters-a necessary and inevitable step to rescue national democracy 
from local particularism and possible fraud. Such a law is still needed 
and still lacking. 

President Grant was appealed to in March, 1 871 ,  for military aid 
to suppress violence in South Carolina. He recommended legislation, 
and as a result, the Ku Klux Klan enforcement law of April 20, 1 87 1 ,  
was  passed. It strengthened the ac t  of  1 870 and was designed to  destroy 
conspiracies against the Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendments. It em
powered the President to suspend the writ of habeas corpus "when in 
his j udgment the public safety shall require it ." The President by pro
clamation of May 3, 1 87 1 ,  called the attention of the nation to this act, 
and said that it had been made necessary by persistent violations of the 
rights of citizens of the United States . He recognized the responsibility 
placed on him, and did not wish to use these extraordinary powers. 
But it was his duty to make i t  known that when it was necessary, 
he would use them. As a matter of fact, he only once suspended the 
writ of habeas corpus, in the case of certain lawless counties in South 
Carolina. The actual military forces at his disposal at this time were 
limited, amounting to only about nine thousand troops, or one-third of 
the army in the whole South. 

To emphasize his wish to be fair to the South, Grant urg':d the re
moval of all political disabilities of former Confederates in December, 
1 87 1 .  A bill for this purpose had passed the House, but failed in the 
Senate, because Sumner tried to couple with i t  his Civil Rights bill, 
and the Northern Democrats voted against it . It finally passed Con
gress in May, 1 872, with the Civil Rights feature omitted. Also, in 
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1872, the Ku Klux Klan law expired by limitation, and was not ex
tended. 

Meantime, in Tennessee, North Carolina and Texas, the writ of 
habeas corpus had been suspended in the summer of 1 870 by the 
governors, and in 1 871 ,  United States courts were filled with Ku Klux 
cases. In Mississippi, 640 persons were indicted under these enforce
ment laws, and 200 arrested, but not a single one convicted. President 
Grant declared that in some of the counties of South Carolina two
thirds of the whites were organized and armed. In all, during 1870-1897, 
5, 172 cases were tried in the South, and 2,200 in the North. Of these, 
5,046 were dismissed, l ,432 convicted, 903 acquitted. The testimony 
was overwhelming, but conviction was impossible in the South. With 
1 872, new forms of violence took the place of old-intimidation, threats 
and fraud. There were j udicial discrimination, force and actual civil 
war. Federal officials were kept busy, and the President tried in vain 
to execute the Force Acts. 

The election of 1 872 and the panic of 1 873 changed the face of 
affairs . The labor governments built on Negro votes had kept Grant 
in office, s ince the only alternative offered the Negroes was to vote 
for their own disfranchisement . The Northern reform movement had 
begun to unite itself with Big Business and Super-Finance, and to 
sympathize with the Southern planters. The planters had won this 
sympathy by denouncing the carpetbaggers as the cause of Southern 
corruption, and thus compelling these representatives of Northern cap
ital either to unite with the planters or leave the South. The labor vote 
was divided along the color line, and the freedmen submerged be
neath a wave of race prej udice and economic rivalry. The time was 
now ripe for open war on the labor of the Black Belt. 

Seven states had been "redeemed" from labor domination under the 
leadership of carpetbaggers and scalawags ; i.e., Virginia, North Caro
lina, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas and Texas. This had 
been accomplished by unifying the white maj ority and suppressing 
the Negro vote by intimidation or economic pressure. It was now 
planned to move on the states where the Negro majority was such 
that only force could dislodge them. 

Four states in 1 874 remained under Reconstruction governments : 
Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina and Florida. It is said that con
sultations among white leaders took place throughout the South, and 
that in May, 1 874, forty men assembled on Magazine Street, New 
Orleans, to arrange for the final drive. They represented all of the 
secret organizations. They consulted during May and June, and in 
July the "White League" was organized, under five comparatively 
unknown leaders, who were the chosen agents for the secret combina-
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tions. In less than sixty days after the formation of the New Orleans 
central of the White League, it spread to the furthest parts of the 
state, had before the end of the year 40,000 members, and was extend
ing in all directions through the South. 

In Mississippi, the White League began organized work in 1 874. 
Seven organized armed groups were formed in Vicksburg to control 
the city election. The charge here was extravagance in building school
houses and "too many niggers in office." Armed companies patrolled 
the city, and yet there was perfect order at the polls . Voters were 
thus intimidated and kept at home while in the surrounding counties 
some 200 Negroes were killed. At Clinton, in 1875, another blow 
was struck when a mass meeting and barbecue was being held by 
the colored people. Five hundred armed white men assembled, food 
and wagons were destroyed, mules and horses s_tolen, hundreds of 
Negro homes searched, and fugitives driven away. 

Grant wrote to the Senate, January 13, 1 875, regarding the condition 
of Louisiana. He said : 

"On the 13th of April [ 1 873 ] . . . a butchery of citizens was com
mitted at Colfax, which in blood-thirstiness and barbarity is hardly 
surpassed by any acts of savage warfare . . . .  Insuperable obstructions 
were thrown in the way of punishing these murderers, and the so
called conservative papers of the state not only j ustified the massacre 
but denounced as Federal tyranny and despotism the attempt of the 
United States officers to bring them to j ustice." 26 

Concerning Mississippi, President Grant said : "As to the state elec
tion of 1 875, Mississippi is governed today by officials chosen through 
fraud and violence, such as would scarcely be accredited to savages." 2 7  

In 1 874, the President was asked for Federal troops in Mississippi 
and South Carolina. The President refused to send extra troops, and 
the result was the Vicksburg riot in Mississippi, where many were 
killed. Afterward, troops were sent there. In 1 876, he promised South 
Carolina every aid on account of the Hamburg riot. He tried in Feb
ruary, 1 875, to secure the passage of a bill to protect voters in United 
States elections, but it did not pass. Nevertheless, before the election of 
1 876, the House of Representatives asked him to enforce the remaining 
provisions of the Force Act with the utmost vigor. Grant kept ap
pealing to the Southern people to stop this situation of their own 
initiative and make the exercise of his power unnecessary. 

The South did not listen. Rather, it took note of the strong liberal 
opposition to Grant in the North, and counted on these liberals to 
favor withdrawal of that same protection of Southern labor which, 
in alliance with Northern business, they had helped institute in 1 867. 
On the other hand, the South sensed the willingness of Big Business, 
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threatened by liberal revolt, labor upheaval and state interference, to 
make new alliance with organized Southern capital if assured that 
the tariff, banks and national debt, and above all, the new freedom of 
corporations, would not be subj ected to mass attack. Such a double 
bargain was more than agreeable to Southern leaders. 

During the last session of the 43rd Congress in i 875, another Fed
eral election bill, drawn so as to put Congress in control of the 
national elections, was introduced. The Speaker of the House, James 
G. Blaine, prevented its passage. He was candidate for the Republican 
nomination in i 876, and was afraid that the bill might defeat him. 
He told Lynch, the colored representative from Mississippi, that the 
passage of the bill would defeat the Republican Party throughout the 
country. But he was confident, on the other hand, that if a Solid South 
resulted from the failure to pass the bill, it would make a Solid North 
in opposition. 

It did nothing of the sort. It did not prevent a South solidified by 
the determination to exploit disfranchised Negroes and it did leave a 
North hesitating between democracy with black voters and plutocracy 
with white supremacy. · 

In South Carolina, the situation was a little more difficult for the 
mob because of the efforts at reform that were being made by the 
Republicans. Despite Chamberlain's administration and the efforts at 
reform, the Democrats determined to carry the election of i876 by 
force. 

Hampton, shortly after the war, went to Mississippi to look after 
his large planting interests in the Yazoo Delta. He returned to 
South Carolina in i876 at the earnest solicitation of Butler and 
Gary, former Confederate generals. Their plan of campaign was clear. 
"Every Democrat must feel honor bound to control the vote of at 
least one Negro, by intimidation, purchase, keeping him away or 
as each individual may determine, how he may best accomplish 
it. 

"Never threaten a man individually. If he deserves to be threatened, 
the necessi ties of the times require that he should die. A dead Radical 
is very harmless-a threatened Radical or one driven off by threats 
from the scene of his operations is often very troublesome, sometimes 
dangerous, always vindictive. 

"In the month of September, we ought to begin to organize Negro 
clubs, or pretend that we have organized them, and write letters from 
different parts of the county giving the facts of organization out from 
prudential reasons, the names of the Negroes are to be withheld. 
Those who j oin are to be taken on probation and are not to be taken 
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into full fellowship until they have proven their sincerity by voting 
our ticket." 2 8  

Riots and labor troubles ensued. Addressing the Senate on August 1 ,  
1 876, on  " the late disgraceful and brutal slaughter of unoffending men 
at the town of Hamburg, South Carolina," President Grant said : 
"Murders and massacres of innocent men for opinion 's sake, or on 
account of color, have been of too recent date and of too frequent 
occurrence to require recapitulation or testimony here. All are familiar 
with their horrible details, the only wonder being that so many 
j ustify them or apologize for them." 2 9  "The scene at Hamburg," he 
wrote to the Governor of South Carolina, "as cruel, bloodthirsty, wan
ton, unprovoked, and as uncalled for as it was, is  only a repetition of 
the course that has been pursued in other states within the last few 
years, notably in Mississippi and Louisiana." In September there was 
a race riot in Aiken County, where an unknown number of Negroes 
were killed ; some said fifteen, some said 125. Federal troops intervened. 

"No one ever knew how many were killed, but the best informed 
men estimate that between eighty and 125 lost their lives. In Charles
ton County, Negroes in October killed five white men and wounded 
sixteen others." 3 0  

Meantime, deliberate fraud carried the election of 1 876. There was 
cheating, intimidation, bribery, and repeating in voting, especially in 
Edgefield and Laurens County. At Edgefield, several hundred armed 
men were ready to take possession of the Court House, and Negroes 
were kept from voting. 

When a Negro leader, with several hundred followers, marched to 
the Court House to vote, the white leader "ordered his men to pack 
the steps and corridors so that entrance would be impossible." When 
the Negroes protested to General Ruger, he asked Gary to let the 
Negroes vote. Gary refused, and was reported to have replied : 

"By God, sir, I 'l l  not do it. I will keep the compact I made with you 
this morning that white men and Negroes should vote at separate 
boxes." 31 

Gary's doctrine of voting "early and often" changed the Republican 
maj ority of 2,300 in Edgefield to a Democratic majority of 3,900, thus 
giving Hampton a claim to the office of governor. It was Edgefield's 
maj ority a lone which gave to Hampton a chance to claim to have been 
elected-the opportunity which he utilized so well. 

"It will be recalled that the tissue ballots were used in the heavy 
Negro counties for the purpose of having the white men to vote sev
eral tickets at once by folding them all together in a way to have 
them drop apart in the boxes. The law provided on closing the polls 
that if there were more ballots found in the box than there were names 
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on the poll lists the ballots should be returned to the box and one of 
the managers should draw out the excess to be destroyed . It is needless 
to say that the Democratic white manager did the drawing and the 
Negroes used to be very much surprised that he always drew a thick 
Republican ticket to be burned. 

"We all went on each other's bonds, and it became a j oke, causing 
great amusement, that Creighton Matheny, who did not own ten 
dollars' worth of property, had signed bonds to the extent of $20,000. 
In truth the whole performance was a perfunctory and in many re
spects a laughable travesty on law, for if they had attempted to put 
us in j ail I am sure few or none of us would have acquiesced ; and we 
would have probably killed every obnoxious radical in the court room 
and town and gone to Texas or some other hiding place. In an hour 
we had departed and gathering up our camp followers were on our 
way home." 32 

In Laurens County, the Democratic majority was 1 ,n2 as against a 
Republican majority of 1 ,077 in 1874. 

"To catch the unwary Negro, the Democrats counterfeited the Union 
Republican ticket in various ways. Some ballots were headed by the 
picture of Hayes and Wheeler but carried the name of no presidential 
candidate. Instead it carried the name of Hampton for Governor, 
along with Republican County candidates." 3 3  

In this way, Wade Hampton became Governor of South Carolina, 
but with the specific promise to protect the Negro in his political 
rights. After 1877, this Southern gentleman made no attempt to keep 
the promise. Seventeen Republican representatives in the legislature 
from Charleston were expelled, and Democrats replaced them in spe
cial elections. Thereafter, all sorts of fraud and intimidation kept the 
South Carolina Negro from voting. 

A white South Carolinian, who went through the period and was 
violently partisan, says of the election of 1 876 : "It is not now denied, 
but admitted and claimed, by the successful party, that the canvass was 
systematically conducted with the view to find occasions to apply 
force and violence. The occasions came, and the methods adopted had 
their perfect work. The result is known, but must be stated here for 
historical purposes purely. By a system of violence and coercion, 
ranging through all possible grades, from urgent persuasion to mob 
violence, the election was won by Democrats ." 

It has been charged by Rhodes and others that there was deliberate 
exaggeration and misrepresentation concerning these outbreaks and 
atrocities. This might have been true in some cases, but no one can 
read the mass of testimony in the various Congressional reports and 
other sources without being convinced of the organized disorder and 
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conspiracy that accompanied this revolution. The Maj ority Report of 
the Ku Klux Committee says : 

"Obedient citizens they cannot be considered who, themselves, com
plaining of bad laws, excuse or encourage the masked and armed 
mobs that override all laws. Brave and magnanimous enemies, even 
they cannot be reckoned, who permit the remnants of rebellious feel
ing, the antagonisms of race, or the bitterness of political partisanships 
to degrade the soldiers of Lee and Johnston into the cowardly mid
night prowlers and assassins who scourge and kill the poor and de
fenseless." 34 

And even the Minority Report admits that "we do not intend to 
deny that bodies of disguised men have in several states of the South 
been guilty of the most flagrant crimes ." 35 

And this same Minority Report voices the object of the revolution : 
"But whenever that party shall go down, as go down it will at some 

time not long in the future, that will be the end of the political power 
of the Negro among white men on this continent. Men in the phrensy 
of political passions may shut their eyes to this fact now, but it will 
come at any time when the Negro shall cease to be a party necessity 
in the politics of this country. Thousands of Republicans, even now, 
hate him for his insolence and for his arrogance in the ready self
assertion of his new-found rights and privileges. The truly sincere and 
rational humanitarian looks with sorrow upon the future status of 
the poor, deluded Negro ; for in the near state of things which is to 
come, when the two great parties which now exist shall have passed 
away, he sees either the exodus or the extinction of this disturbing 
element in the social and political condition of the more powerful 
race." 36 

Systematic effort was made during the whole period of Reconstruc
tion to prevent Negroes from bearing arms. ·First, there was the 
demand that Negro Federal troops be immediately disbanded or moved 
from the South. Then the white militia searched Negro dwellings for 
arms and took them away. 

"The militia organizations in the opposite country of South Caro
lina [Edgefield] were engaged in disarming the Negroes. This created 
great discontent among the latter, and in some instances, they had 
offered resistance. In previous inspecting tours in South Carolina much 
complaint reached me of the misconduct of these militia companies 
towards the blacks. Some of the latter of the most intelligent and 
well-disposed came to me and said : 'What shall we do ? These militia 
companies are heaping upon our people every sort of inj ury and insult 
unchecked. Our people are peaceably inclined and we are endeavoring 
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to inculcate good feeling ;  but we cannot bear this treatment much 
longer. ' Many are beginning to say : 

" 'We have been patient long enough. We are free men now, and we 
have submitted to such usage as long as we can.' And again they ask : 
'What shall we do ? '  I assured them that this conduct was not sanc
tioned by the United States military authorities, and that i t  would not 
be allowed." 37 

While the Negro was in power, most of the Southern states organ
ized Negro militia. In South Carolina, 96,000 were thus nominally 
enrolled, and others in Louisiana and Texas in the militia and in the 
police. Nevertheless, the Reconstruction governors were afraid to use 
these militia lest they start race war, and the effort to arm and equip 
them efficiently was silently opposed. Usually it resulted that dis
armed and unsuspecting black people were set upon by white forces 
superior in numbers, armed and disciplined, and with little chance of 
self-defense. 

Meantime, a new power appeared upon the scene, or rather an old 
power of government paralyzed by the Civil War began to re-assert 
itself, and effectively stopped Northern Federal dictatorship to 
enforce democracy in the South. This was the Supreme Court. John
son had had no chance to make appointments to the Supreme Court, 
although he had long relied upon that court to overthrow Reconstruc
tion. The court, however, hesitated before overwhelming public 
opm10n. 

In 1 870, Northern Big Business designated two railroad and cor
poration lawyers from Pennsylvania and New York for appointment. 
It was charged that they were purposely put on the bench in order to 
reverse the Legal Tender decision, and protect the bondholders in 
collecting at par debts contracted when paper money was at a dis
count of 30% to 60%. At any rate, they, together with one other ap
pointment made in 1 872-1 874, changed the complexion of the Supreme 
Court, and when Waite was appointed Chief Justice, over the protest 
of Charles Sumner, the reconstructed court was ready for the appeals 
concerning the laws to enforce the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend
ments. 

It is significant that the very center of Northern capital istic power, 
which protected and buttressed the new monopoly of Big Business, 
turned, and with the same gesture freed land and capital in the 
South from any fear of control by black and white labor. 

Cases on appeal reached that tribunal in 1 876. Reverdy Johnson, 
Henry Stanbery, and others had striven to bring this to pass. They 
relied upon the court to do what Democratic members of Congress 
had failed to accomplish-and the court, through a process of reasoning 
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very similar to that of Democratic legislators, deprived the enforce
ment legislation of nearly all its strength when it rendered its decisions 
in the cases of United States vs. Reese and United States vs. Cruik
shank : 

"The Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution does not confer 
the right of suffrage," the court concluded in the first case. "The 
power of Congress to legislate at all upon the subj ect of voting at state 
elections rests upon this Amendment and can be exercised by provid
ing a punishment only when the wrongful refusal to receive the vote 
of a qualified elector at such election is because of his race, color, or 
previous condition of servitude." 

In the Cruikshank case, the court declared that "The right of suf
frage is not a necessary attribute of national citizenship ; but that ex
emption from discrimination in the exercise of that right on account of 
race, etc., is. The right to vote in the States comes from the States ; 
but the right of exemption from the prohibited discrimination comes 
from the United States. The first has not been granted or secured by 
the Constitution of the United States ; but the last has been . . . .  The 
Fourteenth Amendment prohibits a state from denying to any person 
within its j urisdiction the equal protection of the laws, but this pro
vision does not, any more than the one which preceded it, . . .  add 
anything to the rights which one citizen has under the Constitution 
against another. The equality of the rights of citizens is a principle of 
republicanism. Every republican government is in duty bound to pro
tect all its citizens in the enjoyment of this privilege if within its power. 
That duty was originally assumed by the state, and it still remains 
there. The only obligation resting upon the United States is to see that 
the states do not deny the right. This the amendment guarantees, but 
no more. The power of the national government is limited to the en
forcement of the rights guaranteed." a ;a. 

Both the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were thus made 
innocuous so far as the Negro was concerned, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment in particular became the chief refuge and bulwark of 
corporations. It was thus that finance and the power of wealth accom
plished thrpugh the Supreme Court what it had not been able to do 
successfully through Congress. 

In 1 876 came the bargain between Big Business and the South. At 
first, there was the attempt at direct bribery, in  Louisiana, Florida 
and South Carolina. In one case in one state, a majority of the Board 
was said to have been secured if Tilden would pay $80,000. But this 
was rather too crude and direct. The work of Mr. Charles Foster, 
representative from the district of Rutherford Hayes in Ohio, was 
much more subtle and certain. Mr. Charles Foster, representative from 
Hayes' own district, stated in a speech in the Louisiana debate that 
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it would be the policy of Mr. Hayes, if inaugurated, to wipe out "sec
tional lines ; that under him the flag should wave over states, not prov
inces, over freemen, not subj ects." 

Negotiations were entered into and conferences held. On the 26th 
of February, 1 876, there were three conferences. The outcome was an 
agreement .  The Republicans guaranteed that Mr. Hayes, when he 
became President, would by non-interference and the withdrawal of 
troops allow the planter-capitalists, under the name of Democrats, 
to control South Carolina and Louisiana. They also agreed to induce 
President Grant to adopt the same policy before the end of his term. 
This meant that Southern landholders and capitalists would be put in 
complete control of disfranchised black labor. The Democrats prom
ised to "guarantee peace, good order, protection of the law to whites 
and blacks" ; or, in other words, exploi tation should be so quiet, 
orderly and legal, as to assure regular profit to Southern owners and 
Northern investors. This bargain was so raw and obvious that i t  must 
not yet be submitted to public opinion. In order, therefore, to avoid 
bringing up the issue in the United States Senate, before the cabinet 
was confirmed, and perhaps preventing the confirmation of persons 
favorable to this Southern policy, the Democrats agreed not to elect 
the long-term Louisiana Senator until March 10th. 

Other details were arranged next day. The Democratic assurances 
were ratified by Governor Nicholls of Louisiana, and a copy was sent 
North. Louisiana was told that Grant had promised that as soon as the 
count should be completed, to rescind or modify all orders to enforce 
the laws in the South. Foster sent an unsigned draft of a letter to 
Brown and to Senator Gordon : 

"The Democrats thought the letter might be 'fuller and stronger,' 
but agreed to it. An hour later, the same letter signed was received 
from Foster." 

The Democratic legislature, protected by armed members of the 
White League, declared Nicholls Governor. He was eventually recog
nized by the President, and Louisiana became Democratic. Federal 
troops were withdrawn under Hayes. The force behind the dictator
ship of labor in the South disappeared. The last act was to appoint a 
Kentuckian and a Georgian to the Supreme Court. The deed was done. 

Negroes did not surrender the ballot easily or immediately. They 
continued to hold remnants of political power in South Carolina and 
Florida, Louisiana, in parts of North· Carolina, in Texas, Tennessee 
and Virginia. Black Congressmen came out of the South until 1 895 
and black legislators served as late as 1 896. But it was a losing battle, 
with public opinion, industry, wealth, and religion against them. Their 
own leaders decried "politics" and preached submission. All their 
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efforts toward manly self-assertion were distracted by defeatism and 
counsels of despair, backed by the powerful propaganda of a rel igion 
which taught meekness, sacrifice and humility. 

But the decisive influence was · the systematic and overwhelming 
economic pressure. Negroes who wanted work must not dabble in 
politics. Negroes who wanted to increase their income must not agi
tate the Negro problem. Positions of influence were only open to those 
Negroes who were certified as being "safe and sane," and their careers 
were closely scrutinized and passed upon. From 1880 onward, in order 
to earn a living, the American Negro was compelled to give up his 
political power. 

There was an old remedy known since the eighteenth century, the 
colonization movement which had resulted in Liberia. In the first 
Negro convention held in Philadelphia in 1 833, migration to Canada 
was discussed and recommended, and large numbers went there. In 
1 853, a convention at Rochester opposed emigration, but seceders called 
another convention, and this convention sent emissaries to Haiti, Africa 
and Central America. As a result, some two thousand Negroes went 
to Haiti . 

The war stopped thoughts of emigration, except as Lincoln pro
posed it. After 1 876, movements arose simultaneously in several states. 
The first conspicuous leader was Benj amin Singleton, a Negro under
taker in Tennessee, who took two colonies of 7,432 Negroes to Kansas. 
Henry Adams started an even greater movement in Louisiana, send
ing organizers into each state in the South. It claimed, by 1 879, 92,800 
members in Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi and Alabama. 
Altogether about 60,000 Negroes went to Kansas, two-thirds of whom 
were destitute when they arrived. Slow individual movements of 
Negroes from the South to the North kept up but there were no 
further mass movements until the World War. 

Indeed, the whole matter of migration to escape the new regime in  
the South was complicated by the attitude of  the North. Few Northern 
communities wanted Negro immigrants, and labor organizations op
posed them, so that it was difficult to get work. Outside the United 
States, growing imperialism and the treatment of Liberia, Haiti and 
other small colored countries made emigration less attractive ; and the 
United States government, by permitting the spreading of unfavorable 
reports and putting difficulties in the way of Negro travelers, has 
made colored migration to the West Indies and South America diffi
cult even to this day. 

The situation settled down to a new system and a new outlook in 
the South. The whole history of this post-Reconstruction development 
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is yet to be written, but a few words concerning it may close this 
chapter. 

First, there was systematic disfranchisement of the Negro. He was 
kept from voting by force, by economic intimidation, by propaganda 
designed to lead him to believe that there was no salvation for him in 
political lines but that he must depend entirely upon thrift and the 
good will of his white employers. Then came the series of disfranchise
ment laws discriminating against poverty and ignorance and aimed at 
the situation of the colored laborer, while the white laborer escaped 
by deliberate conniving and through the "understanding" and "Grand
father" clauses . To make assurance doubly sure, the "White Primary" 
system was built on top of this, by which the "Democratic" party con
fined its membership to white voters of all parties . The "White Pri
mary" was made by law and public pressure the real voting arena in 
practically all Southern states . 

This brings us to the situation when Booker T. Washington became 
the leader of the Negro race and advised them to depend upon indus
trial education and work rather than politics. The better class of 
Southern Negroes stopped voting for a generation. Then with the 
shift of population toward the North, there comes the present situa
tion when out of 12,000,000 Negroes, 3,000,000 are in the North and 
9,000,000 in the South. Those in the North and in Border States vote. 
Those in the South are seriously restricted in their voting, and this 
restriction means that their political power is exercised by the white 
South, which gives the white South an extraordinary political influ
ence as compared with the voters of the North and East. 

The disfranchisement of Negroes in the South became nearly com
plete . In no other civilized and modern land has so great a group of 
people, most of whom were able to read and write, been allowed so 
small a voice in their own government. Every promise of eventual 
recognition of the intelligent Negro voter has been broken. In the 
former slave states, from Virginia to Texas, excepting Missouri, there 
are no Negro state officials ; no Negro members of legislatures ; no 
j udges on the bench ; and usually no j urors . There are no colored 
county officials of any sort. In the towns and cities, there are no col
ored administrative officers, no members of the city councils, no mag
istrates, no constables and very seldom even a policeman. In this 
way, at least eight million Negroes are left without effective voice 
in government, naked to the worst elements of the community. 

Beyond this, caste has been revived in a modern civilized land. It 
was supposed to be a relic of barbarism and existent only in Asia. 
But it has grown up and has been carefully nurtured and put on a 
legal basis with religious and moral sanctions in the South. First, it 
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was presented and defended as "race" separation, but it was never 
mere race separation. It was always domination of blacks by white 
officials, white police and laws and ordinances made by white men. 
The schools were separate but the colored schools were controlled by 
white officials who decided how much or rather how little should be 
spent upon them ; who decided what could be taught and what text
books used and the sort of subservient teachers they wanted. In travel, 
separation compelled colored passengers to pay first-class fare for sec
ond- or third-class accommodations, and to endure on street cars and 
trains discrimination of all sorts . Ghettos were built up in nearly all 
Southern cities, not always sharply defined but pretty definite, and in 
these, Negroes must live, and in them white vice and crime might 
find shelter and Negro delinquency go unpoliced. Little attention was 
paid to lighting, sewerage and paving in these quarters. 

Besides this, a determined psychology of caste was built up. In 
every possible way it was impressed and advertised that the white was 
superior and the Negro an inferior race. This inferiority must be 
publicly acknowledged and submitted to. Titles of courtesy were 
denied colored men and women. Certain signs of servility and usages 
amounting to public and personal insult were insisted upon. The most 
educated and deserving black man was compelled in many public 
places to occupy a place beneath the lowest and least deserving of the 
whites. Public institutions, like parks and libraries, either denied all 
accommodations to the blacks or gave them inferior facilities. 

A distinguished white Southerner said in 1 885 :  
"Is the freedman a free man ? No. We have considered his position 

-in a land whence nothing can, and no man has a shadow of a right 
to drive him, and where he is being multiplied as only oppression 
can multiply a people. We have carefully analyzed his relations to the 
finer and prouder race, with which he shares the ownership and 
citizenship of a region large enough for ten times the number of peo
ple. Without accepting one word of his testimony, we have shown 
that the laws made for his protection against the habits of suspicion 
and oppression in his late master are being constant! y set aside, not 
for their defects, but for such merit as they possess. We have shown 
that the very natural source of these oppressions is the surviving senti
ments of an extinct and now universally execrated institution ; senti
ments which no intelligent or moral people should harbor a moment 
after the admission that slavery was a moral mistake. We have shown 
the outrageousness of these tyrannies in some of their workings, and 
how distinctly they antagonize every State and national interest in
volved in the elevation of the colored race. Is it not well to have done 
so ? For, I say again, the question has reached a moment of special 
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importance. The South stands on her honor before the clean equities 
of the issue. It is no longer whether constitutional amendments, but 
whether the eternal principles of j ustice, are violated." 38 

With this went widespread and determined exploitation of black 
labor, and, of course, above all, taxation without representation. Taxa
tion fell crushingly upon the poor, so that the proportion of taxes which 
the black laborer paid, according to income, was much larger than 
that borne by the rich whites or even the laboring whites . The Negro 
had no voice concerning this taxation, whether in the state, county, city, 
town, or district administration. He had little redress in the courts. 
The j udges of the upper courts were usually selected from the better 
class of men whose fairness could' be depended on so far as public 
opinion and their own sympathy with white exploiters would admit ; 
but the police courts and magistrates' courts were in the hands of a 
wretched set of white Negro-hating politicians, and nine-tenths of 
the Negro court cases ended here and filled the chain-gangs with 
Negroes. 

It was the policy of the state to keep the Negro laborer poor, to con
fine him as far as possible to menial occupations, to make him a 
surplus labor reservoir and to force him into peonage and unpaid toil . 

In a report by the Hon. Charles W. Russell, Assistant Attorney Gen
eral, to the Attorney General, in 1908, appears this language : 

"I have no doubt from my investigations and experiences that the 
chief support of peonage is the peculiar system of State laws prevailing 
in the South, intended evidently to compel services on the part of the 
working man. From the usual condition of the great mass of laboring 
men where these laws are enforced, to peonage is but a step at most. 
In fact, it is difficult to draw a distinction between the condition of a 
man who remains in service against his will, because the State has 
passed a certain law under which he can be arrested and returned to 
work, and the condition of a man on a nearby farm who is actually 
made to stay at work by arrest and actual threats of force under the 
same law." 39 

The editor of the Macon, Georgia, Telegraph said recently : 
"Since at least 1 865, we have been holding back the Negro to keep 

him from getting beyond the white man. Our idea has been that the 
Negro should be kept poor. But by keeping him poor, we have thrown 
him into competition with ourselves and have kept ourselves poor. 

"Of course, Governor Talmadge has the popular attitude. It is to 
hold the Negro down in order to make him work-to keep him poor. 
And Southerners are willing to keep themselves and their kind and 
section down and poor in order to keep the Negro that way." 40 

To make this policy effective it was necessary to keep the Negro 
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ignorant and disorganized. Here, however, there were some diffi
culties . The Negroes had higher schools, supported largely by Northern 
philanthropy. They were turning out small but increasing numbers 
of educated men. There were, therefore, larger and larger numbers of 
trained teachers available for the public schools. 

The North was not disposed at this time to defend universal suf
frage or even democracy. But it did still believe in intelligence, so 
that the Negro public schools had to be kept open, and at the same 
time, the private schools which were furnishing teachers and leaders 
were depending not on state aid but on Northern philanthropy. This 
meant that a large and influential section of the North had direct 
contact and knowledge of the educated Negro. For a long time they 
defended the Negro college and normal school from all assaults. 
Indeed, it was not until the '9o's that organized property in the North, 
uniting with Southern propaganda for Negro industrial education, 
made an assault upon the Negro college that almost overthrew it. But 
that is another story. 

There were, nevertheless, numberless ways in which Negro schools 
could be and were decreased in efficiency ; in the first place, the public 
school funds were distributed with open and unashamed discrimina
tion. Anywhere from twice to ten times as much was spent on the 
white child as on the Negro child, and even then the poor white child 
did not receive an adequate education. In the Black Belt, particularly, 
large amounts of funds were drawn by the county officers because of 
black population and distributed among the whites to the extent of 
sending some to college. The Negro schools were given few buildings 
and little equipment. No effort was made to compel Negro children 
to go to school . On the contrary, in the country they were deliberately 
kept out of school by the requirements of contract labor which em
braced the labor of wife and children as well as of the laborer himself. 
The course of study was limited. The school term was made and kept 
short and in many cases there was the deliberate effort, as expressed by 
one leading Southerner, Hoke Smith, when two Negro teachers ap
plied for a school, to "take the less competent." The supervising offi
cers paid little or no attention to Negro schools, and the education of 
the Negro for many years after the overthrow of Reconstruction pro
ceeded in spite of their school system, not because of it. 

An attempt was made through advocacy of so-called industrial edu
cation to divert the Negro schools from training in knowledge to 
training in crafts and industry. But here the white laborers, North 
and South, obj ected and practically no effective industrial training 
was ever given in the Southern public schools, except training for cook
ing and menial service. 
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Sickness, disease and death have been the widespread physical re
sults of caste. The sick have had wretched care. Public hospitals sup
ported by public funds turn Negroes away or segregate and neglect 
them in cellars and annexes. White physicians often despise their 
Negro clientele and colored physicians crowd into the larger towns 
and cities to escape the insult and insecurity to which the colored pro
fessional man is exposed in the country and smaller towns. 

Above all, crime was used in the South as a source of income for 
the state. An English traveler wrote in 1 871 : 

"I confess I am more and more suspicious about the criminal 
j ustice .of these Southern states. In Georgia there is no regular peni
tentiary at all, but an organized system of letting out the prisoners 
for profit. Some people here have got up a company for the purpose 
of hiring convicts. They pay $25,000 a year besides all expenses of 
food and keep, so that their money is clear profit to the state. The 
lessees work the prisoners both on estates and in mines, and apparently 
maintain severe discipline in their own way, and make a good thing 
of it . Colonel P--, who is not very mealy-mouthed, admits that he 
left the concern because he could not stand the inhumanity of it. An
other partner in the concern talked with great glee of the money he 
had made out of the convicts. This does seem simply a return to an
other form of slavery." 

In no part of the modern world has there been so open and con
scious a traffic in crime for deliberate social degradation and private 
profit as in the South since slavery. The Negro is  not anti-social. He 
is no natural criminal. Crime of the vicious type, outside endeavor to 
achieve freedom or in revenge for cruelty, was rare in the slave South. 
Since 1876 Negroes have been arrested on the slightest provocation and 
given long sentences or fines which they were compelled to work out. 
The resulting peonage of criminals extended into every Southern state 
and led to the most revolting situations. 

A Southern white woman writes : 
"In some states where convict labor is sold to the highest bidder 

the cruel treatment of the helpless human chattel in the hands of 
guards is such as no tongue can tell nor pen picture. Prison inspectors 
find convicts herded together, irrespective of age ; confined at night in 
shackles ; housed sometimes, as has been found, in old box cars; 
packed almost as closely as sardines in a box. During the day all are 
worked under armed guards, who stand ready to shoot down any 
who may attempt to escape from this hell upon earth-the modern 
American bastile. Should one escape, the bloodhounds, trained for the 
purpose, are put upon his track, and the chances are that he will be 
brought back, severely flogged and put in double shackles, or worse." 
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"Of all the degrading positions, to our mind, that of the whipping 
boss in the Georgia penitentiary system is the worst . . . .  

"He stands over his pinioned victim and applies the lash on the 
naked, quivering flesh of a fellowman. Plies it hard enough to lacerate 
the flesh and send the blood coursing down the bruised back and sides 
from the gaping and whip-cord cuts ; and j ust think of the merciless
ness, the inhumanity, the bestiality of the sentiment that can drive the 
lash deeper and deeper through the cuts and gashes on the body of a 
human being, white or black . . .  j ust as a cool, calculating business for 
a very niggardly stipend." 41 Hundreds of Southern fortunes have been 
amassed by this enslavement of criminals. 

George W. Cable protested in 1883 and wrote : "If anything may be 
inferred from the mortal results of the Lease System in other States, 
the year's death-rate of the convict camps of Louisiana must exceed 
that of any pestilence that ever fell upon Europe in the Middle Ages. 
And as far as popular rumor goes, it confirms this assumption on every 
hand. Every mention of these camps is followed by the execrations of 
a scandalized community whose ear is every now and then shocked 
afresh with some new whisper of their frightful barbarities . It is not 
for the present writer to assert that every other community where the 
leasing of convicts prevails is moved to indignation by the same sense 
of outrage and disgrace ; yet it certainly would be but a charitable 
assumption to believe that the day is not remote when in every such 
region, the sentiment of the people will write, over the gates of the 
convict stockades and over the doors of the lessees ' sumptuous homes, 
one word : Aceldama-the field of blood." 42 

The normal amount of crime which an ignorant working popula
tion would have evolved has been tremendously increased. Young 
criminals and vagrants were deliberately multiplied and this in turn 
made an excuse for mob law and lynching. Colored women were 
looked upon as the legitimate prey of white men and protection for 
them even against colored men was seldom furnished. 

While all instruments of group control-police, courts, government 
appropriations and the like-were in the hands of whites, no power 
was left in Negro hands. If a white man is assaulted by a white man 
or a Negro the police are at hand. If a Negro is assaulted by a white 
man, the police are more apt to arrest the victim than the aggressor ; if 
he is assaulted by a Negro, he is in most cases without redress or pro
tection, and the group-will of the colored man has no power to express 
itself. 

Inter-racial sex j ealousy and accompanying sadism has been made 
the wide foundation of mobs and lynching. With thousands of white 
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fathers of colored children, there is scarcely a case on record where 
such a father has been held legally responsible. 

Such evils led to widespread violence in the South, to murder and 
mobs. Probably in no country in the civilized world did human life 
become so cheap. This condition prevails among both white and black 
and characterizes the South even to our day. A spirit of lawlessness 
became widespread. White people paid no attention to their own laws. 
White men became a law unto themselves, and black men, so far as 
their aggressions were confined to their own people, need not fear 
intervention of white police. Practically all men went armed and the 
South reached the extraordinary distinction of being the only modern 
civilized country where human beings were publicly burned alive. 
Southern papers specialized on Negro crime with ridicule and coarse 
caricature. The police court where hearts bled was a matter of hilari· 
ous newspaper laughter while a note of decency and success among 
Negroes was buried on a back page or ignored entirely. 

The political success of the doctrine of racial separation, which over· 
threw Reconstruction by uniting the planter and the poor white, was far 
exceeded by its astonishing economic results. The theory of laboring 
class unity rests upon the assumption that laborers, despite internal 
jealousies, will unite because of their opposition to exploitation by the 
capitalists. According to this, even after a part of the poor white 
laboring class became identified with the planters, and eventually dis · 
placed them, their interests would be diametrically opposed to those 
of the mass of white labor, and of course to those of the black laborers. 
This would throw white and black labor into one class, and precipi· 
tate a united fight for higher wage and better working conditions. 

Most persons do not realize how far this failed to work in the 
South, and it failed to work because the theory of race was supple
mented by a carefully planned and slowly evolved method, which 
drove such a wedge between the white and black workers that there 
probably are not today in the world two groups of workers with prac· 
tically identical interests who hate and fear each other so deeply and 
persistently and who are kept so far apart that neither sees anything 
of common interest. 

It must be remembered that the white group of laborers, while they 
received a low wage, were compensated in part by a sort of public and 
psychological wage. They were given public deference and titles of 
courtesy because they were white. They were admitted freely with 
all classes of white people to public functions, public parks, and the 
best schools. The police were drawn from their ranks, and the courts, 
dependent upon their votes, treated them with such leniency as to 
encourage lawlessness . Their vote selected public officials, and while 
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this had small effect upon the economic situation, it had great effect 
upon their personal treatment and the deference shown them. White 
schoolhouses were the best in the community, and conspicuously 
placed, and they cost anywhere from twice to ten times as much per 
capita as the colored schools. The newspapers specialized on news that 
flattered the poor whites and almost utterly ignored the Negro except 
in crime and ridicule. 

On the other hand, in the same way, the Negro was subj ect to public 
insult ; was afraid of mobs ; was liable to the j ibes of children and the 
unreasoning fears of white women ; and was compelled almost con
tinuously to submit to various badges of inferiority. The result of this 
was that the wages of both classes could be kept low, the whites 
fearing to be supplanted by Negro labor, the Negroes always being 
threatened by the substitution of white labor. 

Mob violence and lynching were the inevitable result of the attitude 
of these two classes and for a time were a sort of permissible Roman 
holiday for the entertainment of vicious whites . One can see for these 
reasons why labor organizers and labor agitators made such small 
headway in the South. They were, for the most part, appealing to 
laborers who would rather have low wages upon which they could 
eke out an existence than see colored labor with a decent wage. White. 
labor saw in every advance of Negroes a threat to their racial preroga
tives, so that in many districts Negroes were afraid to build decent 
homes or dress well, or own carriages, bicycles or automobiles, be
cause of possible retaliation on the part of the whites . 

Thus every problem of labor advance in the South was skillfully 
turned by demagogues into a matter of inter-racial j ealousy. Perhaps 
the most conspicuous proof of this was the Atlanta riot in 1906, which 
followed Hoke Smith's vicious attempt to become United States 
Senator on a platform which first attacked corporations and then was 
suddenly twisted into scandalous traducing of the Negro race. 

To this day no casual and unsophisticated reader of the white 
Southern press could possibly gather that the American Negro masses 
were anything but degraded, ignorant, inefficient examples of an in
curably inferior race. 

The result of all this  had to be unfortunate for the Negro. He was 
a caged human being, driven into a curious mental provincialism. An 
inferiority complex dominated him. He did not believe himself a man 
like other men. He could not teach his children self-respect. The 
Negro as a group gradually lost his manners, his courtesy, his light
hearted kindliness . Large numbers sank into apathy and fatalism ! 
There was no chance for the black man ; there was no use in striving ; 
ambition was not for Negroes. 
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The effect of caste on the moral integrity of the Negro race in 
America has thus been widely disastrous ; servility and fawning, 
gross flattery of white folk and lying to appease and caj ole them ; 
failure to achieve dignity and self-respect and moral self-assertion, 
personal cowardliness and submission to insult and aggression ; exag
gerated and despicable humility ; lack of faith of Negroes in them
selves and in other Negroes and in all colored folk ; inordinate admira
tion for the stigmata of success among white folk : wealth and arro
gance, cunning dishonesty and assumptions of superiority ; the exalta
tion of laziness and indifference as j ust as successful as the industry 
and striving which invites taxation and oppression ; dull apathy and 
cynicism ; faith in no future and the habit of moving and wandering 
in search of j ustice ; a religion of prayer and submission to replace 
determination and effort. 

These are not universal results or else the Negro long since would 
have dwindled and died in crime and disease. But they are so wide
spread as to bring inner conflict as baffling as the problems of inter
racial relations, and they hold back the moral grit and organized effort 
which are the only hope of survival. 

On this and in spite of this comes an extraordinary record of ac
complishment, a record so contradictory of what one might easily ex
pect that many people and even the Negroes themselves are deceived by 
it. The real question is not so much what the Negro has done in spite 
of caste, as what he might have accomplished with reasonable encour
agement. He has cut down his i lliteracy more than two-thirds in fifty 
years, but with decent schools it ought to have been cut down 99 per 
cent. He has accumulated land and property, but has not been able 
to hold one-tenth of that which he has rightly earned. He has achieved 
success in many lines, as an inventor, scientist, scholar and writer. But 
most of his ability has been choked in chain-gangs and by open delib
erate discrimination and conspiracies of silence. He has made a place 
for himself in literature and art, but the great deeps of his artistic 
gifts have never yet been plumbed. And yet, for all that he has accom
plished, not only the nation but the South itself claims credit and 
actually points to it as proof of the wisdom or at least the innocuous
ness of organized suppression! 

It  is but human experience to find that the complete suppression of a 
race is impossible. Despite inner discouragement and submission to the 
oppression of others there persisted the mighty spirit, the emotional 
rebound that kept a vast number struggling for its rights, for self
expression, and for social uplift. Such men, in many cases, became 
targets for the white race. They were denounced as trouble makers. 
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They were denied opportunity. They were driven from their homes. 
They were lynched. 

It  is doubtful if there is another group of twelve million people in 
the midst of a modern cultured land who are so widely inhibited and 
mentally confined as the American Negro. Within the colored race 
the philosophy of . salvation has by the pressure of caste been curiously 
twisted and distorted. Shall they use the torch and dynamite ? Shall 
they go North, or fight it out in the South ? Shall they segregate them
selves even more than they are now, in states, towns, cities or sections ? 
Shall they leave the country ? Are they Americans or foreigners ? Shall 
they stand and sing "My Country 'Tis of Thee" ? Shall they marry 
and rear children and save and buy homes, or deliberately commit race 
suicide ? 

Ordinarily such questions within a group settle themselves by lab
oratory experiment. It is shown that violence does not pay, that quiet 
persistent effort wins ; bitterness and pessimism prove a handicap. 
And yet in the case of the Negro it  is almost impossible to obtain 
such definite laboratory results. Failure cannot be attributed to indi
vidual neglect, and success does not necessarily follow individual effort. 
It is impossible to disentangle the results of caste and the results of 
work and striving. Ordinarily a group experiments-tries now this, 
now that, measures results and eliminates bad advice and unwise 
action by achieving success. But here success is so curtailed and frus
trated that guiding wisdom fails. Why should we save ? What good 
does it do to be upstanding, with self-respect ? Who gains by thrift, 
or rises by education ? 

Such mental frustration cannot indefinitely continue. Some day it may 
burst in fire and blood. Who will be to blame ? And where the greater 
cost ? Black folk, after all, have little to lose, but Civilization has all. 

This the American black man knows : his fight here is a fight to the 
finish. Either he dies or wins. If he wins it will be by no subterfuge 
or evasion of amalgamation. He will enter modern civilization here 
in America as a black man on terms of perfect and unlimited equality 
with any white man, or he will enter not at all. Either extermination 
root and branch, or absolute equality. There can be no compromise. 
This is the last great battle of the West. 

Evil results of the revolution of 1 876 have not been confined to 
Negroes. The reaction on the whites was j ust as significant. The white 
people of the South are essentially a fine kindly breed, the same sort 
of human beings that one finds the world over. Perhaps their early and 
fatal mistake wa� when they refused long before the Civil War to allow 
in the South differences of opinion. They would not let honest white 
Southerners continue to talk against slavery. They drove out the non-
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conformist ; they would not listen to the radical. The result was that 
there has been built up in the South an intolerance fatal to human 
culture. Men act as they do in the South, they murder, they lynch, 
they insult, because they listen to but one side of a question. They 
seldom know by real human contact Negroes who are men. They read 
books that laud the South and the "Lost Cause," but they are childish 
and furious when criticized, and interpret all criticism as personal 
attack. 

The result is that the South in the main is ranged against liberalism. 
No liberal movement in the United States or in the world has been 
able to make advance among Southerners. They are militaristic and 
will have nothing to do with a peace movement. Young Southerners 
eagerly crowd West Point and Annapolis. The South is not interested 
in freedom for dark India. It has no sympathy with the oppressed of 
Africa or of Asia. It  is for the most part against unions and the labor 
movement, because there can be no real labor movement in the South ; 
their laboring class is  cut in two and the white laborers must be ranged 
upon the side of their own exploiters by persistent propaganda and 
police force. Labor can gain in the South no class-consciousness. Strikes 
cannot be effective because the white striker can be threatened with 
the colored "scab" and the colored striker can be clapped in j ail. 

The result of the disfranchisement of the Negro on the political 
life of the South has been pitiful. Southerners argued that if the Negro 
was disfranchised, normal political life would be possible for the 
South. They did not realize that a living working class can never 
lose i ts political power and that all they did in 1 876 was to transfer 
that political power from the hands of labor to the hands of capital, 
where it has been concentrated ever since. Moreover, after that trans
fer the forms of republican government became a continuing farce. 

As Chamberlain said : "Every present citizen of South Carolina 
knows, and those who are truthful and frank will confess that the 
ballot debauched in 1 876 remains debauched ; the violence taught them 
remains now, if not in the same, in other forms ; the defiance of law 
learned then in what was called a good cause survives in the horrid 
orgies of degradation and of lynchings." 43 

There can be no doubt that the revolution of 1876 established 
fraud and oligarchy in the South and the remains of that regime are 
still with us. Local government in the South to this day is handicapped 
and frustrated by caste and by the use of the color line to divide the 
electorate and dominate the Negro. As late as 1931 ,  the Atlanta Con
stitution said of the Georgia legislature : "Never in its history has 
Georgia been inflicted with so incompetent a legislature as the one j ust 
adj ourned." 
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George W. Cable said in 1 885 : "The vote, after all, was a secondary 
point, and the robbery and bribery on one side, and whipping and 
killing on the other were but huge accidents of the situation. The two 
main questions were really these : on the freedman's s ide, how to estab
lish republican state government under the same recognition of his 
rights that the rest of Christendom accorded him ; and on the former 
master's side, how to get back to the old semblance of republican 
state government, and-allowing that the freedman was de facto a 
voter-still to maintain a purely arbitrary superiority of all whites over 
all blacks, and a purely arbitrary equality of all blacks among them
selves as an alien, menial and dangerous class. 

"Exceptionally here and there someone in the master caste did 
throw off the old and accept the new ideas, and, if he would allow it, 
was instantly claimed as a leader by the newly liberated thousands 
around him. But j ust as promptly the old master race branded him 
also an alien reprobate, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, 
if he had not already done so, he soon began to confirm by his actions 
the brand of his cheek." 

The paradox of this whole muddle is that what the South started 
to do in 1876 was never accomplished and never will be. The Negro 
cannot be disfranchised. He votes in every policy and the only result 
of disfranchisement is to bind the white South hand and foot and 
delivel_" it to its own worst self. Stevens and Sumner stand eternally 
vindicated. 

Particularly has the South suffered spiritually by the effort to use 
propaganda and enforce belief. This always results in deliberate lying. 
Not that all white Southerners deliberately lie about the Negro, but 
to an astonishing degree the honest South allows known lies to stand 
uncontradicted. 

The wide distortion of facts which became prevalent in the white 
South during and after Reconstruction as a measure of self-defense 
has never been wholly crushed since. For years Southerners denied 
that there was any fraud and cheating in elections. Henry Grady 
stood in Boston and told New England that the Negro was as free 
to vote in the South as the white laborer was in the North. Booker T. 
Washington repeatedly testified as to the good will and essential hon
esty of purpose of Southerners and put the whole burden of responsi
bility for advance upon the Negro himself. "The Southern white man 
is the Negro's best friend," scream all the Southern papers, even today. 
And this in the face of the open record of five thousand lynchings, 
jails bursting with black prisoners incarcerated on trivial and trumped
up charges, and caste staring from every train and street car. 

This whole phantasmagoria has been built on the most miserable 
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of human .fictions : that in addition to the manifest differences between 
men there is a deep, awful and ineradicable cleft which condemns 
most men to eternal degradation. It is a cheap inheritance of the world's 
infancy, unworthy of grown folk. My rise does not involve your fall. 
No superior has interest in inferiority. Humanity is one and its vast 
variety is its glory and not its condemnation. If all men make the 
best of themselves, if all men have the chance to meet and know each 
other, the result is the love born of knowledge and not the hate based 
on ignorance. 

The result of this upon the higher life in the South is extraordinary. 
Fundamentalism rules in religion because men hesitate openly to 
reason about the Golden Rule. Literature, art and music are curiously 
dominated by the Negro. The only literature the South has had for 
years is based largely upon the Negro. Southern music is Negro 
music. Yet Negroes themselves are seldom recognized as interpreters 
of art, and white artists must work under severe social l imitations and 
at second hand ; they thus lack necessary sincerity, depth and frank
ness. 

Democracy in the South and in the United States is hampered by 
the Southern attitude. The Southerner, by winning the victory which 
the Fourteenth Amendment tried to deny, uses the Negro population 
as a basis of his political representation and allows few Negroes to vote ; 
so that the white Southerner marches to the polls with many times as 
much voting power in his hand as the voter in the North. 

The South does and must vote for reaction. There can be, therefore, 
neither in the South nor in the nation a successful third party move
ment. This was proven in the case of Theodore Roosevelt and LaF ol
lette. A solid bloc of reaction in the South can always be depended 
upon to unite with Northern conservatism to elect a president. 

One can only say to all this that whatever the South gained through 
its victory in the revolution of 1876 has been paid for at a price which 
literally staggers humanity. Imperialism, the exploitation of colored 
labor throughout the world, thrives upon the approval of the United 
States, and the United States gives that approval because of the South. 
World war waits on and supports imperial aggression and interna
tional j ealousy. This was too great a price to pay for anything which 
the South gained. 

The chief obstacle in this rich realm of the United States, endowed 
with every natural resource and with the abilities of a hundred dif
ferent peoples-the chief and only obstacle to the coming of that king
dom of economic equality which is the only logical end of work is 
the determination of the white world to keep the black world poor 
and themselves rich. A clear vision of a world without inordinate 
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individual wealth, of capital without profit and of income based on 
work alone, is the path out, not only for America but for all men. 
Across this path stands the South with flaming sword. 

Of course, it would be humanly impossible for any such regime to 
be completely successful anywhere without protest and reaction from 
within. Alms-giving to Negroes in the South has always been almost 
universal. Even petty pilfering has been winked at. Beyond this, and 
of far greater social significance, have been the personal friendships 
between blacks and whites with aid and advice, even at great pe
cuniary and spiritual costs. Large-hearted Southern white men and 
women have in unnumbered cases quietly and without advertisement 
done enormous work to make life bearable and success possible for 
thousands of Negroes. 

Most of the benevolence of this sort, however, has been of a per
sonal and individual matter. In only a minority of cases have such 
Southern white people been willing to stand on principle and demand 
for all Negroes rights as men and treatment according to desert. When 
in some cases such opinion and clear advocacy has been made and 
has consequently evoked the usual social punishment, it is singular 
and almost peculiar to the South how seldom Southern whites have 
had the courage to stand up and suffer for righteousness' sake against 
the mass terror of pubiic opinion. 

In the South the iconoclast, the martyr, not only on the Negro ques
tion, but on other moral matters, have been conspicuously absent ; 
and where they have arisen, they have soon either subsided into si
lence or retreated to the more tolerant atmosphere of the North, leav
ing the South all the poorer and all the more easily hammered into 
conformity with the mob. 

If white and black in the South were free �nd intelligent there would 
be friendship and some intermarriage and there· ought to be; but none 
would marry where he did not wish to, and there could be no greater 
intermingling in the future than in the shameful past, unless this 
union of races proved successful and attractive. 

The revolution of 1 876 was, in fine, a victory for which the South 
has every right to hang its head. After enslaving the Negro for two 
and one-half centuries, it turned on his emancipation to beat a beaten 
man, to trade in slaves, and to kill the defenseless ; to break the spirit 
-of the black man and humiliate him into hopelessness ; to establish 
a new dictatorship of property in the South through the color line. 
It was a triumph of men who in their effort to replace equality with 
caste and to build inordinate wealth on a foundation of abj ect poverty 
have succeeded in killing democracy, art and religion. 
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And yet, despite this, and despite the long step backward toward 
slavery that black folk have been pushed, they have made withal a 
brave and fine fight ; a fight against ridicule and monstrous caricature, 
against every refinement of cruelty and gross insult, against starva
tion, disease and murder in every form. It has left in their soul its 
scars, its deep scars ; but when all is said, through it all has gone 
a thread of brave and splendid friendship from those few and rare 
men and women of white skins, North and South, who have dared 
to know and help and love black folk. 

The unending tragedy of Reconstruction is the utter inability of the 
American mind to grasp its real significance, its national and world
wide implications. It was vain for Sumner and Stevens to hammer 
in the ears of the people that this problem involved the very founda
tions of American democracy, both political and economic. We are sti ll 
too blind and infatuated to conceive of the emancipation of the labor
ing class in half the nation as a revolution comparable to the upheavals 
in France in the past, and in Russia, Spain, India and China today. 
We were worried when the beginnings of this experiment cost Eight
een Millions of Dollars, and quite aghast when a debt of Two Hun
dred and Twenty-Five Millions was involved, including waste and 
theft. We apparently expected that this social upheaval was going to 
be accomplished with peace, honesty and efficiency, and that the plant
ers were going quietly to surrender the right to live on the labor of 
black folk, after two hundred and fifty years of habitual exploitation. 
And it seems to America a proof of inherent race inferiority that 
four million slaves did not completely emancipate themselves in eighty 
years, in the midst of nine million bitter enemies, and indifferent public 
opinion of the whole nation. If the Reconstruction of the Southern 
states, from slavery to free labor, and from aristocracy to industrial 
democracy, had been conceived as a major national program of Amer
ica, whose accomplishment at any price was well worth the effort, 
we should be living today in a different world. 

The attempt to make black men American citizens was in a certain 
sense all a failure, but a splendid failure. It did not fail where it was 
expected to fail . It was Athanasius contra mundum, with back to the 
wall, outnumbered ten to one, with all the wealth and all the oppor
tunity, and all the world against him. And only in his hands and 
heart the consciousness of a great and j ust cause ; fighting the battle 
of all the oppressed and despised humanity of every race and color, 
against the massed hirelings of Religion, Science, Education, Law, and 
brute force. 
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For he has a pall, this wretched man, 
Such as few men can claim ; 

Deep down below a prison-yard, 
Naked, for greater shame, 

He lies, with fetters on each foot, 
W rapt in a sheet of flame ! . . . 
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• How the facts of American history have in the last half century 
been falsified because the nation was ashamed. The South was 
ashamed because it fought to perpetuate human slavery . The North 
was ashamed because it had to call in the black men to save the 

Union, abolish slavery and establish democracy 

What are American children taught today about Reconstruction ? 
Helen Boardman has made a study of current textbooks and notes 
these three dominant theses : 

1 .  All Negroes were ignorant. 
"All were ignorant of public business." (Woodburn and Moran, 

"Elementary American History and Government," p. 397.) 
"Although the Negroes were now free, they were also ignorant and 

unfit to govern themselves." (Everett Barnes, "American History for 
Grammar Grades," p. 334.) 

� "The Negroes got control of these states. They had been slaves all 
their lives, and were so ignorant they did not even know the letters 
of the alphabet. Yet they now sat in the state legislatures and made 
the laws." (D. H. Montgomery, "The Leading Facts of American His-

" ) tory, p. 332. 
"In the South, the Negroes who had so suddenly gained their free

dom did not know what to do with it." (Hubert Cornish and Thomas 
Hughes, "History of the United States for Schools," p. 345.) 

, "In the legislatures, the Negroes were so ignorant that they could 
only watch their white leaders-carpetbaggers, and vote aye or no 
as they were told." (S. E. Forman, "Advanced American History," 
Revised EditiOn, p. 452.) 

"Some legislatures were made up of a few dishonest white men 
and several Negroes, many too ignorant to know anything about 
law-making." (Hubert Cornish and Thomas Hughes, "History of the 
United States for Schools," p. 349.) 

2. All Negroes were lazy, dishonest and extravagant. 

"These men knew not only nothing about the government, but also 
cared for nothing except what they could gain for themselves." (Helen 
F. Giles, "How the United States Became a World Power," p. 7.) 
. "Legislatures were often at the mercy of Negroes, childishly igno

rant, who sold their votes openly, and whose 'loyalty' was gained by 
7 I I  
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allowing them to eat, drink and clothe themselves at the state's ex
pense." (William J. Long, "America-A History of Our Country," 
p. 392·) 

"Some Negroes spent their money foolishly, and were worse off than 
they had been before." (Carl Russell Fish, "History of America," 
P· 385 .) 

"This assistance led many freed men to believe that they need no 
longer work. They also ignorantly believed that the lands of their 
former masters were to be turned over by Congress to them, and that 
every Negro was to have as his allotment 'forty acres and a mule.' " 
(W. F. Gordy, "History of the United States," Part 11, p. 336.) 

"Thinking that slavery meant toil and that freedom meant only 
idleness, the slave after he was set free was disposed to try out his 
freedom by refusing to work." (S. E. Forman, "Advanced American 
History," Revised Edition.) 

"They began to wander about, stealing and plundering. In one 
week, in a Georgia town, 150 Negroes were arrested for thieving.'' 
(Helen F. Giles, "How the United States Became a World Power," 
p. 6.) 

3. Negroes were responsible for bad govern m ent during Reconstruc
tion : 

"Foolish laws were passed by the black law-makers, the public 
money was wasted terribly and thousands of dollars were stolen 
straight. Self-respecting Southerners chafed under the horrible regime.'' 
(Emerson David Fite, "These United States," p. 37.) 

"In the exhausted states already amply 'punished' by the desolation 
of war, the rule of the Negro and his unscrupulous carpetbagger and 
scalawag patrons, was an orgy of extravagance, fraud and disgusting 
incompetency.'' (David Saville Muzzey, "History of the American 
People," p. 408 .) 

"The picture of Reconstruction which the average pupil in these 
sixteen States receives is limited to the South. The South found it 
necessary to pass Black Codes for the control of the shiftless and some
times vicious freedmen. The Freedmen's Bureau caused the Negroes 
to look to the North rather than to the South for support and by 
giving them a false sense of equality did more harm than good. With 
the scalawags, the ignorant and non-propertyholding Negroes under 
the leadership of the carpetbaggers, engaged in a wild orgy of spend
ing in the legislatures. The humiliation and distress of the Southern 
whites was in part relieved by the Ku Klux Klan, a secret organiza
tion which frightened the superstitious blacks.' ' 1 

Grounded in such elementary and high school teaching, an Ameci
can youth attending college today would learn from current textbooks 
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of history that the Constitutio!1 recognized slavery ; that the chance 
of getting rid of slavery by peaceful methods was ruined by the 
Aboli tionists ; that after the period of Andrew Jackson, the two sec
tions of the United States "had become fully conscious of their con
flicting interests. Two irreconcilable forms of civilization . . .  in the 
North, the democratic . . .  in the South, a more stationary and aristo
cratic civilization." He would read that Harriet Beecher Stowe 
brought on the Civil War ; that the assault on Charles Sumner was 
due to his "coarse invective" against a South Carolina Senator ; and 
that Negroes were th<:; only people to achieve emancipation with no 
effort on their part. That Reconstruction was a disgraceful attempt to 
subj ect white people to ignorant Negro rule ; and that, according to a 
Harvard professor of history (the italics are ours) , "Legislative ex
penses were grotesquely extravagant ; the colored mem bers in some 
states engaging in a saturnalia of corrupt expenditure" (Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, 14th Edition, Volume 22, p. 815, by Frederick Jackson 
Turner) . 
�. In other words, he would in all probability complete his education 

without any idea of the part which the black race has played in 
America ; of the tremendous moral problem of abolition ; of the cause 
and meaning of the Civil War and the relation which Reconstruction 
had to democratic government and the labor movement today. 

Herein lies more than mere omission and difference of emphasis. 
The treatment of the period of Reconstruction reflects small credit 
upon American historians as scientists. We have too often a deliberate 
attempt so to change the facts of history that the story will make 
pleasant reading for Americans. The editors of the fourteenth edition 
of the Encyclopaedia Britannica asked me for an article on the history 
of the American Negro. From my manuscript they cut out all my 
references to Reconstruction. I insisted on including the following 
statement : 

"White historians have ascribed the faults and failures of Recon
struction to Negro ignorance and corruption. But the Negro insists 
that it was Negro loyalty and the Negro vote alone that restored the 
South to the Union ; established the new democracy, both for white 
and black, and instituted the public schools." 

This the editor refused to print, although he said that the article 
otherwise was "in my j udgment, and in the j udgment of others in 
the office, an excellent one, and one with which it seems to me we 
may all be well satisfied." I was not satisfied and refused to allow the 
article to appear. 

War and especially civil strife leave terrible wounds. It is the duty 
of humanity to heal them. It was therefore soon conceived as neither 
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wise nor patriotic to speak of all the causes of strife and the terrible 
results to which sectional differences in the United States had led. 
And so, first of all, we minimized the slavery controversy which con
vulsed the nation from the Missouri Compromise down to the Civil 
War. On top of that, we passed by Reconstruction with a phrase of 
regret or disgust. 

But are these reasons of courtesy and philanthropy sufficient for 
denying Truth ? If history is going to be scientific, if the record of 
human action is going to be set down with that accuracy and faithful
ness of detail which will allow its use as a measuring rod and guide
post for the future of nations, there must be set some standards of 
ethics in  research and interpretation. 

If, on the other hand, we are going to use history for our pleasure 
and amusement, for inflating our national ego, and giving us a false 
but pleasurable sense of accomplishment, then we must give up the 
idea of history either as a science or as an art using the results of 
science, and admit frankly that we are using a version of historic fact 
in order to influence and educate the new generation along the way 
we wish. 

It is propaganda like this that has led men in the past to insist that 
history is "lies agreed upon" ; and to point out the danger in such 
misinformation. It is indeed extremely doubtful if any permanent 
benefit comes to the world through such action. Nations reel and stag
ger on their way ; they make hideous mistakes ; they commit fright
ful wrongs ; they do great and beautiful things. And shall we not best 
guide humanity by telling the truth about all this, so far as the truth 
is ascertainable ? 

Here in the United States we have a clear example. It was morally 
wrong and economically retrogressive to build human slavery in the 
United States in the eighteenth century. We know that now, per
fectly well ; and there were many Americans North and South who 
knew this and said it in the eighteenth century. Today, in the face of 
new slavery established elsewhere in the world under other names and 
guises, we ought to emphasize this lesson of the past. Moreover, it is 
not well to be reticent in describing that past. Our histories tend to 
discuss American slavery so impartially, that in the end nobody seems 
to have done wrong and everybody was right. Slavery appears to have 
been thrust upon unwilling helpless America, while the South was 
blameless in becoming its center. The difference of development, 
North and South, is explained as a sort of working out of cosmic 
social and economic law. 

One reads, for instance, Charles and Mary Beard's "Rise of Ameri
can Civilization," with a comfortable feeling that nothing right or 
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wrong is involved. Manufacturing and industry develop in  the North ; 
agrarian feudalism develops in the South. They clash, as winds and 
waters strive, and the stronger forces develop the tremendous in
dustrial machine that governs us so magnificently and selfishly today. 

Yet in this sweeping mechanistic interpretation, there is no room 
for the real plot of the story, for the clear mistake and guilt of re
building a new slavery of the working class in the midst of a fateful 
experiment in democracy ; for the triumph of sheer moral courage 
and sacrifice in the abolition crusade ; and for the hurt and struggle 
of degraded black millions in their fight for freedom and their attempt 
to enter democracy. Can all this be omitted or half suppressed in a 
treatise that calls itself scientific ? 

Or, to come nearer the center and climax of this fascinating history : 
What was slavery in the United States ? Just what did it mean to the 
owner and the owned ? Shall we accept the conventional story of the 
old slave plantation and its owner's fine, aristocratic life of cultured 
leisure ? Or shall we note slave biographies, like those of Charles Ball, 
Soj ourner Truth, Harriet Tubman and Frederick Douglass ; the care
ful observations of Olmsted and the indictment of Hinton Helper ? 

No one can read that first thin autobiography of Frederick Douglass 
and have left many illusions about slavery. And if truth is our obj ect, 
no amount of flowery romance and the personal reminiscences of its 
protected beneficiaries can keep the world from knowing that slavery 
was a cruel, dirty, costly and inexcusable anachronism, which nearly 
ruined the world's greatest experiment in democracy. No serious and 
unbiased student can be deceived by the fairy tale of a beautiful 
Southern slave civilization. If those who really had opportunity to 
know the South before the war wrote the truth, it was a center of 
widespread ignorance, undeveloped resources, suppressed humanity 
and unrestrained passions, with whatever veneer of manners and cul
ture that could lie above these depths. 

Coming now to the Civil War, how for a moment can anyone who 
reads the Congressional Globe from 1 850 to 1860, the lives of con
temporary statesmen and public characters, North and South, the dis
courses in the newspapers and accounts of meetings and speeches, 
doubt that Negro slavery was the cause of the Civil War ? What do 
we gain by evading this clear fact, and talking in vague ways about 
"Union" and "State Rights" and differences in civilization as the 
cause of that catastrophe ? 

Of all historic facts there can be none clearer than that for four 
long and fearful years the South fought to perpetuate human slavery ; 
and that the nation which "rose so bright and fair and died so pure 
of stain" was one that had a perfect right to be ashamed of its birth 
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and glad of its death. Yet one monument in North Carolina achieves 
the impossible by recording of Confederate soldiers : "They died fight· 
ing for liberty I "  

On the other hand, consider the North and the Civil War. Why 
should we be deliberately false, like Woodward, in "Meet General 
Grant," and represent the North as magnanimously freeing the slave 
without any effort on his part ? 

"The American Negroes are the only people in the history of the 
world, so far as I know, that ever became free without any effort of 
their own . . . .  

"They had not started the war nor ended it. They twanged banjos 
around the railroad stations, sang melodious spirituals, '1_nd believed 
that some Yankee would soon come along and give each of them 
forty acres of land and a mule." ia 

The North went to war without the slightest idea of freeing the 
slave. The great majority of Northerners from Lincoln down pledged 
themselves to protect slavery, and they hated and harried Abolitionists. 
But on the other hand, the thesis which Beale tends to support that 
the whole North during and after the war was chiefly interested in 
making money, is only half true ;  it was abolition and belief in democ· 
racy that gained for a time the upper hand after the war and led the 
North in Reconstruction ; business followed aboli tion in order to main· 
tain the tariff, pay the bonds and defend the banks. To call this busi· 
ness program "the program of the North" and ignore abolition is 
unhistorical. In growing ascendancy for a calculable time was a great 
moral movement which turned the North from its economic defense 
of slavery and led it to Emancipation. Abolitionists attacked slavery 
because it was wrong and their moral battle cannot be truthfully mini· 
mized or forgotten. Nor does this fact deny that the maj ority of North· 
erners before the war were not abolitionists, that they attacked slavery 
only in order to win the war and enfranchised the Negro to secure 
this result. 

One has but to read the debates in Congress and state papers from 
Abraham Lincoln down to know that the decisive action which ended 
the Civil War was the emancipation and arming of the black slave ; 
that, as Lincoln said : "Without the military help of black freedmen, 
the war against the South could not have been won." The freedmen, 
far from being the inert recipients of freedom at the hands of philan
thropists, furnished 200,000 soldiers in the Civil War who took part 
in nearly 200 battles and skirmishes, and in addition perhaps 300,000 
others as effective laborers and helpers. In proportion to population, 
more Negroes than whites fought in the Civil War. These people, 
withdrawn from the support of the Confederacy, with threat of the 
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withdrawal of millions more, made the opposition of the slaveholder 
useless, unless they themselves freed and armed their own slaves. This 
was exactly what they started to do ; they were only restrained by 
realizing that such action removed the very cause for which they 
began fighting. Yet one would search current American histories 
almost in vain to find a clear statement or even faint recognition of 
these perfectly well-authenticated facts. 

All this is but preliminary to the kernel of the historic problem with 
which this book deals, and that is Reconstruction. The chorus of agree
ment concerning the attempt to reconstruct and organize the South 
after the Civil War and emancipation is overwhelming. There is 
scarce a child in the street that cannot tell you that the whole effort 
was a hideous mistake and an unfortunate incident, based on igno
rance, revenge and the perverse determination to attempt the impos
sible ; that the history of the United States from 1 866 to 1876 is some
thing of which the nation ought to be ashamed and which did more 
to retard and set back the American Negro than anything that has 
happened to him ; while at the same time it grievously and wantonly 
wounded again a part of the nation already hurt to death. 

True it is that the Northern historians writing j ust after the war 
had scant sympathy for the South, and wrote ruthlessly of "rebels" 
and "slave-drivers." They had at least the excuse of a war psychosis. 

As a young labor leader, Will Herberg, writes : "The great traditions 
of this period and especially of Reconstruction are shamelessly repu
diated by the official heirs of Stevens and Sumner. In the last quarter 
of a century hardly a single book has appeared consistently cham
pioning or sympathetically interpreting the great ideals of the cru
sade against slavery, whereas scores and hundreds have dropped from 
the presses in ignoble 'extenuation' of the North, in open apology 
for the Confederacy, in measureless abuse of_ the Radical figures of 
Reconstruction. The Reconstruction period as the logical culmination 
of decades of previous development, has borne the brunt of the 
reaction." 2 

First of all, we have James Ford Rhodes' history of the United 
States . Rhodes was trained not as an historian but as an Ohio business 
man. he had no broad formal education. When he had accumulated 
a fortune, he surrounded himself with a retinue of clerks and pro
ceeded to manufacture a history of the United States by mass produc
tion. His method was simple. He gathered a vast number of authori
ties ; he selected from these authorities those whose testimony sup
ported his thesis, and he discarded the others . The majority report of 
the great Ku Klux investigation, for instance, he laid aside in favor 
of the minority report, simply because the latter supported his sincere 
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belief. In the report and testimony of the Reconstruction Committee of 
Fifteen, he did practically the same thing. 

Above all, he begins his inquiry convinced, without admitting any 
necessity of investigation, that Negroes are an inferior race : 

"No large policy in our country has ever been so conspicuous a 
failure as that of forcing universal Negro suffrage upon the South. 
The Negroes who simply acted out their nature, were not to blame. 
How indeed could they acquire political honesty ? What idea could 
barbarism thrust into slavery obtain of the rights of property ? . . .  

"From the Republican policy came no real good to the Negroes. 
Most of them developed no political capacity, and the few who raised 
themselves above the mass, did not reach a high order of intelli
gence." 3 

Rhodes was primarily the historian of property ; of economic history 
and the labor movement, he knew nothing; of democratic govern
ment, he was contemptuous. He was trained to make profits . He 
used his profits to write history. He speaks again and again of the 
rulership of "intelligence and property" and he makes a plea that 
intelligent use of the ballot for the benefit of property is the only 
real foundation of democracy. 

The real frontal attack on Reconstruction, as interpreted by the 
leaders of national thought in 1 870 and for some time thereafter, 
came from the universities and particularly from Columbia and Johns 
Hopkins . 

The movement began with Columbia University and with the ad
vent of John W. Burgess of Tennessee and William A. Dunning of 
New Jersey as professors of political science and history. 

Burgess was an ex-Confederate soldier who started to a little South
ern college with a box of books, a box of tallow candles and a Negro 
boy ; and his attitude toward the Negro race in after years was subtly 
colored by this early conception of Negroes as essentially property like 
books and candles. Dunning was a kindly and impressive professor 
who was deeply influenced by a growing group of young Southern 
students and began with them to re-write the history of the nation 
from 1 860 to 1 880, in more or less conscious opposition to the classic 
interpret:ations of New England. 

Burgess was frank and determined in his anti-Negro thought. He 
expounded his theory of Nordic supremacy which colored all his 
political theories : 

"The claim that there is nothing in the color of the skin from the 
point of view of political ethics is a great sophism. A black skin 
means membership in a race of men which has never of itself suc
ceeded in subj ecting passion to reason, has never, therefore, created any 
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civilization of  any kind. To put such a race of  men in possession of 
a 'state' government in a system of federal government is to trust them 
with the development of political and legal civil ization upon the most 
important subj ects of human life, and to do this in communities ·.vith 
a large white population is simply to establish barbarism in power 
over civilization." 

Burgess is a Tory and open apostle of reaction. He tells us that the 
nation now believes "that it is  the white man's mission, his duty and 
his right, to hold the reins of political power in his own hands for 
the civilization of the world and the welfare of mankind." 4 

For this reason America is following "the European idea of the 
duty of civilized races to impose their political sovereignty upon civil
ized, or half civilized, or not fully civilized, races anywhere and 
everywhere in the world." 5 

He complacently believes that "There is  something natural in the 
subordination of an inferior race to a superior race, even to the point of 
the enslavement of the inferior race, but there i s  nothing natural in 
the opposite." 6 He therefore denominates Reconstruction as the rule 
"of the uncivilized Negroes over the whites of the South." 1 This has 
been the teaching of one of our greatest universities for nearly fifty 
years. 

Dunning was less dogmatic as a writer, and his own statements are 
often judicious. But even Dunning can declare that "all the forces [ in 
the South] that made for civilization were dominated by a mass of bar
barous freedmen" ;  and that "the antithesis and antipathy of race and 
color were crucial and ineradicable." 7a The work of most of the students 
whom he taught and encouraged has been one-sided and partisan to 
the last degree. Johns Hopkins University has issued a series of studies 
similar to Columbia's ; Southern teachers have been welcomed to many 
Northern universities, where often Negro students have been system
atically discouraged, and thus a nation-wide university attitude has 
arisen by which propaganda against the Negro has been carried on un;. 
questioned. 

The Columbia school of historians and social investigators have is
sued between 1895 and the present time sixteen studies of Recon
structio11 in the Southern States, all based on the same thesis and all 
done according to the same method : first, endless sympathy with the 
white South ; second, ridicule, contempt or s ilence for the Negro ; 
third, a j udicial attitude towards the North, which concludes that the 
North under great misapprehension did a grievous wrong, but even
tually saw its mistake and retreated. 

These studies vary, of course, in their methods. Dunning's own 
work is usually silent so far as the Negro is concerned. Burgess i s  
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more than fair in law but reactionary in matters of race and property, 
regarding the treatment of a Negro as a man as nothing less than a 
crime, and admitting that "the mainstay of property is the courts." 

In the books on Reconstruction written by graduates of these uni
versities and others, the studies of Texas, North Carolina, Florida, 
Virginia and Louisiana are thoroughly bad, giving no complete pic
ture of what happened during Reconstruction, written for the most 
part by men and women without broad historical or social back
ground, and all designed not to seek the truth but to prove c: the
sis. Hamilton reaches the climax of this school when he characterizes 
the black codes, which even Burgess condemned, as "not only . . .  on 
the whole reasonabl.;!, temperate and kindly, but, in the main, neces
sary." 8 

Thompson's "Georgia" is another case in point. It seeks to be fair, 
but silly stories about Negroes indicating utter lack of even common 
sense are included, and every noble sentiment from white people. 
When two Negro workers, William and Jim, put a straightforward 
advertisement in a local paper, the author says that it was "evidently 
written by a white friend." There is not the slightest historical evi
dence to prove this, and there were plenty of educated Negroes in 
Augusta at the time who might have written this. Lonn's "Louisiana" 
puts Sheridan's words in Sherman's mouth to prove a petty point. 

There are certain of these studies which, though influenced by the 
same general attitude, nevertheless have more of scientific poise and 
cultural background. Garner's "Reconstruction in Mississippi" con
ceives the Negro as an integral part of the scene and treats him as a 
human being. With this should be bracketed the recent study of 
"Reconstruction in South Carolina" by Simkins and Woody. This is not 
as fair as Garner's, but in the midst of conventional j udgment and 
conclusion, and reproductions of all available caricatures of Negroes, 
it does not hesitate to give a fair account of the Negroes and of some 
of their work. It gives the impression of combining in one book two 
antagonistic points of view, but in the clash much truth emerges. 

Ficklen's "Louisiana" and the works of Fleming are anti-Negro in 
spirit, but, nevertheless, they have a certain fairness and sense of 
historic honesty. Fleming's "Documentary History of Reconstruc
tion" i s  done by a man who has a thesis to support, and his selection 
of documents supports the thesis. His study of Alabama is pure propa
ganda. 

Next come a number of books which are openly and blatantly prop
aganda, like Herbert's "Solid South," and the books by Pike and Rey
nolds on South Carolina, the works by Pollard and Carpenter, and 
especially those by Ulrich Phillips. One of the latest and most pop-
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ular of this series i s  "The Tragic Era" by Claude Bowers, which i s  
an excellent and readable piece of current newspaper reporting, abso
lutely devoid of historical j udgment or sociological knowledge. It is  
a classic example of historical propaganda of the cheaper sort. 

We have books like Milton's "Age of Hate" and Winston's "An
drew Johnson" which attempt to re-write the character of Andrew 
Johnson. They certainly add to our knowledge of the man and our 
sympathy for his weakness. But they cannot, for students, change the 
calm testimony of unshaken historical facts. Fuess' "Carl Schurz" 
paints the picture of this fine liberal, and yet goes out of its way to 
show that he was quite wrong in what he said he saw in the South. 

The chief witness in Reconstruction, the emancipated slave himself, 
has been almost barred from court. His written Reconstruction record 
has been largely destroyed and nearly always neglected. Only three or 
four states have preserved the debates in the Reconstruction conven
tions ; there are few biographies of black leaders. The Negro is re
fused a hearing because he was poor and ignorant. It is therefore 
assumed that all Negroes in Reconstruction were ignorant and silly 
and that therefore a history of Reconstruction in any state can quite 
ignore him. The result is that most unfair caricatures of Negroes have 
been carefully preserved ; but serious speeches, successful administra
tion and upright character are almost universally ignored and forgot
ten. Wherever a black head rises to historic view, it is promptly slain 
by an adj ective-"shrewd," "notorious," "cunning"-or pilloried by a 
sneer ; or put out of view by some quite unproven charge of bad moral 
character. In other words, every effort has been made to treat the 
Negro's part in Reconstruction with silence and contempt. 

When recently a student tried to write on education in Florida, he 
found that the official records of the excellent administration of the 
colored Superintendent of Education, Gibbs, who virtually established 
the Florida public school, had been destroyed. · Alabama has tried to 
obliterate all printed records of Reconstruction. 

Especially noticeable is the fact that little attempt has been made 
to trace carefully the rise and economic development of the poor 
whites and their relation to the planters and to Negro labor after 
the war. There were five million or more non-slaveholding whites in 
the South in 1 860 and less than two million in the families of all 
slaveholders. Yet one might almost gather from contemporary history 
that the five million left no history and had no descendants. The 
extraordinary history of the rise and triumph of the poor whites has 
been largely neglected, even by Southern white students.9 

The whole development of Reconstruction was primarily an eco
nomic development, but no economic history or proper material for 
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it has been written. It has been regarded as a purely political matter, 
and of politics most naturally divorced from industry.10 

All this is  reflected in the textbooks of the day and in the encyclo
pedias, until we have got to the place where we cannot use our 
experiences during and after the Civil War for the uplift and enlight
enment of mankind. We have spoiled and misconceived the position 
of the historian. If we are going, in the future, not simply with regard 
to this one question, but with regard to all social problems, to be 
able to use human experience for the guidance of mankind, we have 
got clearly to distinguish between fact and desire. 

In the first place, somebody in each era must make clear the facts 
with utter disregard to his own wish and desire and belief. What we 
have got to know, so far as possible, are the things that actually hap
pened in the world. Then with th::it much clear and open to every 
reader, the philosopher and prophet has a chance to interpret these 
facts ; but the historian has no right, posing as scientist, to conceal or 
distort facts ; and until we distinguish between these two functions of 
the chronicler of human action, we are going to render i t  easy for a 
muddled world out of sheer ignorance to make the same mistake ten 
times over. 

One is astonished in the study of history at the recurrence of the 
idea that evil must be forgotten, distorted, skimmed over. We must 
not remember that Daniel Webster got drunk but only remember that 
he was a splendid constitutional lawyer. We must forget that George 
Washington was a slave owner, or that Thomas Jefferson had mulatto 
children, or that Alexander Hamilton had Negro blood, and simply 
remember the things we regard as creditable and inspiring. The dif
ficulty, of course, with this philosophy is that history loses its value 
as an incentive and example ; it paints perfect men and noble nations, 
but it does not tell the truth. 

No one reading the his tory of the United States during 1850-1860 
can have the slightest doubt left in his mind that Negro slavery was 
the cause of the Civil War, and yet during and since we learn that a 
great nation murdered thousands and destroyed millions on account 
of abstract doctrines concerning the nature of the Federal Union. 
Since the attitude of the nation concerning state rights has been revo-
1 utionized by the development of the central government since the 
war, the whole argument becomes an astonishing reductio ad absur
dum ,  leaving us apparently with no cause for the Civil War except the 
recent reiteration of statements which make the great public men on 
one side narrow, hypocritical fanatics and liars, while the leaders on 
the other side were extraordinary and unexampled for their beauty, 
unselfishness and fairness. 
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Not a single great leader of the nation during the Civil War and 
Reconstruction has escaped attack and libel. The magnificent figures 
of Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens have been besmirched al
most beyond recognition. We have been caj oling and flattering the 
South and slurring the North, because the South is determined to 
re-write the history of slavery and the North is not interested in his
tory but in wealth. 

This, then, is the book basis upon which today we j udge Recon
struction. In order to paint the South as a martyr to inescapable fate, 
to make the North the magnanimous emancipator, and to ridicule the 
Negro as the impossible joke in the whole development, we have in 
fifty years, by l ibel, innuendo and silence, so  completely misstated and 
obliterated the history of the Negro in America and his relation to its 
work and government that today it i s  almost unknown. This may be 
fine romance, but it is  not science. It may be inspiring, but i t  is cer
tainly not the truth. And beyond this it is dangerous. It is not only 
part foundation of our present lawlessness and loss of democratic 
ideals ; it has, more than that, led the world to embrace and worship 
the color bar as social salvation and it is helping to range mankind in 
ranks of mutual hatred and contempt, at  the summons of a cheap 
and false myth. 

Nearly all recent books on Reconstruction agree with each other in 
discarding the government reports and substituting selected diaries, 
letters, and gossip. Yet it happens that the government records are an 
historic source of wide and unrivaled authenticity. There i s  the report 
of the select Committee of Fifteen, which delved painstakingly into 
the situation all over the South and called all kinds and conditions of 
men to testify ; there are the report of Carl Schurz and the twelve vol
umes of reports made on the Ku Klux conspiracy ; and above all, the 
Congressional Globe. None who has not read page by page the 
Congressional Globe, especially the sessions of the 39th Congress, can 
possibly have any idea of what the problems of Reconstruction facing 
the United States were in 1865-1 866. Then there were the reports of the 
Freedmen's Bureau and the executive and other documentary reports 
of government officials, especially in the war and treasury departments, 
which give the historian the only groundwork upon which he can 
build a real and truthful picture. There are certain historians who 
have not tried deliberately to falsify the picture : Southern whites like 
Frances Butler Leigh and Susan Smedes ; Northern historians, like 
McPherson, Oberholtzer, and Nicolay and Hay. There are foreign 
travelers like Sir George Campbell, Georges Clemenceau and Rob
ert Somers. There are the personal reminiscences of Augustus Beard, 
George Julian, George F. Hoar, Carl Schurz and John Sher-
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man. There are the invaluable work of Edward McPherson and the 
more recent studies by Paul Haworth, A. A. Taylor, and Charles 
Wesley. Beale s imply does not take Negroes into account in the critical 
year of 1866. 

Certain monographs deserve all praise, like those of Hendricks and 
Pierce. The work of Flack is prej udiced but built on study. The de
fense of the carpetbag regime by Tourgee and Allen, Powell Clayton, 
Holden and Warmoth are worthy antidotes to the certain writers. 

The lives of Stevens and Sumner are revealing even when slightly 
apologetic because of the Negro; while Andrew Johnson is beginning 
to suffer from writers who are trying to prove how seldom he got 
drunk, and think that important. 

It will be noted that for my authority in this work I have depended 
very largely upon secondary material ; upon state histories of Recon
struction, written in the main by those who were convinced before 
they began to write that the Negro was incapable of government, or 
of becoming a constituent part of a civilized state. The fairest of these 
histories have not tried to conceal facts ; in other cases, the black man 
has been largely ignored ; while in still others, he has been traduced 
and ridiculed. If I had had time and money and opportunity to go 
back to the original sources in all cases, there can be no doubt that 
the weight of this work would have been vastly strengthened, and as 
I firmly believe, the case of the Negro more convincingly set forth. 

Various volumes of papers in the great libraries like the Johnson 
papers in the Library of Congress, the Sumner manuscripts at Har
vard, the Schurz correspondence, the Wells papers, the Chase papers, 
the Fessenden and Greeley collections, the McCulloch, McPherson, 
Sherman, Stevens and Trumbull papers, all must have much of great 
interest to the historians of the American Negro. I have not had time 
nor opportunity to examine these, and most of those who have 
examined them had little interest in black folk. 

Negroes have done some excellent work on their own history and 
defense. It suffers of course from natural partisanship and a desire to 
prove a case in the face of a chorus of unfair attacks . Its best work 
also suffers from the fact that Negroes with difficulty reach an audi
ence. But this is also true of such white writers as Skaggs and Ban
croft who could not get first-class publishers because they were saying 
something that the nation did not like. 

The Negro historians began with autobiographies and reminis
cences. The older historians were George W. Williams and Joseph T. 
Wilson ; the new school of historians is led by Carter G. Woodson ; 
and I have been greatly helped by the unpublished theses of four of 
the youngest Negro students. It is most unfortunate that while many 
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young white Southerners can get funds to attack and ridicule the 
Negro and his friends, it is almost impossible for first-class Negro 
students to get a chance for research or to get finished work in print. 

I write then in a field devastated by passion and belief. Naturally, 
as a Negro, I cannot do this writing without believing in the essential 
humanity of Negroes, in their ability to be educated, to do the work 
of the modern world, to take their place as equal citizens with others. 
I cannot for a moment subscribe to that bizarre doctrine of race that 
makes most men inferior to the few. But, too, as a student of science, 
I want to be fair, obj ective and judicial ; to let no searing of the mem
ory by intolerable insult and cruelty make me fail to sympathize with 
human frailties and contradiction, in the eternal paradox of good and 
evil. But armed and warned by all this, and fortified by long study of 
the facts, I stand at the end of this writing, literally aghast at what 
American historians have done to this field. 

What is the obj ect of writing the history of Reconstruction ? I s  it 
to wipe out the disgrace of a people which fought to make slaves of 
Negroes ? Is it to show that the North had higher motives than freeing 
black men ? Is it to prove that Negroes were black angels ? No, it is 
simply to establish the Truth, on which Right in the future may be 
built. We shall never have a science of history until we have in our 
colleges men who regard the truth as more important than the de
fense of the white race, and who will not deliberately encourage stu
dents to gather thesis material in order to support a prej udice or but
tress a lie. 

· Three-fourths of the testimony against the Negro in Reconstruc
tion is on the unsupported evidence of men who hated and despised 
Negroes and regarded it as loyalty to blood, patriotism to country, and 
filial tribute to the fathers to lie, steal or kill in order to discredit these 
black folk. This may be a natural result when a people have been 
humbled and impoverished and degraded in their own life ; but what 
is inconceivable is that another generation and another group should 
regard this testimony as scientific truth, when it is contradicted by 
logic and by fact: This chapter, therefore, which in logic should be a 
survey · of books and sources, becomes of sheer necessity an arraign
ment of American historians and an indictment of their ideals. With 
a determination unparalleled in science, the mass of American writers 
have started out so to distort the facts of the greatest critical period of 
American history as to prove right wrong and wrong right. I am not 
familiar enough with the vast field of human history to pronounce 
on the relative guilt of these and historians of other times and fields ;  
but I do say that if the history o f  the past has been written in  the 
same fashion) it is useless as science and misleading as ethics. It sim-
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ply shows that with sufficient general agreement and determination 
among the dominant classes, the truth of history may be utterly dis
torted and contradicted and changed to any convenient fairy tale that 
the masters of men wish. 

I cannot believe that any unbiased mind, with an ideal of truth and 
of scientific j udgment, can read the plain, authentic facts of our his
tory, during 186o-1880, and come to conclusions essentially different 
from mine ; and yet I stand virtually alone in this interpretation. So 
much so that the very cogency of my facts would make me hesitate, 
did I not seem to see plain reasons. Subtract from Burgess his belief 
that only white people can rule, and he is in essential agreement with 
me. Remember that Rhodes was an uneducated money-maker who 
hired clerks to find the facts which he needed to support his thesis, 
and one is convinced that the same labor and expense could easily 
produce quite opposite results. 

One fact and one alone explains the attitude of most recent writers 
toward Reconstruction ; they cannot conceive Negroes as men ; in 
their minds the word "Negro" connotes "inferiority" and "stupidity" 
lightened only by unreasoning gayety and humor. Suppose the slaves 
of 1 860 had been white folk. Stevens would have been a great states
man, Sumner a great democrat, and Schurz a keen prophet, in a 
mighty revolution of ri sing humanity .. Ignorance and poverty would 
easily have been explained by history, and the demand for land and the 
franchise would have been j ustified as the birthright of natural free
men. 

But Burgess was a slaveholder, Dunning a Copperhead and Rhodes 
an exploiter of wage labor. Not one of them apparently ever met an 
educated Negro of force and ability. Around such impressive thinkers 
gathered the young post-war students from the South. They had been 
born and reared in the bitterest period of Southern race hatred, fear 
and contempt. Their instinctive reactions were confirmed and en
couraged in the best of American universities. Their scholarship, when 
it regarded black men, became deaf, dumb and blind. The clearest 
evidence of Negro ability, work, honesty, patience, learning and effi
ciency became distorted into cunning, brute toil, shrewd evasion, 
cowardice and imitation-a stupid effort to transcend nature's law. 

For those seven mystic years between Johnson's "swing 'round the 
circle" and the panic of 1873, a majority of thinking Americans in 
the North believed in the equal manhood of black folk. They acted 
accordingly with a clear-cut decisiveness and thorough logic, utterly 
incomprehensible to a day like ours which does not share this human 
faith ; and to Southern whites this period can only be explained by 
deliberate vengeance and hate. 
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The panic of 1 873 brought sudden disillusion in business enter
prise, economic organization, religious belief and political standards. 
A flood of appeal from the white South reenforced this reaction
appeal with no longer the arrogant bluster of slave oligarchy, but the 
simple moving annals of the plight of a conquered people . The result
ing emotional and intellectual rebound of the nation made it nearly 
inconceivable in 1 876 that ten years earlier most men had believed in 
human equality. 

Assuming, therefore, as axiomatic the endless inferiority of the Negro 
race, these newer historians, mostly Southerners, some Northern
ers who deeply sympathized with the South, misinterpreted, distorted, 
even deliberately ignored any fact that challenged or contradicted this 
assumption. If the Negro was admittedly sub-human, what need to 
waste time delving into his Reconstruction history ? Consequently 
historians of Reconstruction with a few exceptions ignore the Negro 
as completely as possible, leaving the reader wondering why an ele
ment apparently so insignificant filled the whole Southern picture at 
the time. The only real excuse for this attitude is loyalty to a lost cause, 
reverence for brave fathers and suffering mothers and sisters, and 
fidelity to the ideals of a clan and class. But in propaganda against 
the Negro since emancipation in this land, we face one of the most 
stupendous efforts the world ever saw to discredit human beings, an 
effort involving universities, history, science, social life and religion. 

The most magnificent drama in the last thousand years of human 
history is the transportation of ten million human beings out of the 
dark beauty of their mother continent into the new-found Eldorado of 
the West. They descended into Hell ; and in the third century they 
arose from the dead, in the finest effort to achieve democracy for the 
working millions which this world had ever seen. It was a tragedy that 
beggared the Greek ; it was an upheaval of humanity like the Refor
mation and the French Revolution. Yet we are blind and led by the 
blind. We discern in i t  no part of our labor movement ; no part of our 
industrial triumph ; no part of our religious experience. Before the 
dumb eyes of ten generations of ten million children, it is made mock
ery of and spit upon ; a degradation of the eternal mother ; a sneer at 
human effort ;  with aspiration and art deliberately and elaborately dis
torted. And why ? Because in a day when the human mind aspired to 
a science of human action, a history and psychology of the mighty 
effort of the mightiest century, we fell under the leadership of those 
who would compromise with truth in the past in order to make peace 
in the present and guide policy in the future. 
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One reads the truer deeper facts of Reconstruction with a great 
despair. It is at once so simple and human, and yet so futile. There is 
no villain, no idiot, no saint. There are j ust men ; men who crave ease 
and power, men who know want and hunger, men who have 
crawled. They all dream and strive with ecstasy of fear and strain of 
effort, balked of hope and hate. Yet the rich world is wide enough for 
all, wants all, needs all. So slight a gesture, a word, might set the strife 
in order, not with full content, but with growing dawn of fulfillment. 
Instead roars the crash of hell ; and after its whirlwind a teacher sits 
in academic halls, learned in the tradition of its elms and its elders. 
He looks into the upturned face of youth and in him youth sees the 
gowned shape of wisdom and hears the voice of God. Cynically he 
sneers at "chinks" and "niggers." He says that the nation "has changed 
its views in regard to the political relation of races and has at last 
virtually accepted the ideas of the South upon that subj ect. The 
white men of the South need now have no further fear that the 
Republican party, or Republican Administrations, will ever again give 
themselves over to the vain imagination of the political equality of 
man." 11 

Immediately in Africa, a black back runs red with the blood of the 
lash ; in India, a brown girl is raped ; in China, a coolie starves ; in 
Alabama, seven darkies are more than lynched ; while in London, the 
white limbs of a prostitute are hung with jewels and silk. Flames of 
j ealous murder sweep the earth, while brains of little children smear 
the hills. 

This is education in the Nineteen Hundred and Thirty-fifth year 
of the Christ ; this is modern and exact social science ; this is the uni
versity course in "History u" set down by the Senatus academicus ; 
ad quos hae literae pervenerint : Salutem in Domino, sempeternam ! 

In Babylon, dark Babylon 
Who take the wage of Shame ? 

The scribe and singer, one by one, 
That toil for gold and fame. 

They grovel to their masters' mood ; 
The blood upon the pen 

Assigns their souls to servitude-
y ea l and the souls of men. 

GEORGE STERLING 

"In the Market Place" from Selected 
Poems. Used by permission of Harry 
Robertson, Redwood City, California. 
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2 1 6 ;  colonization, 1 45 - 1 49 ;  and recon
struction, 1 5 1 - 1 53 ,  1 60 - 1 6 1 ,  1 63 ,  2 1 2, 
24 1 ,  248 ; Louisiana, 1 5 1 ,  1 5 3 - 1 54,  1 56-
1 5 8, 1 6 1 ,  1 63 - 1 6 4 ;  Negro suffrage, 1 54, 
1 5 8,  1 99-20 0 ;  Border States, 1 89,  243-
2 4 4 ;  reelection, 207 ; Freedmen's Bureau, 
2 2 1 ,  223 ; Andrew Johnson, 244, 247 

Longstreet, James, General , 466 
Louisiana, 45 1 -4 8 4 ;  free Negroes, 7-8,  94,  

u 5, 1 53-1 56,  45 1 ,  456-46 1 ;  labor, 68-
69, 453 ; education, 6 8, 1 5 4,  459,  468 ,  
477,  637,  643 -644, 647, 660 ; provisional 
reconstruction, 1 50 - 1 5 1 ,  1 53 - 1 54,  1 57, 
1 5 9, 1 62 - 1 6 5 ,  256 ; black code, 1 68 - 1 7 1 ,  
1 77 - 1 78,  455-45 6 ;  Thirteenth Amend
ment, 2 0 8 ;  lawlessness, 228,  3 1 4 ,  45 1 -
453,  455,  470-47 1 ,  474, 680-682, 699-
70 1 ;  reconstruction of, 332,  45 1 -485 ; 
population by race, 4 5 1 ; post-war con
ditions, 453 -454, 475 ; Negro suffrage, 
454, 456-45 7 ;  Republican party, 462, 
472, 480 ; riot of 1 866,  464-466 ; pro
posed convention of 1 866, 464-465 ; Con
vention of l 867, 467-46 8 ;  Negro con
vention, 467 ; Constitution of 1 86 8 ,  468-
469;  carpetbaggers, 470, 474, 482;  scala
wags, 47 1 ,  47 8 ;  elections, 1 86 8 - 1 876, 
474-475, 478-4 8 3 ,  69 1 -692;  property, 
taxation and debt, 475-477 ; railroads, 
475-476 ; Liberal Republicans, 480 

Louisiana Purchase, 8 , 29 
Lynch, James, Negro leader, 436,  440 
Lynch, John R., Negro Congressman, 439, 

4 4 1 , 444,  447, 450, 6 1 7  
Lynching, 699 -70 1 

Manufactures in the South, 5 89 
Marx, Karl , 1 9 , 23-24, 8 9, 2 1 8 -2 1 9, 353 -

354,  357,  3 8 1  
Marxism and the Negro, 22-25 
Maryland, population by race, 5 63 ;  recon

struction in, 563 -565 ; black code, 5 6 4 ;  
constitutional convention of 1 867, 564-
565 ; Negro suffrage, 5 65 ;  education, 
566 ; labor, 566 

McClellan, G. B. ,  General , 60, 1 0 1  
Members o f  constitutional conventions, 

1 868,  3 72 
Migration, interstate, 3 4 8  
Milliken's Bend, battle of, 1 0 8 - 1 09 
Miscegenation. See Amalgamation of races 
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lawlessness, 1 29, 1 40 - 1 43 ; post-war con
ditions, 1 40 - 1 43 ;  black code, 1 7 1 - 1 75,  
1 77, 434-444 ; Thirteenth Amendment, 
208,  435 ; provisional reconstruction, 
25 1 ,  254, 256, 2 5 8 ;  population by race, 
43 1 ;  reconstruction in, 4 3 1 -45 1 ;  corrup
tion in, 432, 4 4 1 ,  446-447, 449-450, 
622; property, taxation and debt, 432, 
4 45 -447 ; Negro voters, 433 ; Negro 
troops, 433 ; Convention of 1 867, 434-
43 8 ;  education, 437,  443,  640,  65 2 ;  dis
franchisement of whites, 43 8-440 ; Re
construction legislatures, 440 -442 ; Negro 
leaders, 4 4 1 ,  444-445, 447 

Mississippi Plan, 4 1 2, 447-450,  685-686 
Missouri, slavery, 42;  Reconstruction, 575-

576;  education, 576 
Mob violence against Negroes, 1 8, 1 02,  

2 1 6, 3 1 4 ,  465,  574.  See Ku Klux Klan 
and secret societies 

Moses, F. J., Jr., Governor of South Caro
lina, 402, 4 1 3  

Nash, Beverly, Negro leader, 23 1 ,  3 9 1  
National Labor Union, 3 5 4-3 5 8 ,  3 60 ,  596 
National Union Convention, 3 1 5  
Negro army officers, 1 1 3 
Negro conventions, 1 5 5 ,  230-235,  3 6 1 -367,  

4 1 6, 456, 4 89, 495 -497, 503,  5 0 8, 5 27, 
537, 5 69, 574 

Negro crime, 698 
Negro disfranchisement. See Disfranchise

ment of Negroes 
Negro education, 5 89, 637-667 ; Louisiana, 

6 8, 1 5 4, 459,  468,  477, 637, 643-644, 
647, 660 ; demand for, 1 23 ,  365,  492 ; 
first efforts after the war, 1 89 - 1 90, 2 26, 
337,  34 8-349, 642 ; South Carolina, 396-
398,  642-643, 646, 649 -65 1 ;  Mississippi, 
437, 443, 6 5 2 ;  Alabama, 49 1 -492, 653 ; 
Georgia, 500,  644-645, 65 1 ;  Florida, 
5 1 6-5 1 7, 520-5 2 1 ,  653 -655 ; North Caro
lina, 526, 5 2 9-53 1 ,  656-65 7 ;  Virginia, 
539,  542,  639,  642,  646, 65 8 ;  Maryland, 
566; Missouri, 5 7 6 ;  normal schools and 
colleges, 637, 665-666;  ante-helium 
schools, 638,  642-643 ,  655 ; attitude of 
whites, 646;  Freedmen's Bureau, 648-
667 passim ; Arkansas, 658-65 9 ;  Texas, 
660 ; Delaware, 662 

Negroes : as slaves and laborers, 3 - 1 6, 5 6-
57 ;  free, see Free Negroes ; and immi
grants, 1 8 - 1 9 ;  and Southern white me
chanics, 28,  80 ;  colonization of, see 
Colonization; in state legislatures, 403 -
404, 4 7 1 -472, 50 1 ,  5 04-507, 5 1 5 -5 1 6, 
53 1 ,  5 3 4-535,  5 4 6 ;  in conventions of 
1 867, see under Conventions 

Negroes as military laborers and spies, 
57-5 8, 63 , 70 , 1 0 4 - 1 06, l l 5 

Negroes in Congress, 404,  445,  6 27 -630 
Negro health and hospitals, 226 
Negro labor, in modern industry, 4-5 ; 

after the war, 1 29,  3 59-367, 4 1 6-4 1 7, 
5 0 8  

Negro leadership, 6 l l -6 i 2  
Negro migration, 693 
Negro official s :  in South Carolina, 4 1 7-

4 1 9 ;  in Mississippi, 436, 4 4 1 ,  445 ; in 
Louisiana, 469-470 ; in Alabama, 490 -
49 1 ;  in Georgia, 49 8-499, 504-50 7 ;  in 
Florida, 5 1 3, 5 1 5 -5 1 7 ,  5 1 9-52 1 ;  in 
North Carolina, 5 2 8-5 29,  535 ; in Vir
ginia, 5 40 ;  in Arkansas, 5 4 7 ;  in Texas, 
557-55 8,  5 6 1  

Negro petitions, 1 5 5 ,  230-232,  2 85 
Negro population in the United States, 3 .  

See Population b y  race 
Negro property, 1 5 4, 1 73 ,  459,  508 ,  539 ,  

563,  570,  603 
Negro regiments, 95-98,  1 1 2- 1 1 3 ,  260 
Negro religion and art, 1 4 , 1 24 
Negro soldiers, 56-59,  63,  66, 80, 82 ,  9 1 -

1 2 1  passim, 5 67, 5 72,  6 8 9 ;  in action, 
1 0 6 - 1  I I  

Negro suffrage : in colonial times, 6 -7 ;  in 
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North, 7-8, 3 4 1 ; in the West, 8, 3 3 1 ,  
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South toward, 1 66, 2 0 8 -2 1 0 , 223, 275,  
454;  and universal suffrage, 1 9 1 - 1 95 ;  
Garrison on, 200-20 1 ; Horace Greeley 
on, 2 0 1 -2 0 2 ;  Carl Schurz on, 202-206;  
Northern industry and, 2 1 3 -2 1 5 ,  3 2 7 ;  
Negro demand for, 234-235,  457 ; An
drew Johnson and, 250-25 1 ,  256-258,  
2 62-263,  296-300,  3 26, 3 4 1 -3 4 2 ;  North
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and labor vote, 353 ; in Reconstruction, 
3 70-372, 3 7 4 ;  results of, 5 89 -59 1 ,  6 i 9, 
620.  See under various states 

New England, 2 87, 2 9 1  
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New Orleans, 67-68, 1 5 4- 1 55,  1 5 8 ,  3 1 4, 
3 50, 45 1 -452,  464-466, 475 

North Carolina, 5 26-5 3 6 ;  Negro voters, 
6-7 ;  voters, 3 2 -33 ; slave trade, 4 4 ;  labor, 
79 ; lawlessness, 1 29, 1 3 8, 532-5 3 4 ;  pro
visional reconstruction, 1 3 3 ,  2 5 1 ,  2 5 4, 
25 6, 5 2 7 ;  post-war conditions, 137- 1 3 8 ;  
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black code, 1 76 - 1 77, 5 2 7 ;  Thirteenth 
Amendment, 20 8 ;  population by race, 
5 2 6 ;  reconstruction in, 5 2 6 -53 6 ;  educa
tion, 526, 530, 656-65 7 ;  Negro conven
tions, 527-5 2 8 ;  Convention of 1 865,  5 27 ; 
Negro su ffrage, 5 2 7 ;  Negro l eaders, 
5 2 8-5 2 9 ;  Convention of 1 86 8 ,  5 29-530 ; 
Constitution of I 868,  530-53 I ;  carpet
baggers, 53 1 ,  5 3 6 ;  property, taxation 
and debt, 53 1 ;  confiscation, 5 3 2 -533 ; 
corruption, 535 ; Democratic Party, 5 3 6  

Northwest Ordinance, 8 

Pacific railroads, 242,  5 8 1  
Panic o f  1 873 , 595-5 97, 6 8 5  
Pardons. See Amnesty for Confederates 
Peonage, 696 
Perry, B. F.,  Governor of South Carolina, 

3 8 8 -3 89,  4 I 2  
Petersburg, siege of, I I 1 
Phil l ips, Wendell ,  25,  I 62 ,  1 8 2, 1 85 ,  1 99-

200, 257, 279 
Pinchback, P. B.  S ., Governor of Louisiana, 

4 6 8 -470, 472 -473, 478,  4 8 1  
Planters, 3 2-5 4 ,  1 29, 3 4 9 -352  
Poor whites : a n d  Negroes, 1 2, 27,  3 2, 2 9 8 -

300,  608,  673 ; condition, 26-27, 47 1 ;  a s  
mechanics, 2 8 ,  80 ; migration, 29 ; dis
affection in war, 80-8 1 ;  in Reconstruc
tion, 1 30 - 1 3 1 ,  372, 409,  4 4 8 ,  4 8 8 ,  494, 
500, 53 I ,  6 1 0 ;  and land, 2 1 1 ;  and labor 
movement, 23 8-239,  24 1 ;  and Negro 
suffrage, 349-3 5 2, 6 I I  

Popu lation by race : South Carol ina, 3 83 ;  
Mississippi, 43 1 ;  Lou isiana, 45 1 ;  Ala
bama, 4 8 7 ;  Georgia, 495 ; Florida, 5 1 1 ;  
North Carolina, 5 2 6 ;  Virginia, 536-53 7 ;  
Arkansas, 5 4 6 ; Texas, 5 5 2 ;  District of 
Colu mbia, 5 6 2 ;  Maryland , 563-5 6 4 ;  Ken
tucky, 5 6 6 ;  Tennessee, 5 7 I ; Missouri, 
5 76 

Populist movement, 353 
Port Hudson, battle of, 1 0 7- 1 0 8  
Port Royal, South Carolina, 59-60,  6 7 ,  230,  

3 8 6 -3 87,  3 93 
Propaganda, 7 1 1  
Property and taxation in the South, 604-

605,  600.  See u nder various states 
Public schools,  637-667;  in the South be

fore the war, 63 8-644 passim ; in North 
Carol ina, 638 ,  655 ,  65 7 ;  in Sou th Caro
lina,  639, 649-65 0 ;  in Virginia, 639, 
646, 657-65 8 ;  in Georgia, 63 9-640,  644-
645,  65 1 - 6 5 2 ;  in Alabama, 640-6 4 1 ,  
6 5 2 -653 ; in Mississippi, 640, 6 5 2 ;  in 
Florie.la, 653-655 ; in Arkansas, 658-659 ;  
in Texas,  659 -660 ; in Louisiana, 660 ; 
in Delaware, 6 6 2 ;  in Missouri, 66 2; pub-

l ie-school system, establishment of, 664-
665 

Railroads, 2 1 1 , 2 I 3 , 5 8 1 , 5 82 ;  in the 
South,  406 -40 8 ,  4 46, 475-476, 493-494 , 
5 1 1 ,  5 1 7-5 1 9, 53 I -532,  5 8 9  

Rainey, J.  H ., Negro Congressman, 403,  
630 

Ransier, A. J . ,  Negro leader, 23 1 ,  397, 
403 , 4 I 5-4 I 6  

Rapier, James T., Negro Congress, 4 9 1  
Reconstruction : Lincoln's pl an, 1 5 1 - 1 60 ;  

law o f  March 2 ,  I 867, 329,  3 3 1  -3 3 3 ;  
supplementary, 334-335 ; l a w  o f  July 1 9 , 
1 867, 3 3 5 ;  constitutions and legislation, 
5 97 -5 9 8 ;  debts, 6 1 3 -6 1 5 ;  cost of, 7 0 8 ;  
recent l iterature, 7 22-723 

Reed, Harrison, Governor of Florida, 5 1 5-
5 1 8, 5 20 

Reform movement : of 1 8 72, 594,  622-625 ; 
and the Negro, 1 8 45 - I 849,  2 1 -22 

Registration in 1 867, 370-37 1 .  See u nder 
various states 

Republ ican Party, 234, 272, 3 1 5 ,  3 1 8 , 3 2 1 ,  
3 2 6 ,  360,  373 

Revels, H. R. , Senator, 4 4 2, 449, 594-595 
Rhodes, J. F., Historian, 7 1 6-7 I7 ,  725 
Richmond, battles arou nd, I I  1 - I  1 2  

Saxton, Rufus, General,  72-74,  599 
Scalawags, 3 50,  352,  487;  in Louisiana, 

47 1 ,  4 7 8 ;  in Alabama, 4 9 1 -49 2 ;  in 
Georgia, 509 

School fu nds : of South Carol ina, 397-3 9 8 ;  
of Louisiana, 4 7 7 ;  o f  Georgia, 500 ; of 
Florida, 5 1 6, 5 2 0 -5 2 1 ; of Freedmen's 
Bureau , 648 ; diversion of, 662; school 
taxation, 6 63 -664 

Schools,  mixed, 643, 662-663 
Schurz ,  Carl, Statesman, 7 7 ,  1 3 3 - 1 3 6, 202-

205, 207 ,  247, 25 1 ,  25 4-255 , 27 1 ,  3 1 5 ,  
3 1 8-3 1 9 , 67 1 ,  7 2 2  

S e a  Islands, 67, 7 2-74, 7 7 ,  3 93 
Secret organizations. See u nder Ku Klux 

Klan 
Segregation and caste, 695, 702 
Seward, Will iam, Secretary of State, 8 8 ,  

2 5 2 ,  254 ,  275-277, 292-293,  3 1 8 , 32 1 ,  
3 74 

Sharkey, W. L. ,  Governor of Mississippi,  
43 2-433 

Sheridan, P. H.,  General ,  335, 4 82 
Sherman, W. T., General ,  393 
Slave codes, 10,  1 79 
Slaveholders, 3 2 -54 
Slave marriages, 1 0  
Slave revolts, 1 2 , 65 -66, 1 05,  I 1 9 - 1 20 
Slavery, 8 -9 , 20 , 30, 3 9-4 1 ,  45-46, 48 -50, 
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5:J,  1 8 4 ;  Southern attitude, 5, 9 - 1 3 ,  5 2 ;  
as cause o f  secession, 48-5 1 

Slaves, payment for, 1 50 - 1 5 1  
Slave territory, 4 1 ,  47 
Slave trade, 1 1 - 1 2 ,  4 1 ,  43-46, 50-5 1 ,  1 3 7 ,  

1 43 
Smalls, Robert, Negro Congressman, 23 0 
South Carolina : voters, 6 -7, 33 ,  2 0 8 -209, 

3 8 8 ;  labor, 45-46,  79,  3 83 -3 84,  4 1 6-
4 1 7 ;  land, 7 2 ,  393-3 95 ;  lawlessness, 1 29, 
3 86, 674-677, 686-690 ; provisional re
construction, 1 45,  254,  256,  298,  3 8 5 ;  
black code, 1 67 - 1 72 ,  1 75 - 1 76 ,  1 79,  3 85 -
3 86 ;  reconstruction in, 3 8 1 -428 ; popula
tion by race, 3 83 ; property and debt, 
3 84,  40 1 -402, 405-406, 408-4 1 3 ,  425-
42 8 ;  Negro conventions, 3 87 ;  state con
vention, 1 868,  3 8 8 -3 89, 400 ; political 
parties, 3 88, 4 1 2 -4 1 3 ;  Negro leaders, 
3 9 1 , 402-405, 4 1 7 -4 1 8 ,  426-427 ; organi
zation of labor, 393 ; education, 3 96-3 9 8 ,  
642-643 , 6 4 6 ,  649 -65 1 ;  courts, 398-399;  
Constitution of 1 868,  400 ;  taxation in, 
405 -406, 408-409, 4 1 4 ;  railroads, 407-
4 0 8 ;  charitable institutions, 4 l 3; Freed
men's Bank, 4 1 6 ;  corruption, 4 1 9-42 8 ;  
fraud report, 420-423 

South, political power of, 3 2 -34, 4 1 ,  47, 
1 85 - 1 87,  2 1 5, 289-2 9 1 ,  706; post-war 
conditions, 1 33 - 1 80 passim, 27 1 ,  3 1 4, 
671 -673 ; crops and industry, 5 87-5 8 8 ;  
property, see under various states 

Stanton, E. M., Secretary of War, 249, 339 
Stephens, Alexander H., Vice President, 

49-50, 243,  26 1 ,  503,  5 1  l , 629 
Stevens, Thaddeus : and Negro suffrage, 

1 66, 209, 257,  265 -266, 3 1 9 ;  and de
mocracy, l 82, l 9 l ;  land for freedmen, 
1 85 ,  1 9 8 ,  20 1 ,  273 -274, 327;  and labor, 
1 87 ;  confiscation, 1 97-1 99,  3 3 8 -33 9 ;  
Committee o f  Fifteen, 2 6 1 -262, 294,  
300-303 ; plan of Reconstruction, 262-
264, 270, 2 9 1 -292, 295,  328,  33 1 -3 3 2 ;  
speech o n  Reconstruction, 265-266;  and 
Andrew Johnson, 279,  3 42, 3 4 4 ;  Four
teenth Amendment, 2 8 9 ,  296, 303-3 0 5 ,  
307, 3 1 3 -3 1 4 ;  death, 3 44, 7 2 2  

Strikes, 2 l 6 
Sumner, Charles : plan of Reconstruction, 

1 5 0 ,  1 52, 20 1 ,  3 2 8 ;  and Loui�ana, 1 62-
1 63 ;  and Negro suffrage, 1 66, 1 95 - 1 97,  
1 99, 209,  253,  256-257,  3 1 9,  33 1 ,  337;  
Negro civil rights, 1 9 1 - 1 94, 2 7 1 -272, 
284, 309, 5 9 1 ,  683 ; confiscation of 
Southern property, 1 9 8 ;  Thirteenth 
Amendment, 20 8 ;  Freedmen's Bureau, 
220-22 1 ;  and President Johnson, 249, 
25 1 ,  25 8-259,  279,  2 8 1 ,  286;  and Com
mittee of Fifteen, 2 8 6 ;  Fourteenth 

Amendment, 294-296, 3 06, 3 1 3 ,  33 1 ;  
economic problem, 3 2 7 ;  and Thaddeus 
Stevens, 3 43-344;  democracy, 590,  5 9 2, 
722 

Suffrage , right of, 6-8,  3 2 -33 
Supreme Court, 339,  435,  594,  690-69 1 

Tariff, 2 1 0-21  l ,  2 69-270, 3 40 
Tennessee : voters, 7 ,  2 5 1 ;  slave trade, 4 4 ;  

Negro soldiers, 98,  I I 6 ;  lawlessness, 1 44 ;  
post-war conditions, 1 44 ;  emancipation, 
244;  reconstruction in, 57 1 -575 ; popula
tion by race, 5 7 1 ;  Confederates, 5 7 1 -
574;  Confederate disabilities, 5 7 2 ;  Ne
gro suffrage, 573 , 575 ; Memphis riot, 
5 7 4 ;  Negro conventions, 574 ; action of 
Congress, 575 

Tenure of Office bil l ,  334 
Texas, 552-5 6 1 ; lawlessness, 1 29 ,  553-554,  

556,  558,  677;  post-war conditions, 1 43 ;  
Thirteenth Amendment, 2 0 8 ;  Provi
sional Governor, 254 ; war trade, 5 5 2-
553 ; reconstruction in, 55 2-562 ; prop
erty, taxation and debt, 555,  560;  Ne
gro suffrage, 5 5 5; registration of l 867, 
556-5 5 7 ;  election of l 868,  557; Con
vention of l 868,  557-5 5 9 ;  Confederate 
disabilities, 5 5 9 ;  election of 1 869, 5 60 ;  
election o f  l 873 , 560-56 l ;  education, 
5 60 ;  railroads, 560 ; Negro l eaders, 5 6 1  

Textbooks on Negroes, 7 1 0 -7 n 
Thirteenth Amendment, l 8 8, 207-20 8 ,  

256,  262,  265,  270-27 1 ,  3 29, 435 
Thirty-ninth Congress, 253-3 1 4  passim , 

337 
Treasury Department and Freedmen, 75-

76 
Tribune, New Orleans Negro paper, 456-

464 
Turner, H. M., Negro leader, 3 67, 498-

499,  502 ,  504,  506, 5 1  I 

Union league, 680 

Virginia, 536-546;  labor, 5 ,  32,  79,  94, 
1 37 ,  2 2 8 ,  537 ,  5 3 9 ;  Negro voters, 6 ; 
slave trade, 4 2 ;  Negro soldiers, l 1 6, l 1 9-
1 20 ;  post-war conditions, 1 3 6- 1 37, 1 44 ;  
lawlessness, l 44 ; provisional reconstruc
tion, 1 5 1 ,  25 1 ,  2 5 6 ;  black code, 1 73 ,  
5 3 7 ;  Thirteenth Amendment, 2 0 8 ;  popu
lation by race, 536-53 7 ;  reconstruction 
in, 536-5 46 ;  Negro convention, 537 ; 
Constitution of l 864,  5 3 7 ;  scalawags, 
53 8-540 ; suffrage, 53 8 ;  education, 539,  
542,  639, 642, 646,  657-65 8 ;  Negro 
property, 5 3 9 ;  Republican P'arty, 5 4 0 ;  
Convention of 1 867, 540-5 4 1 ; Constitu-
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tion of 1 868,  5 4 1 -5 46 ;  Confederate dis
abilities, 544 ; election of 1 869, 5 45 ;  
property and debt, 5 46 

Wade, B.  F.,  Senator, 1 99,  257, 3 1 9, 375 
Wade-Davis bill , 1 5 9 - 1 6 1 ,  24 1 
Warmoth, H .  C.,  Governor of Louisiana, 

4 6 1 -463 , 473,  478 -479 
Washington, Booker T., 694 
West, the, 8, 1 9 , 2 8, 42, 87, 1 82 - 1 83 ,  1 99,  

2 I I ·2 1 2, 2 1 5 -2 1 6, 233 , 239,  253,  29 1 ,  
294,  306, 3 26-327 

West Indies, 4,  1 2 , 45,  1 29,  1 49,  20 1 ,  272 
West Virginia, 537, 5 6 1  
Whipper, W. J., member o f  South Caro· 

l ina legislature, 395-396 
Wilson, Henry, Senator from Massachu 

setts, 96,  2 1 7 , 3 8 8 ,  490 
Wright, J. ] . ,  Justice, Supreme Court, South 

Carolina, 23 1 ,  3 93-39 4, 3 99, 40 1 -402 
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